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PREFACE 

During the past ten years, psychologists, both in this 
country and in America, have shown a rapidly increasing 
interest in factor-analysis as an instrument of research 
In Great Britain, following the remarkable lead of Professor 
Spearman over thirty-five years ago, a vast stream of 
factorial work has issued from our laboratories and schools ■ 
but a large proportion of it—particularly that which deals* 
not with results, but with methods—has remained buried in 
postgraduate theses or in special reports, and so has never 
become generally known. Indeed, until quite recently, 
factor-analysis has been looked upon as a peculiar and some¬ 
what isolated branch of psychology—at best a field for 
specialists, at worst the dubious hobby of an esoteric school, 
ut in any case beyond the ken of the ordinary scientific 

reader. 

Nevertheless, though its abstract foundations are still 
the subject of some controversy, its concrete applications, 
particularly in the spheres of education and vocational 
guidance, have proved more stimulating and more fruitful 
than any other line of approach. a The entire practice of 
mental testing and the whole body of individual psychology 
rest,” we have been told, “ upon a factorial basis.” To-day 
the theory of mental factors is discussed in almost every 
psychological textbook. All our students are expected to 
know something of its leading principles and of its main 
achievements. And yet there is no work of reference on 
the subject that does not presuppose a mathematical back¬ 
ground that very few students possess. The majority see 
in it their pons asinorum : for factor-analysis is still presented 
to them as an abstruse statistical technique, too specialized 
for any but the advanced mathematician to follow or 
employ. 

The standpoint advocated in this book is very different. 
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I hope to show that, like many other scientific methods 
that wear a mathematical dress, factor-analysts is mei y'y a 
refinement of a simple and very ordinary logical procedure. 
At the same time, I am equally convinced that m its de¬ 
tailed applications, the logic of a complex subject like 
psychology cannot be wholly identified with the logic of the 
simpler sciences. Here perhaps I differ from most other 
factories, who explicitly model their initial postulates and 
the modes of proof on those obtaining m the older sciences, 
such as physics and astronomy. If, however, the logic of 
psychology is in some measure peculiar to itself, then it 
needs studying as a special discipline. In dealmg_with 
human problems, whether personal, social, oi into national, 
the plain man most frequently goes wrong, not so much 
because his implicit psychological assumptions are at fault, 
but rather because his mode of reasoning is inappropriate 
to psychology. And I hold it to be far more important 
that the student of a particular science should appreciate 
the logical method of his science than that lie should 
memorize a mass of details about facts or the latest 

fashionable theories. 
This book, therefore, will be concerned primarily with 

methods rather than with results. Ncvct theless, it lias 
always been for the sake of the results that I have sought to 
use, adapt, and evaluate the various devices available. As a 
clinical psychologist in the education department: of the 
London County Council, my interest lay primarily in the 
discovery of practical tests and in individual diagnosis. JVIy 
collaborators were teachers and research workers who had 
often enjoyed a mathematical training. Ami to them this 
volume owes an exceptionally heavy debt. Like most ot 
my work, it is based largely on trials and inquiries that they 
carried out, often without thought of eventual publication. 
As those who have studied the Council’s Reports will be 
aware, nearly all the methods described in the following 
pages have been tried out in this way upon concrete practical 
problems, though full details of the procedure have, as a 
rule, not been published before. The various devices we 
considered, not as forming a new or a systematic technique, 
but rather as an ad hoc means of verifying impressions or 
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conclusions indirectly gleaned from first-hand surveys or 
from the clinical study of individual cases. 

On receiving a part-time chair, I found myself engaged 
in instruction as well as in research. It therefore became 
necessary to systematize the working methods that had 
seemed most promising, and to set them out in an intelligible 
form. In the absence of any textbook, we evolved a series 
of roneo’d notes, containing simplified proofs, computers’ 
instructions, and a set of worked examples. As the demand 
for these increased, the University of London Press very 
generously agreed to publish, as a sequel to my earlier 
volumes, which had already incorporated results from 
factorial and other statistical inquiries, a further work 
explaining in greater detail the technical methods we had 
used. On the outbreak of war it appeared that I should be 
separated from most of my research students, and engaged 
on novel problems, which might still nevertheless demand 
somewhat similar methods of analysis. Accordingly, I 
resolved to issue without further delay the substance of 
my notes and lectures in book form. Later events, not 
foreseen at the time of this decision, must be in part 
my apology for the imperfections the reader will no doubt 
discover. 

To Mr. W. Stanley Murrell, Manager of the University 
of London Press, all psychologists owe a high tribute of 
gratitude for the enterprise and generosity he has always 
shown in accepting scientific publications on so young a 
subject as psychology. I personally have to thank him for 
the care, the promptitude, and the skill with which he has seen 
this work through the press at a time of unusual difficulty. 
I have also to acknowledge the kindness of the London 
County Council in permitting me to incorporate tables, 
formula;, and other matter that had originally appeared in 
published and unpublished reports drawn up while I was 
in their service. 

The book consists of three main Parts. The first ex¬ 
plains the general method of factor-analysis as a logical 
technique ; the second describes the relations between the 
various forms which this general technique has taken, either 
for the purpose of special problems or at the hands of parti- 
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cular writers ; the last attempts to illustrate and defend 
the views I have advanced in what would seem to be the 
most effective way—namely, by an actual application of the 
alternative methods to a concrete issue of general interest, 
the problem of temperamental types. 

Part I is itself the outcome of an experiment. Two 
years ago, I found myself compelled at short notice to take 
over a course of lectures on factor-analysis to a group of 
students, who, like most psychological students in this 
country, had little mathematical or statistical knowledge. 
Technicalities were therefore reduced to a minimum ; and 
the main argument was based on a logical rather than a 
mathematical approach. Presented in this light, the 
fundamental ideas of the statistical factorist became at: once 
clearer and more interesting both to the mathematical and 
the non-mathematical; at the same time, they illuminated 
questions in psychology and other sciences, not generally 
regarded as factorial. 

In arranging these lectures for the press I have also kept 
in mind the needs of the research-worker. I have dis¬ 
cussed in some detail the fallacies that invalidate so many 
theses on the subject; and, since research students enter 
psychology by such different paths, I have inserted a wide 
variety of proofs and illustrations, in the hope that one at 
least may be intelligible to every reader. For the same 
reason, it seemed necessary to expatiate at greater length on 
what may be called the present growing-points—particular 
issues on which in the near future research is likely to con¬ 
centrate, such as the problem of metric units, of mental 
energy as a factorial concept, of correlating persons instead of 
tests, and of the various hierarchical criteria. To avoid 
breaking the general thread, these side-issues, and the 
supplementary illustrations and interpolated proofs, have 
been printed in smaller type. They are sections which the 
general reader, at any rate on a first perusal, will merely 
skip or skim. 

To the advanced mathematical psychologist, this mode of 
presentation may seem alike prolix and inconclusive. To 
forestall this criticism, I had originally intended to append a 
systematic summary, giving rigorous algebraic proofs of the 
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essential formulae, on the lines of my published Memorandum 
drawn up at the request of the International Examinations 
Inquiry Committee. But the recent publications of 
Thurstone and Thomson—both remarkable for the lucidity 
and thoroughness with which they have covered these more 
technical aspects—have rendered my own attempt not only 
superfluous but largely out-of-date. Accordingly, I have 
merely retained an Appendix on working methods which I 
hope may be of service to the practical investigator, not 
only in psychology, but also in many other sciences— 
medicine, agriculture, biology, economics, and the various 
branches of social science—where, as I believe, factor- 
analysis might often be applied with ease and advantage. 

Parts II and III were actually written before Part I. 
The second was accepted for publication by the editor 
of the British Journal of Psychology a year or more 
ago; the third was submitted to the editor of the British 
Journal of Medical Psychology as a sequel to an earlier 
article printed in its pages. To the editors themselves I 
am much indebted for permission to include them here 
instead of in those journals. As they stand, they form a 
natural continuation of the earlier chapters. The im¬ 
portance of the two issues with which they deal became 
evident at the symposium on ‘ Factor-analysis ’ arranged 
by the British Psychological Society at the beginning of 
1939; and the interest aroused by these special aspects 
showed the need for a fuller discussion in a more widely 
accessible form. 

As regards the first of these issues, I myself have always 
held that the different methods of factorizing a given set of 
data were merely variants of the same underlying principle— 
alternative ways of reaching the same essential results with 
a greater or less degree of ease and approximation. This 
view has encountered strong criticism, and therefore re¬ 
quires more adequate support. Proofs and illustrations are 
supplied in Part II; and, if they win assent, should do 
much to reconcile conflicting points of view. Let me add 
that every student should test the issue for himself. What¬ 
ever conclusion he reaches, there can be no better way of 
understanding general principles than by trying all the 
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different procedures in turn on some small table of measure¬ 

ment8. 
As regards the second problem, I have always held that the 

methods of factor-analysis might be applied quite as 
legitimately to correlations between persons as to correla¬ 
tions between traits, and that the same factors would be 
reached by either approach. This I have regarded as 
almost self-evident: yet it has also become the subject 
of recent attack. Until an agreement on this issue is 
achieved, the very nature of mental factors must remain in 
doubt. In defending my own position, it seemed that the 
most convincing line was, even at the risk of appearing 
polemical, to examine one by one the various criticisms 
advanced, and then, adopting the critic’s own procedure, t o 
show how the results achieved are virtually the same. I his 
is the aim of the concluding Part. The upshot, 1 think, is 
to demonstrate that for practical work a very much simplcr 
arithmetical technique will suffice than is described in the 

usual books on the subject. 
My acknowledgments are too numerous to record in full. 

I owe most, I fancy, to the writings of those who are not: 
psychologists at all, but have been concerned primarily wit h 
the general methodology of the more complex sciences - 
particularly Keynes, Johnson, and Fisher, and, among mathe¬ 
maticians, Cullis, Sheppard, Russell, and Wcyl. To English 
psychologists, who have engaged in factorial work— 
Spearman, William Brown, Godfrey Thomson, and my own 
students—my indebtedness will be manifest at almost every 
point. To my teacher, William McDougall, I shall never 
be able to express my thanks: though his own approach 
to psychological problems was along very different lines, 
my first factorial research was carried out over thirty years 
ago under his immediate supervision. Spearman’s pre¬ 
eminence is acknowledged by every factorist, even by 
those who at one time differed from him most strongly. 
My own obligation is a personal one as well: the generosity 
that he showed in encouraging and criticizing my early work 
has continued to the present day. The last two Parts of 
this volume were completed before the appearance of 
Thomson’s admirable work on The Factorial Analysis of 
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Human Ability, but the first Part has gained greatly 
by his survey of the general field and his sympathetic 
criticisms of my views. Among the numerous American 
workers who have entered the field, to our great advan¬ 
tage, the remarkably clear and systematic exposition of 
Thurstone has proved most suggestive ; he will, I hope, 
forgive me for taking his own tables as an occasional text 
for my discussions. 

To my recent colleagues, Dr. W. Stephenson and Dr. 
A. J. Marshall, Research Assistants in the Department of 
Psychology, this book owes an unusually heavy debt. They 
have always been ready to read my notes, criticize my views, 
and even check my calculations. Circumstances have lately 
deprived me of their help : otherwise I should have held my 
manuscript back, and profited still more fully from their 
criticisms. To Stephenson, one of the most original and 
vigorous of the many students who have worked both under 
Spearman and myself, I am particularly grateful. Nothing 
is more stimulating than the presence of an enthusiastic 
collaborator, eager to explore a new field of work, yet attack¬ 
ing it from an opposite angle instead of along identical lines. 
On the two main issues I have just mentioned, his outspoken 
criticisms, and above all the opportunities we have had. for 
personal discussion, have been invaluable at every point. 
I believe that both the problems at stake and the alternative 
solutions have been made at once clearer and more interest¬ 
ing to the beginner, because I have thus been able to attack 
them, not by a dogmatic pronouncement from one side, but 
as part of a friendly and lively debate. 

Throughout, however, my ultimate desire has been to 
emphasize the agreement rather than the disagreement 
between the various schools. When the differences are fairly 
faced, the final outcome, I am convinced, is nearly always to 
discover that the antagonistic doctrines are by no means so 
incompatible as has been supposed : each has merely been 
stressing a complementary aspect of the truth which the 
opposite approach had missed or underrated. If, there¬ 
fore, this book succeeds in establishing a unity of principle 
underlying the mutual criticisms and the divergent views 
of the various contributors, then one important step will 
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have been taken towards establishing factor-analysis on a 
settled basis. When that is achieved, I believe we shall sec 
in it, no longer a special branch of psychological research, 
but a logical technique available for use in every complex 

science. 

University College, London. 

September, 1940. 

C. B. 
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PART I 

THE LOGICAL AND METAPHYSICAL STATUS OF 
FACTORS IN PSYCHOLOGY 





CHAPTER I 

WHY DOES THE PSYCHOLOGIST NEED FACTORS? 

The Origin of Factor-analysis.—It is impossible to under¬ 
stand the nature of a mental factor unless we first under¬ 
stand the nature of the technique by which it is derived. 
Historically what we now call factor-analysis is a mathe¬ 
matical procedure developed by psychologists as an extension 
of the ordinary device of correlation : “ the commence¬ 
ment,” says Spearman (to whom more than to anyone else 
the introduction of factorial methods is due), “ consisted in 
noting that, when any pair of abilities are correlated with 
each other, they can be regarded as depending on a common 
factor ” ([56], p. i).1 Correlation in its turn, or so it has 
generally been maintained, is merely a statistical application 
of what Mill called the c method of concomitant variations’; 
and Mill s fifth c canon ’ might well be taken to express the 
implicit assumption on which nearly all interpretations of 
factor-analysis have been tacitly based: “ Whatever 
phenomenon varies in any manner, whenever another 
phenomenon varies in some particular manner, is either a 
cause or an effect of that phenomenon, or is else connected 
with it through some fact of causation2 

In psychology, as in the biological sciences generally, the 
processes are too involved for us to isolate, as a directly 
observable * phenomenon,’ either a simple ‘ cause ’ or a 
simple ‘ effect ’ : at most, we can only surmise that some 

. 1 Figures in brackets refer to the numbers of the publications given in the 
list of references at the end of the volume* In the quotation I should 
prefer to substitute the word c variables 5 for the word 4 abilities,5 since the 
observation that two sets of correlated measurements might be expressed 
in terms of a common linear component was not really peculiar to the 
psychologist. 

2 System of Logic, Bk. I, p. 441. Mill, it may be remarked, is practically 
the only logician whom factorists ever quote in support of their formal 
procedure. 

3 
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underlying £ fact of causation 5 connects tlie visible changes 
we can actually observe. Hence statistical analysis has to 
be used to supplement or take the plant' ol e,xpciunental 
analysis, in order that we may allow JoiMlie complex mass of 
irrelevant influences which, in the simpler sciences like 
physics or chemistry, we should usually be able to remove or 
control. And in general the psychologist is able to state 
the connexions between the facts observed only in terms, ol 

partial dependence, seldom if ever in. terms of -perfect 
dependence. The degree of such partial dependent e is 
measured by a coefficient of correlation 01 its equivalent , 
and, as Spearman puts it, “ the system oi correlation pro¬ 
posed by Galton and elaborated by Pearson . . . may be 
conceived as expressing the hidden underlying muse ol the 
variations investigated.331 To designate the supposed 

1 Spearman, * The Proof and Measurement of tin* Association between 
Two Things,’ Am. J. Psychol., XV, 1904, pp. 7-1 5 0'is oalies).. Spearman 
himself would prefer to use “ not Gabon's measure of correlation, but Oh* 
square thereof ” to <£ indicate the relative influence ot the factors 
an early hint of the two-factor formula. The* last phrase semis to 
contain the first use, at any rate in psychological writings, ot the word 
4 factor ’ (or rather £ factors ’) in the sense of c component ' a term which 
is also employed by Spearman in the same passage. 1 n this art icle, however, 
the word designates a cause of positive correlation shared by two variables 
only. The extension of the idea (not of the term) to a cause oi correlation 
between a number of variables was made in Spearman's second contribution 
([12], 1904), where the idea of a ‘Hierarchy of the Specific Intelligences' 
was first broached. Following a suggestion of Gallon, Cat tell (i8<)o J<;m) 
had tested long series of students with laboratory tests, but found £ little 
inter-correlation between the tests ’ and therefore no evidence for any 
common factor ([6], [9]). This seemed confirmed by Thorndike and others. 
Spearman, however, holding that students form a group too homogeneous to 
exhibit wide variations in intelligence, repeated the work on a smaller scab* 
with groups of children. Using Yule’s formula for partial correlation [8], 
and a correction formula of his own, he showed that there is a " common and 
essential element ’ underlying all the £ intelligences/ which he identified 
with general sensory discrimination. My own early work was chiefly 
directed towards showing that the ££ highest common jnctor was exhibited/7 
not only (and not most clearly) in the simpler sensory processes, such as 
Cattell and Spearman had tested/but also (and still more clearly) u in the 
more complex mental processes, especially those demanding logical thought ” 
([16], 1909 ; cf, [20]): this entailed a wider variety of tests, and (to cope 
with the larger correlation tables thus obtained) a modified statistical 
procedure, which was based on a A summation method ’ and the £ product 
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£ underlying cause ’—Mill’s c common connecting fact of 
causation’—the name ‘ factor ’ is now regularly used, in 
psychology.1 

An example from an early research will make the form of 
reasoning clear. On testing a group of children for the 
chief school subjects, it was found that, “ as a rule, those 
who are bad at reading are bad at spelling as well ; their 
arithmetic is also below the average for their age, but by no 
means as bad as their reading or spelling.” Now, we cannot 
suppose that weakness in spelling is (to borrow Mill’s lan¬ 
guage) ‘ either a cause or an effect ’ of weakness in arithme¬ 
tic. Consequently, we infer that both are ‘ connected ’ 
through some more fundamental cause, which we term a 
c common factor.’ We suppose, for instance, that an under¬ 
lying ability—c general intelligence ’—is mainly responsible 
both for progress and for weakness in all three subjects. If 
spelling and reading further vary together in a way that is 
not wholly accounted for by the factor common to all three 
subjects, we apply Mill’s c fourth canon ’—the c method of 
residues ’ ; we eliminate what is due to the first factor, and 
decide by a fresh application of the method of concomitant 
variation whether or not there is yet another factor—verbal 
facility, for example—common to reading and spelling, but 
not shared by arithmetic. 

The Measurement of Factors,—To render the arguments 
more -precise, we endeavour at every stage to measure the 
amount of c concomitant variation.’ This, of course, 
means that we must begin by measuring the mental abilities 
themselves. Standardized tests are employed; and, as a 
rule, implicitly if not explicitly, the examinees’ performances 
in the tests are first translated into terms of the variability 
of the group that has been tested, i.e. into terms of their 
own standard deviation, which is treated as a universal unit 

theorem ' (cf. below, pp. 150-2). The two-factor theory as such was pro¬ 
pounded by Spearman and Hart in 1912 ([24] : cf. also [28]). For the 
further history of the subject, see Brown and Thomson [39] and [132]. 

1 At this stage I shall not attempt any more formal definition of the word 
‘ factor.' Such a definition, I hold, must come at the end, not at the 
beginning, of our inquiry (cf. p. 256). For the time being we may accept 
the term as meaning what factorists claim to deduce by analysing their 
correlations according to some accredited technique (see pp. 210 f.). 
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of measurement: the resemblances between their perform¬ 
ances can then be measured by the average product ol all 
the pairs. This is Galton’s ‘index ol co-relation as 
calculated by the so-called product-moment method. _ 

It is important, however, to realize that the pie 
standardization of the unit is not indispensable. All t hat is 
necessary for the calculation is that the measurements 
should be expressed as deviations from their own a vet age. 
Then, even though the measurements have not been reduced 
to terms of their own standard deviations, we can still use 
the average product of the pairs to measure the amount <>t 
concomitant variation. The product-moment is then 
termed the covariance ; and in theory all forms ol lactor- 
analysis can be applied to tables of covariances just as well 

as to tables of correlations. 
When the calculation is completed, the degree to which 

each test-performance appears to depend on the funda¬ 
mental ability or ‘ factor'’ supposed to influence it ts finally 
stated in terms of a ‘ factor loading ’ or ‘ factor saturation,^ 
as it is variously called, that is, a similar coetlic ient 01 uuk 
measuring the amount of resemblance (or co-telation ) 
between the empirical test on the one hand, and the 
estimated measurements for the hypothetical factor on the 
other. Tests of significance are generally applied, not to 
the factor loadings or factor saturations, but to the 
coefficients of correlation or their residuals ; and, as usual, 
they indicate, not the probability that the postulated hypo¬ 
thesis is true, but the probability that the figures tested 
may after all have arisen from the mere effects of random 
sampling, that is, from what is loosely called ‘ chance.’ 

‘ The Factors of the Mind’—By applying calculations of 
this kind to the results of mental tests, psychologists have 
hoped to reach an inventory of what, in Spearman’s phrase, 
have been described as ‘ the abilities of man.’ Verbal 
ability, arithmetical ability, mechanical ability, retentivity, 
quickness, perseveration, oscillation of attention, and above 
all a general factor of intelligence that enters into all we say 
or do or think—these, or qualities somewhat like them (for, 
to avoid misconception, the faetorists prefer to designate 
their factors by letters rather than by concrete names), are 
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supposed to be the ‘ primary abilities5 that make up the 
human mind.1 Other psychologists have gone on to claim 
that, not only the intellectual or cognitive aspect, but also 
the emotional or conative aspect of the mind can be described 
in terms of definable factors.2 This branch of the work has 
attracted less attention. Nevertheless, it would clearly be 
a mistake to begin by identifying the c factors of the mind,5 
as Thurstone and Alexander appear to do, exclusively with 
cognitive ‘ abilities.5 

The catalogue no doubt is still incomplete ; but, we are 
assured, the number of * fundamental traits 5 that have 
eluded discovery must now be very small. “ It seems to be 
a fact,55 says a leading exponent of the Spearman school, 
“ that there is only a limited number of such fundamental 
tendencies in the human being : Spearman has found five 
or so ; Thurstone specifies seven ; the Thorndike Unitary 
Traits Committee expects to find anything between one and 
twenty.55 And the writer concludes : “ the implication is 
that these few fundamental factors account for, explain, or 
are the cause of, all human conduct 55 ([96], p. 208). 

Still more recently, similar factors have been invoked to 
explain the resemblances, not only between test-perform¬ 
ances and temperamental traits, but also between human 
individuals—resemblances which tempt us to class them 
together in groups under the heading of ‘ mental types.5 3 
As before the factors are deduced from sets of correlation 
coefficients or covariances : only now we start by correlat¬ 
ing, not the measurements for two tests, but the measure¬ 
ments for two individuals, taking all possible pairs of persons, 
just as previously we took all possible pairs of tests. Unlike 
the * trait-factors,5 these ‘ type-factors,5 it is declared, may 
be exceedingly numerous. “ There are,55 so we are told, 
“ only a few fundamental tendencies in the human being, 

1 Cf. C. Spearman, loc. cit.9 esp. pp. 411 et seq. A clear and convenient 
summary of methods and results is to be found in Guilford, Psychometric 

Methods, 1936, chap, xiv, esp. pp. 510 et seq. 
a The first to be discovered were again the 4 general ’ factors—e.g. general 

emotionality (Burt, Brit Ass. Ann. Ref., 1915, PP* 694 ei se<l•) an^ a genetyl 
moral factor (Webb. Brit. J. Psych. Mon. Suff1915)? the Iatter beipg 
subsequently accepted by Spearman (loc. citp. 359)* 

* Burt, 4 Correlations between Persons? [101] pp. 59““9^. 
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and therefore only a few unitary traits in the mind ; but 

types exist in great numbers.” 1 
It is frequently implied that these £ factors of the mind ’ 

are innate factors—fundamental elements in the individual's 
mental endowment handed on to him at birth. 'Thus, in 
one of the earliest investigations on intelligence tests, an 
attempt was made to show that the factor which t hey test cal 

was not only general but also inborn ([16], pp. i6q t.). 
And some of the earlier investigations into type-factors, 
particularly those that appeared to be associated with 
temperament, race, or sex, suggested the possibility that the 
most fundamental of all would be those attributable' to 
genetic elements, obeying Mendelian laws and producing 
traits either linked or segregating freely.2 * It is, however, 
somewhat unfortunate that the term factor1 is used for 
both conceptions—the statistical factors that we arc' dis¬ 
cussing here and the genetic factors responsible for heredi¬ 
tary resemblances : the common name tempts the lay reader 
and the student to identify the two. 

1 Stephenson [96], p. 209. 

2 Cf. Burt,c The Inheritance of Mental Characters, ([22], pp. iSS rt n*«/.) 

and 4 The Mental Differences between the Sexes5 ([23], pp. 3So w ,wy,). The 

experimental data reported in these early papers gave, so ir seemed to me, a 

strong support to the notion of inheritable group-factors, at a time when t In¬ 

existence of group-factors was generally doubted by psychological fact mius. 

The most obvious but by no means the only instance's appeared to he certain 

well-marked sensory anomalies, such as colour blindness, for which (at anv 

rate in certain forms) the pedigrees show a distribution very similar to t hat of 

haemophilia and other sex-linked recessives. Red-green vision is obviously 

not a general factor, nor yet a specific factor peculiar to a single tost. Nor 

could it be explained away by arguing that “ most so-called group-factors 

would appear to be the result of education or experience, and so form only 

apparent exceptions to the two-factor theory.” Similar hints of a possible 

sex-linkage were found in other forms of sensory capacity, in imagery, 

memory, the verbal factor, the manual factor, the numerical factor, and 

certain temperamental tendencies traceable to sex~difTerences in the en¬ 

docrine glands characteristics closely related to recognizable group--!actors 

found in other factorial inquiries. The studies of racial types, combining 

physical with temperamental traits, also suggested the probability of an 

ultimate discrete basis. But in all such cases the relation between the 

manifest types5 and the i latent genetic types ’ appeared extremely indirect 

and complex, so that for all practical purposes it seemed safer to talk “ not 

of mental types, but rather of mental tendencies ” (see below, p. 246). 
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About the genetic factors that influence mental ability 
and temperament comparatively little is known as yet. 
Children undoubtedly resemble their parents in regard to 
general intelligence and many other mental factors, and 
that in a degree that cannot be wholly explained by post¬ 
natal influences. Yet the relation between the observable 
phenomena is exceedingly indirect, and typical of the remote 
and complex type of causal determination with which the 
correlationist has to deal in psychology. The most that we 
can say about mental inheritance with any assurance is that 
each individual apparently receives through his two parents 
a very large sample of a still larger number of unit-deter¬ 
miners ; that this sample is mainly but by no means 
entirely random (certain groups of determiners, for ex¬ 
ample, being always carried on the same chromosome) ; 
that his subsequent development must involve a further 
sampling of this sample (or rather of its possible effects) ; 
and that his mental reaction in any given situation must 
depend on yet another process of selecting or sampling 
whatever tendencies have thus developed or survived. 
It follows that, with few exceptions, the overt mental 
types, which are all that the psychologist can detect with 
his tests and rating scales, are related only in a very remote 
and indirect fashion to inherited types or tendencies: 
they are, as the biologist would say, phenotypes rather than 
genotypes. Indeed, if there were any likelihood of estab¬ 
lishing mental genotypes, factor-analysis, I imagine, would 
hardly be the main line of approach which the genetic 
psychologist would adopt in his endeavours to discover 
them. 

The Criticism of Factors.—In seeking to demonstrate the 
existence of the mental factors I have described, different 
psychologists have employed different modes of calculation. 
As a consequence, they have reached somewhat discrepant 
conclusions. Each, therefore, has been tempted to criticize 
any method yielding results a little different from his own. 
So far, however, the validity of factor-analysis as such has 
not been seriously questioned. The non-statistical psycho¬ 
logist, it is true, is always a little dubious of statistical 
demonstrations; but no systematic refutation of the pro- 
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cedure as a whole has ever been attempted. Tn a later 
chapter1 I shall show that the results of any one method 
bear direct and simple relations to those of any other; so that 
all the methods stand or fall together. The detailed differ¬ 
ences between the various devices hitherto proposed have 
been described and discussed with great impartiality and 
clearness by Prof. Godfrey Thomson in a recent publica¬ 
tion.2 Hence their special features need not detain us here. 

. Prof. Thomson’s book, however, has brought the chief 
issues to a head. Though he has never condemned the 
general method in itself, he has always been one of the 
most vigorous critics of the conclusions popularly drawn. 
The aims of factor-analysis, as usually stated, he readily 
accepts : its objects, he says, are twofold- “ to arrive at an 
analysis of mind based on the mathematical treatment of 
experimental data obtained from tests of intelligence and 
of other qualities, and to improve vocational and scholastic 
advice and prediction by making use of this analysis in 
individual cases.”3 But whether the mental factors thus 
arrived at will be so few or so simple as is commonly main¬ 
tained, he very much doubts. From the first he has 
opposed the familiar theory that there is a single central 
factor pervading and dominating all the activities of the 
mind—‘ Spearman’s g ’ or £ general intelligence,’ as it is 
variously termed; and in his more recent discussions he goes 
farther still, and rejects the whole notion that the human 
mind may be constructed out of a small number of funda¬ 
mental capacities or traits. “ Far from, being divided up 
into unitary factors, the mind is a rich, comparatively 
undifferentiated complex of innumerable influences—on 
the physiological side an intricate network of possibilities of 
intercommunication.” The mathematical peculiarities ex¬ 
hibited by our correlation tables are attributable, so he 
believes, not to psychological laws, but to statistical laws : 
they are at bottom simply the result of sampling the in¬ 
numerable factorial elements of which the mind is ulti- 

1 See below, pp. 365 f. 

2 The Factorial Analysis of Human Ability, 1939* CL also Appendix I 
for illustrations of the chief methods. 

3 Loc.'cit., p. 3. 
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mately composed, elements which he apparently would 
identify with the ‘ neurone arcs ’ of which the central 
nervous system is built up. 

It would seem, however, that what Thomson is treating 
as the ultimate factors are something quite different from 
what Spearman, Thurstone, Kelley, Alexander, and most 
other psychologists have had in mind, namely, what they 
would call the primary intellectual abilities—g, v, c, F, 
and the like. Spearman’s ‘ basic components ’ are rather 
like the organs of the body ; Thomson’s are more like its 
cells ; or (to adopt an analogy which both writers use) 
Spearman’s are like the ‘ parts ’ of a motor-car—the wheels, 
the lamps, the horn, the engine, and the tank containing the 
petrol; Thomson’s, more like the ultimate molecules of 
which all the materials arc composed. And there is this 
further difference between them : Spearman looks upon 
the mind as a heterogeneous structure built up out of a 
few essential mechanisms or components; Thomson 
insists that the mind is almost devoid of structure—a tissue 
of homogeneous cells rather than an organized whole of 
specialized parts.1 

The Reasons for Factor-analysis.—What may be the 
ultimate structure of the mind, and whether its parts are 
numerous or few, and its elements similar or differentiated, 
are questions, so at least it seems to me, which must be 
eventually decided by other lines of research—physiological, 
biological, introspective, and experimental.2 * Our present 
crude distinctions between intellectual abilities may give 

1 The difference is largely one of emphasis. Thus, although in the passage 
quoted and again on p. 280 he speaks of the mind as1 comparatively structure¬ 
less,5 elsewhere (pp. 51 and 283) he describes the mind as divided into 
* regions5 or 4 subpools5 and even admits that part of this4 structure 5 may be 
4 innate,5 though most of it is due to environment and education. Thus 
qualified, his two statements are not incompatible, and are far less in conflict 
with Spearman’s than a first reading might suggest. 

2 How the results of these alternative lines of inquiry are related to those 
of factpr-analysis I have tried briefly to indicate elsewhere (e.g. [128], 
pp. 191-5); it should be added, however, that not every exponent of mental 
factors would admit the relevance of physiological or other evidence: 
Stephenson, for example, has recently argued that my 4 endeavour to bring 
physiology into the picture only confuses the issue.5 
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way to distinctions between the functions of various 
cortical areas or cell-layers (indeed, the chief group- 
factors so far discovered rather suggest some such, basis) ; 
and our distinctions between temperamental types may be 
resolved into biochemical differences produced by variations 
in the balance of endocrine secretions : so that in these 
directions factor-analysis may turn out to be a mere make¬ 
shift—a temporary expedient that we may conveniently 
exploit while awaiting a more refined experimental tech¬ 
nique. Since the field is highly complex, a direct advance 
by non-statistical methods is bound to be slow. Meanwhile, 
scientific curiosity demands at least a provisional solution ; 
and the immediate needs of applied psychology call for 
working hypotheses and some practical device' for deter¬ 
mining the key-characteristics of different individuals. 11 is 
these urgent demands that factor-analysis endeavours to 
meet. How far can we trust it ? 

Accordingly, in the opening chapters T shall confute myself 
chiefly to the question of methodology. I propose first to 
examine what nearly every writer on factor-analysis has 
hitherto taken for granted, namely, the nature of’factor- 
analysis in itself as a general method of scientific inquiry, 
irrespective of the particular arithmetical form which the 
procedure assumes in the hands of this investigator or that, 
and regardless of the particular results obtained. Only after 
we have examined the logical nature of the arguments by 
which factors are derived (or so at least I believe) can 
we go on to decide what may be the physical or meta¬ 
physical nature of the factors hitherto suggested. 

If I am correct, the main reason for the protracted 
controversies which have obscured the whole subject lies 
in the fact, that the opposing parties, though nominally 
acknowledging the same general purposes, are interested 
each almost, exclusively in one purpose alone-—the theor¬ 
etical analysis of the human mind in the one case, and the 

practical prediction of individual progress and develop¬ 
ment in the other. Spearman’s original concern, as the 
title of his great work implies, lay in the abstract nature 
of intelligence and cognition; his aim was ‘ to discover 
the causal mechanisms of the mind and the general laws 
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which they obey.’ Thomson’s starting-point, as he him¬ 
self has.related, was an endeavour to improve the methods 
of selecting pupils for different types of school and career 
by scholastic examinations or by mental tests. I myself 
would rather place the initial emphasis on a third and 
somewhat, lowlier purpose. It is one which, I am sure, 
both parties would accept as equally obvious, yet at the 
same time one which, just because it is so easily taken for 
granted and perhaps because it is less ambitious, has been 
continually passed by. In my view the primary object of 
factorial methods is neither causal interpretation, nor 
statistical prediction, but exact and systematic description. 
And I suspect that most of the confusion has arisen because 
factors, like the correlation coefficients on which they are 
based, have been invoked to fulfil these three very different 
purposes, and so have made their appearance at three very 
different levels of thought—-like the famous legal firm of 
Arkles, Arkles & Arkles, which, “ more to its own satisfaction 
than that of its clients, canvassed three different lines of 
business in three small offices on three different floors.” 



CHAPTER II 

FACTORS ARE VARIOUSLY USED FOR DESCRIPTION, 
PREDICTION, OR CAUSAL EXPLANATION 

(I) Description.—Primarily the figures that specify the 
psychologist’s factors, like those that specify his correlations, 
are simply numerical constants, descriptive of the sample 
he is investigating at the moment. But it will at once ln- 
asked, if mere description is his immediate aim, why does 
he go out of his way to express it in terms of abstract 
hypothetical concepts, like, g, v, p, and the rest, instead of 
by the concrete and familiar processes he has actually 
tested, such as reading, spelling, or arithmetic ? The 
motive is usually1 said to be economy- -‘a desire for 
simplification.’ “ Entities,” we are constantly reminded, 
“ should not be multiplied beyond necessity ” ; and the 
use of factors will enable us to cut down the number of 
our working concepts. I would rather describe the under¬ 
lying purpose as e orderly simplification ’: the effort to 
economize labour and thought is to my mind secondary 
to the endeavour to make things intelligible, to ‘ bring order 
out of chaos.’ The task of science is to organize ideas 
rather than to minimize them. 

The analysis of correlations fulfils the same end for the 
multi-variate universe as the analysis of a frequency- 

1 Cf. Guilford, 1936, Psychometric Methods, p. 457. “ Science . . . wants 
to know what is the least possible number of concepts with which one can 
order and describe the multiplicity- of phenomena.” “Both practical 
necessity and the desire for theoretical simplification lead one to seek for a 
few tests which will describe the individual. ... Such tests might then be 
said to measure the factors of the mind ” (Thomson, loc. cit., p. 4). “ The 
decision may be made on the ground that we should be parsimonious” 
{he. cit., p. 15). Similarly Thurstone asks: “ What is the minimum number 
of factors that will account for the observed intercorrelations ? ” {loc. cit,, 

p. 150); for he too maintains that “ the chief object of science is to minimize 
mental effort ” (p. 45). 

*4 
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distribution fulfils for the uni-variate universe. In dealing 
with a uni-variate universe of measurements, we are not 
content merely to give a detailed table of frequencies ; we 
seek a few descriptive constants which will specify the lead¬ 
ing characteristics of our sample—the mean, the variance 
(or s.d.), and perhaps the third and higher moments. So 
too in dealing with a multi-variate universe : instead of 
merely giving a table of detailed correlations, we seek a few 
appropriate constants which will characterize the sample, 
and indirectly the universe from which the sample has 
presumably been drawn—namely, the variances for the first, 
second, and possibly other ‘ factors,’ and the corresponding 
factor-measurements. Our choice of factorial constants, 
like our preference for the standard deviation rather than the 
mean variation, will be determined, not entirely by labour- 
saving considerations, but by a desire for the most pregnant 
specifications, i.e. for characteristics containing within them¬ 
selves the largest number of logical implications. In short, 
our object is a theoretical as well as a practical economy. 

(a) The ‘ -practical economy ’ is perhaps clearest in the 
field where most of the work has already been done, namely, 
in the testing of school children. If, for example, we can 
justifiably group pupils into schools, forms, classes, or 
standards, according to the general educational ability of 
each one, there will be a manifest saving of labour : if, 
however, such attempts at broader classification prove to be 
unwarranted by the facts, and if it proves wholly fallacious 
to speak of children as generally backward or as generally 
advanced, if, in fact, we can adequately describe them only 
by their detailed attainments in each separate subject in 
turn, then the task of educational classification will become 
exceedingly complex. Factor-analysis begins by checking 
the validity of such generalized descriptions. 

But a description in terms of general ability forms only 
the first step in dealing with the individual child. It claims 
to tell us whether he is, on the whole, more likely to succeed 
or to fail, and by how much ; but we also want to know in 
greater detail where he is likely to succeed or fail, and why. 
And so we pass from the general factor to the more specific. 
Yet even here we still seek to be as general as we can : if, 
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for example, we can say that James is weak in all subjects 
where verbal facility is needed, and m those subjects or t hat 
aspect of his subjects only, then his requirements.become 
much clearer than if we enumerated an unsystcmatr/.ed ami 
seemingly incongruous catalogue of subjects (handwork, 
drawing, writing, arithmetic, elt.) m which he does well, 
and another detailed l?st in which he does badly ^reading, 
spelling, composition), without being able to speedy any 
characters in common. And generally, it such ku.-twu lung 
qualities as good memory, good motor co-ordination weak 
visualization, poor auditory imagery, can be established as 
‘ factors ’ having a fairly wide range, each on lei mg not. into 
a single subject or test, but into a group ol tests or subjects, 
the grouping thus revealed will manifestly render, both 
diagnosis and treatment more speedy and more idledive. 

The practical value of descriptions in terms <>t what is 
virtually a general factor (as in the awards, for. example, ol^ 
the junior county scholarship examinations, or in the l.Q. 
or ‘ mental age ’ derived from tests of intelligence) is already 
well appreciated: the practical value' of these less general 
descriptions, in terms of what are called.1 group -factors,’ is 
not so widely recognized. Yet, to my mind, it furnishes one 
of the most pressing reasons for research, along factorial 
lines.1 What is true in educational diagnosis is equally true 
in vocational diagnosis: unless group-factors can be estab¬ 
lished, vocational guidance, except as regards the general 
level of the career advised, becomes almost impracticable. 
Similarly, if such ‘temperamental’ factors.as general 
emotionality,introversion, extraversion, depression, and the 
like can be successfully established, the diagnosis and treat¬ 
ment of the neurotic, the psychotic, and the delinquent will 

be greatly simplified. 

1 This was, indeed, the pressing reason which led me to an early search 
fox factors other than general intelligence on the cognitive side. A severe 

adherence to the 4 two-factor theory ’ (which recognizes no broad factors 
except that of general ability or g, eked out by innumerable specifics) would 
make educational guidance difficult and vocational guidance exceedingly 
complex. The clinical examination of backward pupils, and the beneficial 
effects of specialized treatment in cases of ‘ special disability,’ strongly sug¬ 
gested the existence of group-factors; and statistically controlled investi¬ 
gations seemed requisite to verify these first-hand impressions. 
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(b) But the ‘ practical necessity ’ (to use Thomson’s 
phrase) is not the only motive. The more obvious reason 
for expressing our description in terms of factors is the 
theoretical requirement that dictates the mode of descrip¬ 
tion almost everywhere pursued in science—the desire, 
namely, for the increased logical clearness and cogency 
attained by using a few, permanent, and independent terms 
of reference, instead of a large, indefinite number of casual 
and semi-dependent concepts, changing from one problem 
to another. Whether there are four chemical elements, 
or ninety, or only two, the description of material substances 
is greatly simplified if the chemist can analyse them all into 
a limited number of independent and unaltering constituents. 
So in psychology. The traits we can observe, the tests we 
can apply, are numberless ; those actually selected vary 
greatly from this investigator to that ; and yet, as the cor¬ 
relations show, they are to a large extent functionally 
dependent on each other : in short, they overlap. To 
convert these correlated measurements of arbitrary and 
changing traits into terms of uncorrelated components, 
appearing and reappearing in successive investigations, 
would not only effect an enormous economy of thought, 
but (what is far more important) would greatly enhance 
the precision and the validity of our logical arguments. 

But, before going farther, let us note that the comparison 
of psychological analysis with chemical analysis, though often 
invoked by earlier writers, has sometimes proved uninten¬ 
tionally misleading. When we analyse table salt into 
sodium, chlorine, and a residuum of impurities, we effect 
an actual physical separation; and we consequently infer 
that the component atoms or elements are as concrete as 
the particles of salt. With some such analogy in his mind, 
the student of factor-analysis in psychology is tempted to 
reify the factors named, and to visualize a logical analysis 
as a physical separation, tacitly assuming that, if distinct 
abilities are ever to be discovered, they will be concrete and 
separable ‘ organs,’ like the heart or the lungs, and that the 
£ mental mechanisms ’ which form them will be localized in 
separate brain-centres or cortical areas. 

In psychology, however—and, personally, I should add in 

2 
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chemistry as well—what we are really analysing are not 
substances, but properties : and by properties (as will be 
seen later on) I understand not attributes inherent in sub¬ 
stances, but simply relations manifested under certain con¬ 
stant or standard conditions. Thus, the ‘ verbal factor ’ is 
not necessarily to be identified with a £ verbal centre ’ in the 
brain or a. verbal faculty’ in the mind, any more than 
acidity . is to be identified with a special chemical substance 

or a special chemical force. It would be better, therefore, 
to seek some other analogy. 

Nor is it difficult to find one, for every science exploits 
the same procedure. To take an example familiar to every 
schoolboy, we may compare the advantages of using indepen¬ 
dent factors in psychology with those of using latitude and 
longitude in geography, where, instead of stating that such 
and such a place lies so many miles or kilometres in such a 
direction from the place at which the speaker happens at 
the moment to be standing, we say that it is so many degrees 
north or south of one arbitrary line, and so many degrees 
east or west of another arbitrary line drawn at right angles 
to the first There is no visible £ line ’ to be crossed at the 
equator ; there are no concrete £ poles ’ to distinguish the 
northerly or the southerly directions from all the rest. Yet 
the unreality of the lines and points that are marked down 
upon our maps does not destroy their utility. In the same 
way, to disprove the concrete existence of a psychological 
factor is not—as is so often supposed—to abolish its scientific 
value or validity. 

fact?.rs’ therefore, are to be thought of in the first 
a.s ll1nes ?r. termTs of reference only, not as concrete 

psychological entities. In order to give an adequate descrip- 
jon of persons we must first discover in what independent 
directions a person may vary, and, at the same time, so far 
as possible, choose the direction so that each may carry with 
it a ixiaximum amount of dependent variation* 

■J!\e 63 aT descriPtions of Plants in the ancient herbals simply 
seized on their most conspicuous, if superficial, modes of variation^ 

Hem126 °Lthe TClmen’ and the colour and the silaPe of its flowers' 
can varv ifT aPParentl7 uncorrelated, in which a plant 

y, he variation in one respect being independent of variation 
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in the other. We might, therefore, choose size, colour, and shape 
as our three main 4 botanical factors.’ But these factors do not 
bring with them numerous secondary variations of which they are 
the cause or the diagnostic clue : we can infer nothing from them 
about the structure of the stem, of the leaves, etc. : these would 
consequently have to be enumerated in separate detail. The 
modern botanist chooses other c factors,’ less obvious perhaps but 
more systematically connected with the whole nature of the plant: 
the presence or absence of seeds, of flowers, of one or of two or more 
seed-leaves, of united or disunited stamens and petals, and so forth. 
At each stage he seeks to adopt the one principle of variation which 
will contain within itself a maximum amount of descriptive implica¬ 
tion, or, as the factorist would put it, will account for a maximum 
amount of variance. Clearly, the psychologist should begin by 
following the same procedure : he describes a child as of a 4 non¬ 
verbal type,’ not because he believes in a £ centre for words,’ but 
(i) because such a description implies a number of other peculiarities 
in regard to a large group of school subjects, and (ii) because at the 
same time it does not needlessly and confusingly overlap with 
descriptions referring to arithmetical or to manual skill. 

Let us observe, too, that our factors enable us, not only to 
describe persons, but also to describe traits. And, as we shall see 
in a moment, the logical description or £ definition ’ of traits is 
closely related to the factorial classification of traits. Having 
distinguished a factor of general emotionality from that of general 
intelligence, a factor of repression from its opposite, and a factor of 
pleasantness from its opposite, and so on, we can define any par¬ 
ticular trait that we like to take as our infima species, in terms of 
the subaltern genera indicated by these successive dichotomous 
classifications : we can, for example, define fear as an unpleasant, 
repressive, emotional tendency aroused by such and such stimuli 
and leading to such and such actions. 

At the same time, it will be noted, the factorist’s descriptions 
remain more or less empirical, and need therefore to be elucidated 
by non-factorial research. The modern biologist does not describe 
his specimens in terms suggested solely by the principle of maximum 
variation. With increased physiological and evolutionary know¬ 
ledge the dependent traits are seen to be functionally and not 
merely empirically dependent on the fundamental factors. 
Psychology, however, has as yet scarcely passed the Linnsean stage. 
We have long known, for instance, how to describe all visual 
sensations in terms of three primary factors only; yet everyone 
recognizes that such factorial work is a mere preliminary: much 
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histological, physiological, and biochemical research is needed to 

turn the empirical factorization into an intelligible factorization 
and even (as with the duplicity theory) to correct the inferences 

from mere quantitative analysis. And if we know so little about 
the physiology of colour vision, we know still less about the physi- 
ology of intellectual aptitudes and temperamental traits.1 

(II) Prediction.. So long as the correlations on which our 
descriptive terminology is based remain mere statistical 
statements of co-existence (or tendencies to co-existence) 
and are not yet fully explicable from a functional stand¬ 
point, any inference based upon factorial results must be 
subject to all the limitations of an empirical induction. In 
consequence, however much they may be manipulated or 
transformed in the course of factorial analysis, the set of 
measurements derived from the study of a single sample' 
remains m itself nothing more than a description of the 
performances of the particular pupils tested with the par¬ 
ticular tests employed. That holds true even if the cor- 
relations which lead to, or are deduced from, the hypo- 
S1 ffactors are mad.e to bridge an interval of time, and 

laice tiie form of a prediction. 

tests^Tb, f°d Tmple’ We aPP'^ a series of educational 
tests to a hundred nine-year-olds, wait five, ten, or twenty 

£ 1 correlate the results of our early tests with 
thechildrenslaterprogress at school, or at the university, 
or m after-life: the correlations still remain descriptive 

Thlv3Xl M be“ f°ll0Wed UP> and °f '>« 
namSTTS US t0 rec°?struct what we already know, 
namely, the subsequent achievements of these particular 

IboM Otw ” th™sdves the7 can tell m little Ir nothing 
about other groups or other individuals. h 
^ however, a widespread notion that, even 
though the discovery of a correlation by itself may not 
J t y general predictions, nevertheless the discovery of 
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the underlying factors will. Thus, a research student will 
compute the average or summed "performances of a group 
of children, first in a composite series of tests, such as the 
Binet scale, and secondly, after an interval, in a later com¬ 
posite examination, such as that for junior county scholar¬ 
ships ; he then proceeds to calculate the correlation 
between the two. If he has already had experience of such 
calculations, he will know that the correlation between 
marks and measurements like these is a highly unstable 
figure, fluctuating with the standard deviation of the group, 
and ranging far more widely than its sampling error would 
suggest. And he will be rather chary of treating it as a basis 
for his forecasts. Let him read, however, that such a 
correlation is due to a £ common factor,’ and let him 
identify this £ common factor ’ with something nameable, 
such as g (thus thinking of it as ‘ general ability ’ rather than 
£ average ability ’) or as £ intelligence ’ (which tacitly 
suggests £ innate ability ’) ; and he at once feels that he has 
got down to something far more solid than a mere descrip¬ 
tive coefficient: he will assume that both his correlation and 
his initial test-results rest on a firm and permanent founda¬ 
tion, and that this foundation will remain to support him 
even when he turns to offer opinions about some other 
group. 

It seems important, therefore, to emphasize two points: 
first, that unless, in labelling the factor or by some other 
means, additional premisses are surreptitiously introduced, 
the factor extracted from a single set of correlations can 
claim no deeper reality than can be claimed by the correla¬ 
tions themselves; and, secondly, that a single set of corre¬ 
lations in its turn can of itself rarely afford a valid basis for 
inductive inferences. These points will require elucidation 
in some detail. Let me take the second first. 

(A) The Requirements of Inductive Inference.—The inex¬ 
perienced beginner still commonly supposes that, if a 
correlation is ‘ statistically significant ’ as judged by its 
sampling error, then it can straightway be generalized, and 
taken as applying to other groups; and more than one 
well-known investigator, who would doubtless be fully 
alive to this fallacy in dealing with a single correlation, has 
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dropped into the same error when dealing with conclusions 
suggested by a tabulated pattern of correlations. .Under 
what special conditions, then, if at all, are we justified in 

making such generalizations ? 
Most psychologists who have used factor-analysis, at any 

rate in this country, have regarded it as providing a means 
of inferring, from experiments on typical groups, funda¬ 
mental laws of cognition holding good of all mental pro¬ 
cesses wherever they are found. To derive laws from 
limited facts, to argue from the behaviour of the sample to 
the behaviour of the total population, is to argue from the 
particular to the general; it is, in short, to reason by induc¬ 
tion. And many of the criticisms laid at the door of the 
factorist prove, when closely considered, to be criticisms, 
not (as is generally supposed) of the mathematical method 
of analysis adopted, but rather of the logic, or lack of logic, 
which the factorial arguments display. What Fisher says 
of the mathematicians’ views about the analysis of variance 
is equally true of psychologists’ views about analysis by 
factors: “ many, if pressed, would say it is not possible to 
argue rigorously from the particular to the general, that all 
such arguments must involve some sort of guesswork, which 
they might admit to be plausible guesswork, but the ration¬ 
ale of which they would be unwilling to discuss.”1 Yet, 
as he himself adds, though we may frankly acknowledge 
that all such inferences “ must be attended with un¬ 
certainty, this is not the same as to admit that such infer¬ 
ences cannot be absolutely rigorous.” 

Accordingly, it seems worth while considering in some 
detail why the inferences and the predictions of the 
psychological factorist appear so lacking in rigour. I 
propose, therefore, to examine the chief postulates or 
principles which, implicitly or explicitly, have been relied 
upon by factorial writers to increase the credibility of their 
conclusions, and incidentally I shall endeavour to set down 
what, to my view at any rate, are the commonest logical 
defects of such work. As a rule, the supposed weakness of 

1 [*°9]> P- 4* Thurstone, for example, declares: It is in the nature of 
science that no scientific law can ever be proved to be right: it can only be 
shown to be plausible ” ([84], p, 45). 
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the inductive ‘ guesswork ’ has been fortified by three 
different appeals—first, by emphasizing the simplicity. of 
the conclusions drawn; secondly, by emphasizing the positive 
analogies within the phenomena compared; thirdly, by 
relying on a priori plausibility to supplement the a posteriori 

inferences. 
(a) The Appeal to Simplicity.—Natura est simplex, said 

Newton ; and factorists commonly begin by declaring that 
the aim of factor-analysis, as of every form of scientific 
analysis, is to discover the simplest possible formulation of 
the facts.1 Conversely, when a simplified formulation has 
been successfully attained, its very simplicity is supposed 
to guarantee its truth—a guarantee which could never be 
claimed on inductive principles alone. Thus, the tables 
of correlations met with in psychology often show patterns 

1 The section ‘ On the Nature of Science ’ with which Thurstone opens 
his statement of the ‘ factor problem ’ ( [84], chap. I, pp. 44 et seq.) suggests 
this standpoint. “ To discover a scientific law,” he says, “ is merely, to 
discover that a man-made scheme serves to unify, and thereby to simplify, 
comprehension of a certain class of natural phenomena.” Similarly, Kelley, 
in introducing his ‘ new method of analysis,’ defends it on the ground of 
‘ simplicity,’ and adds: “ to create such simplicity is a basic purpose of 
factorization” ([84], p. 3). Analogous phrases could be quoted from 
Spearman, Thomson, Guilford, and many others who have discussed the 

aims of factor-analysis. t 
The same postulate is more particularly invoked where the mathematical 

analysis alone would not lead to a unique solution. A striking instance, as 
we shall see, is Thurstone’s proposal to accept that particular mathematical 
solution which conforms to the requirements of 4 simple structure/ This is 
in keeping with a well-known practice of physicists. Thus, Jeffreys, in 
analysing experimental data obtained to illustrate the quantitative laws of 
mechanics, observes that, as a matter of fact, the law or formula that every 
physicist would accept44 is only one of an infinite number of laws that would 
fit the data equally well: its special quality, that distinguishes it from the 
other possible laws, is its simplicity ” (Scientific Inference, p. 37 : his italics.) 
A more general discussion of the problem from a logical standpoint is under¬ 
taken by Johnson in connexion with 4 functional induction/ 44 The mathe¬ 
matician,he writes, would44 point out that there are an infinity of different 
functions that would exactly fit any finite number of cases of covariation. ... 
To escape this threatening annihilation of inductive inference, we may 
indicate two fundamental criteria . . .: first, reliance is placed upon the 
character of the formula itself, in particular on its comparative simplicity ; 
second, its higher credibility depends upon its analogies with other well- 
established formulae ” ifiogic> Pt. II, chap, xi, pp. 250-1). 
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of striking regularity or simplicity : the £ hierarchical ’ 
pattern, where every row of coefficients is proportional to 
every other, so that the whole set can be explained in terms 
of a single factor, is the best-known instance;1 the 4 bipolar ’ 
pattern, where the entire table can be arranged in four 
quadrants, two positive and two negative, is another case.2 
Now, the emergence of such simple patterns, so it is com¬ 
monly argued, can hardly be ascribed to chance ; it must 
therefore constitute a significant item of evidence in. favour 
of some underlying factor. 

No doubt, in many experimental results, the very sim¬ 
plicity of a pattern of figures is rightly held to be suggestive 
of something more than could be inferred from the figures 
taken alone or individually ; and the simplicity of a formula, 
at any rate in the simpler sciences, is always deemed an 
added reason for its acceptance. Yet, without extraneous 
information, it is seldom possible to say with certainty what; 
that something is : for, strangely enough, the simplicity of a 
pattern or a formula may imply either a very small number 
of large causes or (what is so often ignored) a very large 
number of small causes.3 

1 See Appendix I, Table I. 

2 A typical example is seen in conclusions drawn from the symmetrical 
pattern formed by residual correlations after a factor has been’eliminated 
(see Appendix I, Table V). In a research quoted by Stephenson ([<)7] 
p. 360) a similar bipolar pattern was found in factorizing a set of cognitive 
tests, when the number of items correlated was only twelve. Not‘one of 
the coefficients was statistically significant as judged by the ordinary 
sampling error; nevertheless, Stephenson maintains that the mere presence o'f 
the pattern (‘ system 5,’ as he calls it) is of itself convincing evidence for the 
existence of two antithetical or ‘ obverse ’ factors. Now, as I have tried to 
show elsewhere, the consistency conditions, which every table of inter¬ 
correlations is bound to fulfil, tend inevitably to introduce such bipolar 
patterns. The pattern itself, therefore, affords no evidence for any factor 
other than chance, since it constitutes the most likely result where chance 
alone is operative. The assumption that bipolar symmetry cannot be a 
haphazard product seems analogous to the contention of a naive student who 
after calculating an average, added up all his positive residuals and found the 

!w v° bC + 635> and then, adding up all the negative residuals, found 
hat these came to exactly — 635 j his exclamation was that such a remark¬ 

able coincidence between the two figures could not possibly be produced by 
accidental deviations. 1 7 

3 The latter alternative arises in physics as well as in psychology, and seems 
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Accordingly, we must, I think, distinguish between 
simplicity as an explanatory principle and simplicity as an 
inferential principle. Where evidence is limited and the 
phenomena are more or less complex, inferences and pre¬ 
dictions based on simple formulae are likely to have a higher 
probability than those based on formula that are more 
elaborate, merely because they make fewer arbitrary assump¬ 
tions. But this does not mean that simple explanations, 
in themselves and as such, necessarily have a higher proba¬ 
bility. Indeed, if we apply this line of reasoning to 
psychology, our explanations and the remoter inferences 
we shall be tempted to draw from them will generally be 
farther from the truth instead of nearer to it. Thus I 
myself should argue that, if simplicity is a reason for the 
acceptance of an explanation in a simple science, simplicity 
is a reason against its acceptance in a science whose subject- 

matter is highly complex. 

Let us glance for a moment at a particular problem to see how the 

point arises. It has often been said that a hundred factorial 
theories could be advanced that would fit the psychologist’s corre¬ 
lation tables quite as well as Spearman’s two-factor hypothesis. 

But that does not necessarily refute the hypothesis. A hundred 
theories could be devised to predict the apparent movements of the 

planets across the sky. But that is no reason for rejecting the 
hypotheses of Copernicus or Newton : their astronomical theories, 
we are told, are really accepted because in that particular field there 
is a high a priori probability in favour of a simple explanation 
rather than a complex. The question,therefore is: are we still 

curiously forgotten by those psychologists who would model psychological 
science on physical. “ If,” says Poincare, “ we study the progress^ of 
scientific inquiry, we see two opposite phenomena : sometimes there is a 
simplicity concealed beneath complex appearances (as in the Newtonian laws 
explaining the movements of the planets) 5 sometimes, however, the sim¬ 
plicity is apparent only and conceals realities that are extremely complicated 
(as in the superficially simple law of Mariotte, describing the kinetic pheno¬ 
mena of gases).” Psychologists of the single-factor school who appeal to 
the analogy of the c simpler ’ Copernican hypothesis overlook the analogy 
of the gases, where a simplicity resembling that of the single-factor theory is 
really the result of numerous small erratic movements. As Poincare ob¬ 
serves : u Here the simplicity is apparent only, the product of an average 
result, and the grossness of our observations alone prevents us from per¬ 
ceiving the real complexity ” {La Science et PHypthise, p. 175). 
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warranted in allotting a higher a priori probability to the simpler 
theory when we are dealing, not with the comparatively simple 
phenomena of astronomy, but with the far more complex phen¬ 
omena of mental life i 

A living creature is not a simple homogeneous ball, and its 
relevant environment is as complicated as that of a planet is simple. 
To suppose that the laws governing the movements of a planet 
whirling in almost empty space can be expressed in three concise 
equations containing only one or two terms and only low powers is 
plausible enough; but to expect that the laws governing the 
movements of a wasp as it buzzes round a room will be equally few 
and simple is the reverse of plausible. Again and again, the history 
of pseudo-scientific theories in psychology has shown that the 
commonest reason for accepting an erroneous explanation in the 
past has been the strong popular prejudice in favour of simple and 
single explanations where highly elaborate explanations would be 
far more appropriate.^ The very simplicity of the ‘ two-factor ’ 
hypothesis has given it a widespread popularity among students 
and teachers, but at the same time has led—or ought to have led-. 
the neurologist, the biochemist, and the geneticist to be highly 
sceptical of its finality. And much the same is true of most of the 
speculative simplifications introduced by this school of psychology 
or that. t - 6/ 

This point of view gains some empirical confirmation from the 
results of practical work. The three-factor theory of intellectual 
abilities, which admits group-factors as well as the general and the 
specific, is on the surface less simple than the two-factor theory 
which virtually excludes group-factors : yet in giving prognoses 
for the development of subnormal children at a clinic, the former 
appears to lead to far fewe/ errors, so far as can be judged from the 
after-histories of the individual cases. We are told that the factors 
deduced by the method of ‘ principal components ’ are less in keep¬ 
ing with the ‘ law of parsimony ’ than the set of factors conforming 
with the requirements of a 1 simple structure ’; and presumably 
the same objection would lie against the method of least squares 
(o which the method of principal components is a special form). 

T ^ on re‘analysiljg old data by various alternative procedures, 
1 find that predictions based on the method of least squares are 
nearly always the more accurate,* And, regarded as a basis for 

This result was obtained by J. F. Steele and Miss F,. R. Woodhead in a 
recent unpublished research, where various modes of factor-analysis were 
tried with the same set of clinical data, and the inferences checked by clinical 
after-histones. As we apply it, the 1 method of least squares ’ or ‘ weighted 
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predictive formula; rather than as explanatory hypotheses, I myself 

should contend that the factors derived by the former method are 
in some ways more simple rather than less (just as, to a scientific 
eve Einstein’s formulae are simpler than Newton’s); for the factors 

are * independent, and the first two or three (which alone have a 

high statistical significance) will always account for, and Pre£lct> * 
greater amount of variance than any two or three factors that tit 

a ‘ simple structure.’1 

In psychology the simplicity we have to look for is not an 
-priori simplicity, but an empirically ascertained simplicity. 

As in other sciences we design our inquiries so as to secure 
the nearest approach to isolated systems, that is, so as to deal 
with one problem at a time. But, although m the simpler 
sciences like astronomy, we may often assume that the group 
of observations we are analysing form an approximately 
isolated system, in psychology such an assumption is likely 
to be highly precarious, even when the most carefully planned 
precautions have been taken To choose tests or traits 
almost at random, and note the simplicity of the resulting 
correlational pattern, can mean little or nothing, except 
that the choice was nearly random. To select tests or traits 
(or it may be, persons) according to some definable principle, 
and then show that a simple formula will summarize the 
results, may mean something : it provides at least a pre¬ 
sumption that we have perceived what was relevant and 
eliminated what was irrelevant. Whether this is really so, 
however, can hardly be decided from a single experiment 
alone We may, of course, invent methods of factorial 
research that will always yield a factor-pattern showing 
some degree of 4hierarchical’ formation or (if we prefer) 
what is sometimes called 4 simple structure. But again the 
results will mean little or nothing: using the former, we 
could almost always demonstrate that a general factor 

summation’ inserts in each table its own 
whereas the method of principal components treats “ ^™ver the 
to unity (see Appendix I). Except with a few small tables, however m 
difference' in the diagonal elements has little effect on the results as the 
figures plainly showed, it was rather the subsequent process of rotation that 

seemed to reduce the accuracy of the deductions. 
i Cf. the typical result obtained below, Appendix I, Table Ai. 
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exists; using the latter, we could almost always demonstrate, 
even with the same set of data, that it does not exist. The 
economy animating such inventions seems to be an economy 
in the number of samples quite as much as an economy in the 
number of factors : the factorist has in effect asked himself, 
what method can I apply so as to reach a unique conclusion 
on the basis of one correlation table only? But that, as it 
seems to me, is to misconceive the requirements of inductive 
arguments. 

(b) The Appeal to the Positive Analogy.—There is thus a 
second way in which reliance on simplicity seems often to 
mislead the factorist. In physical inquiries, when an 
investigator obtains a simple pattern of figures from a single 
set of observations (as he does, for example, in observing 
the acceleration of a dropped weight), the simplicity of the 
resulting formula is held to absolve him from the need for 
repeating his experiment over and over again before he 
begins to generalize. Similarly in psychological inquiries, 
when a simple pattern has been obtained, the factorist is 
usually ready to generalize from one or two correlation 
tables only. 

Once again he forgets the wide differences between the 
two sciences: the physicist1 can generally assume in 
advance that a simple analysis will fit his simple material 
and that in his experiments he is really varying one factor 
only at a time; usually, indeed, he has deliberately selected 
a factor whose relation to the effects he is studying is likely 
to be expressible by some simple mathematical function. 

. 1 This is rather the physicist of the elementary textbook (who is held up 
m other Sciences As a model investigator), not the actual research worker. 
It is quite exceptional for an experimenter in the research laboratory to vary 
only one factor nt a time or to imagine that he is doing so. All that the 
textbook means is that, for purposes of simple exposition, his logical argument 
can be stated as if he had actually varied the factors one at a time, and that 
a rough demonstration can be arranged in the schoolroom to illustrate the 
mam principle. Observe that the schoolboy, knowing nothing of the 
irrelevant factors, accepts a single instance as conclusive, and the proof as he 
understands it involves an ‘ intuitive ’ rather than a ‘ statistical ’ induction : 
but even in physical research experiments are multiplied more to reduce 
errors of measurement than because a mere increase of number leads to greater 
generality (cf Johnson, Logie, Ft. II, chap, x, p. 2i6). 
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To that extent he may be fully justified in accepting an 
intelligible conclusion on the strength of a single experiment. 
But in psychology how can we ever be sure that our 
experiment is based on a complete analysis of the situation, 
and that all other conceivable influences have been success¬ 
fully excluded save the one with which our hypothesis is 
concerned ? As a rule, we do not even know what those 
other influences are. Our only hope of eliminating them 
is to repeat the whole experiment again and again with 
what we take to be irrelevant influences differing as widely 
as possible in each successive trial: in technical language, 
our argument must be based on the ‘ negative analogy as 

well as on the ‘ positive.’ . . 
My point can be made clearer if I apply it to an actual 

example. For this purpose I shall choose a research where 
the fallacies stand out in flagrant relief. The same fallacies, 
I believe, often lurk in the publications of more authorita¬ 
tive writers, but naturally they there occur in more subtle 
and less obvious forms: to take a more competent piece of 
work would therefore obscure and complicate my illustration 

rather than render it plainer. . 
A thesis that I have before me seems especially appro¬ 

priate, because the investigator (an able teacher and student 
who has graduated in psychology and logic) expressly 
appeals to logical principles. His main problem is formu¬ 
lated as follows: “ What is the chief cause of intellectual 
progress i Do the educational achievements of our pupils 
depend upon the narrow instruction given in the ordinary 
classroom, or on the development of some wider psychological 

function ? I shall answer,” he continues, that all teach¬ 
ing should be based upon exactly the opposite procedure 
from that hitherto adopted: instead of giving the pupil 
connexions between ideas to learn by hearVwe should require 
the pupil to discover those connexions. This revolutionary 
principle follows immediately from a theory which can be 
experimentally proved, but which will at first no doubt 
sound scarcely credible, the theory, namely, that all educa¬ 
tional progress depends on a single process, the process of 
educing relations between actions, concrete things, or 

abstract ideas. To demonstrate this theory it will obviously 
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be necessary to apply separate tests of educational achieve¬ 
ments and of relational activities to one and the same group 
of pupils, and show that those who do well in the latter 
usually do well in the former.” 

Accordingly, he applies seven c educational and twelve 
c psychological ’ group tests to fifty-three boys, aged 
years, in two classes at an elementary school. I he 
correlations, he finds, are “ all significant, and with few 
exceptions would fit a hierarchy within three times the 
probable error.” Since that margin allows a deviation of 
± -20, the alleged fit is an exceedingly loose one, and indeed 
is not explicitly invoked to support the conclusions drawn. 
His main argument may be given in his own words : 

“ The correlation between every pair of tests turns out 
to be both positive and significant. Hence every pair has 
a common factor. . . . The factor common to all the tests,1 
educational as well as psychological, is the perception of 
relations between abstract or concrete ideas, ihus our 
theory is verified; and we conclude that this relational 
ability is the general and essential cause, not only of success 
in the cognitive tests of relation-finding, but also of all 
intellectual progress at school. ... It may therefore be 
maintained that every child will make the greatest amount 
of progress if, from the earliest ages on, he is taught, not by 
mere mechanical memorization as at present, but by a 
logical procedure which should enable him to understand 
the reasons for what he is taught, in a word, by teach¬ 
ing him to educe relations instead of to reproduce 
associations.” 

There is here a rather startling transition. We suddenly 
pass from the abstract notion of a common factor, invoked 
to account for a statistical correspondence, to the concrete 
notion of a causal factor, which can be exploited as an 

1 It is here tacitly assumed that the factor common to one pair is identical 
with the factor common to the other pairs. In his introductory chapter the 
writer states that “ it is unscientific to postulate a number of factors when one 
factor will suffice.” Presumably, therefore, his identification rests rather on 
the principle of simplicity or parsimony than on any theory of the cause of a 
hierarchical order among correlation coefficients: indeed, since he declares 
that his table containsu possible specific (i.e. group) factors,” he cannot claim 
it as conclusively hierarchical. 
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effective means towards certain desirable ends How is this 
transition bridged ? The logical link is indicated m the 
writer’s introductory account of his statistical procedure. 
Here he describes correlation as “ a method of measuring 
the agreement between two variables ” ; and then, like 
other writers before him, quotes (or, rather, significantly 
misquotes) Mill’s canon: “The method of agreement 
assures us that, if two or more instances of a phenomenon 
have one factor in common, that common factor is the cause 
of the given phenomenon.” According to the axiom of 
universal causation, therefore, we tacitly assume that a com¬ 
mon factor is a common cause. I shall later consider how far 
factorial arguments necessitate some such causal postulate. 
Meanwhile, let us note how the method of agreement is 
used in the problem before us It furnishes what the in¬ 
vestigator calls a * decisive verification. Our generaliza 
tion,” he writes, “ appears confirmed beyond dispute, when 
we examine the correlations of each test and of each school 
subject with the common factor, i.e. as they are calle , 
their loadings or saturations, which indicate the extent of 
their agreement with that common factor. All the satura 
tions are positive, and, with one exception, all are significant. 
Thus high achievement at school and high ability m the fac¬ 
tor everywhere coincide. . . . We are consequently able to 
explain all intellectual progress at school as'the effect 0 

one simple noegenetic law.” 1 T 1 
But is this the only conceivable explanation ? I observe 

that the instructions to each of the writer s group es s 
were given in abstract verbal terms; and, from my own 
experience of group-testing, I suspect that e.rsta";d^f 
of the instructions presented far greater difficulties to th 
young examinees than the solution of the actual test-pro - 
lems.° Accordingly I might argue with equal plausibility . 
“ the understanding of abstract, verbal instructions is a 
factor common to all the tests ; it is therefore the genera 
cause of success in both the psychological and the educa¬ 

tional problems.” 

1 The writer has previously argued that “ the third {0£ of 
eduction of correlates) “really depends on the second (the^eduction of 
relations) and that “ the first'. .. is not a noegenetic law at all. 
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The headmaster gives my argument a dillVivnt t urn. 1 Ie 
writes : “ those boys who did best were the younger ami 
more conscientious workers ” ; and for him, it appears, the 
“ essential cause of success ” is rather a quality of character 
than of intelligence—a general factor of conscientiousness. 
The pupils’ own class teacher offers yet another explana¬ 
tion : the student has declared that there is a factor common 
to the educational tests and the psychological tests, and 
infers that it is the ability measured by the latter that 
constitutes the common cause ; the teacher, accepting the 
same premiss, puts cause and effect the other way round : 
it is, he urges, not the psychological ability that has produced 
the educational skill; it is the skill measured by the educa¬ 
tional tests, i.e. the skill imparted by his own teaching, that 
has enabled the pupils to solve the psychological problems. 

If, however, instead of dividing the tests into educational 
and psychological, we classify them according to the concrete 
nature of the various problems, we can discern quite differ¬ 
ent common factors. Some of the tests, both the psycho¬ 
logical and the educational, involve material that is primarily 
visual; others depends largely on memory; others again 
require the child to formulate an answer in words of his 
own.. This suggests a threefold group-factor pattern con¬ 
forming with the requirements of 11 simple structure ’ ; and, 
on actual trial, this pattern yields a far closer lit to the 
observed correlations than the hypothetical figures deduced 
from the writer’s own saturation coefficients. On this 
basis, therefore, taking each group of tests in turn, we could 
argue with equal justice that, not the general factor common 
to all the tests, but the particular factor common to each 
limited group was the “ essential cause of success ” within 
that limited group. 

The main conclusion of the thesis, therefore, is by no 
means “ confirmed beyond dispute.” There are half a 
dozen other explanations which would account for the 
results just as. plausibly. Where precisely, then, has the 
fallacy crept in ? At bottom it arises from two time- 
honoured. errors as to the nature of inductive reasoning, 
errors which crop up again and again in factorial arguments : 
first, induction is treated as a procedure for reaching certain 
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rather than probable generalizations; secondly, it is 
treated as a positive rather than as a negative procedure— 
as being based on the agreement1 of positive instances 
instead of on elimination by means of negative instances. 
These misconceptions are so common in factorial work 
that I may be pardoned for exposing them in some detail: 
for unless we can fit factor-analysis in its true logical setting, 
we shall, I am convinced, utterly misconstrue its nature, and 
be continually led astray. 

Where, as in psychology, the issue is somewhat involved, 
it is, I think, a helpful practice to encourage the young 
research student to outline for himself the successive steps 
in his argument so that the formal aspect of his reasoning 
shall be obvious at a glance. Any illicit transition will then 
leap to the eye. Here, assuming for the moment that the 
generalization to be proved is a certain and not a probable 
proposition, the essential premisses and conclusions may be 
set out schematically as follows. The writer begins with a 
hypothetical syllogism. 

“ If relation-finding is the cause of educational progress 
in these children, then their performances in the two types 
of test should agree ; 

“ The correlations show that they do agree ; 
“ Therefore, relation-finding is the cause of their pro¬ 

gress.” 
The fallacy is plain. It could be succinctly if somewhat 

pedantically pinned down with the labels of scholastic logic : 
the writer argues in the modus ponendo ponens (and commits 
the fallacy of affirming the consequent), whereas he ought 

i The ‘ method of agreement,’ to which the writer (like so many other 
factorists) more than once appeals, is somewhat deceptively named. It 
assumes, not merely (as correlationists who cite Mill appear to suppose) that 
u the instances have one factor in common,” but that (in Mill s own words) 
they have “ only one circumstance in common ” (System of Logic, Bk. Ill, 
chap, viii, p. 428). Its value therefore depends more on disagreement than 
on agreement. As Mill himself admits, the method “ is an inferior resource ” 
(p. 433), and the required assumption cannot be made unless we show we have 
“excluded all other causes.” In other words, it is only valid when the4 rele¬ 
vant known positive analogy’ (to use the terminology adopted, below) is 
equal to the ‘ total analogy ’; and this can hardly ever be the case in psycho¬ 
logy, though it may seem to be the case in elementary mechanics. 

3 
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to argue in tile modus tollendo ponnns (and proceed by 
disproving all the alternatives except one). 7 

To this hypothetical argument is added a categorical 
syllogism m the third figure,1 which is equally invalid as it 
stands: ' ' 

“ The 53 boys, aged io-ll, whom I have chosen for my 
experiment, owe their progress to relation-finding; 

“ The 53 boys, aged io-ii, whom I have chosen for my 
experiment, are school children ; 

Therefore, all school children owe their progress to 
relation-finding.” b 

Again the reasoning is plainly fallacious : it involves, like 
all problematic inductions when forced into this shape an 
illicit process of the minor. ’ ‘ 

Both these fallacies are constantly committed in theses on 
factor-analysis. It will therefore be instructive to ask what 
premisses would render the two arguments valid ; for that 
will at once indicate what assumptions the writers are 
unconsciously introducing. 

(i) As it stands, the hypothetical syllogism can only be 
validated by adding the premiss : ‘ this hypothesis (relation- 
hnding as a cause of progress) is the only hypothesis which 

d aCfC0Unt for the consequences specified (agreement in 

P™3117 tlle beginner is himself un- 
rnnrl^?1^ f^7- alt1ernatl1ve bypotliesis, and so silently 
concludes that his is the only hypothesis. Here lies the 
advantage of the experienced supervisor, who can nearly 
always suggest a long list of rival explanations. In psycho- 

h^mh^R^T t?ai 7°Ur °-Wn hypothesis is the only possible 
hypothesis is far too sweeping. But in certain cases1 it may 

froSility^'the rest."1”1 ^ ^ * Ugher anUcedent 

cerSudemi Tfd 1*™ Wdl n0t permit us t0 generalize with 
svllop-ism" inr ’ h°WeJer> we convert the hypothetical 
7 gism into an inference by probabilities, no formal 

?0nof ^ “iddle by means means not the\uh,Vrr If Ilf'’ l-P,Pl I5~29*where* minor,’ of course, 
generahtA 1AuXhX a cond™T>but t]le term of minor or minimum 
for ‘ DaJptiy dnCh S PUP11S WOuld have calIed h substituting ‘ Darapta > 
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fallacy will be perpetrated. Our student’s . contention 
would then reduce itself to this : “ the a posteriori verifica¬ 
tion of a consequence deducible from my hypothesis (or 
‘ theory,’ as he calls it) appreciably increases the probability 
of a hypothesis that was already probable a prion” Note 
that in such an argument the final probability must depend 
on three things1 : (i) the relatively high a priori probability 
of the hypothesis to be proved ; (ii) the number of inde¬ 
pendent conclusions that can be deduced from it in advance 
and verified by experiment; (iii) the relatively low a prion 
probability of those conclusions. The last point is con¬ 
stantly overlooked or misunderstood. To argue, as our 
investigator does,'that the hypothesis is improbable a prion 
reduces the probability of the final conclusion. To argue 
that the deducible consequences were improbable a priori 
would increase its probability. _We tend to believe a 
speculative theory, not because it is surprising m itself, 
but because it explains, or enables us to predict, facts that 

would otherwise surprise us. 
(2) The categorical syllogism could be validated if we 

could add the premiss: “all school children owe their 
progress to the same cause.” Once again this is the kind of 
sweeping assumption that most naive thinkers make, until 
its obvious inaccuracy is pointed out. Later on, however, 
we shall see reason to suppose that the assumption, contains 
a larger element of truth than the stickler for formalities 
usually realizes. It implies a belief in homogeneous 
populations—natural kinds, natural types, and the like. 
Such a belief, no doubt, is untenable in its primitive form. 
Nevertheless, some such postulate is essential to.all attempts 
to generalize from experience.2 And once again we can m 

1 The * criteria of problematic inference ’ are fully discussed by Keynes, 

Broad, and Johnson in the volumes cited below._ , 
2 This requirement is seen most clearly in an important type of induct v 

argument which is rarely considered, viz. generalization from a single speci¬ 
men. The physicist will argue : “ All gold has the same atomic weight , this 
specimen tea an atomic weight of 197 : therefore all gold has that we^ht 
And, as I have already remarked, if he goes on to repeat his test ^th °th r 
specimens, it is rather to eliminate experimental errors than to extend the 
enumeration on which his induction is based. Ab uno isce omnes. 
why does this apply to the weight of gold, but not to the colour of swans or 
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certain cases substitute a modified statement which will 
facilitate an argument as to probabilities, though it will 
never lead to certitude, namely, that the groups of children 
and tests examined form representative or random samples 
of the total populations of persons and tests. 

Extenuating claims of this kind are often explicitly put 
forward by the more argumentative writers in the intro¬ 
ductory sections to their theses, and at times are even 
discussed at greater length than the experimental data 
themselves. Why, then, do the less cautious writers com¬ 
mit fallacies so transparent as the above ? And why do 
the more cautious insist so strongly on these speculative 
additions to their proofs ? Usually, I think, because both 
of them, like so many who work with factor-analysis, are 
anxious to reach a £ unique solution.’ They want every¬ 
thing to be settled once for all by a single analysis of a single 
set of data collected in a single research. If, by the aid of 
implicit or explicit assumptions, a ‘ unique solution ’ can 
be directly attained, the investigator is relieved of two 
troublesome duties—that of repeating his inquiry again 
and again under varying conditions and that of estimating 
the final probability of the net result. 

In my opinion, however, a ‘ unique solution ’ is an ideal 
to be approached slowly and from different sides by pro¬ 
gressive delimitation : it is not a simple concrete fact to be 
discovered in a single step, if only we invoke the necessary 
postulate and choose the right procedure. This being so, 
we may lay down the following precept, which most experi- 

crows ? Why should we be chary of inferring the weight or the intelligence 
of all io-year-old boys from the measurement of one specimen alone when 
one specimen of gold suffices ? To find a satisfactory answer for the factorist 
would lead us from logical into metaphysical considerations, and must there¬ 
fore be postponed for the moment. But, although the answer may appre¬ 
ciably modify the popular notions, it must inevitably tend to support rather 
than refute the existence of relatively homogeneous populations or ‘ types.1 
Evidently, when we are dealing with the co-existence of mental attributes as 
distinct from physical, it is not so easy to convince ourselves that our speci¬ 
mens belong to such relatively homogeneous ‘ populations ’ or * types.’ But 
the very fact that we venture to make such inferences at all implies that 
something like distinguishable types (or tendencies making for such types) 
must be assumed. See below, pp. 70, 224. 
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enced investigators would perhaps think too obvious to 
formulate, but which is nevertheless constantly infringed : 
instead of attempting an argument which seeks to prove a 
universal certainty, be content to build up an argument in 
terms of probability. 

In general, I suggest, the reasoning will take a disjunctive 
form, for example : 

“ The pattern of positive correlations disclosed by the 
performances of these children is due either (i) to chance, 
or (ii) to the fact that relation-finding is a factor common to 
the educational as well as to the psychological tests (a 
hypothesis for which there is a high antecedent probability), 
or (iii) to some other common factor or series of common 
factors (hypotheses for which the antecedent probabilities 
are not so high). 

“ Now, (i) the tests of significance render it highly im¬ 
probable that the correlations (or at any rate the major 
portion of the variance and covariance those correlations 
imply) can be due entirely to chance ; 

“ (ii) I have selected such different types of the same tests 
and such different specimens of the total school population, 
that it is highly improbable that any other factor besides 
relation-finding can be common to all the test-perfor¬ 
mances ” (or, “so far as any other factor was conceivable 
in the raw data, its effects have been eliminated by partial 
correlation, by mutual cancellation, or by some other 
equivalent factorial method) ; 

“ Therefore, (iii) in the instances examined, the correla¬ 
tion's between the two types of test (or at any rate such and 
such a proportion of the variance) must probably be due 
to the only factor remaining, namely, relation-finding. 
Calculation shows that the probability is of such and such a 
magnitude.” 

So far, the conclusion is still restricted to the cases 
actually examined. The investigator must accordingly 
proceed to show that the correlation-pattern, or the factor- 
variance on which his argument turns, is sufficiently stable 
through a wide variety of samples, and that the examined 
samples may be reasonably accepted as fair specimens of 
the total population, as regards both relevant and irrelevant 
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characteristics. With a certain degree of probability, 
which will increase not only with the number, but also with 
the variety of the samples, he will then be justified in 
generalizing from the instances examined to all instances, 

examined and unexamined alike. 
In such an argument, it will be seen, the cogency of the 

final conclusion does not depend, as is popularly supposed, 
on merely increasing the amount of agreement in the 
relevant factors—the ‘ positive analogy,’1 as it has been 
called. It depends far more on increasing what has been 
called the ‘ negative analogy,’1 that is to say, on diminishing 
the points of agreement2 * that are to be ignored in the 
conclusion, and so increasing the amount of difference in 
all irrelevant factors. This may mean formally disproving 
the chief rival explanations in special sections of the re¬ 
search ; or it may mean planning the main research so that 
the rival factors have no room to operate. In either case— 
maior est vis instantiae negativae. 

I do not suggest that this full procedure is always 
indispensable. Different generalizations have different 
antecedent probabilities, and so require different ranges of 
favourable a posteriori evidence to attain an acceptable 
degree of final probability. As we shall show in a moment, 
some appeal to the a priori probabilities is inevitable. 
Here, as we have already noted, our investigator, by his 
initial claim that his hypothesis is ‘ revolutionary,’ and at 
first sight £ scarcely credible,’ has really made a convincing 

1 These terms are introduced by J. M. Keynes [43], pp. 223 et seq. The 
principles proposed would be clearer if, in addition to distinguishing, as his 
terminology does, between (A) the positive and (B) the negative, and be¬ 
tween (1) the total and (2) the known analogies, we also adopted technical 
names for (a) the relevant and (b) the irrelevant analogies; and then, within 
the relevant, known, positive analogy, distinguished between (i) the implying 
or diagnostic analogy (Mill’sc cause ’) and (ii) the implied or inferable analogy 
(Mill’s4 phenomenon ’ regarded as an ‘ effect ’), 

2 Points of agreement, it should be added, common not only to the entire 
group, but also to sub-groups. The plausibility of the criticisms advanced 
by Thomson and Thurstone against the advocates of a single general 
factor largely depends on the fact that investigators, who may seem to 
have eliminated all but one factor common to the entire group, do not 
exclude the influence of a mixed set of (sub-) group-factors. 
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proof harder, not easier : like every young student, he 
yearns to show that he is proving something unexpected, 
something that had hitherto seemed improbable a -priori-— 
at least to all except himself. The paradoxical character of 
his conclusion, however, on which he has laid so much 
stress, springs simply from its sweeping form: even Mill 
could have warned him that “ the precariousness of the 
method of simple enumeration is in an inverse ratio to the 
largeness of the generalization ” (loc. cit., Bk. Ill, chap, xxi, 
§ 3). Had he narrowed his ‘ inferable positive analogy ’ 
to something that had a fairly high a priori probability 
(e.g. explicitly limited his conclusion to children of a 
certain age, certain intelligence, certain fundamental 
acquirements, and to lessons of a certain type, instead of 
generalizing about all children and all school subjects), 
his inductive proof could have proceeded quite plausibly 
on a much narrower basis than I have proposed.1 

But in any case, at some stage of the work, an elimination 
of competing hypotheses is essential. The difficulty is to 
be sure that our enumeration of the possible competitors is 
exhaustive. “ Rejection or exclusion,” as Bacon observes, 
“ is quickly said ; but the way to come at it is intricate 
and winding.” 2 There would seem to be at least three 
ways which, separately or simultaneously employed, may 
in some measure increase its efficacy. All of them depend 
on much the same principle—namely, on so planning the 
experimental and statistical procedure that the unknown 
influences may be legitimately treated as ‘ chance factors.’ 

First, by employing an appropriate method of multiple 
factor-analysis, we can resolve the given table into a series of 

1 We need not, I think, altogether accept the arguments advanced by the 
Oxford logicians against the traditional notion of induction, viz. that it is 
an entirely indirect and negative procedure, that its sole principle “ in all its 
forms is elimination ”—the “ exclusion of all alternatives but one ” (Joseph, 
loc. cit., p. 430; Cook Wilson, Statement and Inference, vol. II, p. 595). 
Their criticisms, I take it, are valid only against that kind of empirical 
induction which, like Mill’s, aimed at universal certainties, instead of being 
content with merely probable conclusions, i.e. with verifying hypotheses 
which themselves already possess a reasonably high a -priori certainty. 

1 Novum Organon, Bk. II, Aphorism xvi (beginning : “ The first task of 
induction is rejection or exclusion . . .”). 
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independent1 factors, extracted in order of their contribu¬ 
tion to the total variance. This may enable us to deduct 
those factors that are not relevant to our main conclusion. 
Thus, if we are seeking to establish the importance of a 
general factor for intelligence, we can partial out the 
influence of the group-factor for verbality from the verbal 
as contrasted with the non-verbal tests; if we are seeking 
to establish the presence of a factor for verbality, we can 
partial out the possible influence of the general factor : 
having done so, we can then proceed to disprove the ‘ null 
hypothesis,’ and so show that a significant amount of residual 
variance can only be accounted for by the particular factor 
whose presence we desire to establish. 

But, owing to the size of the probable errors, it will often 
be impossible to isolate in a single table more than two or 
three identifiable factors. In such cases we can fall back 
upon a second device. We may endeavour to carry out the 
elimination experimentally instead of statistically. By care¬ 
fully selecting the tests or the persons we may at the very 
outset succeed in excluding those irrelevant factors that hap¬ 
pen to be most easily identifiable. 

Thirdly, the effect of minor and lesser known factors may 
be to some extent neutralized by systematic randomiza¬ 
tion.2 This is an artifice which would seem peculiarly 
appropriate for investigations in the psychological and 
social sciences. It has been strangely neglected hitherto. 
Later, I shall give illustrations of its use in what are essen¬ 
tially factorial problems. 

Each of these three principles requires that more syste- 

1 Arguments of the type I have outlined above become exceedingly com¬ 
plex if correlated or£ oblique ’ factors are employed (see pp. 2631). In such a 
case the issue would apparently turn on obtaining measures of stability for 
what Lexis terms ‘ dependent ’ or * organic ’ series (gebuniene Reiben ; cf. 
‘ Uber die Theorie der Stabilitat statischer Reihen,’ Abhand. z. Moral Statistik, 
I9°3>_PP- I7°> etc-)—a problem which he considered all but insoluble for 
practical purposes. Although tests for statistical stability, much better than 
those proposed by Lexis, are now available, his arguments still seem to me 
worth reading, and to have been much neglected in this country. 

* The modern methods of experimental design for the ‘ analysis of variance’ 
with multiple criteria indicate how this may be effected (cf, Snedecor, 
Statistical Methods, p. 210; Fisher, [109], pp. 18 et seq.). 
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matic attention should be paid to the appropriate selection of 
tests and persons than is usually the case. The first prin¬ 
ciple requires us to select samples of tests and persons that 
shall be relatively homogeneous in the relevant characteris¬ 
tics ; the second, to select samples homogeneous in the 
irrelevant traits, introducing a relevant discontinuity into 
the sub-groups; the third, to select samples appropriately 
heterogeneous in the irrelevant characteristics—a point that 
is far more frequently disregarded. 

If the hypothesis to be tested is sufficiently definite, and 
if the alternative factors are comparatively few, such pre¬ 
cautions should certainly lead to a fairly simple pattern both 
in the correlation table and in the factorial matrix. But 
even so, neither the precautions nor the ensuing simplicity 
will, as a rule, enable us to transcend the fact that our own 
table is merely one specimen taken from the enormous 
number of analogous tables that presumably await investiga¬ 
tion. In general, therefore, to justify a factorial prediction, 
or any other inductive generalization from the figures 
obtained by factor-analysis, the first prerequisite must be 
to base conclusions, not on a single sample or a single set, 
but on a series of such sets and samples. 

It is for this reason that I have elsewhere proposed criteria which 
may serve to test the stability of factors from one investigation to 
another. Of these the simplest is the ‘ symmetry criterion.5 If 

and R2 are two correlation or covariance matrices dependent 
upon the same dominant factors, then R^ == R2RV i.e. the product 
of the two matrices should be approximately symmetrical.1 

At the same time, let me add that there are grounds (which again 
cannot here be set out in detail) for doubting whether the coefficient 
of correlation is after all the best measure on which our inductive 

predictions are to be based. Strong reasons can be adduced, to a 
large extent following from the arguments just given, for preferring 
covariance to correlation, wherever covariance is legitimately 
calculable, and for basing predictions and statements of probability 
upon the regression coefficients rather than upon the coefficients of 

correlation themselves. A correlation coefficient is descriptive 
solely of the set of figures on which it is based : it cannot profess to 

1 A worked example is given in Table IV [128], p. 68. Other instances are 
given in the earlier theses by Williams and Davies (cf. [119] and [130]). 
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measure a physical or objective phenomenon, as a regression 

coefficient or a covariance may under certain conditions claim to do.1 

(c) The Appeal to a priori Postulates.—But, however many 
tables we collect, we still cannot legitimately extrapolate the 
results, unless some further assumption is made about the 
total population or universe which our samples are pre¬ 
sumed to represent. This holds of all empirical prediction. 
And here once again we observe how the peculiar fallacies 
that invalidate so many factorial generalizations are, in fact, 
but special instances of the difficulties that surround every 
attempt at reasoning by induction. No inductive inference 
can be justified on formal grounds alone : certain material 
postulates, generally obscure and in most cases unexpressed, 
are essential to carry logical conviction. As we have already 
seen, any effort to reach probabilities by inverse reasoning 
implies antecedent or a priori probabilities, as well as the 
explicit or a posteriori probabilities supplied by the em¬ 
pirical research ; and, however much the mode of argument 
is recast, it seems wholly impossible to escape such initial 

assumptions. 
In factorial work they usually take the form of certain 

general notions about the structure of the mind or the 
physiological working of the nervous system. Assumptions 
of this kind are avowedly introduced alike by Thomson and 
by Spearman. • It is true that, when made explicit, the 
enthusiastic advocate of factorial statistics will often reject 
these non-statistical postulates as irrelevant to the procedure 
itself: Stephenson, for example, has more than once pro¬ 
tested against “ attempts to drag physiology into the pic¬ 
ture.” Other critics declare that the very search for factors 
common to groups of traits or tests is equivalent to 
invoking the discredited doctrine of faculties common to 
various mental processes : while others again protest that 
the mere notion that the mind can be dissected by a quan- 

11 have ventured to criticize the exclusive reliance placed by psychologists 
on the method of correlation in one or two earlier papers (cf. [93], p. 247, 
[121], p. 170 f.). a Some people have been misled into the belief that corre¬ 
lation is the key to all the secrets of nature. In reality, its utility as a statis¬ 
tical method is narrowly limited ; furthermore, it is one of the most difficult 
of statistics to explain ” (Snedecor, Statistical Methods, x937> P* 
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titative analysis into additive elements assumes an atomistic 
structure quite incompatible with modern conceptions of 
the wholeness of personality. Nevertheless, however much 
the critics may object to this assumption or that, without 
some set of antecedent postulates, tacit if not overt, no 
valid generalization can ever be reached. 

Hence, in all factorial researches, it is essential that the 
unproved premisses, which lurk in the background of almost 
every investigator’s inferences, should be brought out into 
the open, and frankly recognized for what they are.1 Each 
author should scrutinize his arguments to see where he is 
going beyond reasoning of a mere formal or statistical type, 
and then, so far as he can, adduce explicit support for any 
additional assumptions that he may be making a priori. 

Often these presuppositions are unconsciously embodied 
in the very way in which the data are selected. If, for 
example, our evidence for a general intellective factor is 
derived from correlations between tests relating chiefly to 
sensory discrimination, the conclusion may easily be drawn 
that general sensory discrimination and the general intel¬ 
lective factor are identical. If our tests are largely verbal 
or largely scholastic, we may discover, or seem to discover, 
that verbal tests or vocabulary tests make excellent tests 
of intelligence, or that intelligence usually goes with high 
educational attainments. Those who rely mainly on motor, 
practical, spatial, or other non-verbal tests, will reach the 
opposite conclusion. 

Here, then, we note once again how vital it is, if factor- 
analysis is to be employed, to consider the design of the 
experiments by which the initial data are to be obtained, as 
well as the accuracy of the mathematical methods by which 
the data are to be analysed. Again and again, in studies of 
the ‘ general factor,’ the research worker simply takes what¬ 
ever mental tests have a high reliability and can be con¬ 
veniently applied to an accessible group of examinees ; he 
hopes to demonstrate his factors, in any set of observations, 

1 My own suggestions will be given, in general form, on a later page 
(pp. 222 f.). The more concrete physiological assumptions that seem to me to 
fit in with factorial work I have already outlined elsewhere (Brit. J. Educ. 
Psych., IX, p. I92). 
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even when collected with little or no intelligible plan, if 
only he can apply some fool-proof criterion. On the 
contrary, as I tried to point out in an early paper, it is 
requisite in all such researches to see that the tests or traits, 
as well as the persons tested or observed, constitute a fair 
and systematically selected sample : according to the 
nature of the investigation, it was argued, they should either 
be “ chosen so as to represent, so far as possible, all the 
typical aspects or levels of the mind ” ; or else (this 
holds most frequently of the persons, but may also hold of 
the traits) they should be expressly selected so as to form 
what is called a ‘ random ’ sample.1 The two principles 
are really the same : for ‘ random 5 selection does not mean 
blind or careless selection, but “ selection according to some 
precept or method which ensures that the mode of choice 
shall be irrelevant to the probability of the generalization 
to be established.” And “ our knowledge of this irrelevance 
is prior to the empirical establishment of the generalization,” 
and therefore a ‘priori, as the phrase has been used here 
(cf. [43], pp. 41 f., 281 f.).2 

(B) The Weakness of the Factorial Link.—My second 
point, it may be remembered, was that the introduction of 
factors, deduced from correlations, does not of itself (as is 

1 In my first investigation on c Experimental Tests of General Intelli¬ 
gence 9 I sought to lay down the former principle as essential to researches 
based on ordinary experimental tests ([i6], p. 98): the latter principle is 
often more appropriate in researches based on observations or impressions, 
since these may be more numerous than tests. 

2 The special problems of sampling tests or traits are not unlike those that 
have arisen more recently in connexion with sampling persons or populations. 
Most factorists appear to assume that in both cases the method of random 
sampling is the only available or legitimate procedure; and by random 
sampling they understand the method of 4 simple sampling ? as described 
by Yule and others ([no], p. 350] rather than the method of systematic ran¬ 
domization as described by Fisher ([109], p. 20 f,). This view is taken, for 
example, by Stephenson in a recent paper ([136], p. 20). As I have indicated 
elsewhere, in studying the existence of mental or social ‘ types5 or tendencies 
among the general public, some method of representative or stratified 
sampling has often to be substituted for the simple effort to sample the whole 
population at random (e.g. in surveys of school populations). Similarly, in 
selecting tests or traits, the method of simple random sampling must in 
general give way to some more elaborate method of systematic sampling by 
strata, levels, or other representative scheme, in which, no doubt, randomiza- 
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so often supposed) increase the precision and the probability 
of the predictions ultimately reached : rather it diminishes 
them. Here we meet in a technical form another common 
fallacy of. popular science. In psychology we are most 
familiar with it m discussions on formal training * the nine- 
teenth-century schoolmaster would only believe that the 
teaching of science could help his pupils to think scientific- 
ally in after-life when he had first persuaded himself that a 
scientific training at school would strengthen some enduring 
common factor, such as the 6 faculty of reasoning.7 Simi¬ 
larly, in more practical problems: the inexpert predicter 
always feels greater confidence if he can base his forecasts on 
some generalized concept. .He prefers to reason from 
simple, universal rules, even if he somewhat inconsistently 
admits that his rules, like all rules, have their exceptions.77 

But his faith in the superior validity of such inferences is 
sadly misplaced. As has so often been pointed out : cc It 
is better to argue immediately from the given particular 
instances to the new instance than to argue by way of a 
major premiss : the conclusion is only probable in either 
case ; but acquires a higher probability by the former method 
than by the latter. 1 Provided the evidential data are the 
same, an ‘ eduction ’ can always be drawn with higher 
tion win play an essential part. I need not enlarge on the special problems 
here, lhe statistical issues have been discussed by A. N. Kaer Bull de 

de Statistique, IX, p. 176 f., and A. L. Bowley and A. Jensen, 
ibid., XXII, pp. 355 f.; cf. also J. Neyman, J. Roy. Stat. Soc., XCVII 
pp. 558 f. . ’ 

1 B. Russell, ‘ On the Notion of Cause,’ Proc. Arist. Soc., N.S. XIII 
p. 197 5 cf Johnson, Logic, Pt. Ill, chap, iv, p. 44. It is instructive to note 
that in their controversy over the way inductive arguments are to be 
justified, Mill and Whately are both, agreed on the erroneous doctrine which 
I have criticized in the text. (Their common error, I take it, is due to their 
ignoring the conditions of probable reasoning : they ignored them because, 
like everyone else at the time, they were ignorant of them.) Mill expressly 
states that, even in inductive arguments, “ no conclusion is proved, for which 
there cannot be found a true major premiss.” Thus, if we wish to infer by 
induction that any given person has this or that common attribute, we 
require (so he maintains), as £c a necessary condition of the validity of the 
argument,” the immediate major premiss “ Whatever is true of John, Peter 
etc., is true of all mankind ” (System of Logic, Bk. Ill, chap, iii, pp. 343-4)! 
1 his is still the implicit view of most inductive scientists, including nearly 
all psychological factorists* 
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probability than an ‘ induction ’ora1 deduction ’ resting 
on an ‘ induction.’ 

The Relative Probabilities of Inductions and Eductions.— 
To the student this point will doubtless be clearer if lie 
compares (a) the inductive-deductive procedure with 
(b) the eductive at three stages of increasing difficulty : 
(i) for verbal arguments of the traditional 1 class type,’ 
based on complete generalizations ; (2) for statistical 
arguments of the ‘ attribute type,’ based on proportions or 
probabilities; and finally (3) for statistical arguments of 
the * variable type ’ based on regressions. 

(1) In their simplest forms the two modes of reasoning 
would follow some such schemes as these : 

{a) Inductive-Deductive.—The samples examined show 
that “ (i) All children who succeed in this test are intelligent. 
(ii) All children who are intelligent will gain scholarships.” 
But “ (iii) Individual i has succeeded in this test. There¬ 
fore, (iv) being intelligent, he will gain a scholarship.” 

(b) Eductive.—The sample examined shows that <£ (i) 
the children who do well in this test will gain a scholar¬ 
ship.” But “ (ii) i has succeeded in this test. Therefore, 
(iii) he will gain a scholarship.” 

Is it not obvious that an appeal to premiss b (i) affords 
a safer ground for the common conclusion than a twofold 
appeal to premisses a (i) and a (ii) ? What woman, instead 
of trying on a new hat at first hand, would be content to 
send her dress to the milliner, and argue, “ my dress matches 
my complexion ; the hat matches my dress; therefore the 
hat must match my complexion ” ? Even the carpenter 
who carries a foot-rule prefers to make a direct comparison, 
instead of trusting to Euclid’s first axiom. 

(2) But in an empirical science our initial observations 
can hardly ever be comprised in complete and sweeping 
generalizations. Hence, instead of using categorical argu¬ 
ments of the traditional type, we must fall back on statistical 
arguments in terms of frequencies or probabilities. At 
this level, our premisses will take the form : (i) Judging 
by our sample, “ Such and such a proportion of the children 
who succeed in the test will prove to be intelligent ” ; 
from which we deduce, (ii) “ if i has succeeded, the proba- 
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bility that he is intelligent will btp/b = •90 (say) ” • from 
other data we infer that (iii) “ if any particular child is 
intelligent the probability of his obtaining a scholarship 
W1 . .e = '^° (sa7)-” And so, by invoicing the familiar 
multiplicative theorem/ we finally conclude: (iv) “the 

Vt1! fU be intel%ent ^d so gain a scholarship 
is p.qjh = plh.qlph? i.e. -90 X *80 = 72 55 F 

But once again is it not obvious, without formal proof, 

ial^Ster J-nd p0SS-ib^ a WSher %ure could be 
attained by directly ascertaining what proportion among 

lZWl° T? SUCCeeded ln the test actually win scholar? 
ships. Now however, we may note that there will be two 
cases : the relatively trivial case in which i is among those 
who have already been followed up, and the case of practical 
importance m which he is a member not of the sample 

Tt R tF ? J i! but 0ni7 °f the Potion sampled. 
?Vhe ,latter ^at provides the interesting problems for 
the logicians who study the nature of probable inference 
and for the statisticians who devise methods of estimation. 
As we shall see later on, in this latter case, the probability 
we ultimately assign must largely depend upon the particu¬ 
lar a prion postulates we tacitly or explicitly invoke. This 
is a further complication to be borne in mind; but it is 
simpler to disregard it for the moment.2 

, 1 P™d,uct tlle,orem for probabilities is usually stated as an axiom or 
definition Gohnson, he. cit., p. 181 ; Keynes, he. at., p. i3S, cf p TJ) 

It is proved as a theorem in Coolidge, Probability, p. 18 ; and the LS 
proof is given a novel and suggestive turn, in keeping with the analogies 
indicated above, in Jeffreys, Scientific Inference, p. 17 g The notation uTed 
in the text is that introduced by McColl and’^ [43] and now fait 

That JIT : propositions; denotes"« the probability 
that ? will be true on the assumption that f and h are both true.” For the 
relation between statistical eduction and deduction from statistical general¬ 
izations (‘ inductions ’) cf. Broad, Proc. Arist. Soc, XXVIII, “ Z ‘ 

,.In 1fter c/ser the plausibility of predictions based on the common 
factor arises from the fact that most factorists identify the common or general 

Whkh t0 innate ’ and therefore 
Z c.ourse> S°me Justlfication for the latter assumptions. 
Nevertheless, with that interpretation we should not really be dealing with 
precisely the same mathematical ‘ factor ’ at the two different moments of 

intelligence }hT “ ltse[f °nl>r. imperfectly correlated with ‘innate 
}W anj-T’ SUCh ?dentlfications overlook the important points 

pe son s factorial composition changes as he grows older and that the 
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(3) In factor-analysis, however, we deal not with attri¬ 
butes defining discrete classes, but with variables differing 
in degree. This brings us to arguments of a third type. 
What we have to infer is not the probability that i will be 
intelligent or win a scholarship ; that is still too crude a 
formulation : what we require is an estimation of the most 
probable amount by which i will, deviate above or below 
the average, first, as regards intelligence, and, secondly, m 
the marks at the scholarship examination. 

By the eductive method we should, calculate at a. single 
step the correlation between the intelligence test (which wc 
may call test 1) and the scholarship examination (which we 
may call test 2)—or rather the * regression ? of the latter 
on the former. If the marks for both are in standard 
measure, we have 

nhi = r2i -mii 

where mu is i9s mark in test 1, m2i is the estimate of his 
mark in test 2, and r21 the coefficient of correlation. Here 
we may assume that, if i is not in the batch tested and 
followed up, his most probable mark in test 2 will be the 
average of those examinees in the tested sample who ob¬ 
tained the same mark as he in test 1. 

By the inductive-deductive method we should proceed 
as follows. For simplicity we may continue, to suppose 
that only one test has been used to measure intelligence, 
and that only one common factor, namely, g, is affecting 
both the measurements in the intelligence test , and the 
marks in the scholarship examination.1 Having first 
factorial composition of the same set of tests is not only different for different 
individuals, but different at different ages. 

1 The student, I hope, will not assume that, if we had a number of tests 
incorporated into the intelligence and scholarship examinations respectively 
(instead of only one in each), that would of itself improve the relative trust¬ 
worthiness of inferences based on the factor g ; .or that, if we also had several 
factors instead of one, that would necessarily give the indirect predictions a 
higher value: for, with matrix notation, all the arguments in the text can 
be generalized for as many variables in each set as we please, I may add 
that, if we want to find the best possible predictive coefficients enabling 
u§ to infer from one multiple test to another multiple test, we ought strictly 
to employ an entirely different procedure, which I have called bi-multiple 
correlation; but that procedure would again short-circuit the factorial 

deduction. 
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ascertained by factor-analysis the hypothetical correlations 
of g with m1 and ra2, we should estimate Us most probable 
marks in two steps by regression equations as follows : 

gi =rlg.mu; 
= r2s.gi 
= % rlg.mu. 

The result is reversible ; for, by analogous regression 
equations, we could estimate Us probable measurement in 
the first test from his mark in the second, viz. 

mu = ru 

The correlation coefficient being the geometric mean of 
the two regressions, we obtain 

r12 = rlg ug 

or (with the alternative notation) =/n ./21. 
The Product Theorem.—This last equation yields what I 

have termed the ‘ product theorem.’ It may be regarded 
as the analogue of the multiplicative theorem in simple 
probability.1 It is, as we shall discover in a moment, the 

1 Both have close analogies to the logical multiplication of classes, rela¬ 
tions, and propositions. Indeed, I am tempted to sap that the product 
theorems mentioned in the text are but particular cases of the more general 
product theorem that forms the basis of all deductive logic (if Rab and Rbc 
denote given relations between a. and b and between b and c respectivelp, 
then the relation between a and c will be defined bp Rac = Rab x Rbe i if A 
and B be two classes, defined bp <f>(x) and 1j/(x) respectivelp, then their com¬ 
mon part C will be defined bp tj>(x) X \j/(x)—where in either case the multi¬ 
plication spmbol is defined in a more general wap than is usual in finite arith¬ 
metical multiplication, but will include this as a particular case). Since I 
shall presently argue that the mathematical reasoning of the factorist, like 
all mathematical reasoning, is but a special example of formal reasoning 
generally, whether quantitative or non-quantitative, it map be worth while 
to exhibit the analogies more explicitly at this stage. 

(1) Let us use the proper fraction ^ to symbolize such propositions as 

“ Some (or all) children who succeed in this test (S) are also intelligent (M).” 
We map then write the spllogism set out in 1 (a) above as follows: 

Number of children who are also intelligent Number of children who also gain scholarships 
Number of children who succeed in the test Number of children who are intelligent 

__ Number of children who also gain scholarships 
~~ Number of children who succeed in the test ’ 

If (as is assumed in paragraph I in the text) the first premiss is universal, 
i.e. if all the children who succeed in the test are also intelligent, the value of 

4 
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central theorem in all factorial work. I have stated it as 
follows: “ If test I is correlated with the only common 
factor g to the extent of rH and test 2 is correlated with 
the same factor to the extent of tig, then test I and test 2 
•will be correlated amongst themselves to the extent of the 
product of those two correlations, namely, r12 == D/; • rts: ’ 1 
more briefly, the correlation between two variables is the 
product of their correlations with the only common factor. 

When we apply this theorem for purposes of prediction 
and the like, it is important to remember that we are dealing 
only with an estimation of and the corresponding 
regression coefficient. No doubt, in theory we can show 

the first fraction, will be unity. Similarly if the second premiss is universal. 
It will then follow that the third fraction must also be unity, i.e. that all 
the children who succeed in the test will also gain scholarships, as the 

syllogism concludes. 
(2) If (as we assume in paragraph 2) only some of the children who succeed 

in the test prove to be really intelligent, then we can insert the actual 
number, e.g. the average as deduced from our sample j and the fust fraction 
will be less than unity. Similarly for the second premiss. Taking the 
probability to be the ratio of the two frequencies (or, more accurately, the 
limit approached by this ratio as the number in the denominator is increased 
indefinitely) we arrive at the multiplicative theorem stated in para. 2, p. 47. 
If the argument is kept in terms of frequencies, it is equivalent to that used 
in the association of attributes. Thus, employing Yule’s notation, let A 
= number who succeed in the intelligence test, JB = number who gain 
scholarships, C = number who are intelligent, AC ^ number who are 
intelligent among those who succeed in the test, and so on. Then, if intelli¬ 
gence is the only common factor, there will be no partial association between 
A and B within class C ; and 8AB.c = 0* Accordingly, by Yule’s formula, 

(cf. Yule [25], p. 49; [no], PP. 56-7). In 

passing, it should be noted that the ‘ criterion for independence ’ within 
class C is really a criterion for showing that the factor responsible for the 
classification into C and not-C is the only common factor : we shall recur 

to this below (p. 147)- 
(3) Finally, with a slightly different line of reasoning, for “average 

number of (children who are also intelligent,” etc.) we may substitute 
“ average deviation of (the same children in intelligence),” with similar 
substitutions in the other fractions. We then reach the last form of the 
product theorem as stated in paragraph 3. 

1 The Measurement of Mental Capacities, pp. 11—12: cf. also Brit. J. Psych., 
1909, III, pp. 159-60; L.C.C. Report, 1917, p. S3, equation (ii)._ The 
application of the theorem is fully illustrated in each of these publications. 
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that, if we restrict our notion to the simplest kind of error, 
then, for the trivial case above mentioned, the amount of 
error involved in the indirect calculation is the same as that 
involved in the direct : i.e. we have imposed on ourselves 
the extra labour of a roundabout computation with no 
improvement in the result. But in practice the actual 
errors involved at the two stages will nearly always prove to 
be cumulative. Occasionally, no doubt, certain a priori 
postulates may be invoked which suggest that the error of 
the indirect method may be the smaller ; and, what is 
still more important, it may occasionally be more economical 
in applied psychology to fall back on the indirect method, 
because a little extra time spent over calculations may save 
a vast amount of time spent over experimental research. 
And this, as I shall show in a moment, is the chief justifica¬ 
tion for basing predictions on a factorial procedure. 
Otherwise, it is safe to say that reliance on an intermediary 
factor will never diminish, but may often increase, the 
errors of our prediction. Wherever we can, it is best to 
by-pass the factors. 

Incidentally, let us note that, in demonstrating or using the 
product theorem itself, it is not necessary to assume (as both its 
employers and their critics generally do) that the common factor is 
actually a common cause. Indeed, one of the great dangers in 

attributing causal properties to such factors is that the assumption 
may encourage us to trust them too much. The correlations which 
we multiply and obtain by multiplication are best thought of as 
merely indicating probabilities for the purpose of an empirical 
forecast or estimate : and the multiplication itself plays the same 

part as in other arguments based on probabilities. ‘ Abilities ’ 
themselves cannot really be multiplied like forces. 

Nevertheless, for the sake of a simplified exposition, it may be 
convenient to regard a correlation as a ratio stating what pro¬ 

portion of causal elements are common to the two correlated 
variables. The analogy between the product theorem and the 

multiplicative axiom is then still more obvious. To take an 
illustration I have used in an earlier Report, let us suppose we know 
the true order of merit (g) for a given set of examination scripts ; 
and let us suppose these scripts are marked by two examiners, 
A and B, who combine the true order with a certain amount of 
error, weighting it, let us say, in the proportions cjta =1/2 and 
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cjtb = 1/3. We can then imitate A’s results by averaging the true 
order with a second order uncorrelated with it1; and we can imitate 

B’s results by averaging the true order with two other orders 
uncorrelated with it and with each other. According to the simplest 

interpretation of correlation, if ta is the total number of independent 

elements determining a variable a, and c the number of elements 
common both to it and to another variable g consisting wholly of 

those common elements, then it can easily be shown2 that 

f 5 similarly, rH = \f - ; 
V ‘'b 

and 

'fab ' V $b 
: that is, rab =Vt-Vi='-- 

1 A worked illustration will be found in my Note on Correlation as Applied 
to Mental Testing, Board of Education Report [48], pp. 188-9. 

2 Cf. Bowley, loc. cit., 1904, p. 355. These £ ratio-formulas* are based on 
Bravais’s method of deducing the correlation rather than Pearson’s (£ Analyse 
mathematique sur les probability de situation d’un point/ Acad. Sci.: mem. 
sav., ii6me ser., t.IX, 1846, pp, 255 f., eq. 28). Pearson’s deduction of the 
product-moment formula proceeds by taking the product-sums of the 
empirical measurements (obtaining r = mm ') ; Bravais’s original deduction 
proceeded by taking the product-sums of the independent elements of which 
those measurements were supposed to be composed (obtaining 
Bravais’s mode of approaching the subject, though heavily criticized in the 
past (cf. [47], p. 152), is full of suggestive points for the factorist, which 
the other approach has led us to neglect. 

The idea that correlation may be regarded as expressing the proportion 
of common elements has appealed especially to those interested in heredity. 
This was the origin of the celebrated experiments of Darbishire and Weldon 
on artificial correlation obtained by throwing dice [14] ; and it still finds 
favour as a principle of teaching and interpretation (cf, Snedecor, loc. cit. 
sup., pp. 128, 130 : “ Roughly this is the interpretation of the father-son 
correlation in stature, which is not far from £ : an average of some 50 per 
cent, of the genes are common to father and son.”). Thomson adopts a 
similar standpoint in his £ sampling theory,’ which he introduces with an 
ingenious extension of Weldon’s experiments and formulae ([132], p. n). 
Here, however, it seems important to ask whether Thomson’s elements 
(‘ neurone arcs ’) are as independent as the biologist’s elements (‘ genes ’) ; 
for the neurones belonging to the same individual have all developed from 
the same material. This, however, is a point we must take up later on. 

Meanwhile, it may be noted that, if mental factors or 4 abilities ’ are 
regarded as equivalent to forces, then the product-theorem is the equivalent 
of the familiar formula for the composition of two forces. This analogy, 
however, is also full of unsafe suggestions, unless its precise grounds are made 
clear (see below, p. 91). Indeed, I fancy it might be legitimately maintained 
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as may be roughly verified by direct calculation from the averaged 
orders.1 6 

The fact that direct prediction is safer than indirect is 
quickly realized by any investigator who engages in educa¬ 
tional and vocational guidance and is able to follow up his 
cases over an appreciable period of time. In earlier writings 
I have sought to stress this caution more than once. Never¬ 
theless, these reservations have often been overlooked both 
by those who rely on psychometric methods and by those 
who. criticize them. Accordingly, it may be advisable to 
consider in more concrete detail tlie two commonest cases 
in which attempts are made to base a practical prediction on 

that the compounding of forces is itself a compounding of logical implications 
not of actual causal entities. In psychology at all events, once the student 
has grasped the notion m the concrete, he should, I hold, look upon it as 
a principle of reasoning rather than as a principle of causation 

1 The formal proof on which I have usually relied proceeds by writing 

Mki “ A* * f* + '> the P^duct theorem follows at once on correlating 
mai and ([93], p. 281, eq. xix). If we express the correlations as cosines 
and rewrite dns initial equation rc* = cos dh . gi + sin 6h . the same 
argument brings out the analogy between what I may call£ factor-synthesis ’ 
and the composition of forces, and, conversely, the analogy between factor- 
analysis and the resolution of forces. 

The shortest proof is that obtained from Yule’s formula for partial 
correlation ([25], p. 238, eq. 12), by putting the residual correlation r,*.* == o ; 
but this formula really assumes the product-theorem to prove the residual 
correlation instead of vice versa, and the deduction does not make the 
theorem clearer to the student who has not followed Yule’s somewhat lengthy 
demonstration. For the non-mathematical student the argument (with 
the illustrative^exercise suggested in the text) seems to be the clearest. I 
relied upon it in my earliest paper because I then assumed that the corre¬ 
lation of a test with the common factor might be plausibly supposed to 
depend on and increase with its complexity. The instance there given is worth 
recalling because it illustrates the complexity theory of the general factor 
which still seems to me to contain an important element of truth. ’ 

To quote my original example ([16], p. 160), suppose we have a series of 
sensori-motor functions, each of varying degrees of complication, yet all 
essentially manifestations of one common process, say motor co-ordination 
(X) : for instance, we may imagine each to consist of a different number of 
elementary sensori-motor reactions, added or otherwise combined, so that 
the most complicated test, A, is equivalent to, say, a dozen determinations, 
and the most simple, 3, to only three. Then, applying the ratio-formula, 
we can find a measure of the influence of X on A and B by computing its 
hypothetical correlation with each; and similarly, we can compute the 
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factorial generalizations, namely, what may be called 
educational and vocational prediction respectively. This 
will afford an opportunity of removing certain recurrent 
misunderstandings by the way, and of replying to typical 

criticisms.1 
(a) Prediction in Educational Psychology. V\itn the aid 

of special tests and other devices, the educational psycho¬ 
logist seeks to discover, during their earliest years, first, 
those children who will never be able to profit by an 
ordinary elementary education, and, secondly, those children 
whose higher abilities deserve something moie than an 
ordinary elementary education—the mentally defective and 
the future scholarship winners respectively. By way of 
illustration let us consider the second problem a little more 
closely. In theory the psychologist might begin by trying 
to discover what special mental qualifications are needed to 
pass the scholarship examination and to do satisfactory 

probable intercorrelation directly. Thus, with the degrees of complexity 
just assumed, the correlation of A with the common factor would be twice 
as high as the correlation of B : consequently, A will correlate with all 
other motor processes, P and Q, twice as highly as B does; i.e. taplfbp — 
rajrb9-. a result which can obviously be generalized for all ratios of the 
correlations with the common factor. 

But this causal background, though convenient for a simplified exposition, 
is by no means necessary to a proof of the abstract theorem ; and its some¬ 
what speculative assumptions have been more than once called in question. 
Spearman, for example, in discussing my results, holds that the larger inter- 
correlations obtained with tests of higher and more complex mental pro¬ 
cesses are due simply to the fact that the “ multitude of independent specifics 
must cancel one another, leaving the general factor more dominant” 
([24], p. 69). However, the ‘ proportionality criterion,’ as it may be called 
(‘ Burt’s equation,’ Spearman terms it), could itself be deduced by applying 
Spearman’s own earlier formula:—e.g. his formula: for eliminating chance 
errors or for correcting ‘ distortion ’ ([12], pp. 90, 95), as indeed was pointed 
out at the time ([16], p. 159, footnote 3): he himself prefers to express the 
underlying principle in the form of a ‘ tetrad-difference equation ’ (see below, 

^ 1 The most recent criticisms are those of my friend and colleague in the 
L.C.C. Inspectorate, Dr. J. C, Hill (‘ A Criticism of Mental Testing,’ Brit. 
J. Med. Psychol., XVII, 1938, pp. 258-72, and previous communications). 
Dr. Hill complains that, in writing for the practical teacher, factorists like 
myself have laid far too much stress on alleged ‘ definite entities ’ such as 
(so-called) Intelligence: I ought not, he says, to condemn 19 out. of 20 
backward children, as being capable only of special education and of limited 
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work at a secondary school of the usual type ; he might 
reduce these to a short list of non-overlapping ‘ funda¬ 
mental traits or factors’ —memory, perhaps, and reason¬ 
ing, verbal fluency, numerical accuracy, and no doubt 
certain moral and social characteristics that scarcely lend 
themselves to testing 5 he might then compile a number of 
tests to measure the more important intellectual factors in 
due proportion. Such a set of tests, or something very like 
it, is in fact comprised in the Binet-Simon scale and in many 
published booklets for the testing of ‘ educable capacity.’ 
These compilations, however, were for the most part drawn 
up quite empirically. In actual practice I doubt whether 
any psychologist would first undertake a double factoriza¬ 
tion of the scholarship examination, on the one hand, and 
then of the Binet tests, on the other, and base his predictions 
on the agreement between the two sets of factors. He 
correlates performance at the Binet tests or at the group 

industrial usefulness, solely on the ground of such indirect statistical in¬ 
ferences. Similarly, the writers of the two papers quoted below protest 
that the interposed factors ” introduce dubious and unnecessary com¬ 
plications into the educationist's deductions. Dr. Reed, for example, refers 
to my early P.C.C. Memornudum on Junior County Scholarships, and asks: 
“ Does not Dr. Burt’s whole argument break down if, with some psycho¬ 
logists, we doubt the very existence of special faculties or factors ? ” He 
advanced similar objections against the introduction of ‘ vocational guidance 
in the schools,’ contending that 4 vocational psychologists seem to be faculty 
psychologists without knowing it.’ In reply I should like to draw my critic’s 
attention to the 4 Statistical Note ’ appended to the Report he quotes: he 
will there find a formal algebraic proof that “ statistical inferences, mediated 
by hypothetical factors, cannot be more safe, and usually are less safe, than the 
determination of direct correlations ” ; for this reason, in the body of the 
report, “ inferences with factors as middle terms ” were employed only 
where no data existed for direct deduction. As for vocational guidance, I 
have always admitted that66 vocational psychologists are perhaps too ready to 
assume^what are variously called, according to the fashion of the moment, 
£ faculties,’ 4 specific capacities,’ or 4 factors,’ ” and have argued for a direct 
empirical procedure wherever possible rather than an indirect or analytic 
(‘Principles of Vocational Guidance,’ Brit. J. PsycholXIV, 1924, p. 351). 
Finally, may I say that Dr. Hill’s article does not give a fair reflection of the 
factorist’s views ? Thus his main conclusion I myself should willingly 
accept. Indeed, the peroration of his article (last four lines of p. 270) is 
almost a verbatim reproduction, metaphor and all, of the concluding 
sentences of my own Report (reprinted in Phe Subnormal Mind, p. 134). 
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tests directly with performance in the scholarship examina¬ 

tion, and relies on this direct correlation. 

No doubt an application of factorial principles will aid in the 
construction and selection of tests ; but it has often proved mis¬ 
leading. For example, a strong belief in the ‘ single-factor theory ’ 
(I myself should be inclined to say, a real misunderstanding of the 
‘ single-factor theory ’) has led many of its supporters to aim at 
homogeneity rather than heterogeneity in their batteries of intelli¬ 
gence-tests. “ It follows from Spearman’s hierarchical principle,” 
we are told, “ that a reliable battery of tests for the general factor 
should have the highest possible correlations with each other . . . 
Thus the Binet scale stands condemned at a glance by the extremely 
miscellaneous nature of the tests that compose it: never having 
applied the factorial method, Binet evidently failed to make up his 
mind as to what precisely his tests were to measure.” The point 
is put still more strongly by Cattell in his recent defence of ‘ the 
factorial methods of analysis of personality ’ : “ if, as most psycho¬ 
logists concede, the [Binet] test is not concerned with one ability 
but with a collection of abilities, the attachment of a single 
quantitative value to this hodge-podge is meaningless.” 1 

These criticisms once again exhibit the fallacy of trusting solely 
to the ‘ positive analogy ’ to strengthen inductive inferences. The 
right guiding principle I have endeavoured to state more than once 
elsewhere. It is the logician’s principle of increasing the ‘ negative 
analogy.’ “ Multiplying the number of different examiners is of 
greatest value when their correlation with the ‘ true mark ’ is high 
and their correlation with each other is low . . . The same holds 
true of the subjects tested : the best results are obtained by com¬ 
bining tests which correlate highly with the general ability to be 
measured, but attack it from independent or divergent angles.” 2 

1 Character and Personality, VI, 1937, p. 115 : on p. izi he argues in 

detail against ‘ the error of the view ’ that factors are mere ‘ middlemen 

between tests and criterion.’ On the issue discussed in the following para¬ 

graph I find myself in close sympathy with many of Cattell’s conclusions, 

but on the wider issue I agree still more closely with those of Vernon as 

expressed in the same symposium. 
2 Marks of Examiners, pp. 304, 310. Mental and Scholastic Pests, p. 207. 

The guiding principle cited above is implicitly followed by boards of 

examiners when they arrange that their several question papers, though 

bearing one and all upon the central subject, shall nevertheless each deal with 

a widely different, aspect. This is commonly defended on the favourite 

ground of economy—to avoid superfluous overlapping : its real defence rests 

on the inductive principle described above (pp. 29 f.). 
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Thus, the heterogeneity of the tests in the Binet scale, so far from 
diminishing its value, actually increases it; and the popular 
batteries of written group tests, which are put forward as better 

substitutes, and in which each test claims high correlations with the 
rest, are, as a rule, far too homogeneous ; they owe their high 
correlation quite as much to what, with a more varied assortment of 

test-material, would prove to be £ overlapping specifics ’ (ease in 
understanding the printed word, facility of verbal expression, and 
the like) as to the ‘ general factor 5 of intelligence. 

In educational work the psychologist’s predictions often cover a 
long range. In certifying the mentally defective we are by statute 
required to show that the defect has existed “ from birth or from an 
early age ” ; by the age of 6 or 7 we endeavour to discover those 
who during their school career will never be able to profit by an 

ordinary elementary education; towards the age of 10 or xi we 

seek to select others whose subsequent educational progress will 
justify the award of a scholarship to a secondary school. In all 

these instances of testing, examining, or diagnosing, we are trying 
to ascertain, not (as the detective does) who has committed a 

momentary act, but who possesses a given amount of some lasting 
capacity. Since these educational predictions cover most forms of 
intellectual work, the capacity we desire to estimate must be a 

‘ general factor ’; and since the predictions envisage the rest of the 
child s educational career and indirectly the rest of his working life, 
this factor must have stability or permanence. We thus need 
something like a first law of motion for mental activity r that is, 

we require to distinguish a persisting internal ‘state of uniform 
motion, on which our predictions shall be based, from unfore¬ 
seen external forces, which may subsequently come into action 
and partly obscure or disturb it. Ideally we should like to detect 

this permanent internal ‘state’ when the child first comes into 
our ken, i.e. at birth or at an early age.’ Such a state, con¬ 

ferred at birth and lasting throughout life, is precisely what is 
meant by an innate capacity or propensity; and the external 

forces are represented by environmental influences, such as training 
at home, teaching at school, illness, accident, and the like. 

Accordingly, from the very outset of my educational work it has 
seemed essential, not merely to show that a general factor underlies 

the cognitive group of mental activities, but also that this general 
factor (or some important component of it) is innate or permanent, 
in the sense just defined. In dealing with other tasks of psycho- 
logical guidance the treatment of delinquency or neurotic tendencies 
or the subsequent choice of employment—similar issues arise : we 
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want to know, not merely what factors are general, but how far 

those general factors are stable. In each case the problem is 
primarily one for correlation and statistical analysis. The precise 
methods that may be employed, and the provisional results so far 

secured, I have already discussed in early writings.1 Here, there¬ 

fore, I need do no more than emphasize this somewhat neglected 

aspect of factorial work. 
Again, in examining individual children we often seek, not only 

to predict each child’s general progress, but also to analyse out 

the special weaknesses of this child or of that. For such a purpose 
the heterogeneity of the Binet tests brings with it an added ad¬ 

vantage : for they often throw an incidental light on these more 

specialized characteristics. As time goes on we shall come more and 

more to rely on the results of factorial work.2 But in these cases the 

1 [i6], p. 170 f., [22], p. 15 f., [23], p. 250 f. In the more popular formula¬ 
tion of my conclusions I freely availed myself of biological terms, and spoke 
of these tendencies as 4 inborn,5 as often £ hereditary,5 and as Identifiable on 
the conative side with £ instinctive 5 trends. This has led to occasional 
criticism, which is, I fancy, directed rather against the associations which 
those terms suggest, than against the ideas I intended to convey. I fully 
agree that the distinction between what is innate and what is acquired is an 
abstract and artificial distinction : so is the distinction between a projectile’s 
£ state of uniform motion 5 and the £ external forces5 that compel it to deviate 
from a straight line. I equally agree that the physiological and biological 
evidence for innate neural dispositions, and for genes governing those dis¬ 
positions, is at present inconclusive: yet, so far as it goes, it lends some 
support to inferences from correlational work, and even throws some tentative 
light upon the nature of the more permanent factors. Nor does the weakness 
of the biological evidence destroy the correlational evidence, which is the 
chief thing on which the practical psychologist ought to rely. Only by 
correlational studies shall we be able to determine how far we can safely 
predict the future performances of a child at a subsequent age from his 
performances when he is first tested or, it may be, from the performances of 
his parents, his brothers and sisters, and his other relatives. Only by experi¬ 
mental checks—removing a child to a new environment, improving his 
physical health, altering the way lie is taught-—shall we be able to assure 
ourselves whether the factors we presume to be permanent—intelligence, 
for example, as tested by this or that set of tests—are really permanent 
and unchangeable (see The Backward Child, pp. 540-1)* 

2 A misstatement in the interesting article by Cattell, just cited, needs 
correction, namely, that (except for a study of his own dealing with tests for 
the ages below eight) “the test-items (in the Binet scale) have never been 
validated by statistical treatment ” {he. cit., p. 05). In the work that he 
quotes and criticizes {Mental and Scholastic Tests) a separate correlation co¬ 
efficient (based on a simplified tetrachoric formula) indicating the £ validity 5 
of every test-item is given (Table XXXI, p. 205). In an earlier £ Annual 
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practical problem is again rather different. It is not so much to pre¬ 
dict the future as to decide on the immediate treatment—a matter 

to which I shall return in a moment; and I cannot help thinking 
that our critics have confused the logical requirements of two 
different issues.1 

Report of the Psychologist to the London County Council 5 (1922) a more 
detailed factor-analysis of the results of the London Revision of the Binet- 
Simon tests was attempted by means of partial correlation and the 4 group- 
factor method.5 (The results are briefly indicated on pp. 184 and 195 of 
Mental and Scholastic Tests.) Besides the general factor, we found the same 
group-factors as were previously reported in the analysis of scholastic tests 
—viz., verbal, numerical, and manual, and, in addition, a memory-factor, 
a visual or spatial factor, a relational or reasoning factor, and a series of 
factors depending upon special knowledge acquired at home or at school, 
e.g. familiarity with money, etc. Several of my educational colleagues who 
have criticized the earlier report (including Dr. Hill) evidently assumed that 
the object of the factor-analysis was to justify the use of the scale as a test 
of intelligence ; that, however, was dealt with on the basis of direct correla¬ 
tion in another section (pp. 199 et seq. and Table XXXI, as cited above). 
The purpose of the analysis into group-factors was rather to discover “ how 
far the scale could be used for the incidental diagnosis of more specialized 
mental abilities.55 The results were by no means wholly favourable to the 
Binet scale, particularly in its original form. A similar analysis is being 
carried out jointly by Miss Simmins, Miss Davidson, and myself for the new 
Terman-Merrill revision ; and this may provide us with an opportunity for 
replying more fully to our critics. 

1 This confusion seems discernible, not only in the articles by Hill and 
Cattell cited above, but also in two critical papers, which I have recently 
received, by Dr. R. F. Reed and by Profs. H. A. Reyburn and J. G. Taylor. 
Like Hill, Reed regards “ the appeal to factors as inserting the weakest possible 
link into a chain that is none too strong.55 “ All the educational predictions 
of the factorist,55 he argues, “ are purely hypothetical . . .; he first assumes 
that the factor extracted from his tests is identical with what teachers call in¬ 
telligence, and then he assumes that limitations in hereditary intelligence as 
thus tested will necessarily limit’school progress, regardless of what the teacher 
and the school medical officer can do. Thus, Dr. Burt, having tested 
Arthur and found his mental ratio to be less than 85, assures the teacher that 
Arthur’s case is hopeless and that Arthur is backward for life.55 But Reed, 
like Hill, entirely overlooks the fact that both the 4 assumptions5 that he 
attributes to the factorist have also been verified by direct correlation. 
Besides extracting a 4 general factor 5 by analysis, I also correlated it, first 
with independent assessments of intelligence by competent teachers, and 
secondly (in showing that it was largely 4 hereditary5) with the intelligence 
of the children’s parents; and finally, since I hold that factors as such need 
not come into the picture, I correlated the intelligence tests directly with the 
children’s subsequent achievements. As for Arthur and the other children 
named in the chapter criticized by Reed, they were kept under observation 
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(b) Prediction in Vocational Psychology.—In vocational 
psychology, as in educational psychology, there seems also 
to be a confusion of two different problems. Here the first 

for many years; and correlations between the performances of these and other 
children at their first testing and their progress later on are given in detail. 
Since the correlations are not perfect, it was never claimed that school 
progress is “ necessarily limited 55 by the indications of the tests, 

Reyburn and Taylor (£ Factorial Analysis and School Subjects: A 
Criticism/ to appear in a forthcoming number of the Brit, J. Educ. Psychol,) 

deal more particularly with special abilities and disabilities. Their criticism 
is mainly directed against my article on * The Relations of Educational 
Abilities? (Brit, J. Educ. Psychol., IX, pp, 45-70). They overlook the fact 
that this paper was primarily concerned with a theoretical comparison of 
factorial methods, and that the concrete results were cited solely by way of 
confirmation of earlier statistical and clinical work (see opening paragraphs 
of that article). They argue that “ the schoolmaster . . . would gladly learn 
of factors which would help him to estimate how the boy will do in some 
other examination, and more particularly to control them and alter their 
effects.” They then treat these two problems—-future prediction and im¬ 
mediate treatment—as on the same footing. As regards prediction they 
contend that “ the interposed factors are an unnecessary complication : they 
are not recognized in the further situations to which they are a guide.” With 
the first sentence I agree (with the reservations implied above in the text); 
with the second sentence I disagree ; in the subsequent histories of my cases 
the factors are recognizable. As regards the treatment of individual children 
and the c control and alteration ? of their educational performances, the 
writers argue that the statistical methods I have used can have little or no 
value, because the resulting factors can be “ psychologically and education¬ 
ally significant only by accident.” I should agree—*/ the correlated tests had 
been chosen without reference to educational problems, e.g. if (as in some 
researches which the writers have in mind) they were practically a haphazard 
collection. As it is, the tests were expressly selected to elicit those particular 
types of disability that had already been observed in clinical work. The 
writers finally conclude that, in view of the many alternative analyses that can 
be made of the same table (for they do not admit that the group-factor 
method and the general-factor method give equivalent results) “ we doubt 
whether a satisfactory analysis of school subjects can be made with the 
available data,” My reply would be that the te available data ” do not 
consist solely of the table of correlations with which they are concerned. 
The e available data ? also include clinical studies of typical cases, experi¬ 
mental attempts to * control and alter ’ educational disabilities by different 
modes of teaching and training, etc. etc., such as are described in my book. 
It is ^on the mutual illumination of both methods of approach that the 
practical educationist relies. As I have repeatedly insisted, tests, even if 
based on the most careful factorial work, “can still be but the beginning, 
never the end, of the examination of the individual child”-{Mental and- 
Scholastic Pests, p. xv; cf. The Backward Chili, pp. 63 et seq.)» 
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problem is the typical problem of vocational selection, the 
second the typical problem of vocational guidance. 

Let us consider an actual example of vocational selection 
first. An investigator desires to measure the predictive 
value of a set of ‘ asstheto-kinetic ’ tests that he has devised 
for vocational selection. He map follow one of two pro¬ 
cedures, which I have elsewhere called the £ analytic ’and 
the ‘ empirical ’. respectively.1 Adopting the ‘analytic’ 
procedure, he will, by special experiments or on the basis 
of general impression, attempt a factorization first of the 
performances involved in the vocational task, then of the 
performances involved in the tests, with a view to showing 
that the mental aptitudes required are essentially the same. 
Probably hewill begin by applying factorial orother methods 
to analyse the measured skill of a group of trade workers 
into its component mental functions. He finds, let us 
suppose, that the chief functions are intelligence, sensory 
discrimination, and motor dexterity. Accordingly, he 
selects or constructs tests intended to measure these under¬ 
lying abilities, applies them to a sample group of testees in 
his laboratory, and demonstrates by factor-analysis that the 
results of his tests depend essentially on the same three 
factors as the trade skill. From this he infers that the set of 
tests he has drawn up may be used to predict the vocational 
success of future workers in the trade concerned. 

_ With the ‘ empirical ’ procedure he will apply his tests 
directly to the workers themselves, and deduce a regression 

1 I have ventured to abridge and quote passages from one or two early 
memoranda drawn up while I was head of the Vocational Department of the 
National Institute of Industrial Psychology. When that department was 
first founded, it was my duty to draft a note on general principles for the first 
investigations; and I am indebted to the Council of the Institute for 
permission to make use of reports and other memoranda written while I 
was working there. Like many other principles in vocational psychology 
(which, owing to the difficulty of obtaining older children for experimental 
research, can only be verified gradually and with difficulty) those described 
in the text were in the first instance largely deduced as an application to 
vocational problems of guiding ideas that had been found useful in previous 
educational work. Though some of the suggestions proved impracticable, 
the points here made have, I think, stood the test of experience. The 
original arguments will be found set out in fuller detail in the chapter and 
article cited below. 
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equation (or its equivalent) for estimating success at the 
work from the tests, without the mediation of any hypo¬ 
thetical factors. This, indeed, is the procedure that I 
myself have always advocated wherever conditions permit. 
Since estimation inevitably involves an error at every stage, 
the more stages we introduce into the total chain of estima¬ 
tions, the greater will be the cumulative error in the final 
prediction. Hence, as in educational selection, so in voca¬ 
tional selection, when dealing with any specific case, the 
empirically ascertained regressions will always be more 
trustworthy than indirectly reconstructed inferences based 

on hypothetical factors. 
But once again the analytic or factorial approach is not 

without its value. One great advantage, as it seems to me, 
of analysing out the supposed factors and giving them names 
is that the isolation and the naming force us to see that our 
choice of tests covers a sufficiently wide range. An empirical 
selection is not always so mechanical as it professes to be : 
unconscious preferences tend often to narrow its scope. 
But this is simply to echo the maxim that I have so often 
emphasized in educational work—namely, that the psycho¬ 
logical investigator with his tests and observations must be 
sure that he covers all the different aspects both of the child 
and of the child’s task. Or, to reword it in statistical 
terms, he must see that the various qualities that he pro¬ 
poses to measure, although each of them is highly correlated 
with efficiency at the job, are not themselves correlated one 
with another (except, of course, so far as some small degree 
of correlation can scarcely be avoided).1 

But the factorial approach has a further advantage in 
vocational work, which though present is not so striking in 
the field of education. It makes for economy of thought, 
and, what is still more important in practice, for economy 
of labour. To devise tests and to undertake researches for 
every conceivable vocation and for every conceivable group 
is not a feasible proposal. Hence the psychologist hopes 
that both the initial test-results and the ultimate vocational 
performances may always be reducible to terms of the same 

1 See ‘ Some Principles of Vocational Guidance,’ Brit. J. Psych., XIV, 
1924, pp. 344 et seq. (Cf. also Thomson [132], pp. 114 et seq.) 
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limited number of factors.1 He assumes, as a working hypo¬ 
thesis, that both occupations and individuals will prove to 
be roughly classifiable into ‘ natural groups ’ or ‘ types,’ and 
that the groupings to some extent will correspond. 

This is still more obvious when we turn from the problem 
of ‘ selection ’ to the problem of ‘ guidance.’ For voca¬ 
tional guidance some form of multiple factorization seems 
almost essential. To offer guidance on any general scale 
we require in principle to relate all the aptitudes that may 
be displayed by any conceivable child to all the essential 
qualifications that may be required in any conceivable 
vocation. Such a comprehensive scheme of correspondences 
will be practicable only if both tested aptitudes and 
desirable qualifications can be reduced to terms of a few 
fundamental concepts. In terms of such concepts our 
regression equations (or their equivalent, a systematic case- 
study or ‘ psychogram ’ for each child, a systematic job- 
analysis for each vocation) should be able to specify, on the 
one hand, the complex character of the individual, and, on 
the other hand, the complex requirements of the employ¬ 
ment contemplated. 

The initial difficulty and the solution proposed may be clearer 
if they are put in the following way. In an early study of the practic¬ 

ability of vocational guidance we found from the census that there 
were something like 700 different occupations into which boys and 
girls might ultimately be sent ((53), pp. 3 et seq). We began, 

therefore, by classifying them according to the grade of intelligence 
each required ; and then proceeded to sub-classify them on the basis 

of special abilities, temperamental traits, and other broad require¬ 
ments. For the sake of argument let us imagine that by proceeding 
in this way we could discover 6 independent factors or £ key- 
qualities ’ that will account for the greater part of this variance; 
and let us assume that it is sufficient to distinguish for each factor 
three grades only—average, above average, below average. This 
will yield 3® = 729 pigeonholes into which all our cases may in 
theory be sorted. Hence, if each one of the combinations of grades 
corresponds with the main requirements in one of the specified 
vocations, the 700 vocations would be more than covered. Of 

1 Burt, Vocational Diagnosis in Industry and at School, af. Muscio, Lectures 
on Industrial Administration, pp. 99 et seq. 
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course, I do not seriously contend that there is anything like a 
one-to-one correspondence. But it seems clear that, only by 

following some such general plan—the method of £ progressive 
delimitation/ as It was originally termed1—can the task be reduced 

to manageable dimensions. 
But now, be it noticed, the function of the factors is not so much 

prediction as description : they aim at a first broad classification of 
children and of occupations according to what we have termed their 

vocational type. Moreover, any prediction or recommendation 
derived solely from factorial specifications would be so wide and 

mechanical that it would certainly need to be supplemented by a 
qualitative study of a more intensive kind. Hence, as we argued in 
our Report, once a tentative classification in terms of factors has been 
made, “ the problem in its final stage should be turned into one of 

selection rather than of guidance ” ; and here we must have recourse 

to direct estimation as before. 
Some of the considerations I have brought forward in the last 

few pages may lead us to wonder whether after all the factors as 
such may not be otiose, and to inquire if eventually they may not 

altogether disappear from the psychological picture. Here perhaps 

it will be useful to distinguish between factors regarded as£ abilities 9 
and factors regarded as patterns of behaviour. To my mind, even 

when our arguments are couched in numerical form, the essential 
thing is not the supposed 1 ability/ regarded as a self-subsistent 
quantity that can be measured like physical energy or power, but 

the pattern of correlations between the various hypothetical 
performances, or, if I may use more technical language, not the 

‘ component3 * * as such, but the c unit hierarchy3 that describes the 
component.2 These patterns, these hierarchical matrices, are in 

1 [S3]> PP- 57 and 81-82. Tims, to take the factors in the order proposed 
in the Refort, if a particular child is found to be in the middle grade for 
intelligence, in the upper grade for mechanical ability, and in the lowest 
grade for sociability, we should at once have reduced the number of vocations 
suitable for him from 700 to about 30 (chiefly skilled trades, not requiring 
co-operative work in the workshop). A further finer grading of intelligence, 
a further consideration of more specialized abilities and temperamental 
qualities, and a glance at reports on physical health, home background, 
previous training, and the like would probably diminish the number of 
appropriate openings to half a dozen or less (cf. loc. cit., pp. 82-5 and Tables 
IV and XXXIV). 

2 Cf. ‘ The Unit Hierarchy and its Properties/ Psychometrika, III, pp. 151 
et seq. It may be observed that, in discussing the ft actual applications of 
factor-analysis (e.g. to vocational guidance), Thomson himself has described 
( factors/ as “ unnecessary middlemen between the tests and the occupational 
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their turn nothing but algebraic devices for expressing complex 
qualitative wholes in quantitative form, in order to render our 
reasoning more rigorous. - 

We shall see in a moment that, in examining the assumptions 

made by certain logicians to account for inductive generalization 
in the physical sciences, Broad has already observed that it should 

be possible “ to eliminate the hypothetical generating factors ” 
(postulated for this purpose) “ and to state the case wholly in terms 

of observable characteristics and their relations.” His formal 
proof,1 expressed in terms of attributes rather than of variables, 
could, I believe, be elaborated to prove that the same conclusion 

holds good in psychological factor-analysis. But what seems to 
have been overlooked by the critics of factors is this—a point 
strongly emphasized by Broad himself : “ even if we confined our 
efforts to establishing eductions, and gave up efforts to establish 
generalizations inductively, we should still be pre-supposing the 
existence of universal laws.” 

(Ill) Causal Explanation.—The view which we have 
reached is very different from the view which most factorists 
hold—or at any rate from the view which most readers 
derive from the phraseologythat factorists employ. Whereas 
we have concluded that mental factors have less objective 
importance than the actions from which they are inferred, 
most factorists apparently regard them as more real and 
more objective. Factors are accorded a superior pre¬ 
dictive power, not only because they are tacitly assumed to 
possess a more concrete and more permanent nature than 
overt actions or behaviour, but also because they are held 
to be the true producers of the performances we observe 
and of the correlations between them. The latter are but 

criterion” {loc. cit. sup., pp. 114, 307, and refs.); his arguments tempt 
me to ask whether the ‘ factors ’ could not also be suppressed in his 
theoretical deductions as well. It will be remembered that for Thomson 
the mental factors which our tests excite or sample are in the last analysis 
‘ numerous small components.’ But with the revised form of his ‘ sampling 
theory,’ does not the postulate of organization into ‘ sub-pools ’ become far 
more important than the postulate of ‘ atomic elements ’ f It would seem, 
indeed, that this suggestion is not far removed from Thomson’s own view : 
for, as he himself observes, “ the only reason for using the word ‘ elements ’ 
is that it is difficult to speak of the different parts of the mind without 
assuming some ‘ items ’ in terms of which to think.” 

1 Arist. Soc. Proc., loc. cit., pp. 38-9. See below, p. 224. 

5 
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outward and visible effects: the factors (in Spearman’s 
phrase) are the “ hidden underlying causes.” 1 

No doubt, this causal language, which we all to some 
extent favour, arises partly from the irrepressible disposition 
of the human mind to reify and even to personify whatever 
it can—to picture inferred reasons as realities and to endow 
those realities with an active force. But, in this particular 
reference, it is still further strengthened by the phraseology 
of most statisticians, who have nearly always discussed 
probability in terms of hypothetical ‘ causes.’ From 
Laplace onwards, scientific writers on the theory of proba¬ 
bility have regularly represented it as a procedure for 
£ inferring events from causes ’ or inversely for £ ascending 
from events to their causes.’ 

Thus, Bravais’s original deduction of the product- 
moment function proceeded on this basis. Or again, to cite 
one of the earliest textbooks of statistics to introduce the 
subject of correlation, Bowley,2 after expounding the 

general conception, formally deduces the equation r ■■ ~ 

and then concludes that ££ expressed in words the formula 
shows that the correlation coefficient tends to be the ratio 
of the number of causes common in the genesis of the two 
variables to the whole number of independent causes on 
which each depends.” More recently, Fisher has given an 
identical formula to illustrate the £ analysis of variance ’ 
into £ portions contributed by the two. causes ’—the 
£ common ’ cause and the non-common : ££ in such cases,” 
he writes, ££ the correlation merely measures the relative 
importance of two groups of factors causing variation” 
([tj°], pp. 212, 210). Brown and Thomson have deduced 

1 Cf. loc. cit. sup., p. 4. Actually Spearman’s own system of factors 
has been criticized by Thomson because, though it “ gives an admirable 
description of correlation data ” (i.e. of “ certain types of normal, and 
abnormal persons ”), “ it does not give the causes ” ([87], p. 64 : italics as 
in the original). The latter, it is suggested, are supplied by the more 
numerous and more elementary components, which are “ not new entities, 
but things we already know of,” and in themselves far more simple “ aspects 
of the causal background.” 

2 Elements of Statistics, vol. II, p. 336 (my italics). See Keynes’ trenchant 
criticism of this passage [43], p. 425, 
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a similar equation, and base their interpretation of the 
hierarchy upon it ; as a rule, however, they prefer to speak, 
not of causes, but of ‘ elements or factors ’ ([39], p. 176).1 

Accordingly, it is not surprising if psychologists should 
treat the ‘ common factors ’ of one writer as synonymous 
with the ‘ common causes ’ of another, or that they should 
go on to identify the ‘ factors ’ by which the future actions 
of their testees can be predicted with concrete ‘ abilities ’ 
or ‘ mental energies ’ which are conceived as effective causal 
agencies determining such actions.2 Some of them ex¬ 
plicitly declare, as we have already seen, that the ‘ funda¬ 
mental tendencies ’ revealed by correlational analysis 
“ account for, explain, and are the cause of, all human 
conduct.” 

Perhaps. the most explicit expression of this view is 
contained in Cattell’s article cited above. The alternative 
view—that ‘ different kinds of properties, belonging to 
human characters, can be distinguished, but not separated,’ 
and that ‘ the attribute is not a part of the concrete indi¬ 
vidual, but only an aspect’—he emphatically rejects, 
classing it, with the ‘ tenets of much Struktur and Gestalt 
psychology,’ as ‘ nothing less than a denial of the validity 
of scientific method.’ Instead he argues that factors are 
‘ psychological powers ’ which can be measured, “ like the 
power of a muscle,” . . . “ in interactionist terms of the 
real effects of those powers upon the physical and social 
environment,” and are “ eventually expressible in terms of 
energy transactions ” (loc. cit., pp. 127 et seq). 

The more recent statistical textbooks, it is true, abound 
in warnings to the student not to accept mere correlation 

1 Cf. Brown, Mental Measurement, 1911, p. 79 (where the equation is 
deduced as a generalization of Weldon’s experiment illustrating correlation 
by combinations of dice). Cf. also p. 52 above. 

2 The transition is made possible by the ambiguities that lurk in the word 
‘ cause.’ The more cautious statistical writers expressly state the broad 
meaning they attach to the term. Thus Coolidge writes : “ We shall 
mean by the cause of an event any antecedent event whatever” (Pro¬ 

bability, 19251 P- 88, his italics). Even Coolidge, however, goes on to talk 
of causes as ‘ operative ’ and as ‘ producing results ’ (p. 88); and thus seems 
to forget his own definition and to attribute to his ‘ causes ’ powers that 
his initial definition does not include. 
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as a sign of causation.1 Yet psychologists still continue to 
assume that, even when the correlated traits may not them¬ 
selves be causes, the factors deducible from such correlations 
must represent the causes that lie behind them. Once 
again, my own view is that what holds of correlation holds 
also of the underlying factor : its discovery might reinforce 
a pre-existing presumption in favour of causal connexion , 
but it cannot by itself create such a presumption. ‘ The 
truth is, sensible investigators will only employ correlational 
methods to test or confirm conclusions at which they have 
arrived on other grounds.” 2 

Thus, to borrow Thomson’s language I should say, not 
merely that the ‘ causal entities ’ discovered by factor 
analysis may be “ things we already know of in other con¬ 
nections ” ([87], p. 89), but that, if they are entities at all, 
they must be “ things we already know of in other connec¬ 
tions,” or at least things that we have antecedent reasons 
to postulate as probable or as convenient their existence 
is in no way attested by the process of factorization. Hence 
the fundamental arguments supporting the existence or 
assumption of such entities fall outside the factorial proofs 
themelves, and so do not directly concern us at this stage. 
The most we can do will be, after reviewing the whole 

1 Kelley seems to express the true view most clearly when he describes 

correlation “ as a measure of mutual implication and a measure derived from 

the regression coefficient” ([47], P- 189). Psychological writers, who at 

times appear to regard the statement of a correlation as the final goal of all 
statistical work, "usually treat the regression coefficient as derived from a 
fundamental correlation instead of vice versa. Statisticians, on the other 
hand, would nowadays almost all subscribe to Fisher’s view: correlation 
“ will be found useful in the exploratory stages of anenquiry, . „ . but, with 
controlled experimental conditions, it is seldom that it is desirable to express 
our conclusion in the form of a correlation coefficient.” As 1 have indicated 
elsewhere, a correlation coefficient can easily be altered by selection, and is 
never the expression of a physical quantity as a regression coefficient may 
be. Generally, it seems best to regard both correlations and regressions as 
constants which, like the mean and the standard deviation, are merely de¬ 
scriptive of certain characteristics of the sample studied (see above, p. 15). 

a ]. 3VL Keynes, [43], p. 426. The whole of Keynes’ discussion of correla¬ 
tion is worth re-reading for its bearing on the related problem of factor- 
analysis. Clear statements of the limitations of the correlation coefficient 
are to be found in Tippett, Method of Statistics (p. 126 et seq.), and Fisher 

([50], p. 160 et seq')* 
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position, to consider whether the concrete correlational 

results (i) tend to verify, or (ii) are inconsistent with, or (iii) 

are completely independent of such causal theories. And 

this aspect of the problem will evidently have to be dis¬ 

cussed in the light of metaphysical rather than of empirical 
considerations.1 

In support of this contention it will perhaps be sufficient to 
appeal to the favourite logician of the factorist—J. S. Mill. Mill 

recognized, it may be remembered, ‘ uniformities of coexistence ’ 
as well as ‘ uniformities of causation.’2 For Mill a causal uniform¬ 

ity is not a mere empirical relation, but a necessary relation. A 
cause, as distinct from a mere invariable coexistence, he defines as 
“ the antecedent, or concurrence of antecedents, on which a 

phenomenon is invariably and unconditionally consequent ” 3 4 : such 

uniformities, he seeks to show, can be proved by inductive arguments 
to be both certain and universally true. But with these universal 

causal certainties he explicitly contrasts what he describes as 

“ approximate generalizations ”—conclusions which are only prob¬ 
able, or only true (so far as we know) in some instances and not in 

all. Unless they in turn depend on causation, uniformities of 
coexistence are not necessary, but at most merely invariable. 

Hence they cannot as such be established with certainty by inductive 
arguments : for ‘ there is no general axiom standing in the same 

relation to the uniformities of coexistence as the law of causation 
does to those of succession.’ * Consequently, they have the status 

of ‘ approximate generalizations ’ only. Now it is with these 
empirical ‘ uniformities of coexistence,’ not with any alleged causal 
certainties, that factor-analysis, to my mind, is primarily concerned. 

As the chief examples of uniformities of coexistence, Mill cites the 
regular conjunction of specific attributes or properties in what he 
calls ‘ Natural Kinds ’: e.g. (to take one of his instances) the 
coexistence of such characteristics as blackness of skin and woolli¬ 
ness of hair in most negroes. More particularly, he asserts, when 

he comes to discuss the logic of psychological inquiries, that the 
apparent uniformities discerned in human nature can never be any 
more than mere ‘ approximate generalizations,’ upon whose lack of 
certainty he has so strongly insisted : ‘ as a scientific proposition ’ 
we can only assert that * bodily strength tends to make men cour- 

1 See below, pp. 218 f. 
1 System of Logic, Bk. Ill, chap, xxii, § 2, pp. 106 et seq. 

3 Ibid., Bk, III, chap, v, § 5, p. 377 (Mill’s italics). 

4 Ibid., p. I09. 
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ageous, not that it always makes them so.’1 The statistician, of 
course, would treat the coexistence of such properties as a problem 

in association or correlation. Since in the case of character- 

qualities the coexistence is not demonstrably invariable, he would 
formulate the ‘ approximate generalization ’ as an association or 

correlation with a specific probability; and the group, class, or kind 

naturally exhibiting these' tendencies towards coexisting properties 

would be defined by a ‘ factor.’ 
Most logicians, I take it, would accept the latter part of Mills 

statement more or less as I have summarized it. 1 he doctrine of 

1 Natural Kinds ’ might not be approved in precisely the same 

form; but, as I shall point out in a moment, all seem agreed that 
some’very similar postulate is required to validate inductive 

inference in this field.2 And, though Mill himself believes that many 
of these tendencies to coexistence may ultimately turn out to be 

t£ an effect depending upon causes, nevertheless even he maintains 

that “ at least some of them ” must be “ ultimate properties of the 

‘Kind’.” 
This, it would seem, must be peculiarly true of coexistences m 

the psychological field. For why should the human mind be 
characterized by cognitive, affective, and conative tendencies at 

all ? Why should grass look green rather than (say) feel pink or 

smell cold ? Why should this physiological condition be accom¬ 
panied by that particular feeling or by that particular desire rather 
than by some other ? In all such cases we can certainly see no 

necessary connexion, either direct or mediate, between the pro¬ 

perties thus correlated ; and in many of the cases it is surely out of 
the question that we can ever demonstrate that the connexion is in 
any way necessary. It may be a material impossibility, but it is 

obviously not a logical impossibility, that the stimulation of a 
particular type of retinal or cerebral cell should be accompanied by 

a red sensation rather than by a green, just as it was never logically 
impossible that crows may be white, negroes have straight hair, or 

oxygen be inflammable.® 
If we accept this standpoint, it would seem to follow that,_ by the 

formal arguments of factor-analysis alone, the psychologist can 

1 Loc. cit., Bk. VI, chap, v, § 4, p. 446. These ‘ empirical laws of human 
nature,’ he adds, ‘ must at any rate in part rest on causal laws of the formation 
of character: but these “ cannot be ascertained by observation and experi¬ 
ment, but must be studied deductively.” ’ 

. * See below, p. 224. 
3 Mill’s instances, as he himself points out, are not all on the same footing: 

some unrealized possibilities may be merely due to the absence of an 
appropriate cause. 
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never prove or discover causes as such. What is more, we are led 

to ask whether the validity of factor-analysis need in any way 
presuppose the principle of causal determination. In themselves 

our correlations and our saturation coefficients state only £ material 
implications,’ not ‘ necessary entailments ’; they can tell us only 

that x and y go together as a matter of fact, not that y is impossible 

and unthinkable without x. Such coefficients, therefore, cannot 

offer explanations ; they can only give descriptions—descriptions 
in the first instance of the sample observed, and (if the inductive 

nature of the argument can be justified) descriptions of the popula¬ 

tion sampled. Certainly, the causal language used by psychological 
factorists suggests that they believe themselves to be proving the 

former type of proposition—namely, explanatory or necessary 

laws ; nevertheless, it seems clear that, on the basis of factor- 
analysis alone, they are not entitled to go beyond the latter— 

namely, mere empirical generalizations of fact. Whether they 
could ever justify some deeper inference by seeking evidence out¬ 

side the mere factorial results, and, if so, what kind of evidence 
would be needed for such a purpose, are problems we must take 

up later, after we have examined the methods of factorization a 
little more closely. 

Our preliminary review, then, of the uses to which factors 
have been mainly put leads us to the following conclusions. 
The logical presuppositions of factor-analysis afford no 
prima facie grounds for treating the resulting factors as 
causal entities. Even as bases for prediction and inductive 
inference their value is problematic. Their primary use 
is descriptive merely; and only after we have determined 
what precisely it is they describe can we decide whether they 
have an inferential and possibly a causal significance as well. 

Having considered the chief purposes for which factors 
may be employed, let us now turn to examine in greater 
detail the nature of the analytic procedure itself. 



CHAPTER III 

THE GENERAL NATURE OF THE FACTORIAL TECHNIQUE 

Tfog Fundamental Factot Equation. All the different 
factorial procedures are derived from the same initial 
postulate ; and the tendency to reify * factors,’ natural 
enough in itself, receives a silent sanction from the very 
form in which this initial postulate is almost always presented. 
Practically every factorist starts with an equation which 
depicts the mark or score obtained by any given individual 
in any given test as the sum of that individual’s mental 
abilities or ‘ factors,’ each factor being weighted according 
to its influence on the particular process tested. Thus “ the 
tester,” to take Thomson’s illustration, “ hopes to give the 

composition of his test as 

‘ 7l S ~b ‘ 4° ^ + ‘ 34 n H~ ‘ 47 s> 

where g is Spearman’s g (intelligence), v the verbal factor, 
n a number factor, and r the remaining specific of the 
test; and the coefficients are the ‘ saturations,’ i.e. the 
correlations believed to exist between the test and those 
fictitious tests called factors, the squares of the saturations 
(factor-variances) adding up to unity.”1 Thurstone,2 

1 Loc. cit, p. 18 : (I Have slightly condensed Thomson’s wording). In 
this paragraph he is showing how Spearman’s theorem may be extended to 
include group-factors. But Thomson’s own equation has the same form 
(cf., for example, 7- Educ* Psychol, XXVI, p,. 242, eq. [1]); Spearman’s 
two-factor equation would put zero for the second and third coefficients 
and suitably adjust the first and last, 

2 [84], p. 52, eq. [i], Cf. [122], pp. 2-3,“ The first simplifying assumption 
of the factorial methods is that the performance of a task * . . can be regarded 
as a sum of the contribution of two (or more) primary abilities,” or, in other 
words, that it “ can be expressed, in a first approximation, as a linear function 
of these primaries. . . . If we know ... the weights and . . . the scores in 
the fundamental abilities then the objective performance can be predicted.” 
May I add that the theoretical chapters of this little monograph give an 
admirably lucid account of the problem of factor-analysis and the ‘ centroid 

7Z 
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Hotelling,1 and Kelley2 all begin with a similar equation. 
Thurstone writes it in more general terms, sn = ajt xu 

+ &j% Xu + • • • + an xqh where sjt is z’s score in test j, x 
is z’s measurements in the ‘ q statistically independent 
reference abilities,’ and a the ‘ factor loadings ’ or 
saturation coefficients. Using matrix notation,3 we might 
express it still more succinctly as M = FP, where M 
denotes the empirical measurements, F the factor loadings, 
and P the hypothetical factor-measurements for the popula¬ 
tion tested. 

Now the form of all these equations suggests that the 
observable capacity, as empirically tested and measured, is 
composed of four or more fundamental ‘ abilities ’ or ‘ fac¬ 
tors ’ added together, just as the value of 10 dollars can be 
obtained by adding 2 pounds to 2 shillings, 7 pence, and one 
halfpenny. I myself, however, have argued that “ to begin 
with an equation like M = FP, when P is not given and M 
is, seems highly illogical: it is far more natural to start 
from the equation P — JVM,” i.e. deduce the hypothetical 
factor-measurements as a weighted average of the observed 
test-measurements instead of vice wm([loi], p. 84). This 
would emphasize from the very outset the literal truth, 
namely, that the factors, not the test-performances, are the 
hypothetical quantities to be obtained by algebraic sum¬ 
mation. After all, almost every factorist, who gets so far 
as to tell us how he would calculate his factor-measure¬ 
ments, writes out a regression equation conforming to 
this second type,4 though, instead of making it the starting- 
point of his exposition, he usually appends it as an after¬ 
thought. 

Factors as Averages.—This alternative equation, express¬ 
ing the hypothetical factors in terms of the empirical obser- 

method ’ for those who feel unequal to the fuller and more technical pre¬ 
sentation in Vectors of the Mind f 

1 [79]. P- 4i8> eq. [3]- 
3 [85], pp- 2 an<I 60. 
3 Those who are not familiar with matrix notation will find illustrative 

examples of this and the following equations worked out in full in Appendix 
II. 

4 E.g. Thurstone [84], p. 226 ; Thomson [132], p. 115 ; Spearman [56], 
p. xviii; Kelley [85], pp. 58-61. 
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vations, brings home to us what is constantly forgotten,1 
namely, that by its very mode of computation a factor is 
simply an average or sum total of certain measurements 
empirically obtained. To estimate a factor-measurement 
nothing more mysterious is involved than the process of 
averaging, with or without appropriate weights. 

In the case of the first or general factor, where all the 
weights are positive, this conclusion is obvious enough. 
Every examiner who wishes to estimate the general ability 
of his candidates takes the plain unweighted total or average 
of the marks they obtain in the papers he has set; and even 
the professional factorist will in actual practice seldom stop 
to calculate the various weighting coefficients that his full 
regression equation requires, but will similarly compute the 
unweighted average or the plain arithmetical sum. Factor- 
analysis merely makes this familiar procedure a little more 
precise by introducing a differential weighting. 

In the case of the more specialized or £ secondary ’ factors 
the factor-measurement is the sum or average of the stan¬ 
dardized deviations about the first factor (or the factor last 
calculated), duly weighted if we desire to be precise. This 
perhaps is not so obvious: but I shall endeavour to demon¬ 
strate it in a later chapter.2 To put it in its simplest terms, 
let us suppose that we desire to estimate a child’s verbal 
ability; we must apply verbal tests, and, since these are 
inevitably influenced by general intelligence as well, we 
must also apply tests of intelligence : to get a rough approxi¬ 
mation to his verbal ability,all we have to do is first to deduct 
from his performance in the verbal tests whatever may seem 
attributable to his general intelligence, and then—since 
weighting rarely makes much difference to the average—we 
may take the unweighted average of the residues, provided, 

1 When first setting down this view, I imagined I was merely putting into 
words what every factorist probably thought too obvious to need explicit 
statement. Stephenson, however, has strongly criticized the notion, which 
he considers to be “ quite contrary to the tenets of the Spearman school (of 
factor-analysis).” “ A factor,” he insists, “ should be clearly distinguished 
from a mere average ” ([98], p. 357). And, as we shall find later on, he holds 
that this erroneous assumption invalidates my conception of the factors to be 
obtained by correlating persons. 

2 See below, Part III, p. 399. 
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of course, that the test-results are expressed in comparable 
units. 

But the actual details of the calculations need not trouble 
us for the moment. My point is that, whether we are con¬ 
cerned with primary or secondary factors, the factor itself 
always appears at the end in the character of an average or 
sum, that is (prima facie, at any rate), as a synthetic rather 
than an analytic result: and the purpose of the so-called 
c analysis ’ is simply to find the best possible ways of grouping 
the available tests so as to represent thisgeneralcharacteristic 
or that, and the best possible weights to give to each test, ■ 
when we require something more than a rough approxima¬ 
tion. It is during this preliminary sorting that the pro¬ 
cedure takes on a more technical and, as we shall see, more 
controversial appearance. 

Factors as Patterns.—The simplest weights available 
are + 1, o, and — 1. If we introduce no further differ¬ 
entiation, we can still treat our factors as averages to be 
obtained .by simple addition. 

Consider, for example, the following set of traits extracted from a 
rating-scheme, where pupils of school-leaving age were marked on 

a standardized bipolar scale for a list of characteristics, including 
the chief school subjects and McDougall’s ‘ primary emotions.’ 

Traits. 

Factors. 

General 
Intelligence. 

General 
Emotionality. Introversion. Cheerfulness. 

English Composition + I 0 0 0 

Problem Arithmetic . + 1 0 0 0 

Sociability 0 + 1 — I + 1 

Anger 0 + 1 — I — 1 

Tenderness 0 + 1 + I + 1 

Fear ■ 0 +1 + I — 1 

In a previous investigation on vocational guidance it had been found 
that the four ‘ key qualities ’ which (a) were of greatest practical 

importance, and (b) accounted for the greatest amount of variance 
in a set of character-studies sent in by teachers, social workers, and 
works’ managers, were the * general ’ factors of intelligence and 
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emotionality and tlxe c bipolar ’ factors of introversion and cheerful¬ 

ness. Now for these four key qualities very good estimates can be 

obtained by simply weighting the foregoing six traits as indicated 
in the body of the table : for the general factors, the marks for the 

intellectual and the emotional traits are to be added just as they 

stand ; for the bipolar factors, the marks for some of the traits 

have first to be reversed or ‘ reflected ’ before they are added, as 

indicated by the negative weights. 

Since, however, the correlations between such factors and such 

traits—the 4 saturations,’ as they are commonly called—are never 
absolutely perfect or absolutely zero, a somewhat better assessment 

could evidently be obtained by substituting fractional weights for 

the simple plus or minus signs. Even performances in tests of 
Composition and Arithmetic are not wholly unrelated to the 

temperamental factors, the introverts being slightly better, and the 
extraverts and the emotional pupils being slightly worse, at 

Arithmetic than at Composition. In practice fractional weightings 
would be almost essential, if we were aiming at a more precise and 

detailed specification of the pupils’ cognitive qualities—e.g. if our 

estimates of intelligence were to include proficiency in less academic 

subjects (such as handwork and drawing, for example) or if we 

desired to distinguish between pupils fitted for technical and 
clerical vocations respectively. But, whether fractional or not, 
such weightings obviously enable us to effect an economy, not so 

much in the number of hypothetical factors, as in the number of 
actual tests. 

Here the attitude of the practical psychologist shows a curious 
contrast to that of the theoretical investigator. The theoretical 
investigator wants to describe a maximum number of tests in terms 

of a minimum number of factors, The practical psychologist 
would rather aim at deducing a maximum number of factors from a 
minimum number of tests. Thus, in a vocational inquiry it was 

found possible to deduce from six tests only—Composition, Spelling, 
Problem Arithmetic, Mechanical Arithmetic, Drawing, and Manual 
Dexterity—ten factors of vocational importance, all more or less 
independent of one another, and so to classify the examinees (no 
doubt, very roughly) under ten different heads, namely, Intelligent, 

Verbal, Mathematical, Technical, Artistic, Logical, Accurate, 
Quick, Emotional, Introverted.1 

1 The object of the inquiry was, quite tentatively, to see how far it 
might be possible to reduce the time required at vocational guidance 
examinations by devising tests that should facilitate estimates for as large a 
number of * factors ’ or 4 key qualities * as possible. The classification 
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In all such cases, as may be seen from the table above, 
each factor is characterized by what may be called a vec¬ 
torial or columnar pattern. When the weightings are 
fractional, each is distinguished by a unique series of 
fractional figures for a certain relevant set of traits, that is 
to say, by the saturation coefficients for those traits. And 
each factor differs from every other, not merely by the set 
of traits to which it is positively related, but also by the 
relations between the trait-weightings themselves. 

This is no new conception. Nearly all biological 
classification rests on the same principle. We put all birds 
in a class together, separate from mammals, fishes, and 
amphibians, not in virtue of some single and simple avian 
‘ essence ’—their capacity for flight, for example—but 
because their limbs and organs are differently related as 
regards shape, size, and position from those of other verte¬ 
brates—in a word, in virtue of their special mode of 
organization—their characteristic structure, viewed as a 
whole but with special emphasis on crucial points. The 
relations beween their limbs and organs thus constitute a 
general diagnostic pattern that defines the type. 

The notion of a complex and distinctive attribute that 
is expressed by a number of separate characteristics, and yet 
is to be thought of as a unitary whole, is one that should 
present no difficulty to the modern psychologist. The 
word Gestalt expresses just this conception. When the 
attribute is a mental factor, specified in quantitative terms, 
the nature of the synthesis can be exhibited in graphic form. 
If each contributory trait is represented by a vertical line, 

deduced was checked by direct assessments made by schoolmasters. The 
master’s assessments for the different factors were by no means wholly un¬ 
correlated with each other. Moreover, in the case, of the temperamental 
factors the agreement between the master’s assessments and the classifications 
deduced from the tests was low. The results, however, were sufficient to 
show that, from a practical standpoint, the construction of tests, which, like 
the Binet scale, enable rough judgments to be made for a number of different 
factors at a single examination, would lead to much saving of time and 
labour. Such a conclusion seems fully in keeping with Fisher’s view that, in 
experimental work, * excessive stress is offen laid on the supposed importance 
of varying only one factor at a time ’ ([109], pp. 100 et seq., § 37, ‘ The Single 
Factor’). 
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all on the same horizontal base, and if the length of each 
line is proportional to the trait-measurement or weight, then 
the special features of the factor will be outlined by the 
pattern or contour which the tops of the verticals present. 
Diagrams of this kind are familiar enough to the practical 
psychologist. Long before the advent of formal factoriza¬ 
tion, he was accustomed to charting the mental constitu¬ 
tion of individuals in the form of a £ psychogram ’ or a 
£ profile,’ and to labelling each person as belonging to this 
type or that according to the shape of his curve. The 
additional contribution that the statistical psychologist can 
make is to increase the accuracy of the diagnosis by formu¬ 
lating standard ‘ curves ’ to describe the pure or ideal type.1 
If our assignments are to be exact, it is not enough to com¬ 
pare contours by eye ; the specifications both of the type 
and of the individual must be based on figures rather than 
on diagrams, and each person’s approximation to this type 
or to that can then be stated as a correlation. Such a 
summarized statement is precisely what factor-analysis, 
with its saturations and regression coefficients, sets out to 
give. 

Much the same principle underlies the mathematician’s 
suggestion that the factor can be represented by a vector ; 
for a vector is defined by a set of scalar numbers, stated in 
a definite order, and called its co-ordinates. In using co¬ 
ordinates instead of ordinates, he implies that the lines whose 
lengths represent the numbers or weights are to be drawn 
in different directions and to start from a common origin 
instead of standing parallel on a common base line. It is as 
though we saw three pins of different length, lying side by 
side on the pin-paper, and then took them out and stuck 
them round a pin-cushion instead ; the two little patterns 
formed by the pin-heads—the old £ curve ’ on the flat 
paper and the new three-dimensional pattern round the 
cushion-—would be two alternative ways of representing the 
same complex fact, namely, the differences in length of the 

1 Thus, illustrative diagrams for typical children high and low in the 
general factor of intelligence (or rather general educational ability) and in 
the special verbal and arithmetic factors respectively were given in my 1917 
L.C.C. Report, pp. 64-5. Cf. also Figure 1 below, Part III, p. 427. 
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pins. With n traits instead of 3, the vectorial pattern will 
be specified bp co-ordinates in n dimensions : but, if the 
student has trouble over picturing patterns in K-dimensional 
space, I suggest he translates the ^-dimensional configura¬ 
tions into flat zigzag ‘ profiles ’ by treating the co-ordinates 
as ordinates. 

Factors as Fixes of Co'-ordtnatcs.—Whenj liowever5 we 
try to enlarge not only the list of traits but also the sample 
of persons, when, that is to say, we have to deal simul¬ 
taneously, not with one or two individuals only but with a 
very large number, and possibly with a number of different 
types to suit the different groups, then some form of 
^-dimensional representation, or at least the language of 
?z-dimensional representation, becomes inevitable. We 
start with N persons tested and measured for n correlated 
traits ; and we desire to convert this empirical mark-sheet 
into a more convenient form by describing the same N 
persons in terms of r uncorrelated factors. How is the 
pattern of weights to be deduced ? 

When the problem is put in this generalized fashion, the 
mathematical arguments take on a somewhat formidable 
aspect. For the elementary student the simplest mode of 
exposition is to outline the proof for two or three variables 
only ; and then show that the number of variables is really 
irrelevant to the argument so that the proof can be general¬ 
ized for any number. But if matrix algebra is used, the 
proofs for variable matrices are almost as simple as the 
proofs for variable scalars.1 This was the procedure 
adopted in my early Notes [93] ; and algebraic proofs need 
not be repeated here. In general the transformations 
employed follow the methods regularly used in elementary 
geometry for translating measurements obtained in terms 
of one set of co-ordinates, presumably a provisional or 
casual set, into terms of a second set, chosen so as to be 

1 Nearly all Spearman’s proofs relating to a single factor, for example, can 
be generalized in this way. It is curious that Thurstone, after his lucid 
introductory exposition of matrix algebra, uses it so little in his subsequent 
proofs, relying instead almost entirely on the old summation notation : 
(cf., for example, the simplicity of the matrix proof of the formulae for 
‘ appraisal of abilities ’ with that given by him in [84], chap. x). 
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better fitted for permanent reference, which usually means 
reference to a standard system of orthogonal axes, at once 
independent of each other and of the accidental circum¬ 
stances of the observations. 

Although the introduction of the idea of resolving 
observed tendencies into independent components seems 
to have struck the psychological worker as something wholly 
novel—so novel in fact that he often supposes the whole 
procedure to be an invention peculiar to psychology, and 
to a special school of psychology at that—nevertheless there 
is scarcely a branch of science, pure or applied, into which 
such transformations do not constantly enter. I have 
already cited one instance from geography. Let us 
glance at another, almost equally familiar and far more 
instructive. The theoretical psychologist who dismisses the 
introduction of mathematics as far-fetched, and the applied 
psychologist who regards arithmetical computations as an 
unpractical hobby of the faddist, will do well to consider 
how similar mathematical and arithmetical devices have 
become part of the everyday tasks, not only of scientific 
investigators, but of practical workers in numerous other 
fields. 

A navigating officer on the high seas will measure the ‘ altitude ’ 
and the ‘ bearing ’ of a particular star, i.e. its apparent height above 
his horizon and its apparent distance east or west of his meridian. 
If another observer measured the apparent position of the same 
star simultaneously from another spot, he would obtain a different 
set of measurements; yet, if compared, the two sets of measure¬ 
ments would evidently be related to each other in a way which 
would not have arisen had each observer measured a different star. 
The navigating officer therefore performs a routine calculation, and 
converts his measurements into standard terms, namely, the dis¬ 
tance of the star above or below the celestial equator (or equinoctial) 
and the distance east or west of the vernal equinox (first point of 
Aries), thus finding its celestial latitude and longitude, or, as he would 
call it, its ‘ declination ’ and ‘ right ascension ’: these will be the 
same at all times and places, and. will have the further advantage 

• that, for different stars, the specifications will now be quite inde¬ 
pendent of each other. ' 

A navigator of the Spearman school, more interested in theory 
than in practice, might perhaps prefer to express his results in terms 
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of three axes at right angles to one another drawn through the centre 

of the earth—a central axis through the poles, which would repre¬ 
sent the appropriate g, and two supplementary or 4 specific ’ axes 
orthogonal to this, through Greenwich and through Galapagos. 

An astronomer of the Thurstone persuasion would reply that it was 
uneconomical to use three sets of co-ordinates where two would 
suffice, and further that the last two axes had ‘ no astronomical 

significance ’ and so must be rotated. He would doubtless elect to 

substitute the plane of the earth’s orbit (the ecliptic) and the plane 

of its equator, thus rotating the results of the initial analysis and 
referring the entire data to a couple of oblique planes or axes only. 

But throughout all the arguments and calculations, the general 
formulas which the navigator employs are almost identical with 
those which the psychologist would use, if the heavenly bodies 

were a set of persons to be tested, and if their measurements by 
different observers at arbitrary spots represented the performances 
of the persons with so many sets of arbitrary tests. Thus, every 

day of his voyage, the navigator is carrying out a ‘ factor-analysis.’1 
We may push the analogy further. So far we have spoken of our 

observers as interested primarily in the positions of the stars ; but 
they will adopt exactly the same methods to determine the positions 
of their ships. Similarly the psychologist can use the same 

observations and the same mode of analysis to compare either the 
characteristics of the individuals he is testing or the characteristics 
of the tests he employs. With either mode of approach the navi¬ 

gator’s task is doubtless far simpler : for he is concerned with two 
dimensions only—latitude and longitude. But evidently the 

1 The analogy leads me to point out in passing the occasional advantages 
of using spherical co-ordinates instead of the more usual Cartesian co¬ 
ordinates. As I have elsewhere shown ([93], pp- 247, 300), the formulae 
used in multiple factor-analysis are merely special applications of the ordinary 
formulae for multiple and partial correlation; and for three variables the 
latter were given a suggestive interpretation in terms of spherical tri¬ 
gonometry by Karl Pearson [10]: the procedure thus indicated can be 
generalized to any number of dimensions. For teaching purposes, three 
factors and their rotations can be represented very vividly to the eye by 
plotting coefficients on a black globe, such as is used in classes on geography 
and navigation. Even non-mathematical students have usually picked up 
some elementary notion of spherical geometry from their early lessons on 
geography; and for them the rudiments of factor-analysis can be expounded 
quite simply in this concrete form. The approach by spherical trigonometry 
was used in one or two early factorial papers, and will be found to lend itself 
to interesting theoretical investigations, suggestive alike of new formulae and 
new working methods. 

6 
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principle may be generalized. If, for example, we were piloting, 
not a surface vessel but a submarine or an aeroplane, lie would 

require to work with three dimensions. And Jules Verne, who 

imagined a vessel steering through a universe of n dimensions, had 

merely to set his navigator the same problem in ^-dimensional form. 

As a matter of fact, numerous questions in aeronautics are nowadays 
solved by expressing the spatial data as matrices, and then reducing 

the matrices to terms of simpler factors by precisely the same iterative 

devices as are used for finding factor saturations in psychology.1 

These analogies suggest a further conclusion. They create a 
strong presumption that the factors in terms of which the psycho¬ 

logist ultimately expresses his results can at most claim only the 

same kind of existence as the lines or points to which the navigator 

refers his measurements. The ecliptic and the equator, the poles 
and the first point of Aries, are not concrete objects like the stars 
themselves : they are simply items in an abstract frame of reference. 

As such they are naturally presumed to be constant; but they are 

wanted merely for descriptive purposes; and no one would be tempt¬ 

ed to assign them an actual physical existence. No doubt, where 
selection is possible and knowledge permits, it will be convenient to 

choose such points and lines as possess some simple relation to 
extraneous bodies.2 When, however, such extraneous existents, 

and relations to such existents, are to be established, something 
more than a mere mathematical analysis is employed. 

1 The interested reader will find it instructive to compare some of the 
methods employed by the Aerodynamics Department of the National 
Physical Laboratory (see, for example, the recent volume by Frazer, Duncan, 
and Collar on Elementary Matrices and Some Applications to Dynamics, 
Cambridge University Press, 1938, especially the worked examples of 
4 iterative numerical solutions of linear dynamical problems/ pp. 133-154 
and 308 et seq.). 

2 Thus, as I have argued elsewhere, it might be of advantage to define 
the leading factors in psychology by some provisional convention that is more 
or less arbitrary, much as we define the zero meridian or the celestial north 
pole. Until we know more of the functional relationships that obtain be¬ 
tween different mental characteristics, this would probably be the most 
convenient procedure in actual practice. Yet it is not strictly necessary in 
theory. As more advanced students will be aware, a calculus has been 
devised in pure mathematics which enables the physicist to perform his 
analysis of space or of space-time in a way which leaves the axes of co¬ 
ordinates entirely undetermined: he is thus able to describe a complex 
pattern of relations without having to specify what are the relata. Prima 
facie, therefore, there is no real need for the psychologist to seek stability 
for his factors by forthwith endeavouring to identify each one with some 
concrete psychological reality, as is so commonly supposed. 
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Those who regard factor-analysis as the hobby of a special 
school, which the ordinary student, with no taste for num¬ 
bers, can safely ignore, may be reminded that almost 
exactly the same procedure has found a reference in nearly 
every psychological textbook ever since textbooks began to 
incorporate experimental work. For the ordinary student 
of psychology, perhaps the simplest, earliest, and most 
familiar examples of this kind of analysis are (i) Wundt’s 
attempt to determine ‘ the number of elementary feelings ’ 
and (ii) the attempts of Helmholtz and other experimental¬ 
ists to determine the number of elementary or ‘ primary ’ 
colours. Though the phrase was not explicitly used, the 
object of such efforts was to reduce the phenomena of feel¬ 
ing and of colour vision to terms of- ‘ orthogonal factors.’ 
Wundt, it will be remembered, “ in developing a compre¬ 
hensive theory of feeling, postulated three dimensions: 
(1) excitement-quiet (‘ depression ’), (2) tension-relief, 
(3) pleasantness-unpleasantness. The total feeling at any 
moment can be located by reference to each of these 
dimensions, just as a point on the earth can be identified 
by latitude, longitude, and altitude.” 1 It is interesting to 
note that the nature and independence of these three 
‘ dimensions ’ are in some measure confirmed by recent 
endeavours to analyse the complex temperamental charac¬ 
teristics of individuals, by means of a modernized factorial 
technique,2 though Wundt himself based his analysis rather 
on introspection and the study of emotional expression than 
upon a formal mathematical analysis. 

The determination of the ‘ laws ’ of colour mixture has a 

1 Wundt, Grundriss der Psychologie (1896), pp. 98 f. Woodworth, Experi¬ 
mental Psychology (1938), pp. 235 f. 

2 In particular by the statistical evidence for excitable, repressed, and 
cheerful c types’ or tendencies and the reverse : cf. [114], [129]. Wundt’s 
own analysis of temperamental types was two-dimensional rather than tri¬ 
dimensional ; but his tri-dimensional theory of the feelings seems to have had 
considerable influence on later German attempts to classify temperaments 
(cf. [21], pp. 188, 483 f,). Wundt’s pupil, Titchener, not to mention 
many other critics, has adduced strong reasons for doubting whether 
the u dimensions are really ‘ independent ’ (as naively understood) ” (Phil. 
Stud., XX, pp. 382 f.); yet until recently no attempt seems to have been 
made to test the * independence ’ by the obvious method of correlation. 
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more rigid mathematical basis. By examining the relations 
and resemblances of visual sensations, obtained not from 
mere introspective comparisons but from quantitative 
experiments on the effects of mixing lights of varying hue, 
it is possible to secure a series of colour-equations; and it is 
then not difficult to show that these equations are reducible 
to terms of three independent variables only—the so-called 
primary colours, three colour-factors that can be repre¬ 
sented by the three dimensions of the familiar double colour 
pyramid. We may even determine what three primary 
colours will best fit the actual data.1 But whether there 
are really three separate retinal substances or processes 
corresponding precisely to these theoretical primaries is a 
question that cannot be decided from the colour equations 
alone. 

The mental ‘ factors ’ with which recent factor-analysis 
is more commonly concerned—the ‘ primary abilities ’ 
deduced from tests applied to school children or adults— 
have precisely the same abstract nature. Like the primary 
colours deduced from the colour equations, they are postu¬ 
lated to provide a standard frame of reference. They are, 
in short, as the schoolboy is taught to say, ‘ component 
vectors ’ into which ‘ resultants ’ may be ideally ‘ resolved.’ 

Analogy between Factor-analysis and the Resolution of 
Forces.—The foregoing illustrations, however, bring to the 
fore an important point of difference between factor-analysis 
in psychology and analogous methods of solving geometric 
problems in the simpler physical sciences. The dimensions 
with which the navigator or the aeronaut is primarily con¬ 
cerned are directions in actual space : the dimensions with 
which the psychologist deals are directions in a diagram only, 
and the lines of which he speaks represent changes in non- 
spatial variables, not differences in actual length or actual 

1 In our own laboratory, Mr. P. H. Chatterji has recently been working 
over the problem of colour-vision afresh from this point of view, applying 
a more up-to-date factorial technique both to his own data and to that 
recorded in the literature. I may add that many of the time-honoured 
problems in sensation, hitherto attacked by so-called psycho-physical methods 
only, could be fruitfully taken up anew from the standpoint of the analysis 
of variance or covariance. 
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direction. They are like the lines on the temperature chart 
that hangs above a hospital bed, where the base line indicates 
the 4 length ’ of the patient’s illness, and the vertical lines, 
measured upwards from the base, indicate the ‘ height ’ of 
his temperature, or like the rectangular lattice of lines on the 
record of a self-registering barometer, where a horizontal 
movement marks the passage of time and a vertical movement 
marks the rise and fall of atmospheric pressure. Moreover, 
except in the simplest cases, the factorist cannot actually 
plot his graphs : for, as we have just seen, they would run 
into far more than two or three dimensions. What excuse, 
then, can he claim for using spatial terms and introducing 
geometrical or trigonometrical concepts, and that not 
merely to. describe or represent, but apparently to analyse 
and simplify, measurements of such insubstantial attributes 
as mental abilities or temperamental traits ? 

The mathematician doubtless would be content to reply 
that the two alternative methods of analysis—algebraic and 
geometrical—are 4 abstractly identical5 :1 we have only (he 
would say) to define a 4 point ’ as a set of n real numbers and 
then consider the class of all such points, and geometry is 
turned into algebra (cf. [81], p. 1) ; conversely, we may 
agree to call the n real numbers a 4 point,’ and algebraic 
arguments can be expressed in geometrical language. But 
to the student unfamiliar with the logic, and (I think we 
should add) the history, of mathematics, this short and 
sweeping answer is scarcely convincing: such an abrupt 
identification bewilders rather than helps him. He looks 
upon his geometrical diagram as an aid to visualization, not as 
an analytic device : for him, the numbers are real, and the 
lines are pictorial symbols; whereas, as I shall try to show 
in a moment, when we are dealing with mental qualities, 
the numbers themselves are also symbols to assist our 
argument. To the theoretical investigator, on the other 

1 “ The whole content of metric euclidean geometry of any number of 
dimensions is contained in the implications of the assumptions defining the 
ordinary algebra of real numbers. The two procedures are therefore ab¬ 
stractly identical: their difference consists merely in the arrangement of the 
logical sequence.” (J. W. Young, Fundamental Concepts of Algebra and 
Geometry, pp. 182-3.) 
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hand, the avowed identification of the abstract methods may 
lead to an unconscious and unwarranted identification of 
the concrete subjects : and thus, though the processes 
designated by the numbers or the points are no longer 
material but mental, the spatial terminology is still apt to 
suggest a spatial and physical interpretation. Mental 
factors are described as * mental forces or as mental 
energy ’ ; and these phrases in their turn are subsequently 
treated, not as bold metaphors, but as implying something 
fundamentally kinetic. 

It would appear, therefore, urgently desirable to trace out 
the correspondence in clearer and more explicit terms. 
Although in themselves non-spatial, mental conceptions, 
I suggest, may nevertheless be legitimately given a spatial 
representation if we accept the following principles. The 
initial steps, it will be observed, are analogous to those 
adopted in other sciences—in thermo-dynamics, for example 
—where the language of analytic geometry is used in for¬ 
mulating somewhat similar problems. 

(i) The first step involves no difficulty. A point at the 
end of a line, having a fixed origin and a specified direction, 
may be used to represent, not only an actual line having the 
same relative direction and the same proportionate length, 
but also motion along that line, and (if the masses moved 
and the time of the movements are assumed to be the same) 
the forces implied by1 such movements. Thus a line on a 
map might be used to indicate, not only the distance from 
Dover to Calais, but also the force required to move a vessel 

i j do not say the 4 forces causing such movements.’ By a force I under¬ 
stand, not a perceptible push or pull (such as we ourselves might feel in a tug 
of war), but a certain abstract algebraic function of mass and motion, lending 
itself to convenient statements of equality (as in formulating the conditions 
for two or more poised weights in equilibrium). Thus, instead of talking of 
such and such a movement as produced by such and such a 4 cause,’ it would 
be better to say that the movement appears as the necessary logical conse¬ 
quence of some conceivable change that is logically prior. The point is 
important in psychology, because of the popular associations still clinging 
to the terms force and energy : these lead the student to think such phrases 
as ‘mental force’ or £ energy ’ refer to a perceptible effort or exertion; 
whereas, at any rate in the present context (cognitive testing), they refer 
merely to the relative efficiency of the mental process. 
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from Dover to Calais. Now, we have seen that it is desir¬ 
able to refer such movements and such forces to a standard 
frame of reference ; and, as every schoolboy learns in the 
‘ parallelogram of forces,’ mechanical force may always in 
theory be resolved, in accordance with the cosine law, into 
independent components represented by lines at right 
angles : e.g. if the vessel is moving south-east at x miles per 
hour, this may be due to a wind blowing east at (x cos 45 °) 
miles per hour and a current running south at (x cos 45 °) 
miles per hour, or perhaps to what we call (summing up an 
implied resolution in a phrase) a south-east wind. 

(ii) The next step is to use similar points to mark differ¬ 
ences in physical state other than those of mere difference of 
position—e.g. differences in heat, pressure, volume, chemical 
composition, electric potential, and the like. The lengths 
of the lines will then be proportional to the amount of 
change, and the differences of direction will mark differences 
in the quality of the change, not differences of direction 
in actual space. Thus, one line may represent increase in 
pressure and another increase in volume, and we may seek 
to explain these as the inevitable accompaniments of a con¬ 
comitant rise in temperature. With this further extension 
in the significance of the symbolic lines, there is no longer 
any need to restrict ourselves to three independent dimen¬ 
sions : we can have as many as we like, though, of course, it 
will then be impossible to represent all of them at once on 
flat paper or by a model. At the same time, however, the 
whole system of quantitative changes may be regarded as 
the result of a transfer, or rather of a transformation, of one 
underlying capacity, constant in amount, but capable of 
being applied in many different directions—namely, energy. 

(iii) Having generalized so far, the transition from 
physical processes to mental is easy. We may think of the 
application of a test to a testee as the disturbance in the 
equilibrium of a mental system, leading to a progressive 
change of state in that mental system—such and such an 
extent of change being visibly registered during a unit of 
time, provided the conditions are kept constant. In every 
case the essential nature of the process can be described 
by saying (with a natural expansion of the strict meaning 
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of tlie terms)-that work is done against resistance—i.e. by 

overcoming the difficulty of the task. 
The differences between the various tests, however, are 

qualitative differences. Consequently, we . must devise 
some conventional rule for expressing qualitative differences 
quantitatively. Let us assume that a similarity in the 
direction of two lines denotes a corresponding similarity 
in the nature of two tests. We can then use the calculated 
correlation between those tests to measure the agreement in 
direction: coincidence of direction will represent perfect 
correlation; orthogonal directions will represent zero 
correlations.1 With these assumptions we may now legiti¬ 
mately enlarge the notion of directed forces, and, if we like, 
speak of i ftistitdl forces5 as responsible for these mental 
changes of state. On this basis we can regard any given 
test-performance as the resultant of hypothetical compon¬ 
ent forces or c factors,5 so chosen as to be mutually inde¬ 
pendent ; and the correlation between any two tests will 
then be deducible from the correlations between those 
two tests and the components or factors in accordance with 

the familiar cosine law.2 

i In the theory of factor-analysis, the idea of expressing correlations as 
angular functions was, I think, first mooted in connexion with ^ emotional 
tendencies [30]. The notion was based on Pearson’s interpretation [10] of 
partial correlation in terms of spherical trigonometry, referred to above : 
taking the coincidence of directions (6 = o°) to represent perfect agreement, 
reversal of direction (6 = 1800) to represent perfect disagreement, and there¬ 
fore 0 == 90° to represent zero agreement, the natural functions are r = 

1 (go „ 0) or sin (90 — 0). On this basis it was suggested that correlations 
could be “ represented inversely by distances of arc ” ([3°]> P* ^9^ <^a'- 
gram). In re-examining some of Webb’s data and my own, Maxwell Garnett 
gave a better and more formal expression to these vague suggestions: extend¬ 
ing the familiar correlation diagram to n dimensions, he formally deduced 
what he called the applicability of the cosine law: putting 0=* cos lr, 
we may write cos 0 = cos a1 cos b-^ -f- . . , cos cos n2, where cos 
denotes the correlation of the test 1 with the wth factor [37]* 

An equally legitimate, but entirely different procedure (or so it might 
seem at first sight) consists in expressing the correlations, not as cosines of 
angles, but as ratios of the axes of the frequency-ellipse or ellipsoids; the 
relation between the two alternative modes of representation is obvious 
enough on considering the ordinary correlation diagram for two variables 
only, and was given a general formulation in [93], pp. 253 et seq. 

2 See below, p. 91. 
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(iv) We can, if we think it helpful, take pet another step, 
and suppose that both the test performances, and the forces 
in terms of which they are to be described, are manifestations 
of one and the same capacity for work, which can expend 
itself in different directions. This single underlying 
capacity it will be natural to call ‘ energy.’ We can then 
say that different tests, according to their differing difficulty, 
will require different amounts of the same ‘ mental energy,’ 
irrespective of their specific quality or kind ; and we can go 
on to declare that different individuals must possess a 
different amount of ‘ mental power,’ defining power in the 
usual way as the rate at which energy is expended, and 
measuring it in terms of the amount of work accomplished 
per unit of time. 

But it now becomes evident, I think, that the energy 
which we thus postulate is a purely logical construction, 
and has no more than a conventional significance : we can 
hardly treat it as “ in the last resort presumably identifiable 
with the neural, neuro-muscular, or neuro-endocrino- 
muscular energy of the organism,” or with the “ energy 
that serves the whole cortex or possibly the whole nervous 
system ”(cf. Spearman [56], pp. I2lf.). Certainly, its amount 
cannot be identified with, or even directly related to, the 
amount of physico-chemical energy required for the' propa¬ 
gation of nerve-currents. No doubt, during mental work 
the heat production of the central nervous system (exceed¬ 
ingly minute in any case) is somewhat increased; but, so 
far as we can discover, the increase is at least as great during 
unintelligent physical activity, and probably far greater 
during emotional excitement. If we include other sources 
of physiological energy—the muscles and the endocrine 
glands—the lack of correspondence between physical work 
and mental work is still more flagrant.1 All these physi¬ 
ological forms of energy have their mechanical equivalent: 

1 In such, forms of wort as sawing wood, the extra calories per hour may 
rise to 200 or 300. But with “ strong mental effort expended in solving 
mathematical problems ” Benedict found an increase of only 3 or 4 per cent. 
He adds: “ the cloistered scholar at his books may be surprised to learn that 
the extra calories needed for one hour of intense intellectual effort would be 
completely met by eating one half of a salted pea-nut.” 
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their amounts can in theory be translated into terms of 
mass, length, and time. Intellectual output we can express 
as the production of such and such a change against such 
and such a resistance within such and such a time : but the 
changes and the resistances can no longer be literally 
described in terms of length, mass, and time ; they can only 
be figuratively represented in terms of such units. 

This will become clear if we ask what further assumptions would 
have to be made in order that the amounts of mental work accom¬ 
plished in performing a series of tests could be equated with energy 
in the literal sense. Can we, for example, treat the marks as general¬ 
ized co-ordinates representing the results of the generalized forces 
acting on the system in question, namely, the testee ?1 Let us 
extend the principle of the self-registering barometer, and imagine 
a mechanism working somewhat on the following plan. To repre¬ 
sent the n tests let there be n sliding pieces, moving independently 
along fixed bars that carry a scale. The mass of each piece (m) 
must be made proportional to the difficulty of the test it represents. 
Each piece as it moves will register the state of the changing mental 
system in such a way that the distance (d) of its outer end from 
zero on the scale will be proportional to the mark obtained in the 
corresponding tests. The mental work done in all the tests may 
then be described in terms of the forces required to move the 
sliding pieces. 

1 It will be seen that my development of the underlying analogy is based 
on the suggestion that each test performance can, as a first step, be given the 
dimensions of a velocity or rate—i.e. be measured by extent of change 
or amount of output per unit of time*—and that each test is then to be 
weighted according to its difficulty. We might also attempt to give it the 
dimensions of work. But we should then be confronted with the fact that, in 
mental processes, the velocities apparently vanish with the driving forces, i.e. 
when equilibrium is restored. Anything comparable to the inertia of masses 
(which brings acceleration into such prominence in dynamics) apparently 
plays but a minor part in prolonged mental processes: each isolated problem 
no doubt requires its own little spurt, or rather starts its own oscillating waves 
of attentive effort; but, as a first approximation, we have to assume that the 
smoothed ‘ curve of work5 is flat. Thus the cyclic modifications which 
constitute a mental process are perhaps analogous, not so much to the changes 
considered in dynamics as to those considered in thermo-dynamics. 

Let me add, to avoid misunderstanding, that I am here speaking of 
cognitive processes only. The factor-analysis of conative processes, par¬ 
ticularly those that arise in response to emotional or moral situations, leads 
also to descriptions in terms of independent4 forces.5 But once again these 
forces have the characteristics of relations, rather than of entities or properties 
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The resolution of these forces could itself be accomplished by the 

mechanical model, so long as we were concerned with no more than 
two or three uncorrelated components. Thus, if da is a measure¬ 

ment obtained with test a, and if dg is its 4 resolved part ’ in terms 

of the factor g9 then dg = da cos gat where cos ga == rag. In imagina¬ 

tion (though, of course, not in any actual model) this can be general¬ 
ized for more than three components, so that we can think of n 
correlated test performances as expressible in terms of n uncorre¬ 

lated forces. And these forces will still obey the cosine law, 

namely, 

T12 — 7*1(1 r2a + rlb r2b • • • + rln r2n> 

where r12 denotes the correlation between the two tests, r9a9 ... rin 
denote the correlations between the ith test and the n factors, and 

^“lfi2 indicates the angle between the two lines representing 
tests I and 2 ; or, in matrix notation, R = FF'. This vector 
equation, as we shall see, lies at the basis of all factor-analysis : its 
form evidently implies that the effects of the component forces are 

to be combined according to the principle of weighted summation. 
It is clear, however, that the mechanism I have described is a 

working model only, i.e. the movements, and the energy involved, 
are merely symbols like the spatial lengths. In fact, the use of the 
word c energyJ merely signifies a particular mode of analysing the 
problem, not the actual mode in which the nervous system operates. 

It expresses the fact that, to describe any test performance, we must 

state three things : 

(i) the number of problems solved in a given time 

resident in individual substances. They are not forces in the mind, but forces 
in a mental field—a field which consists of the relations between obj ects, on the 
one hand, and the subject on the other: thus they might be pictured as.4 lines 
of force 5 and have many of the formal characteristics attributed to £ lines of 
force ’ in a magnetic or electrical field. In the last resort conative processes 
could, I think, be successfully described, at any rate to a first approximation, 
in terms of the redistribution of a system of physico-chemical energies. But 
this does not mean that the conative 4 forces ’ are to be directly identified with 
physico-chemical 4 forces.’ The two paths of investigation must go a long 
way before they meet; and to emphasize their relative independence I have 
ventured to suggest that the two branches should be called by different 
names: that dealing with gross concepts—4 abilities,’ 4 instincts,’ 4 drives, 
4 wishes ’ conscious and unconscious, and disturbance and recovery of equili¬ 
brium in the field of overt behaviour—I term4 psycho-dynamics ’; that work¬ 
ing with more precise neurological concepts—nerve-impulses, neurone-arcs 
and 4 bonds,’ and the disturbance and recovery of equilibrium in the cerebral 

field—I call4 neuro-dynamics.’ 
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(ii) the difficulty of the problems when solved at a given average 

speed {^m. - 

(iii) the degree to which the problems solved resemble those of 

one (or more) ideal or standard types of tests (rag = cos ga). 

On this basis, the amount of energy expended could be equated with 

the work done, and measured1 by the product (number of tests) X 

(difficulty) = - X m. - = - mv2. But obviously solving problems 
t 2 2 

of a given difficulty is not literally equivalent to moving a quantity 

of matter m at an average velocity 

Analogies between the Mathematical Methods of Modern 
Psychology and of Modern Physics.—So far I have gone for 
my analogies to classical or traditional dynamics. To the 
advanced student, however, the general nature of factor- 
analysis, and of factors as descriptive constants, will become 
clearer still if he turns to the more recent developments of 
physical science, where he will discover an astonishingly 
close parallel. Indeed, one of the most striking features of 
factor-analysis is this: not only in its general nature, but 
also in many minor details the peculiar type of mathe¬ 
matical argument which the psychological factorist has 
developed is almost exactly the same as that which is em¬ 
ployed by the quantum physicist in analysing the funda¬ 
mental constitution of the material world. In both cases, 
the argument proceeds in terms, not of single variables, but 
of twofold patterns of variables, expressed numerically as 
tables of double entry or ‘ matrices ’; and the central 
problem is to reduce such matrices to a standard or £ canon¬ 
ical ’ form by calculating their ‘ latent roots ’ and ‘ latent 
vectors.’ In both cases, too, the characteristic operation 

1 Alternatively, if we assume the mental work is due to the propagation of 
nerve-impulses, we could imagine a model in which the results could be 
represented by the flow of currents. Much the same constants would then 
reappear : we should have to imagine that the successful performance of the 
test was equivalent to moving a quantity of current Ct oc m through an 

id2 
average potential difference of E oc; - But no one could claim, even as a 

first approximation, that this depicted the true relations. 
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is what I have called weighted summation, that is, the 
computation of product-sums. 

These analogous techniques have been taken over from 
mathematicians, and developed by psychologists and by 
physicists in almost complete independence; indeed, 
during the earlier stages of their work, each was entirely 
ignorant of the technical methods which the other was 
adopting. The reader, therefore, may feel tempted to ask 
whether they may not have been unconsciously driven to 
apply very much the same devices because the material 
world and the mental world are, as we know them, very 
much akin in their ultimate nature, and so yield to the 
same mode of analysis : both being essentially describable 
in terms of patterns of relations between unknown relata. 
That, however, is a question which we must postpone until 
we take up the metaphysical issues. 

Mathematical Arguments in Psychology.—The technical 
methods that have been thus worked out may be regarded 
as a special application of a branch of higher mathematics 
which has received the name of the ‘ theory of groups ’ 
[71]; and, as I shall argue later,1 it will probably be to the 
theory of groups itself that the psychologist of the future 
will turn directly for his analytic technique. Here it will 
be sufficient to note that, in the last resort, the apparent 
reason why we can deal with intellectual processes by 
methods analogous to those used in dealing with kinetic 
processes is, not that the former, like the latter, are mani¬ 
festations of one and the same physical energy, but that in 
both cases the resulting changes can be expressed as the 
effect of group-operations. Now, the philosopher would 
consider the theory of groups, not as a branch of mathe¬ 
matics, but as a branch of formal logic ; and, indeed, most 
mathematicians would nowadays agree that their science at 
its widest is to be regarded, not in the old-fashioned sense 
as the science of quantity, but as the science of logical rela¬ 
tions : ‘ logic and mathematics differ as boy and man: 
logic was the youth of mathematics; mathematics is the man¬ 
hood of logic.’2 This suggests a conclusion of the utmost 

1 See below, p. 242. 
2 B. Russell, Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy, p. 194. 
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importance : in my view, we should think of factor-analysis 
as a logical method rather than as a mathematical method.. 

Once this standpoint is adopted, many of the objections 
that philosophers have so often urged against attempts to 
apply arithmetical procedures to the mind fall immediately 
to the ground ; for it now appears that the numbers and 
other quantitative devices which the psychometrist has 
introduced are in the first instance merely symbolic expedi¬ 
ents, employed to help him to state his arguments in a more 
precise and rigorous form. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE LOGICAL STATUS OF MENTAL FACTORS 

Logically, Factors are Principles of Classification.—To the 
ordinary student who is new to psychological research, an 
attempt to explain factors in terms of analytic geometry 
is in most cases an attempt to explain ignotum per ignotius. 
In this country, such a student is more likely to have ap¬ 
proached psychology from the philosophical than from the 
mathematical side. Hence he will be able to appreciate 
the nature of factor-analysis far more easily if he is shown 
its logical origin rather than its mathematical origin. 
And, as I have just insisted, its logical nature is, after all, the 
more fundamental, although too often that nature is ob¬ 
scured instead of elucidated by the mathematical techni¬ 
calities with which it is commonly expounded. 

Let us, then, forget for a moment that the psychologist, 
in his effort after precision, puts his factorial specifications 
into numerical terms, and let us imagine that a verbal 
statement will be sufficient. The so-called factors, as we 
have seen, are used because we continually need a few, 
permanent, and pregnant concepts by means of which we 
can describe both persons and traits. This double mode of 
description will, I think, become intelligible enough if we 
consider once again a concrete example such as those I have 
cited above. 

An unknown child is examined at the clinic. The case- 
report sums up his physical and his mental characteristics 
under separate heads. On the mental side, it describes 
first his intellectual (or cognitive) and then his emotional 
(or orectic) behaviour. Intellectually he is, let us say, 
mentally defective as regards general intelligence, verbal as 
regards his special type; and his educational age in each 
scholastic test is so and so. Temperamentally, he has high 
general emotionality, is of repressed or introverted type, 

95 
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depressed rather than cheerful, displays oversexed and timid 
propensities, but is not ill-tempered or self-assertive ; and 
so on. In all such, descriptive summaries we rely primarily 
though not exclusively on a few key qualities to which 
factor-analysis (or an intelligent anticipation of factor- 
analysis) has led us—general intelligence, general emotion¬ 
ality, specialized c abilities,5 specialized ^ * temperaments, 
and perhaps the primary emotions or instincts. These 
are all attributes from which numerous secondary character¬ 
istics can as a rule be safely deduced, but which cannot be 
deduced from each other* From this standpoint, therefore, 
the primary task of factor-analysis is to supply a systematic 
hierarchy of independent concepts—what I have called a 
6 psychographic scheme 5—in terms of which any individual 
—whether a clinic case or a vocational case, whether delin¬ 
quent, backward, or neurotic, normal, subnormal, or super¬ 
normal—may be described.1 

Not one person, but all persons may be described in this 
way. As a result we discover not one child, but a number 
who are mentally defective, a number who are of a verbal 
type, a number who are introverts, and so on. The cumu¬ 
lative result, and indeed the ultimate aim, is thus a classi¬ 
fication of these children into significant groups and sub¬ 
groups—a classification that would be applicable to the 

entire population. 
But the systematic scheme that we have worked out m 

this way does not merely furnish a classification of persons; 
at the same time it involves a classification of traits. ^ For 
the psychologist is interested not only in describing indi¬ 
viduals ; he also seeks to describe their modes of behaviour. 
And for this purpose the same concepts or * factors 5 will be 
employed. Thus, when we describe fear or disgust as an 
emotional rather than cognitive tendency, as having a 

i A tentative list was drawn up in my Presidential Address to the Psycho¬ 
logical Section at the Liverpool meeting of the British Association ([46], 
pp. 215-39) and expanded in The Measurement of Menial Capacities (Oliver 
& Boyd, 1927). Minor modifications have been introduced in later ver¬ 
sions : cf. The Tomg Delinquent, pp. 22 f.; The Backward Child, pp. 3 4 
630 f. It should be added that this scheme serves for the examination, not 
only of subnormal, but also of normal cases—e.g. for purposes of vocational 
guidance: cf. [53],4 Schedule for Investigating Individual Cases,’ pp. 10-11. 
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repressive rather than an aggressive character, and an 
unpleasant rather than a pleasant feeling-tone, we are not 
merely defining those emotions: we are classifying them— 
classifying them according to a hierarchy of subordinated 
and dichotomous principles (cf. p. 19). What distinguishes 
factor-analysis, therefore, from other ways of discovering 
how individuals and their numerous attributes can best 
be classified is chiefly this : whereas the ancient logician 
reached his definitions by examining the meanings of words, 
the modern factorist reaches his classifications by examining 
the correlations between the forms of behaviour to which 
those words very loosely refer. But the ulterior object is 
still the same ; and, whether we are describing persons or 
traits, the factorial concepts adopted are simply -principles 
of classification. 

There is, however, a second peculiarity of factor- 
analysis : but this, from the logical standpoint, is only 
incidental. Factor-analysis, as we have seen, is quantita¬ 
tive. One of the first problems of any science as we under¬ 
stand it to-day is to devise a means for converting qualitative 
specifications into quantitative. The process by which the 
psychologist achieves this translation will more easily be 
understood if we think once again of the analogous but 
more concrete problems that arise in navigation or geo¬ 
graphy : there, too, the numerical determinations of the 
expert have arisen simply by progressive refinement of the 
cruder qualitative classifications of the plain man. 

From the time of Aristotle to that of Bacon, primitive science was 
content with the simple classificatory procedure, such as the 

traditional logic continued to employ. The transition from 
classification in terms of qualitative attributes to measurement in 
terms of quantitative variables was mainly accomplished by 
physical science during the sixteenth century. Mental science, we 
are told, has still to complete the change “ from the Aristotelian to 
the Galilean viewpoint.”1 But even in dealing with the physical 

world the plain man rarely thinks in terms of measurement. 

1 K. Lewin, Dynamic Theory of Personality. By the “ Galilean viewpoint ” 
seems to be understood the standpoint of experimental and mechanical 
science. The mechanical and dynamical interpretation, however, would 
appear to have been a secondary consequence of the more accurate ideas of 

7 
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Like the navigator of old, the simple tourist does not picture his 

ship or his destination as something to be precisely localized on a 
three-dimensional diagram by the aid of orthogonal or spherical 

co-ordinates, with every direction and distance expressed by its 

own appropriate figure. He vaguely thinks of places as divided into 

‘ hot ’ and ‘ cold,’ or, if he tries spatial terms, into ‘ northerly and 
< southerly.’ Similarly, the psychology of the man in the street is 

still content with a bipolar classification based on two contrasted 
qualities : he still divides his fellow-men into the good and the bad, 

the wise and the foolish, optimists and pessimists, and the like. 
The primitive scientist starts from some such twofold division. 

Since in practice the opposite classes nearly always merge insensibly 
into one another, he suggests laying down a conventional line of 

demarcation, somewhere about the middle. Geographically, for 

example, he arbitrarily divides the world into what is north and 
what is south of the equator. When a finer classification is desired, 

he goes on to distinguish arctic, north temperate, torrid, south 

temperate, and antarctic zones—a step parallel to that taken by the 
Arts examiner when he elaborates the teacher’s rough dichotomy of 

4 bright ’ and 4 dullJ pupils into terms of * fivefold scale—A, B, C, 
D, E. And now this manifold classification can be made finer and 

finer,* and is ultimately expressed in terms of a specified number of 
equal steps—180 fi degrees/ for example ; presently minutes and 
seconds are recognized, not as sub-classes, but as fractions of a 
£ degree ’; and thus broad classifications by qualitative attributes 
are completely transformed into a compact, continuous, one¬ 

dimensional scale. In much the same way the modern psycho¬ 
logist refines his means of discrimination, until he too is measuring 
intelligence on a continuous linear scale of fi mental ages ’ or * LQ.’s.’ 

At the same time, if we are to measure with precision, ;we must 

define with precision : East and West must be clearly distinguished 
from North and South. Similarly, the psychologist comes to 

distinguish variations in sheer intellectual ability from variations m 
industry or laziness, the cognitive factor from the conative—two, 
more or less independent directions which the parent and teacher 

very commonly confuse. # : 
In the biological or social sciences the interaction of the deter- 

measurement, which in the earlier work related to celestial rather than 
terrestrial movement and to astronomical rather than mechanical science. 
For terrestrial purposes it was virtually established when portable clocks and 
the Copernican theory together supplied the navigator with a means of 
measuring longitude as well as latitude ; and thus measurement in terms of 
two independent 4 factors 9 took the place of dead-reckoning. 
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mining variables is far more complex than in astronomy or physics, 
if only because of their greater number. But with the development 
of statistical method during the last half century, formulae have 

become available whereby at almost every stage we can calculate 

suitable constants ; and, it may be added, whether we are dealing 
with what the statistician would call the * theory of attributes ’ or 

with the * theory of variables ’—with qualitative classes or with 
quantitative grades—his equations and his demonstrations rest at 
bottom on much the same principles. 

Now, when we are analysing not qualitative attributes 
but the quantitative variables that replace them, the 
factorial components, as we have seen, take the form of 
vectors ; that is, they can be represented by a line which 
in its turn is specified by a length and an angle ; or, in 
other words, they vary (i) by a definite amount, and (ii) in 
a definite direction. Omit the quantitative element— 
namely, the * amount ’—and we are left with the qualitative 
classification according to ‘ direction.’ Once again, there¬ 
fore, we see that our factors still remain in their essential 
nature principles of classification, though rendered more 
discriminative and exact by being cast into quantitative 
form. Where the plain man classifies children into ‘ good ’ 
and ‘ bad,’ ‘ bright ’ and ‘ dull,’ the administrator has to 
lay down sharper lines of demarcation, and talks of ‘ guilty ’ 
and ‘ not guilty,’ ‘ certifiably defective ’ and ‘ capable of 
profiting by a secondary education,’ and the like ; and the 
theoretical psychologist tries to improve the classification 
still further by thinking of the population as varying in 
certain directions, each more or less independent of the 
other and each carrying with it a number of inferable traits 
—as varying in what he calls.c innate general intelligence,’ 
‘ innate specific abilities,’ ‘ innate general emotionality,’ 
‘ acquired moral character,’ and the like—and then seeks to 
graduate these variations on a linear scale. Thus, what 
appear to be the measurements of a variable are merely 
minute subdivisions by manifold classification as distinct 
from the first broad differentiation reached by twofold 
classification; and the factorization of such variables is 
simply a mode of reclassifying the varying individuals 
according to a more refined logical procedure which has 
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been sharpened up until it takes the shape of an algebraic 
calculus. 

The student, who is already familiar with the more 
technical procedures, can easily confirm this description if 
he considers the nature of what corresponds to ‘ factors’ in 
modern physics. The additive 1 hierarchies ’1 of the 
psychologist, i.e. the sets of figures that distinguish and 
describe the psychologist’s factors, would in quantum 
physics be called £ selective operators.’2 When the psycho¬ 
logist takes a mark list giving the measurements of, say, a 
hundred persons for a dozen or more correlated tests, and 
reduces these measurements to terms of less than half a 
dozen uncorrelated factors, he is following almost exactly 
the same procedure as the physicist who measures the 
magnetic moments of a number of different metallic atoms, 
deduces a ‘ spectral set of selective operators,’ and so obtains 
the quantitative ‘ spectrum ’ of his ' assembly.’ The 
physicist sorts his atoms into so many different kinds. In the 
same way the psychologist’s factors are devices for taking a 
heterogeneous group of observables, and dividing the whole 
set up into smaller classes which are more or less homo¬ 
geneous. Thus, what the physicist says of his ' operators ’ 
might be applied forthwith to the psychologist’s factors : 
they provide “ a species of spectral analysis in which a given 
inhomogeneous aggregate a is resolved into a number of 
parts which are (relatively) homogeneous with respect to 
some variable y.” 3 In plain language, then, they are 
merely classificatory devices. 

This standpoint may enable us to resolve in advance 
many of the other heated questions that have long divided 
factorists in psychology; for it now becomes evident that 
these controversies, though they wear a psychological or a 

1 The reader who is not yet acquainted with the peculiar use of this term 
in factor-analysis may turn to Appendix I, Tables I and II, for illustrations, 
and to p. 149 below for the definition and formula. This special usage is only 
accidentally connected with the more familiar meaning adopted a page or 

two back. 
2 See chap. IX, p. 264, and Appendix II, p. 491. 
8 G. Temple, The General Principles of Quantum Theory, 1934? P* 33* 

Elsewhere I have offered a formal proof of the virtual identity of the physi¬ 
cists analysis and the psychologists, Psychometrika, III, 1938, pp. 151-68. 
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mathematical dress, are nothing more than a resuscitation 
of the ancient logical and metaphysical disputes, which 
arose out of the problem of scientific classification, and 
which, at any rate for the case of qualitative attributes, 
have already been fairly thoroughly thrashed out. 

How Many Kinds of Factors are There P—Let us begin 
with what would seem to be the most fundamental question 
of all—the issue that has been the main source of dissension 
—namely, how many kinds of factors are we to postulate ? 
Spearman based his original analysis of cognition on a 
‘ theory of two factors ’—i.e. two kinds of factors, one general 
factor and a number of specific factors. Some of his fol¬ 
lowers have reduced this to a theory of a single general 
factor only. On the other hand, many of his critics have 
contended that the mind and its workings cannot be 
adequately described unless we invoke three kinds of factor 
—general, group, and specific. Others again have argued 
that the only set of factors that can have a real ‘ psycho¬ 
logical meaning ’ must consist in an indefinite number of 
common factors, each conforming to certain limiting, 
requirements, such as those of Thurstone’s * simple 
structure.’ 

Now, if the position maintained in the preceding pages 
be accepted, it seems clear that, in the first instance, the 
issues thus raised are points to be decided, not by con¬ 
sidering the general nature of the mind, but rather by exam¬ 
ining a little more closely the logical basis on which factor- 
analysis rests. If our factors are logical principles rather 
than psychological principles, we should be able to state, 
a priori and in advance, how many kinds we may in theory 
expect, though whether all the kinds will be found in this 
particular table or in that must depend upon the traits or 
tests actually selected for study, i.e. upon the experimental 
design. 

The Four-factor Theory : {a) In Correlating Tests.—Con¬ 
sider any set of measurements obtained by testing a number 
of individuals for a number of mental capacities or traits. 
The factorist’s problem, we have seen, is to classify the 
traits and the persons. From this standpoint it is evident 
that one or more of the following propositions can be asserted 
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about the traits, and (as we shall see in a moment) analogous 
propositions can also be asserted about the persons: 

(1) All the traits possess a particular characteristic, g, and thus 

form a general, all-inclusive class ; 

(2) Some of the traits possess a particular characteristic, px 
(which the rest do not possess), and thus form a narrower sub-class; 

and again others possess the characteristic (which the rest do 

not possess) and thus form a second sub-class; and so on ; 

(3) This particular trait possesses one particular set of character¬ 

istics, which none of the others possess and which thus, as it 

were, forms a sub-class of one ; and similarly for each of the other 

traits. 

Further, if we repeat our tests, we may be able to add that 
this particular trait possesses (a) one particular set of characteristics, 

sv always, i.e. every time we measure it (the series of repeated 
measurements thus forming, as it were, a sub-subclass), and (b) 
other sets of characteristics, ev e%, ... occasionally, i.e. one set on 

this occasion, another on that.1 

These four possibilities indicate four main kinds of factors. 
They may be conveniently designated (as I have elsewhere2 
suggested) by the labels traditionally used by logicians in 
classifying propositions according to their ‘quantity.’ They 
fall into two main groups, each of which may be redivided 
into two : 

A. Common factors, i.e. those influencing several tests or traits. 

These are of two kinds, viz. : 
(1) Universal or General factors, common to all the traits. 

Later we shall see that the general factors in their turn may take 

two different forms : 
(a) Positive or One-signed factors, i.e. factors which can vary 

in one direction only, viz. above zero, never below, and whose 
saturation coefficients can therefore take positive values only. 
Usually only one such positive universal factor is distinguish¬ 

able, which is then termed ■ the general factor ?; 

1 The student of logic may remember somewhat similar distinctions 
introduced by the schoolmen in their classification of properties: viz. id 
quod fertinet (i) omni, (ii) non omni, (iii) semper, (iv) non semper. 

2 Marks of Examiners, p. 259, and earlier writings. 
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(b) Bipolar or Two-signed factors, i.e. factors which can 
vary in opposite or antagonistic directions, and whose satura¬ 

tion coefficients may therefore be either positive or negative. 

(2) Particular factors, each common to a certain group of traits 

only, and hence usually termed 4 Growp-factors ’ : they have some¬ 
times been called £ special factors,’ £ overlapping specific factors ’ 

overlapping,’ because any single trait may contain more than one 

of them), or £ general factors of limited range ’—phrases which all 

rather blur the real nature of the distinction. 

B. Individual or Unique factors, i.e. those influencing one test 

or trait alone, viz. : 

(3) Singular factors, each peculiar to a single trait, and usually 
called £ Specific factors ’ (sometimes also £ individual ’ or £ unique ’ 

factors) ; when the characteristics they cover are regarded as 
irrelevant to the main inquiry, these factors, like the following, are 

frequently described as £ errors,’ and then, in contrast to the follow¬ 

ing, are designated £ constant ’ or £ systematic errors.’ 

(4) Accidental factors, each peculiar to the particular occasion 
on which the particular trait was measured, and therefore sometimes 

called £ factors of error ’ or of £ unreliability ’ (the latter term in 
factor-analysis merely means inconsistency). Here the errors are 
the results, not of some gross and traceable bias, but of a very 
large number of very small causes. Hence the minor fluctuations 
for which they are responsible show the random distribution 
characteristic of £ chance,’ and the factors themselves are con¬ 

sequently often called £ random errors ’ or £ chance factors.’ 

We may sum up these preliminary distinctions in what I 
have called the four-factor theorem. “ The measurement 
of any individual for any one of a given set of traits may be 
regarded as a function of four kinds of components : namely, 
those characteristic of (i) all the traits, (ii) some of the traits, 
(iii) the particular trait in question whenever it is measured, 
(iv) the particular trait in question as measured on this 
particular occasion.” This I regard as a fundamental 
logical postulate from which all factor theories must neces¬ 
sarily start. If for the sake of clearness we prefer to con¬ 
dense it into a symbolic equation (assuming with most fac- 
torists that the ‘ function? may be expressed as a weighted 
sum), we may write— 

mji — ^fjhghi + ^fjkpki + + 'Zfjntni 
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where denotes z’s measurements in test j, the /’ s denote 
the weights or factor-loadings, then’s, p’s, Fs, and Fs denote 
the four kinds of factor—general, group, specific, and error 
factors respectively, and the summations indicate that more 
than one factor of each kind may conceivably be present 
in each test.1 Since, however, the kinds of factors are 
being defined solely according to the number of traits and 
occasions into which they enter, we can usually amalgamate 
factors of the same kind entering into the same trait or set 
of traits into one. Thus, as we shall see in a moment, except 
for the group-factors, all the summations may be dropped; 
mathematically, indeed, with only a single correlation 
table, it is impossible to distinguish more than one specific 
factor for each test, or more than one positive general factor 
for the whole table, or even error factors from specific. 

The Need for Relevance in the Correlated Traits.—The 
foregoing definitions of the various kinds of factors reveal 
at once what a heavy onus is placed upon the initial selection 
of the traits. Evidently if the general factor were defined 
simply as that particular characteristic (or set of charac¬ 
teristics) that is common to all the traits selected for com¬ 
parison, it could possess little or no stable meaning, unless 
those traits had already been selected according to some 
provisional principle. Much the same holds good of the 
so-called group-factors. At the same time, the definitions 
need not be taken to imply that any feature that is common 
to all the traits in a haphazard batch _ becomes ipso facto 
a general factor, or that any feature which is shared by some 
but not all of them becomes ipso facto a group-factor. We 
may call them £ general features ’ or * group features,’ but 
the term ‘ factor ’ usually suggests something more. 

A factor we have described, not as any characteristic that 
may be observed or named, but as one which can serve as a 
principle of classification, i.e., as it were, a stable nuclear 
feature, which may be conceived as implying, in a wide 
variety of instances and under various changes of conditions, 
the numerous attributes that it synthesizes. As Aristotle 
pointed out, there are three things we must look to in 
seeking principles for systematic classification : the terms 

1 Marks of Examiners,:#. 258, eq. (v). 
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employed at each successive level “ (i) must be of the essence 
of the things classified ; (ii) must be taken in their right 
order ; and (iii) none must be omitted.” 1 

(i) If, therefore, the factors are to have a stable value 
'^and a useful meaning, there must be some essential connexion 
d between the general factor and the several traits into which 
t\it enters ; and, further, there should be, if possible, some 
' intelligible connexion between the general factor characteriz¬ 

ing the whole sample, and those factors that characterize 
the groups into which the sample is subsequently divided : 
so that the group-factors emerge as intelligible specifications 
of the general factor. If we believe in fixed genera or species 
dividing the natural world into a hierarchy of types, or in 
‘ general abilities ’ and ‘ special abilities ’ as determinable 
characteristics possessed by the human mind wherever it is 
found, these factors and the traits they comprise should 
enable us to give an appropriate definition of those types 
and those abilities. If we doubt the objective existence of 
‘ natural kinds ’ and of £ real abilities,’ the principles of 
classification ought still to have a relevance to the general 
purposes of the scientist’s investigations. As Kelley has 
rightly observed, the original measurements which we 
analyse into components or factors must be chosen on some 
other basis than mere chance or mere convenience, or the 
simple fact that practicable tests or instruments are available 
for measuring them ([85]* p- 66). But this relevance can be 
secured only by the deliberate efforts of the investigator, 
not by the automatic operation of a statistical technique. 
If the collection of traits is meaningless as a collection,2 

1 Anal. Post., II, xiii, 97a, 23 et seq. 
2 A random sample of the complete population of traits I should not call 

meaningless. But a random sample of all existing tests (proposed by 
Hotelling, [79], p. 504) would have but little meaning, because the existence 
of a test is due as much to its practicability as to its social or psychological 
value, and the former has no relevance to the latter. The reader will object 
that we are moving in a circle. But that objection has been urged against 
every attempt to define what is essential or relevant: no scientific observer 
can ever gather a limited collection of data without tacitly making some 
provisional classification. On this point I must be content to refer to the 
more detailed analysis of the logical difficulties given by logicians themselves: 
e.g. H. W. B. Joseph, Introduction to Logic, pp. 94 et seq. 
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no subsequent ‘ rotating of the axes ’ will guarantee the 
emergence of c psychological meaning.’ 

(ii) With this proviso, the order as well as the pregnancy 
of the several principles will be ensured, if we extract our 
factors in such a way that each accounts for a maximum 
amount of the variance available at each stage, and then 
arrange them in order of their contributions to the 
variance. The principle is perhaps most familiar from the 
parlour game ofc Animal, Vegetable, or Mineral,’ where an 
unknown object has to be identified after a minimum of 
guesses: the guesser has to proceed by dichotomous 
questions—‘ Is it alive or dead ? ’ ‘ plant or animal ? ’ . . . 
—and the expert so chooses his alternatives, that at each 
successive step he eliminates the largest number of erroneous 
possibilities. In serious scientific attempts at classification 
or diagnosis, precisely the same procedure—the principle of 
‘ progressive delimitation,’ as I have called it ([53], p. 81) 
—is more or less explicitly adopted. 

(iii) The completeness of the list will be guaranteed if 
the items selected for analysis consist either of the complete 
population of items with which we are concerned (impos¬ 
sible when the items are traits and hardly practicable when 
they are persons), or else a random, i.e. an unbiased and 
representative sample of that population, and if we then 
extract, for n correlated traits, n uncorrelated factors (if our 
data are free from error), or (if errors are inevitable) as many 
factors as the margin of error permits. 

The factorization of a number of traits into the same number of 
factors has frequently been criticized. Thurstone lays down the 

‘ postulate ’ that “ the number of reference abilities in a test- 
battery must be less than the number of tests,” and regards any 
other mode of factorization as uneconomical and useless.1 The 

1 [84], p- 75- He argues that “ the solution in which r = n violates the 

fundamental postulate of science that every valid hypothesis should be over¬ 

determined by the data. The only allowable case is that in which r < n.” 

To secure this he requires that r, the number of common factors, shall be 

identical with the minimal rank of R, the correlation matrix. 

Actually the total number of factors in Thurstone’s initial ‘factorial 

matrix ’ is not less than the number of tests, but more, since he, like Spear¬ 

man, begins by assuming that each test will have its own ‘ specific factor ’ in 

addition to the r common factors (p. 59). I agree that in practice specific 
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same objection has been advanced against my own methods of 
factor-analysis by Prof. Reyburn and Dr. J. G. Taylor.1 The 
criticism overlooks the fact that, even when the factors do not differ 

from the traits in number, nevertheless they differ from them 
greatly in their mutual relations and in their comprehensiveness : 

first of all, whereas the traits are mutually correlated, the factors 
are (or should be) mutually independent; secondly, whereas each 
trait accounts for only a small fraction of the total variance, and 
that much the same fraction, the factors are so determined that the 

first or £ highest common factor ’2 shall account for as much of the 

factors in the absolute sense may, like the error-factors, be conveniently 
excluded from the final factorial classification (though my reasons are not 
the same as Thurstone’s). But Thurstone’s postulate, while treating specific 
factors as negligible, makes them at the same time responsible for the greatest 
amount of variance that they can possibly contain. 

Where we are dealing with a table of correlations, as distinct from a table 
of covariances, my 4 summation ’ method (simple or weighted), if carried 
out automatically, does, as a matter of fact, yield factors whose number is 
identical with the number specifying the lowest rank obtainable for the 
table of intercorrelations. But that is not because I hold that a postulate 
of economy requires the smallest number of factors, but because that 
procedure happens to give definite and plausible figures for the variances. 
In point of fact, Thurstone’s own methods would seem to involve the 
determination of far more common factors than I should ever venture to 
extract. Thus, in his illustrative analysis (Primary Mental Abilities) he 
extracts as many as 12 factors, in spite of the high probable errors,, where 
I should have thought barely one-quarter of that number were statistically 

significant. 
On page 92 [84] he declares himself ready to accept any method of factor¬ 

izing the matrix of intercorrelations u provided the minimum rank of R is 
not altered ” ; at first sight this seems to mean that with 15 tests he would 
extract 10 factors (cf. Table 2, p. 77). Yet, although here and elsewhere 
he insists so strongly on the principle of minimal rank, he does not 
show how his own method will secure precisely this number of factors; 
and his working procedure, where “ the diagonal entry may be given any 
value between zero and unity ” (p. 108) and the computer is advised m 
practice to give it the value of the highest correlation, seems a double 
contradiction of the demand for minimum rank, since this is equivalent to 
demanding a minimum sum for the communalities. Indeed, the device of 
fitting the leading diagonal with the largest correlation from each column 
must almost inevitably increase the number of factors and raise it artificially 
well above the number indicated by the minimal rank. 

1 ‘ Factorial Analysis and School Subjects: A Criticism, by H. A. Rey¬ 
burn and J. G. Taylor, Brit. J. Educ. Psychol, (in the press). 

» The phrase ‘ highest common factor ’ was used in my earlier articles (e.g. 
Brit J. Psych., Ill, 1909, p. 166) to denote the factor which would account 
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total variance as possible, the next for as much as possible of the 
remaining variance, and so on, .and their purpose is not fulfilled 
unless all the significant variance is ultimately accounted for. 

These two changes introduce both order and comprehensiveness 
into the description of the data ; and it is these that are the essential 
merits of a sound scientific classification, not the fact that the 
classes reached shall be necessarily fewer than the specimens to be 
classified. Select a representative sample of all the plants in Kew 
Gardens ; set a botanist to classify them : he begins with a compre¬ 
hensive specification that will distinguish plants from other living 
things—the general factor ; he then divides the whole lot into seed¬ 
bearing and non-seed-bearing—a division which, as we have seen, is 
chosen because it carries with it larger and more numerous differences 
than any other ; then he redivides the former into flowering and 
non-flowering, for precisely the same reason ; the flowering in their 
turn into two contrasted classes, the one-seed-leaved and the two- 
seed-leaved ; and these again into orders, and the orders into 
varieties. Is it an objection that the varieties he ultimately names 
may be as numerous as the specimens he has been given ? Give him 
yet another plant, different from all the rest; and he will invent yet 
another pigeon-hole to receive it.1 Economy is achieved, not by 

for a given set of correlations in such a way that the residual or partial 
correlations remaining would be as small as possible. This phrase seems to 
convey the notion best to those familiar only with elementary algebra. In 
more technical discussions it would seem better to substitute the term 
* dominant factor/ which is used to mean the factor corresponding to the 
highest latent root of the correlation or covariance matrix, i.e. to the leading 
element in the diagonal matrix of factor-variances. This is in keeping with 
customary terminology in matrix algebra. In the latter the phrase 4 highest 
common factor ’ would probably suggest the leading element in the diagonal 
matrix obtained in Smith’s reduction of a lambda-matrix to a canonical form 
(a related and suggestive conception, but not quite identical). 

1 Or, to use the technical language of the logician, I should argue that 
infimee species are still species, and therefore in theory possess each its own 
factor. When we come to correlate persons, however, the problem takes a 
more disputable form. If each person is to have his own specific factor, does 
that factor represent his principium individuationis, or his proprium (his 
necessary properties), or merely his 4 inseparable accidents9 ? (see below, 
p. in). In practice the question will rarely arise. Usually there are fewer 
traits than persons; and in such cases, in virtue of the lowered rank of the 
matrix, there will not be a specific factor for each person. When, on the 
other hand, there are fewer persons than traits, the persons will usually be 
chosen for their representative character ; and hence, once again, the person’s 
4 specific factor ’ will not really be peculiar to him individually ; it will be 
peculiar to him only as representing a particular class or type. 
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minimizing the number of factors, but by maximizing the amount of 
variation that each in turn will account for. If, therefore, the psycho¬ 

logist has a dozen tests for a dozen different abilities, which differ in 
a way that is at once significant and relevant to his problem, he must 
be prepared to admit a dozen different factors. 

In practice, of course, he will probably be unable to show that 
they are all genuinely significant, and will usually confine his 
calculations to three or four factors at the most. But he must not 

start by limiting the amount of discoverable variance on purely a 
priori grounds at the very outset. If a solid object has three 

dimensions, it is not a c fundamental postulate of science ’ that the 
axes of reference should be reduced to two ; the dictates of economy 
are satisfied if the axes chosen are independent. Similarly, if a 
correlation matrix is of order n X n, we must not exploit our ignor¬ 

ance of the diagonal entries to insist on reducing it to a rank1 of 

r == n — V2n. Indeed, if the correlation matrix were a covariance 
matrix, such a reduction would in general prove impossible. 

The foregoing requirements will become clearer still, if we turn 

for a moment from a study of the resemblances between traits to a 

study of the resemblances between persons. 

The Four-factor Fheory : (b) in Correlating Persons.— 
Most psychologists have started by correlating traits or 
tests. But is there any reason why we should not start 
by correlating persons ? With this approach coefficients 
of correlation can be calculated which will serve to measure 
resemblances, not between traits, but between persons. 
Factor-analysis can be applied on the same lines as before; 
and factors of the same four types will presumably emerge. 

The student who is not yet familiar with factorial research 
finds it actually easier (that at least has been my own 

1 With this approximate formula (accurate enough for most purposes), if the 
value is not integral, we take the integer next above the value given. The 

exact formula for determining the minimum rank is r =?= n — YsJSn + 1 + £, 
where, if the value is not integral, we take the integer next below. 
With the simple summation method, the saturation coefficients are 
virtually deviations about an average. After the first, each column of 
coefficients must add up to zero ; after the second column, each section of a 
column (cf. p. 466 and Tables VIIa ii, XIa). Thus the number of degrees 
of freedom is one less with each factor, i.e. n, n—1, n—2, ..., until all 
the J n (n—1) degrees are used up. (Weighted summation has the same 
effect.) On summing and solving for r, the above formula follows at once. 
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impression) to follow the various factor theories, if they are 
presented to him first with reference to the classification of 
persons rather than to the ‘ analysis (01, as I should prefer 
to say, the classification) of tests or traits. Moieover, with 
this alternative approach, many of the foregoing difficulties 
disappear, or at least are simplified, because the selection 
of a representative set of persons seems a much simpler 
matter than the selection of a representative set of tests.1 

The relation between the two approaches may be a little 
clearer if we compare the essential logical nature of each. 
When we factorize the correlations between the traits 
tested, we are in effect analysing the connotation or inten¬ 
sion ’ of the class selected for testing ; when we factorize 
the correlations between the persons, we are in effect 
analysing the denotation or ‘ extension ’ of that class. But 
in either case, when we use one and the same set of observed 
assessments to classify both traits and persons, it seems 
obvious that, if our classifications are to be consistent, the 
same factors must be preserved, the same fundamenta divi¬ 
sions retained, whether we start by comparing and classify¬ 
ing the traits or by comparing and classifying the persons. 

In each case the result of the analysis will be simply to 
substitute a better defined and therefore more economical 
set of attributes for the more numerous, more detailed, and 
more casual set of attributes, superficially observable and 
more easily measured, with which we set out. And, when 
we turn from traits to persons, and proceed to study the 
resemblances between individuals and to classify those 
individuals according to the more orderly and pregnant 
attributes ultimately adopted, it is not difficult to see that, 
once again, our predications will be of four different kinds. 
Nor is it surprising to discover that the four kinds of factor 
empirically recognized by psychologists turn out to corres¬ 
pond quite closely with the four or five headings of the 
traditional scheme of predicables recognized by scholastic 
logicians—genus, species (or differentia), proprium, and 

accidens. 

i The experienced statistician will see that the problem of selecting a fair 
sample of tests now gives rise to fresh theoretical difficulties; but these are 

not likely to puzzle the beginner. 
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The Fourfold Scheme of Factors and the Fourfold Scheme 
of Predicables.—Let us imagine, by way of illustration,1 a 
statistical analysis of the body-measurements of a mixed 
group of adults. The results of physical measurement will 
be simpler to visualize than those obtained from mental 
testing ; and, since the study of temperament has recently- 
led the psychologist to a renewed interest in physical types, 

1 I have here drawn the parallel between ‘ kinds of factors ’ and ‘ heads of 
predicables ’ only for those factors that are obtained by correlating persons. 
It would be equally enlightening to the research-worker (though perhaps not 
quite so clear to the ordinary student) to attempt the same comparison for 
those factors that are obtained by correlating traits. It is far easier to 
explain the classification of predicables by taking those predicables that can 
be predicated of a concrete individual subject (such as a person) than by 
taking those that are predicated of an abstract term or a concrete general 
term (such as a trait or a type). This, however, means that I have necessarily 
followed the later and more familiar scheme derived from Porphyry (which 
was concerned with the former case) rather than the original scheme set 
forth by Aristotle (which was confined to the latter case). 

Even so, some scholars may question the interpretation of proprium that 
I have here adopted to keep the parallel as close as possible. The dispute 
as to what is or is not a 4 property ’ or proprium is by no means uninstructive 
to the factorist. It raises problems fundamental to psychology which he 
slurs over rather than solves. In the text I have for simplicity adopted the 
most literal, though not the most usual, interpretation. I may add that 
Aristotle (whose treatment is not quite consistent) himself in certain passages 
allows the term 18lov to mean 4 a peculiarity that distinguishes an individual 
from others ’ (cf. Topes, e, i, 128b, 16 and 129a, 3-5, and Joseph’s com¬ 
ments, loc, cit., p. X07). Porphyry perhaps would have termed those 
attributes summed up in a man’s4 specific factor ’ his4 inseparable accidents ’ 
rather than his propria. The 4 properties ’ would then be those attributes 
which were causally derived from, or necessarily deducible from (which for the 
empirical factorist can only mean closely correlated with) the 4 essential ’ or 
defining factors, i.e. those stating his gems and his species or type. 

On the Aristotelian view, everything we can predicate about a subject must 
fall under one or other of the heads of predicables. It might therefore be 
argued that, instead of identifying predicables with factors only, they ought 
also to cover all the traits. Those traits that have saturations for a factor 
would then be 4 properties ’ deducible from the 4 essence ’ which that factor 
specified; and it is interesting to note that Aristotle himself recognized 
correlation (or concomitant variation) as a method of proving the relation 
(twos Ik rov pLoXkov kcll rjrrov. Top. e. viii). The Aristotelian view, how¬ 
ever, would to my mind make too sharp a separation between the factor and 
the various traits it comprises. Although for simplicity I spoke at the outset 
of n traits, mv m2, . .. as possessing a common characteristic, g, as though 
g were an (n + i)th trait existing over and above the others (like an 4 ability ’ 
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the illustration is not so remote as might be thought.1 
Having measured, each person's height, and the length, 
breadth, thickness, and circumference of his limbs, head, 
trunk, etc., we can express the observable resemblances 
between the physical shape of the different individuals by 
correlating the figures by persons. The object of a factor- 
analysis will then be to discover the most comprehensive 
principles by which we may classify and sub-classify the 
sample population thus surveyed. Eventually we shall 
obtain factors of the four kinds enumerated above, each 

entering into them), I shall later show that the factor is the whole pattern or 

system of traits rather than itself a further trait, added to, or undeilying, 

As for the distinction of a 4 property ’ in the strict Aristotelian sense, it is 
now usually held that “ in regard to organic kinds, the problem of dis¬ 
tinguishing between 4 essence ’ (i.e. the defining attributes) and propelty 
(i.e. attributes co-extensive with the kind but not included in the definition) 
is*insoluble’5 (Joseph, Introduction to Logic, p. 102). With this, it will be 
seen, I partly agree : or rather I would say that any solution is a matter of 
convenience or convention. As in geometry, so in psychology, we might 
take the 4 definition ’ to be those essential characteristics which would enable 
us either to construct the thing defined (as in dealing with tests) or to select 
a typical sample (as in dealing with persons). The 4 properties5 would then 
be those further characteristics which (i) from factorial research we empiric¬ 
ally find to be highly correlated with the essential characteristics and which 
(ii) from other lines of research we can demonstrate (or at any rate plausibly 
suggest) are consequences necessarily resulting from them. The whole sub¬ 
ject, it will be seen, is closely bound up with the practical problem : how are 
we to construct our tests, or to select our persons and traits, so that the most 
useful factors will emerge from the statistical analysis ? Unless our defini¬ 
tions tell us what to do in order to observe or measure the quantities defined 
they are scientifically useless. For that reason I should prefer to base all 
definitions—of traits, of tests, of sample populations, and of factors~~on the 

operations required to obtain them. This principle will come to the fore 
later on when, it will be seen, we proceed to define our factors m terms or 
selective operators (see below, chap, ix, § iv). , 

1 I may perhaps add that it has always seemed to^me essential that the 
demonstration of physical types, whether anthropological or temperamental, 
should be based on a factor-analysis of the kind described in the text. It is 
curious that this has never hitherto been undertaken. I have given the 
results of a preliminary study in a recent paper ([114], PP- i84 etseq.). An 
illustrative analysis, by all possible methods, is given in my laboratory 
Notes on Factor Analysis (£ II. Physical Measurements’). It is impossible 
to publish the numerous tables in full,. Hence they are obtainable 

only in roneo’d form. 
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factor being specified by a particular pattern of bodily 
measurements. 

(i) The general factor responsible for the majority of the resem¬ 
blances will obviously describe the general physical shape character¬ 

istic of all human beings as such—the ideal form or Gestalt that 
distinguishes man from all other creatures. This first factor there¬ 

fore defines, in terms of physical measurements,1 the persons’ 
essential humanity : in short, it states the genus to which the whole 
sample belongs. 

(ii) In certain sub-groups, however, we shall find marked and 

typical deviations from this generic shape. Half the individuals, 
for example, will have broader hips, narrower shoulders, and tinier 
extremities than we should otherwise expect ; the remaining half 

will show the reverse peculiarities. This twofold subdivision can 
readily be expressed by two subsidiary factors, dividing the entire 

sample into two sub-groups or species. Since the first species is the 
negative of the second, we can, if we prefer, reduce these two anti¬ 
thetical 4 group-factors 5 to a single ‘ bipolar factor.’ The group- 
factors we may regard as specifying the female species and the male 
species respectively : the bipolar factor we may regard as indicating 
a differentia, i.e. as differentiating the females from the non-females. 
No doubt, if we continued, we should encounter other group- or 
bipolar factors differentiating old from young, broad-headed races 
from narrow-headed races, Kretschmer’s ‘ pyknic ’ type from the 
c leptosomic,’ and so on. 

(iii) Since no individual is a perfect specimen of the species or type 
to which he belongs, but always varies slightly from its ideal or 
average shape, and that in a way which is unique, we shall ultimately 
reach a third kind of factor, one for every person, and each character- 

1 It will perhaps be the artist’s view of humanity rather than the anato¬ 
mist’s, Sir Joshua Reynolds’s e central form from which every deviation is 
deformity ’ rather than Quetelet’s homme moyen. For centuries, writers on 
anatomy for artists have endeavoured to deduce ideal proportions of the 
human figure for the benefit of the art-student, and have often appended 
a note saying how certain types (the different sexes, the young and the 
old) differ from the generalized ideal: in so doing, they have, as it were, 
carried out a rough factor-analysis of the type described in the text. The 
anatomist usually gives simple and unweighted averages; but for his famous 
4 canonical statuette ’ Carus seems to have based his proportions not on 
simple averages of ordinary persons, but rather on weighted averages (as we 
should call them), i.e. he gives more value to the measurements of a limb as 
found in persons in whom that limb shows a relatively perfect development 
(Symbolik des Menschlichen Gestalts, 1857). 

8 
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istic of that particular individual only. Such a c specific factor 

sums up what the logicians sometimes called his propria. 
(iv) We should, however, only regard these individual variations 

as genuinely characteristic of—or 4 proper to the individual if 
they showed some constancy, appearing and reappearing every time 

he was measured. Actually, on repeating the measurements,^ we 

shall not get exactly the same set of figures ; and these minor 
variations we shall regard as 4 random fluctuations ’ or errors of 

measurement ’—in a word, as accidents. 

General factor, group-factors (or bipolar factors), specific 
factors, and chance factors—this fourfold scheme is thus m 
effect an independent rediscovery, in a special application, 
of the fourfold scheme of predicables handed down by 
traditional logic. Indeed, nearly every one of the funda¬ 
mental controversies that have perplexed the psychological 
factorist could be paralleled by the ancient disputes that 
have arisen out of the famous schemes originally set forth 
by Aristotle and his commentator Porphyry. 

Why, then, the mathematical disguise ? Simply because, 
as we have already seen, the popular notion of personal 
characteristics as being merely present or absent, and of 
individual persons as being. assignable to a few non¬ 
overlapping classes, each comprising relatively homogeneous 
members, is far too crude and inexact for ^ a scientific 
description. Hence, what were originally plain principles 
of qualitative classification have taken on a quantitative form, 
and have become £ factors? instead of mere funiamenta 
divisionis. The observable traits in terms of which they 
have to be characterized cannot be accurately specified 
without introducing some kind of measurement* ^ Such 
traits cannot be abruptly divided into the essential and 
the inessential, those inseparably present and those in¬ 
variably absent. They vary, in almost every case, not only 
discontinuously or in kind, but also continuously and in 
degree. In consequence, the resulting classes—certainly 
those that we can observe, if not those that we can infer, 
the phenotypes as distinct from the genotypes—cmnot, as 
Aristotle and early logicians assumed, be treated as clear-cut 
groups, with no transitional forms. Hence verbal methods of 
classification must be supplemented and checked by graded 
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methods. We are forced first of all to measure the traits 
and persons, thus starting with ‘ variables ’ formed by the 
numerical measurements, instead of with mere ‘ attributes ’1 
named in verbal terms ; then to measure their resemblances, 
thus obtaining their covariability or correlation; and so 
ultimately to measure (i) first, the diagnostic importance of 
the traits—which we can specify by the {saturation co¬ 
efficients ’ for traits when correlating traits, and (ii) secondly, 
the closeness with which the individual approximates to a 
typical member of his class—which we can specify by the 
‘ factor measurements ’ for persons when correlating traits, 
and by the saturation coefficients for persons when cor¬ 
relating persons. It is for this reason, therefore, that what 
is essentially a logical analysis masquerades as an arithmetical 
analysis. 

The logician, however, will at once inquire whether this 
step is justified. No doubt, he will argue, it will be easier 
to ‘ factorize ’ our phenomena if we first substitute figures 
for facts ; but is such a substitution valid ? As a logician, 
he will remind us, he has laid down the postulates to which 
measurable quantities must logically conform.2 Has anyone 
formally demonstrated that these postulates are satisfied 
by the factorist’s material ? The factorist, we have seen, 
sets out with an additive equation. Has he ever shown that 
mental abilities, mental performances, or mental character¬ 
istics generally are really additive, or is this a gratuitous 

assumption ? 
'The Postulates of Mental Measurement.—In view of cur- 

1 As before, I use the terms ‘ attributes ’ and ‘ variables ’ as defined by 

Yule ([no] pp. n, 82). A friendly critic maintains that my statement 

“ seems to obliterate the insuperable distinction between the statistical theory 

of attributes and the statistical theory of variables.” My reply is that Yule 

and Kendall have already sought to “ remove any possible idea that the theory 

of attributes is concerned solely with qualitative classification and is not 

also appropriate to the more precise data given by a numerically assessable 

attribute ” (p. 78). 
2 Cf. Conrad and Nagel, Introduction to Logic, chap, xv; Stebbing, 

Modern Introduction to Logic, chap, xviii, § 5 ; Johnson, Logic, Pt. II, chap, 

vii. The possibility of measurement in general psychology has, of course, 

been very fully discussed; here I am referring to the measurement of the 

mental performances or qualities of individuals. 
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rent controversies, it is particularly desirable not to shirk 
this issue. I shall, therefore, endeavour to state what this 
transformation from a qualitative classification to a quantita¬ 
tive grading seems to presuppose. “ Attributes,” says 
Stephenson, “ cannot be converted into variables in the 
twinkling of an eye.” “ To calculate a correlation coeffi¬ 
cient,” says Thomson, “ is to assume that the marks [cor¬ 
related] are in some sense commensurable.” And both 
writers regard the requirements of valid measurement or 
marking as fatal to certain proposals, recently made, for 
applying factor-analysis to new types of psychological 
material, and in particular to certain modes of correlating 
persons. Representatives of the ‘ intuitionist5 school go 
further ; they maintain that every form of factor-analysis 
is vitiated from the start, since the very attempt to apply 
quantitative measurement to ‘ living personalities ’ “ implies 
views that are not merely false but meaningless.” “ No one 
can safely assign a figure to any mental quality or mental 

product.” 
Their arguments, couched more or less in their own words, 

may be summarized as follows. “ Lengths, weights, and 
times,” they say, “ can be legitimately measured in scientific 
units; they are unidimensional variables. The factorist 
proposes to measure traits and persons in the same way. 
But the variables he has to factorize do not differ simply in 
numerical magnitude. They are qualities, not a set of 
quantities: we cannot add units of intelligence as we add 
twelve inches to make a foot; nor can we put samples of 
behaviour into a balance, and subtract and multiply them 
as we subtract and multiply ounces and pounds. It fol¬ 
lows, therefore, that to take over the mathematical methods 
of the physical sciences and use them for the purposes of 
psychological description and analysis will commit us to a 

fundamental flaw.” 1 

1 Cf. ‘ Measurement versus Intuition in Applied Psychology,’ Character 
and. Personality, VI, pp. 1x4-31 and refs. In general psychology (as distinct 
from applied) the dispute over ‘ measurement versus intuition ’ is at least as 
old as Leibniz, who maintained that, since mental phenomena could not be 
represented as continuous variables, any mathematical treatment of psycho¬ 
logical problems was doomed to fail: cf. Munsterberg, Grundzuge d. 
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That difficulties, and even fallacies, may be involved in 
applying simple arithmetic to living personalities, I readily 
admit. But the objections as stated rest on a very narrow 
notion of what mental measurement entails; and, since none 
of the writers explicitly enunciates the presumable require¬ 
ments, I shall attempt to set them forth here. 

To measure is “ to estimate (an immaterial thing, person’s 
character, etc.) by some standard or rule.” 1 If ‘ etc.’ may 
be held to cover anything that belongs to a definable class 
and possesses the necessary properties, whether or not it is 
£ immaterial,’ then this definition will serve for measurement 
in physical science as well as in psychological. Every 
measurement calls for an experiment. Nevertheless, 
measuring as such even in physical science is a mental pro¬ 
cess not a physical: it consists, not in adding the weights, 
but in reading the scale where the pointer points. Thus, 
contrary to the implications of the argument just quoted, 
the mere circumstance that instruments have to be used for 
the more exact forms of measurement does not turn it into 
a physical process, any more than the use of a telescope 
turns observation into a physical process. “ C’est toujours 
avec nos sens que nous nous servons de nos instru- 

Psychologie, I, pp. 260 f. The reader may also refer to the recent Refort 

of the British Association Committee on ‘ Quantitative Estimates of Sensory 

Events’ (Dundee Meeting, 1939) and the admirable Presidential Address of 

Dr. R. J. Bartlett at the same meeting. I should add that the above was in 

type before I had an opportunity of reading either of these suggestive papers, 

and must therefore confine my comments to footnotes. 

1 Oxford Dictionary, s.v. The physicist adopts a slightly narrower 

definition. “ Measurement is the process of assigning numbers to represent 

qualities: the object of measurement is to enable the powerful weapon of 

mathematical analysis to be applied to the subject-matter of a science ” 

(Campbell, Physics : The Elements, p. 267). I have a mild preference for the 

broader definition given by the dictionary, first, because I do not hold that 

mathematical analysis is limited to numbers ; and, secondly, because I hold 

that the assignment of non-numerical marks (e.g. the 1 alpha minus,’ ‘ beta 

plus,’ etc., of the Arts examiner) is also a form of measurement. The fact 

that his method is inexact does not prevent it from being a form of measure¬ 

ment, though the fact that it is usually very inexact makes it usually a bad 

form of measurement. But “ in the sense understood by the man in the 

street, exactness has almost disappeared from the subject-matter of modern 

science ” (Jeffreys, loc. cit., p. 214). 
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merits.” 1 A man with good auditory imagery could con¬ 
struct a whole-tone scale without any apparatus at all. 

Taking the notion of class as fundamental,2 it would seem 
that the properties the psychometrist has to consider are of 
two kinds : the elements of the class must be subject (i) to 
certain relations and (2) to certain operations. The former 
chiefly determine the requirements of intensive magnitude ; 

the latter those of extensive magnitude. 
(1) Relations.—To construct a ‘ unidimensional variable 

what the factorist primarily needs is not a ‘ set of quantities,’ 
but merely a linear series. To transform a classification into 
a grading, all that is needed is to convert each of the ‘ classes ’ 
into an ‘ ordered class.’ This can be done by the aid of 
exclusively logical notions, without invoking any ‘ arith- 
metical7 concepts or th,e c mathematical methods of the 
physical sciences ’ as ordinarily understood. And no one, 
I presume, will criticize the factorist for trying to be more 

10 To arrange traits, personalities, or anything else in order, 
it is necessary and sufficient to find a relation that is (i) con- 

* nexive, (ii) asymmetrical, and (iii) transitive, and to demon¬ 
strate by empirical observation that this relation holds good 
of the members of the class. Thus, if x, y, and z denote 

1 H. Poincare, La science et Vbypthese, p. 36. The tendency of the 

materialistic physics of the nineteenth century was to assume that absolute 

space, absolute time, and quantity of matter were alone directly measurable, 

and to suppose that measurement consisted essentially in the physical division 

of lengths, durations, and masses into additive unit parts. More recent 

developments alike in physics and in mathematics would seem to render this 

view rather difficult to sustain ; yet it appears to persist whenever the critic 

discusses the possibility of mental measurement. 
2 The modern notions of measurement, like those of mathematics, are 

ultimately derived from Cantor’s theory of classes (.Mengenlehre) : Math. 
Aim., Vol. XV-XLIX, 1872, et seq. In this country his views have chiefly 

been developed by Russell. A most important contribution, which seems far 
better known to mathematicians and logicians than to psychologists, is 

Meinong’s paper Uber die Bedeutung des Weber" schen Gesetzes, 1896 (re¬ 

printed Ges. Ahhandhngen, 1913). In the paragraphs above I have borrowed 

my postulates mainly from Russell (e.g. Introduction to Mathematical rbth 
osophy, 1919, pP* 29 et seq.) with some slight modifications suggested by later 

writers (cf. N. F. Campbell, Physics: The Elements, 1920, and Measurement 
and Calculation, 1929 ; also Johnson, Logic, Pt. II, chap. vii). 
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possible members of the class, the requisite conditions may 
be formulated as follows : 

(i) Connexive Postulate.—If x and y both < z or both 
> z, then either x < y, y < x, or x = y. 

(ii) Postulate of Asymmetry.—If x < y, then neither 
y < x nor y == x. 

(hi) Postulate of Transitivity.—If x < y and y < z, then 
x < z. 

Here = does not necessarily mean ‘ equals,’ but merely 
‘ may always be interchanged in the argument ’ ; and < 
does not necessarily mean ‘ is less than ’ but merely stands 
for any relation obeying the conditions specified (e.g. such 
a relation as “ precedes,” “ is nearer than,” “ more difficult 
than,” “ preferable to,” “ commoner than,” “ happier 
than,” “ redder than,” “ more beautiful than,” etc.). 

Having established the existence of such a relation 
between all the members of our psychological class, we may 
employ any convenient set of symbols to represent the series 
thus constructed—the numerals or the letters of the alphabet 
in their conventional order or position along a line or down 
a column. All these are characterized by order as above 
defined ; and we can apply them by a one-one correlation 
to the members of any given class that can be ‘ linearly 
ordered,’ without introducing the ‘ rules of arithmetic,’ or 
any of the ‘ notions of numerical magnitude ’ to which 
intuitionists so strongly object. For example, in the Report 
on Mental and. Scholastic Tests there is a scale of 10 drawings, 
purporting to be arranged in an ‘ order of merit.’ A few 
minutes only are needed for the experimental check ; and 
practically every observer will agree at once that the 
arrangement fulfils each of the simple requirements enumer¬ 
ated above. A scale so defined forms only the beginning of 
a scheme of mental measurement; yet, so far as it goes, it 
seems every whit as valid and as useful as Mohs’ well-known 
scale of ‘ hardness ’ used by mineralogists (“ diamond = 10, 
ruby = 9, . . ., talc = 1 ”) or Beaufort’s familiar scale for 
reporting the strength of winds (<c calm = 0, light air = 1, 

. . ., whole gale = 10 ”). 
The construction of such a scale, however, is by no means 

so easy as its verification. In practice, when the psychologist 
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sets out to show that certain items or certain individuals 
obey the three postulates just stated, he finds several 
troublesome obstacles and entanglements appearing in his 
path. To begin with, mental qualities, as named and 
described in popular parlance, are highly complex. Con¬ 
sequently, when we try to classify or grade things according 
to mental qualities, the experiment may break down at the 
outset. Widely different results are reported by different 
observers, and even by the same observer on different 
occasions. Hence the hasty conclusion has often been 
drawn that mental phenomena by their very nature are not 

amenable to measurement. 

For example, in laying down the principles of scientific measure¬ 

ment, Campbell begins by announcing that, although we can 

measure the number, weight, density, and possibly hardness of a 

group of physical objects, we cannot measure their colour or their 
beauty.1 Let us consider his two examples, since they are precisely 

the things the factorist would like to measure. Let us take colour 

first, and attempt the necessary experiment to see how far they con¬ 

form to our three relational postulates. All observers will agree 

that crimson lake (x) and gamboge (y) are both less blue than ultra- 
marine (z). Accordingly, let us compare the first two colours in 
terms of the same relation. At once the difficulties begin. One 

observer declares that crimson lake is less blue than gamboge, 
because “ gamboge has a touch of green in it, and therefore of 
blue ” ; another, that the gamboge is less blue than crimson lake 
because crimson lake “ contains a little purple ” ; a third, that the 

two are “ interchangeable, at least as far as blueness is concerned.” 
The vast majority insist that the question put is meaningless. 

Must we then conclude with Campbell that “ there is no natural order 
of the colours,” and that “ the assignment of numerals to colours is 

arbitrary, because it is not dictated by judgements which form part 
of the subject-matter of science and for which universal and imper¬ 

sonal assent can be obtained ? ” 
If so, we shall hardly think it worth while to collect similar 

observations in regard to relative beauty. We shall be inclined to 
acquiesce forthwith in Campbell’s view that any attempt to measure 

beauty would be “ fantastic.” “ No agreement,” he asserts, “ can 

be obtained for judgements concerning it.” The end of the argu¬ 
ment is easy to foresee. Only judgements regarding length, 

1 Loc, p. 268* 
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weight, number, and perhaps a few other physical properties can 
form “ part of the subject-matter of science,” because for these 
judgements alone “ universal and impersonal assent can be 

obtained ” 1—a statement which might rather surprise lay members 
of the British Association who had dropped in at certain meetings of 

Section A. 
Much the same reasoning has been used by psychologists them¬ 

selves when discussing the assessment of persons or of personal 
behaviour—for example, in their criticisms of the attempt to rank" 
different individuals for the same mental qualities and (more often 

still) the more recent attempts to rank different qualities for the 
same individual. But with all such problems the first essential is 

to make the experiment. And this is precisely what the factorist 
proposes. He starts by denying the tacit assumption that the only 
alternatives are either c no agreement5 or ‘ universal assent.5 2 
Between psychologists, and presumably between other men of 

science, agreement may be of varying degrees ; and these degrees 
the factorist can easily assess by a coefficient of correlation. To his 

surprise he finds, with a suitably chosen set of pictures, quite as high 
a consensus of opinion among art critics about their relative beauty 

1 Loc. cit., p. 273. Cf. Brit. Ass. Report on Quantitative Estimates of 

Sensory Events, p. 16 : “ physics is the discovery and study of those relations 

between sense-perceptions concerning which universal agreement can be 

obtained.” 
2 It is not nay object to criticize Dr. Campbell’s admirable exposition. 

From his later chapters on £ errors of measurement ’ it is clear that the 

statements quoted above from his chapter on£ the first conditions of measure¬ 

ment 5 were expressed in an unqualified form solely in the interests of lucidity. 

Nevertheless, these statements have frequently been cited by others to 

support the view that measurement in psychology is impossible. In an earlier 

chapter still he explicitly recognizes “ degrees of knowledge ” ; and suggests 

that the ££ degree of knowledge is measured by the subjective mental dis¬ 

comfort we should suffer if we found it was not true” (p. 160). When 

endeavouring to show the objective or impersonal character of judgements 

of beauty, I carried out parallel experiments on judgements of truth. In 

both cases, according to the introspections, £ degree of mental discomfort ’ 

was a common criterion. But, even with experts in each of the fields, the 

amount of agreement (measured by a so-called £ reliability coefficient ’) 

was often lower for scientific opinions than for aesthetic. If (as one reader 

suggests) it might be better to ££ base our criterion of what is, or what is not, 

the subject-matter of science, not on agreement between experts, but on 

agreement with the facts, i.e. power of prediction,” then I may add that the 

psychologist’s prediction of what a child will do in certain tests to-morrow is 

far more accurate than the meteorologist’s predictions of what to-morrow’s 

weather will be. 
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(even though the critics are drawn from very different schools) as 
apparently obtains among physicists in regard to the mass, distance, 

or speed of movement of (say) some of the remoter stars. 

It is not difficult to see why our first attempt at a serial arrange¬ 

ment of colours broke down. Colours vary in several directions at 
once ; and to arrange a set of mixed variables in a one-dimensiona 1 

scale is obviously impossible. It is like trying to state the position 

of the stars by assigning a single numeral to each. If, however, we 
carry out a factor-analysis for colours, we shall easily be able to 

show that they can be ordered in a perfectly coherent system, 

provided three bipolar factors are employed, i.e. provided we use 

three independent generating relations, instead of one. 
A similar confusion stultifies a good many of our first efforts at 

serial arrangement in applied psychology. When a teacher is 

asked to grade the pupils in his class, his judgments will often fail to 
satisfy our preliminary postulates. He puts Tom above Dick 
“ because Tom is brighter ” ; and Dick above Harry “ because Dick 

has learnt far more since he has been with us ” ; but presently he 

will decide that Harry “ ought certainly to go above Tom,” because 
“ Harry is far more intelligent, although he is rather lazy.” Since 

the postulate of transitivity is thus violated, must we infer that any 

order of merit for school pupils is out of the question F The answer 
obviously is that “ merit ” denotes a complex and therefore somewhat 
ambiguous relation. Once again a factor-analysis is needed to 
ascertain whether the complex relation is not analysable into two 
or more that are independent of each other—relative intelligence 

and relative industry, for example, and possibly relative speed of 
memorization. As soon as we have extracted a suitable relation the 

task of satisfying the postulates is comparatively simple. 

But even, when these first three postulates are satisfied, 
further practical difficulties arise which suggest that the 
three requirements alone are not enough to supply a satis¬ 
factory means of grading. First, as we have seen, a single 
observer and a single set of observations are seldom likely 
to be conclusive. If in playing chess Tom beats Dick at 
the first game and Dick beats Harry at the second, we 
cannot be sure that Harry will not beat Tom at the third. 
Evidently, therefore, we must repeat the trials or the tests. 
But that will produce differences between the several 
relations that are differences not of kind, but rather of 
degree: x beating y at 19 games out of 20 is a different 
relation from x beating y at only 11 out of 20. 
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Secondly, suppose the master has successfully ranked the 
20 pupils in his form in order : what is he to do if six new 
boys arrive ? Two perhaps may require to be placed 
between the former 2nd and 3rd, and three between the 
former 8th and 9th ; and the brightest may be better than 
any he had before. Yet a simple order of merit, based on 
consecutive integral numbers, makes no allowance for pos¬ 
sible gaps. On the other hand, if he merely renumbers 
them, the figures for most of them will be altered, and the 
last boy will be called no longer 20th but 26th. 

Thirdly, the existence of such gaps, and of gaps differing 
in size, is a subject of constant comment from the teacher. 
His task is like that of the earlier chemists, who sought to rank 
all the elements according to their atomic numbers : at 
certain points they felt compelled to leave extra wide spaces, 
though at the time there was no known element to insert 
between the neighbours. In the same way, simply to 
number the pupils in order does not convey all the relevant 
knowledge that an observant teacher could infuse into his 
grading. Nearly always, for example, the intervals between 
the first boy and the second, and again between the last and 
the last but one, are more glaring than the tiny differences 
between pupils near the middle of the list, whom he is 

tempted to bracket as ‘ ties.’ 
It seems evident, therefore, that we require some rule 

whereby (i) the order of pupils can be described regardless 
of the number of pupils in each particular batch and (ii) the 
numerals used to indicate the order shall also indicate the 
distance between the successive members. Even if we 
grade by consecutive relations, we surely need cardinal 
numbers rather than ordinal to express the amount of 

difference. 

The plain teacher, who knows nothing of percentile ranks or 

fractional ‘ grades,’ thinks first of a simple solution. Could we only 
assume that every mental quality—intelligence, intensity of sensa¬ 
tion, amount of pleasure, or impression of beauty—was formed each 

out of separable parts coalescing into a continuous whole, as rain¬ 
drops coalesce to form a pool of water, then his task would be easy. 
If intelligence, for example, consisted of atomic elements, and if 
Tom’s sample contained * elements and Dick’s contained y elements, 
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we should merely have to devise some way of counting or estimating 

the number possessed by each. Nor is the proposal so far-fetched 
as it might seem : for, even if we cannot count unitary elements of 

ability or emotion, we can count the number of unitary reactions ; 
e.g. the number of words Tom spells correctly in a uniform list of 50, 

or the number of times he loses his temper within a specified proba¬ 

tionary period. 
Many writers, indeed, have explicitly assumed that the usual 

correlation formulae and factor can only be applied upon some such 

atomic postulate. Critics and defenders of factorial methods alike 
apparently believe that the methods are illegitimate, unless the 

measurements to be factorized are ‘ extensive ’ measurements. 
Cattell and Vernon in their recent controversy, for instance, argue 

as if the issue turned essentially on the question, whether qualities 
of personality can be measured in the same way as length and 
weight. ££ Clearly,” says Vernon, “ our attempts at measurement, 

whether with tests or with ratings, inevitably disrupt the personality 

into separate bits, such as can be handled by our quantitative 

techniques ; and naturally lead to the theory that personality 

consists of such bits.” 1 
Now, I have argued above that measurement is not necessarily a 

physical process, and that wholes may be measured without imply¬ 
ing that those wholes are divisible into separate parts. Even the 
measurements of the physicist do not always involve direct counting 

or direct superposition. To measure density we need not count the 

number of molecules ; nor do we estimate temperature by putting 
one heated body on top of another or adding the component tempera¬ 
tures. Nevertheless, although our correlation formulae do not 

require us to sum separable elements, they require us to sum differ¬ 

ences. That is true even when we correlate orders or ranks ; and I 
should agree that, unless the rank-differences can be treated as 
approximately equal, the ordinary formula for rank correlation is 

strictly inapplicable.2 

1 Character and Personality, loc. cii. supp. 2. 

2 Thomson seems to assume that, in general, correlating persons is only 

valid “ where each person can put the * tests5 ” (i.e. items to be judged— 

pictures, subjects preferred, emotional traits of other persons) <£ in an order 

of preference, according to some criterion or judgment,” But, when we 

come to subtract the rank-numbers and add the differences, we are going 

beyond the postulates of mere order or ranking. We are making assumptions 

about the spacing of the rank-numbers; and, if there is any reason to believe 

—even the slender reason of subjective impression—that the spacing is much 

wider at some parts than at others, then I should hold that the rank-formulae 

are strictly speaking invalid. 
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Distensive Magnitude.—The dilemma can be solved by 
recognizing a mode of measurement which is not extensive, 
but is yet additive. Relations themselves may have mag¬ 
nitude. Thus, as Russell points out, “ the difference or 
resemblance of two colours is a relation, and is a magnitude; 
for it is greater or less than other differences or resem¬ 
blances.5’ 1 We are thus led to the concept of what has been 
called ‘ distensive magnitude.5 “ By distensive magnitude 
is meant degree of difference, more particularly between 
distinguishable qualities ranged under the same deter¬ 
minable.55 2 

Thus the difference, interval, or 4 distance ’ between the first and 
last in our scale of children’s drawings is plainly far greater than that 
between the first and the second. We can symbolize the difference 
by writing (10 — 1) > (2 — 1). And, if the initial items can be 

arranged to form a transitive asymmetrical series, then differences 
between them can also be arranged to form such a series : e.g. 
(10 — 1) > (9 — 1) > . . . > (2 — 1) > (1 — 1). Here > now 
means £ perceptibly greater than ’ ; and we are thus dealing directly 
with magnitude in the literal sense. In theory, we should be able 
to proceed step by step from these differences to differences of 
higher orders, until at last we reach equal differences, whose differ¬ 
ences in their turn would vanish. In practice such a proceeding is 
scarcely feasible ; and a more reasonable plan is to begin with 
differences that are barely perceptible, and, as it were, work back¬ 

wards. 
It will be observed that zero for a distensive magnitude indicates 

equality, e.g. (10 *— 10) = o, whereas zero for an intensive magni¬ 
tude (with which it is currently confused) indicates non-existence. 
This distinction will save many common fallacies. To distinguish 
distensive from extensive magnitude is still more important. The 

interval between the notes C and E is not formed by literally adding 
more notes to the interval between C and D ; and the interval of 
£ a third9 is not really measured by the three notes that it com¬ 
prises, but by the two whole tones (a tone being not a note, but an 

1 Principles of Mathematics, p. 171. This view is at least as old as Leibniz. 

<c As for the objection that, although space and time are quantities, order 

and position are not, I answer : order also has its quantity. Relative things 

have their quantity as well as absolute things. There is distance or interval.” 

(Philosoph. Werhe, VII, p. 404). 

2 Johnson, loc. cit., p. 169. 
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interval) which separate the extremes and which the three, notes 

mark off.1 

If the formulae of correlational and factorial analysis 
are to be applied to such magnitudes, it will be necessary 
to show that the differences, distances, or intervals are 
subject to the operation of addition. This holds in attempt¬ 
ing to measure both the factors themselves and the empirical 
variables from which they are derived. The possibility of 
finding a unit of measurement follows from this, not vice 

VBTS&) as Stephenson3s criticisms seem to imply. 
First of all, however, let us see what procedures have 

actually been employed in attempting to replace crude 
ordinal results (which are all that the teachers3 usual method 
of marking really supplies) by a set of additive measure¬ 
ments. The construction of mental and scholastic tests 
exemplifies the expedients most commonly adopted. For 
the measurements in individual psychology four main types 
of scale may be distinguished : the student will find con¬ 
crete illustrations of each in the L.C.C. Report already 

cited [41]. 

(i) Speed or frequency scales. For these the initial measure is 

generally either (d) the time taken for a specified number of reactions 
(amount-limit method) or (b) the number of reactions performed in a 

stated time (time-limit method)—-the stated tinm being either a 

short period measured in minutes, or a longer period measured in 

1 The distinction is dearly drawn by Meinong (Uber die Bedeutung des 
Weber*schen Gesetzes, p. 22), who distinguishes the Unterschied from the 
Verschiedenheit, e.g. the Strecke (or e stretch’) between two points from the 
< distance5 between them: the former is itself a line; the latter is not. 
The psychologist will recollect Delboeufis proposal to measure sensory 
intensity in terms of ‘ sense-distance 5 (contrast* sensible), instead of m terms 
of the sensations themselves as Fechner had proposed (Revue philosophise, 
i87S V pp. S3 f.)- What 1 ma7 cal1 Fechner’s fallacy constantly reappears m 
criticisms of psychological measurement; e.g. in the British Association 
Report the “ measurability of sensation intensity55 is denied because a sensa¬ 
tion “ cannot be analysed into parts from which it can be resynthetized by a 
defined operation of addition ” (he. cit, App. IV, p. IS)* Nevertheless, as 
the instance cited in the text suggests, it may be adequate for practicable 
purposes to estimate distance by the corresponding * stretch,’ the abstract 
interval by the number of concrete things we can interpolate within it. 
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years, as in estimating development or achievements at different 

ages (e.g. [41], pp. 273, 300). 
(ii) Graded scales. In these, instead of being all of equal diffi¬ 

culty, the test-items are arranged in order of increasing difficulty, 
proceeding by approximately equal steps. The comparative diffi¬ 

culty of each test-item is usually determined by the proportion of 
examinees giving correct responses (e.g. [41], p. 138, etc.). With 
this and the preceding type of test the initial figures will not 
necessarily space out the positions on the scale at equal intervals. 

In psychology, as in physics, the requirements of equality may 
oblige us to take, not the experimental figures themselves, but some 

function of them that will yield more plausible results—that will lead, 
for example, to laws or correlations expressible in linear form. 

(iii) Impressionistic methods : qualitative scales with subjectively 
determined units. In these the equality of units is decided intro- 
spectively. Consciously or unconsciously, the observer relies on his 
judgment of just-perceptible differences or of equal-appearing 

intervals, much as he does in estimating time or length when no 
subdivisions on the dial or measuring-rod are visible. For more 
accurate results the observers and the observations will be multi¬ 
plied, and the figures adjusted by statistical treatment—e.g. by 

averaging, or by invoking the familiar principle that 4 differences 

noticed equally often are equal.5 
(iv) Analytic methods: qualitative scales with objectively 

determined units. The total product is analysed into a number of 
separable or distinguishable elements (for example, the component 

test-processes in the booklets for testing intelligence, or what are 
supposed to be the essential elements of good writing in tests of 
English composition). The mark for the whole is then obtained as 
a weighted or unweighted sum of the several parts. Except in the 
simplest cases, this in itself really entails a preliminary factor- 
analysis ; but, unless a definite experiment is first carried out (such 
as that described below), there is no guarantee that the intervals 
denoted by the same figure in different parts of the scale will really 

be equal (cf. [41], pp. 308, 331 ; and [134]). 

(2) Operations.—Both the construction of such scales, and 
their application to new examinees, call for some principle 
whereby we may determine equality, i.e. some clearly 
defined operation of ‘ matching ’ by means of which we can 
decide whether the fundamental differences (or ‘ intervals ’) 
are themselves different or not. What is meant by saying 
that two such distances are interchangeable ? Physical 
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interchange is impossible ; we cannot move the intervals 
about as we transport the interval on a foot-rule from one 
object to another. Theoretically, we may define equality 
as the limit that is reached when a difference, is. reduced 
indefinitely (e.g. when in tuning a violin we diminish the 
intervals between A> and A or between A# and A as far 
as we can). Practically, we shall assume at = y, when we 
can no longer decide that x > y or that y > x. Such a 
decision should be based, not on one observation, but on 
many, and will lead to statistically defined criteria, like 
those adopted in the ordinary psychophysical methodsd 

From a formal standpoint the central problem will be 
to show that the intervals or 4 distances ’ form a £ group ’ 
for the operation of addition. If possible, therefore, we 
have to demonstrate, not only that they foim an asym¬ 
metrical and transitive series, but also that they conform to 
the further postulates that addition logically presupposes. 
Such a demonstration can only he carried out by actual 
experiment. Hence the result can only be that the pos¬ 
tulates hold approximately, i.e. after due allowance has been 
made for a certain amount of inevitable error. The fact 
that an experiment is necessary, and as such will generally 
involve a physical operation, does not mean that the process 

1 Some of the more obvious devices, mainly based on the traditional 
psychophysical methods, were described in my earlier reports; they are more 
fully and systematically set out in such works as Guilford’s. Psychometric 

Methods. The conversions proposed themselves rest on additional assump¬ 

tions for which both the empirical evidence and the a priori arguments are 

often far from convincing, e.g. that time-measures form a geometrical 

rather than arithmetical scale, or that frequencies are distributed in corre¬ 

spondence with the normal curve. My own view is that in theory we should 

start with a more general form of conversion (logistic rather than logarithmic 

in the first case, hypergeometric rather than normal in the second), and seek 

experimental data for the requisite constants. In practice an empirical 

procedure is usually sufficient, if checked by the results obtained with other 

types of scale. Let me add that in the early controversy between Irof. 

Karl Pearson and myself over the non-linear character of the Binet age-scale 

[27], I did not mean to imply that such scales could never be made linear (or 
sufficiently linear for practical purposes), but merely that the assumption of 

linearity in the original unstandardized version required preliminary testing 

and (probably) considerable readjustment within the scale itself (cf. [41J, 

p. 139, ‘ diagrammatic representation of the test-series as a linear scale ). 
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of addition itself must be physical, as those who are pre 
occupied with physical measurement are prone to suppose.1 

The general procedure may be illustrated by a tentative study 
carried out at my suggestion by W. E. Craven on the measurability 

of children’s handwriting.2 A specimen script was obtained from 

1 If a draughtsman wants to determine whether one side of an oblong 

is twice the length of the other, he may find it easier to manipulate the paper, 

by folding or the like, so as to get one length exactly beneath the other. 

Similarly, in comparing £ distances9 between two pairs of pictures, the person 

judging usually likes to bring the two pairs side by side. But neither action 

makes the comparison itself a physical operation. 

It is, only fair to observe that the view I am criticizing is by no means 

confined to physicists. Thus Conrad and Nagel {Introduction to Logic, 

1934, P- 297) explicitly declare that, unless we can demonstrate a “ physical 
operation of addition ” (their italics) corresponding to the process of arith¬ 

metical addition, we cannot treat the measurements obtained as additive. 

“ It is nonsense,” they maintain, “ to say that one person has twice the intelli¬ 

gence of another, because no operation has been found for adding intelli¬ 

gence ” : any such statement would be “ strictly without meaning.” “ When 

we assert that one man has an I.Q. of 150 and another one of 75, all we can 

mean is that in a specific scale of performance . . . one man stands £ higher ’ 

than the other ” (pp. 294, 298). 
Now, if it could be shown that performance in the intelligence tests could 

be ascribed to the same general factor at every age, and that the curve of 

growth in that factor was linear, then I should reply that it was by no means 

“ without meaning ” to say that a normal child with a mental age of 10 had 

twice as much £ intelligence 9 as one with a mental age of 5. More generally, 

it would seem quite permissible to say that one person had twice the capacity 

for mental work as another. However, with this mode of multiplication the 

correlationist is not concerned. On an I.Q. scale the true zero is not an 

I.Q. of zero, as the criticism cited presupposes, but an I.Q. of 100. The 

correlationist when he multiplies (for weighting and the like) works always 

with differences or with £ deviations,’ as he calls them, not with absolute 

figures. The form of statement whose validity he has to vindicate is not 

2 X 75 = 150, but 2 X (125 — 100) = (150 — 100). Whether he starts 
by calculating correlations or covariances, his initial measurements are first 

expressed in a £ distensive9 form : he takes, not the figures that specify the 

observed positions, but the distances or intervals between them. 
2 The general procedure was based upon a rough set of experiments 

attempted by Miss Pelling and myself when endeavouring to select a series 

of pictures for testing pictorial preferences. Our object was to test the 

postulates of addition and linearity, not for a sample of the entire £ field,’ 

but only for specimens selected to form a would-be linear scale. We found 

that with widely spaced scales (like the age-scales in the L.C.C. Report) the 

postulates were adequately satisfied ; but, for testing preferences, the coarser 

9 
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every child in a given school (157 in all). The method of ‘ incom¬ 
plete paired comparison ’ was followed. The specimens were first 
roughly grouped and ranked; and more or less similar pairs were 
then submitted to 63 students and teachers. They were first asked : 
is this specimen of greater, less, or equal merit than that i Merit 
was defined as ‘ legibility, i.e. ease and comfort in reading.’ If 
more than 40 observers gave the same answer, the judgment was 
held to be ‘ significant,’ and the group was said to agree. Thus (so 
it was eventually claimed) the group ‘ agreed ’ that the entire1 
‘ field ’ of 157 specimens could be arranged in an asymmetrical, 
transitive series, such that every specimen was either of greater, 
lesser, or equal merit as compared with any other; and the same for 
the differences. On this basis a final order was drawn up, proceed¬ 
ing, where possible, by ‘ just perceptible gradations ’ ; and the 
specimens were numbered on a decimal system, o*i, 0-2, . . . op, 
i-o, . . . etc. The ‘ sum ’ of two intervals, say (8-o — 7-0) + 
(j.0r __ 6-o), was then defined as the interval between the extremes, 
viz. (8-o— 6-o), where 7-0 and 7-0' do not-necessarily denote the 
same specimen, but only specimens having the same number and 
therefore indistinguishable in merit. 

With this definition the following postulates were verified, for a 
significant majority of the 63 observers. For simplicity I formulate 
each postulate in terms of a concrete instance.2 

(i) Postulate of Uniqueness,—Taking any equivalent, pairs from 
the series of 157, it was found that the operation of adding any two 

discrimination of certain individuals seemed to make the notion of a series, 
which would be linear for all, an entirely hopeless quest. For this reason, 
except when the inter-personal correlations are high, I prefer scales and 
schemes of marking based on the assumption of a normal distribution, rather 
than a rectilinear. Dewar [118] and Eysenck (unpublished thesis) have both 
taken up the same question in turn, and have come to the same conclusion. 

1 Owing to lack of time, systematic comparisons with all the 157 specimens 
and all the original 63 observers were not actually carried out. A ‘ sub¬ 
sample ’ of the ‘ sample field ’ was used instead. This unfortunately makes 
it impossible to give any clear estimate of the reliability of the. final con¬ 
clusions. Woods and Winter similarly attempted to construct a linear series 
with children’s compositions; and quite recently E. M. John has taken up 
the same problem with artificially constructed prose passages. 

2 If the reader desires to test them for himself with actual specimens, I 
suggest that he take the examples of handwriting and drawing given in the 
L.C.C. Re-port already cited ([41], pp. 371-98), and treat the numerals in the 
text as the age-labels. (The first postulate cannot be tested, unless the reader 
can provide himself with equivalent specimens, since only one is printed for 

each age.) 
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intervals is, for the majority of the observers (84 per cent.), unique, 
e.g. the result of adding (8 — 7) or (8' — f) to (7 — 6) yields an 
interval that appears the same, i.e. (8 — 6) = (8' — 6). 

(ii) Law of Equality (.Addition of Equals yields Equals).— 
Assuming that all just perceptible intervals are equal, we have 
(n*o — 10*9) == (10*9 —io*8) and (10-9 — io-8) = (io*8 — 10-7). 
Then on adding the two sides of the two equations we should have 
(ii-o — io*8) = (10-9 — 107). As a corollary (n*o — io-o) = 
(io-o — 9-0), (11*0 — 9*0) = (8*o — 6-o), etc. On an average, 76 

per cent, of the observers agreed with these statements ; but with 
more than two-year intervals, the percentage of those agreeing 

diminished appreciably. 
(iii) Monotonic Postulate (Law of Increase).—Starting with any 

pair of equal intervals, e.g. (10 — 9) = (7 — 6) and adding (say) 
(11 — 10) > o to the first, the majority of observers (82 per cent.) 

agreed that (11 — 9) > (7 — 6). 
(iv) Commutative Law.—Assuming, according to the definition 

given above, that (8 — 7) + (7 — 6) = (8 — 6), 92 per cent, agreed 
that (7 — 6) + (8 — 7) = (8 — 6) ; i.e. the order of addition makes 
little difference. With some, however, a slight constant error was 

noticeable. 
(v) Associative Law.—Nearly all (98 per cent.) agree that 

(9 — 8) + (8 — 6) = (9 — 7) H- (7 — 6). 

In all such inquiries, the approximate verification of the 
simple, formal postulates proves to be the least interesting 
outcome. It is clear that the postulates are not wholly 
inapplicable ; but the margin of error is very much larger 
than that obtaining in fields where they have been accepted 
almost without question. What is far more suggestive, 
however, are the cases where the postulates do not apply 
—particularly the introspections of the subjects and 
their discussion of the investigator’s injunctions, when 
decision on the postulates is difficult. Flagrant inconsis¬ 
tencies 1 not infrequently occur. But instead of forming 

1 The most striking are the following, (i) It is easy to find a series of 
scripts in which the consecutive members are indistinguishable according to 
our statistical standard, while the end-members are perceptibly different. 
This is like the old paradox relating to i infinitesimals.’ An c infinitesimal.’ 
magnitude was equated to zero 5 yet a finite sum of such i infinitesimals 
was held to yield a finite magnitude. With 1 fundamental measurements ’ 
the most familiar illustration is the schoolboy’s game of watching the 
minute-hand of a clock, which seems to be still in the same position after an 
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grounds for dismissing the whole proposal, they shed a most 
instructive light on the nature of the process by which such 
judgments are reached, and thus help to indicate how that 
process may be made more trustworthy. 

All measurement is in some degree inexact and unreliable. 
When we say that a child is a? years old or x feet high, that 
merely means that his c true ’ measurement, X, is such that 
(,x _ l)M < X < (x + The physicist himself is always 
ready to distinguish between 1 orders of magnitude , and 
to ‘ neglect small quantities.’ Thus the more important 
task that confronts the applied psychologist is, not so much 
to prove that his variables obey the postulates of measure¬ 
ment, but to show that the errors entailed by his tentative 
methods are small1 compared with the measurements so 

obtained. 

The same principles and procedure may be applied when our 

interest lies in comparing, not the mental productions of different 

persons, but the mental characteristics of the same person. In 
motivating human behaviour, particularly in the social and 
economic world, an important part is played by what may be called, 

in a broad sense of the term, relative preferences. The recent effort 

to extend factorial measurement into this new field, has met with 

strenuous criticism. To a large extent the objections urged are 
much the same as those raised sixty years ago against the c dismal 
science ’ of economics. The factorist is warned that, since the 

interval of 10 seconds, and yet after 6 such imperceptible movements, is 
seen to be at an obviously different place, (ii) Again, given two scripts, io 
and 6, the observer can find a third bisecting their distance, i.e. such that 
(io — 8) = (8 — 6), and two more such that (io — 9) = (9 — 8) and 
(8 — 7) = (7 ~~ 6). He is now asked to find another script, 8', such that 
(a — 8') = (8' — 7). Then 8' and 8 should not be perceptibly different. 
Not infrequently they are. Such inconsistencies merely illustrate the effect 
of allowing small deviations, lying within the margin of experimental error, 

to accumulate. , ... 1 
1 If the research student asks how small, I suggest, to begin with, the rough 

convention often adopted by the physicist: “ two quantities are of the same 
order of magnitude when their ratio does not exceed ro” (Jeffreys, loc* at.-,- 
p* zi7)* The weight of the copy of the standard kilogram at the Standards 
Office at Westminster is certified to be i-ooo 000 070 ± *000 000 ooz times 
the weight of the original in the Standards Bureau at Sevres. But the 
educational psychologist seems happy when two copies of his unit differ 

by no more than 10 per cent. 
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failure of the utilitarians, any attempt to treat pleasures or values 

as absolute magnitudes must be regarded as “ prima facie fallaci¬ 
ous.Nevertheless, he may, I think, legitimately reply that an 
absolute or extensive measurement of values is not what he wants : 
relative preferences can still be treated quantitatively, if they are 
regarded as distensive magnitudes. If my guide book tells me that 

Sir Richard Wallace paid £600 for a painting by Boucher and £550 
for one by Greuze, but declined a painting by Manet offered at 
£300, I cannot deduce that his absolute love for Boucher was more 

than twice as great as his absolute liking for Manet; but I can justly 
infer that the gulf between his preferences for the impressionist style 
and for the style of Louis Quinze was much greater than the minor 
variations among his fancies for the ‘ school of pink and pale blue.9 

However, purchase price is at best but an indirect measure of 

what the economist calls c intrinsic 9 or subjective value. Hence, 
it seems desirable to seek a more direct method of measuring the 
latter. Without putting our examinees to the equivocal test of an 

actual auction, we can hand them reproductions in postcard form, 
and so elicit rankings or gradings, which will measure, if the experi¬ 
ment has been properly planned, not indeed their feelings on any 
absolute scale, but the differences between their preferences. 

Similarly, we can get children to rank their preferences for different 
school subjects ; and so compare their preferences for each with 
their achievements in each.1 Formally, it would seem, all such 
gradings are quite as valid as the more familiar graded judgments 

on ability or skill.2 

1 Burt [29], [69], p. 278. Here again, however, the proper procedure 
has been the subject of some controversy: cf. Stephenson, Brit. J. Educ. 

Psych., V, pp. 43 f- 
2 As a means of studying aesthetic preferences, the c method of choice 9 is 

as old as Fechner. Witmer seems to have been the first to apply Galton’s 
notion of ranking (or, as he terms it, ‘ method of regular arrangement9) to 
the aesthetic field (Phil. Stud., IX, 1894, pp. 96 f.). Cattell’s work, however, 
gave the ranking method its great popularity. What recent critics appear to 
doubt is, not so much the validity of the ranking method in itself, as the 
validity of factorizing correlations obtained from such data. 

The view of value as a distensive magnitude seems fully in keeping with 
modern economic theory. <£ The Utilitarians thought of absolute value as a 
quantity—a simple sum of values viewed as atoms of pleasure, which they 
treated arithmetically. Once the atomistic view is departed from, and 
economic value becomes the expression of preferential relations, the measure¬ 
ment of absolute value is no doubt impossible. . . . But the curious thing 
is that, though absolute value is not conceivable as a quantity, or is barely 
conceivable as a quantity, economic values are conceivable as quantities, and 
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So far, we have confined our attention to the measure¬ 
ment of a single, empirical variable only. Granted that 
we can find a scale for comparing differences in the same 
characteristic, what scale can be devised^ for comparing 
differences in different characteristics ? TL hat, after all, is 
the essential prerequisite of correlation. Evidently, if we 
are to combine measurements of two or more variables, other 
assumptions must be added to our list e.g. that they can 
all be reduced to some common kind of standard measure, 
or that their variances can be stated in commensurable terms. 
If, further, we propose to investigate objective differences 
in variance, then we must contrive some method of equating 
the units employed in measuring the variables to be com¬ 
pared. Such problems have proved somewhat elusive in 
actual practice, but they involve no new principles in theory. 

In my view the most appropriate unit is not the standard devia¬ 

tion, but the just-perceptible difference.1 In dealing, for example, 

with English composition, after defining the group of observers and 

the procedure to be followed, it is by no means difficult, though a 

little laborious, to select a scale of specimens proceeding by steps 
that are ‘ just perceptible ’; and further experiment will usually 
show that, in such a scale, any two £ equal-appearing intervals ’ 
contain approximately the same number of ‘ just-perceptible ’ 

moreover are measurable” (S. J. Chapman, Elements of Political Economy, 
pp. 60-1: cf. the mathematical treatment of1 utility ’ from jevons and Edge- 
worth to Bernadelli and Frisch). 1 may add that, if we take Meinong’s dictum 
literally, even ‘ absolute value ’ may be regarded as quantity or magnitude. 
“ That is or has magnitude which allows the interpolation of terms between 
itself and its contradictory opposite” (joe. cit., p. 8). Now, pleasure and 
its contradictory unpleasure, ‘ positive value 1 and its opposite^1 negative 
value,’ form a bipolar class; and in principle, provided wc ignore the 
qualitative differences between * poetry and pushpin, the bipolai class can 
be converted into an ordered class in which a series of terms can be inter¬ 
polated between the two antithetical poles. 

1 I believe that the success of standard measure in actual practice arises 
largely from the fact that it so often converts crude measures into multiples 
of the just-perceptible difference or into multiples of the causal difference. 
As the Weber-Fechner law has taught us, where human judgment is con¬ 
cerned, what we take to be equal additions are additions proportional to the 
amounts to which they are added. In judging physical types, a tenth of an 
inch added to the length of the nose makes as great an impression as a couple 
of inches added to stature. Now, dividing by the standard deviation, like 
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steps. That also holds good, as we saw a moment ago, for a care¬ 
fully selected scale of handwriting. Accordingly, on this double 
basis it becomes possible to compare individual variability in the 

two subjects. Even with the most generous allowance for error, 
there can be little question about the result: except among very 
young beginners, the range of individual variation is far wider in 
English composition than in writing. This tallies with the general 

view of teachers 1 : and, as we shall see later on, is fully corroborated, 
when we examine data obtained by other methods of estimating 
facility in the two subjects, e.g. if we gauge by speed rather than 

by quality (cf. [41], pp. 407, 409, 410). In principle, therefore, the 
task of finding a universal unit for all so-called ‘ abilities5 should be 
no more impracticable than planning a miscellaneous store in which 
every article shall be priced at sixpence. 

Even so, however, we have only considered the validity of 
grading or measuring the initial or empirical variables, such 
as are directly observed. Many writers would willingly 
grant that actual performances in a single test, or a set of 
tests, can be measured (at any rate in certain cases and with 
varying exactitude) on a commensurable, additive scale ; 
but they seriously doubt whether the same assumptions are 
equally applicable in the case of the hypothetical factors 
indirectly deduced from the observed performances. “ On 
your own showing,” they argue, “ a factor is a principle of 

dividing by the mean, reduces the absolute variations to approximately the 
same subjective scale. It is partly for this reason that, in correlating physical 
measurements by persons to determine types, I have argued that we should 
first reduce the crude measurements to multiples of the standard deviation 
for each trait (for criticisms of this proposal see [96], p. 198 f., and my reply, 
pp. 173 f. below). The use of the I.Q. effects a similar reduction (since the 
standard deviation of the crude test measurements is again approximately 
proportional to the mean) : but now the unit expresses, not equally perceptible 
differences, but equal causal differences (i.e. differences in innate constitution, 
or, if we prefer, differences in rate of growth rather than differences in 
extent of growth). 

1 On being informed that certain psychologists held that individual 
variability was virtually the same in all subjects, a schoolmistress of my 
acquaintance at once produced the afternoon’s exercises of her pupils. With 
few exceptions, the handwritings seemed at first sight almost indistinguish¬ 
able ; but the wide differences in literary merit were patent to the most 
unpractised eye. Similarly, in many other mental characteristics, differences 
in the range of individual variation seem obvious, once we consider the point, 
even with unaided observation, 
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classification ; and your classifications are based, not on one 
type of performance, but on many, not on a. single observa¬ 
tion, but on a system. How then is it possible to add and 
subtract a set of complex systems ? ” In replying, I must 
anticipate the sequel. Briefly, I shall maintain that any 
such system can be adequately represented by a matrix of 
figures ; and it is then a simple matter to show that the 
matrices employed fit the necessary postulates.. From this 
standpoint, the very object of factor-analysis is to deduce 
from an empirical set of test measurements a single 
figure for each single individual which will plant him on a 
linear scale for one of a number of independent classifying 
principles, although each principle of classification embodies 

a highly complex system. 
The remaining objections urged against factorial measure¬ 

ment turn for the most part on the dubious assumption— 
commonly accepted by the psychometrist himself—that the 
factor measurement he deduces is a measurement of some 
isolated entity—an ‘ ability,’ an ‘ instinct,’ a ‘ sensation,’ a 
‘capacity for sensory discrimination,’ or the like. With 
perfect justice it is urged that no one has succeeded in 
demonstrating that these ulterior psychological entities 
conform to the postulates of addition : “ we cannot pile 
up the intelligences of 50 imbeciles to make the intelligence 
of a single Shakespeare.” But to show that literal summa¬ 
tion is impossible no more refutes psychometry than it 
refutes thermometry. Such contentions are like assuming 
that the thermometer is designed to measure an entity called 
temperature, and then arguing that, since two temperatures 
cannot be superposed to make a third, the measurement of 

temperature is a sheer delusion. 
No doubt, the psychologist’s conclusions would be of 

greater value to the teacher and the psychotherapist if he 
could phrase his results in terms of constant properties— 
permanent abilities, permanent predispositions, permanent 
subjective attitudes, and so on. Ultimately, indeed, our 
theories may lead us to envisage certain derived concepts, 
stable and enduring, obedient to some law of conservation. 
True, we cannot pretend to guess what operations such 
concepts can legitimately be supposed to admit. But 
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ignorance in this respect alone would not deprive them of 
their usefulness : for we might be able to establish that, 
though the operations themselves are unknown, they never¬ 
theless form a ‘ group ’ ; and thence an analysis on the lines 
of group theory would still be attainable. Three kindred 
points may be noted which seem to be overlooked by most 
critics. The critics insist, as we have seen, that “ no one can 
safely assign a figure to a mental quality or a mental product.” 
In reply it may be said : (1) the requisite process of addition 
may be defined without introducing the notion of ‘ figures ’ ; 
(2) most of the demonstrations on which factor-analysis is 
based hold good if the law of combination is not addition 
at all; (3) many of them hold good even when the elements 

of the matrix are not figures. 
However, so long as our efforts at mental measurement 

remain at an inchoate and tentative stage, it wjll be wiser 
to avoid referring the resulting estimates to remote and 
hypothetical entities, whose mode of interaction is beyond 
conjecture. Let us keep to the empirical figures and their 
weighted combinations. Book-keepers and accountants do 
not wait till the theorists have formally demonstrated that 
exchange values obey the postulates of addition, and that 
costs and prices are valid modes of measurement; nor, 
when the householder receives an invoice from his grocer, 
does he argue that the pleasures of cheese and chocolate are 
commensurable neither with each other nor yet with a 
magnum of champagne, and that consequently the addition 
exhibited on his bill contains ‘ a fundamental flaw.’ 

I am therefore far from supposing that factor-measure¬ 
ments by themselves can yield an adequate picture of the 
‘ living personality ’ that stands behind the measurable 
performances. For such a reconstruction a factor-measure¬ 
ment is about as helpful as the barring and metronome- 
figures are in indicating the changing rhythm of a symphony. 
A complete set of factor-measurements for a sample popula¬ 
tion, with no comments and no case-histories, would be as 
informative as the bare notes on an orchestral score with 
no marks of expression and no concert-goer’s notes. To 
translate a musical experience into black dots on a number of 
parallel staves is indeed to ‘ disrupt a living whole into little 
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bits in the interest of a quantitative technique ’ : yet 
that is no reason for consigning all scores to the fire. 
Provided factor-analysis tells the truth and nothing but the 
truth, we need not condemn it for failing to tell the whole 

truth. 
Finally, let me insist that measurement is a means and 

not an end. Measurement is not the goal towards which 
classification has been groping ; nor is classification an out- 
of-date substitute for quantitative measurement. In com¬ 
plex biological subjects, such figures, whatever be their 
function elsewhere, are merely a device for making our 
efforts at systematic classification more rigorous and more 

precise. 



CHAPTER V 

THE DERIVATION OF THE CHIEF FACTOR THEORIES 

We are now in a position to examine the origin and justifi¬ 
cation of the various£ factor theories ’ that have from time 
to time been put forward. These more specialized theories 
have usually been formulated on the basis of correlations 
between traits or tests rather than of correlations between 
persons. In this part of the discussion, therefore, I shall 
keep primarily to researches of the more usual sort : but 
most of what I have to say would apply to either kind of 

factor. 
(a) The Four-factor Theory.—What I have called the 

four-factor theorem I take as fundamental. From this, as 
may easily be shown, all the other factor theories can be 
directly derived by omitting factors of one or more kinds 

and stressing factors of the remaining kinds. 
(b) The Three-factor Theory—In the majority of investi¬ 

gations every trait is measured once only : to apply each 
test twice would double the task, not merely of the investi¬ 
gator, but also of the victims who submit to his tests. But 
if our tests are not repeated, it becomes impossible to dis¬ 
tinguish the two kinds of 4 unique ’ or ‘ individual ’ factors, 
viz. what I have called the 4 accidental ’ and the ‘ singular ’ 
factors (i.e. Sj from e5: p. 104) ; the two have therefore to be 
lumped together under one heading, for which the terms 
4 specific,’ or better 4 unique,’ are usually employed: for 
s- 1i- we substitute iij. This at once reduces the four- 

factor theory to a three-factor theory. 
In reference to mental tests of the kind most commonly 

employed, the three-factor theorem has been formulated as 
follows: 44 Any one concrete intellectual activity may be 
considered to depend upon intellectual factors of three dif- 
ferent orders : first, the general factor, common to all 
intellectual activities, and known usually as general intel- 

139 
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ligence ; secondly, one or more special or * group ? factors, 
shared only by a limited number of intellectual processes; 
and thirdly, specific or individual factors, peculiar to each 
particular test itself ” :1 the theorem may be succinctly 
expressed as an equation by writing— 

nip ^ fjg$i ~f~ ^fpifiji d” fjuiipj 

where the symbols and summation have the same meaning 
as before. In this early formulation I referred primarily to 
intellectual traits, since in those days factor-analysis had 
been almost entirely confined to the results of cognitive 
tests: but at the same time I indicated that precisely the 
same theorems could be applied to the factorization of 
emotional, moral, or temperamental traits.2 * 

(c) The Dual-factor Theory — Here the important dis¬ 
tinction to my mind lies between the general factors and 
the special or group-factors. From a material as opposed 
to a merely formal standpoint, the significant and fruitful 
contrast is the contrast between factors of a comparatively 

1 This formulation is taken from my Historical Introduction to Report on 
Psychological Tests of Educable Capacity, Consultative Committee of the 
Board of Education, 1924, p. 19. However, I first suggested expanding the 
4 two-factor theory ’ into a 4 three-factor theory5 in a paper read to the 
Manchester Child Study Society in 1909 on 4 The Experimental Study of 
Intelligence ’ (cf. [17], pp. 94 et seq), The evidence then cited for the 
addition of a third type of factor was the work at Oxford mentioned below, 
confirmed by later work on 4 higher mental processes5 by means of group 
tests. On this basis I argued that we must 44 distinguish between^ (i) capa¬ 
cities applicable in one direction only, (ii) capacities applicable in several 
directions, and (iii) capacities applicable in all ” ; and quoted Carlyle’s 
44 favourite antithesis between 4 fundamental greatness5 (4 the truly great 
men could be all sorts of men ’) and4 varieties of aptitude ’ (4 Nature does not 
make all great men, any more than all other men, in the self-same mould 
The main distinction, however, is as old as Aristotle: 4 Some persons,’ he 
declares, 4 are wise in all respects ’ (<rod>01 4 others wise in parts ’ 
(Kara fxlpos. Nic. EthVI, vii, 2), Binet, it may be remembered, similarly 
contrasts 4 general intelligence ’ with 4 partial aptitudes,’ and just before his 
death was planning to supplement his scale of intelligence tests with measure¬ 
ments of other abilities. 

2 Cf. Annual Report Brit, Ass.,4 General and Specific Factors Underlying 
the Primary Emotions,’ 1915, pp. 694-6, and, for fuller arguments in favour 
of this extension, see Character and Personality.,’Til, pp. 238 et seq., 4 The 
Factorial Analysis of Emotional Traits.’ 
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wide range, such as general intelligence, general emotion¬ 
ality, and the like, and factors of a more restricted range, 
such as the verbal factor, the manual factor, the factor 
which contrasts introverts with extraverts, etc. The former, 
as it were, state the genus, the latter the species or the type. 
As we shall see later on, the initial inclusion of individual 
or specific factors (as the psychologist uses the term specific1) 
is little more than a prefatory acknowledgment on the part 
of the theorist that, however much he proceeds to generalize, 
his tests are after all particular tests and his persons par¬ 
ticular persons, just as his initial inclusion of a set of error 
factors is an admission that all measurements and assess¬ 
ments, particularly those of psychological traits, are approxi¬ 
mations only. Both are irrelevant to his main problem. 
No psychologist, so far as I know, has ever calculated a 
person’s factor-measurement for any specific factor. If, 
therefore, we hold that the specific factors, like the chance 
factors, are devoid of all psychological interest on their 
own account, and may be dismissed as unwelcome intruders 
whose influence has to be reduced to negligible proportions 
because it cannot be wholly dispelled, then we are left with 
two noteworthy kinds of factors only—the general and the 

group. 
(,i) The Two-factor Theory.—In the past, however, it has 

been not the specific factors, but the group-factors, whose 
importance—and even existence—has most commonly been 
denied ; and it is the latter that have furnished the chief 

1 In. my own earlier writings (e.g. Child Study, he. cit. suf., p. 98 f.), I 
used the term ‘ specific ’ (and later ‘ special ’) to designate factors or attributes 
characteristic of a 1 species ’—i.e. what are now most commonly called 
‘ group-factors ’ or ‘ type-factors.’ Owing, however, to the popular use of 
4 specific 5 as a synonym for £ peculiar/ the term has come to be applied 
by psychologists to designate what might have been called, with less 
ambiguity, a £ peculiar,5 £ individual,5 £ unique,5 or . £ singular5 factor : 
but these words, though occasionally employed by certain writers, have been 
avoided by most, presumably because in colloquial speech they convey the 
notion of something: exceptional or bizarre. Accordingly, I shall here fall 
in with the present custom, and restrict the word £ specific 5 to the narrower 
sense. Thurstone’s definition is clear: ££ By a specific factor or ability is 
meant any factor or ability which is called for by only one of the n tests 
([84], p. 54). Thomson, Holzinger, and most other writers now adopt the 
same meaning; and any change of usage would only create confusion. 
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topic of controversy. In the earliest attempts * to verify 
the existence of a general factor, the piesence of additional 
group-factors certainly made itself felt, but fiom theii very 
nature, their influence was bound to be relatively small, and, 
in factorial work, was almost always overshadowed by the 
more dominant general factor. On the other hand, in 
practical work with backward and neui otic children, and in 
the psychological clinic where children are referred for 
special examination, and exceptional cases are no longer the 
exception but the rule, there it seemed impossible to account 
for the recurrent types of specialized disability, and for the 
recurrent contrasts of temperament and character, unless 
factors of a more limited kind were also assumed. 

Nevertheless, Prof. Spearman and most of the earlier 
laboratory workers could disco vex little ^ convincing 
evidence for such an assumption. After reviewing the chief 
factorial studies of his pupils, he writes *. ^ cases of specific 
correlations or group-factors are astonishingly rare 5 ovex 
and over again they have been proved to be absent even in 
circumstances when they would most confidently have been 
anticipated by the nowadays prevalent a priori job analysis. 
Of 4 special abilities ’ * . . . there are but the scantiest 

1 For example, my first experiments on intelligence tests at Oxford showed 
“ a small but discernible tendency for subordinate groups of allied tests ^ 
(e.g. sensory tests, motor tests, and memory tests) “ to correlate together 
after the c general factor 5 had been eliminated (Brit. J. Psychol., Ill, 1909, 
p. 164). The study of sex-differences, and of hereditary differences generally, 
particularly in the field of sensation, pointed in the same direction [22], [23]. 
Conclusive evidence, however, was hardly to be expected until the intro¬ 
duction of group tests [20] allowed us to test far larger numbers and so 
reduce the probable errors. Similar group-factors were subsequently demon¬ 
strated both in emotional reactions [30] and in educational abilities [35]- 

2 The reference here is apparently to such factors as the verbal or lin¬ 
guistic factor 5 and the ‘ manual or mechanical factor/ which had been (so I 
considered) demonstrated in my earlier work on educational abilities and 
vocational guidance* in a recent Report (quoted above) I had just argued that, 
in addition to the ‘ two factors/ we seemed compelled to recognize a third, 
which I there called ‘ special abilities or group-factors ” (loc.dt.sup^f. 19), 
In disproof of the “ assumed special ability for verbal operations/' Spearman 
quotes Davey's work as ‘ decisive.5 On the other hand, he seems to accept 
the “ special arithmetical factor 55 which had been confirmed by both Rogers 
and Collar. The 4 mechanical factor 5 he believes to be explicable by 
artificial training. He has, however, always urged that the phrase c special 
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indications. The modern version of the doctrine of 
faculties has shown itself none the happier for discarding 
the old name while retaining the old fallacy 55 ([56], p. 241). 

If with Spearman we drop the group-factors, but retain 
the specific, our four-factor theory is still reduced to two. 
The outcome is the famous ‘ theory of two factors 5 [24], 
[28]. We may express it algebraically by writing— 

niji — fjggi “b fjuUji. 

Put into concrete terms the two-factor theory maintains 
that “ all branches of intellectual activity have in common 
one fundamental function 55 (the general factor), “ whereas 
the remaining or specific elements seem in every case to be 
different from that of the others.’5 x 

(e) The Single-factor Theory.—Suppose, however, we 
admit that the status of the specific factors is at least as 
dubious as that of group-factors, then we evidently shall be 
left with a single factor only. Both before and since the 
advent of factor analysis, many writers have attempted to 
maintain that all mental life, or at least all cognitive activity, 
can in fact be interpreted by a single unifying principle. 
Several commentators, for example, have contended that, 

abilities ’ is inappropriate (cf. [56], p. 222). With that I agree ; but, when 
I first used it (in my Child Study paper of 1909), I was endeavouring to find 
a terminology that would be intelligible to teachers to whom the whole 
notion of mental factors was entirely new: and the same reason led me to 
retain it in the Board of Education Report. 

1 6 Theory of Two Factors,’ Psychological Review, 1914, PP* 
Spearman, it should be noted, does not deny the possibility that group- 
factors may exist; he merely considers that there is little or no convincing 
evidence for the empirical fact. When two (or more) tests are very similar, 
he admits that 4 overlapping specific factors ’ can be recognized. We are 
tempted to ask why he is unwilling to treat the overlapping part as distinct 
from the specific parts, i.e. as constituting a separate group-factor by itself ; 
and the reason appears to be that in his view the so-called group-factors 
“ indicate no particular characters in any of the abilities themselves 
([56], p. 82). Here the word ‘ overlapping ’ describes the fact that a specific 
factor may overlap more than one ability or test, viz. all those that are 
similar (p. 223). The overlapping of one group-factor by another group- 
factor appears to be definitely excluded. On the other hand, the group- 
factors revealed in my educational tests showed a definite overlapping, 

usually in c cyclic ’ fashion ([35]? P* 59)* ' 
I am tempted to suggest that Spearman’s more extended form of his 
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since Spearman’s three noegenetic principles must enter 
equally into all intelligent activities, they are therefore 
reducible to one—a principle or process which they variously 
name £ attentive awareness ’ or £ simple apprehension. 
His specific factors, which he had tentatively identified 
with the localized functions of the cortical areas or cells, 
were declared to be “ hardly compatible with the newer 
doctrine of the mass action of the brain.” 1 And so an 
uncompromising£ monarchical ’ hypothesis (to adopt Spear¬ 
man’s own language) was, according to these writers, the 
true inference to be drawn from his demonstration of the 

£ Universal Unity of Intellective Function.’ 
However, I doubt whether many psychologists of the 

present day would argue that mental activity could be 
reduced to a single type of process, with no others to supple- 

theory, as given in his latest pronouncement (Bnt. J. Psychol., XXIX, 1938, 
pp, 184 et seq.), could be reconciled with my own by regarding it as a series 
of progressive dichotomies. Thus, it might be said, (1) Ins first and mam • 
distinction is between (a) the one general factor (g) and (t) all others, i.e. the 
non-general; (ii) the latter or non-general may then be subdivided into what 
he calls (a) 4 correlated 7 or 4 overlapping ’ specifics (which he would sub¬ 
stitute for the 4 group-factors ’) and (b) the uncorrelatcd, non-overlapping, 
or unique factors (p. 185, lines 2-5); (iii) finally, we can introduce his own 
« subdivision of the specific factor ” (i.e. of the non-overlapping specifics) 
into (a) 44 correct value 55 and (6) “ mere random error ” (p. 185, fines 27^8). 

However, he himself rather deprecates such further subdivisions, saying 
that we can, if we wish, 44 divide up an ability into as many factors as we 
please, all equally true.” For much the same reason apparently he con¬ 
siders that 44 the current measurements of specific abilities—-upon which have 
come to hang the weal or woe of countless individuals in industry and 
otherwise—are little more than the blind leading the blind ([56], p. xvm). 
Those of us who have been engaged in the practical work of educational or 
vocational guidance would feel, I think, that the criticism is hardly justified 
by the concrete results achieved. But this is not the place to defend our 
procedure. I will only point out that the 4 specific abilities7 we measure to 
give guidance in industry or education are 4 group factors, not specific^ 
factors” in the narrower sense : they are such things as the 4 verbal factor, 
the 4 arithmetic factor,’ the 4 spatial’ or mechanical factor—m short, over¬ 
lapping ’ factors such as many of Spearman’s followers, and, it would seem 
even Spearman himself, are now inclined to accept. ' 

1 The reference is to Lashley, Brain-Mechanisms* and Intelligence (1929)* 
Spearman, of course, could now fairly reply that, since mass action alone is 
no longer held to be a sufficient principle by itself, the true conclusion is that 
the central function alone can hardly suffice. 
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ment it. As Guilford has pointed out, “ attempts to define 
this supposed unitary ability have signally failed to satisfy,” 
and “ all unifactor theories fail to meet the test of accounting 
for the known factors.” 1 Yet, although it would now be 
almost unanimously admitted that a single-factor hypothesis 
could not possibly cover all the correlation tables which the 
psychologist obtains, such a hypothesis will nevertheless 
certainly cover some. And conversely it is nearly always 
possible, by limiting the choice of tests or traits or else by 
pooling them, to obtain a correlation table, which will fit such 
a hypothesis, and that in numerous fields of psychological 
inquiry. All that is necessary is to select the sample of tests 
or traits according to an appropriate plan, viz. in such a way 
that they shall all represent the same single factor, and no 
group of two or more shall represent the same second factor. 

Thus, if all the tests selected involve the same type of 
material and the same type of task, and differ only in the 
complexity of the problem and the degree of mental 
organization that each requires, then group and specific 
factors will have been virtually excluded. Or again, if they 
all involve the same general type of process, but differ each 
from each in the special type of material used or in the 
incidental types of process each requires, then, although there 
will be a specific factor peculiar to each test, it will not 
influence the correlations.2 In either case, we shall have 
achieved a situation which is so desirable in all experimental 
science. We shall have isolated a varying factor, and shall 
thus be able to study its variations in independence of all 

1 Guilford, Psychometric Methods, 1936, p. 459 (his italics). Cf. also J. O. 

Irwin, Brit. J. Psych., XXIII, pp. 37i~7> ‘ A Critical Discussion of the 
Single-factor Theory ’ (a most instructive paper, mainly concerned, however, 

with the mathematical aspect of Spearman’s views). 
a These conditions amount to securing that the sample of tests shall be, 

not random, but representative. The problem of representative sampling is 

usually discussed in reference to populations rather than to characteristics. 

But, as may easily be seen on considering the principles underlying the 

analysis of variance, the two forms of the problem have many points in 

common. See [109] and J. Neyman, c On Two Different Aspects of the 

Representative Method,’ J* Roy. SocXCVII, p. 55$ Where growp- 
factors are included, the method of selection is essentially that of stratine 

sampling.’ 

IO 
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other influences. No doubt, the isolation will never be 
perfect, and the independence will always be approximate 
and never complete : but limitations of this sort pervade 
even the simplest investigations of physics and mechanics. 
Accordingly, let us study the consequences of this artificial 

isolation. 
The Single-factor Theorem.—If any table of selected 

measurements were due exclusively to the operation of one 
factor, our initial equation would be reduced to an equation 
with one term only on the right-hand side, namely, 
niji = fjegi. That means that, with n tests, we should have 

rtlxi '• Wti ■ • • • ■ mni ~ fig ■ fig.fng (* 1,2,... A) 

for each of the N individuals. Thus, corresponding pairs 
of measurements would always stand in exactly the same 
proportion, and, to borrow a convenient term from matrix 
algebra, the whole table of measurements would form a 
matrix of £ rank ’ one.1 The converse of this is the single¬ 
factor theorem for a measurement matrix : “ any n X N 
table, in which the rows (and therefore also the columns) 

1 This conception seems to me so important that a concrete illustration 
may be given for the benefit of the non-mathematical reader. Suppose, as 
many Art Schools used to teach, that all the measurements of the normal 
human body ought ideally to bear the same characteristic ratio to the total 
height, whatever the individual’s height might actually be (e.g. head-height 
I, trunk-length ^T, leg-length 1, arm-length J, shoulder-breadth waist- 
breadth of the total height) ; then, on measuring N persons of varying 
stature, all the figures should still be in constant proportion, whatever the 
individual’s actual height. If we merely knew the height of the N individuals 
—65, 66, 67, . . . inches, say,—-we could deduce the probable lengths of their 
limbs, etc., by multiplying these figures by tlie column of fractions; and the 
n X N table of physical measurements so obtained would have a £ rank ’ of 
one. 

For examples of matrices of rank one in hypothetical frequency tables 
filled in on the assumption of homogeneity, cf. [25], p. 66, Table III 
and [50], p. 91, Table 18. 

The simplest definition of rank is the following. If every row (or column) 
in a matrix can be expressed as a linear combination of r linearly independent 
rows only (but no less), then the matrix has a rank of r. From this, the reader 
with an elementary knowledge of determinants will easily derive the more 
usual formal definition ; a matrix is of rank r when at least one of its minor 
determinants of order r does not vanish, while all its minor determinants of 
order (r 4v*) do vanish. Thus, the criterion for a matrix of rank one is that 
all its two-rowed minors must be zero. 
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are proportional to one another, can always be expressed in 
terms of a single 4 factor,’ that is, as the product of a single 
column of 4 saturation coefficients ’ (one for each of the n 
tests) post-multiplied by a single row of 4 factor-measure¬ 
ments ’ (one for each of the N persons) ” ; or, in matrix 
notation, M =i.g, where g is the row-vector denoting the 
hypothetical measurements of the N testees in the 4 general 
factor.’ It will usually be convenient to express these 
hypothetical measurements in unitary standard measure. 
We may then write the equation M = f. p, where p now 
denotes the normalized row-vector of factor-measurements 

for the first and only factor.1 
Actually, of course, no empirical table of measurements 

will ever have such a rank : the figures furnished by actual 
tests will never be exactly proportional for all the persons 
tested. The first step, therefore, will be to seek a hypothetical 
set of measurements of rank one, which will yield the 4 best 
fit ’ to the data experimentally obtained. 

For the sake of argument let us adopt the simple notion suggested 
in my previous memorandum [93] that marks given to the zth 
examinee for the /th test may be regarded as the result of counting 
up the number of correct answers he has given. We can express 
this number as a percentage (or better as a decimal fraction) of the 

total number of marks awarded. Thus, the marginal totals, at 
bottom and at the side of the mark-sheet, may be taken to indicate 
(i) the general mark for each child in the ability tested by all the 

tests, and (ii) the proportion of marks contributed by each of the 
tests. We might now treat the mark-sheet as a kind of n X N 
contingency table, and examine the data along the lines used for 
testing 4 homogeneity ’ or independence in 4 manifold classifica¬ 

tions.’ On multiplying the marginal totals, each with each in the 
usual way (Yule’s equation I [25], p. 64), we shall obtain a matrix 
of rank one, which may serve to indicate the 4 expected ’ marks— 

i.e. the marks we should expect each examinee to get on the hypo¬ 
thesis that there was a single general factor only.2 To test this 

1 Here and elsewhere capital letters denote matrices (e.g. M) and (where 
confusion is likely) heavy block letters (e.g. f, g) denote vectors, i.e. matrices 
containing a single row or column only. 

2 This is the procedure I have used in what I have termed ‘ factor- 
analysis by simple averaging ’ (see Notes on Factor-Analysis. II. Physical 

Measurements). 
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hypothesis we could adopt either of the criteria proposed by Yule, 

e.g. calculate ratios for the proportionality criterion ([25], p. 28, 

eq- [3]), 
Map _ 
mbp mbq 

or, what amounts to the same thing, calculate the differences 

between the ‘ cross-products ’ in all the available ‘ tetrads,’ as he 

terms them. “ In the case of complete ‘ independence ’ the 

association is evidently zero for every tetrad ” (i.e. map. mbq — 

•ntpp .mag — o: [25], p. 69).* Systematically carried out, either 

procedure is really a test for a matrix of rank one.3 

The precisian, however, will now inquire whether a 
‘ better fit ’ could not be obtained by weighting the tests 
before they are averaged. But what weights are we to 
choose ? In correlational work “ the term ‘ best fit ’ is 
used as in the method of least squares: a ‘ best-fit ’ deter¬ 
mination will therefore be one in which the sum of the 
squares of the deviations is a minimum, i.e. the standard 

error of estimate is a minimum” ([47], p. 159). If we 
accept this convention for factorial work as well, we have 
at once a well-established principle on which to base a more 
exact procedure ; and, as we shall see later on, what may 
be called the ‘ least-squares method ’ of factor-analysis 
yields at once, by an easy calculation, a suitable set of weights 
and proves to be widely applicable, not only for the case of 
a single factor, but also for the case of many ([93], p. 247). 

As in other problems where the principle of least squares 
is applied, these considerations lead us directly to the matrix 
of product-sums or covariances. Now, if the measurements 
matrix has, actually or in theory, a rank of only one, then 
the matrix of covariances must also have a rank of only one. 
This is obvious: for, since M =i.P and p.p' = l, 

R — MM' — f.f. , f 
We thus reach what may be called the single-factor 

theorem for a covariance or correlation matrix. “ Any 
symmetric table, in which the rows (and therefore also the 

1 Yule’s methods were first described in his paper ‘ On the Association of 
Attributes,’ Phil. ‘Irons. Roy. Soc., A, CXCIV, 1900, p. 257 f. 

» It appears as such in the chapter on the elementary theory of determm- 
ants in most books on algebra. 
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columns) are proportional to one another, can always be 
expressed in terms of a single ‘ factor,’ that is, as the product 
of a single column of ‘ factor loadings ’ or ‘ saturation 
coefficients ’ post-multiplied by a row of precisely the same 
coefficients.” 1 Such a covariance table of rank one it will 
be convenient to designate by the brief and familiar name, 

a ‘ hierarchy.’2 

1 In more accurate and technical language : 44 Any symmetric n X n 
matrix of rank one can be expressed as the product of a one-rowed matrix 

(or 4 vector ’) pre-multiplied by its transpose, the elements in the one-rowed 

matrix being the square roots of the diagonal elements of the symmetric 

matrix ” ; or, in symbolic form, if r^ denotes the element in the jth row of 

the ;th column in the symmetric matrix R, i and j standing for any row and 

column, then — 'sfu% X VTjj. In dealing with an actual correlation table 

(as distinct from a covariance table) the chief difficulty arises from the 

absence of values corresponding to ru, r#, which have to be indirectly com¬ 

puted (see below, footnote I, p. 152). The examples given in Appendix I, 

Tables I and III, will make the theorem quite clear; a simple formal proof will 

be found in Cullis, Matrices and Determinoids, II, 1918, equation A, p. 134. I 

may add that it seems convenient to keep the term 44 saturation coefficients ” 

for the elements of a factorial vector obtained from a correlation table, and 

use the newer term 44 factor loadings ” for the elements from a covariance table. 

2 It will be noted that the above conception of a 4 hierarchy ’ is in some 

respects narrower, and in others broader, than that adopted by many 

writers: one or two of the tables given as examples of a perfect hierarchy by 

Spearman and his co-workers would not be hierarchies by my definition (e.g. 

Brit. J. Psych., 1916, VIII, p. 175 ; Psychology Down the Ages, II, 1938, 

p. 274) ; on the other hand, they, I gather, would not accept my bipolar 

matrices of rank one as hierarchical, nor yet the covariance tables which 

are not correlation tables. 
The original and more usual definition of the hierarchy simply required that 

the correlations could be placed in 44 an order such that each is greater than 

any to the right of it in the same row, or below it in the same column99 [12] 

With the small tables previously employed, this could be satisfactorily judged 

by eye. With larger tables, containing as many as 156 coefficients, and with 

group-factors tending to disturb the order, a more precise procedure seemed 

essential [17]. Accordingly, assuming that a perfect hierarchy would obey the 

product-theorem, the test proposed was that all the residuals should be cal¬ 

culated and shown to be attributable to chance—admittedly a cumbersome 

procedure. Later Prof. Spearman proposed to test the orders in the rows by 

correlating the rows (or columns). By this criterion, a table, like Carey’s, in 

which the correlations diminish arithmetically would be accepted as a 

hierarchy: whereas with my procedure it would not. Spearman’s final 

criterion, however—that the 4 tetrad-differences ’ shall all be zero—is vir¬ 

tually identical with the criterion for a matrix of rank one, except that he 

further implies that all the correlations must also be positive. 
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If, however, we are to take the weighted errors into 
account, that will be equivalent to assuming n additional 
independent error-factors, each specific to a single test. 
When the initial test-measurements are expressed in 
standard measure, the test-variances will be unity through¬ 
out, i.e. Tjj == i. The variance due to the error-factor will 
then be complementary to that due to the general factor, 
i.e. r23-s. = I — r"-h. If we retain Pk for the leading 

diagonal, however, the correlation table will still have unit 
rank ; and will conform to the single-factor theorem. 

The Hierarchy derived from the Product Theorem—Per¬ 
haps the simplest explanation and definition of the _ hierar¬ 
chical principle is to be obtained by regarding it as a 
corollary of the ‘product theorem’ (p. 49, above). 
Assuming only one factor to be operative, then, as we have 
seen, “ if test a is correlated with a central factor g to the 
extent of (say) 0-9, and test b is correlated with the same 
factor to the extent of (say) 0*8, tests a and b will be cor¬ 
related amongst themselves to the extent of the product 
of those two correlations, namely, 0-9 X 0*8 = 0*72 ; and 
with a large number of tests this will obviously produce a 
symmetrically arranged table in which all the correlations 
diminish in parallel and proportionate fashion.” Thus, 
expressing the result in symbols, since rah = r„g rip we have 

^aa : ?ab : * * * * * ^aq * * * # 

^ ?ba : rbb : * * * * fbp ** Tbq * * * * 

“ Suppose, for instance, performance a correlates twice as 
highly as performance b with performance p ; by hypothesis, 
this is because the central factor g plays twice as great a 
role in a as in b (i.e. rw = 2rH). Then, for precisely the 
same reason, the correlation of a with a further performance 
q will be twice as great as that of b with q.” 1 Conversely,2 

1 Brit. J. Psych., Ill, 1909, pp. 159-60, and Measurement of Mental 
Capacities, pp. ix-12, where an illustrative table is calculated in full (repro¬ 

duced in Table I of Appendix I below). 
2 For those who desire to demonstrate the adequacy of a single-factor or a 

two-factor hypothesis, the converse is of crucial importance ; and its proof 

became at one time the topic of much controversy. If, however, we agree 

that no empirical table is likely to be strictly hierarchical provided the 

probable errors are kept low enough, then the controversy becomes of little 
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if R is a ‘ hierarchy ? in the sense here adopted, i.e. a sym¬ 
metric matrix of rank one, then, as is shown in the textbooks 
of matrix algebra, R may be analysed into the product of a 
single column-vector f13 i.e. a matrix consisting of one column 
only, post-multiplied by f/, i.e. the same matrix transposed 
to form a single row. 

Once again, no empirical correlation table is likely to obey the 

requirements of a rank-one matrix precisely. But, before we can 

decide whether the discrepancies are really indicative of further and 

more specialized 6 group-factors,’ we have to discover what is the 

best fit obtainable with a single general factor alone. In certain 

cases, we have seen, we can regard the coefficient of correlation as 

stating a proportionate frequency—i.e. as the ratio of two fre¬ 

quencies, and so analogous to a probability. This suggests a poss¬ 

ible line of treatment.1 Applying the product theorem, we can treat 

each expected correlation as the product of two such proportionate 

frequencies. To find the latter we may follow the principle adopted 

in testing the homogeneity 2 of other double-entry tables : viz. 

moment. The converse was formally proved by Garnett ([37], 1916, p. 365 ; 

cf. also [78]). His argument proceeded by applying the methods of analytic 

geometry, in a way very similar to that later followed by Thurstone. He 

concluded that, “ were Burt’s conditions for a hierarchy satisfied, each of the 

n qualities tested would be expressible in terms of two independent factors, 

of which one was specific, appearing in that quality alone, while the other 

was a single general factor common to all the qualities ” ; but if these 

narrower conditions are not satisfied, while Spearman’s c correlation between 

columns ’ conditions are satisfied, then “ the differences between the test- 

measures and a real multiple of an n + ith variable, y, independent of them, 

all, can be expressed in the same way.” Garnett himself holds that the 

conditions for a hierarchy are likely to be satisfied only in very special cases 

(when tests affected by group-factors are omitted or pooled). When neither 

condition is completely satisfied, he proposes to introduce £ independent 

variables that will no longer be specific factors ’; thus finally writing— 

q's=(qs-ky) (1+*2)-* 

= ls . g + . ■ . + smx . z± 4- sm2 . z2 + . . . + ns . x8 

where g, zv zz, . . ., and xt are the general, group, and specific factors res¬ 

pectively. 
1 This attempt at a logical analysis of the situation was criticized as lacking 

in rigour : but, granted certain quantitative assumptions, the argument can 

easily be put into a more rigorous mathematical form : (e.g. [93], p. 281).. 

2 “ A classification is homogeneous . . . when the principle of division is 

the same for all the sub-classes of any one class ” ([25k P* 71): thus, if we 
regard the column of marks obtained by the *th examinee as forming one 
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“ the £ expected ’ values can be calculated from the marginal totals, 

so that the total of the ‘ expected ’ values agrees with the corres¬ 

ponding marginal total ” (Yule, [25], ch. v), and the same criteria 
can be applied to test divergences. Accordingly, in my first paper, 

I proposed that we should take for each test “ the sum of its co¬ 

efficients as measuring its general tendency to correlate ” ; and I 

indicated that, for fitting the observed coefficients with an ideal 

hierarchy, “theoretical values might be obtained by various 
mathematical formula;.” 1 Later, where the best possible fit was 
desired (i.e. one conforming with the requirement of ‘ least squares ’), 

weighted summation was substituted for unweighted. But in 

either case the final values were calculated by applying the product 

theorem. 

To reduce the analysis to the lowest possible terms, one 
further step remains to be taken. Just as we have nor- 

class, then the requirement is that the several traits or tests shall yield a 

sub-classification of his performances according to one and the same general 

principle, e.g. the tests or traits must all be aspects of general intelligence, but 

otherwise independent (uninfluenced by any further ‘ overlapping specific :’). 

“Tests of homogeneity are mathematically identical with tests of in¬ 

dependence ” (Yule, loc. cit.). This principle, however, usually causes some 

surprise to the non-mathematical student. "I he explanation is to be found 

in the technical meaning attached to the words£ independence ’ and ‘ associa¬ 

tion.’ As Yule points out, “ the student should carefully note that in 

statistics the word £ association ’ has a technical meaning different from the 

one current in ordinary speech.” If all our tests measure performances 

belonging to the same general class, they appear to be more or less correlated. 

But the £ association ’ contemplated by the criteria is a specialized association 

existing over and above that due to their 1 homogeneity ’ as members of the 

same general class or £ universe ’ ([25], p. 28 : for symmetric contingency 

tables resulting in this way, cf. Tables A and B, p. 74> an(i Table IV, p. 7°)- 

1 Brit. J. Psychol., Ill, 1909, pp. 160, 163. It will be seen that this 

account assumes the presence of self-correlation, rm, • • •> r^q, fitting 

the hierarchical matrix. IVith my own formula; these values had to be 

supplied by inter- and extra-polation. This procedure aroused some 

criticism ; and an alternative formula was kindly suggested by Prof. Spear¬ 

man. However, I now consider that the simple summation formula still 

yields the quickest and (if successive approximation is employed) the most 

accurate procedure, apart from the more elaborate method of weighted 

summation. Although, on theoretical grounds, the relative merits of the 

different formulae have been much disputed, the actual differences between 

the figures obtained are usually all but negligible ([93], p. 294). With a 

■perfect hierarchy all the procedures commonly suggested yield precisely the 

same results; in particular, the results of weighted summation are 

identical with those of simple summation. 
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malized the vector of factor-measurements, p, so we may 
normalize the vector of factor-correlations or ‘ saturation 
coefficients,’ fl5 thus expressing them as the product of a 
‘ factor variance5 vx and a single set of ‘ direction cosines ’ lx. 

We may then sum up the single-factor theorem in matrix 
notation as follows : 

R =hx =!x X i\, 
— Vi E Vy lj X 11> 

where H denotes a ‘ hierarchy5 or matrix of rank one, 
E what I have called a ‘ unit hierarchy ’ [115], and l'x h = 1. 
When obtained by the methods described below (Appendix 
I, Tables I-III), the factor variance (v) and the direction 
cosines (1) will be respectively identical with the latent 
root and the latent vector of the correlation matrix.1 

Three points may be noted in this theorem. First, it is not limited 

to tables containing positive figures only. Neither the inter- 
correlations, therefore, nor the saturation coefficients derived from 
them, need be exclusively positive. This is of special importance 
for several reasons. It is widely but wrongly supposed that the 
most convincing ground for postulating a single general factor is 
* the almost universal positive correlation among tests of mental 

ability.’2 Such an explanation is misleading. A saturation co¬ 
efficient is a correlation coefficient; and as such may in theory take 
negative as well as positive values : only imaginary values are 
excluded (the chief point which differentiates factor-analysis from 
the corresponding procedure in quantum analysis). Hence, 
provided the hierarchy satisfies the proportionality equation, half 
the table (or rather two quarters) may consist of negative correla¬ 
tions ; and the table itself will still be explicable as the product of 
a single factor with real coefficients. The removal of this limitation 
permits us to analyse bipolar correlation tables, such as result from 
eliminating the first positive factor (as in tables of residuals) or from 
testing a population that is homogeneous as regards the positive 
factor, by means of repeated applications of the same single-factor 
theorem. In consequence, when the observed table itself departs 

1 I shall continue to use the symbol v, for the latent roots, instead of the 

symbol more familiar in matrix algebra, A,-, because, In factor-analysis, the tth 

‘ latent root5 represents the contributory variance of the ith factor in the 

present case the variance of the one and only factor. 

s Cf. Guilford, he. cit., p. 464. 
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from the hierarchical form, it becomes possible 1 to treat it as a sum 

of two or more hierarchies, the first or dominant hierarchy being 

usually positive throughout, and the rest bipolar. 
Secondly, the theorem, as thus interpreted, leads to a vast simpli¬ 

fication of the data. We start with an n X N matrix, i.e. a table 
of n test-measurements for N persons; on correlating, the product- 

moment formula reduces them to a symmetric matrix of |n (n — i) 

covariances or intercorrelations (the n diagonal variances or self- 

correlations being, in most cases, not independent data but arbitrary 
figures depending on our units of measurement) ; then, if the table 

is not itself a hierarchy, we can still regard it as consisting of a 
dominant hierarchy (giving the closest fit to the observed figures 

according to the principle of least squares) overlaid by one or more 
relatively unimportant residual hierarchies; and, finally, this 

dominant or best-fit hierarchy can be reduced by the single-factor 

theorem to (i) a vector or column of n normalized figures only, 

weighted by (ii) a single figure, representing the factor-variance. 

Thirdly, the theorem implies that, if the figures representing the 

test-variances or self-correlations (i.e. the figures in the leading 
diagonal of the covariance or correlation table) also obey the 

product theorem and so fit the general hierarchical pattern, there 

will be no universal obligation to assume any specific factors at all. 

This negative assumption was, indeed, the basis of my original 

formula for calculating saturation coefficients by simple summation.2 

On the other hand, even if the inter- and self-correlations do not 
obey the product-theorem as they stand, they can nevertheless be 
expressed as the sum of sets of partial correlations that do obey it. 

Can the Specific Factors be Dropped P—It will be observed 
that my derivation of the hierarchy and my formulation of 
the single-factor theorems do not include any mention of 
specific factors. If, indeed, we regard a correlation matrix 
as merely a special case of a covariance matrix, then no 
specific factors seem required. I do not claim that specific 
factors will never be necessary, but merely that they are not 
always and automatically necessary. 

1 A formal proof will be given later : cf. [102], p. 189, [115], p. 156. 

2 See Appendix I, p. 474. The difficulty mentioned above (to discover 
values for the variances) may appear even greater in the case of tables 
which, for one reason or another, do not perfectly fit the hierarchy. As will 
be seen from the account given in the appendix, the simplest device seemed 
to be to insert figures that fitted the correlational pattern, and then if 
necessary check their accuracy at the end (p. 448). 
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Moreover, if we accept the main principle on which the 
two-factor theory is founded, namely, the absence of group- 
factors, then (as I have elsewhere argued) the specific 
factors by their very mode of calculation seem to be little 
more than errors in the measurement of the general factor : 
for, according to the two-factor formulae, the ‘ saturation 
coefficients ’ for the general factor are first calculated on the 
implicit assumption that the variance of each test is the 
square of its saturation ; next, a second assumption is 
made, namely, that the variance of each test is equal to 
unity, and the balance is ascribed to a ‘ specific factor.’1 

But what evidence is there for any such balance, except 
perhaps that we cannot assume our tests to be perfect 
tests of intelligence alone ? Certainly, we are hardly 
entitled to treat ‘ specific factors ’ derived in this way as 
synonymous with ‘ specific abilities.'12 After all, if a 

1 Spearman’s formula is = (x — r~ag)- ([5^]); P- e<l- 22)- "The 
difference between myself and other writers in regard to the importance to 
be attached to specific factors seems largely to arise from a difference in our 
procedure when selecting, constructing, or averaging tests. In demon¬ 
strating a hierarchy, the adherents of the two-factor theory are ready to take 
a set of any dissimilar tests; but since each type occurs only once, the specific 
factor that it contains is, quite rightly, assumed not to disturb the hierarchical 
arrangement of the coefficients; in estimating the factor-measurement for 
the general factor, they claim that “ the specific elements will neutralize one 
another.” My own tests also involve differences of material. But in select¬ 
ing the words, figures, facts, pictures, etc., I endeavour to secure that the 
special knowledge required shall be common to all the children to be tested, 
so that it cannot operate as a differentiating factor. Hence the variance is not 
appreciably increased owing to the specific nature of the dissimilar materials, 
as it presumably is when this precaution is not taken. (The difference, no 
doubt, is only a matter of degree; but it is sufficiently evident in applying 
two batteries of the tests to children of the ages intended.) Where, however, 
two similar tests are used, and any irrelevant influence unavoidably arises, 
then, instead of pooling the tests, so as to turn a group-factor into a specific 
factor, I seek to eliminate it by partial correlation. Those who do not adopt 
these experimental or statistical devices are naturally led to emphasize the 

influence of the specifics. 
2 4 To measure a person’s specific ability,5 Spearman gives the formula 

sax = ra$a maxy where max is #5s measurement with test a (loc. cit.> p. xviii, 

eq. 24). But that would mean that we give all the persons tested the same 
order of merit for the specific ability as we do for the test itself. With a 
battery of correlated tests therefore the specific factors would be correlated. 
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specific factor 3 could be identified with some 4 specific 
ability/ it could obviously appear in more than one test of 
that ability/ and so would really cease to be a strictly 
c specific factor 3 : it thus becomes, potentially at any rate, 
a ‘ group-factor 3—i.e. a factor common to a group of two 
or more tests. 

This view is confirmed by the low degree of stability that the 

alleged specific factors show from one investigation to another. 

The simplest test for stability is the symmetry of the product matrix 

obtained by multiplying the correlation or covariance matrices 
deduced from the successive sets of measurements. For this 

purpose the principal diagonals should contain the complete com- 

munalities—i.e, the sums of the squares of the saturation coefficients 

for all the common factors, but for common factors only. If the 

1 The case is perhaps a little different in dealing with correlations between 
persons: to the logician, the 4 specific factor5 for each person then becomes 
almost an attempt to state his principhm iniividuationis. But in that case 
the * specific factor ’ can no longer be regarded as on the same footing as the 
rest. The relation of an individual to his class and the relation of a sub¬ 
ordinate class to a supraordinate (e.g. of species to genus), though treated as 
identical from Aristotle to Frege and Peano, are now recognized as relations 
of entirely different types; and to treat the 4 specific ’ or individual factor 
(which depends on the first relation) as a 4 factor ’ in the same sense as the 
group and general factors (which depend on the second) is to commit the old 
logical mistake. 

So far as concerns factors for traits, it would be far better if the terms 
* general ’ and 4 specific ’ always referred to generality or specificity in the one 
particular set of tests or traits under examination at the moment: i.e. the 
word * general ’ should mean 4 common to all these tests or traits ’ (not to all 
conceivable tests or traits as seems at one time to have been maintained); 
similarly, the word 4 specific ’ should mean 4 peculiar to one of the tests as 
used in this set 9: (in that case, there would be no temptation to use the 
phrase 4 specific ability ’). Since, however, the looser usage has become so 
well established, it might be well to adopt other terms to convey the narrower 
meaning: elsewhere (e.g. [93]) I have proposed the terms of traditional 
logic— 4 universalJ (i.e. covering the universe of traits under examination 
at the moment) and 4 singular ’ (i.e. peculiar to the measurement of this 
single trait in this one set of data). It is, after all, solely with the latter 
distinction that factor-analysis is concerned in any particular instance, 
Only when the characteristics thus revealed have proved stable from one 
battery to another can we pass to the broader usage ; and hitherto this transi¬ 
tion has seldom been explicitly proved, but rather slurred over by the 
ambiguous use of identical terms. 
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saturation coefficients for the specific factors are also included, then 

the symmetry is appreciably reduced.1 And generally the results 
of all subsequent calculations, based on the correlation matrix, con¬ 
form much better with general expectation, if communalities alone 

are included and specific factors excluded. Thurstone, for example, 
having first expressed the 4 factorial matrix 5 as the sum of three 
4 components,5 F± + Dx + Z)2 ([84], p. 54), in most of his later 
deductions ignores the matrices Dx and D2, which contain the 4 n 
specific factors 5 and the 4 n error factors,5 and, as I have done, bases 
his arguments on the 4 reduced correlation matrix 5 R = 

([84], pp. 66 et seq). 
Thus Thurstone, whose theory is essentially a generalization of 

Spearman’s, begins by including specific factors in Spearman’s 
sense of the phrase : for, like Spearman, Stephenson, and most 
other members of the English school, he assumes that all tests or 
traits have precisely the same variance (p. 62). But in practice he 
confines himself to the extraction of general or common factors 

only, and would in principle make the number of those factors a 
minimum (p. 73). Hence, for Thurstone as for Spearman, the 

specific factor of a test must again be simply the balance left over 
from the arbitrarily assumed variance when the portion due to 
general or common factors has been deducted. In fact, the amount 
of variance due to the specific factor in a given test j (our sf) is 
explicitly set equal to 1 — hf — cf, where cf is defined as the 
4 error variance,’ and hf as the 4 common factor variance ’—usually 

termed 4 communality 5 for short (our g2 + > P- 68). Thus the 
specific variance of a test is not an independently determined 
quantity at all. It may be added that, on the theory held by 
Spearman and Thurstone, the simplest type of mental process (one 
therefore which would have the smallest number of common 
factors and would usually be the one measurable with the least 
amount of error) has the same total variance as the most complex 
type of mental process ; it must therefore contain a specific factor 
having the greatest amount of individual variability in the popu¬ 
lation tested. Now this is not only contrary to what we should 
expect a ptioti from the additive nature of variance, but also in 
conflict with direct observation : for, wherever we can measure a 
trait in absolute terms, we find that the more complex mental 
processes nearly always show a far wider range of individual 
variation than the simpler, and usually involve a larger amount 

1 This is shown in computations made by Woods and later by Davies and 
Eysenck, who tried the symmetry criterion with both forms of the correlation 

matrix. 
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of error (though not perhaps a larger proportion of error) than the 

simpler.1 
In the later portions of his book, however, Thurstone inclines 

toward a very different view. “ The specific variance of a test,” he 

says, “ should be regarded as a challenge ” ; and again, although 
“ the complete elimination of the specificity of each test will not be 

essential in the early stages of the scientific study of human abili¬ 

ties,” nevertheless lie regards it as “an object of psychological 
inquiry to isolate an increasing number of abilities until the specific 
covariance of each important test shall be reduced to a minimum.” 2 

These statements come much closer to the standpoint of Spearman’s 

critics. Those of them, for example, who prefer a ‘sampling 
theory’ of abilities are naturally forced to argue that a specific 

factor in itself can represent no real or concrete ability, whether 
or not they admit the idea of a ‘ general ability.’ Both Bartlett 

1 This has determined my choice of the estimated values for the leading 
diagonal of the correlation matrix, i.e. the ‘ total variance of a test,’ as 
Thurstone terms it: (cf. pp. 285 and 460). With, a group-factor method I 
should for certain purposes be willing to insert the reliability. With general- 
factor methods (except for special purposes) I should prefer not to equalize 
the variances (with Thurstone, Hotelling, Spearman, and Stephenson) nor 
yet to set them equal to the reliability coefficients (with Kelley), but to 
take them as approximately equal to what 1 have called the ‘ complete 

communality.’ 
Thomson has pointed out ([132], P- *3*) that botl1 Thurstone and 

Spearman are in effect maximizing the specific factors, and he regards this 
corollary as an objection to tbe principle that the number of common factors 
should be minimized. I, however, regard it rather as an objection to the 
prior assumption which he, in common with Spearman and Thurstone, ap¬ 
pears to take for granted, namely, that the variance of all the tests or traits 
must be treated as the same throughout. If, however, the algebraic equa¬ 
tions, derived by treating the reduced correlation matrix as a matrix of covar¬ 
iances, are still to hold good without the assistance of a set of specific factors, 
then measurements that were initially in standard measure would need to 
be restandardized; and that in turn would alter the covariances. Once 
again, therefore, we should have to enter on a further series of successive 
approximations. Fortunately, these additional adjustments are rarely re¬ 
quired. In actual practice, I imagine, covariance will not in general be em¬ 
ployed unless there is independent evidence as to the objective differences 

in variance. . „ . 
2 Loc. cit., p. 63. Guilford similarly, after describing the views of Fhurs- 

stone, Kelley, and Hull, adds : “ According to this conception there are no 
specific factors : the elements measured by every test would consist of group- 
factors plus observational errors” (loc. cit., p. 468 1 his italics). I imagine 
the writers named would consider this statement a little too sweeping, but it 
clearly brings out the logical tendency of their own work. 
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and Thomson have expressed this conclusion. “Any specific factor 
must be merely a contrast between a person’s ‘ general ability ’ and 
his performance in any particular test.” 1 

(/) The Sampling Theory.—Could we accept the universal 
presence of the hierarchy as empirically proved, and could 
we agree on the unreality of specific factors, we should be 
reduced to a single-factor theory. But even so, the simple 
factorial matrix thus obtained—a single column of satura¬ 
tion coefficients defining the single factor—will not be the 
sole factorial matrix that will reproduce the symmetric 
matrix of correlations : for we can post-multiply this 
simple factorial matrix by any orthogonal matrix, and the 
product will reproduce the correlation matrix just as well. 
In particular, as Thomson has ingeniously shown, by 
constructing an orthogonal matrix from the Spearman 
saturations, arranged in binomial groups, and using it to 
multiply the matrix of Spearman saturations, we can 

1 M. S. Bartlett, Brit. J. Psych., XXVIII, 1937, p. 102. G. H. Thomson, 

loc. cit. sup., pp. 132 et seq. Nevertheless, however carefully we select the 

traits or tests, we cannot suppose that nothing is left, peculiar to each one. 

What, then, becomes of this peculiar element ? When (as is usually the case) 

we are interested solely in common factors, we shall reduce the specific 

element to the smallest amount we can—if possible, below the level of what is 

statistically significant. In that case we may usually treat it as part of the 

residual error. If that is impossible, its fate will depend on the kind of 

analysis adopted, (i) With general-factor analysis, a specific factor will 

become a factor which contrasts one test with every other: it will have a 

positive saturation for that one test and negative saturations for all the rest 

(cf. [93], p. 307). It thus becomes a bipolar general factor: indeed, the 

tendency of general-factor analysis is to show that no factor is absolutely 

specific to a single test or trait, (ii) With group-factor analysis a specific 

factor becomes a group-factor entering into a group containing one test or 

trait only. Yet we cannot determine the specific factor-measurements from 

that one test alone (as, for example, Spearman seems to have assumed [56], 

eq. 24, p. xviii) : for, apart from extraneous evidence (e.g. that of the 

reliability coefficient), there is nothing to show how much must be added to 

the variance to represent it. Hence, even though all its saturations except 

one are zero, the specific factor still denotes a contrast. When some particular 

specific factor is of interest to the investigator, he should of course enlarge 

the group of one by including more than one series of test-measurements 

(e.g. by repeating the test). In any case, it seems quite unjustifiable to 

magnify its importance by equalizing all the variances, as the procedures 

of Thurstone, Hotelling, and Spearman alike require. 
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derive a new factorial matrix and a new set of factor- 
measurements admitting of a very simple and suggestive 
interpretation : namely, that the new variates are composed 
of a large and specifiable number (f%N) of small and equal 
components, drawn by random sampling from a larger pool 
of N such components, ‘ all-or-none ’ in nature : (/A being 
the saturation coefficient for theyth test with the first and 
only factor). These components, it is suggested, form the real 
‘ causal background ’ of our tests, and “ may be identified 
on the bodily side ” with nerve-cells or “ neurone-arcs.” * 

In such a case, however, as I have shown elsewhere, it is 
equally possible to reverse the argument, and to demon¬ 
strate mathematically that any factorial matrix, deduced in 
the first instance directly from the principles of sampling, 
will itself behave as a general factor. Indeed, a formal 
proof is scarcely needed : for (to put it crudely) a homo¬ 
geneous brain, consisting merely of a very large number of 
similar nerve-cells, identical in nature and in strength, would 
obviously be a brain governed by a single general factor, 
with no group-factors and no specific factors. In short, 
there is no mathematical difference between assuming 
only a single factor, varying continuously, and assuming an 
infinite (or indefinitely large) number of unit-factors 
forming a single homogeneous ‘ pool.’ A bushel of wheat 
is still a bushel, whether we call it corn or insist that it is 
composed of innumerable grains.1 2 * * 

I have discussed this point elsewhere ; and there is no 
reason for repeating the arguments here, since Thomson, 
it is clear, would no longer maintain that the sampling 

1 G. H. Thomson, ‘ On the Causes of Hierarchical Order among Correla¬ 

tion Coefficients,5 Proc. Roy. Soc., 1919, A. XCV, pp. 405 et seq.; cf. [132], 

pp. 271, 302. But see below, p. 208, footnote. 

2 Brit. J. Educ. Psych., IX, pp. 190 et seq., Brit. J. Psych., XXX, pp. 86 

et seq. (a formal proof was appended to the original paper) and p. 209 inf. 

Largely, but not entirely, the controversy between Spearman and Thomson 

seems to have arisen from a difference of logical standpoint: Spearman is 

interested in describing abilities extensionally, Thomson in describing them 

intensionally. That seems evident if we think of the factors as logical ab¬ 

stractions instead of picturing them as concrete entities—as neurone-arcs 

in the one case, as mental energy in the other. “ The difference between the 

sampling theory and the two-factor theory,55 says Thomson, “ is that the 
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hypothesis in its baldest form is adequate to cover all the 
facts, if, indeed, he ever meant to do so. The logical 
implications of the theory, which are unexpectedly sug¬ 
gestive, I shall take up later on. 

(g) The Multifile-factor Theory.—When we pass from 
abstract mathematical deductions to concrete psycho¬ 
logical demonstrations, it is evident that neither Thomson 
nor Thurstone would admit that the 4 universal presence 
of the hierarchy ’ had been empirically established. As an 
explanation of the facts, therefore, they would neither of 
them accept a reduction of the two-factor theory to a single¬ 
factor theory : they would rather drop the general factor, 
and reinstate the group-factors. Thomson, it is true, is not 
prepared to deny all possibility of a general intellectual 
factor ; but he regards such a factor as unproven and super¬ 
fluous. To explain the appearance of group-factors, he 
modifies the sampling theory so as to admit the existence of 
‘ sub-pools ’ within the ‘ total pool ’ of elementary com¬ 
ponents ([132], p. 283) ; and, once group-factors are 
admitted, then, he urges, a general factor is no longer 
necessary, for it is possible to c produce a hierarchical order ’ 
(or at any rate a very close approximation to it) ‘ by random 
overlap of group-factors, without any general factor 
whatever ’ ([39], pp. 175, 189). 

Thurstone, in his more recent work ([122], p. vii), declares 
that “ so far we have not found any conclusive evidence 
for a general common factor in Spearman’s sense ” ; yet he, 
too, seems to concede it as a bare possibility. Actually, 
however, his method of analysis virtually precludes any such 

latter looks upon g as being part of the test, while the former looks upon the 

test as being part of g.” May I rephrase this as follows ? If we take a set 

of tests (or rather a set of processes tested by cognitive tests) and consider 

them in extension, we shall say that each of these processes is included in a 

wider class which is defined as being cognitive : i.e. the special test-processes 

are included in the same general class, labelled g. If we consider the same 

processes in intension, we shall say that the concept of any particular cognitive 

process is a complex concept, which contains as its generic constituent the 

notion of being cognitive, i.e. the generic quality of g is included in the 

specialized concept of each tested process. Thus the two theories really make 

the same statement, for, if the sub-class is part of the class, the class-concept 

must be part of the sub-class-concept. 

II 
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factor. His interpretation of the * law of parsimony in 
scientific description ’ requires, not (as mine does) that each 
factor in turn should account for the greatest possible 
amount of the variance, but that (a) the total number of 
factors entering into the whole set of traits and (b) the 
number of factors entering into each single trait should 
be as small as possible ([122), p. 150 /.). He therefore seeks 
a factorial matrix in which every factor shall have at least 
one zero coefficient for at least one of the tests : i.e. no 
factor is allowed to enter into all the tests ; each can enter 
into a limited group alone. 

If, then, from the four-factor theory we omit the general 
factor as unproven, and if we regard the specific and the 
chance factors as devoid of real psychological significance, 
we are left with nothing but common factors confined each 
to its own particular group. Such group-factors, however, 
will now of necessity be numerous, or at any rate plural, 
since their overlapping has to do the work of the general 
factor.. The number of positive general factors is in any 
single investigation necessarily only one ; the number of 
specific factors would, by definition, be equal to the number 
of correlated tests; but if there is no general factor what¬ 
ever, the number of group or partly common factors must 
certainly be more than one, but should on Thurstone’s 
principles be certainly less than the total number of the 
tests (as we have seen, it should be about two-thirds with 
a small battery, or less by ■y/2n it n is large).1 Accordingly, 
this view, which prefers to look for a plurality of group- 
factors rather than for a single general factor, has come to 
be known as the ‘ multiple-factor theory.’ To distinguish 
it from the earlier views of those who, like myself, are 
prepared to recognize two kinds of ‘ common factor ’— 
a positive general factor, common to all the tests, as well as 
numerous group-factors, common to some of the tests only 
(or, what amounts to the same thing, two kinds of general 
factor—positive and bipolar)»—it should perhaps be termed 

1 See above, p. 109. 

2 In earlier writings I used the phrase ‘ multiple-factor hypothesis ’ to 
Scribe this view, because the test results were expressed in terms of a 

multiplicity of factors by means of a multiple regression equation. But with 
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a ‘ multiple group-factor theory ’; for what are c multiple ’ 
are the factors themselves, not the kinds of factors. 

the ever-increasing growth of factor theories, much ambiguity is bound to 

arise if each is merely labelled according to the number of factors (or kind of 

factors) it postulates ; and accordingly it would be better to adopt more 

informative titles. To American workers, who have entered the field of 

factor-analysis comparatively late, the names often convey quite different 

associations from those they possess for older writers in this country ; and to 

younger students the nomenclature must be highly confusing. For this 

reason, too, it seems wiser to rechristen what I formerly called the 4 Multiple- 

factor Theorem ’ (regarded as a supplement to the 4 Single-factor Theorem ’) 

the 4 Theorem of Added (or Superposed) Hierarchies’ (see p. 164). 

A word is needed on the relation between the multiple-factor hypothesis 

and what was called above the duahfactor theory. With psychological data, 

though analysis nearly always reveals a multiplicity of factors, it also produces 

(with certain important exceptions) a well-marked duality of kinds. What¬ 

ever mode of calculation is employed, the most striking distinction is in the 

contrast between the first or dominant factor, with all its saturations positive 

throughout, and the subsequent secondary or supplementary factors— 

whether group-, bipolar, or specific—which show saturations that are partly 

positive, and partly negative or zero. Essentially, the first or positive factor 

represents an average; the other factors, deviations about an average. 

This distinction, as we shall see, becomes of special importance when we 

come to discuss correlations between persons. Yet from one point of view it 

is artificial rather than real. In certain cases, we shall discover, the positive 

factor may disappear ; and, if we are familiar only with tables of correla¬ 

tions between traits, we shall be tempted to suppose that its disappearance is 

exceptional. Actually, I believe, its fresence is exceptional—due to the fact 

that our collection of variables is exceptional. If there are no negative or zero 

saturations in the 4 universal ’ or first 4 general5 factor, that simply results 

from the fact that, in selecting a group of traits or a group of individuals to 

form our initial 4 universe5 or genus, we have excluded all instances that do 

not belong to that genus. Supposing that we had taken a random, un¬ 

selected group : then those that do not belong to the genus would have been 

represented as well as those that do; and our general factor would have been 

turned into a group- or a bipolar factor. If, for example, in testing cognitive 

ability, we include, not only measures of intelligence, but also measures of 

stupidity, then Spearman’s g would show negative saturations for the latter. 

Or again, if in correlating persons we include animals as well as men, then the 

factor of general humanity would appear to be bipolar: it would define 

humanity by stating what was not human, as well as what was. In practical 

work, of course, we are obliged to start with some more or less well-defined 

group. But in theoretical work this limitation sometimes introduces a need¬ 

less complication; and often, we shall find, it is more helpful to regard the 

purely positive correlation matrix, so constantly found with psychological 

data, as in theory a positive north-west quadrant cut out from a larger 
bipolar matrix (cf. [93], p. 287). 
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The Multiple-factor Theorem (Theorem of Superposed 
Hierarchies).—Nowadays, however, every factorist, with 
the doubtful exception of the strict two-factor theorists, 
would acknowledge that we have to reckon with the pos¬ 
sibility, and indeed with the probability, of a plurality of 
common factors entering into most of our correlation tables. 
Whether the supplementary factors cover all the tests, or 
only a group of tests, or in rarer cases none at all or each 
only one, must obviously depend upon the particular set of 
tests we choose. Rut, in the broader sense, we are all mul¬ 
tiple factorists to-day. 

In this country the view is by no means a new one. 
Already in 1917 I argued that we “ have to recognize a 
multiplicity of common factors,” and proposed to meet the 
more complex problem thus presented by invoking the 
method of 4 multiple correlation.51 On this principle, we 
may assume that any n X % table of correlations or co- 
variances can be expressed as the sum of not more than % 
independent single-factor hierarchies. We may, in fact, 
generalize the reduction given on p. 153 above, and write : 

R=HX + H^+. . . + Hn 
= VxEx + V2E2 + ‘ 

where H, as before, denotes a hierarchy (i.e. a matrix of rank 
one), v the factor variances, and E the latent hierarchies. 
If, as before, we use the ‘ method of least squares,’ the E9s 
will form a set of unit hierarchies, defined by the equations 
\ 1/ = Ei and L'L = I, where I denotes the unit matrix: 

r~ 1 o . . . o 1 
O I ... o 

L O o . . v I _| 

(For a simple illustration, see Appendix II, Table IVa.) 

1 L.C.C. Report, loc. cit. sup,, pp. 53, 56. By the ordinary proof of 

‘ partial correlation,’ if 1, 2, . . . n denote n independent common factors, 

suitably standardized, we have r#. I2... n = (rij — Ux tjx — r,2 rj2 — .... . 

— Unrjn) -T- ^ > and, if we assume that the final residual, , J2m, ,n* is 
zero or approximately zero, we may write r# = sum of the products of the 

paired saturation coefficients for the n common factors: this gives us a 

formula identical with the so-called 4 cosine law ’ (see above, pp. 88, 91) 
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On this 6 canonical expansion of the correlation matrix ? 
all factorial methods, in my view at any rate, ultimately rest. 
In virtue of this theorem every correlation matrix can be 
expanded as a sum of weighted hierarchies. It thus plays 
much the same part in the factorial analysis of product- 
moment functions as Fourier’s theorem plays in the har¬ 
monic analysis of periodic functions, where, it will be remem¬ 
bered, any such function can be expressed as a sum of weighted 
sines. Moreover, in psychological work, as we shall pre¬ 
sently discover, no matter how large the correlation matrix 
may be, the factor-variances successively obtained from it, 
v19 ^35 • • •? nearly always form a series that converges 
very rapidly. This, indeed, is the reason for the common 
statements that in psychology the correlation matrix can 
always be accounted for by a single general factor only, or 
(as more cautious writers put it) that the correlation matrix 
always has a rank of one or nearly one. Neither suggestion 
is quite accurate. But, just as with our ordinary number 
system we can express any number, rational or irrational, 
as the sum of a converging series (e.g.— 

3-141 . . . = 3 + + X0(T + Tifau + • * *)> 

and then use the first two or three terms only as a round 
approximation, so here : having expressed the correlation 
matrix as the sum of rapidly diminishing terms, we need 
keep only the first two or three terms, discarding all that 
are within the margin of error ; and these first two or three 
will give a close approximation to the original, matrix. 
Finally, we may note, it is this canonical expansion that 
reveals the striking parallel between the ‘ factor-analysis ’ 
of the psychologist and the so-called c spectral analysis 9 of 
the quantum physicist, which happens to turn on an almost 
identical equation (see [115], p. 160). 

This particular mode of analysing the matrix of correla¬ 
tions leads to an equally simple mode of analysing the initial 
matrix of measurements, which, after all, is the table that 
primarily calls for analysis ; for we may now write ([101], 

P* 75. [102], p. 177)— 

M — LViP> 
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where M is the initial matrix of measurements, suitably 
standardized, L the orthogonal matrix of direction cosines, 
V the diagonal matrix of factor-variances, and P the ortho¬ 
gonal matrix of factor-measurements for persons. The 
latter can be calculated by the equivalent equation— 

p = y-*L'M. 

If we decide to ignore the factors having the smallest 
variance, on the ground that they have no statistical sig¬ 
nificance, we are left with a set of measurements which gives 
(for whatever number of factors is retained) the best possible 
fit to the observed measurements as judged by the principle 
of least squares. If the initial matrix M has been suitably 
standardized, P and L can be deduced by correlating (or 
rather covariating) either tests or persons : since, for the 
covariances between tests we have Rt = MM' = LVL' ; 
and for the covariances between persons, Rp — M'M = 
P'VP (see Appendix II, Tables II and III, for worked 
examples). Any of the standard methods for computing 
latent roots and vectors can be used to calculate the factor- 
loadings ; and, once obtained, these in turn lend themselves 
to very simple algebraic or arithmetical manipulations for 
deducing regression equations, factor-measurements, rotated 
factors, simple structures, and the like. 

We have now reviewed the chief rival theories hitherto 
put forward ; and we may, I think, fairly conclude that all 
of them—the ‘ multiple-factor theory,’ the ‘ three-factor 
theory,’ the ‘ two-factor theory,’ and the ‘ single-factor 
theory ’—are merely special simplifications of the general 
theorem of four factors. How many kinds of factors we shall 
actually discover in any particular case must depend on 
what traits and what persons have been selected for 
examination. In general, and so far as psychologically 
significant factors are concerned, the broader form of the 
‘ multiple-factor theory ’—a ‘ theory of common factors,’ it 
might perhaps be termed—seems undoubtedly to provide 
the best working hypothesis. Specific factors (in the narrower 
sense of the word ‘ specific ’), together with the chance 
factors of error, we may regard in the main as simply the 
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incidental and inconvenient consequences of our imperfect 
methods of measurement. This implies that we must recog¬ 
nize a marked difference of status between the general and 
the group-factors (i.e. the ‘ common ’ factors), on the one 
hand, as compared with the specific and the chance factors 
(i.e. the £ individual ’ factors), on the other. For the 
former we may seek a concrete psychological interpretation; 
the latter will have none. 

Relative Nature of the Distinctions.—All through these 
discussions, however, there is one point which psycho¬ 
logists seem generally to have overlooked, but which to the 
logician will appear self-evident. As I have endeavoured 
to insist in all my writings, “the differences throughout are 
principally differences of degree : the £ general factor ’ is 
simply the ‘ group-factor ’ that is of the most widespread 
occurrence ; and the ‘ specific factors ’ are simply the 
‘ group-factors ’ that are most narrowly limited in their 
operation.” 1 Give me a list of tested traits which are 
said to be governed by a general or universal factor only 
such as Spearman’s g : I can always add one or more tests 
or traits which do not contain that factor, and so reduce 
the general factor to a group-factor. Name any specific 
factor, said to be peculiar to one tested trait alone : I can 
always add one or more slightly different tests or traits, 
guaranteed to contain that factor (or the constant elements 
of it), and so convert that specific factor into a group-factor. 
Similarly, as Thomson has pointed out, in many of the 
investigations claiming to show that only a single general 
factor exists, and no group-factor, the investigators have 
frequently begun by “ pooling all similar tests ” (as they 
put it) ; so that what their critics would claim as group- 
factors are reduced to the status of specific factors. Thus 
the distinctions between general, group-, and specific factors are 
formal rather than material, relative rather than fixed. 

The modern logician would be the first to remind the psychologist 
that genus and species are “ not absolute terms, but purely correla¬ 
tive.” “ The same term may be at the same time a genus to the 
lesser classes it contains, and a species of the next more general 

1 [48], p-19; cf- [461. P- 23°- 
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class : by itself no term can be styled a genus or a species.” 1 In 
the same fashion we may say: by itself no factor can be styled 
general, group-, or specific ; such designations have reference solely 

to the particular set of tests and traits that have been correlated. 
This the psychological factorist too often forgets. He speaks of 

‘ the general factor,5 as if it formed the c essence ’ (as the logician 
would say) of some unique summum genus. In the earlier days of 
intellectualistic psychology the factorist’s investigations were 
concerned exclusively with cognitive tests ; and he was apt to 
assume that these covered the whole of the mind. Hence his 
general or generic factor, as the context usually reveals, was a factor 
which entered into all his cognitive tests, but (though he rarely said 
so) into no non-cognitive traits. More recent writers would insist 
that the mind possesses conative as well as cognitive aspects. 
Consequently, to give a complete description of any individual we 
must include his temperamental as well as his intellectual character¬ 

istics. If, then, we start with a set of observed measurements which 
include, not only cognitive abilities, but emotional and moral 
tendencies as well, Spearman’s * general factor ’ (g, as he terms it, 
commonly identified with general intelligence) will appear to be no 
longer a general factor common to all mental traits, but a group- 
factor restricted to traits of a comparatively specific kind, namely, 
cognitive or intellectual. 

Accordingly, so far as the psychological interpretation of 
the factors is concerned, the most convenient theory to 
adopt will be the most comprehensive : namely, that which 
simply states that the mental reactions of our examinees 
can always be described in terms of a number of factors of a 
greater or a lesser degree of generality. How many kinds of 
factors we are to recognize becomes a minor issue. In 
principle, as will now be clear, we must regard all factors as 
group-factors, and treat the general factor and the specific 
factors as merely extreme and limiting cases; and in that 
sense we have to deal with one kind of factor only. 

1 J. Welton, Manual of Logic, I, p. 8i. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN P-, Q-, AND R-TECHNIQUES 

The Inverted-factor Theory.—One further theory calls 
for mention—the ‘ theory of inverted factors,’ as it has 
been termed. It stands on a different footing, being not 
so much a theory as a method or technique. Until 
recently most psychologists have for the most part confined 
themselves to factors obtained by correlating tests or 
traits ; and nearly all the theories reviewed above were 
originally elaborated on this basis. Almost from the outset, 
however, correlations have also been calculated between 
persons ; and from time to time such correlations have 
been expressly studied and analysed from a factorial 

standpoint. 
With this modification of the usual procedure, the roles of 

persons and traits become interchanged or transposed.1 
Thus, when correlating traits by the ordinary product-sum 
formula, the expression I,xlixi2 means—multiply the 

1 To talk of inverting the factors or the theorems is misleading alike to the 

mathematician and to the logician; and the use of the term has prompted 

a good deal of criticism that is really irrelevant to the principle essentially 

involved. As I have often pointed out, the theorems required for analysing 

correlations between persons are not c inversions5 of those required for the 

older procedure ; they are formally identical with them, and materially their 

analogues. Similarly, the matrix of measurements with which we start is 

not the inverse of, but a transpose of, that which is correlated in the usual 

way (the rows are merely rewritten as columns, and if necessary re- 

standardized). And to describe the resulting factorial matrices as inver¬ 

sions of each other is incorrect, except in certain special cases. With my 

own method of calculation, the matrix of factor-measurements, obtained by 

covariating traits, was described as being (under certain conditions) the 

inverse of the matrix of regression-cosines obtained by covariating persons; 

but that was merely because the transpose of an orthogonal matrix happens 

# to be identical with its inverse. This statement seems to have led later 

writers who adopted the same or a similar procedure to suppose that it 

rested essentially on an ‘ inversion 9 (cf. [130], p. 406). 
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measurements obtained with test I and test 2, and then 
sum for all the N persons tested ; when correlating persons, 
it means—multiply the measurements obtained from per¬ 
son 1 and person 2, and sum for all the it tests. With the 
former, for example, we compare tests for two subjects, 
say reading and spelling, and ask how far the orders of the 
pupils, Tom, Dick, Harry, etc., is the same or similar for 
both ; with the latter we compare two pupils, and ask how 
far the order of the subjects is the same or similar for both, 
i.e. whether Tom, say, is best at reading and spelling and 
weakest of all in arithmetic and algebra, while Dick’s best 
subjects are arithmetic and algebra and his weakest spelling 
and composition. Similarly with temperamental assess¬ 
ments or ratings (the commoner field for this procedure), 
what are chosen for multiplication and correlation are 
“ not the assessments for the same character-quality among 
a group of different individuals, but the assessments for 
a set of different character-qualities drawn up for the 
same examinee ” ([53], 1926, p. 65).1 

There are practical as well as theoretical reasons for 
occasionally adopting this alternative approach. It is, for 
example, hardly possible for John Doe to say whether his 
visual imagery is more or less vivid than Richard Roe’s; 
but he can nearly always say whether it is more or less vivid 
than his own auditory imagery. Accordingly, when it is 
required to determine the ‘ imaginal type ’ of a group of 
individuals, they may each be “ questioned according to a 
prearranged scheme about the vividness with which he can 
imagine certain experiences, and required to arrange those 
experiences in a corresponding order ” ([23], 1912, p. 251 ; 

1 It should be noted that, in the earlier inquiries into the comparative 

merits of the two methods, what was chiefly in question was the experimental 

rather than the statistical procedure, i.e. the reliability of psychological assess¬ 

ments obtained on this basis, not the validity of the mathematical analysis as 

thus applied. Tested in the usual way, there can be little question about 

the superior ease and consistency of this mode of judgment, at any rate for all 

important or well-marked cases: obviously u to pick out the strongest and 

the weakest points in a given individual should be an easier task than to 

compare the strength and weakness of a given characteristic in a number of 

different persons ” who are supposed to form a typical sample of the ordinary 

population—which is what the more usual procedure requires ([53], p, 65). 
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cf. [116], pp. 347 f.). Each man’s deviations from the 
average order in regard to visual, auditory, or motor imagery 
will then obviously indicate whether he is a marked visual- 
izer, audile, or motile, or whether he simply belongs to the 
same neutral type as the average person. If by factor- 
analysis or other means we have already obtained character¬ 
istic orders for the three special types, his correlations with 
those orders will serve to measure the extent to which he 
resembles the typical visualizer, audile, or motile. We 
may call the average order for the general population the 
‘ general factor for persons ’; and the secondary orders for 
particular groups or ‘ types,’ c group-factors for persons ’ 
or more briefly ‘ type-factors.’ 

In such an inquiry the more usual method of correlating 
the data by tests or traits instead of by persons—c hori¬ 
zontally ’ instead of ‘ vertically,’ as Stern once put it 
([21], p. 17)—would yield unreliable results, since there 
would be no means of equating one man’s notion of vivid¬ 
ness with another’s. And generally, wherever the assessor 
is the same for all the traits of the same person, but 
different for different persons, there the method of 
correlating by persons would seem the more trustworthy 
procedure.1 This was, in fact, one of my chief reasons for 
adopting it in the researches just described. 

In an ordinary academic research, the investigator can usually 
get a single observer (e.g. the class teacher) to assess every person 
in the group he is studying. But for investigations in a vocational 
institute or an educational clinic, where almost every case comes 
from a different school, and has therefore to be reported on by a 
different informant, it appeared necessary to adopt the alternative 
approach. The method itself was regarded merely as a supple¬ 
mentary device, with manifest limitations and defects, and not in 
any way as constituting a ‘ new technique.5 Nevertheless, in our 
practical work at the Psychologist’s Department of the London 
County Council and in the Vocational Department of the National 
Institute of Industrial Psychology, and later in more theoretical 
investigations at the London Day Training College and University 
College, my fellow-workers and I found it both practicable and useful. 
In particular it appeared specially suited for numerous incidental 

1 Cf., for example, [23], p. 251, [53], p. 66. 
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problems in education and vocational guidance—e.g. for studying 
the preferences of children and adults, for assessing the agreement 
among school or university examiners, for estimating the reliability 
of psychological observers, for analysing the nature of alleged tem¬ 
peramental and clinical types, and generally for all those inquiries 
in which the performances of the persons examined had to be 
compared with a subjective rather than an objective standard, i.e. 
was itself a set of personal reactions or judgments. Here, however, 
we shall be concerned, not so much with the concrete results, as 
with the exceedingly instructive controversies to which the proposal 
has lately given rise, and with the light those controversies seem to 
shed upon the whole nature of factor-analysis. 

Criticisms.—The legitimacy of the procedure has recently 
become the subject of some debate. Several com¬ 
petent authorities have strongly criticized the extension of 
correlation to problems of this type ; others have argued 
that it might be developed into a hew instrument of research 
and made the basis of an “ entirely new branch of psycho- 
metry.” Objections, I think, were first explicitly raised by 
Dr. E. C. Rhodes, investigator to the English Committee 
of the International Institute Examinations Inquiry, when, 
in 1935, I suggested applying the method to data collected 
for the Committee, and so studying the reliability of the 
examiners’ marking along lines we had previously adopted 
in evaluating tests [41] and in reviewing our own College 
results.1 About the same time, Professor Thomson, who 
had himself used correlations between persons for investi¬ 
gating teachers’ marks for essays [55], expressed grave 
doubts about any wider extension of the method ([87], 
pp. 75-6). He holds that “ probably correlations between 
persons will be in the general case impossible to calculate ” 
([132], p. 201); nevertheless, he admits that in certain 
special cases, e.g. where the examinee is required to rank 
the ‘tests’ (pictures, essays, etc.) in order of preference, 
such correlations may be legitimately calculated. 

1 The essential idea was to test the presence of a general order of merit, 
influencing all the examiners in varying degrees, by looking for a hierarchical 
order among the inter correlations. This principle had been followed, not 
only for the Binet tests ([41], 1921), but also for junior county scholarship 
examinations and university examinations (for the Teacher’s Diploma, etc.) 
with which I had been connected. 
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1. The Disparity of Units of Measurement.—His main criticism 1 
is based on the fact that the units of measurement for different 
tests are generally incommensurable. But that objection, as it 

seems to me, comes from taking the word 4 test5 too literally. For 
purposes of expounding the alternative method it is no doubt 
convenient to draw a sharp contrast between 4 persons ’ and 4 tests.’ 
Yet, after all, what we correlate when we 4 correlate tests ’ are 
measurements for certain persons’ traits; and what we correlate 
when we 4 correlate persons ’ are in theory measurements for the 
same traits in the same persons. The only difficulty, therefore, is 
to select traits and to find units which shall be consistent with the 
particular form of statistical analysis in view. After all, most 
examiners, I imagine, would be quite as ready to compare the same 
examiner’s marks for different school subjects (or 4 tests ’) as they 
would be to compare different examiners’ marks for the same 
subject; and every teacher is continually contrasting the different 
abilities of one and the same individual: 4 John is much better at 
Latin than he is at French ’; 4 Joan did not do so well in the 
arithmetic tests as she did in reading and dictation.’ If, to take 
Thomson’s own instances of incommensurable measurements 
(p. 201), the marks obtained in an 4 analogies test ’ were insuperably 
disparate from those obtained in a 4 dotting test ’ (i.e. if marks for 
such tests could not possibly be transmuted into commensurable 
units) how could we ever cross-multiply the figures to obtain the 

product-moment correlation between those tests ? 
But, it may be said, in correlating a couple of tests we begin by 

averaging marks for the same test, whereas in correlating persons we 
must first average marks from a number of different tests. How 
can we average such figures if the units of measurement are dis¬ 
similar ? As a matter of fact, the answer is still the same ; and 
Thomson himself really supplies it in an earlier chapter of his book 
([132], pp. 114 f.). There he proposes to find a weighted average 
for four such heterogeneous tests as picture completion, geometrical 
analogies, a reading test, and the Stanford-Binet test: his method 
is—first 44 we reduce the scores to standard measure” (p. 116). 
Once the arbitrary measurements furnished by the tests have been 
changed to standard measure, we can average the different tests 
with or without an additional weighting. That is all that is required 
for correlating by persons. This or its equivalent was, indeed, the 
plan suggested in my Memorandum for the Examinations Inquiry 
Council, namely, 44 first to reduce the crude scores to terms of the 

1 With his discussion of an important side-issue—the so-called reciprocity 
principle—I shall deal in Part III. 
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same unit, e.g. the standard deviation or ranks ” ([93], p. 276) ; and 
one or other of these methods of scaling have formed the basis of 
most of the assessments correlated in this way. 

The real difficulty, as it seems to me, arises, not so much from the 
fact that the units may be incommensurable as from the fact that 
the traits may be incommensurable, i.e. they may be disparate and 

unrelated items, which we treat as forming a class, when actually 

they form no class at all. Thus, as an example of factor-analysis 
applied to correlations between persons, it is suggested that we 
should take measurements of “ height, trunk-diameter, arm-length, 
leg-length, circumference of neck, breadth of nose, and length of 

little finger, and so forth ” ([96], p. 198). These measurements 
would all be in inches or centimetres throughout. So far as the 
unit is concerned, therefore, we could certainly average the length of 

arm, leg, little finger, etc., for each separate person, and then calculate 
the standard deviation, and finally correlate the measurements 
by persons, as the passage quoted then instructs us to do. But 
would such averages, standard deviations, or correlations have any 
value or meaning ? 

Most people, I fancy, would say no. I would rather say, we 
cannot answer until we know the problem at issue. The problem 
for which this procedure was actually proposed is the determination 
of physical types1; and for such a purpose it seems obviously 
faulty. But had the problem been to study the resemblance in 
bodily shape between persons of different size (e.g. between children 
and adults, or between an ateleiotic dwarf and a normal adult), 
then, though I should have made a slightly different selection of 
traits, the procedure itself would seem valid. 

I hold, therefore, that the first essential is to show that the traits 
selected for comparison form an intelligible sample of an intelligible 
universe or class, and that this class constitutes an ordered class, in 
the sense defined above (p. 118). Even then, before we could 
proceed to calculate product-sums, covariances, and correlations, 
further requirements would have to be fulfilled at each stage of the 

1 The variations in the small features, such as length of nose, breadth of 
head, which may be quite as important in determining physical types as 
variations in height, etc., would be swamped by the variations in these larger 
features. In my own studies of physical and temperamental types, I had 
correlated traits in the usual way and had also correlated relevant traits by 
persons after first reducing each trait to standard measure. Stephenson, 
however, argues that his ‘ system 2 9 (Q-technique—t£ reducing the crude 
measurements to standard measure for each person ”) is the only proper system 
for eliciting “ individual differences in type 99 ([96], p. 205). My own method 
C system 3 ') he rejects for reasons which we shall examine in a moment. 
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calculation. What the requirements are may be gathered from my 
discussion on the postulates of measurement in the preceding 
section. 

Difference of Aim.—Where the preliminary process of 
averaging or ranking by persons is legitimate, it is evident 
that it must automatically eliminate from further considera¬ 
tion any differences in average or general level that dis¬ 
tinguish one person from another. Thus, if we wish to 
know whether finger-length varies with height, we ignore 
the fact that fingers are small objects and statures large 
objects, the difference in the absolute size of the two traits 
being irrelevant to the comparison. Similarly, if we wish 
to know whether the proportions of the dwarf correspond 
with those of the normal adult, we ignore the difference in 
body-bulk of the two persons. And generally, in correlat¬ 
ing traits, we virtually eliminate the general factor that 
would have been obtained by correlating persons; and, in 
correlating persons, we virtually eliminate the general 
factor that would have been obtained by correlating traits. 
Even if we do not actually c standardize ’ the measurements, 
i.e. if we rely on covariances or product-moments, we are 
still forced to deal with deviations or with differences, that 
is, with relative measurements, not with absolute; and that 
means that with either procedure we still discard a factor 
that the alternative procedure would preserve, namely, the 
so-called general factor. In my view, however, this is the 
only essential difference between the two sets of factors derived 
by the two opposite procedures. The remaining factors 
(the subordinate, ‘ bipolar,’ c group-,’ or ‘ type-’ factors) 
will in theory be essentially the same whether we start by 
correlating persons or by correlating traits. 

If this view be correct, the difference between the two 
modes of approach lies rather in a difference of aim or 
interest than in a difference of technique. We may cor¬ 
relate persons for one or other of two reasons. First, we 
may be interested in the generalfactor for persons, and prefer 
to investigate this on the basis of a weighted average rather 
than an unweighted.1 Secondly, we may be interested, not 

1 An explicit example may make this clearer to those who are not already 
familiar with the general procedure. In the Binet-Simon tests the scheme of 
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in the group-factors for tests, but in the group- or bipolar 
factors which lead us to classify persons into different groups 
or antithetical types.1 Nevertheless, as I shall show later on, 

measurement assumes that the order of difficulty of the several tests is approxi¬ 
mately the same for all. In standardizing by age-groups, therefore, we may 
begin by averaging the orders obtained by different examiners who have used 
the scale. But this proceeding suggests a number of prior questions. What if 
the orders obtained for different examinees (e.g. normals and defectives, boys 
and girls) or the orders furnished by different examiners vary so widely from 
each other that a single average order would be meaningless ? Can we 
plausibly show that there is really one ideal order, acting as a general factor, 
common to every examiner and to every examinee, predominating over, though 
no doubt disturbed by, other irrelevant influences ? And in that case, would it 
not be better to weight the orders of each examiner according to his agree¬ 
ment with this ideal ? To answer such questions it is natural to compare the 
orders obtained from different examiners and from different children or types 
of children. On correlating the orders of examiners, for example, the 
hierarchical character of the table ([41], 1921, Table V) 44 strongly suggested 
a single 4 central factor,’ presumably the ideal order,” while the coefficients 
themselves clearly indicated that the improvement obtainable by the best 
weighting would be so slight that the empirical order heading the hierarchy 
could (as so often occurs) be accepted as a reasonable approximation to the 
ideal. On correlating orders for examinees, it was found that the general 
order of difficulty accounted for about 70 per cent, of the variation, the re¬ 
maining portion being attributable to irrelevant factors, such as differences 
in sex, social status, verbal facility, and the like (loc. cit., pp. 136, 195 ; cf. 
[29], 1918, pp. 8, 23 ; Eugen. Rev., XXX, pp. 255-60). 

1 Once more an example will make the procedure clearer. In my book on 
The Toung Delinquent (Appendix I, pp. 614-16) are four typical portraits, 
chosen partly because the children depicted represent a4 contrast in tempera¬ 
ment.’ After studying their physiognomy, pose, dress, and letters, let the 
reader assign to each of them a mark for the strength of McDougall’s eleven 
4 primary emotions ’ (enumerated in a previous chapter of that book: the 
exercise is suggested, and a schedule of traits appended for the purpose, in the 
monograph on The Measurement of Mental Capacities, 1927, pp. 29-30). 
If he considers each child in isolation, the reader may find it difficult to say 
whether 4 Arthur e.g., is above or below the average of the general popula¬ 
tion for 4 Joy ’ or for 4 Sex ’ and by how much, but he will find it compara¬ 
tively easy to decide whether Assertiveness is more marked in him than Sub¬ 
missiveness, Anger than Fear, and so to group or rank his various traits accord¬ 
ing to their strength. An earlier page of the book (p. 515) indicates the 
comparative strength of these same traits in the two commonest tempera¬ 
mental types—-in the repressed or inhibited 4 introvert,’ and in the expansive 
or aggressive4 extravert ’ : the former is distinguished by the greater strength 
of such emotions as fear, submissiveness, tenderness, sorrow, and disgust 
(roughly in that order) ; the latter by such emotions as assertiveness, 
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so long as every person is assessed by the same observer, the 
best and quickest method is still to proceed by correlating 
traits, and to calculate factor-measurements for the several 
persons (so-called c T-technique ?) 1; if, however, each 
person is assessed by a different observer, and particularly 
if the persons are fewer than the traits or tests, then the 
direct method is also the most practical, namely, to proceed 
by correlating persons (so-called ‘ P-technique ’J.1 

2. The Unnecessary Multiplication of Factors.—The view 
I have here put forward has been criticized still more strongly 
by my colleague, Dr. Stephenson. His chief criticisms have 

sociability, anger, curiosity, joy, and sex (roughly in that order, the reverse 
of the order in which they appear in the typical introvert). We can thus 
correlate the ranking for each individual with the ranking for a 4 standard 

personality 9 as I called it—i.e. with a hypothetical set of marks representing 
(in this case) the ideal extravert type : a positive correlation will then indicate 
a tendency towards extraversion, a negative correlation a tendency towards 
introversion, and the numerical size of the correlation the closeness of the 
resemblance. 

Copies of a graded schedule of traits have been regularly used for such 
ratings and type-correlations, not only in class exercises with my students 
(with the portraits on the lantern-screen), but also to obtain temperamental 
estimates both of my clinical cases from teachers and of my own students 
from each other. The 4 reliability 9 of such rankings is unexpectedly high 
(cf. Burt and Spielman [53], p. 66). For exact research the method may seem 
rather crude; but for the working purposes of educational and vocational 
guidance it has proved eminently serviceable (see below, p. 426 f.). 

If, instead of merely ranking the traits in order for each individual, the 
reader endeavours to assign marks, he can correlate the marks by traits as well 
as by persons. He will probably agree that this is a less reliable proceeding ; 
but, even so, I fancy he will have little difficulty in convincing himself that the 
correlation of each person with the 4 type * is roughly proportional (a) to the 
factor-saturation obtained by factorizing the correlations between persons, 
and (b) to the factor-measurement obtained by factorizing the correlations 
between traits. However, these are points which I shall take up in Part III. 

1 I plead guilty to using such shorthand phrases as P-axes, P-factors, and 
even the P-method; but I do not care for the label ^-technique, because, in 
my view, there is no essential technical difference between the analysis by 
persons and by tests. P-factors and T-factors are convenient and colloquial 
laboratory abridgments for 4 factors obtained by correlating persons9 and 
4 factors obtained by correlating tests.9 By R-technique is to be understood 
a special form of so-called T-technique, namely, 4 that which analyses 
correlations between tests (or traits) by the application of the Spearman two- 
factor theorems9 (Stephenson). 

12 
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been brought together in a monograph on Type-analysis, 
to' be published shortly ; and I have to acknowledge his 
kindness in communicating them to me in a series of letters 
and memoranda. Like Dr. Rhodes, he was at first disposed 
to reject the method outright. The difficulties he origin¬ 
ally felt are best summed up in an early note criticizing 
Dr. Dewar’s first account of her investigation and com¬ 
menting on a projected scheme for students’ researches on 
similar lines in the laboratory to which we were then both 
attached. His objections are worth stating explicitly, not 
only because they give the reasons for the important modifi¬ 
cations that he was subsequently led to suggest, but also 
because they voice the doubts so often raised by those who 
are new to the proposal. 

In a number of experiments carried out with the help of Miss 
Bulley and Miss Pelling, I had endeavoured to show, by correlating 
the ‘ marks ’ given by different persons to sets of pictures, vases, 
colours, etc., that “ there was one general factor influencing the 
artistic judgments of all,” and in addition several less obvious 
factors, producing more specialized types of appreciation (somewhat 
similar to Bullough’s types, and apparently related to more general 
temperamental tendencies [75], 1933, p. 292). These conclusions 
seemed confirmed, not only by minor investigations by earlier 
students, but also by a long research carried out by Dewar with 
school children, art experts, and unselected adults. 

Stephenson, however, held that the statistical procedure adopted 
in all these inquiries (a method of multiple factorization applied to 
the correlations between persons judging) was “ at once misleading 
and futile ” and “ in conflict with the principles established by 
Spearman.” To start by correlating judges, instead of items tested 
or judged, was, he argued, “ misleading,” because it suggested that 
more factors entered into the tests than we know to be the case. 
“ With a hundred persons to be correlated, the number of inter¬ 
correlations will be enormous ; and we shall consequently produce 
a spurious increase in the number of factors ” : when we correlate 
by tests “ we know from Spearman’s studies that there will be only 
one general factor in each battery,” and no more than five or six 
“ over the whole range of the mind.” Moreover, the procedure 
“ treats test-measurements, obtained in disparate units—a mere 
heap of irregular and unrelated items—as a normally distributed 
statistical population.” Secondly, he considered the method to be 
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“ futile,” and to “ entail a vast amount of unnecessary labour,” 
because the general abilities revealed and “ your ‘ subjective 5 and 
‘ objective 9 types ” can all be reached, “ as you have already shown, 
by the direct and well tried route of correlating tests or traits. 
As Spearman himself has pointed out, the vital thing in studying 
types is simply to determine what trait goes with what ” (cf. [56], 

p- 54)-. 
Now in many instances, as I readily own, to correlate the large 

number of persons instead of the small number of traits may entail 
not only a lengthy but a needless detour. But for the two 
purposes I have mentioned this course seems all but indispensable. 
Since I hold that a multiplicity of factors is also reached by correlat¬ 
ing traits, the mere multiplicity of factors that results from correlat¬ 
ing persons does not shake my faith in the validity of the method. 
Yet it would be a mistake to imagine (as so many others have also 
done) that more factors must necessarily emerge just because there 
are more correlations : the rank of a correlation matrix derived from 
the one and same set of measurements remains the same whether 
we correlate by persons or by traits. As for the disparity of units, 
that can be met, as we have just seen, either by standardizing the 
measurements for each trait (e.g. when dealing with traits that are 
normally distributed among the persons correlated) or by standard¬ 
izing or ranking the measurements for each person (e.g. when dealing 
with items that have an approximately normal or linear distribution 
in the sample judged, such as essays by an unselected batch of 
candidates or a series of specially selected test items spaced out at 
approximately equal intervals). 

3. Confusion between Variable and Population.—A third 
criticism, perhaps the commonest of all, is that the proposed 
method of analysis “ confuses the distinction between vari¬ 
able and population.” This has been urged, not only by 
Stephenson, but by several other critics.1 It is, however, 
not an objection that should be brought against the pro¬ 
cedure itself, but only against the selection of measurements 
to which the procedure is applied. 

If we take the term 4 population 9 literally, to denote a human 

population (as, of course, it did in the early days when the statistical 
terminology was taking shape), the objection may seem plausible. 
The * population 5 from which the sample figures are drawn is con- 

1 Stephenson, loc. cit. suf.> cf. [136], p. 20, [138], p. 275. 
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ceived as a collection of individuals. The ‘variables3 are the varying 

attributes or traits that can be predicated of them ; they vary 
together because they inhere in the same individuals. But how is 
it possible to reverse the descriptions, and talk of covariability not 

between traits but between persons ? Surely, the student asks, 
we cannot call the traits a population, and treat the persons as 

variables predicable of the traits ? 
The answer is that the concrete context which suggested the 

current nomenclature is really irrelevant to the abstract argument. 

What we call a ‘ person 3 is simply a set of trait-measurements, 
considered by columns instead of by rows. As so often happens 
when new notions are introduced into mathematics at the outset of a 
fresh line of work, the terms have been generalized. Since nearly 
all the correlational researches of the psychologist hitherto happen to 
fit the literal sense of the words, he forgets that the words them¬ 
selves (as is shown by half the examples in a statistical textbook) are 

no longer tied down to their original meaning. B oth ‘ population3 
and ‘ variable 3 denote classes. The use of two names indicates a 
cross-classification. The application of the different names shows 
which set of values we are, for the moment, taking as predeter¬ 
mined or constant, and which we are treating as indeterminate, i.e. 

variable or determinable at will.1 

1 The illustration which gave rise to this criticism was the proposal in my 
original memorandum to apply both methods of analysing variance and both 
ways of calculating correlations to a sample mark-sheet, containing marks 
awarded by 6 examiners to 15 candidates in a school certificate examination 
[93], cf. [134]. To correlate the marks both by examiners and by candidates 
would be, we are told, to confuse ‘ population 3 with ‘ variables3: but we 
are not told which should be regarded as. the ‘ population 9—the examiners 
or the candidates; nor are the terms ‘ population 5 or ‘ variable 3 explicitly 
defined. 

As I myself have employed these terms in previous articles, I ought to justify 
my own usage. “ The idea of a population is not to be applied only to living 
or even material individuals. If an observation, such as a simple measure¬ 
ment, be repeated indefinitely, the aggregate of the results is a population of 
measurements99 (Fisher [50], pp. 2-3). To avoid the misleading associations 
that attach to the word ‘ population,3 Yule prefers to speak of the £ universe,3 
“ A sample from a universe is a selected number of individuals each of which is 
a member of the universe. A universe, like any class, may be considered as 
specified by an enumeration of the attributes common to all its members33 
([no], pp. 25, 332 ; or, I would add, by enumerating the members: cf. 
Russell, Principles of Mathematics, p. 69). “ A variable is a symbol which 
represents any one of a class of elements. The elements of the class may or 
may not be numbers33 (Young, Fundamental Concepts of Algebra and 
Geometry, p. 193 4 cf. Russell, loc. cit., p, 89). 
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I have in front of me a mark-sheet giving marks gained by all the 
boys in a certain school in all the subjects taught at that school. 
The headmistress tells me she is interested in the way two subjects 
vary together, particularly the way composition seems to depend on 
reading. How, she asks, can one predict the mark in composition 
for any child from his mark in reading ? To solve her problem I 
must correlate the two tests, and compute the appropriate regression 
equation. But now, she tells me, she is also interested in the way 
the marks for two pupils often correspond : Richard, the mentally 
defective, like Hugh, his normal twin, is much better in manual 
subjects than in verbal, and worst of all at arithmetic. How (we 
may suppose her to inquire) can she predict Richard’s probable 
mark in any test from Hugh’s ? To solve this second problem I 
must now correlate the two persons. Moreover, I claim (and here 
I differ from Stephenson) that this can be done quite legitimately 
with the same set of data. Provided the two types of problem are 
kept distinct, I see no 4 inconsistency ’ or 6 confusion ’ in changing 
the standpoint, transposing the labels, and treating the former 
variables as constants, and the former constants as variables. The 
incidence of the word 4 any ’ indicates which of the two classifica¬ 
tions is taken for the moment as providing the ‘ variables,’ and the 
transverse classification then represents the * population ’ or 
universe. If I seek to express any value of a given test-performance 
as a function of another given test-performance, then the two tests 
are the * variables ’ (dependent and independent respectively) and 
the aggregate of the values for the different children make up the 
4 population.’ If I seek to express any value of a given child’s 
test-performances as a function of some other given child’s test-per¬ 
formances, then the persons are the c variables ’ and the aggregate 
of the values of their performances in the different tests must now 
be called the * population.’ 

I do not deny that, if we are to use the same twofold table for the 
two different problems, then that table must first fulfil certain 
conditions. As I myself have insisted, several attempts to apply 
correlation to c persons ’ have been invalidated, because these 
preliminary conditions have been disregarded. The point most 
easily overlooked by the psychologist is that his set of tests or traits 
are merely a sample of the total‘ population ’ of traits belonging to 
the same class, just as his group of persons are merely a sample of 
the total population of persons belonging to the same class. But an 
invalid application does not invalidate the procedure itself. The 
situation is identical with that which occurs in the analysis of 
variance. Some tables can be analysed for one criterion only; 
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others for two. When Fisher analyses the variance of rainfall first 
by hours and then by months ([50], p. 222 f.), exactly the same 
treatment is accorded first to the rows, i.e. to the hours as £ vari¬ 

ables,5 when the months form the £ population 5 ; and then to the 
columns, i.e. to the months as £ variables,5 when the hours form the 
£ population.5 Will Dr. Stephenson argue that Fisher has here 
C£ confused the distinction between statistical variables and statis¬ 

tical populations 55 ? 
However, I need not press my arguments further, because 

Stephenson himself has largely withdrawn his objections, or rather 
has sought to show that they need no longer be fatal under the 
conditions he would prescribe. He himself now talks of traits as 
forming a £ population 5 and of persons as being £ variables 5 [98], 
and is prepared to correlate persons as well as traits ([96], [97], 
et al.). He still maintains that the two modes of approach are 
“ essentially opposed both in principle and in results 55 ; but he no 

longer considers this to be a ground for rejecting the correlation of 
persons, but rather for ££ breaking with the conceptions of the old 
R-technique.55 And in his paper on the £ Foundations of Psy- 
chometry 5 [96] he seeks to show that there need be no inconsistency 
in such a breach, once we recognize that correlating persons ££ has 
nothing to do with the particular branch of research for which 
R-technique (as developed by Spearman) was and is the proper 
procedure,55 and realize that the change of direction takes us ££ into 

a new world of factor-analysis, with new problems, new principles, 

and new premises of its own.55 

Q-Technique.—What, then, is this c new department of 
psychometry,5 and what are the new principles that it 
requires us to accept ? The new branch, it is suggested, 
may be termed “ Personalities.” Its aim is “ to deal with 
whole personalities and with ‘ total situations,5 55 as distinct 
from the study of isolated abilities to which psychometry 
has hitherto been confined. u Though person-factors had 
previously been used,55 he explains, a the wider implica¬ 
tions of such factors had been almost entirely ignored 55 
([138], p. 276) ; and these implications, properly appre¬ 
ciated, lead to a “ Gestalt-like view of personality, immune 
from the criticisms previously brought against correlational 
analysis by clinical theorists.55 The special principles he pro¬ 
poses constitute (so he claims)c an entirely new technique,5 
which he terms the ‘ theory of inverted factors5 or more 
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briefly ‘ Q-technique.’ Q-technique is defined as “ the 
factor study of persons as variables.” Like P-technique, 
it thus involves “ a reversal of the usual roles of persons 
and tests in factorial work.” “ Prof. Burt,” he continues, 
“ has suggested one way of effecting this reversal: but it 
leads to no new principles or premises in mental-test theory. 
The function of a door is not changed by hanging it back 
to front: what I want of the concept of correlating persons 
is a new door, not a badly hung back-to-front door. . . . 
If Q-technique is to be of any importance on its own account, 
it must seek new fields of endeavour in psychometry ” 

([I3^1 PP- 33-4)- “P-technique,” in short, “is still 
R-technique ; but Q-technique lies poles apart from either.” 

There is much that is attractive in these various sug¬ 
gestions ; but, apart from the new terms, are they quite so 
novel as they sound ? As Davies and others have pointed out, 
it is not at first sight easy to see where precisely Stephenson’s 
‘ technique ’ departs from that of previous workers who had 
based their factors on correlations between persons rather 
than tests. Let us note the points of agreement first of all. 
To begin with, he now accepts the use of standard measure 
(or some such equivalent) as a means of removing incom¬ 
parability of units ; and in his first experiment on corre¬ 
lations between persons ([92], p. 21), he actually adopted 
the standard scale and frequencies I myself had drawn up 

C[3S]j P- 49> column 6). In his ‘ Introduction to Inverted 
Factor Analysis ’ [98] he begins by reproducing my matrix 
formulation of the problem and describing the methods of 
standardization I had proposed : but then he introduces a 
novel concept—that of ‘ significance,’ which, as he subse¬ 
quently claims, ‘ affords an entirely new basis of quantifica¬ 
tion.’ In his later, formal algebraic proof he adopts my 
own proposal that, for theoretical work, ‘ unitary standard 
measure ’ should be adopted instead of £ ordinary standard 
measure ’ ([96], p. 197, eqs. (2) and (3) ; cf. [93], p. 272) : 
but once again this leads him to draw a sharp and instructive 
distinction between the alternative ways in which such 
standardization may be applied. In spite of these new 
suggestions, however, we seem so far to be in pretty close 
agreement. 
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On the other hand, with a view to surmounting the 
objections to which (as he believed) our earlier work was 
open, he proposes ‘ radical modifications ’ in both the 
experimental and the statistical procedure that had pre¬ 
viously been employed ; and it is on these modifications 
that he lays the greatest stress, since ‘ neglect of them in 
the past has vitiated nearly all work on correlating persons, 
and obscured its new possibilities.’ The experimental 
procedure he proposes to alter by substituting “ homo¬ 
geneous tests ” for the heterogeneous test material, which 
was used by Bulley, Dewar, and myself, and which after a 
preliminary trial he felt bound to discard : e.g. instead of 
“ a sample of 50 picture postcards representing all degrees 
of artistic merit from reproductions of masters to the 
crudest birthday card,” he substitutes “ 50 postcards of 
Japanese vases all of approximately equal merit.” With 
this altered method of selection, he urges, the tests will no 
longer constitute ‘ a heap of irregular and unrelated items,’ 
but may legitimately be treated as a ‘ normally distributed 
population.’ The statistical procedure he would modify 
by substituting Spearman’s two-factor theorems (in 
‘ inverted ’ form) for what he terms my ‘ multiple-factor 
equations ’ : the two-factor theorems, he contends, are 
not only free from the ‘ artificiality of a multiple-factor 
technique such as your own and Dewar’s, but also fit the 
psychological facts more accurately.’ 1 

1 I quote from a covering letter that he was good enough to send me with 
the draft of his first note to Nature, CXXXVI, p. 297, where he draws attention 
to the possibility of using these particular theorems for correlations between 
persons as well as between tests. In regard to the ‘ multiple-factor equations ’ 
there seems to have been some confusion. Stephenson and others apparently 
supposed that these were put forward as a novel technique suited only to 
correlations between persons. As he wrote in the same letter: “ You 
deserve great credit for trying to develop a new technique; but to me it 
seems essential to use two-factor theorems.” On the contrary, as will be 
seen in a moment, my whole practice has been based on the assumption that 
no 4 new technique ’ was required. Actually, in 4 correlating persons9 both 
here and in America, two-factor theorems had already been used, where a 
single general factor alone was extracted, and (in a few researches) for secondary 
group-factors, where the persons correlated fell into discontinuous groups. 
In the draft memorandum to which Stephenson alludes, the multiple-factor 
method was preferred because it lent itself best to theoretical work in matrix 
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Incorporating the more important points brought 
forward in later publications, we may perhaps summarize 
these and other distinctive features of Q-technique as 
follows. To discuss them in any detail is hardly fair or 
possible, until we have seen more plainly how they actually 
work out in practice : my comments will therefore be 
relegated to the footnotes. 

1. Both P-technique and R-technique, ‘ like all develop¬ 
ments of psychometry up to the present day,5 have con¬ 
cerned themselves solely with the study of individuals. 
But Q-technique “ is in no way concerned with individual 
differences 55 but with the “ deeper aspects of personality.55 
Thus, the old R-technique sufficed as a basis for applied 
psychology ; but Q-technique forms an entirely^ new 
branch of psychometry, which will serve as a basis for 
general psychology as distinct from applied, i.e. for theor¬ 
etical psychology “ as distinct from educational or vocational 

work in the field.55 ([138], p. 273).1 

notation, to the more general proofs available with a matrix notation, and 
in particular to demonstrating the identity of the factors obtained by the 
two alternative approaches. The two-factor method was regarded, not as 
wholly inappropriate or invalid, but as a simplified procedure giving a first 
approximation only. 

3 On this point he is strongly opposed to the views that had previously 
been expressed. In my own Memorandum I had stated that<i generally, the 
correlation of tests or traits leads to an analysis of the human mind in the 
abstract; and the correlation of testees leads to an analysis of the concrete 
human population,” i.e. to the study of individuals and their grouping into 
types ([93], p. 253). This allocation of the two fields Stephenson would 
reverse. Nevertheless, 4 Spearman’s work with R-technique ’ (at least as I 
understand it, and, I fancy, in the opinion of its author)—his studies of the 
nature of intelligence,’ of 4 the principles of cognition,’ and of 4 the abilities 
of man ’—all this was surely primarily a contribution in the first instance to 
general psychology rather than applied : indeed, factor-measurements for 
individuals were, as a matter of fact, rarely calculated by the theoretical 
investigators who followed the so-called R-technique—e.g. Spearman, 
Stephenson, himself, and others working in the same laboratory. On the 
other hand, for those of us whose daily business in the schools and school 
clinics was essentially concerned with 4 individual differences,’ correlating of 
persons naturally arose as a necessary device for 44 educational and vocational 
work in the field ” as contrasted with the experimental work of the academic 
investigator. I do not, of course, deny that Q-technique or P-technique may 
be fruitfully applied to the problems of the theoretical psychologist as well: 
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2. The measurements with which Q-technique is con¬ 
cerned must be expressed in terms of an entirely new unit, 
namely, ‘ significance.’ This “ concept of significance is 
peculiar to Q-technique and new to systematic psycho- 
metry. . . . No better example could be afforded of the 
difference between Q-technique and R-technique ” ([136], 
p. 233 /). One trait is said to be more significant than 
another if it is “ more representative or characteristic of a 
personality as an indivisible whole.” Both P-technique 
and R-technique worked with isolated traits, which were 
measured, not by reference to the person who possesses 
them, but in terms of artificial norms which “ at bottom are 
unscientific and unsound ” ([92], p. 293) : “ the new unit 
of ‘ significance ’ will enable us to quantify qualities without 
tearing them from their immediate context.” “ R-tech¬ 
nique took the person to pieces; only Q-technique can put 
him together again ” ([98], p. 365, [96], p. 202).1 

3. R-technique studied the trait as variable, with the 
persons as a normally distributed population ; Q-technique 
studies the person as variable, with trait-measurements as a 
normally distributed population. Stephenson thus “ draws 
a sharp distinction between statistical variables and statis- 

I should rather argue that the contrast between the fields to which the two 

methods are appropriate cannot be pushed so far as Stephenson maintains, 

since when we correlate persons the factor-saturations obtained for the indivi¬ 

duals tested are virtually the same as the factor-measurements obtained for 
the same individuals when we correlate traits. 

\ Once again I doubt whether the contrast is as radical as is assumed. 

e Significance 9 seems to me merely a matter of weighting: if 4 anger 9 is 

more 4 representative 9 or 4 characteristic 9 of a given person than 4 fear/ 

that means we must give it a larger weighting in specifying his temperamental 

pattern. Moreover, in a research, dealing with say 6o traits and 200 persons 

(like Thurstone’s recent study), factor-patterns characteristic of the 4 whole 

person 9 can in theory be deduced just as well from correlations between traits 

as between persons. Actually, in giving instructions to his observers who 

are to rank each picture postcard for its significance to themselves and to 

grade temperamental traits for their significance to the patient, Stephenson 

uses almost exactly the same phrasing as the rest of us have done: his observers 

are asked to say which postcard they 44 liked best/9 or which mood or emotion 

is 44 most characteristic of the patient for its duration, prevalence, and its 

intensity 99 : (these latter being the same criteria as I myself had used : 

44 intensity, frequency, duration, and after-effects99 [30], p. 694). 
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tical populations, which Burt appears to confuse ” ([138], 

p. 275> fo6! P- 20)-1 
4. R-technique has hitherto been concerned mainly with 

‘ fractional ’ and ‘ universal’ factors. The factors for which 
Q-technique is more particularly needed are £ non-fractional ’ 
and, as a rule, non-universal. A non-fractional factor is 
defined as one that “ refers to the whole communality of the 
variable ” (here, of course, the ‘ person ’ : [138], pp. 272-3). 
In more familiar terminology, this means that Q-technique, 
like Thurstone’s method of £ simple structure,’ will, as a 
rule, avoid extracting any£ positive general factor,’ common 
to every correlated variable (i.e. common to all the persons) ; 
instead it will seek limited £ group-factors ’ by analysing 
certain clusters only (after the correlation table has first 
been £ suitably organized ’), and will aim at £ oblique ’ 
factors rather than £ orthogonal ’ ([98], p- 357)- It follows 
that two-factor analysis, as distinct from multiple-factor 
analysis by a general-factor method, must be employed.2 

1 Admittedly I do not draw a “ sharp distinction between them,” or 

rather, I regard the distinction as merely a formal distinction not a 

material distinction : cf. above, p. 180. It may be true to say that the 

difference is (as Stephenson puts it) “ conveniently overlooked ” when I use 

covariances; but that is not true when I use correlations, which alone are 

envisaged by Stephenson. Indeed, my list of the conditions which should 

normally be observed in correlating persons (as distinct from covariating) 

included the very points on which he now insists; and I have always stressed 

the peculiar difficulties involved in treating a selection of tests like a sample 

from a population ([ioi], p. 68). 
2 The 4 clusters5 thus obtained would seem to be virtually identical with 

the square diagonal 4 submatrices,5 analysed by the usual simple summation 
formula, in the so-called 4 group-factor5 method (4 method a 5). The 
identification seems justified by the fact that, where he extends his analysis 
into the oblong submatrices, i.e. those containing low or negative correla¬ 
tions produced by the overlapping of partly antagonistic group-factors 
(e.g. [136], p. 243), he himself adopts my formula ([116], p. 355, eq. viii). 
The chief difference is that I should nearly always begin by eliminating any 
general factor first: and the chief weakness is that Stephenson has apparently 
no criterion for his rearrangement of the correlations other than simple 
inspection of the correlations or persons correlated. Thus, in [98], pp* 3^4”S> 
unless he had previously selected persons already known to belong to the manic- 
depressive and schizophrenic 4 types,5 he would probably have made his 
calculations very differently; and in other tables, as Davies has shown 
the divergences on which the clustering is based are often indistinguishable 
from the fluctuations due to sampling. 
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5. As a result, “ Q-technique opens out an entirely new 
field, namely, typology.” Types are defined as “ any persons 
who satisfy the conditions for a non-fractional factor in 
Q-technique.” And whereas R-technique was confined 
solely to ‘ abilities ’ and 4 tendencies,’ Q-technique turns 
away from these artificial concepts and deals with the 
analysis of ‘ types ’—a form of analysis (as Stephenson now 
holds) that could not be undertaken by the older methods. 

Alleged Differences in the Logical Nature of the techniques. 
—The whole theory is evidently full of interesting and 
original suggestions. Here, however, the question that we 
have to decide is not the validity, utility, or relative merits 
of P-, Q-, and R-technique, but the logical nature of the 
methods and the logical status of the factors that they yield. 
Does the device of correlating persons, or do the conditions 
under which it appears legitimate and fruitful, involve 
principles that are logically different from the procedures 
we have so far reviewed ? 

My own opinion is decidedly that it does not. Some 
slight modifications are no doubt requisite (e.g. in regard to 
the minor but difficult problems of sampling error and the 
like). But for the rest I am wholly opposed to any sharp 
division of correlational data into two completely separate 
branches, each with its own stereotyped ‘ technique.’ 
Always, and throughout every field of work, we are con¬ 
cerned in the last resort with relations between individual 
persons with their characteristic traits, on the one hand, 
and the various test-situations, on the other, and these 
test-situations themselves may equally arise out of the per¬ 
formances of other individual persons. Indeed, as often as 
not, it is a mere incident of the investigator’s standpoint 
whether he regards a particular set of measurements as 
describing a ‘ person ’ or as describing a ‘ test.’1 

1 Stephenson objects strongly to this view, protesting that the same row 
of figures cannot4 change chameleon-like’ from a * population ’ into a 6 vari¬ 
able’ ([136], p. 21). However, his original exposition of Q-technique was 
based, on this very assumption ([98], p. 354). Moreover, in some cases the 
material contrast between the rows and columns of the initial matrix may 
vanish almost entirely. A curious example arises in paired comparison. In 
contrasting the reliability or ‘ objectivity ’ of judgments on pictures and on 
weight differences respectively (somewhat along the lines of Lyman Wells), 
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Our methods of analysis must therefore be elastic and 
eclectic, adapted specifically to the requirements of each 
particular research. Whether we use a multiple-factor or 
two-factor procedure, seek ‘ non-fractional ’ group-factors 
or ‘ fractional ’ common factors, trust to ‘ simple summa¬ 
tion ? or prefer the ‘ method of least squares?—these are 
questions to be settled afresh for the problem under investi¬ 
gation, and not by a priori, cast-iron principles of Pro¬ 
crustean universality. In short, I hold, as stated in my 
original Memorandum, “ that in principle, though not 
perhaps in detail, the statistical technique which has been 
worked out for factorizing the results of a test is equally 
valid for factorizing the operations of a person ” ([93], 
p. 275). For this reason, in summarizing the available 
factor theorems, I described them as applicable, without 
essential change, either to correlations between tests or to 
correlations between persons. 

That is precisely the view that Stephenson would con¬ 
trovert. “ All earlier investigations based on correlating 
persons or extracting person-factors come far short of a 
general psychometric technique, avowedly defined as such* 
for the plain reason that it has refused to break with 
conceptions that are part and parcel of the old R-technique. 
Burt . . . still retains the standpoint of earlier psycho- 
metry ; his work on P-technique, therefore, appeared to 
Stephenson to have entirely missed the essential possi¬ 
bilities implicit in the idea of correlating persons 5? ([138], 
p. 276). Stephenson thus insists that his own technique 

Eysenck has used paired comparison instead of ordinary ranking, and a 
correlational technique instead of studying mean variations (cf. Guilford, 
4 The Method of Paired Comparison as a Psychometric Method,’ Psych. Rev., 
XXXV, p. 494 f.) ; in such a case, if we take the usual table, whether we 
start by correlating rows or columns, the results will be the same, because the 
initial matrix is itself essentially symmetrical, and the variables for both 
are the same series of4 tests,’ in the one case serving as4 standard 5 or4 judge,’ 
in the other case as4 variable ’ or item 4 judged*’ On the other hand, where 
we have a number of psychologists assessing a number of children, the 
variables in both cases are 4 persons.’ Hence, as I have argued elsewhere, 
44 the convenient antithesis between test and person is inexact and at times 
misleading; what appears as a test in one investigation may be treated as 
a person in another, and vice versa. The real antithesis is between comparing 
rows and comparing columns in one and the same matrix ” ([101], p. 67). 
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is “ methodologically as different from the older techniques 

as chalk from cheese.” 
But are the alleged differences so insuperable as he 

avers ? Do they really oblige us to “ break with the old 

R-technique ” ? 
First, let us be clear where precisely the differences are 

said to lie. Too often it has been supposed that the differ¬ 
ences referred to are not logical or psychological1 but merely 
mathematical or statistical. Yet the two-factor theorems 
by which the calculations are to be carried out are not in 
themselves new theorems, nor even ‘ inversions ’ of the old. 
Both the formulae and the proofs are the same as in the case 
of R- and P-technique ; all that is different is the inter¬ 
pretation of the symbols, or alternatively the symbols 
themselves. And, of course, these formulae or their 
equivalent had often been used before to factorize cor¬ 

relations between persons.2 
As Stephenson himself repeats, it is not a new arithme¬ 

tical procedure, but a ‘ new methodology, opening up a new 
field of psychology,’ that he is anxious to advocate. The 
fundamental conceptions are different. Thus, for him 
‘ typology ’ requires us to envisage a ‘ fresh kind ’ of factor, 
related to the traits on which it is based ‘ in a statistical and 
no longer in a mathematical fashion.’ And this in turn 
introduces new logical principles into our demonstrations 

([136], p. 280). 
Alleged Differences in the Nature of the Factors.—It would 

take us too far afield to discuss these arguments in detail 
here. Perhaps the best criterion will be to look at the 

1 This is not Stephenson’s own view. “ In Burt’s work on person-factors 
there is statistical novelty, but it is psychologically unimportant. In 
Q-technique there is nothing statistically novel. On the other hand, on the 
psychological side Q-technique opens up an entirely new field ” ([138], p. 280, 
his italics). 

2 All the equations deduced in the papers on Q-technique ([97], [98]) 
were included in my earlier memorandum [93] as applicable to correlations 
between persons, though admittedly they were there depicted as narrower 
and less useful than the more general formulae, based on the method of 
weighted summation. In the worked example ([93], p. 294) the saturation 
coefficients were calculated for comparison by both methods; and it was 
shown that the differences were all less than>005. 
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concrete nature of the factors themselves. In doing so, we 
must carefully distinguish between the first or positive 
‘ general factor 5 and the secondary c type-factors.5 It is 
with the latter that Q-technique is primarily concerned. 
Accordingly, let us glance at the type-factors first. 

1. The Type-factors.—“ Q-technique,55 we are told, “ is 
pre-eminently a method of isolating types. ... In the 
past, type psychology could not be subjected to factor- 
analysis 55 ([98], p. 366). Now, as I shall endeavour to show 
later on, in virtue of the principle of reciprocity, the type- 
factors obtained by correlating persons are, in theory at any 
rate, virtually identical with those obtained by correlating 
traits. But we need not invoke a disputed principle ; let 
us turn to actual results. A comparison of Stephenson’s 
conclusions with those of previous investigators1 would, I 
think, show that all the type-factors that he discovers are 
analogous to those that have been discovered by R-tech- 
nique and by P-technique. Take, for example, his very first 
experiment [92] in which he proposed to test artistic 
appreciation or taste for the same kind of objects as Bulley, 
Pelling, and myself had used (“ colours, vases, cloth materials, 
furniture, pictures, literature, and so forth55—with the 
addition of “ perfumes55 used by Beebe-Center ([92], 
p. 23). His two-factor procedure leads to two group-fac- 

1 Unfortunately many of the earlier efforts with so-called P-technique 
remain buried in degree and diploma theses; even when the final con¬ 
clusions have been published, the cost of printing tables of correlations and 
saturations for a hundred or more persons has apparently been prohibitive. 
Davies, however, has brought together a summary of the chief problems 
attacked in this country and America ; her review appears to include all 
except a few tentative experiments by junior workers ([130], cf. [101]). On 
the issue raised in the text, fuller evidence will no doubt be shortly available 
in the further results of research-students who have recently been working 
jointly under Dr. Stephenson and myself: as soon as we found that we 
differed so widely over the uses of correlating persons, a programme of work 
was drawn up covering the main fields in which divergences of opinion had 
arisen, with a view to setting investigators to examine each particular pro¬ 
blem simultaneously by both procedures—by his method and by my own. 
Some of the preliminary results are quoted in Stephenson’s articles; and the 
further data so far available—those of I. Cohen, P. C. Hu, M. Hill, and 
E. Knowles—would appear to strengthen the view that the discrepancies are 
more apparent than real. 
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tors, dividing his sample population of twenty into two 
groups: the first factor characterizing those persons who 
are “ the more artistic and tasteful in general ” ; the second, 
the remaining persons who are “ frankly inartistic.” But 
since ‘ factor II ’ is admittedly the ‘ obverse ’ of ‘ factor I,’ 
it is plain that the division into two ‘ types ’ is really effected 
by a single bipolar factor, namely, what in our experiment 
had been termed the ‘ general factor ’ for £ artistic taste.’ 1 

When we turn from aesthetic to temperamental types, it 
would seem that Stephenson’s new factors, as obtained by 
Q-technique, are very similar to those he had previously 
obtained by R-technique. In the same issue of Character 
and Personality there appears a short series of articles by his 
collaborators and himself on ‘ The Factor Theory in the 
Field of Personality.’ The “ questions to be studied ” are 
much the same as those dealt with by Q-technique : “ (i) 
what are the unitary or group-factors to be assessed in 
considering personality ? (2) how are they to be measured ? 
and (3) how are they related to the total personality ? ” 
The results at first sight appear almost identical with those 
I myself had obtained by analysing correlations between 
emotional tendencies. “ One unitary (i.e. general) factor 
was . . . verified in the present research, . . . and a second 
factor revealed.” The former appeared closely related to 
so-called tests of perseveration (f), but is ultimately identi¬ 
fied with Webb’s w (persistence or stability) rather than 
perseveration; the latter (/) is termed ‘ fluency,’ and 
appears as a bipolar factor. “ Prof. Burt,” it is added, 
“ points out two groups of emotional tendencies, which he 
terms sthenic (assertive or unrepressed) and asthenic (or 
inhibited), and these terms would appear to fit the fluency 
factor admirably.” These factors are also said to account 
for the current classification of temperamental types (e.g. 
4 high / ’ is correlated with the ‘ explosive ’ or unrepressed 

1 The figures he prints are illustrative only ; and no evidence is offered for 
or against the more specific 4 types of artistic appreciation ’ which previous 
work had suggested. Stephenson’s next experiment, however (with picture 
postcards [97]), seems to indicate a bipolar factor yielding more specialized 
types analogous to our own, viz. the ‘ classical ’ (with preferences for what 
is formal) and ‘ romantic ’ (with preferences for the sensational and ornate). 
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type, ‘ low. / ’. with the ‘ obstructed ‘ or repressed). To 
illustrate his views Stephenson discusses a typical extravert 
and a .typical introvert in terms of these factors; and his 
analysis of clinical cases is said to show “ a correspondence 
with clinical types when patients are examined in terms of 
these factors and of their relations ” (pp. 37, 4.3, cf. 51). 
All these conclusions are based on correlations between 
traits. Strangely enough, nothing whatever is said in any 
of the papers about correlating persons, although in the 
article a few pages back, describing that method, “ cor¬ 
relating persons instead of tests ” was said to be the “ essen¬ 
tial tool to check the theories of type psychologists.” 

In a symposium on the same subject [91], all the con¬ 
tributors seem to have assumed that R-technique was 
entirely adequate. Hitherto, it is stated, the work of the 
‘ Spearman school ’ has been chiefly confined to the “ field 
of individual differences ” as distinct from “ general or 
‘type’ psychology.” In the latter field “it is easy to 
work to ‘ types,’ such as introvert or extravert, but difficult 
to measure the degrees; yet . . . factors of the Spearman 
kind are the only means whereby these quantitative sug¬ 
gestions can be justified and regularized” (p. 102, my 
italics). Such factors, deduced by correlating tests or 
traits, form the best ‘ classificatory device ’ for use in 
psychiatry: “ the whole individual can be described in 
their terms.” Stephenson’s first paper closes with a section 
on £ The Future of Factor Studies in Psychiatry ’ ; yet 
even here there is not a word about the utility of correlating 
persons. 

Dr. Stephenson’s conversion to the alternative procedure, 
therefore, seems, not only sudden, but even startling in its 
thoroughness. For in Ids next publication he gives an 
analysis of clinical types among patients from the same 
mental hospital, carried out this time by Q-technique, and 
now assures us that this is the sole method for “ isolating 
types and measuring persons for their approximation to 
such types ” (the schizophrene and the manic-depressive 
among abnormals, introversion and extraversion among the 
normal). “ It has never before been possible,” we are 
told, “ to measure for types ” ([98], pp. 357, 366). Surely, 

13 
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this not only contradicts, but does great injustice to, the 
previous researches of Stephenson himself and his collabora¬ 
tors on this very subject. Is not the true conclusion one 
which will reconcile both approaches, and regard them as 
alternative and more or less equivalent ways of reaching 
the same result ? 

2. The General Factors.—The problem of temperamental 
types and factors I shall discuss more fully, in the light 
of further data, in Part III. Meanwhile, in two recent 
Contributions to the Theory of Mental Testing [136], Stephen¬ 
son has returned to the attack from a somewhat different 
angle. In these papers he describes a new use for Q-tech- 
nique, namely, ‘ measuring abilities as correlation coeffi¬ 
cients.’ Here, evidently, we are no longer concerned with 
type-factors, but with general or universal factors such as 
were formerly investigated by R-technique. He begins by 
stating that “ work on the correlation of persons has been 
conceived by Burt as merely1 an alternative procedure to 
that of correlating tests or traits, it being a matter of con¬ 
venience whether we correlate persons or tests.” In 
contrast to this conception, he proposes “ to demonstrate 
that Q-technique has its own special problems, and that its 
assumptions, principles, and objectives are peculiar to itself, 
and independent of present-day testing-theory ” ; and his 
argument is illustrated in the concrete by an experiment 
with a new and ingenious performance test for measuring 
intelligence by a sample of tasks, drawn, as it were, from a 
homogeneous ‘ population ’ of possible test-material. 

To support his version of my view he refers to a couple 
of my recent articles ([101], [114]), In the passages cited, 
however, I expressly mentioned ([101], pp. 66, 72, 81 ; 
[114], pp. 166-7, 181, 187) that I was dealing solely with 
bipolar (or type-) factors: the general factor for persons I 
had already dealt with in a previous publication; and 

1 And again on p. 34 he repeats a accordingly to Burt it is merely a matter 
of convenience whether we correlate person or traits.” The error lies in 
the insertion of the adverb 4 merely.’ On the page following the one from 
which he quotes, I went onto consider the cases in which 4 we find ourselves 
compelled to correlate persons with one another or with an ideal person ” 
(pp. 62-3). 
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there it was pointed out that this factor could only be ob¬ 
tained by correlating persons, and that it enabled us to 
“ measure the efficiency of a person by a coefficient of 
correlation, just as with ordinary factor-analysis it has long 
been customary to measure the efficiency of a test by such a 
coefficient ” ([93], p. 275). 

But that is precisely what Stephenson’s new test sets out 
to do. Each examinee’s ranking of 20 test-items is to be 
correlated with a standard ranking which represents that of 
the ideal expert; and “ the correlations so obtained are a 
direct measure of his ability.” The test itself, he explains, 
is “ like any other of a performance type, except that it 
embraces a more varied sample of intelligent activities ” ; 
the correlations are “ proportional approximately to ability 
as measured in the more usual way.” Now the factorist’s 
“ more usual way ” of measuring ability is, of course, to 
correlate tests, and take a weighted average of those tests of 
‘ intelligent activities ’ that yield the highest correlations 
with the general factor. The reader, therefore, is not a little 
astonished to discover that Stephenson has chosen, as a 
typical problem in which it is “ necessary and sufficient to 
correlate persons,” the very problem which has always been 
studied by correlating tests—namely, the measurement of 
general ability or intelligence. Moreover, we are told that 
“ it is not for a moment suggested that we should in 
practice measure abilities as correlation coefficients ” (i.e. as 
correlations between persons) : so that it turns out, after 
all, to be largely “ a matter of practical convenience” 
whether we proceed by Q-technique or the old-fashioned 
R-technique. 

At the same time, I fully agree that there may be 
“ conditions under which it is necessary and sufficient for 
us to correlate persons rather than tests.” Indeed, else¬ 
where I have attempted to indicate both the ‘ necessity ’ 
and the ‘ sufficiency5 in several different fields of inquiry. 

If the reader will reflect once again on the illustrative problems 
already cited, he will see quite plainly how the necessity arises, and 
will glean some notion of the general type of inquiry for which this 
particular approach (as I understand it) is more especially suited. 
The clearest instance occurs in studying the ‘ reliability ’ (i.e. the 
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mutual agreement) of examiners or observers grading or judging a 
series of individual items. In evaluating the Binet-Simon tests, 

for example, I tried to show that there was “ a central factor, pre¬ 
sumably the ideal order,5’ underlying all the individual orders given 
by the different examiners ; such a i central factor 5 could not 

possibly have been demonstrated, had I started by correlating 
tests.1 Again, in investigations on the degree of agreement among 

school and university examiners, we endeavoured to show that, as a 

rule, there was a “ common factor, namely, the ideal order of merit,” 
influencing the marking of each one ; this again could never have 
been established had we correlated the marks by scripts instead.2 
Somewhat closer to Stephenson’s £ new method of testing 5 are the 

various ranking tests we have tentatively sought to construct for 
moral, aesthetic, humorous, and logical judgment, in which the 

examinee is required to arrange series of moral offences, poetic 
extracts, jokes, comic pictures, logical absurdities, musical pieces 
for a concert programme, etc., etc., in order, and his grading is 

correlated with a weighted average.8 Without correlating persons, 
for instance, it would have been impossible to discover <£ an appar¬ 
ently objective element in judgments on artistic taste . . . some one 
general underlying factor influencing the judgments of all ” ; more¬ 

over, a practicable method of measurement was at the same time 
described : “ by correlating the order furnished by the individual 
tested with the order furnished by art-critics, taken as a standard, 
we could,” it was stated, “ obtain a coefficient which might be a mark 
or measure ” for that individual’s artistic capacity or “ taste.” 4 
The same principle was tentatively applied to the familiar absurdities 
test to obtain assessments of intelligence for vocational guidance 

with supernormal adults : the examinees were given a series of short 
reasoned statements of varying validity, and asked, not to point 
out the absurdities, but to arrange the arguments in order, putting 
the most cogent first and the most absurd last: thec intuitive logical 
judgement5 of each was then assessed by correlating his order with 

1 Mental and Scholastic Tests (1921), p. 136 and Table 137. 
2 Marks of Examiners (1936), pp. 275, 292; also [29] and [134]. 
3 Cf. The Young Delinquent (1925), pp. 404-5, and theses by Moore, Fraser, 

Wood, Williams, Dewar, Wing, and others, referred to below. 
4 I.e. what is technically called his e saturation coefficient’ for the factor. 

How the Mind Works (1933), p. 292; cf. also [118], p. 32 and Table I. 
As will be gathered from the preliminary account, several hundred adults and 
children, of different ages and sexes, were measured by Miss Pelling and 
myself in this way ; and the correlations between the measurements and the 
teachers’ judgments (particularly at the L.C.C. Art Schools) proved 
encouragingly high (*66 to'79). 
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the best order.1 Similar methods have been used by Schonfeld for 
assessing and factorizing the ‘ sense of humour,’ by Dewar for 
pictorial appreciation, by Eysenck for other forms of visual art, by 
Wright and Wing for musical ability, by Williams and Wood for 
literary appreciation. In every one of these investigations it seemed 
necessary to correlate persons rather than tests or traits. 

What, then, in general terms, are the “ conditions under 
which it is necessary ” to adopt this particular procedure ? 
Since Dr. Stephenson thinks that I have overlooked 
them, may I briefly refer to earlier passages (some of 
them in the two articles he himself cites, e.g. [101], 
pp.. 61-6, [114], pp. 176-7; cf. also [130], pp. 4x6 f.) in 
which I attempted to summarize them, both in general 
and in detail ? A comparison of the common features in the 
inquiries just enumerated will indicate the general nature of 
the problems and purposes for which, as I argued, we seem 
“ compelled ” to adopt this alternative procedure. 

Grounds for Correlating by Persons.—Broadly speaking, 
we correlate persons rather than tests when we are con¬ 
cerned with the complex resemblances between total 
personalities (or aspects of those personalities) rather than 
with the more limited resemblances between particular 
traits or their tests. And, whenever we desire to investi¬ 
gate what I have called the * general factor for persons,’ 
these are the correlations that it is necessary (and not merely 
convenient) to factorize. In psychological work this 
general factor may be a cognitive, affective, or conative 
factor, a combination of the three, or a sheer artefact; it 
may be a factor of ‘ reliability,’ of ‘ preference,’ or ‘ judge¬ 
ment,’ or of efficiency measured by any of these three, or a 
mere ‘ halo-effect ’ ; in short, it may be any abstract 
characteristic which is ‘ subjective ’2 * * in the sense that it 

1 c A Judgement Test for Measuring Intelligence/ Mental Welfare, XX, 
pp. 45-48. Here the correlation with independent assessments of the 
examinees was not so high as Stephenson’s (*67 to *73). 

2 Stephenson takes exception to my “ limiting inverted factor-technique 
to problems of c subjective 5 judgement.” He prefers, as we have seen, to 
use the more general term c significance.’ Elsewhere he says <c only the 
psychologist can decide upon matters of significance ; but that by no means 
implies that appraisal for significance is subjective ” : for (i) the psychologist 
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mutual agreement) of examiners or observers grading or judging a 
series of individual items. In evaluating the Binet-Simon tests, 
for example, I tried to show that there was “ a central factor, pre¬ 
sumably the ideal order,” underlying all the individual orders given 
by the different examiners ; such a i central factor ’ could not 

possibly have been demonstrated, had I started by correlating 
tests.1 Again, in investigations on the degree of agreement among 

school and university examiners, we endeavoured to show that, as a 
rule, there was a “ common factor, namely, the ideal order of merit,” 
influencing the marking of each one ; this again could never have 

been established had we correlated the marks by scripts instead.2 
Somewhat closer to Stephenson’s 4 new method of testing ’ are the 
various ranking tests we have tentatively sought to construct for 
moral, aesthetic, humorous, and logical judgment, in which the 

examinee is required to arrange series of moral offences, poetic 
extracts, jokes, comic pictures, logical absurdities, musical pieces 
for a concert programme, etc., etc., in order, and his grading is 
correlated with a weighted average.8 Without correlating persons, 
for instance, it would have been impossible to discover 44 an appar¬ 
ently objective element in judgments on artistic taste . . . some one 
general underlying factor influencing the judgments of all ” ; more¬ 
over, a practicable method of measurement was at the same time 

described : 44 by correlating the order furnished by the individual 
tested with the order furnished by art-critics, taken as a standard, 
we could,” it was stated, 44 obtain a coefficient which might be a mark 
or measure ” for that individual’s artistic capacity or 44 taste.” 4 

The same principle was tentatively applied to the familiar absurdities 
test to obtain assessments of intelligence for vocational guidance 
with supernormal adults : the examinees were given a series of short 
reasoned statements of varying validity, and asked, not to point 
out the absurdities, but to arrange the arguments in order, putting 
the most cogent first and the most absurd last: the 4 intuitive logical 
judgement ’ of each was then assessed by correlating his order with 

1 Mental and Scholastic Tests (1921), p. 136 and Table 137. 
2 Marks of Examiners (1936), pp. 275, 292; also [29] and [134]. 
8 Cf. The Toung Delinquent (1925), pp. 404-5, and theses by Moore, Fraser, 

Wood, Williams, Dewar, Wing, and others, referred to below. 
4 I.e. what is technically called his * saturation coefficient ’ for the factor. 

How the Mind Works (1933), p. 292; cf. also [11S], p. 32 and Table I. 
As will be gathered from the preliminary account, several hundred adults and 
children, of different ages and sexes, were measured by Miss Pelling and 
myself in this way ; and the correlations between the measurements and the 
teachers’ judgments (particularly at the L.C.C. Art Schools) proved 
encouragingly high (*66 to 79). 
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the best order.1 Similar methods have been used by Schonfeld for 
assessing and factorizing the £ sense of humour,’ by Dewar for 
pictorial appreciation, by Eysenck for other forms of visual art, by 
Wright and Wing for musical ability, by Williams and Wood for 
literary appreciation. In every one of these investigations it seemed 
necessary to correlate persons rather than tests or traits. 

What, then, in general terms, are the “ conditions under 
which it is necessary ” to adopt this particular procedure ? 
Since Dr. Stephenson thinks that I have overlooked 
them, may I briefly refer to earlier passages (some of 
them in the two articles he himself cites, e.g. [101], 
PP-. 61-6, [114], pp. 176-7; cf. also [130], pp. 416 f.) in 
which I attempted to summarize them, both in general 
and in detail ? A comparison of the common features in the 
inquiries just enumerated will indicate the general nature of 
the problems and purposes for which, as I argued, we seem 
“ compelled ” to adopt this alternative procedure. 

Grounds for Correlating by Persons.—Broadly speaking, 
we correlate persons rather than tests when we are con¬ 
cerned with the complex resemblances between total 
personalities (or aspects of those personalities) rather than 
with the more limited resemblances between particular 
traits or their tests. And, whenever we desire to investi¬ 
gate what I have called the ‘ general factor for persons,’ 
these are the correlations that it is necessary (and not merely 
convenient) to factorize. In psychological work this 
general factor may be a cognitive, affective, or conative 
factor, a combination of the three, or a sheer artefact; it 
may be a factor of ‘ reliability,’ of ‘ preference,’ or ‘ judge¬ 
ment,’ or of efficiency measured by any of these three, or a 
mere ‘ halo-effect ’ ; in short, it may be any abstract 
characteristic which is ‘ subjective ’2 in the sense that it 

1 ‘ A Judgement Test for Measuring Intelligence,’ Mental Welfare, XX, 
pp. 45-48. Here the correlation with, independent assessments of the 
examinees was not so high as Stephenson’s (*67 to *73). 

2 Stephenson takes exception to my <c limiting inverted factor-technique 
to problems of ‘ subjective ’ judgement.” He prefers, as we have seen, to 
use the more general term ‘ significance.’ Elsewhere he says “ only the 
psychologist can decide upon matters of significance ,* but that by no means 
implies that appraisal for significance is subjective ” : for (i) the psychologist 
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sums up a distribution or pattern within one and the same 
person, and * unipolar ’1 in the sense that its saturation 
coefficients in the different persons are always positive. 
In investigations with cognitive tests, the ‘ general factor 
for tests ’ is the factor obtained by averaging all the tests 
for each person ; and in the same way the £ general factor 
for persons ’ is the factor obtained by averaging2 all the 
persons for each test. Thus, if we are chiefly interested in 
comparing the tests, we can call this ‘ general factor for 
persons ’ the relative ease or difficulty of the tests (it will 
usually vary with their complexity and level) ; if we are 
chiefly interested in comparing the abilities, we can call it 
the relative strength of the abilities in the whole population 
tested (repeating eight numbers is a harder test than re¬ 
peating four numbers because the average person’s ability 
to do the latter is greater than his ability to do the former). 
In investigations on emotional traits—e.g. affective prefer¬ 
ences or conative tendencies, the ‘ general factor for per¬ 
sons ’ will similarly be the relative strength of those prefer¬ 
ences or tendencies in the general population. And in in¬ 
vestigations of almost every kind, since the resemblances 
studied are complex, the ‘ general factor for persons ’ will 
(to put it briefly) describe a characteristic pattern of 
measurements that distinguishes the universe of individuals 
for whom the factor is‘ general5 or generic : e.g. in human 

is a technical expert, and (ii) his appraisal can be checked against those of 
others ([136], p. 236). Nevertheless, these features by themselves do not 
convert an individual grading into an objective measurement. On the other 
hand, I admit that the underlying general factor (if any) is ‘ objective ’ in 
that it is, by hypothesis, independent of any individual judgment. Indeed, 
one of the purposes of my research was to show that artistic taste depends 
largely on an objective factor in the same sense that weight-discrimination 
does, though not to the same degree ([75], pp. 289, 294). 

1 If I am right in regarding the table of positive correlations that is 
commonly found in correlating tests as really a single quadrant of a larger 
bipolar table (see above, p. 163), then the distinction between general and 
bipolar factors would also disappear. This, however, is too speculative a 
point to bring forward here, and would only confuse the issue. 

2 The notion that a set of factor-measurements may be obtained by 
averaging (weighted or unweighted) is another point in my theory to which 
Stephenson emphatically takes exception (e.g. [98], p. 337 and ref.). How¬ 
ever, this is a point which I hope to demonstrate in the last part of this book. 
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psychology, the human genus ; in group psychology, the 
particular group selected for assessment (cf. above, p. 113). 

Curiously enough, in his earliest discussions of correla¬ 
tions between persons, this was the line of work that 
Stephenson most vigorously criticized. As we have seen, 
his chief criticism was that we interpreted our results in 
terms of “ abilities ” instead of “ types ”—in terms of 
“ universal factors ” common to all the persons correlated 
instead of “ type-factors ” limited to particular groups. 
It was even said that the method had led us to “ deny the 
existence of psychological types ” ([92], p. 295). Thus, 
when he now comes forward to show that “ correlations 
between persons may themselves be a direct measure of 
ability,” he is not opposing my original view, but reverting 
to it1 : for his new application of Q-technique has nothing 
to do with ‘ typology,’ but solely with the measurement of 
the general factor of intelligence. 

It is not difficult to see how the double misunderstanding 
has arisen. The ‘ two-factor theorems ’ on which Stephen- 

1 I am tempted to say that our procedure seems to fulfil Stephenson’s 
present requirements much more completely than his own. His article in 
its opening paragraph claims to be an illustration of “ Q-technique} that is, 
the factor-study of persons as variables ” and to be “ concerned with the 
general theory of factor-analysis.” Actually, however, there is neither factor- 
analysis nor any study of factors as such. His ideal order is not obtained by 
factorization of correlations, but is directly deduced from “ the logical order 
of decretion on which the test was constructed” (p. 32). Although, therefore, 
he sets out to show the unique conclusions to be attained by analysing inter- 
correlations between persons, in the end he does not correlate 'persons at all! 
What he correlates is one person’s arrangement with an objective standard, 
much as Binet compares a child’s arrangement of given weights with the order 
of heaviness assigned by the balance. The 1 standard person,’ who is set up 
to serve as a reference value “ much as length is measured in terms of a yard,” 
though several times referred to in the introductory argument, is never 
actually derived or used, and seems wholly unnecessary to his procedure. In 
our own procedure the u standard personality ’—the hypothetical ‘ typical 
individual who serves as a common point of reference ’—is a kind of weighted 
average, specified by the c factor-measurements for tests/ 

At the same time I do not wish for one moment to decry the value of 
Stephenson’s highly ingenious test. If I understand his figures correctly, 
it would seem to yield a decidedly closer agreement with independent 
criteria of intelligence than my own, and at the same time to be freer from 
the complicating influence of verbal ability. 
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son has inflexibly insisted do not recognize the distinction 
which the ‘ multiple-factor equations ’ preserve between the 
first ‘ universal ’ or ‘ general ’ factor (with positive satura¬ 
tions for every correlated variable) and the secondary 
‘ group ’ or ‘ bipolar ’ factors, specifying groups or types. 
Hence, for him, if a type-factor is not specific, it must be 
general. Consequently, with his procedure my secondary 
type-factois became general factors (in practice nearly always 
calculated for certain sub-matrices only) ; and conversely, 
he has maintained, at any rate in his earlier papers, that my 
general factors, when procured by correlating persons, 
“ could only indicate types,” and therefore should really 
have been type-factors.1 * * * * 6 Thus he applies (rightly on his 
premisses, wrongly on mine) everything that I have said 
about secondary factors to the general factors as well, and 
vice versa. 

Conclusions and Corollaries.—In conclusion, let me briefly 
indicate what I take to be the logical nature of the difference 
between us. At bottom, I think, the difference is due, like 
so many controversies in factor-analysis, to a confusion 
between two logical standpoints—namely, the analysis of 
* intension ’ with the analysis of ‘ extension.’ In correlat¬ 
ing traits we are (in the first stage) comparing the attributes 
or traits that define certain classes; in correlating persons 

1 This appeared still more plausible because, as explained above, in 
repeating our experiments, he rejected our relatively heterogeneous test- 
material, and substituted pictures, etc., that were far more homogeneous: 
but such a modification must inevitably tend to eliminate the general factor 
with which we were primarily concerned, and to throw into relief our 
6 secondary type-factors.’ This equality (actual or assumed) in the difficulty 
of the various tests explains a peculiarity that marks so many of the tables 
obtained by correlating persons. Thomson suggests that u since Stephenson 
has found numerous negative correlations between persons, and since few 
negative correlations are reported between tests, we seem here to have an 
experimental difference between the two kinds of correlation ” ([132], p. 211). 
But the experimental difference arises only when the investigator works with 
tests or traits that have, or are assumed to have, the same average level for 
the different persons: thus in the investigations to which Thomson alludes 
the/ general factor for persons’ had virtually been partialed out beforehand 
or at least reduced in magnitude. Under these conditions, as I have else¬ 
where explained, a “ bipolar ” table of coefficients is “ apt to be the first to 
appear when correlating persons ” ([114], p.167, cf, [130], p. 419). 
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we are (in the first stage) comparing the members of those 
classes. (Bp the first stage I mean the stage which carries 
the factorist as far as computing the factor-saturations.) 
Thus, in the former case, we take an intensional quality that 
can be predicated of the various persons, such as ability to 
read, and subdivide it into a generic predicate, say intelli¬ 
gence or cognition generally, and a specific predicate, say 
verbal capacity. In the latter case we take an extensional 
class, namely, the children of whom such abilities are predi¬ 
cated, and subdivide it into the more intelligent sub-class 
and the less intelligent sub-class, and each sub-class again 
into the verbal and the non-verbal type. To declare that 
by correlating persons we can discover types that cannot 
conceivably be discovered by correlating traits is like 
declaring that there are classes for which no defining predi¬ 
cates (i.e. no trait-combinations) could be possibly found. 

The supporters of Q-technique rarely, if ever, go on to 
the second stage and calculate factor-measurements, whether 
they are using Q- or R-technique. When we proceed from 
factor-saturations to factor-measurements, a transition is 
made from intension to extension in correlating traits and 
from extension to intension in correlating persons. Once 
again I find it difficult to imagine that, by Q-technique, 
I can obtain a factor-saturation describing a set of persons 
as a type, and yet, in principle, be entirely unable to reach 
the same figure by correlating the relevant traits : it is 
like saying the name Jones can only be found in the 
telephone directory by hunting for the word as a whole, 
and that if I look first for J, then for the O’s under J, 
then for N, E, and S, I shall never find Jones. The 
equivalence of the two procedures, however, is a matter 
that I shall defend more fully when I deal with the so-called 
4 reciprocity principle ’ (see chap. xi). 

It is perhaps too early to come to any final decision in 
regard to the status of 4 inverted-factor ’ techniques. But, 
as I see the matter, Stephenson’s criticisms of my own pro¬ 
cedure, and certainly my criticisms of Stephenson’s, relate 
to comparatively minor issues. On essentials we seem in 
pretty close agreement. I do not deny that, as regards 
statistical significance and the effects of selection, and more 
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particularly the psychological interpretation of the factors 
themselves, many new problems arise, some as yet unsolved ; 
but that does not of itself commit us to a ‘ completely new 
methodology.’ My provisional conclusion therefore is that, 
although there may be material differences between the 
factors obtained by the different £ techniques,’ formally the 
newer applications involve no fresh logical principles, and 
lead to factors in no way radically different from those 
obtained by the older. 

Nevertheless, as I have from the outset insisted, when we 
turn from the older applications to the newer, fresh light is 
unquestionably shed both on the logical nature of factor- 
analysis and on the intrinsic nature of the factors them¬ 
selves. Though that light may reveal no novel features 
hitherto unsuspected, it throws many of the previous 
conclusions into sharper relief. Two important inferences 
that are thus very clearly confirmed deserve amplifying at 
somewhat greater length. 

Factors as Principles for Classifying Tests.—In the com¬ 
moner applications of factor-analysis, depending on the 
correlation of tests, the investigator, as we have seen, usually 
identifies his factors with abilities in the minds of the persons 
tested : the ‘ factor-saturations for tests ’ are taken to state 
how far each test depends upon, or is saturated with, the 
particular ability specified, i.e. how far the results of the 
empirical test would resemble or correlate with the results 
of a perfect test for that ability. The ‘ factor-measure¬ 
ments for persons,’ which are then deduced, indicate the 
results that we should expect such a perfect test to yield, 
i.e. they provide quantitative gradings or classifications for 
the persons in respect of the hypothetical ability : thus, if a 
particular examinee has a large negative measurement for 
the ‘ general factor ’ of intelligence, exceeding some border¬ 
line figure, he will for practical purposes be classified as 
‘ mentally defective ’ ; similarly, if he has a large positive 
measurement for the ‘ verbal factor,’ he can be classified 
as belonging to the ‘ verbal type.’ 

Now, when we adopt the alternative approach and start 
by correlating persons, we reach similar ‘ factor-measure¬ 
ments ’ for tests instead of for persons. By analogy we must 
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now regard the factor-measurements as grading or classify¬ 
ing, not the persons, but the tests. At the same time, since 
we have started with the same set of data, we must surely 
assume that the factors—i.e. the principles of classification 
—will still remain the same, whichever approach we follow. 
But, under appropriate conditions, as we have seen^ the 
‘ factor-measurements for tests ’ obtained by correlating 
persons are identical with the 4 factor-saturations for tests ’ 
obtained by correlating tests. Thus, whether we correlate 
tests or persons, we must regard our factors as being prin¬ 
ciples for classifying tests or traits quite as much as principles 
for classifying persons. 

This conclusion is perhaps most obvious when we think 
of the familiar tests of school attainments. Usually the 
factors that emerge are described as revealing certain 
elementary capacities in the mind—verbal ability, manual 
ability, arithmetical ability, general intelligence, and so 
forth ; but they may equally be conceived as principles for 
classifying school subjects. Thus we may group together 
reading, spelling, English composition, as verbal subjects; 
handwriting, drawing, painting, woodwork, as manual sub¬ 
jects ; arithmetic, geometry, algebra, and physical science 
as arithmetical or mathematical subjects : and each subject 
may, as it were, be cross-divided into levels of difficulty, 
corresponding with the level of intelligence possessed by the 
children who can cope with it. 

Such an example shows very plainly how the factors de¬ 
duced from any set of correlations depend primarily upon 
the way in which the tests correlated have been chosen : and 
it prompts the further inference that, if factor-analysis 
alone were sufficient to reveal ‘ abilities/ we should have 
just’as much right to speak of the c abilities? of our tests as 
of the 4 abilities ’ of the persons tested.1 The solution to the 
paradox is not far to seek : at bottom what we are really 
classifying are neither the minds, on the one hand, nor the 
tests or traits or school subjects, on the other, but the 
relations between the two. 

The same holds good in investigations based on tests of a 

1 Beebe-Center, indeed, has actually used this phraseology ; cf., however, 

[97]? P- 349> and P- 4*5- 
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laboratory type, or on assessments of character-qualities and 
traits of personality. Whipple’s well-known manual, for 
example, presents all the more familiar mental tests classified 
according to the functions which they were presumably 
intended to measure—sensory discrimination, motor capa¬ 
city, attention, memory, and the like. And the various 
questionnaires issued year after year for recording children’s 
behaviour nearly always presuppose some tacit or explicit 
classification of the actions to be observed—some hypo¬ 
thetical scheme of ‘ propensities,’ ‘ attitudes,’ or ‘ unitary 
traits.’ Evidently, if such classifications are to have any 
genuine value, they themselves require first to be sub¬ 
stantiated. And in either case this can only be achieved by 
a comprehensive factorial analysis. 

Factors specify Relations.—The view to which we have 
been led becomes almost unavoidable, when we reflect on 
the very different constructions that may be put on the 
results of correlating persons: here, as we have seen, 
investigators find it much more difficult to agree over what 
precisely they have been analysing. Correlations between 
traits or tests are almost universally assumed to yield an 
analysis of the mind into its component ‘ abilities ’ : cor¬ 
relations between persons, on the other hand, may be inter¬ 
preted in two seemingly inconsistent ways. 

Consider once again the type of inquiry I have been 
describing—for example, one of the many experiments in 
which a number of persons are asked to rank a series of 
English compositions in order of merit, and the rankings are 
correlated by persons. What do the results reveal ? Do 
they indicate the literary appreciation of the judges, or the 
literary merits of the compositions judged ? If the com¬ 
positions are children’s essays, and the judges school 
examiners, then we shall probably regard the figures as 
grading or classifying the compositions j udged. If, however, 
the judges are children and the compositions extracts from 
authors differing widely in literary skill, then we may use 
the figures to grade or classify the judges according to their 
powers of appreciation. The truth is that with both 
experiments what our measurements really express are in 
the first instance neither the qualities of the judges by 
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themselves, nor the qualities of the test stimuli by them¬ 
selves, but the interaction between the two. Which of 
the two interacting qualities we treat as constants and 
which we treat as variables will depend upon the question 
we set out to study and upon the way the experiment has 
been planned. This conclusion, which seems more or less 
obvious when we are correlating persons, is, I should 
maintain, equally true when we are correlating tests. In 
either case, the psychologist’s factors do not in themselves 
describe either persons stimulated or things used to stimulate 
them ; they describe the complex relations between the two. 

Principle of Reversibility.—To regard the mathematical 
analysis as concerned, not so much with the relata, as with 
the relations, will confer much the same advantages in 
psychology as in physics. It abolishes the need for fixed 
distinctions between c determiner’ and c determinate,’ 
between known c ground ’ and unknown but predictable 
‘ consequence,’ or (to use more popular terminology) 
between c causes ’ and c effects.’ In experimental psycho¬ 
logy we talk of tests as stimuli which cause reactions ; 
in factor-analysis we more commonly talk of abilities as 
“ causes of individual differences.” 1 I should prefer to 
regard each test-process, not as a direct and simple measure¬ 
ment of an isolated trait or an isolated individual, but as a 
statement of the point at which an equilibrium is reached 
between the external forces (the difficulty of the constituent 
test-items) and the internal forces (the mental activities 
of the individual tested). Thus, instead of rigidly dis¬ 
tinguishing between variables that are given (cause-factors) 
and those which have to be deduced (effect-factors), as we 
do in applied or practical psychology, pure psychology 
should be content with a set of ‘ equations of condition,’ 
which all the variables taken together would have to 
satisfy. The number of equations would then correspond 
to the number of variables that we might require to deduce 
or determine, without stating whether the deducible 
variables are c abilities ’ or future 6 performances ’ or 
possibly some combination of the two. 

Accordingly, if we drop the usual antithesis between 
1 E.g. Thurstone, [84], p. 45. 
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tests or abilities as causes, and individual performances as 
their effects, then, as in physics, our equations should in 
general become reciprocal or reversible. Within the 
limits imposed by errors of measurement and sampling, we 
should be able to deduce trait-measurements from factor- 
measurements by the means of the same equations that are 
used to deduce factor-measurements from trait-measure¬ 
ments. And once again we shall be led to identify person- 
factors and test-factors ; for our conclusion implies that the 
factor-measurements derived from observations on the 
same sample of traits in the same or similar samples of the 
population should in principle be equivalent whether we 
proceed by grouping traits to correlate persons or by 
grouping persons to correlate traits. To suppose that the 
two sets of factors will completely change when we turn 
from one alternative procedure to the other would be rather 
like announcing that Boyle’s law will hold good if you 
consider the effect of changing temperature upon the volume 
of a certain gas, but that a different formula will be required 
when you treat the change of volume as cause and the 
change of temperature as effect. 

Cautions for Research.—The foregoing conclusions lead at 
once to several obvious corollaries of immediate importance 
for the research worker. More especially, we see at almost 
every point how dependent the emerg ing factors will he, not 
only upon the initial choice of persons to be tested or observed, 
but also upon the ini tial choice of tests or traits. The early 
factorists believed that the factors they were discovering 
were clear-cut, concrete entities, forming part of the well- 
defined structure of the mind: it scarcely mattered what 
tests were picked for correlation, the general factor and the 
group-factors (if any) would surely disclose themselves. 
And their later followers have further maintained that 
“ no matter what sample of the population we take, our 
technique will enable us to classify them into types as 
distinct as primroses and buttercups.” These two beliefs 
are more in keeping with the views of the scholastic logicians 
than with those of the present day. The first belief seems 
implicitly to take for granted the old traditional notion that 
the behaviour both of the mind and of material substances 
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is to be ascribed to a set of inherent, arbitrary, and inde¬ 
pendent powers ; the second contention (which is put 
forward as a consequence of the first) implies a faith, like 
that which lasted from Aristotle to Linnaeus, in the defin¬ 
iteness and stability of genera and species. And the 
student who reads some of the most recent publications 
comes away with ideas that are indistinguishable from the 
ancient doctrines of mental faculties and mental types in 
the crudest and most primitive form. 

As regards the structure of the mind, the more cautious 
investigators, factorial as well as non-factorial, seem 
unanimous in agreeing that it is anything but fixed, sharply 
localized, and rigidly defined. Thomson, as we have seen, 
regards the mind as almost structureless; and few writers 
would nowadays explicitly assert that it is an aggregate of 
isolated powers. Similarly, with the exception of certain 
psychiatric writers and the supporters of ‘ Q-technique,’ 
few modern psychologists, and hardly any factorists, would 
now maintain that the human population is divisible into a 
number of sharply'distinguishable, mutually exclusive types, 
each characterized by some specialized ability, or by some 
specialized set of temperamental characteristics, which the 
others do not possess: in the few instances in which the 
statistical results exhibit some such discontinuous and 
multimodal distribution, the effect can usually be explained 
by unconscious selection in the initial data. 

Those of us who have been directly engaged in practical 
work on school children (the field of work which is at once 
most freely accessible and most easily controlled) have always 
emphasized the changing nature of the factorial picture, 
as it is deformed by irrelevant or unintended selection. 
The more general factors, which appear so conspicuous 
when we are dealing with random samples or complete 
age-groups, seem almost to vanish when we apply the 
same tests to selected populations, such as pupils from 
secondary schools or from homogeneous forms or classes. 
On the other hand, the more limited group-factors, which 
are so hard to demonstrate in small random samples, often 
stand out in salient relief when we turn to a picked batch of 
scholarship children or of mental defectives. 
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The influence of selecting persons is now fairly well 
recognized.1 The influence of selecting tests is more 
frequently overlooked. The technique of correlating 
persons demonstrates very clearly how the special selection 
of tests or traits can twist the whole factorial pattern. 
Looking back, such effects now seem sufficiently obvious, 
even in earlier work where tests rather than persons were 
correlated. The first investigators began by selecting 
simple sensory tests, and identified intelligence with general 
sensory discrimination. • As they turned to more complex 
tests taken from higher mental levels, and again to traits 
of an emotional or conative rather than cognitive character, 
they first broadened the single general factor to cover the 
whole of the mind, and then limited it to make room for a 
second general factor of emotion or will. The stability of 
our factors, therefore, is only a relative stability. But, after 
all, that is true of most other abstract measurable concepts— 
the length of what we call a year, or the weight of what we 
call a pound of lead. In psychological work, no doubt, 
particularly until we know more of the genetic, physio¬ 
logical, and biochemical bases of the mind, the instability 
is likely to be even greater than it is in the physical sciences. 

1 It is still frequently disregarded in research theses; and largely accounts 

for the conflicting results obtained in early days,, and for the. conflicting 

theories that were consequently deduced. Rereading the descriptions and 

noting the figures for the variability, the student will continually perceive 

how the early advocates of g were prone to draw inferences from small but 

heterogeneous samples; on the other hand, those who discovered “ no g, 

but only group-factors,” were often arguing from experiments on relatively 

homogeneous classes or schools, where the basis of selection had already 

more or less equalized the g of the various members. 
The influence of the choice of tests comes plainly to the fore when we 

deal with correlations between persons. Such correlations “can most 

safely be interpreted, if the tests (or traits) form a random sample of their 

total population ” ; and, as I have shown at length elsewhere, “ on deducing 
the consequences of this condition, we are led to theorems closely resembling 

Thomson’s sampling theorems, except that our propositions now refer, not 

to the fact that our tests are sampling the mind’s neural ‘bonds,’ but to 

the fact that the psychologist is sampling the tests or traits ” ([137], pp. 88-9). 

And in my view it is the mode of sampling the ‘ tests,’ not the ‘ bonds,’ that 

should be invoked to explain the hierarchical tendencies which correlations 

between tests so commonly display (ibid., pp. 85—6), 
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Yet this only means that in defining his fundamental 
concepts the psychologist must, provisionally at any rate, 
admit a somewhat larger element of convention. We must 
specify our standard population and our standard set of 
tests. In the case of general intelligence, this has already 
been attempted, though not always with a clear conscious¬ 
ness of the reasons. There the idea of a typical sample of 
the population, with a typical standard deviation, and a 
typical test-scale, like the Binet-Simon series, has already 
been adopted for practical purposes. The same principle 
could be explicitly accepted for other traits and for theor¬ 
etical work; and the best provisional conventions might 
thereupon be discussed and defined. 

Let us agree, then, that mathematical analysis by itself, 
and apart from all other considerations and inquiries, 
cannot ever suffice to disclose what mental factors make up 
the human mind or what mental types are discoverable 
within the human race. But for the same reason, it follows 
that it is equally illogical to condemn a method of factor- 
analysis as invalid because its results in any particular cases 
are ‘ devoid of psychological significance.5 If the results 
have no meaning, what stands convicted is, not the statis¬ 
tical technique, but the planning of the experiment, or 
more probably the lack of planning—the rash collection of 
data without prior regard for the needs of what from a 
mathematical standpoint is the best statistical procedure, 
and what from a psychological standpoint is the most rele¬ 
vant selection of measurable facts. Factor-analysis, as we 
have seen, is simply a form <?f averaging: whether the result¬ 
ing averages have a plausible meaning or not depends on 
what we have decided to average. Neurological, biological, 
genetic, introspective evidence should determine both what 
traits and tests we include at the outset, and what concepts 
are permissible in constructing the final interpretation. If 
in the end our analysis hands us a meaningless answer, that 
is because we have asked a meaningless question. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE METAPHYSICAL STATUS OF MENTAL FACTORS 

General Problem.—We have now examined the general 
nature of factor-analysis as a logical procedure—a procedure 
applied more specifically to psychological problems, but 
equally applicable to analogous problems in other complex 
sciences. We have also reviewed the chief factorial doc¬ 
trines to which that procedure has given birth. It remains 
to consider the theoretical and practical bearing of the 
results at which we have arrived. 

The wider implications of factorial work for theory have 
been strangely ignored. Not only does it raise issues of 
far-reaching importance to mental science and mental 
philosophy, but it also seems to indicate, or at any rate to 
limit, the nature of the possible replies. More particularly, 
the view we have been led to take of it should, I think, help 
us to supply a more decisive answer to the fundamental 
question raised or begged by the various uses to which 
factors have been put: namely, in what sense can the mind 
be said to contain or consist of factors ? Or, to put it 
more specifically, how far are we justified in attributing 
a concrete reality and a causal efficacy to the factors we 
deduce ? 

The Definition of Factors.—Before embarking on these 
deeper issues, we ought first to make sure that we are all 
agreed on the meaning to be attached to the word * factor.’ 
So far I have refrained from defining the term, because I 
hold that any such definition should come at the end of the 
inquiry rather than at the beginning. Let us continue, 
therefore, to interpret it by saying c factors are what factor- 
analysts seek and find ’; and let us briefly examine their 
own descriptions. ■ 

It is curious that hardly any factorist has offered a formal 
definition. Thurstone explicitly defines ‘ traits,’ * abilities,’ 

210 
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‘ reference abilities/ c primary traits/ and the like ; but he 
does not define ‘ factors.’ Warren, indeed, describes a 
factor as “ a psychoneural element or determiner which is 
fundamental to all correlated abilities for the same in¬ 
dividual ” ; but his description is apparently limited to 
factors of a particular type.1 Spearman, to whose writings 
the term chiefly owes its currency, introduces them as 
6 organs ’ or ‘ fundamental functions’ of the mind : the 
general factor he ultimately explains as a form of c energy/ 
and the more specific factors as nervous mechanisms or 
6 engines.’ This, he admits, is to interpret rather than to 
define. Nevertheless, whatever its ultimate nature, a 
factor, he insists, must at least be something more than a 
mere average or sum ; and he offers a “ proof that g and s 
exist.” “ If meaningful as opposed to statistical,” he 
writes in a more recent paper, “ a factor is taken to be one 
of the circumstances, facts, or influences which produce a 
result ” 2 *: in short, it is some kind of causative agency, 
even though the actual form of that agency is as yet unknown 

1 H. C. Warren, Dictionary of Psychology. Actually this is given as an 

explanation of a 4 general factor,5 according to the two-factor theory : under 

the word 4 factor 5 no definition is given that would seem appropriate in 
factor-analysis. 

2 This broader definition is given in a recent reply to Thomson’s protest 

against assuming that factors are 4 entities or organs5 {Brit. J. Psych., 

XXIX, 1938, p. 184). The definition is evidently quoted from the Concise 

Oxford Dictionary (s.v.) ; but of the definitions there given I should prefer 

for factorial work the one that immediately precedes it: 44 (Math.) One 

of the components that make up a number or expression by multiplication.” 

I would add that if the word 4 component5 had become current instead of 

4 factor,5 there would have been far less temptation on the part of students 

and others to assume that 4 factors 5 were concrete agencies, combining to 

produce a concrete4 product.5 Much the same confusion is discernible in the 

history of physics. Current textbooks still talk of 4 a beam of white light as a 

mixture containing red, green, and blue light, etc.5; and it is not so many 

decades since physicists were still disputing whether Newton’s experiment 

on spectral analysis had or had not demonstrated by experiment the real 

existence of red light, etc., in the white. White light, of course, has no 

periodicity ,* but any disturbance, however irregular, may be analysed 

mathematically into a sum of Fourier components. Nowadays, I imagine, no 

physicist would insist on arguing that the component waves 4 really existed 5 

in the white and that it was wrong to regard them as mere 4 mathematical 

artefacts.5 
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([56], pp. 61 f.). Similarly, Alexander declares: “ We do not 
seek functional entities (i.e. entities that are mere mathemat¬ 
ical functions), but psychological entities ; our purpose is to 
resolve abilities into their true psychological factors ” ([82], 
p. 3). And Stephenson : “ A factor must be a real and 
tangible entity, defined in terms of psychological needs, not 
a mere statistical artefact, however elegant the procedure 
by which it is reached.” Even Thomson describes the 
purpose of factor-analysis to be measuring “ the factors of 
the mind,” and objects to Spearman’s system because it 
does not “ give the causes ” ([87], p. 64 : his italics). For 
the rest most writers fall back on tacit identifications or 
equivalences. Thus Thurstone, Alexander, Holzinger, and 
many others treat the words ‘factor’ and ‘ability’ as 
synonymous1: but such an interpretation would rule out 
all application of factor-analysis to anything besides cogni¬ 
tive traits or tests2 *; others refer to them more broadly as 
‘ elementary ’ or ‘ unitary traits of personality ’ (Kelley), or 
as ‘ the fundamental dimensions of the mind ’ (Guilford). 
Few, if any, explain why some factors are ‘ meaningful ’ 
and others merely ‘ statistical,’ what makes one ability more 
‘ fundamental ’ or more ‘ elementary ’ than the others, how 
to distinguish ‘ true psychological factors ’ from the rest, 
or the ‘ causal ’ from the merely ‘ descriptive.’ Neverthe¬ 
less, nearly all appear agreed that the factors sought by the 
factorist, however else they may be characterized, are at once 
real and causal. Thurstone, indeed, does not hesitate to 

1 E.g., [84], p. 54. Usually they speak of4 underlying abilities ’ (Holzinger, 

[106], p. 5), or of e simple/ 4 primary/ or4 fundamental abilities 5 (Thurstone, 

[122], pp. 1,2,4), again using the different adjectives as equivalent. Holzinger, 

however, incidentally makes an alternative identification, speaking of 4 sorting 

mental tasks into distinct categories or factors9 and of4 classifying traits accord¬ 

ing to correlation clusters5 ([106], p. 4), which comes much nearer to my own 

view. 
2 In 1912, when I first applied methods of factor-analysis to assessments of 

emotional and temperamental tendencies, it was necessary to defend such an 

extension against a vigorous band of critics. But of late, particularly in 

America, there have been numerous attempts to factorize non-cognitive 

traits of personality. Hence it is surprising to find so many factorists still 

writing as though factor-analysis had been applied to nothing but tested 

abilities. 
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sum up the position by declaring that “ the object of factor- 
analysis is to discover the mental faculties.” 1 

Let us then proceed to inquire in what sense the factors 
disclosed by such analysis can claim both reality and causal 
efficacy. 

(i) The Reality of Factors.—In spite of the apparent 
unanimity which the foregoing descriptions reveal, perhaps 
indeed because of it, more than one voice in recent discus¬ 
sions has warned the factorist against the temptation to 
4 reify and deify his factors.’ With such a caution, I am in 
close sympathy. Yet, being addressed exclusively to the 
psychologist, it may seem to deny to his working concepts a 
validity allowed to those of other sciences. Thomson, for 
example, writes: “ My contention is that no degree of real 
existence need attach to statistical entities like g ... I do 
not think that g has any more real existence than a standard 
deviation ; I do not believe that it is mental energy or any 
of the other things it has been guessed to be.” He points 
out, rightly enough, that, if a mathematician claims to have 
proved “ the existence of a g which is real,” he merely means 
that g 1 exists ’ as a solution to a certain algebraic equation, 
and that it is £ real ’ inasmuch as it does not contain the 

factor V^i ; on the other hand, the “ ordinary non- 
mathematical reader interprets this phraseology as meaning 
that ... he, like everybody else, possesses a g, just as he 
possesses a liver.” 2 * 

1 [84]? p. 53- Again at the very outset of his first chapter he proposes to 

postulate 44 abilities and their absence as primary causes of individual 

differences,” and adds: “ this implies that individuals will be described in 

terms of a limited number of faculties ” (lac. ci&> pp. 45-6). Spearman, on 
the other hand, explicitly insists that factors must not be identified with 

4 faculties ’ or even with 4 abilities5 ([56], pp. 40, 222 et al.). 
2 £87], pp. 64, 84, 90. The mathematical theory of quantum physics 

would take a different criterion for existence. 44 The structural concept of 

existence is represented by an idempotent symbol ” (Eddington, The 

Philosophy of Physical Science, p. 162 ; cf. id.. The Relativity Theory of Protons 

and Electrons, chap. xvi). In factorial work it can be shown that the selective 

operator representing a pure and independent factor is an idempotent symbol 

([113], p. 160; cf. p. 264 below): and it is suggestive to recall that the 

equation of idempotency (.E2 = E) appears as a fundamental postulate at the 

outset of Boole’s Laws of Thought. But, of course, the idempotency of a 
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Now, though I do not identify the general factor g with 
any form of energy, I should be ready to grant it quite as 
much £ real existence ’ as physical energy can justifiably 
claim ; nor do I feel that such a concession would in any 
way conflict with Thomson’s own explanation of g in terms 
of the sampling of a structureless aggregate of numerous 
neurones or their bonds. The solution of factorial equa¬ 
tions is not the only thing with which the factorial psycho¬ 
logist is concerned : he may seek evidence for the ‘ reality ’ 
of his concepts in many other fields. Hence I should rather 
put the position in this way. The mathematical part of the 
factorial argument is for the most part deductive ; and 
therefore, like all deductive reasoning, is admittedly unable 
to guarantee the reality of the results deduced. In such an 
argument the factors are notions postulated, not things 
directly observed or measured. As a mathematician the 
factorist merely asks : what are the fewest and the simplest 
postulates I can make in order to describe the phenomena I 
am observing ? And from these postulates he tries to 
reconstruct the facts observed. But, when he has completed 
his reconstruction, he seeks to check and verify his inferences; 
and so turns again to the empirical world. 

Deduction, whether mathematical or non-mathematical, 
can never prove the existence of the concepts with which it 
deals. Induction is therefore required at two stages: first, 
at the beginning, to suggest the initial postulates; and 
secondly, at the end, to see whether the empirical facts 
answer to the corollaries deduced. 

This alternating procedure is not peculiar to factorial 
psychology. It is followed in nearly every quantitative 
science. In thermodynamics the physicist will first assume 
a perfect gas or a perfect engine, described by a few simpli¬ 
fied postulates; he then deduces that the volume of a gas 
varies inversely with pressure or that with constant volume 
its specific heat is constant; finally he examines the results 
of experiments to see how far his deductions hold true of 
actual gases and actual apparatus. He would be surprised, 

selective operator cannot guarantee any concrete i existence ’ for the class 

c selected.’ However, it would take us too far afield to discuss what precise 

meaning (if any) can be attached to the vague term 4 existence.’ 
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I think, if we insisted that the temperature of the gas 
had no real existence, or warned him not to reify heat, 
and argued that the only real entities must be the moving 
molecules, which, as we had conceived them, were neverthe¬ 
less quite unlike any actual molecules. Yet, from a severely 
philosophical standpoint, all these strictures would be fully 
warranted ; and we could safely add that the quantity called 
heat appeared simply as a solution to an algebraic equation, 
and not as a fund of energy that could be observed at first 

hand. 
The student, reading Thomson’s argument, takes the gist 

of it to be that Spearman’s g cannot exist in the sense in 
which physical energy exists; and his impression seems 
confirmed when Spearman himself admits that the identifi¬ 
cation of g with some such energy is only a tentative sub¬ 
theory, and not essential to his main hypothesis. Both 
parties appear to overlook the fact that, if the truth be 
strictly told, even physical energy can claim no real existence. 
It is, indeed, a glaring instance of the faculty fallacy. We 
feel warmth, see light, hear sound, experience movement 
and resistance. To account for such effects the nineteenth- 
century physicist simply postulated an ‘ energy ’ of heat, of 
light, of sound ; to explain the fact that a moving body does 
work he simply endowed the body with a ‘ capacity for 
such work; worse still, when the energy does not manifest 
itself visibly to the senses, he invented yet another capacity 
that he called ‘ potential ’ energy. Then, at a later stage 
of his argument, he declared, in terms like Spearman’s, that 
there are not a number of such capacities, all specific and 
irreducibly distinct; there is just a single general capacity, 
common to all; the various forms of energy,.which we 
originally classified according to the sensory experiences they 
apparently excite, are to be regarded as manifestations of 
one and the same indestructible energy, which is pictured 

as fundamentally kinetic. 
No doubt, the physicist of to-day would be far less con¬ 

fident about the real existence of the energy thus postulated. 
He would probably declare that the question was irrelevant 
to his line of thought. The assumption of such a concept 
enables him to unify his science, to relate his various 
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measurements, and to construct rigorous deductive argu¬ 
ments in quantitative terms; all that interests him is to 
know that the conclusions of those arguments can be verified: 
never exactly—that he does not expect—but to a reasonably 
close approximation. 

Similarly, in psychology, if the question of existence is 
to be pressed, I do not see why our factors should not be 
entitled to the same kind of existence—or, if you will, the 
same kind of non-existence—that is allowed to physical 
forms of energy. Thomson would deny that general intel¬ 
ligence exists as a real entity or as a genuine cause, but would 
accept it as a symbolic way of describing the relations between 
the ultimate neuronic elements; these alone he regards as 
the real entities and the true causes. But his arguments, 
so far as I can see, no more invalidate Spearman’s main 
position than the kinetic theory of heat precludes us from 
talking of temperature as for all practical purposes ‘ real,’ 
and treating it as a concrete existent whose amount (which 
is also a sample or average) can be conveniently measured. 

Intelligence I regard, not indeed as designating a special 
form of energy, but rather as specifying certain individual 
differences in the structure of the central nervous system— 
differences whose concrete nature could be described in 
histological terms.1 But in any case, whether it is a ‘ real ’ 

1 Spearman states that I identify g, not with intelligence, but with £ power 

of attention 5 ([56], p. 88), and a ascribe individual differences of ability to 

inequalities in ‘ power of attention ’ ” (p. 341). He supports his statement 

by a paragraph taken from my first article ; but this paragraph was meant to 

be interpreted in the light of the physiological hypothesis put forward in the 

succeeding pages. In a suggestive book just published, Maxwell Garnett also 

quotes the same passage, and seems at first sight to draw the same conclusion 

(Knowledge and Character, 1940, pp. 144-5). And from time to time the 

inference that “ what we call intelligence is merely an effect of attention ” 

has been cited by teachers and by educational journals with approval. 

Accordingly, since this notion has been so often attributed to me, I ought 

perhaps to explain a little more fully my view of the relation between the 

two. 

Having shown (i) that a general factor enters into all cognitive processes 

and (ii) that this general factor appears to be largely, if not wholly, inherited 

or innate ([16], cf. [22]), I proposed to define intelligence as innate, general 

cognitive efficiency ([20], p. 95); and then endeavoured to suggest an innate 

and inheritable basis for this factor in the structure of the nervous system. 
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property in either of these senses or in some other remains a 
question that cannot be solved by factor-analysis as such. 

The function of the nervous system is, in Sherrington’s phrase, to facilitate 

efficient adaptation by its ‘ integrative action.’ And its capacity for 

integration must depend on (i) the number of neurones, (ii) the number of 

branches of the neurones, and (iii) the systematic arrangement of those 

neurones and their branches. In the cortex of low-grade imbeciles, it is these 

three characteristics that are seen to be abnormal; and we may assume that 

minor variations of the same kind are to be found in all individuals. Thus, 

quite apart from experience, I conceive the neuronic structure of the brain 

to be laid down or organized differently in different persons, so that it 

4 facilitates efficient adaptation ’ in differing degrees. It is also to be noted 

that, in the same individual, the nervous tissue, like every other tissue 

(e.g. hair), has much the same general structural character throughout. 

Consequently, this general structural character of the nervous tissue will 

operate as a 4 general factor.’ With these facts in mind I went on to argue 

that ££ that mind will, therefore, be most intelligent in which the tendency 

to systematization in the portions of the brain as yet unsystematized is great¬ 

est, i.e. where the inborn capacity for complex organization in the nervous 

tissue as yet unorganized is most rich : such a capacity can be pictured as 

dependent on the general architecture of the central nervous system, and, 

being structural, can, like all structures, be conceived as inheritable ” ([17], 

1909, p. 23 ; cf. [16], p.169). Thus, like Thomson ([132], p. 54)], I consider 

that ££ persons differ widely in the £ richness ’ of their brains,” but I lay more 

stress on the systematization of£ bonds ’ (as he and Thorndike term them) than 

upon the mere number of £ bonds.’ 
Now, if we accept McDougall’s view of the attention-process (Mind, 

XII, pp. 302 f.), we may regard this integrative, co-ordinating, systematizing 

activity of the nervous system as the essential ‘ physiological factor ’ under¬ 

lying attention in its cognitive aspect. Along these lines, it seemed to me 

possible to reconcile the views expressed by Wundt and Binet, who held that 

intelligence or intellectual power consisted essentially in attention, with the 

views of other writers, who had variously described intelligence as power of 

adaptation, capacity for learning, capacity for noetic synthesis, or the like. 

This suggested reconciliation, however, was merely a corollary to my con¬ 

ception of intelligence, not the primary definition of it. Indeed, instead of 

maintaining that £ intelligence is merely an effect of attention,’ I would 

rather say that attention (so far as it is a cognitive and not a conative pheno¬ 

menon) is an effect or symptom of what we call intelligence. , 

Spearman, it may be noted, would agree to the identification of g with 

attention, if attention meant, not £ intensity of conation,’ but £ mental 

energy ’ : McDougall, on the other hand, would prefer to identify £ mental 

energy ’ with £ intensity of conation ’ and attention with the direction of 

energy or conation. Garnett’s final way of putting the matter I should 

readily accept: ££ g measures my power to concentrate attention when I wish 

to do so ; w is the measure of the influence of my purposes on my use of this 

power” (Joe. cit., p. 150). 
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Just as we cannot deduce the essential character of the 
elementary processes in the retina from a mere analysis of 
colour equations, so we cannot determine the nature of 
intelligence without supplementary evidence from anatomy, 
physiology, and genetics, to be accumulated by research that 
is only just beginning. Meanwhile, if (as many factorists 
affirm) it is unfair, in our present state of ignorance, to 
import physiological considerations into the picture, and if 
we are consequently to take our factors as describing, not 
hypothetical characteristics of the individual nervous 
system, but only observable characteristics of the individual 
mind, then certainly we had better refrain altogether from 
referring to such factors as concrete entities: to speak of 
‘ factors in the mind 5 as if they existed in the same way as, 
but in addition to, the physical organs and tissues of the 
body and their properties, is assuredly both indefensible and 

misleading. 
Strictly, therefore, the scientist can never really measure 

mental abilities as entities in themselves; for there is no 
ground for believing that such abilities can have any real 
existence apart from the behaviour by which they are 
displayed or the organism that displays them. What we 
call an ability is simply a convenient name for designating 
a set of potential reactions on the part of the individual 
tested. 

(ii) The Causal Efficacy of Factors.—If our mental factors 
as such can claim no necessary concrete existence, still less 
can we endow them with effective causal powers. Ex¬ 
planation in terms of causal agencies is a legacy of nineteenth- 
century science—a mode of approach which should now be 
considered as out-of-date in mental science as it is in physical 
science. In psychology concepts of this kind appear little 
more than relics of the old-fashioned faculties, which were 
invented to perform the same function in psychology as 
were performed by forces in physics, and have since got 
ingrained in our everyday habits of speech. Nearly all 
psychologists are nowadays agreed in repudiating mental 
faculties, or at any rate the name ; but their reason for this 
rejection seems rather that there is little or no objective 
evidence for any set of faculties that has hitherto been 
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proposed, and not that the whole idea of faculties springs 
from a crude and obsolescent notion of scientific explanation. 
Factor-analysis, I believe, owes much of its present con¬ 
fusion to the fact that most psychologists still tacitly assume 
that, if faculties do not exist, mental factors must be 
invoked to fulfil their explanatory functions. 

The causal phraseology, which almost every factorist continues to 

employ, implies a naive and popular view of the nature of mind. 

The minds of the persons tested are conceived as individual sub¬ 

stances ; and the ‘ abilities ’ inferred are then pictured as causal 

properties inherent in those substances. The underlying motive 

is not hard to discern. If we wish to predict a future condition 

from the present, we seem compelled to assume some principle of 

constancy or conservation, an entity permanent enough at least to 

last until the date to which our predictions refer ; and by the 

unsophisticated thinker such a principle is nearly always visualized 

concretely as an enduring substance or as part of such a substance. 

Yet even in explaining physical phenomena, the hypothesis of 

individual substances possessing causal properties or attributes 

would scarcely pass unchallenged by the metaphysician : and in 

psychology, where we are no longer dealing with separable bodies of 

matter, but, for all we know, merely with certain aspects of the 

working of the nervous system and its adjuncts, such a way of 

speaking is even less permissible than in other fields of science. It 

manifestly begs a host of unsolved metaphysical issues. 

Philosophers and psychologists alike have continued to 
suppose that science must aim primarily at discovering 
causes, although as a matter of fact the word ‘ cause5 
vanished long ago from the vocabulary of the more advanced 
of the sciences. The philosopher regards causality as^ a 
weakness of physical science 1 the psychologist, as its special 
strength. Yet nowadays in the physicist’s account of 
gravitation there is nothing that can be called either a cause 
or an effect: there is only a quantitative law embodied in 
a mathematical formula. Already by the end of the nine¬ 
teenth century,1 causal interpretations in physics were 

1 The extrusion of causality from physical science was virtually accom¬ 

plished by writers like Kirchhoff and Mach abroad and Karl Pearson in this 

country. With the general recognition that force and components of 

force are mere mathematical fictions, causality disappeared. It lingered 

longest in physical dynamics, and still persists in the psycho-dynamics of 
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beginning to give place to differential equations ; thermo¬ 
dynamics was frankly statistical; and in quantum physics, 
individual substances as such and causal properties as such 
find no mention whatever. The modern physicist would 
emphatically disclaim any knowledge of underlying entities 
or of their possible powers: he finds only an intricate and 
abstract structure, a pattern of observable relations between 
observable phenomena—the phenomena themselves being 
either mere patterns of relations, or else patternlike 
sequences of events within a conscious continuum, and so 
neither substantial nor causal, and certainly outside the 
purview of the physicist as such. 

This attitude seems now to be shared by nearly all 
contemporary writers, even those whose metaphysical views 
are as sharply opposed as the views of Eddington and 
Russell. “ Physics to-day,” says Eddington, “ represents 
experience as the result of statistical laws without any 
reference to the principle of causality. We seek a know¬ 
ledge, neither of actors nor of actions, but of a structure 
or pattern contained in the actions.” 1 Similarly, Bertrand 
Russell insists that many philosophical difficulties “ might 
have been avoided if the importance of structure and the 
difficulty of getting behind structure had been realized. . . . 
The essence of individuality always eludes words and baffles 
description, and is for that very reason irrelevant to 
science.” 2 

Why, then, has the so-called law of causation persisted so 
long in the writings of psychologists, and even been magni¬ 
fied, in the doctrines of the behaviourist and the psycho¬ 
analyst, into an axiom of supreme importance ? Possibly 

those behaviouristic and psycho-analytic writers who adhere to materialistic 

theories already out-of-date in the fundamental material sciences. The 

opponents of causality usually ran to the opposite extreme, and insisted that 

all science is merely descriptive and that in the narrowest sense. There 

seems a via media. Without accepting the extreme causal view, on the one 

hand, or the extreme descriptive view, on the other, we may adopt the 

position that, although causal links are not discoverable* implications of 

'probability are, and these will enable us to predict as well as to describe with¬ 

out assuming any external causal compulsion. 

1 New Pathways in Science {1935), p. 256. 

2 Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy (1919), p* 61. 
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because psychologists are unfamiliar with any other form 
of law. Until recently, the idea of a functional law as 
distinct from a causal law seems to have been quite foreign 
to them; the nature of correlation, for example, has nearly 
always been explained to the novice in terms of causes 
rather than of dependence. Yet, after all, the most that 
science requires for its probable inferences, whether 
theoretical or practical, are not so much laws of cause and 
effect as laws of ground and consequence. What we need 
to know is not the cause of an occurrence, but the reason 
for a conclusion. When we say 4 A causes B,’ all that we 
mean is 4 A’s existence at the time of determination implies 
B’s existence at the time to which our predictions refer, 
provided other conditions do not appreciably interfere.’ 
Our questions therefore must be, not what conditions 
compel such and such things necessarily to happen, but what 
conditions enable us to infer that they will probably happen. 
For this reason, as it seems to me, the notion of logical 
dependence lies at the very root of factor-analysis in all its 
forms and all its applications; and for this reason the.more 
special problems of linear dependence and statistical 
dependence are always coming to the fore. 

The Postulates of Inductive Inference.—When this view is 
put to the empirical psychologist, I find he is usually ready 
to admit it for what he calls the deductive sciences; but 
he still insists that laws of causation are necessary for psycho¬ 
logical science, because it is essentially inductive. Without 
the fundamental premiss of causality, he supposes, there 
can be no valid induction. The modern logician, however, 
would at once point out that reasoning by causes is popular 
reasoning, not rigorous reasoning, and that neither the law 
of universal causation, nor yet (what has frequently been 
identified with it) the axiom of the uniformity of Nature, 
is necessary or even sufficient to guarantee the validity of 

inductive proof.1 

1 The only logician quoted by factorists seems to be Mill. His law of 
causation, his canon of induction, together with the principle of parsimony 
or simplicity (wrongly attributed to Occam), are adduced again and again. 
Until recently, indeed, not only empiricist logicians of the school of Mill, 
but even rationalist logicians like Joseph, would have agreed that a law of 
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Nevertheless, some a priori postulate is avowedly requis¬ 
ite. And the appropriate postulate or postulates may in 
their turn throw light upon the fundamental nature of the 
subject-matter about which we desire to reason. So far as 
physical phenomena are concerned, most logicians would 
probably prefer to invoke, in the place of the traditional law 
of causation, something more akin to the two postulates 
proposed by Keynes, which he terms the ‘ principle of 
atomic uniformity ’ and the 4 principle of limited inde¬ 
pendent variety.’1 

Strangely enough, the very philosophers who accept 
these two principles for the physical sciences warn us that 
they “ do not apply to inductive generalizations about 
mental phenomena ; so that with our present knowledge 
we have no good reason to attach great weight to the con¬ 
clusions of inductive argument on these subjects ” 2—a 
shattering verdict for those who seek to reduce mental 
phenomena to something like an empirical science. Yet I 
venture to affirm that these two postulates, or something 
very like them, are precisely what are needed to justify the 
inductive inferences of the factorist. And if that view is 
right, we could, it seems to me, contend that factor- 
analysis may in this way throw an illuminating beam on the 
ultimate structure of mind, or at any rate on the best work- 

universal causation was needed to help us out of the apparent fallacies that all 

inductive arguments otherwise seem to involve, and further that it could do 

so successfully. To cite the arguments brought by more recent logicians 

against such a doctrine is hardly necessary here. Of the many refutations 

perhaps the most readable and forcible is that set out by Russell in Mysticism 

and Logic, chap, ix. 

1 J. M. Keynes, A Treatise on Probability, pp. 256 et seq. A modified version 

of them is elaborated by C. D. Broad, whose exposition will probably be 

found a little clearer and more suggestive to the factorial psychologist. 

C Principles of Problematic Induction,’ Proc. Arist. Soc., N.S., XXVIII, 

pp. 1-47, and ‘ The Relation between Induction and Probability,’ Mind, 

XXVII, pp. 389 et seq.). A still more recent statement of these views in 

Le frohleme logique de /’induction, by Jean Nicod (ably summarized by 

R. B. Braithwaite in Mind, XXXIV, pp, 483 et seq.), contains several import¬ 

ant revisions. But even if he hesitates over trying to master the current views 

of inductive logic, every factorial worker should at least be familiar with 
Keynes’ Treatise. 

2 Broad, loc. dtp. 46. 
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ing conception that can be adopted in regard to that 
structure. What is more, the particular conception thus 
suggested would appear to be, not merely consistent with, 
but actually confirmed by, recent views on the general 
character of mental and neural phenomena themselves. 

The first assumption is, as Keynes points out, a generaliza¬ 
tion of the principle known to mathematicians as the 
‘ superposition of small effects.’ It maintains that the 
universe and its processes may be treated as consisting of 
quasi-atomic elements, so that “ a change of total state 
may be considered to be compounded of a large number of 
smaller separate and independent changes.” 1 A mental 
change, for example, might be regarded as the resultant of 
numerous all-or-none discharges of certain nerve-cells. 
The relevance of Keynes’ postulate to current statistical 
reasoning is plain. In factor-analysis it supports the de¬ 
mand for an ultimate analysis into independent or ‘ ortho¬ 
gonal ’ factors; and it would seem to form the implicit 
basis on which Thomson’s arguments for a ‘ sampling view ’ 
of factorial problems must really rest. It is an assumption 
that colours the whole outlook of psychologists who belong 
to the analytic and determinist school. Behaviourists like 
Watson, associationists like Herbart, Titchener, and Thorn¬ 
dike, determinists like Freud, have explicitly invoked some 
such atomistic principle—usually in what would now be 
regarded as a crude and untenable shape. The factorist 
has similarly been accused by the Gestalt and Intuitionist 
schools of clinging to an atomistic view of mental process 
that “ inevitably disrupts the personality into separate 
bits.”2 However, if, in Keynes’ formulation of his 
principle, we substitute the word ‘ distinguishable ’ for 
‘ separate,’ such criticisms lose much of their force; in any 
case, neither analysis nor inductive inference as ordinarily 
stated seem able to dispense with some such postulate. 

1 Keynes, loc. cit., p. 249. In his recent Tarner lectures Eddington main¬ 

tains that the mode of analysis in physics rests on what would seem to be a 

very similar principle—viz. 4 the atomic concept or the concept of identical 

structural units.’ He regards this as a necessity of the logical framework of 

our scientific thinking (The Philosophy of Physical Science, 1939, P* I22)‘ 
2 Cf. Vernon, Character and. Personality, IV, pp. 1-10, and Spearman’s 

reply, ibid, pp. 11-16. 
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Nor does it stand alone. We need, as we have seen, a 
second principle. Briefly this may be expressed as follows : 
“ the almost innumerable observable characteristics of any 
object may be treated as deducible from a smaller and finite 
number of independent generating factors ” : so that “ the 
objects in the field, over which our generalizations extend, 
do not have an unlimited number of independent qualities: 
i.e. their qualities, however numerous, cohere together in 
groups.” 1 Thus stated the principle may be regarded, as a 
refinement of the traditional doctrine of Natural Kinds, 
Real Species, or Types.2 It is complementary to the pre¬ 
ceding ; and warns us that the postulate of atomic unifor¬ 
mity must be qualified by observing that the atomic elem¬ 
ents are not absolutely isolated, but join to form systematic 
sets or wholes, each more or less continuous within itself, 
and not always completely discontinuous from others. 
Neural cells are integrated into patterns or systems: 
mental traits seem to hang together in clusters; persons can 
be classed together to form what used to be called types ; 
sensations coalesce to form Gestalten, or rather (for here it 
is fallacious to put the part before the whole) sensations are 
simply distinguishable aspects in complex and continuous 
patterns. Together, the two principles allow us to treat 
the phenomena to be factorized as consisting, structurally, 
of systems of correlations superimposed upon a background 
of non-correlation or ‘ chance ’ that is essentially structure¬ 
less. The upshot is that the apparently unlimited number of 
determinates that are actually observable may be regarded 
as arising from the relations between a comparatively 
limited number of determinables. 

A ‘ Natural Kind,’ says Broad, ‘ is a region containing a 

1 Keynes, he. cit., p. 25. I take it that the term * generator ’ has a 

mathematical meaning and was perhaps suggested by Laplace’s doctrine of 

generating functions. In any case, as we shall see in a moment, the notion 
of a * generating factor 5 is not so essential to the principle as the notion of a 

6 coherent group/ 

1 See Mill, Bk. I, chap, vii, pp. 134-6. Bk. Ill, chap, xxii, p. 107. 

“ Among the uniformities of co-existence which exist in nature may be 

numbered all the properties of Kind.-.'. . A portion of them . . . are 

independent of causation ” ; but “ it is impossible in any case to be certain 
that they are.” Cf. also ibid., pp. 260 et seq., and p. 69 above. 
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blob. . . . What we find is not a regular distribution of all 
the actual states among all possible states, but a bunching 
together of instances in the neighbourhood of certain sorts 
of states.51 Factor-analysis might well be described as a 
method of locating such ‘ blobs.5 

Thomson, as we have just seen, and with him many of 
the more cautious writers (Thorndike, for example, and 
M. S. Bartlett), have been led to assume that the mind 
must be a relatively structureless aggregate of similar 
elements independently acting and unlimited in number.2 

1 Mind, loc. cit., p. 25. It may be noted that Keynes’ first principle was 

intended to rule out the possibility that 4 natural law might be organic and 

not atomic ’ (loc. cit., p. 249); but the second seems to allow us to introduce 

4 organic ’ relationships. Hence, I should prefer to say that all we need is to 

assume that natural law, even if organic, may be treated as atomic by way of 

a first approximation. However, what is still more interesting is the fact that 

Broad seems to demonstrate successfully that, once we have used the first 

principle (in the form of elementary generators) to reach the second, we can 

drop it out, and take the second (in the form of mutually exclusive coherent 

sets of observable characteristics) as alone being fundamental. “ The 

hypothetical generating factors can now be regarded as no more than 

convenient parameters: they may exist, but it is not necessary to suppose 

that they do. . . . It must therefore be possible to eliminate them, and to 

state the case wholly in terms of observable characteristics and their relations ” 

(loc. cit, p. 39). This, as we have seen, is precisely what the matrix formula¬ 

tion of the problem enables us to do in detail for any particular instance. 

2 The empirical reasons for this conception are apparently that the nervous 

system is built up out of innumerable cellular units and that behaviour is built 

up out of innumerable reflex bonds. If some kind of structural organization 

appears later within the mind, that, it is argued, is 44 probably because 

education and vocation have imposed a structure on the mind which was 

absent in the young.” In considering this argument two points seem 

pertinent. First, even within the cortex the cellular elements are not innately 

identical in form or function, nor have they equal and unlimited connexions 

with all parts of the nervous system (including its sensory and muscular 

appendages). Secondly, from the very outset the young organism reacts as a 
whole to its environment as a whole: the specialized responses, though in 

part innately determined, mature gradually within this integral mode of 

behaviour ; and the traditional 4 reflex action ’ of the textbook is not the 

unit out of which behaviour is built up, but a comparatively late feature in 

maturation (cf., for example, Coghill,4 The Structural Basis of the Integra¬ 

tion of Behaviour,’ Proc. Nat. Ac. Set., XVI, p, 637 f.). This conception is 

in keeping with the correlational results obtained on testing children of differ¬ 

ent ages: as I have pointed out elsewhere, 44 the relative influence of the 

general factor is greater in earlier years as contrasted with later.” 44 Group- 

*5 
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Yet, taken rigidly, this principle, if it stood alone, would 
seem destructive of all factorial work, as commonly con¬ 
ceived. And Thomson himself has recently introduced a 
second qualifying assumption. He now assumes a mind that 
is not entirely structureless, but divided into £ regions ’ or 
‘ sub-pools ’ within the total£ pool.’ This further assump¬ 
tion, as it seems to me, is really a special application of our 
second postulate, namely (as it manifests itself in psychology) 
that both mental traits and individual minds exhibit not a 
regular or homogeneous distribution, but a limited variation 
with a limited independence, a confluence of individual 
traits into £ group-factors ’ and of individual persons into 
< types ’—in short, a mottled distribution into what Broad 

calls £ naturally cohering sets.’1 
We have noted at an earlier point (p. 93) how the elabora¬ 

tion of the method of matrix analysis by the modern 
psychologist, on the one side, and the modern physicist, 
on the other, and their simultaneous and successful employ¬ 
ment within their respective spheres, suggests that as regards 
ultimate logical structure both the mental world and the 
physical world must be fundamentally akin. . Here, as it 
seems to me, we have the ground of that kinship made 
explicit. Whether this common structure in its turn has 
been imposed on both worlds a priori, like a set of Kantian 
categories, by the logic and the laws and forms of thought 
which every human analyst is forced to use, is an episte¬ 
mological problem into which we need not enter. The main 

factors are far more conspicuous at the stage of vocational guidance than at 

that of educational guidance ” ([41], p. 266 ; cf. [35], pp. 63 £). 

As regards the statistical and more general arguments for the conception I 

have just criticized (and these are the arguments on which Thomson and 

Bartlett chiefly rely) the difference between us would seem to be mainly one 

of emphasis (cf. [137], p. 88 f., and Brit. J. Educ. Psych., IX, pp. 191 f.). 

1 For the philosopher, I suppose, the problem is the ancient puzzle of 

reconciling what Plato called the Many and the One, Certainly it is not 

peculiar to psychology. <c One of the most remarkable achievements of 

current quantum theory is the way-it has surmounted the difficulty of giving 

to the parts of the universe a kind of self-sufficiency, which does not cut them 

off from interaction with the rest.” (Eddington, he. cit., p. 127.) This 

achievement, we are told, has been rendered possible by a mathematical 

technique, which, as we have seen (p. 165), is closely similar to that which 

has been advocated here. 
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conclusion seems clear. Rigorously speaking, factors cannot 
be regarded as substances, or as parts of a substance, or even 
as causal attributes inhering in a substance. They are not 
separate ‘ organs ’ or isolated ‘ properties ’ of the mind ; they 
are not ‘.primary abilities,’ ‘ unitary traits,’ ‘ mental powers 
or energies.’ They are principles of classification described 
by selective operators. The operand on which these operators 
operate is not ‘ the mind’ but the sum total of the relations 
between minds and their environment. The relational 
structure of this operand the factorist must presume to be 
knowable, but its causal or substantial nature he must treat 
as unknown or at any rate irrelevant.1 

Three Levels of Interpretation.—Without launching into 
the more elusive problems of epistemology, we may, I think, 
clarify and harmonize the conflicting views put forward on 
the reality and causal efficacy of mental factors, if we recall 
the three distinct aims of reasoned analysis—prediction, 
explanation, and description. These broadly correspond 
to the three ways in which man has progressively approached 
the study of the world around him—the practical, and then 
the philosophical, and finally the scientific. In sciences 
that do not deal with man himself the non-scientific 
issues are less prone to obtrude. The botanist, as he 
classifies his field specimens, does not worry whether herb 
robert would develop better if transferred to garden soil, 
or speculate whether the beauty of each fading rose is 
transcendentally immortal. But the psychologist, par¬ 
ticularly if he is also a factorist, is continually running into 
problems that are not scientific at all, but sometimes prac¬ 
tical and sometimes metaphysical. He cannot avoid them. 
For him, therefore, it is of supreme importance to keep the 
different planes of thinking separate. 

The practical thinker is interested chiefly in forecasting 
the effects of alternative courses of action : the medical 
psychologist at the clinic, for example, wants to know what 
to do with his patient in the near future, and what will be the 
ultimate outcome ; like most practical workers, he feels that, 

X add irrelevant, because it is conceivable tbat tbe intrinsic nature and 

causative operations of the mind might be revealed by introspection or 
tentatively deduced by metaphysical speculation. 
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unless some degree of causal determination is presupposed, 
his anticipations can have no basis. The. philosophical 
thinker searches rather for explanatory realities behind the 
immediate facts. In dealing with mental phenomena, we 
are all of us tempted to philosophize.. But when the prac¬ 
tical man begins to do so, particularly if (as with the medical 
worker) his practical training has left him unaware of the 
pitfalls that await the amateur philosopher, he is prone to 
carry over his practical concepts into the realm of meta¬ 
physics, regardless of the fallacies that such a procedure 
entails. An austerely scientific attitude comes last of all. 
The scientist is, or should be, the most cautious of thinkers. 
His concern is solely with the systematic.description of his 
own restricted province. The co-ordination of his facts will 
necessitate inference : but his inferences must rest as much 
as possible on the facts themselves and as little as possible 
upon assumptions. His method, therefore, will be, not to 
guess at supposed realities to satisfy some practical or philo¬ 
sophical need, but ruthlessly at every step to eliminate 
whatever is neither proved nor requisite for proof. Let us 
remember, then, that a type of explanation that may. be 
temporarily helpful on the lowly level of applied or practical 
psychology may be both a snare and a delusion on the higher 
level of metaphysical speculation, and can only be accepted 
on the intermediate level of pure or empirical psychology 
if it has stood the sternest scrutiny. 

(a) On the Level of Applied Psychology.—In practical 
psychology, as distinct from theoretical, there is some excuse 
for causal language. In the field of educational, vocational, 
and clinical work, the logical grounds that the psychologist 
seeks are grounds for inferences specifically in regard to the 
future. Now a cause, at any rate in the popular mind, always 
precedes its effect in time. If, therefore, we postulate a 
law of causation, and search for these anterior causes, we 
may be able to deduce what will occur in the future from 
conditions that are ascertainable now. Instead, then, of a 
symmetrical or reciprocal dependence, such as could be 
expressed by an abstract function, the practical man is 
interested only in the asymmetrical or one-sided dependence 
of the future on the present or the past; and this one-sided 
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temporal dependence is what he seeks to formulate when he 
talks of causal factors. His motives are clear. He is think¬ 
ing primarily about the outer world ; and it would perplex 
him if he were obliged, as the scientist and philosopher are 
obliged, to keep thinking also about the validity of his think¬ 
ing. Consequently, for the logical concepts of ‘ ground and 
consequence,’ of reason and conclusion, he substitutes the 
more concrete notions of ‘ cause and effect.’ 

Nevertheless, the language of causation, particularly in 
psychology, brings with it two misleading implications. 
First of all, causal knowledge is supposed to be certain 
knowledge : vere scire est ■per cans as scire.. But the very 
fact that our data, by hypothesis, supply knowledge of 
antecedent conditions only—often of remotely antecedent 
conditions at that—implies that our so-called ‘ causes,’ 
as known, can cover only the incomplete c ground,’ not the 
sum total of necessary and sufficient conditions, as is erron- 
ously assumed; and the shortcoming proves particularly 
baffling in the study of mental behaviour, since here future 
possibilities—for example, what a man desires or intends to 
do—are frequently required to explain his actions, and may 
explain them far more clearly than present or past conditions 
by themselves. It follows that all inferences from causes, 
particularly where the ‘ ground ’ is highly complex, and 
most of all where it is partly mental, are bound to be, not 
certain, as is commonly imagined, but merely probable. 
Indeed, when a psychological determinist—an upholder of 
psycho-analysis or behaviourism, for example—trusts dog¬ 
matically to the postulate of complete causal determination, 
the conclusions that he proceeds to deduce are likely to have 
a low rather than a high probability. And much the same 
danger besets the factorist: no predictions are so con¬ 
fidently offered by the educational or vocational psycholo¬ 
gist as those which are based on some such factor as g or 
general intelligence. Yet again and again his forecasts 
are falsified. A broader clinical approach, though yielding 
more tentative and provisional predictions, would have 
saved him from many pronouncements, that may seem to 
possess precision of a narrow mathematical sort, and yet 
ultimately serve only to discredit his methods in the eyes 
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of the practical teacher, who relies more on prolonged 
first-hand experience than on precise academic deductions.1 

Secondly, the use of the term cause implies, not merely 
logical necessity, but physical necessity, i.e. that the action 
will be the result of a quasi-physical force, £ forced ’ in the 
sense of compulsory. This leads to a still cruder type of 
determinism—a type which is far more undesirable, and 
certainly more illegitimate, in psychology than elsewhere, 
since it persuades us to regard human actions, not merely as 
intelligibly determined, but as mechanically determined. 
For psychological guidance or treatment it is no doubt 
convenient to think of mental growth and intellectual 
progress as dependent, at any rate in part, upon certain 
constants that remain stable throughout the individual’s 
life ; and, in view of their correlations with similar features 
in other members of that individual’s family, it is even 
permissible to speak of these constants as (in a rather loose 
sense) inherited or innate. The search for factors thus 
becomes, to a great extent, an attempt to discover inborn 
potentialities, such as will permanently aid or limit the 
individual’s behaviour later on: and in the results of our 
tests we therefore try to sift and separate different hereditary 
capacities both from each other and from the effects of 

1 It is the combination of the 4 two-factor theory5 of Spearman with the 

c biological determinism 5 of Watson that has led, in the practical applications 

of their joint followers, to those rash inferences about individual children 

which Mr. J. C. Hill so strongly deprecates (see p. 54 above). Spearman 

himself, I believe, has never drawn the sweeping inferences of which Hill 

complains. Indeed, it was precisely to escape such criticisms that he intro¬ 

duced the designation g in place of £ general intelligence.5 But others have 

certainly been tempted to forget that a child’s 6 factor-measurement for 

g/ as directly computed from a set of tests, may undoubtedly have been 

affected (as Hill suggests) almost as much by“ the poverty of his home environ¬ 

ment ” and by £< the influences of the first five years of life ” as by innate or 

hereditary conditions. At the same time I see no reason to run to the other 

extreme, and declare with Hill that £ no conclusions about the distribution 

of innate ability can be drawn from the figures5 (iW. cit. sup., p. 271). His 

own inference is quite as illogical as the inferences he attacks. He might just 

as well argue that, because the influence of the sun can never be eliminated 

when we are studying the orbit of the moon, therefore no conclusions about 

the earth’s influence can be drawn from the figures observed. It is the object 

of mathematical analysis to separate the two influences so far as possible and 
to state the relative weight to be attached to each. 
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experience or training that we assume to be superimposed 
upon them. 

This artificial subdivision of the mind into independent 
components greatly simplifies the task of prediction; yet, 
unless we continually remember that our predictions can 
never yield more than probabilities and first approxima¬ 
tions, we shall make the fatal mistake of treating the 
individual’s potentialities as far more rigidly fixed than is 
actually the case. In educational work the doctrine of an 
innate general factor of intelligence has, I believe, been on 
the whole helpful rather than harmful. But, as applied to 
adults rather than to children, it involves great dangers. 
With both, the notion of innately limited abilities needs to 
be employed with far more caution than hitherto ; and the 
identification of temperamental factors with such concrete 
physiological influences as physical types or endocrine 
secretions, over which the individual has no control, 
though full of suggestive and neglected possibilities, has 
led both factorial and non-factorial writers to rash specula¬ 
tions, and has often proved a needless obstacle to proper 
clinical treatment. 

Nevertheless, I would not be so pedantic as to banish 
causal terms altogether from the psychologist’s vocabulary. 
The physicist, who would never mention causes in a book 
on quantum physics, would not scruple to use the word in 
chatting over a practical problem with an engineer. 
Similarly, in practical or applied psychology, where, for 
example, we are canvassing the history and the handling of 
subnormal cases, the language of causation is not only 
convenient, it is almost unavoidable, if we are. to remain 
comprehensible. 

As a practical psychologist, then, though not as a theor¬ 
etical psychologist, I should consider myself licensed to talk 
in terms of causal factors—abilities, temperamental tenden¬ 
cies, acquired habits, and the like, just as a modern astrono¬ 
mer is still free to talk of sunrise and sunset. And I should 
certainly prefer to express these causes in genetic, physio¬ 
logical, or biochemical terms, were only our knowledge 
sufficiently advanced. Since it is not, I have to give my 
causes mental rather than material labels, and speak of 
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verbal ability rather than of a verbal centre, of instincts, 
habits, and even unconscious wishes rather than of this or 
that neural mechanism, of general emotionality rather than 
of neural energy or power. But I still try to keep these 
concepts parallel, so far as may be, with what is presumably 
the organization of the underlying physical basis, and con¬ 
sistent, so far as possible, with existing knowledge of the 

working of the nervous system. 
(b) On the Philosophical Level—As a philosopher, too, I 

should again be willing to open up the possibility of mental 
causation, and even to inquire whether there, may not be 
after all some justification for conceiving the individual or 
his mind as an independent substance. But the substances 
and the causes that I should then envisage would not be 
the homely substances or causes that I ingenuously refer 
to as a clinical psychologist or as a lecturer to teachers or 

medical students. 
This is not the place to embark on a full metaphysical 

disquisition. A comment or two must suffice. In brief, 
the philosophical theory that I should offer would not be 
very far removed from the assumptions to which I seem 
directly driven by the immediate exigencies of factorial 
work. Roughly, it might be described as a modernization 
of the old Platonic doctrine of siStj or ‘ ideas.’1 Its main 
principle would be that reality is best described in terms of 
‘ forms,’ ‘structures,’ or Gestalten—things analogous to the 
cognitive wholes that we perceive in our own personal 
consciousness, but also possessing something of the causal 
efficacy that we seem to find on the conative side of our 
experience. And I should argue that, whether we are 

1 Elsewhere I have drawn attention to the remarkable way in which some 
of the most characteristic implications of factor-analysis, Gestalt psychology, 
and quantum physics seem to have been anticipated in certain passages in 
Plato and Aristotle (cf. the Note on Faculty Psychology, written for the 
Consultative Committee of the Board of Education and published in the 
Spens Ref ort on Secondary Education, 1939, pp. 429 et seq.). The analogies are 
perhaps important as reminding educationists and others that modern psycho¬ 
logical opinion is not, as is so often supposed by the layman, tending at the 
moment in a materialistic or fatalistic direction, but is apparently com¬ 
patible with the highest kind of idealism that has inspired social and educa¬ 
tional efforts in the past. 
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studying the material world as physicists or the world of 
experience as psychologists, the only articulate or com¬ 
municable knowledge that we can attain is a knowledge of 
structure. Let me add that, if this position be accepted, 
the relation of matter and mind would lose much of its 
mystery, for we should no longer be concerned with the 
interactions of disparate substances but with the corre¬ 
spondence of abstract structures.1 

At the same time, to save misunderstanding, let me add that I 
do not regard physical phenomena and psychological phenomena as 
entirely on the same footing. Physical processes must be described, 
and can only be described, in terms of relations and systems of 
relations. But this is 44 because ” (to quote a phrase used by John¬ 
son in a somewhat similar context) 44 the ultimate constituents of 
matter—if there are ultimate constituents—have, so to speak, no 
insides.5’2 The ultimate constituents of consciousness, on the other 
hand, are 4 insides 5 that we know at first hand, even if that 
knowledge is not as such directly communicable. General psycho- 
logy, therefore, which includes introspective psychology, has to 
take this further feature into account. Factorial psychology, being 
concerned with the psychology of others, whose 4 insides 5 are not 
directly known to us, must adopt a more contracted standpoint. 
But these reservations are scarcely relevant to my main argument, 
and are inserted only to forestall a possible criticism that their 
omission might have provoked. 

(c) On the Level of Empirical Science.—As a philosopher, 
therefore, I should have no desire to shirk the deeper 
problems of causality or the conception of the mind as an 
ultimate entity or substance. But as a mere scientist I 
have no right to express an opinion on such issues, much 

1 This would simplify the problem of perception : for, although nothing 

can resemble an idea except another idea, a material environment can corre¬ 

spond to a perceptual continuum; like a map and a landscape, both may have 

the same relational structure, and that is the only kind of 4 resemblance 5 we 

require. Again, it would partly, elucidate the relation of brain to con¬ 

sciousness : for the changing field of consciousness may correspond with the 

changing field of cerebral tensions. Indeed, many of the problems of 

Gestalt itself and of unconscious cerebration as well as of cognitive activity 

could be very simply interpreted if we regarded the brain as a kind of organic 
machine for continually solving matrix equations. 

2 Johnson, W. E., Logic, Pt, III, p. xxiv. 
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less to commit myself, openly or tacitly, to any particular 
solution. Pure psychology is concerned solely with in¬ 
quiries on the intermediate level, below the loftier plane of 
the metaphysician, who alone is authorized to talk of 
realities and to include or exclude souls and their trans¬ 
cendental powers, but above the humbler plane of applied 
psychology, where the everyday parlance of individual 
substances and persons, of cause and effect, of abilities and 
will, again becomes permissible. In pure psychology, as in 
pure physics, the word ‘ causes ’ ought in every rigorous 
argument to be carefully eschewed, and be replaced by some 
non-committal description such as that of ‘ functional 
relations.’ The psychologist, as it seems to me, must accept 
the warning which Eddington has addressed to the physicist, 
namely, that “ so-called causal events are to be thought of 
merely as conspicuous foci from which the links radiate,” 
in short, as the centres of naturally cohering sets; the 
' links ’ are not “ lines of force or power,” but simply 
“ determinate laws or mathematical equations connecting 
the events ” ; and it is “ with these links or relations only, 
and not with the relata, that the humble scientist is con¬ 
cerned.” 

Relativity in Psychology.—The very terms ‘ co-relation ’ 
and ‘ co-variance ’ ought to have suggested at the outset 
that we were about to analyse relations between qualities 
and variations in qualities (that is, differences between 
qualities), and were no longer dealing with qualities them¬ 
selves. No one has ever thought of the variance or the 
standard deviation of a group as measuring a mental ability 
or power : and hence, I imagine, no one would regard the 
covariance of a group as measuring a mental ability or 
power. Now, by its formula, a coefficient of correlation is 
nothing but a covariance, arbitrarily standardized. Un¬ 
fortunately, however, in many psychological textbooks a 
coefficient of correlation is described as a measurement of a 
tendency. As a result, the reader insensibly substitutes 
the idea of a single measurable thing, the ‘ tendency,’ 
for the idea of a £ constant ’ (and a very inconstant constant) 
summarizing a system of measurements ; and the student is 
apt to believe that a correlation coefficient describes some- 
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thing more real than the covariance, whereas the reverse is 
the case. 

Thus, although most psychologists treat factor-analysis as 
essentially concerned with the analysis of correlations, I 
myself believe that it is better regarded as a mode of 
analysing variance. Variance is admittedly a statement of 
variation—that is, of differences, and of differences only. 
And this mode of treatment, imposed on us at almost every 
turn, brings out an important peculiarity of psychological 
measurements as contrasted with physical measurements, 
or at any rate with the common conception of physical 
measurements. When we measure children’s heights and 
weights, our figures have the form of absolute measurements 
taken from a zero point that is extraneously determined. 
In psychology a few of our measurements, it is true, also 
appear in an absolute form, e.g. the mental age or the speed 
of reaction. But, whatever be the shape of the initial 
measurements, in calculating a correlation our very first 
step is to convert those measurements into deviations from 
an intrinsically determined zero, namely, the arithmetic 
mean. 

The same is true of the factor-measurements and the 
factor-saturations derived from those correlations. The 
final factor-measurements as ordinarily computed are 
expressed in standard measure : that is, they too are devia¬ 
tions about their own mean. If, as I believe, the factor- 
measurements for traits (determined by correlating persons) 
are equivalent to the standardized factor-saturations for 
traits (determined by correlating persons), then even the 
saturation coefficients should in general be expressed as 
positive and negative deviations. Thus, a factor-measure¬ 
ment can never specify the absolute quantity of ability 
that a man is supposed to possess, as we might specify the 
pints of blood in his system or the ounces of brain-tissue 
in his skull: it can only express the relations between differ¬ 
ent persons’ performances. And similarly the factor-satura¬ 
tions can only express the way individual differences in test- 
performances or measurable behaviour depend on individual 
differences of a more general kind. 

Sometimes, it is true, correlations are said to measure 
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resemblances. But we now see that it would be equally 
true, and far less misleading, to say they indicate lack of 
resemblance, or difference. It would be truer still, and much 
more instructive, to think of our tables of measurements, 
correlations, factor-saturations and the like as comprising 
a series of mutually equivalent matrices, each capable of 
being transformed into the other, and to note that each of 
those matrices, even if ultimately reduced to a single row or 
vector, can still enumerate only relations between qualities 
and not the amounts of those qualities by themselves. just 
as the co-ordinates of space and time can only state the 
position of a star in regard to some other object or observer, 
and never its absolute position in the universe. 

If, however, we adopt the commoner view that factors 
are ‘ powers5 or ‘ abilities ’ or ‘ mental energies,’ which can 
aid performance but never hinder it, and that the factor- 
saturation measures the causal influence of the ability on the 
test, and that factor-measurements state the amount of 
ability that a person has at his disposal—then we shall be 
forced, with Spearman, Thurstone, and Alexander, to 
accept a far narrower view of the possibilities of factorial 
work. With them we shall be compelled to reject the 
whole notion of negative saturations: for with them we shall 
argue that a factor, being an ‘ ability ’ or ‘ organ,’ can only 
be present or absent, never a minus quantity; hence it can 
have only positive or zero saturations (precisely zero, not 
approximately zero).1 Wherever we find any negative 
values, we shall start ‘ rotating our axes ’ until we are left 
with positive saturations only. This will mean, paradoxic¬ 
ally enough, that, having begun with a set of correlated tests 
or traits, and having reduced them to terms of independent 

1 See below, chap* xii. I have defended the acceptance of negative 

saturations elsewhere ([137], p. 90) and need not repeat the arguments here. 

Once again, a similar change of standpoint is discernible in physics/namely, 

from concrete explanatory principles, which permitted only positive effects, to 

wider and more abstract principles that would permit negative relations as well 

as positive. u The concept of substance introduces . . . a limited form of 

analysis... in which the systems are restricted to those which furnish a set of 

positive parts. . . . Though there may be such cases in physics . . ., we 

now look on it as an incidental restriction in a particular application ” 

(Eddington, loc. cit., p. 120). 
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and uncorrelated components, we shall proceed to trans¬ 
form them still further into factors that are correlated and 
therefore mutually dependent. 

The search for ‘ primary abilities,’ defined in purely 
mathematical terms—the non-negative factors of Thurstone, 
or the non-fractional factors of Stephenson—seems to me 
entirely illusory, if defined as the final goal of factor-analysis. 
Such a quest is as needless, and as meaningless, as the search 
for absolute position and absolute motion in physics. It 
should be a cardinal axiom of empirical psychology, as it is 
of physics since the advent of relativity, that anything that 
is measurable must necessarily have the nature of a relation : 
and, once this axiom is accepted, we shall be quite content 
to say that a mental factor merely specifies a system of 
relations. The parallel may be pushed further. In the 
physical world the nearest approach to a real entity is 
Action (energy integrated through time). Similarly for the 
empirical psychologist, the nearest approach to a real entity 
is not the individual soul, nor yet mental energy or mental 
power conceived as residing in an individual brain : it is, 
so to speak, a man’s successive performances or behaviour 
as integrated throughout the duration of his fife, or, for 
practical purposes, a brief definable sample of it. 

In my view, the special value of a factor in psychology is 
that it enables us to hold together in thought a definite but 
complex pattern of characteristics. To resolve such a com¬ 
plex pattern into a simple causal entity is therefore to forgo 
the chief advantages of the concept. The ordinary mind 
loves to reduce patterns to single atom-like existents—to 
treat memory as an elementary faculty lodged in a phreno¬ 
logical organ, to squeeze all consciousness into the pineal 
gland, to call a dozen different complaints rheumatic and 
regard them all as the effect of a specific germ, to declare 
that strength resides in the hair or in the blood, to treat 
beauty as an elementary quality that can be laid on like so 
much varnish. But the whole trend of current science is to 
seek its unifying principles, not in simple unitary causes, but 
in the system or structural pattern as such. Heat is no 
longer thought of as causing the molecular motions of a 
heated body ; it is a mode of motion. Matter is no longer 
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conceived as moulded into sporadic masses whose forces 
introduce irregularities into the movements of other masses 
in the neighbouring spatial field; the irregularities m the 
spatial field are matter. The same change of standpoint, the 
same enlargement of our ‘ scope of apprehension tin it can 
think in terms of complex patterns instead of isolated units, 
is required in psychology ; for there, as elsewhere, what the 
observer must look for and judge are not the spots of paint, 
but the picture—the canvas behind the picture remaining 

for ever concealed from his vision. 
I conclude, therefore, that in describing mental life the 

psychologist is driven to the same position as the physicist 
has reached in investigating the material world.1 Once we 
have left the field of applied psychology for that of psycho¬ 
logy as a pure but empirical science, we are no longer justi¬ 
fied in assuming a universe of individual objects or 
stimuli acting on an individual c subj ect or mind. The 
objects or stimuli prove to be merely Gestalten ; so are the 
minds; so is the experience which the minds have of the 
objects. We are reduced to the study of a changing structure 
of relations linking two sets of systems; and these systems 
themselves are for the scientist simply structures of relations. 

Of isolated minds, then, in and for themselves, the em¬ 
pirical psychologist can know nothing ; equally he can do 
nothing with isolated test-stimuli such as the early psycho¬ 
physicists supposed they were using ; and even the relations 
between minds and test-stimuli can be described in their 
formal aspect only. Here it is that we find at once the 
reason and the justification for using that peculiar mode of 
mathematical analysis which the psychologist, like the physi¬ 
cist, has recently been led to adopt. This is why, as I have 
already hinted, we have been gradually driven to measure 
both stimuli and reactions not by single figures, but by 
matrices of figures: for a matrix is essentially a device for 

1 This position had already been reached before the advent of relativity 
and quantum-theory had led to its general acceptance : e.g. by Russell 
(Principles of Mathematics, 1902,1, p. 468): u The only relevant function of 
a material point is to establish a correlation between all moments of time and 
certain points of space. . . . Thus a material point may be replaced by a 
many-one relation.” } ; < 
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describing a pattern or a system of relations, without 
specifying what is the nature of the terms related. To the 
contemporary psychologist who believes that conscious 
phenomena are best described in terms of the patterns or 
Gestalten that they display, rather than in terms of atomistic 
sensations held together by ‘ laws of association/ matrix 
algebra should obviously appear the appropriate quantitative 
tool. 

The Ultimate Inadequacy of all Purely Quantitative 
Statement.—Yet even matrix algebra has limitations which 
in the end may prove an encumbrance. The introduction of 
numerical quantities, though scarcely avoidable in applied 
psychology, raises difficulties in pure psychology, and even 
in applied psychology may lead us astray unless supple¬ 
mented by other modes of statement. It is these difficul¬ 
ties, as we have already seen, that excite the protests of the 
intuitionist school. What schedule of measurements, they 
ask, can possibly describe the mind of a Leonardo or a 
Cezanne ? How can we assess their unique accomplish¬ 
ments as the sum of so many units, or multiply this set of 
achievements by that set of figures so as to obtain a true 
weighted average ? Even the substitution of a matrix for 
a single figure does not dispose of the objection ; for in 
matrix algebra we are still condemned to cross-multiply and 
add : and every form of factor-analysis hitherto employed 
by psychologists has treated all operations as reducible to 
summation, weighted or otherwise. Yet why should we 
always proceed by addition ? Suppose for the sake of 
argument that (as the factorist assumes) a child’s perform¬ 
ance at English composition can be expressed as the 
‘ product9 of two c factors ?—his general intelligence, say, 
and his verbal ability—why not take the two terms literally, 
and find the 6 product ’ of the 4 factors? ? Why not 
multifly his performances together instead of summing 
them ? To which, of course, another critic may retort, 
why proceed by multiplication ? Why not square, or take 
higher powers still ? Why not, in short, seek some subtler 
mathematical function, more complex, and therefore more 
elastic, and so capable of supplying, if necessary, different 
expressions for different mental processes. ? 
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To these questions several answers may be offered The 
first and perhaps the most final, were it only convincing, 
would be one we have already encountered, namely, that- the 
simplest functions have the highest * fnm probability. 
Indeed (though their views are never expressed precise y 
in these terms®, that would seem to be the answer favoured 
by the majority of those writers who incline towards 
Spearman’s methods or towards methods developed out of 

his-for example, Thurstone and Thoulessd The desire 
to find ‘ realities ’ behind the phenomena, says Thomson, 
“ appears to be strong in Thurstone : his belief that, when 
‘ simple structure’ is achieved the factors have more 
significance than that which attaches to mere^coefficients i? 
of the greatest interest,” and seems to imply a refreshing 
faith that “ mathematical elegance is bound to correspond 
to physical or mental entities or actualities. The same 
attitude, too, would, I suppose, be taken by those mathe¬ 
matical physicists whose familiar principle of simplicity 
or ‘overdeterminism’ Thurstone takes to be axiomatic 
for every branch of science. “ Of the laws that fit the 
data,” we are told, “ the simplest is most likely to be cor- 
rect „,. and « of all functions by which our laws can be 

expressed, linear functions are the simplest.” If we pre¬ 
sented our tables to a worker of experience m the field of 
applied mathematics, without stating that they were based 
on psychological rather than physical measurements, e 
would assuredly advise us to seek the simplest formula ; and 
if he gave any reason (other than the mere saving of labour) 
it would no doubt be that “ the simplicity of a formula w 
a better guarantee of probability than accuracy of fit. 
Yet, when dealing with the complex phenomena of psycho¬ 
logy as distinct from the simple phenomena of physics, 1 
myself find it difficult, as I have already confessed, to believe 
that the simplest explanations can always claim the highest 

a priori probability. 

Cf. the discussion of much the same issue between Thomson and 

Thouless, Human Factor, IX, I935> P- 3- 

* Loc. cit., 1938* PP- 4-5‘ 
3 Jeffreys, H., Scientific Inference, 1931, p. 38- . a 
* Jeffreys, loc. cit., p. 40; cf. Johnson, Logic, Pt. II, chap, xi, p. 240. 
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A second, and to my mind a more plausible, reply is to 
admit that, in an intricate field like that of human measure¬ 
ment, we must be content with approximations, and accept 
the simplest approximations as the safest, though not per¬ 
haps the surest, until we have concrete evidence to show 
what form the further complications can be assumed to take. 
Thus, the more cautious factorist can start by postulating 
a priori an unknown analytic function in the most general 
form — g = f (#!, x29 ..., #n) 5 be can then defend himself 
for choosing linear or additive functions to begin with, 
by claiming that the unknown function may be expanded 
by Taylor’s theorem, and that, for a preliminary estimate, 
the first term in the expansion alone need be retained.1 

Such a way of bridging the gap seems satisfactory enough 
so long as we assume that a quantitative formulation of some 
kind or other is admissible ; it certainly seems sufficient for 
all practical purposes. For theoretical purposes, however, 
we ought, I think, frankly to recognize that the question— 
which mathematical function is “ most likely to be correct ” ? 
—is really meaningless in psychology, because psychological 
phenomena, so far as we know, do not strictly obey any of 
the familiar mathematical laws. But there is an alternative. 
Our difficulty is this. Ideally, in our generalized arguments, 
it is not sufficient to substitute symbols to represent the 
unknown variables : we need further symbols to denote 
unknown functional relations. This suggests that the best 
tool for factor-analysis will not be quantitative at all: 
it will be a development of symbolic logic 2 rather than of 

1 Cf. Marks of Examiners, p. 251. It is curious to discover that if we sub¬ 

stitute multiplication for addition, many of the transformations regularly 

made in factor-analysis still yield the same results. This is most easily 

demonstrated in the case of the simple hierarchy, where the 4 two-factor 

hypothesis 5 can be shown not to depend on the assumption that the relations 

are additive. We may even calculate factor-saturations by talcing geometric 

means instead of arithmetic, i.e. by a multiplication method rather than by 

a summation (loc. cit., p. 283). 
2 Just as the addition and multiplication of simple quantities are special 

cases of the addition and multiplication of matrices, so addition and multi¬ 

plication as understood in arithmetic and algebra are really special cases of 

more general operations carried out by logic. It would not be difficult to 

generalize most of the factorial arguments along these lines. Thus, we have 

already seen that the £ product theorem,5 on which the hierarchy is based, 

l6 
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algebra. And actually, as we have seen, there is now an 
instrument of analysis which enables us to reason with 
exactitude, and at the same time to avoid specifying, not 
only the variables, but also the relations between them. 
It carries the somewhat uninformative title of the ‘ theory 
of groups,’ and has been defined as “ a kind of super¬ 
mathematics in which the operations are as unknown as the 
quantities on which they operate.” To parody Bertrand 
Russell’s famous definition, we might say that it consists of 
sums in which the mathematician can never know what the 
sums are about, nor what figures he is working with, nor 
yet what mathematical operations he is supposed to be 
performing, nor even whether his operations are mathe¬ 

matical at all. 
I have already noted the successful use of the method in 

problems of quantum physics. There is little question in 
my own mind that the theory of groups could be applied 
with equal success to the analogous problems in psychology ; 
for, if it is doubtful whether material processes are subject 
to the laws of addition and multiplication, the doubt is 
far greater when we turn to mental processes: in psychology 
even more than in physics,1 “ not only the actors, but even 
their actions are unknown.” Here, then, as it appears to 
me, is a line of advance which the theoretical factorist might 
well attempt in the near future. 

Practical Implications.—My emphasis on relations, how¬ 
ever, as forming the only concepts we can safely work with, 
is not to be regarded as a conclusion for the theorist alone : 
it has implications for the practical worker as well. In the 
psychological clinic the notion that a child’s mind is a 
kind of substance with causal properties of its own—• 
* abilities ’ and ‘ tendencies ’ that can be summed up by a 
few simple assessments—engenders very primitive modes of 
examination and treatment. Teachers, parents, doctors, 

is really a special case of the product theorem as relating to classes, which in 

turn is a special case of the product theorem as relating to proportions. An 

equation merely states a mutual implication. The root of an equation 

defines a class. Multiplication by a selective, operator is equivalent to the 

operation of selecting a class. And so on. 

1 Eddington, loc. cit, sup. 
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and even psychologists, are still very apt to assume that what 
is called the ‘ problem child 5 has only to be brought to the 
psychologist’s consulting-room, tested, interviewed, and 
observed as it were in vacuo, and the examiner can then 
pronounce what is wrong with the child. 

In the past this tacit assumption was responsible for at 
least half our failures with the neurotic and the delinquent. 
The ‘ problem ’ never lies in the c problem child 5 alone : 
it lies always in the relations between that child and his 
environment. Neither the delinquent child, nor yet the 
nervous child, nor even, as a rule, the backward child, can 
be properly understood, unless the examining psychologist 
has investigated, not only the child himself, but the 
conditions under which he is living at home, at school, and 
wherever he spends his leisure hours, and so is able to gauge 
how the child, on the one hand, and his parents, friends, and 
teachers, on the other, are constantly interacting. 

This seems to me to be especially important in obtaining 
reports on the child’s character. Not only for purposes of 
research, but also for purposes of clinical diagnosis and 
vocational guidance, the common practice is to request 
observers to grade persons according to their supposed 
emotional or moral qualities. But, when we correlate 
such gradings, we usually find that they throw light on 
very little else besides the observers’ own implicit views. 
What we ought to grade is the overt behaviour of the per¬ 
sons under review, not the presumable qualities of their 
minds ; and behaviour consists essentially in relations— 
in relations between the person and the conditions under 
which he lives. 

A striking example is to be found in the so-called human 
instincts, about which so much controversy has been waged. 
From the standpoint of the individual psychologist, in¬ 
stincts are ( factors,’ not genetic factors but descriptive 
factors, factors in the logical rather than in the biological 
sense: they are “ little more than convenient headings 
under which certain reactions to certain stimuli can be 
recorded.” Whether we are to postulate an inherited set 
of quasi-reflex mechanisms to explain such c instinctive ’ 
reactions is a problem belonging to an entirely different 
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sphere of work; and, however it is solved, much the same 
headings, I imagine, perhaps with slightly modified labels, 

will in practice still be used. . . . 
A similar but more dangerous instance of such reification is 

the attribution of unconscious behaviour i.e. of acts carried 
out without the person being aware of them to^ the un¬ 
conscious c parts/ ‘ regions/ ‘ tendencies, or wishes of 
the mind—in short, to ‘ non-cognitive mental factors still 
regarded as concrete entities—a notion which seems usually 
associated with a strong belief in physical and tempera¬ 
mental c types/ Everyone who has read the case-reports 
compiled by the young student will have noted how a 
smattering of psycho-analytic theory, reinterpreted, if he is 
up-to-date, in quasi-factorial language, can lead to absurdly 
artificial explanations couched in highly speculative terms, 

and suggest a wholly misguided treatment. 
There is, beyond question, no richer field awaiting the 

factor-analyst than that of so-called instinctive and un¬ 
conscious behaviour. A beginning was made many years 
ago. But the few recent attempts to supplement psycho¬ 
analysis by factor-analysis have tended to reinforce rather 
than to refine the crude notions that have hitherto obtained 
in regard to 4 Kretschmerian types/ ‘ Freudian factors/ 
and the like, in this particular field. Most medical psycho¬ 
logists, it is true, still bluntly profess to “ believe only in 
clinical research, not in statistical research 99 (and by clinical 
research they seem primarily to mean drawing conclusions 
from one or two cases only instead of from a number). 
Statistical investigators have lent substance to the implied 
reproach by supposing that, if they take a hundred cases 
instead of one, they can safely substitute rough impression¬ 
istic assessments for data gleaned from methodical examina¬ 
tion and prolonged case-histories. The two methods of 
approach must supplement each other; either alone will 
be highly equivocal. And in this branch of psychology the 
revised view of4 factors 5 that I have advocated above would, 
I am convinced, lead to more trustworthy descriptions of 
the intricate influences at work, and display clear issues for 

joint research. 
At the same time, the attempt to apply factorial con- 
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elusions to practical problems brings into strong relief the 
helplessness of the mere factorist so long as he tries to rely 
on his own unsupplemented efforts. It is as though the 
surgeon were to trust to the study of gross anatomy alone, 
declining all hints from physiology or cytology. No doubt, 
in the history of nearly every complex science, the study of 
broad relations and of observable types comes first. Fac¬ 
torial psychology, with its correlation and classification of 
persons and its correlation and analysis of traits, plays much 
the same part in general psychology as the older ‘ systematic 
botany ’ and ‘ morphological botany ’ in general botany. 
Just as the study of plant classification and plant structure 
are now supplemented by 1 functional botany ’ and £ plant 
genetics,5 so too, as more direct experimental methods 
become available, the first provisional results of factorial 
psychology will have to be supplemented, and even very 
largely superseded, by the functional and genetic study of 
the mind. Conversely, I believe, in the other biological 
sciences, many of the problems which have not yet yielded 
to direct attack could be elucidated, and perhaps partly 
solved, if analysed by the statistical devices of the factorist. 

The Applicability of Factor-analysis in Other Sciences.— 
And this brings me to the last conclusion that emerges from 
my inquiry. Once we discard the notion that our ‘ factors5 
are essentially ‘ factors in the mind,’ once we realize that 
‘ factor-analysis,5 so far from being a device adapted 
exclusively to the problems of the psychologist, is simply a 
quantitative refinement of common logical procedures, we 
shall not only appreciate more justly its special merits and 
its inevitable limitations as an instrument for studying the 
mind: we shall also perceive its manifest applicability to 
other fields of work. 

I have already cited a research in which factor-analysis 
has been successfully used to examine the existence and 
nature of physical as well as mental types. Its extension to 
the study of numerous other anthropological or ethnological 
problems is almost equally obvious. I will mention only 
one example of special interest to current psychology. 
The statistical study of race-differences has proceeded on 
the assumption that human races form clear-cut types, 
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adequately definable by averages, with diagnostic characters 
in perfect correlation, as though human races had remained 
isolated and unmixed, like the varieties and the subspecies 
of wild animals. On the contrary, throughout prehistoric 
and historic times, human groups have freely migrated 
and freely interbred, in a way no other. creature has ever 
done; in consequence, as recent genetic principles have 
forced us to recognize, the notion that human beings are 
still classifiable into a few racial types, with little or no 
overlapping, becomes wholly untenable.. Accordingly, as 
I have elsewhere suggested, the statistical issues can no 
longer be dealt with by the mere comparison of averages, 
irrespective of variation and correlation, but .must be 
attacked by the analysis of variance and covariance in 
short, by a method which regards the so-called races as 
fluctuating combinations of genes, resulting in relatively 
stable patterns of characteristics, each pattern definable by 

sl factor.1 
The differences between different social classes or groups 

might also be studied along similar lines. Here I am 
thinking, not so much of alleged innate differences in 
intelligence or temperament, but rather of effective 
differences in attitudes, preferences, or beliefs, as they influ¬ 
ence the actions of different sections of the community in 
our social, economic, and political life. Investigations on 
such problems must necessarily be planned on a large scale ; 
and that in turn introduces difficulties both in collecting and 
in analysing the data. So far, the main field for extensive 
surveys in social psychology has been the elementary 
school. The wireless offers yet another easy avenue for 
gathering rough facts on an exceedingly large scale. The 

i preliminary trial of methods has been made by several of our students. 

J„ I. Cohen has obtained data for Jewish and non-Jewish persons,^though 

his figures and his inferences are perhaps open to some criticism (cf. 

< Determinants of Physique,’ J. Mental Science, May 1938, and Ph.D. thesis, 

University of London Library). P. C. Hu has made a comparative study of 

Chinese, English, and Anglo-Chinese children. Miss M. Davidson and 

others have applied factorial methods to test-results obtained from English 

and Welsh students and children. It is too early to pass any judgment 
on the value of the conclusions emerging; but the applicability of the 

procedure would seem at any rate to’be demonstrated. 
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inquiry on artistic taste (alluded to above), which was 
conducted with the aid of the Listener and a series of wire¬ 
less talks, was partly intended to test the possibility of 
social inquiries of this kind; and I think it may be said that 
the outcome at least showed the suggestion was feasible. 
In their formal character, it will be observed, all such inves¬ 
tigations are essentially researches on the existence and 
nature of social ‘ types 5 and ‘ type-factors.’1 

1 In an early memorandum that I was asked to submit, when a psycho¬ 

logical committee was formed in connection with the I suggested 

that tastes and preferences of radio listeners might be studied by sampling 

methods along the lines previously used in psychological and educational 

surveys. For the opportunity of collecting data on artistic taste by a direct 

appeal to the listening public, I am indebted to my friends, Mr. Charles Siep- 

mann (formerly Director of Programme Planning at the B.B.C.) and Miss 

Margaret Bulley (who assisted in preparing the test material) : a preliminary 

analysis of the results will be found in her book Have You Good Yasie? 

A somewhat similar survey had been carried out for the L.C.C. on child¬ 

ren’s tastes and preferences for films at the cinema; and, at the request of 

certain firms, analogous methods were used later on in an endeavour to ascer¬ 

tain the varying attitudes of particular types of customers towards different 

types of goods, wrappings, and advertisements. On problems of this kind 

a large amount of work has been carried out in America, but rarely with a 

factorial technique. G. Gallup has more recently familiarized us with the 

notion of sampling popular views in the surveys carried out by the American 

Institute of Public Opinion (for a description of the methods employed, 

see Katz and Cantril, Sociometry, I, pp. 155-79): ^ would be highly in¬ 
structive to plan one or two inquiries of this sort with a more adequate 

sampling and factorial technique. 
In all such surveys a number of interesting theoretical issues are involved 

to which the factorist might weE turn his attention. The most important 

are the nature of the best method of sampling and of the best method of 

weighting. In this country such problems have chiefly arisen in connexion 

with investigations for education authorities. Thus, in an early survey of the 

abilities and attainments of the London school population, it was obviously 

impracticable to carry out a complete or exhaustive survey (like the census), 

or even a survey by simple or random sampling (conforming to the require¬ 

ments of the statistical textbook). Accordingly, a twofold procedure was 

attempted which should combine the merits of an intensive 4 complete J 

survey with those of an extensive6 representative * survey. The£ representa¬ 

tive 5 principle meant the sampling of schools of certain 4 types ’ from certain 

social strata or districts, and an effort by factorial methods to ascertain the 

best weighting for each. Now that education authorities are beginning to 

ask for psychological assistance in conducting such reviews, it is essential that 

the psychologist should be ready to outline an adequate technique. My own 

view is that, in general, the existence of such social, economic, or local6 types5 
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Another field in which, I venture to suggest, a factorial 
technique would be most fruitful is that of medicine. In 
a recent publication [114] I have endeavoured to point out 
how such a procedure may elucidate the classification and 
diagnosis of nervous disorders, and of mental subnormalities 
generally, among school children; and, by means of data 
collected with the help of school medical officers and others, 
we have been hoping to show how it may prove equally 
fertile in the study of physical disease. Other research- 
students, specially qualified in the relevant field of work, 
have been experimenting, so far with decidedly promising 
results, to demonstrate its adaptability to problems of 
industry, economics, and plant-fertility.1 Indeed, the 
type of problem for which factor-analysis would seem the 
most appropriate method is one which, so far from being 
confined to psychology, is common to all complex sciences 
where work is in a preliminary stage. In biology, in medi¬ 
cine, in agriculture, in meteorology, in almost every sphere 
of research where we are dealing no longer with a few 
simple conditions operating on a few large bodies in the 
cosmic void, but with clusters of interacting causes, affect¬ 
ing highly composite reagents, there, as I have more than 
once ventured to contend,2 innumerable questions are 
waiting to be solved, or at least unravelled, by the factorial 
methods that the psychologist has evolved. 

can best be established by the ‘ analysis of variance5 (which I regard as 

essentially a factorial method); but so far the method has rarely been tested 

in actual practice. 
For an account of the aims and methods of social surveys, cf. A. F. Wells, 

The Local Social Survey in Great Britain, 1935, and id.ap., F. C. Bartlett et al.. 

The Study of Society, 1939. The surveys carried out by economists, though far 

more adequately planned than those of sociologists, have been chiefly 

limited to economic conditions; but their statistical methods, supplemented 

by analysis on factorial lines, might serve as models for similar surveys on 

social and psychological problems, 

1 In these fields the most interesting outcome would seem to be a demon¬ 

stration of the value of applying factor-analysis to problems hitherto treated 

by the analysis of variance, just as it appears to be equally valuable in the 

psychological field to apply analysis of variance to problems hitherto treated 

by factorial methods. 

2 [93]. P- 3*3 ; Nature, cdiv, 1939, p. 533. 



CHAPTER VIII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

To reduce my chief conclusions to a few brief statements 
will be by no means easy, since the conclusions themselves 
are necessarily so tentative. My primary object has been 
to determine a little more exactly the nature of so-called 
mental ‘ factors ’ by examining the form of proof by which 
those 4 factors ’ are established. I conclude that factors 
as such are only statistical abstractions, not concrete entities. 
To resolve a test-performance into ‘ g ’ and ‘ s ’ no more 
demonstrates the existence of a general and a specific 
‘ ability ’ than describing a breeze as north-west implies 
the combination of two currents from separate quarters 
of the sky. We use factors in psychology as we use rectan¬ 
gular co-ordinates in other sciences, not because we believe 
that the phenomena investigated are necessarily dependent 
upon, a few, isolated, independent causal agencies, which 
operate in the mind or brain, and which a sound method of 
factor-analysis should successfully isolate, but merely because 
such simplified descriptions enable us to organize our 
facts into a more logical system and help us to state our 
inductive arguments more cogently, and so endow our pre¬ 
dictions with higher probabilities. 

Mathematically, a factor is simply an average—usually a 
weighted average—of certain measurements empirically 
obtained. Logically, it is simply a principle of classification 
—a principle by which both tests (or traits) and the persons 
tested may be classified. Four kinds of factors may be 
formally distinguished—(i) general, (ii) group or bipolar, 
(iii) specific, and (iv) error factors, i.e. those possessed 
by all the traits, by some of the traits, by one trait always, 
or by one trait on the occasion of its measurement only. 
This fourfold division broadly corresponds with the 
traditional fourfold scheme of predicables, viz. genus, 
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species (or difer entice) ^ proprium, and accidens ; and might 
be regarded as a quantitative adaptation for the case of 
variables of a qualitative scheme originally developed for 
the case of attributes. More particularly, the c bipolar 
factors? resulting from general-factor analysis correspond to 
classification by progressive dichotomy, while the ‘ group- 
factors ? resulting from group-factor analysis provide an 
equivalent classification of the same phenomena by co¬ 

ordinate classes. 
From the four-factor theorem (as it may be termed) all 

the familiar factor theories may be derived. The differ¬ 
ences, however, between the several kinds of factor are not 
absolute, as these theories commonly assume, but merely 
relative ; so that what is a group (or bipolar) factor in one 
table may emerge as a general factor in another or a specific 

factor in a third. 
The primary value of such factors must obviously consist 

in their utility for purposes of systematized description. 
Whether or not any factor actually extracted or computed 
happens to have a psychological significance is a problem 
that must depend, not on the method of factor-analysis 
employed, but upon the proper and relevant selection of 
traits and persons. Factors cannot be invoked for purposes 
of inference or prediction without additional data and 
additional assumptions not included in the table of data 
factorized or in the conclusions immediately drawn from it. 
Indeed, the inferential and predictive use of factors as such 
is far more limited than is commonly supposed ; and its 
validity must rest upon a due observance of the general 
conditions of all inductive inference—in particular, on the 
stability of the results from one set of observations to 
another and on certain a priori postulates about the subject- 
matter of the inference, postulates which are seldom 
explicitly announced in factorial work. Thus, the signifi¬ 
cance and the reliability of the conclusions deduced will 
turn quite as much upon the design of the experiment by 
which the data are secured as upon the technique of the 
analysis by which the data are examined. By itself factor- 
analysis can at most describe only the general structure of 
the mind or of the population : functional problems require 
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other methods of research, which may in turn illuminate 
or modify the provisional concepts reached by mere 
factorization. 

So far as it seeks to be strictly scientific, psychology must 
beware of supposing that these principles of classification 
can forthwith be treated as ‘ factors in the mind,’ e.g. as 
‘ primary abilities ’ or as ‘ mental powers ’ or * energies.’ 
Factors specify not unitary qualities but systematic patterns; 
not active entities, but relations between what we loosely 
call the mind and what we vaguely call its environment; 
i.e. they specify systems of relations between two sets of 
relational systems. 

These views, I have shown, appear at once more obvious 
and more plausible when we consider, not only the more 
usual kind of factorial work that begins by correlating traits, 
but also the complementary mode of approach that begins 
by correlating persons. And the whole interpretation, I 
believe, is closely in keeping with the Gestalt-like concep¬ 
tions that the modern physicist offers us when he describes 
the material world and that the metaphysician has from 
time to time put forward in attempting to describe reality. 
On the other hand, the current treatment of factors as 
causal abilities implies an antiquated attitude towards both 
scientific and metaphysical issues. 

As a method of inquiry factor-analysis reveals a close and 
suggestive analogy with the mathematical methods em¬ 
ployed in modern physics. It might, therefore, be still 
further refined by adopting or adapting some of the newer 
instruments of analysis that have been successfully employed 
in that sphere. In particular, the use of the theory of 
groups might obviate many of the objections commonly 
urged against the crudities of mere quantitative calculations 
when applied to the mind. Finally, it is argued, instead of 
the psychologist invoking postulates and principles appro¬ 
priate only to the simpler sciences, the more complex 
sciences might in their turn profitably borrow factorial 

methods from psychology. 





PART II 

THE RELATIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT METHODS OF 
FACTOR-ANALYSIS 





CHAPTER IX 

CLASSIFICATION OF METHODS 

Problem.—From a mathematical standpoint, as we have 
seen, the aim of factor-analysis is, broadly speaking, to find 
a reversible (or c non-singular ’) transformation which will 
enable us to reduce a given matrix of figures, such as a table 
of test-measurements or of correlations, to an equivalent 
form which shall be of the simplest possible type, at least 
so far as such automatic simplification is consistent with the 
problem and scope of the research in hand. To effect such 
a transformation various working procedures are available, 
which are to be found in textbooks on higher algebra or 
analytic geometry1 ; and, corresponding to these pro¬ 
cedures, different methods of analysis have been proposed 
by psychologists during the last ten or fifteen years—the 
c two-factor method/ the ‘ centroid method/ the 4 method 
of principal components/ the 4 method of trigonometrical 
rotation ’—each having its own special merits and its own 
group of advocates. 

The sponsors of any one method warmly criticize the 
rest. Thurstone considers Hotelling’s results to be 44 psy¬ 
chologically meaningless ” ; Kelley pronounces Thur- 
stone’s method to be 44 logically unsound ” ; Spearman 
rejects all three in favour of his own original procedure 
(with simple extensions where necessary) ; and his criticisms 
have been supported by Stephenson in this country and 
Holzinger in America. The general student thus comes to 
regard each method as wholly incompatible with the others, 
and is at a loss to know which to choose. 

In a Memorandum on factorial methods, drawn up at 

1 Cf. [26], [44], [73], [74]. For the practical computer perhaps the 
clearest exposition of the classical devices of the professional mathematician 
is to be found in the recent work on Elementary Matrices by Frazer, Duncan, 
and Collar (Cambridge University Press, 1938, esp. chap. iv). 
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the request of the English Committee of the International 
Institute Examinations Inquiry, I ventured to maintain 
that the results of the different procedures, though often 
discrepant at first sight, could nevertheless be regarded 
either as approximations to, or as linear transformations of, 
one and the same set of theoretical values : so that, in spite 
of each author’s rejection of every rival method, a direct 
reconciliation seemed always possible. My review, pub¬ 
lished (with some abridgment) as an appendix to the Com¬ 
mittee’s report [93], was concerned primarily to describe 
and briefly prove the formulae available, not to examine their 
inter-relations in detail; and, naturally enough, the asser¬ 
tion of their essential agreement has been freely called in 
question. Formal demonstrations of. the equivalences 
would have been too long and technical to embody m 
the report itself; but they have since been printed else- 
wkere—usually as incidental to some specific piece of 
research, and not always, it would seem, in an accessible 
and easily intelligible form. In this paper I propose to 

■ bring together, in a way that may be readily understood by 
the non-mathematical reader, what appear to be the most 

important of these results. .... . . 
The Definition of Factors.—To begin with, it is essential 

to understand a little more precisely what we mean by a 
factor. As we have already observed, hardly any factorist 
has offered a satisfactory formal definition. But the dis¬ 
cussion in the preceding paper should at least indicate 
what form that definition must take. Factors as such 
must be defined, not by trying to identify them with 
concrete causal entities in an objective world of individual 
minds or nervous systems, but by specifying the operations 
by which they are to be obtainedd The actual practice of 

1 Writers who insist on defining factors “ by our concrete psychological 

needs” have protested against the “artificiality” of my “ purely mathe¬ 

matical mode of definition.” In reply, may I remind them that the 
principle here adopted has become almost universal in quantitative science r 

« It has come to be the practice in introducing physical quantities that they 

shall be regarded as defined by the series of measuring operations and cal¬ 

culations of which they are the result: those who associate with the result 
a mental picture of some entity disporting itself in a metaphysical realm of 

existence do so at their own risk ” (Eddington, Joe. citp. 71). 
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factorists, so far as they share a common procedure, would 
seem to suggest the following formulation. 

(i) Components and Factors Generally.—Let there be n 
observable variables measured for N individual cases. 
The n X N empirical measurements so obtained— {m1, 
m2, . . ., mn) say—will in general be correlated with one 
another in a more or less arbitrary fashion. We can, 
however, assume that it is always possible to express them 
exactly or approximately in terms of r new hypothetical 

variables, {plf p2, ... , pr) say, (r=n), which will be 
related to each other in some simpler, specifiable way : so 
that we can regard the empirical set of measurements as 
functions of the latter, and write 

{™i, n^, ..., mn) = /< {p1}p2, . . .,p,} (* = 1, 2, ..., n). 

Then these r hypothetical variables {pt, p2, ..., pr) may 
be called ‘ factors,’ or more accurately ‘ components,’ of 
the observed measurements; and any particular system of 
components will be defined by the system of functions /,-, 
or the inverse of that system if it has one. 

Such a transformation can be effected in an infinity of 
ways; and in carrying it out, it is, as a rule, implied that 
the new variables will be so chosen that they can serve as 
reference values. Thus, (i) usually the specifiable relations 
between them will be the simplest possible, namely, those of 
independence or non-correlation; (ii) usually, too, their 
number will be the fewest possible, or at any rate they will 
be fewer1 than the original n variables, if only because 

1 There are many important exceptions to this rule, which, however, 
would seem to be apparent exceptions only. Thus, Garnett ([37], 1919, 

p. 346) takes r w, envisaging one c general factor,’ n specific factors, and a 

varying but presumably small number of group-factors. This is virtually 

the view of Thurstone (whose proofs resemble Garnett’s in many ways) 

except that he would not specify a general factor as distinct from the other 

common factors, and always insists that the number of common factors must 

be less than n. Garnett also mentions the possibility that the one general 

factor (and the other factors, if desired) may be so transformed that r may 

be any number whatever: this is presumably to allow for Thomson’s sampling 

theory, where the number of c elements ’ is assumed to be indefinitely large 

and the number of c factors ’ a maximum (viz. 2n_1: see below, p. 294, foot¬ 

note). Spearman, on the other hand, always takes r = n -j- I. Hotelling 

*7 
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none but the statistically significant components will actu¬ 
ally be calculated ; so that a comparatively small number of 
the new components will account for far more of the 
observed variance than would be accounted for by an equal 
number of the original variables; (iii) nearly always 
(though not in my view necessarilyx) the function /< will be 
taken to have the simplest possible form, i.e. to be a. linear 
function, so that we can write M = FP, where P is (by i) 
an orthogonal matrix (or horizontal section of such a matrix) 
and F a linear operator or matrix pre-multiplier. It might 
seem reasonable to add, since reference-values are usually 
needed for ■petfiumstit reference : (iv) the set of components 
selected must be stable for all samples of the categories from 
which the n and N items are drawn, and for the same 
samples on different occasions. That, however, is a result 
which would require separate demonstration for each set, 
and is, as a matter of fact, hardly ever explicitly established.* 

and Kelley put r = n precisely. However, each of these writers recognizes 

that all but a few of the numerous components deducible in theory are in 

practice likely to be devoid of statistical significance. ^ 
1 Just as we should not assume a frioti that both height and weight can be 

expressed as linear functions of the same factor or set of factors, so, it seems 

to me, we should not assume that mental performances must necessarily 

be treated as linear functions of the related factors. It is interesting to note 

that a good many of the familiar factor theorems do, as a matter of fact, hold 

good with more complex functions5 and, in any case, a linear function may be 

regarded as supplying a first approximation to the more complex function 

(cf. above, p. 241). Nor is it, I think, commonly realized that the product- 

moment formula, on which our correlations and regressions are regularly 

based, is merely the simplest case of a more general formula. Thus, in the 

numerator we may write the generalized covariance - ZxPyV, where f and q 

do not necessarily = 1, with corresponding expressions for the two gener¬ 

alized variances in the denominator. The system based on these three 

parameters should, in theory, enable us to specify the law of dependence 

between x and y, no matter how complex it may be. 
2 It might perhaps be contended that we only factorize tests or trait- 

measurements that are known to be 4 reliable ’; so that the reliability co¬ 

efficients obtained (a) from different sections of the same test, and (b) from 

applications of the same test at different times, would guarantee the stability 

of the initial variables. Yet that hardly suffices to prove the stability of the 

factorial pattern. It would be better to include the separate applications or 

sections as separate variables in the correlation table, and so show that the 
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Accordingly, it does not seem proper to include this require¬ 

ment in the formal definition. 

This fourth requirement would mean, in the case of tests and 
persons,1 (a) that the factor-saturations for a particular test must not 
change, when new tests are added to the old battery of tests; (b) that 
the factor-measurements for a particular person must not change, 
when new personsare added to the original sample of the tested popu¬ 
lation ; and perhaps (c) that if the same tests are applied to the same 
persons at different times (e.g. to the same children at different ages 
or later on when grown up) both the factor-saturations and the 
factor-measurements should remain unaltered. It is only necessary 
for the last point to be stated for us to see how precarious it is. Yet, 
unless it is assumed to hold good at least in some degree, the study 
of mental development generally, and predictions about the sub¬ 
sequent development of the individual in particular, become very 
difficult. 

It is curious that, while nearly all factorists insist that any 
‘factor’ to deserve the name must be stable,nevertheless,hardly any 
of them formally prove this stability. Few seem to have fully 
realized either the advantages or the limitations such stability 
confers. One great advantage would be that the indeterminacy, 
which is bound to haunt us so long as we try to deduce a plausible 
set of factors from a single table of figures only, would be greatly 
diminished, and often wholly abolished, if we insisted that our 
factors should be demonstrable, not in one table, but in a succession 
of tables—tables obtained with varying batteries of tests and with 
different groups of individuals. We believe in a general cognitive 
factor (g), not because it was conclusively established by a single 
research, but because it appears and reappears in almost every 
collection of cognitive tests; and, as a test of identity (by no means 
the only test), we carry one and the same test, or group of tests, 
(the Binet tests or some recognized series of written intelligence 
tests) from one research to another. Instead of rotating a factor 
pattern by trial and error until it satisfied some a priori scheme, we 
ought to rotate it mechanically until it fitted two or more tables. 
Indeed, the device of rotation, as ordinarily applied, is an informal 

common factors cover them. However, the most effective procedure is to 

prove, by an appropriate criterion, that the factors obtained from different 

investigations remain approximately the same (cf. p. 41). With but one 

investigation our sole resource is to attempt an * efficient ’ estimate of the 

population parameters by the method of * maximum likelihood ’ [50]. 

w 1 And, of course, within the margin allowed by the sampling error. 
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test of stability : only then it tests, not so much the psychological 
significance of some particular factorial pattern in the light of our 
preconceived notions, but the stability of our preconceived notions 

about the factors in the light of yet another empirical table. 
On the other hand, as I have argued elsewhere, a rigid adherence 

to the postulate of invariance would force the factorist to surrender 
(a) the idea of specific factors, peculiar to a single test or a single 
person, (J) the idea that the factors obtained by correlating persons 
are essentially different from those that are obtained by correlating 
tests, and ultimately, I believe, even (c) the idea of standardizing 
scores on the basis of the given sample. This postulate, therefore, 
rules out so many ideas still widely favoured by factonsts that it 
seems hardly proper to include it at the very outset in the formal 

definition of factors in general. 

To begin with, therefore, it will be best to introduce only 
the first three of the four restrictions mentioned above. 
And it would perhaps be convenient to keep the term 
‘ factors5 for a particular and determinate set of compon¬ 
ents, expressly selected so as to conform to these conditions, 
and to use the term c components ? for ‘ factors? in any 

broader sense. 
(ii) Orthogonal Linear Factors.—If we accept these 

three conditions, we can take a further step. For simplicity, 
let us keep chiefly to the type of problem for which factor- 
analysis has been most commonly employed, namely, the 
testing of n traits for N persons. As a rule, the sample 
population tested will not only be comparatively numerous 
(N > n)9 but will also vary from one inquiry to another; 
the tests will not only be fewer in number, but, if duly 
standardized as regards material and procedure, will 
presumably remain constant. Hence it seems natural to 
define our factors in terms of the tests alone. . # . 

Now by matrix multiplication (a common device in 
matrix work for reducing a given set of figures to a simpler 
form) the N individuals can be at once eliminated. We 
have R = MM' = FPP'F' = FF\ where (assuming M to 
have been suitably standardized) R is the n X ^ matrix of 
correlations, and F is a matrix of factor-loadings of order 
n X r. Accordingly, incorporating the restrictions stated 
above, we may now define our factors as a hypothetical set of 
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mutually independent, statistically significant linear components, 
derived from an observed set of measurements by a homogeneous 
linear transformation ; and each particular factor may be 
defined by stating its correlations with the several tests as 
specified by the corresponding column in the matrix of the 
inverse transformation, namely, F. In geometrical language 
the resolution of the test-measurements into factorial com¬ 
ponents may thus be very simply described as consisting in 
a change to orthogonal reference axes. 

We can put this in a more concrete way. Since M — FP, the 
/th element in the Ah column of M (e.g. the ;th measurement for 
the ith person) can be split into a sum of weighted measurements, 

r 

ntji == Sfjkpki = 1 mji + 2mfi + • • • + rniji say.1 Here the £th 
k 

figure, hniji, is attributable to the kth factor only. On covariating 
the kth figure for all the persons, we obtain X Vk$k = a 
symmetric matrix of rank one. Thus, we can summarize our 
algebraic interpretation in words, and say : a factor is the class of any 
set of variables, including parts of observed variables, whose covariances 
form a perfect hierarchy. For example, if we imagine a set of 
n fictitious tests and if we suppose that the \n(pi — i) relations 
between them can all be expressed in terms of n constants only, one 
constant for each test, then all those tests would measure one and 
the same factor, i.e. they would all belong to one and the same 
irreducible class. 

Even so, however, the operations specified by the definition are 
not determinate. No actual tests are likely to satisfy precisely 
these exceedingly simple relations; and in general, an empirical 
covariance matrix, R, can only be fitted exactly by a factorial 
matrix F containing nz figures. Yet, in virtue of its symmetry, 
R contains no more than \ n (n -j- i) different figures, and so yields 
at most \n(n -f- i) equations for the purpose. If we confine our¬ 
selves to significant components only, we shall require fewer figures 
than w2 : but this general instruction is too vague to yield a unique 
procedure. Unless, therefore, an investigator tells us what particu¬ 
lar method he is adopting to obtain determinate values for F, we 
cannot say precisely what he understands by a factor. 

(iii) Doubly Orthogonal Factors.—So far I have followed 
the ordinary approach to factorial work. “ The object of 

3 Cf. Appendix II, Table IVb, 
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the factorial analysis,” it is said “ is to find F 1 ; and with 

that, as a rule, the matter usually terminates. 
To the practical psychologist, concerned more with 

individual persons than with the abstract analysis of mind, 
the determination of F appears merely a means to an end, 
not the end itself. Hence I myself should prefer to base 
my definition on the equation P == WM, taking the rows 
of P to specify the new variables and the rows of Wto specify 
the operation required. As we have just observed, it is 
commonly assumed that the rows of P are uncorrelated; 
but the grounds that make it reasonable to secure non¬ 
correlation in the factor-measurements make it equally 
reasonable to secure non-correlation in the factor-loadings 
and regression coefficients • Thus not only the rows of P 
but also the columns of F will be uncorrelated. This 

1 Thurstone [84], p. 70. And again : “ When R is given experimentally, 

the problem is to find / ” : I should rather say, when M is given experi¬ 

mentally, the problem is to find P. 
*' This is most obvious if we turn to the case of correlating not tests but 

persons In such a case the factorial description of each person is given by 

his column of saturation coefficients; and these, when reciprocity obtains, 

are identical with the factor-measurements that would be obtained for that 

person by correlating the tests or traits. If, therefore, with the latter pro¬ 
cedure the izcxot-measurements are assumed to be uncorrelated, it must aho 

be assumed that with the former procedure the izctot-saturaUons will be 

uncorrelated. .. . 
But. apart from this special argument, we may consider the question on 

more general grounds. When two factors prove to have very similar 

saturations in the same set of tests or traits, can we still maintain that they are 

pure and independent factors l Surely, factors that are described m almost 

the same way are almost the same factors: independent factors must have 

independent descriptions. The saturation coefficients for many of the 

rotated factors in Thurstone’s recent study—his factors for verbal relations 

(V) and for deductive reasoning (D), for example—are positively correlated . 

both have high saturations for most of the ‘ verbal ’ tests and of the tests of 

< verbal reasoning ’; is it not natural to suppose that this is because they both 

contain a common factor ([122], p- 115-16) ? Again, many of Stephenson’s 
pairs of ‘type-factors’ have very high negative correlations (e.g. [92], 

p. 302): but the signs of a column of saturation coefficients may always be 

reversed; is it not therefore natural to suggest that in such cases we have to 

do mainly with a single bipolar factor, and not two independent factors i 

The very object of factor-analysis, we are told, is to reduce the number of 

variables. Why, then, choose a relatively large number of correlated factors, 

when a smaller number of uncorrelated factors will do the work equally well ? 
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condition yields another \r(r — 1) equations. And, 
assuming the test-variances which form the diagonal 
elements of R to be known or otherwise deducible, the 
procedure for finding F and W now becomes determinate ; 
both can be expressed in terms of the latent roots and latent 
vectors of the correlation matrix R ([93], [101]). 

The properties of these constants enable us to give a clear and 
definite meaning to the set of factors thus extracted. They will 
be the set of r components (where r may be any number from I to n) 
that yield the best Jit both to the initial matrix of measurements and 
to the covariance (or correlation) matrix derived from them. The 
closeness of the approximation will be determined, as usual, by the 
principle of least squares. Accordingly, this method of analysis 
may be termed the e least squares method.’1 

The method is merely a special application of the principle regu¬ 
larly adopted in multiple correlation, n examiners (or the same 
examiner using n different tests) endeavour to assess the intelligence 
of N candidates. The first or dominant factor is then defined as 
that weighted combination of the test results which presumably 
has the highest correlation with the characteristic that they were all 
intended to measure. More generally, we may say that each factor 
in turn is determined as being that particular component which has 
the largest mean square correlation with all the test-measurements, 
or residuals of the test-measurements, still waiting to be factorized. 

The guiding principle can be expressed more precisely if we revert 
to algebraic symbols. The procedure indicated is equivalent to 
seeking for M, first of all the best-fitting matrix of rank one, namely, 
M1 (say) = fj^. Then, if the residuals M — Mx are too large to be 
considered statistically insignificant, we proceed to seek the best¬ 
fitting matrix for these residuals, M2 (say). We shall then have 
found for M the best-fitting matrix of rank two, namely, Mx + M2. 
And so we continue. It follows that MXMJ = will also be the 
best-fitting matrix of rank one for the covariance matrix R = MM1; 
and similarly for the other product matrices. If at each stage we 
make the residual variance as small as possible, we shall automatically 
be making the factor variance as great as possible. Hence, for those 

1 In my first paper, using the method of£ simple summation/ I assessed the 

amount of discrepancy by taking the mean deviation of the hypothetical from 

the observed correlations, i.e. the average of the individuals regardless of 

signs ([16], 1909, Tables V and VI): the least-squares method amounts to 

assessing it by the root-mean-square deviation, which requires the method 
of * weighted summation/ 
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who prefer the language of ‘ analysis of variance,’ we may describe 
our procedure as seeking first the factor whose contribution to the 
total variance shall be as large as possible : then the factor whose 
contribution to the remaining variance shall be as large as possible; 
and so on : until the ultimate remainder is zero or rather statistically 

negligible as judged by the probable error. 

It is easy to show that these requirements are equivalent 
to reducing the correlation matrix R to a diagonal canonical 
form by an orthogonal transformation. We obtain 
L'RL = V ; so that we can write F = LVk,V denoting the 
diagonal matrix of latent roots (or factor-variances), and L 
the orthogonal (or semi-orthogonal) matrix of latent vectors 

(or direction cosines) ([93], p. 29° 5 [I02]> P- I77)- 
(iv) Factors defined by Selective Operators.—The fore¬ 

going procedure brings the analysis into line with that 
adopted for analogous problems in other sciences. We 
have Mk = = EkM, where Ek = 1A1/, is a unit 
hierarchy, and E-1, Et, ..., Ek, ... form a ‘ spectral set of 
selective operators.’1 Thus, we can carry our previous 

1 In its simplest application the notion of a selective operator may be 

explained as follows. Let M be a mixed population consisting of r mutually 

exclusive classes or types, say, Europeans (Mx), Indians (ikf2), and Chinese 

(M3). Let Ej be the selective operator which sorts out only the Europeans; 

E% the selective operator which sorts out only the Indians; and so on. Then 

EXM = Mt; 

but E1M + EJd + . . .+ErM=M1 + Mjt + . . . + Mr^M; 

i.e. 2 Ek = 1 • . . . . (x) 
Again EjEjM = E1M1 = M; 

hence E£ = Ek • . . . . . (2) 

(i.e. Ek is 4 idempotent5): for, if we try to select the Europeans from a 

selected group containing nothing but Europeans, we reach the same group 

as before. 
Once more EJ£XM = ^2^= o ; hence E2E1 = o, and generally 

EjEk= o; (7 4= k) . . . . • . . (3) 

for if we try to select the Chinese from a selected group that contains no 

Chinese, we obtain an empty class. 

Operators possessing these three properties are said to constitute a spectral 

set. (The term 4 spectral ’ is derived from the use of such operators in 

atomic physics where on the basis of a spectral analysis of a mixed radiation 

an attempt is made to segregate 4 pure components ’ along the lines of the 

elassical experiment of Stern and Gerlach.) 
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formulation a step further, and say that, given a suitable 
set of observed variables, each of their r factors may be 
defined by a unit hierarchy with a definite factor-variance 
attached. The final arithmetical solution of the problem 
will be given by calculating the terms of the series 

M-i M2 4~• • • 4~ Mr = EiM 4“ E^M 4- ... 4“ ErM =M 

which may be called the factorial expansion of M: or, more 
succinctly, by calculating the nr factor-measurements, 
P = WM = F~* L'M ([101], p. 84)/ 

In the pages that follow, I propose to show that all other 
current solutions may be regarded as derivatives of this more 
specific solution. 

(v) Oblique Factors.—Throughout the theoretical part 
of this discussion I shall as a rule use the term factors to 
mean what are commonly called ‘ orthogonal ’ factors, as 
distinct from c oblique/ i.e. factors for which the factor- 
measurements are uncorrelated or independent,2 and which 
can therefore be represented by rectangular axes. The 
relations between oblique and orthogonal factors are simple; 
and, for the 2- and 3-dimensional case, will be familiar from 
elementary geometry, (i) With oblique factors, the corre¬ 
lations between factor-measurements and test-measure¬ 
ments can be obtained by multiplying the matrix of factor- 

1 For working instructions and procedure, see Appendix I. The reader who 

is unfamiliar with the matrix notation used in the foregoing argument will 

follow the points more easily if he turns to the elementary example worked out 

in Appendix II, Tables I and IV. 
2 In describing factors as statistically independent, uncorrelated, or 

£ orthogonal/ most writers appear to be thinking solely of correlations between 

the factor-measurements, and not of correlations between the factor-satura¬ 

tions as well; but they do not state this explicitly. Thus, Thurstone’s 

preliminary analysis is based on the assumption that “ the factors are un¬ 

correlated ” (p. 61); but the equations expressing this assumption show that 

he is referring only to the rows of the factor-measurements in his * population 

matrix9 (P4). He postulates that “ the n tests which constitute the battery 

are so selected that the columns of the factorial matrix (F) are linearly 

independent,” and this is evidently meant to imply that they need not be 

“ statistically independent ” (p. 57). With my ‘ simple summation9 method 

the factor-saturations usually have a low correlation, which may be regarded 

as merely an effect of an imperfect mode of approximation. With the cen¬ 

troid-summation method as used by Thurstone (highest correlation in leading 

diagonal) the correlations may be appreciable. 
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saturations by the matrix of correlations between the several 
factors. When the factors are orthogonal, the latter 
becomes a unit matrix. Hence (ii) with orthogonal factors, 
as we have seen, the correlations between factors and tests 
are given directly by the factor-saturations ([101], p. 88). 

An analysis which yields oblique factors may be regarded 
as an incomplete or partial analysis, since all correlation 
has not been eliminated ; and the factors so obtained may 
be regarded as ( partly analysed’ or c mixed factors.’ The 
two modes of analysis correspond to the two kinds of 
* selective operators5 which the physicist has recognized : 
first 4 fractional ’ operators, which effect a partial analysis 
into constituents that are not pure ; secondly, e spectral ’ 
operators, which effect an analysis of a mixed aggregate 
into pure constituents. The difference is usually defined 
by saying that fractional operators, unlike spectral operators, 

are not idempotent ([115J, p. *59)* 

In theoretical inquiries the advantage of working with indepen¬ 
dent factors will be sufficiently obvious from analogies with partial 
differentiation and partial correlation. It is, however, part of an 
ultimate logical requirement:1 all reasoning about complex 
variations becomes, not only simpler, but more rigorous, if we can 
reduce it to terms of concepts of which any one can be taken to 
vary, while the others remain constant. In factor-analysis we are 
enabled to reduce the number of effective elements in the covariance 
matrix from f n (n + 1) to n; and the terms eliminated (the co- 
variances as distinct from the variances) are precisely those which 
are most difficult to manipulate algebraically, to compute" arith¬ 
metically, and to estimate statistically. In short, with independent 
variables, we can treat the variances as simply additive. 

In practical applications such orthogonal factors may not always 
be necessary or even desirable. Eventually, perhaps, we may be 
able to identify certain of our so-called factors with well-marked 
physiological agencies or mechanisms, e.g. the secretions of certain 
glands, or * unit characters 5 in the genetic sense : but the activities 
of the various glands will almost certainly show some low degree of 
correlation ; and some of the unit characters will be, not indepen¬ 
dent, but linked. Meanwhile, if we regard our hypothetical factors 

1 On the logical importance of independence in its various forms—notional, 

connectional, implication^, and the like—see Johnson, Logic, pp. 54 f., 
108 f.? 219 f. 
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merely as empirical principles of classification, then, though, logical 
rigour requires such principles to be independent, practical exi¬ 
gencies will still impose a compromise. The classifications of the 
school psychologist, for example, have often to be made in terms of 
partly correlated factors. When he explains that his theoretical 
factors classify children according to verbal, arithmetical, and 
manual abilities or disabilities, teachers inevitably assume that he is 
referring to the more concrete classifications of pupils into schools or 
forms according to what he would regard as 4 mixed factors,’ not 
‘ pure ’ or independent. Rarely if ever does the teacher think of 
differentiating (say) between a child whose disability_ in verbal 
subjects is due mainly to his inferiority in general intelligence and 
one whose disability is due to inferiority in what may be loosely 
termed pure verbal capacity, i.e. an inferiority which affects solely 

his power to understand or manipulate words. 
In my educational work, therefore, I have found it necessary to 

distinguish between what I have called ‘ mixed ’ or 4 joint ’ factors 
(e.g. ‘ concrete abilities ’) and ‘ independent ’ factors (e.g. ‘ pure ’ or 
abstract capacities), or sometimes (adopting the phraseology of 
Binet) ‘ compound ’ and ‘ partial aptitudes.’1 Other writers have 
recognized a similar distinction. Alexander, for example, uses the 
terms4 functional abilities ’ and4 independent factors to express it. 
“ Xhe so-called functional abilities,” he writes,44 are not independent 
traits; they are resultants. . . . Verbal and practical abilities can 
be resolved into three (independent) factors—g and v, and g and F ” 

P2l pp. 1x7 et seq.). Rotation will often recombine independent 
factors into what Thurstone calls 4 oblique reference vectors’ 

(t84]> P-154) • Eysenck, for instance, has endeavoured to show that 
}n Thurstone’s recent work on Primary Abilities many of the rotated 

factors, e.g. V, P, and W (verbal relations, perceptual functions, and 
verbal’fluency [122], Table 4) are positively correlated, and that 

each includes a common factor, similar to Spearman’s g, in addition 
to some pure or independent factor peculiar to itself (cf. [X33]> 
p. 272). The repeated application of Spearman’s two-factor proce¬ 
dure to submatrices of residuals successively obtained from the 
same initial table of correlations has also led in the past to factors 
which would seem to be correlated rather than independent. From 

1 U Annie Psyehologique, XIV, p. 32. Cf. also The Backward Child, 

PP* 459 et se(l' m7 ear^er Notes, the physicist’s terms * spectral analysis ’ 
and * fractional analysis ’ were used to indicate the evident analogy, but (as 

indicated below) it would seem a little unwise to introduce into psychological 

nomenclature a rather puzzling pair of terms for a distinction that is already 

designated in half a dozen different ways. 
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a mathematical standpoint such modes of analysis appear partial or 
incomplete, like a fractional distillation that only partly separates 

the various ingredients.1 

Methods Available.—The various methods proposed need 
not be described afresh. Formal descriptions of the main 
types (taken from roneo’d notes compiled originally for 
the use of my own research-students and based on early 
articles by the chief authors concerned) were included in 
my Memorandum. [41]; but the systematic expositions 
since published by Thurstone [84], Kelley [85], and Hol- 
zinger [106], all of them remarkably lucid and suggestive, 
render my previous account of their principles not only 

1 A clear and systematic account of the relations between the two types 

of factors has been recently given by Holzinger and Harman (J. Educ. Psych., 

1937, XXVIII, pp. 321-45). More recently still, in his contribution to the 

discussion on 4 Factor Analysis 5 Stephenson has developed the same 

distinction in a suggestive way ([137], pp. 100-2). Here, and in a per¬ 

sonal communication, he criticizes my own account in two respects 

that deserve a fuller reply than was possible at the Symposium ([137], 

pp. 92). In the first place, though he emphasizes the distinction between 

4 concrete,’ 4 functional,’ or c unanalysed abilities 5 and such abstract or 

hypothetical factors as Spearman’s 4 general factor 5 (g) and my 4 verbal 

factor 5 (v), he rejects 44 the supposed 4 independent factors 5 as gratuitous 

assumptions.” Factors like g and v he now prefers to call4 fractional factors,5 

to distinguish them from the 4 non-fractional factors5 that play a central 

part in his theory of Q-technique ([138], p. 272). Yet on a later page he 

explains that these fractional factors5 are uncorrelated, and are obtained by 

analysing the concrete or4 non-fractional abilities.5 Surely in that case they 

are identical with what Alexander and I understand by4 independent factors,’ 

so that after all these latter cannot be 4 gratuitous assumptions.5 

Secondly, he adopts the algebraic argument from the article of mine just 

quoted ([115], pp. x57-8); but thinks it should be applied, not, as I applied it, 

to show that the factors complying with it cannot be further analysed, but to 

show what conditions the 4 unanalysed abilities5 must fulfil. This would 

make his unanalysed abilities or 4 non-fractional factors5 identical with 

Holzinger’s original 4 bifactors,5 i.e. bifid factors ([106], p. 6): for in both 

cases the saturation coefficients for the two 4 pure 5 factors are assumed to be 

proportional. In an empirical matrix, however, such a precise proportion¬ 

ality is so improbable that Holzinger has now given up the conception 

([107], P* 53)* I11 the fuller manuscript version of his paper Stephenson 
points out that his non-fractional factors are analogous to the factors derived 

by Tryon with the aid of 4 cluster-analysis 5; and in his more recent work 

(particularly on types with 4 Q-technique ’) he deliberately avoids a 4 general 

factor,5 so that his non-fractional factors are, as it were, group-factors 
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needless but somewhat out-of-date.1 My indebtedness 
to earlier writers still, particularly to Spearman (whose 
brilliant work has after all inspired, directly or indirectly, 
the numerous alternative methods put forward to supple¬ 
ment or supersede it), to Godfrey Thomson, William 
Brown, and Hotelling, will be obvious. Nor, except for a 
few incidental comments, shall I attempt to weigh the 
advantages of the different procedures. All the con¬ 
troversies of the past appear to have overlooked one indis¬ 
putable fact, namely, that there is no one royal approach, 
superior to all others and suitable for use on all occasions. 
Each particular class of problem demands its own peculiar 

derived directly from the empirical correlations without the elimination of 

the first or dominant factor : in certain respects, therefore, they are analogous 

to the factors obtained by Thurstone in his work on Primary Abilities after 

rotation (cf. [133], p. 272), and depart from those that would be obtained by a 

4 Spearman analysis.’ His own description, however, brings his present 

methods more nearly into line with those of Tryon than with submatrix 

methods, as used by previous factorists (e.g. by Holzinger, by Stephenson in 

his earlier articles, and by myself). Indeed, from recent correspondence with 

him I gather that the conception of £ non-fractional factors ’ was partly de¬ 

vised to cover what Tryon has called * operational psychological unities’: (the 

instances given by both authors are much the same ; while Stephenson’s 

4 fractional factors ’ cover what Tryon terms 4 radical and orthometric 

components’: cf. Tryon, [86], [131])- 
A third criticism has been urged against his statement, namely, that his 

extension of the term 4 fractional ’ from methods of analysis to the resulting 

factors is in conflict with the usage of previous writers and with his own. In 

[138], p. 277, he refers to 44 fractional factors, which will usually be oblique 

But this would seem to be a slip of wording. The context makes it plain 

that he is referring to a 44 fractional analysis, the results of which will 

usually be oblique factors.” In his last paper he makes this clear, since he 

describes the analysis of correlations by multiple-factor technique as leading 

to 4fractional orthogonal factors’ ([136], p. 242). The proposed extension 

is quite consistent, if a little confusing: there is no inconsistency in maintain¬ 

ing that a 4 complete analysis ’ should yield a 4 fractional ’ factor and that a 

4 fractional ’ (i.e. partial) analysis should leave us with a 4 non-fractional ’ 

factor (i.e. one that is imperfectly analysed into its ultimate parts). 

1 As has already been explained (pp. ix-x), this account was written before 

the publication of Prof. Thomson’s book (Phe Factorial Analysis of Human 

Ability) which gives an admirably clear and impartial account of all the chief 

methods available, and forms by far the best introduction to the whole 

subject. Actual methods of calculation are described and illustrated in 

Appendix I, Tables I-XI, pp. 449-86 below. 
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devices. For our present purpose it will be sufficient to 
group the various methods according to procedure rather 
than aim. The distinctions I shall observe are set out in 
the table below. There will, of course, always be combined 
and transitional types; but that does not invalidate the 

main dividing lines. 

I. 
II. 

Table l—Classification of Procedures 

Analysis of Variance 
Factor-analysis of 

A. Covariances lbetween 
B. Correlations j 

1. Persons], 
2. Traits p 

(#) Group-factor Methods, with 
(i) Non-overlapping Group-factors 

(ii) Overlapping Group-factors 
(b) General-factor Methods, with 

(i) Simple Summation 
(ii) Weighted Summation 



CHAPTER X 

VARIANCE, COVARIANCE, AND CORRELATION 

A. Variance 

I shall begin with a method that is not usually classed as 

a method of factor-analysis. In the Memorandum just 
cited it was pointed out that many of the problems which 
psychologists have been accustomed to attack by means of 
factor-analysis might be more satisfactorily solved by the 
procedure described by Fisher and others under the title 
of 4 analysis of variance.’ An instance of its use will be 
found in chapter xxi (Table VII). Since the method 
has been but little employed in psychology,11 shall begin by 

1 The most obvious problems for which the analysis of variance would 

seem to be the appropriate method are those of mental and scholastic testing ; 

but we have also found it of special value in analysing the results of 

laboratory experiments, since there the sample is almost inevitably small. 

In some of our early investigations, the method was tentatively applied 

to data obtained from junior county scholarship and other examinations, 

and appeared to confirm the results obtained by 4 correlating tests’; 

more recently we have applied it to back mark-lists for the Teachers’ 

Diploma and Certificate examinations. A still more convincing comparison 

has since been completed by Miss Cast, using marks obtained from an artificial 

examination expressly designed for the purpose ([134], pp. 257-69). Similar 

comparisons have also been attempted with data obtained by ranking (e.g. 

ranking picture postcards in tests of artistic appreciation) ; here the results 

of analysing variance were compared with those of 4 correlating persons.’ 

Experiments with the method are thus by no means numerous : but In every 

case they have been sufficiently successful to show that the proposal is some¬ 

thing more than a mere suggestion. 
It may be added that many of the early investigations carried out by 

psychologists with ranking methods, along the lines first suggested by J. 

McK. Cattell, were in principle analyses of variance, with the mean variation 

substituted for the standard deviation or its square : (cf., for example, F. L. 
Wells’ analysis of the 4 Variability of Individual Judgment,’ ap. Essays in 

Honour of William James, 1908, pp. 509-50). Wells tabulates some of his 

initial data in full: this makes it possible to re-analyse his figures by more 

modern methods—e.g. by correlating persons, and so to demonstrate the 

271 
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attempting to indicate what are the general relations be- 
ween the two procedures. So far as I am aware this has 

neTfe Lharity both in object and in method is somewhat 
obscured by the current terminology. What is usually 
described d an ‘ analysis of variance ’ is realljr an analysis 
of a matrix of measurements by means of its square- 
sums.’ Similarly, what is commonly regarded as a factor- 
analysis of correlations is, in my view at any rate, really an 
analysis of the same matrix of measurements (or a standard¬ 
ized7 version of it) by means of its ‘ product-sums ; and 
the factorization consists essentially m rotating axes 
until the product-sums are reduced to an equivalent set of 
‘ square-sums ’ ([ioi], p. 77)- Under simple conditions the 
relations between the two methods are elementary and 
direct, and can be expressed in algebraic form. 

Let us confine ourselves first of all to the analysis of 
correlations or covariances between tests. We my suppose 
that k tests have been applied to N persons and that the 
test-measurements are expressed as deviations about the 

average for each test. The simplest case is that m which 
(i) the initial measurements are in standard measure 

inadequacy of the earlier statistical procedure. Mr. Eysenck has carried 

thif out at my suggestion; and has shown that, contrary to Wells own 

inferences, his table reveals a positive and significant.general factor. This is 

also confirmed by a formal analysis of variance. Such results appear to me to 

be a striking illustration of the valuable advance in method made during the 

kSi It L not easy to find a notation which shall be consistent with that cus¬ 

tomarily used in factor-analysis and in the analysis of variance; indeed, in 

expositions of the latter the usage of different writers varies in a “f* “ 
most confusing to the student. I suggest that where (as is usuaUy the case) 

we are concerned with testing a classification by one criterion only (either by 

persons or by tests) we follow Fisher and Yule, and write k for the number 

in each of the ‘ classes5 (or ‘ populations ’) whose means are to be compared, 

retaining N or n to denote the number of ‘ classes,’ according as the class 

denotes the set of measurements for the same test or the set of measurements for 

the same person. I shall use Q (quadrata) to denote square-sums, P to denote 

product-sums, and V to denote the mean square or variance obtained y 

dividing the square-sums by the number of degrees of freedom. ■ 
present use of the symbols ?, Q, F, and F has no relation to their use to 

denote certain matrices or axes in factorial theory. 
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(according to the common practice in psychological testing) 
and (ii) the general factor is obtained by the simple-sum¬ 
mation method, with the £ reliability ’ assumed to be 
perfect. These assumptions will simplify the exposition, 
but are not essential to the argument: (for more general 
purposes it would be better to assume that the variances 
may differ, so that, according to their differing complexity 
or their different relation to a common factor, the several 
tests are differently weighted when they are summed). 

The primary object of factor-analysis is then to demon¬ 
strate the ‘ existence ’ of a single significant source of 
variation, influencing all the test-measurements in the 
matrix to be analysed, namely the first ‘ common factor.’1 
The factor is specified by the hypothetical factor-measure¬ 
ments for the N persons, the measurements being computed 
as weighted sums or averages of the k tests : (the weighting, 
however, makes little difference to the figures finally 
accepted; and, except so far as it is needed to eliminate 
gross and arbitrary differences in the scales of the several 
tests, is hardly ever carried out in practice). Thus the 
problem of factor-analysis is equivalent to showing that 
the differences between these factor-measurements are 

significant. 
If there were only two persons, we could apply the usual 

test for the difference between their respective means, by 
taking the ratio of the difference observed to the estimated 
standard deviation. But when the number of persons is 
large, the task of testing the significance of all the possible 
differences separately is greatly magnified. It is,, however, 
possible to devise a single critical ratio, and so judge their 
significance by a single test. This is the principle adopted 
in the analysis of variance. Let denote the measure¬ 
ment for the »th person in thej'th test; 

1 In ‘ general-factor ’ analysis, this can be extended to the case of multiple 

factors, since each successive factor is taken in turn, and the same calculation 

is begun over again with a fresh matrix of measurements, namely, the table 

of residuals : in each case we look for a single factor pervading'the entire 

table in question. In ‘ group-factor ’ analysis we look for a factor common 

to a sub-matrix only, i.e. that part of the table of residuals which relates to a 

particular sub-group of tests. 

18 
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22 (Xji — x,)2 

3 i 

Qm + Qr- 
, Vm 

= Qr; and 

Finally, let 

k N N 

let 22#<* = £2 x?= Q„ 
j i i 

22 xf = Qt: so that Qt = 

F = ® 2-=_, 
Wf ' Qr v: 

where (Nk)f and (N)f denote the ‘ number of degrees of 
freedom ’1 on which the estimated variances Vm= Qml(N)f 
and Vr = Qrl(Nk)f are based. Then F is the critical 
ratio. Tables showing the probability that a given value 
of F (or of z = \ log, F) may be reached or exceeded with 
(N)f and (Nk)f degrees of freedom are given in the text¬ 

books of Snedecor and Fisher [50]. 

If we regard all the marks obtained by a single person as forming 
an array or a class, then the E-ratio appears as an elaboration of a 
ratio that is far more familiar to the student of psychology the 
correlation ratio2 f\. The relation between the two is given by 

—-C^)/- K- Jt will be noted that 0, is the value 

1 The ‘ number of degrees of freedom ’ is found by subtracting from the 

number of measurements made the number of c constraints ’ or independent 

linear relations obtaining between them. Here this means in effect that we 

compute the ‘ mean9 by dividing the corresponding sum, not by the number 

of measurements summed, but by the number of independent comparisons 

that can be made with a sample of that size. When the sample contains 

more than 30, we can average in the more familiar way : e.g. we can take the 

residual variance to be Q/Nk simply. Strictly, however, we should remember 

that the residuals are deviations about the means of their respective columns. 

Hence only — 1) are free to vary independently: in each of the N 

columns the kth. figure can be deduced from the rest. If the means of the 

rows are also zero, one of the figures in each row can be deduced from the rest. 

Hence the degrees of freedom are still further reduced to (N — 1) (k — 1). 

If the standard deviations of each row are also equalized to each other and to 

unity, yet a further limitation is imposed : and so on, with the calculation of 

each additional parameter. It is the difference between these two methods 

of estimation that gives rise to the difference between the biased and the 

unbiased estimate of the intra-class correlation, referred to below. 
2 It should be noted that, since ; (here symbolizing the /th test) does not 

enter into the formula for calculating 77^, the so-called 1 correlation ’ for 

which r]ij is the corresponding4 ratio5 does not necessarily indicate a correla¬ 

tion of anything with j as a quantitative variable or rank in a fixed order, 

though in the past the correlation ratio has generally been employed to 

measure such a correlation. 
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taken by Qm when Qr is zero, that is, the maximum value of Qm. 

This gives an alternative method of determining Q, which is often 

convenient. 

If we proceed to correlate the several tests, we can esti¬ 
mate the extent to which they agree by the average inter¬ 

correlation, f = 7/7 1 Sr,;, (i * i'), i.e. by the mean 
k(k - 1) 

of the correlations of each test with every other, excluding 
all self-correlations. (This device has more frequently 
been used in the past where not tests, but persons, or 
persons’ estimates of traits, have been correlated.) 

If the tests are all in standard measure, it is not necessary to 

calculate each intercorrelation separately ; for when the means and 

the standard deviations are equal, the average intercorrelation is 

identical with what is called in the analysis of variance the £ intra¬ 

class correlation 9 (rint), that is, the correlation calculated by dis¬ 

regarding the allocation of measurements to definite tests and taking 

all possible pairs of measurements for one and the same individual.1 

Shortened methods of computation are thus available. We have in 

fact y __ Tm (an extremely useful formula which we can 

call the 4 corrected square-sum ratio V Where the initial measure- 

1 Fisher, loc. cit.9 pp. 198 et seq. Yule and Kendall, loc. cit., pp. 254 

et se<l* 
* The equation given in the text corresponds with the formula usually 

given for calculating the intra-class correlation (cf. Yule [no], p. 255 ; 

Fisher [50], pp. 202, 211). This, however, yields a biased estimate, which is 

in general somewhat too small; from the equivalences given by Fisher 

([5o], p. 213) a more accurate estimate can be obtained by taking into account 

the limitations in the degrees of freedom. The relation between the two 

may be exhibited as follows : 

(i) biased r9nt — 

(ii) unbiased unt = 

{k-i)Qm-Qr __kQm-Qt 

(k-l)Qm+(k-l)Qr (k-l )Qt 

1t(k — I)Qm — (”— *)Qr __ ~ Vf 

n(k - I)Qm + (n - I)(* - X)Qr + (* - *Vr 

In either case the second expression is the most convenient for computation. 

The use of the average intercorrelation as a form of * saturation coefficient * 

and of the grand average of all the intercorrelations as an indication of the 

4 fact or-variance * was an early device (e.g. Mental and Scholastic Tests, i$2l. 
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ments have the form of ranks, it affords the simplest and speediest 
way of estimating the predominance of a single general factor. It 

takes but a fraction of the time required for a formal analysis 

carried out in the usual way.1 

Let us now suppose that the correlations between the. 
several pairs of tests are separately calculated in the usual 
way, and that a full factor-analysis is then attempted. 
For simplicity, we may keep to the method of simple 
summation, as adopted by Thurstone and others, and 
assume that the test-measurements, as usual, are in standard 
measure.2 The calculated self-correlations will then be 
unity; to simplify the proof, we can retain these values 
since, as Thurstone observes, “ the diagonal entries (in the 
correlation matrix) may be given any value between zero 
and unity without affecting the results markedly, especially 
when the number of variables is large ” ([122], p. 108). 
With the simple-summation method, we begin by calculating 
the sum of all the (inter-class) correlations, including the 
assumed self-correlations. Let us write, for the average, 
of the complete set of inter-class correlations calculated in 

this way, fc = ™ (i9 V = 1, . . . k). Then, the average 
fZ 

saturation coefficient for the general factor will be 

pp, 136-7 ; Thomson and Bailes, Forum of Education, IV, 19269 PP* 85-96)* 

The substitution of the average correlation for a correlation with an average 

is (as we shall see later on) merely a corollary to the important theorem that 

the covariance between sums is equal to the sum of covariances. 

1 Burt, he. cit, p. 17. It was used with ranks by Pelling, Dewar, Wood, 

and myself in preliminary studies of the general aesthetic factor by correlating 

persons : with ranks the denominator for rf can, of course, be directly deter¬ 

mined by the formula used in the calculation of a rank correlation, viz. 

^ 12 

2 If we remove these two limitations, and covariate test-measurements with 

a differential weighting, extrinsically or intrinsically deduced, and then 

employ the method of weighted summation, the general argument will be 

the same : but somewhat elaborate complications will be introduced owing 

to the new relations set up between what at the outset were independent 

variables. ; 
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The relation between the two average correlations (with 
and without self-correlations) is shown by 

, _l + (k-i)r _ _2 
e I ~ 75 • 

It will be remarked that in this case the use of the correla¬ 
tion ratio is equivalent to assuming known self-correlations. 
It is for this reason that the intra-class correlation or its 
equivalent, which (as we have seen) does not involve these 
latter, may be regarded as an improvement on, or correction 
of, the bare correlation ratio. Evidently the critical ratio, 
given above for testing significance, if computed from the 
saturation coefficients, could be expressed as follows : 

r-(Nk)f (£n-g)2 

W ■ & - w 
Generalizing this result, we see that factor-analysis, like 

analysis of variance, may be regarded as a division of the total 
test-variance (or of a simple function of it) into two parts : 
one part due to a common source of variation and the other 
a residual variance. And our conclusions may be summed 
up as follows. Under the simple conditions assumed, (i) the 
average saturation coefficient, calculated from the completed 
correlation table, is identical with the correlation ratio, 
i.e. with the ratio of the observed standard deviation of 
the means to the maximum standard deviation; (ii) the 
average intercorrelation (i.e. excluding the assumed self¬ 
correlations) is identical with the intra-class correlation, 
which may be regarded (by those who prefer to think in 
terms of the more familiar expressions) as a kind of corrected 
correlation ratio; (iii) in factor-analysis the chief com¬ 
parisons turn on the mean of the squares of the saturation 
coefficients ; in analysis of variance it turns on the square 
of the mean of the saturation coefficients. 

So far we have assumed only one criterion of classification. We 
have considered the various test-measurements as grouped by persons 
only. In such a case we inquire whether the persons differ signific¬ 
antly as regards their average performances in each of the k tests ; 
and each person’s average is taken as indicating his * factor- 
measurement 5 in the ‘ general factor for the tests,5 i.e. in the general 
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quality which all the tests are presumed more or less to measure 
But frequently it is possible to cross-classify or sub-classify one and 
the same set of measurements by two or more criteria simulta¬ 
neously. In such cases the analysis of variance goes on to split the 
residual variance (or rather residual square-sums) into two or more 
portions, much as it began by splitting the total. The | analysis of 
variance with two criteria ’ corresponds to those factorial inquiries 
in which we are interested both in the general factor for tests and m 
the general factor for persons: with two criteria, therefore, the 
problem is to demonstrate the significance of the differences between 
the means both for the columns (persons) and for the rows (tests) of 
the measurement matrix. When these two sources of variation 
have been removed, we are left with a doubly centred bipolar table 
of 4 discrepance,’ the means of both rows and columns all equal to 
zero, analogous to the doubly centred bipolar table of residual 
measurements and residual correlations obtained in factor-analysis 
after the general factor or factors have been removed. In the 
analysis of variance these residual figures are utilized for the study of 
what is called ‘ interaction,’ that is to say of the differential rela¬ 
tions between the items in the rows and in the columns. This 
corresponds to the study of secondary factors in multiple-factor 
analysis. In the analysis of variance, as the term interaction 
implies, its reciprocity is taken for granted. When these further 
developments are borne in mind it becomes obvious that there must 
be a large variety of psychological problems which could be attacked 
with profit by these newer statistical methods. 

1 In planning experiments for the subsequent analysis of variance, there is 
one important device which has proved of great use in agricultural research 
and which might also be applied with advantage for numerous psychological 
investigations, namely, the ‘randomization’ of the arrangement of the 
selected items. We have found this principle of special value r overcoming 
more effectively many of the familiar difficulties in experiments on the 
efficiency of different methods of training, testing, and the like (e.g. more 
particularly in ruling out the irrelevant effect of the lapse of time, difference 
in difficulty of test-materials, etc.) ; it also enables us to obtain valid results 
from smaller groups and often to solve several questions simultaneously: 
(an illustrative research by W. D. Seymour-on the influence of visual adapta¬ 
tion on speed of reading with different persons-will shortly be published) 
It is suggestive to note that Fisher, in his recent book on the Design of 
Experiments, actually chooses a psycho-physical experiment to introduce the 
principles he has elaborated, and to illustrate the need for randomization 

^ Interaction, it should be added, may be of various kinds. That noted in 
the text corresponds to the interaction of the items in the rows with the 
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When persons are correlated instead of tests, much the same 
argument can be used. But a further problem then arises, because, 
though we may nearly always assume a normal distribution for 
persons, we cannot always do so for tests or test-items. Very fre¬ 
quently—for instance, in the investigations on aesthetic appreciation 
already mentioned—the test-items are chosen so that there are 
approximately equal differences between successive pairs, and are 
ranked by the persons in serial order.1 In such cases it would 
appear, from a comparison of calculations actually carried out, that, 
unless N and k are small, the same equation may be still used for F 

(with the necessary modifications in the degrees of freedom) and 
(for approximate estimates) the same criterion may still be employed. 
When N and k are small, the obvious alternative is to calculate the 
actual distribution and use y2 or some related function.2 

The advantage of using analysis of variance lies not only 
in the more precise tests of significance that the method 
allows (a point of special importance with small samples), 
but also in the further possibilities which the method opens 
up for the effective planning of experiments. On the other 
hand, factor-analysis, if somewhat more laborious to carry 
out, claims to yield additional information which could not 
be reached by an analysis of variance alone—e.g. the detailed 
factor-saturations and weighted factor-measurements. 
Moreover, in applying analysis of variance to psychological 
data, there are, it will be seen, two assumptions involved 
which factor-analysis may at first sight seem to avoid: first, 
analysis of variance assumes (or appears to assume) that the 

items in the columns (e.g. in agricultural experiments, the interaction of 
different types or treatments of soil with different types or varieties of 
plants). There may, however, also be an interaction between the row items 
(or the column items) among themselves (e.g. of the different treatments 
with each other). In a psychological research, this would take the form of 
interactions between the different persons assessed, or again between the 
different traits assessed. Here there seems to be a new field of research which 
hitherto has been almost entirely neglected and yet which is of supreme 
importance in a complex subject like psychology, where almost every measure- 
able characteristic is apt actively to influence every other. 

1 Cf. Dewar [118], p. 33. A fuller comparison of the results of factor- 
analysis and analysis of variance for problems in which persons rather than 
tests are correlated will be found in the sequel to B. M. D. Cast’s paper [134]. 

2 Friedmann,4 Use of Ranks to Avoid Assumption of Normality Implicit in 
the Analysis of Variance,’ J* Amer. Stat. Assoc.y XXXII, 1937, pp. 675 et seq. 
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variance to be analysed is a definite and absolute quantity ; 
secondly, it assumes (or appears to assume) that the means of 
the arrays or classes—i.e. the factor-measurements—must be 
simple unweighted means. I shall touch tq>on these diffi¬ 
culties later on in another connexion. Here it will be 
sufficient to refer the reader to the few comparative studies 
in which both methods have been used with the same data 
and which show by concrete example how far such diffi¬ 

culties can be met in special cases.1 

B. Covariance 

The more familiar methods of analysis that we. have 
now to compare were intended primarily to be applied to 
tables of correlation. Nevertheless, all of them may be 
used equally well with tables of covariances (i.e. with 
averaged but unstandardized product-moments about the 
means), or, for that matter, with tables of unaveraged 
product-moments or even of unadjusted product-moments 
(i.e. product-moments about an absolute or arbitrary zero 
that is not the arithmetical mean). The employment of 
covariance instead of correlations has both its merits and 
its limitations. The arguments in favour of it have been 
set forth elsewhere; and need not be repeated here.2 * * 
The objections demand examination at somewhat greater 

length. 
They have been most clearly summarized by Stephenson 

during a recent discussion on c Statistical IVIethods in 
Psychology.5 3 Here he criticizes my proposal to use the 
c analysis of variance and covariance 5 on the ground that 

1 Cf. Cast, loc. cit. sup. and references. 
2 Cf. above, p. 41; also [117], p. 419, and [93], p. 247. The chief 

argument, it may be remembered, was that the matrix to be analysed is the 

matrix of initial measurements, not (as is. usually supposed) the matrix of 

correlations: the analysis of correlations is only a means to that end, not an 

end in itself. In psychology, as elsewhere, the interpretation of correlation 

coefficients—-as distinct from regression coefficients, which are rarely cal¬ 

culated by psychologists—is often extremely dubious: yet there is a wide¬ 

spread tendency to credit them with an objective existence and a stability 

which, from their very nature, they cannot legitimately claim. 

s Proc. Roy. Soc.y Ser. B, CXXV, pp. 415 et seq. 
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“ variance in psychology is purely an arbitrary matter, 
depending solely on the whim of the psychologist.” 
“ Factor-analysis,” he contends, “ is impossible unless all 
measurements are first reduced to standard measure; 
and this is automatically effected by the usual product- 
moment correlation ” : in short, “ the only safe assumption 
is that the true variances are all equal for all abilities ” 
([117], p. 423 ; cf. [96], p. 199). 

That mental measurement is to a large extent arbitrary I 
should never wish to deny : indeed, my proposal was 
accompanied by an explicit reservation, added on that very 
ground ([117], p. 419).1 But arbitrariness is not fatal. 
The units employed for physical measurement were once 
as arbitrary and variable as those now employed in mental 
testing ; and most of them are still defined by an artificial 
convention. The foot, the span, the cubit, and the ell 
were based on the notion that each man could be trusted 
to provide his own standard, namely, the length of some 
member of his body : Henry I of England sought to 
eliminate variation by stretching out his own arm : (the 
modern physicist prefers a bar of platinum, but even he has 
to specify its temperature) ; David of Scotland came 
nearer to the psychologist’s procedure, when he ordained 
that an inch or ‘ thumb 5 should be an average of three 
thumbs—those of “ an merkle man, an man of measurable 
stature, and a lytell man.” Variance depends in part upon 
the way we select the population to be measured : let us 

1 Thus, in dealing with marks for the same set of scripts, where the 

variances seemed to depend very largely 4 on the whim of the examiners, I 

expressly used£ correlations between persons’ instead of4 covariances between 

persons ’ ([93], pp. 267-9). Here my procedure was criticized by another 
colleague on the opposite ground, namely, that the differences in the 

standard deviation ought not to be disregarded. Once more I agree with 

the reason advanced, but not with the conclusion drawn. In such cases my 

proposal is not (as was wrongly supposed) that the standard deviations should 

be ignored altogether, but that their implications should be considered as 

a separate problem. Let me add that I take myc reciprocity principle’ and 

£ symmetry criterion5 to apply primarily to covariance matrices, or to correla¬ 

tion matrices regarded as covariance matrices. If we start by assuming 

those principles to be correct, and seek diagonal elements that conform to 

them, each principle yields an additional method for discovering or checking 

the most appropriate values for the variances of the items 4 correlated.’ 
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then follow King David, and define what we are to regard 
as a typical or representative sample. Variance also 
depends on what tests we choose: let us then lay down 
certain types of test as standards, specifying if necessary 
place, time, material, and the like, just as we do in defining 
weight or length. Sooner or later, no doubt, a regulation 
from the Board or Education will provide an official 
definition of the mental year, just as it once defined educa¬ 
tional attainments in terms of ‘ standards,’ and just as an 
Act of Parliament has defined the meaning of the yard and 

pound.1 

1 More recently Stephenson has argued that “ Burt’s reciprocity proce- 
dure ” (using covariances between persons to obtain tbe same factors as were 
formally obtained by correlating tests or traits) 6( is a notable advance in 
technique but is insecurely founded, because lie has as yet put forward no 
generally acceptable system of units, which is surely of first importance in any 
science ” ([137], p. 95). This seems to overlook the fact that from 1913 to 
1927 the majority of my investigations were bound up with an attempt to 
“ put forward a generally acceptable system of units ” in terms of which 
intellectual, emotional, and (more particularly) educational differences could 
be measured. Various possibilities were proposed, since for different pur¬ 
poses different units seemed to be required. For example, with school 
children it was suggested that, for rough practical purposes, the notion of the 
mental year as unit could be extended from intelligence to educational and 
emotional characteristics: such a method at once indicates wide differences 
in the variance of different characteristics, usually corresponding with the 
complexity of each (cf. [35], p. 25, [41], pp. 258 et seq.). For more exact 
measurements of general ability, the idea of 4 internally graded tests5 was 
advocated. Unlike the Binet scale, each sub-test was to consist of a graded 
series of homogeneous items increasing in difficulty or equally spaced, the 
equality of the unit-intervals being determined either by the number of 
children passing the items or by the number of persons judging the intervals 
between the items to be equal or different: the unit-intervals in the different 

sub-tests were then to be related by means of regression coefficients. Such a 
method of construction was slow and cumbersome, but seemed essential for 
exact theoretical work ([27], pp. 46, 151, and later L.C.C. Reports, e.g. 
[41], p. 138). For more general purposes still a4 standard scale,’ based on the 
normal frequency curve, was drawn up ([35], p. 49) and widely used ; it has, 
as a matter of fact, been adopted by Stephenson himself in some of his 
earlier experiments on correlating persons. With this procedure, it may be 
noted, if elementary aspects of a complex process are marked in standard 
measure and then summed (according to the 4 analytic method of marking ’), 
the total process will be automatically weighted in accordance with its 
assumed complexity. The last of my books opens with an entire chapter 
devoted to the 4 Choice of Units ’ in mental measurement {Backward Child, 
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Already, indeed, as we have seen in a preceding chapter, 
many standardized tests are available for which the differ¬ 
ences in variance are by no means entirely arbitrary. 
In some cases the differences can be directly estimated 5 in 
other cases they can be indirectly inferred. It then 
becomes evident that variance, so far from being dependent 
solely on the psychologist’s whim, and so far from being 
equal for all abilities, varies widely from one ability to 
another. Nor are the reasons far to seek. 

For example, the measurable variance of simpler processes 

proves usually to be appreciably smaller than that of more complex 
which include or incorporate the simpler, and the variance of pro¬ 
cesses that have become habitual is nearly always smaller than that 
of processes that are relatively novel or unlearned. Where variance 
cannot itself be directly measured, we still find that the simpler and 
more automatic processes show the smallest correlation with one 
another and therefore with the general factor : if we interpret the 
correlation as essentially a covariance, the peculiarity can at once 
be explained on the same fines as before. Such indications, could 
they be more extensively confirmed, would seem to have an intimate 
bearing on the procedure to be followed in extracting factors, and 
on the interpretation of those factors (particularly the general 

cognitive factor or g) when extracted. _ 
In early papers on intelligence tests I drew attention to the fact 

that the correlation of such tests with the general cognitive factor 
‘ intelligence,’ as it is popularly termed—appears to vary very 
closely with the complexity of the particular process tested, and 
inversely with the degree to which it has been rendered mechanical 
or automatic.1 Thus, when speed tests are used, McDougall s 
dotting test (tapping combined with aiming) shows a much higher 
saturation with intelligence than simple tapping; card-sorting 

PP. 15-36). No doubt, as there indicated, the theoretical problem bristles 
with difficulties ; and the units there proposed are practical devices rather 
than a final system. But neither that nor their arbitrariness entitles us to 
assume that differences in variance cannot be measured, at least with a rough 
but reasonable approximation (cf. also pp. 128 f., on validating such units). 

1 « The greater the complexity and the greater _ the novelty involved m 
the task, the greater also (ceteris paribus) is the intelligence of the performer 
(Brit. J. Psych, III, 1909, p. 169). “ The more complex the mental process 
involved and the higher the mental level tested, the more completely do 
the test-results correspond with estimated intelligence (J. Jixp. red., 1, 

1911, p. 95). 
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than simple card dealing ; and compound reactions generally than 
simple reactions.1 Similarly, with scholastic tests composition 
shows a higher correlation with the general factor than spelling, and 
spelling than handwriting; again ‘ problem arithmetic 5 shows a 
higher correlation than tests of the < fundamental rules/ long 
division than short division, and short division than subtraction 
([35], Table XVIII, p. 52). Now in each of these cases the compound 
processes just mentioned include the simpler. Hence it is almost 
inevitable that the variances of the former should be wider than the 
variances of the latter. This is borne out by the experimental data. 
For example, with card-dealing the range was 26 secs. ; with card¬ 
sorting 53 secs, with the same number of cards ([17], p. 172, Table 
VIII). In the reaction-time experiments the standard deviations 
of a group of students were as follows : simple reaction, 0*08 sec., 
choice 0*25 sec., discrimination 0-56 sec., association 0*87 sec. 

1 The reaction-times were obtained with a d’Arsonval chronometer. The 

details of the work were partly suggested by experiments on Bonders’ 

4 addition theory of composite reaction-times.’ With 4 sensory tests ’ as 

distinct from 4 motor tests ’ the same principle seemed to operate, but 

was less easy to establish. I noted, however, that in certain cases 44 tests 

of sense-perception may also be made more complex ; and, when this is done, 

the 4 intelligence coefficient ’ is again generally increased ” (Burt and Moore, 

7. Exf. Ped., I, 4 Mental Differences between the Sexes,’ pp. 247-8; the 

detailed results are discussed more fully in Mr. Moore’s thesis). With group 

tests of intelligence, dealing with 4 higher mental levels,’ similar tendencies 

were again observed : thus, within the same age-group, the higher and more 

complex relational tests (e.g. analogies and reasoning tests) displayed much 

larger mean variations than simpler relational tests (e.g. opposites), just as 

these showed larger mean variations than the simple sensory and motor tests. 

There was therefore greater overlapping in the former cases between the 

different age-groups ; and the overlapping increased with increasing correla¬ 

tion with intelligence. Much the same conclusion was drawn in comparing 

the overlap, not of age-groups, but of the two sexes: there, too,44 the more 

complex the process tested, the wider the range of individual variation, so 

that, on the highest levels of all, the individual differences practically swamp 
the group differences.” 

No teacher, I imagine, would subscribe to the view that the variance for all 

school subjects is the same—e.g. that the individual differences between 

pupils in accuracy of spelling show as wide a range as their differences in 

English composition. In such judgments the implied unit is the least per¬ 

ceptible difference. As we have already seen (p. 134), such a unit can be 

systematically used for measuring qualitative differences in children’s per¬ 

formances (e.g. in their handwriting, drawings, handwork, and the like) ; 

and, when this device is adopted, the increase of variation with the com¬ 
plexity of the test is once again very plainly shown. 
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With scholastic tests, the average standard deviations with children 
aged 12-14 (in mental years) were—for writing, 1-11 ; for spelling, 
1*26 ; for composition, i*6o ; thus, in terms of variance the figure 
for composition is more than double that of writing. Much the 
same holds with tests for arithmetic and for manual subjects.1 

These and many other lines of evidence might be cited to show that 
“ different mental processes must differ widely in their variance 55 
and that “ variance depends largely, if not mainly, on the complexity 
of the process measured.” It was, indeed, facts of this nature that 
led me to suggest what I have variously called the c complexity or 
integrative theory ? of intelligence—the theory that the general 
factor measured by intelligence tests may be regarded as “ an inborn 
capacity of the nervous system for complex organization ”2 * *—and 
seemed to justify a mode of factor-analysis which treated the 
standard deviation of each test as equal to its saturation coefficient 
for the general cognitive factor. 

I do not, however, suggest for a moment that this is the whole 

source of differences in variance, or that the more complex mental 
processes are constructed by merely adding simpler processes 
together according to rules of arithmetic. On the contrary, I 
believe that the analysis of variance should enable us to detect other 
sources of variance besides those that are commonly admitted, and 

1 Mental and. Scholastic Tests, pp. 402, Tables XLVI et seq.; cf. also [35], 

pp. 69 et seq. 
2 ‘ The Experimental Study of General Intelligence/ Child Study, IV, 

1911, p. 23. In recent discussions on the ‘psychometric5 versus the ‘ in- 

tuitionist or clinical5 approach there has been much criticism of the notion 

that individual variations in compound or complex processes can be treated 

as the additive result of variations in certain simple or elementary processes 

(cf. Cattell,‘ Measurement versus Intuition in Applied Psychology/ Character 

and Personality, VI, pp. 114-131, and Vernon, loc. cit., pp. 99-113), Those 

of us who have tried to combine the c psychometric 5 approach with the 

c clinical5 have laid ourselves open to attack from both sides. To avoid such 

misconceptions, I now prefer to call my theory an ‘ integrative theory5 of 

intelligence (cf. [16], p. 169), since compound reactions (as I have always 

tried to insist) must be regarded as a result, not of the mere addition or super¬ 

position of the simpler component reactions, but rather of their organization 

or integration into systematic wholes. It was for this reason that in the later 

paper I argued that intelligence should be described as a c complex synthetic 

activity/ and should not be thought of as depending on the mere degree of 

complexity alone : (cf. J. Exp. Ped., 1912, he. cit., p. 12, where it was shown 

that tests involving integration as well as increased complexity yield far higher 

correlations than the tests whose chief characteristic was an increase in com¬ 

plexity alone, just as these had been shown to yield higher correlations than 

the simpler tests; see also p. 217 above). 
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that the study of what (in the analysis of variance) is called ‘ inter¬ 

action’ would indicate how mental processes modify one another 
when they are combined. Moreover, almost from the start increas¬ 

ing evidence for supplementary factors of a more specific kind in¬ 
dicated that a slightly better estimate for the test-variance would 

be obtained by adding a small and varying amount for so-called 
group or specific factors. This means that, in factorizing acovan- 
Lce or correlation table, we ought rather to identify the test- 

variance with what I have called the ‘complete communality 
i e. the sum of the squares of the saturations for all factors. If 
we increase the number of our tests indefinitely, without appre¬ 
ciably increasing the number of factors, this figure is identical 

with the limit of the multiple covariance (i.e. of the square of the 

multiple correlation of the given test with all the rest). However, 
as we shall see later on, except with small tables, the contribution 
to the variance made by non-general factors is relatively shght. 

Of the better-known methods of factor-analysis, Kelley s 

[8:1 is the only one that is expressed primarily in terms of 
covariances.1 At the same time, however, he appears to 
assume that the factor loadings or saturation coefficients so 
derived will be precisely the same as those that would be 
obtained from correlations. This assumption, as 1 have 
endeavoured to prove, is not strictly true ([102J, p. I93)< 

The relations between the results of the two procedures may be 
indicated briefly as follows. As we have observed, in its initial 
steps the problem of factor-analysis can be most generally conceived 
as a problem of linear dependence or rank, rather than of statistical 
dependence or correlation, which is only a special case of the former 
([mi], p. 69); the principle underlying the correlatiomst s procedure 

1 Hotelling refers to tlie “ replacement of correlations by covariances,” 
but decides “ not to treat of this obvious generalization except to discuss a 
suitable criterion for weighting ” ([79], p. 422)* Tiie special assumptions 
that he makes for the purpose of this criterion would, as he points^ out, 
define ‘ a natural unit of measure for each variate9 (p. 510). Though ex¬ 
pressed in different terms, the equation that he then reaches for the test- 
variances (eq. 51) would seem to be identical with my own (eq. 12, L*oiJ, 
p 7c). If so, my £ natural units ’ would be the same as his. The metric 
adopted in the body of his paper, however, is “ based on the assumption that 
the essential quantity to be analysed is the unweighted sum of the variances, 
where the total variance of each test is taken as unity,” which would be 
(as he points out) incompatible with his equation 51 (p. 421). 
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is then seen to be a very ancient one, most familiar from its occur¬ 
rence in solving normal equations deduced from the requirement of 
least squares (cf. p. 148). A matrix of order n X N, such as is 
obtained by testing N persons with n tests, has a rank of n only, if 
n < N, and is therefore deducible from n factors, since any 
(.N — n) of its columns are linearly dependent on the rest. Self¬ 
multiplication is the obvious device for reducing such a matrix to a 
simpler and symmetrical shape, with an order equal to its rank; 
and correlation is essentially a process of self-multiplication, which 
(as we shall see) is reapplied in factor-analysis. But in correlating 
tests, before multiplying the rows, (i) we first subtract their aver¬ 
ages : this yields, after cross-multiplication, a matrix of unaveraged 
covariances, but eliminates one important source of variance— 
roughly identifiable with the ‘ general factor for persons.’ (Alter¬ 
natively, if we start by correlating persons, we virtually eliminate 
the * general factor for tests.’) (ii) Secondly, we divide the product- 
sums by the appropriate standard deviations, which means pre¬ 
multiplying and post-multiplying the product-matrix by a non¬ 
singular diagonal matrix. This leaves the rank and the number of 
factors unchanged,1 but alters the weighting of each, with the result 
that the relative size of one or more of the factors may at times be 
so diminished that it appears in effect suppressed. But, however 
great the apparent change, a factorial matrix fitting the cor¬ 
relations can be always derived from that obtained on analysing the 
covariances {or vice versa) by simply prefixing the diagonal matrix 
(or its inverse) ([102], p. 193, [114], p. 174). Analogous changes, it 
may be added, are also introduced by selection, e.g. by taking either 
a group homogeneous as regards the general factor, or a group 
differing in heterogeneity for the different correlated traits ; evi¬ 
dently this will have the effect either of reducing the differences 
between the averages or of altering the magnitudes of the standard 
deviations. 

There has been considerable disagreement between psychologists 
about the need for correcting correlations for attenuation before 
their factorization is attempted. Spearman and Hotelling, for 
example, would first correct; Thurstone, Kelley, and I myself2 use 

1 Unless a further modification is introduced, it also puts the variance of 
each test (its self-correlation or ‘ reliability coefficient ’) equal to 1*00. The 
result is to throw part of the specific and error factors into the general factors. 
If, however, we substitute the amount of variance attributable to the 
significant factors only, the rank of the matrix is at once reduced (cf. pp. 154 f.). 

* In my view, if the reliability coefficient is so low that the raw correlation 
requires correction, that is a reason, not for factorizing corrected correlations 
but for improving the experimental technique. 
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the raw correlations as they stand. The relation between the sets 
of factors obtained from corrected and uncorrected correlations is 

similar to that between sets of factors derived from covariances and 
the corresponding correlations (i.e. covariances corrected for differ¬ 
ence in standard deviation). Assuming that Spearman s simple 

correction formula ([47], P- 204, eq. 155*) has been used, the factors 
obtained by analysing corrected correlations can be deduced directly 
from those obtained by analysing the raw correlations by prefixing 
a diagonal matrix, whose elements are the reciprocals of the square 

roots of the reliability coefficients used for correction (i.e. 
i=i 2 n). As before, the rank and the number of factors 

remain unchanged. Thus, as Spearman noted, the vanishing of the 

tetrad-differences is unaffected by correction. 
In what follows, since covariance has hitherto been so little used 

in psychology, I shall express my conclusions chiefly in terms of 

correlation. 



CHAPTER XI 

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TESTS AND BETWEEN PERSONS 

In almost every investigation of which factor-analysis 
forms a part, the initial table of data gives measurements 
for (a) a limited sample of the total universe1 of persons 
in respect of (b) a limited sample of the total universe1 
of traits or tests. As we have seen in a previous chapter, 
we may base our factor-analysis on covariances (or correla¬ 
tions) either (a) between the several persons or (b) between 
the several tests. If our interest lies in a € general factor 5 
that may cover the universe of traits or tests (e.g. general 
intelligence, in the case of cognitive tests, general emotion¬ 
ality in the case of emotional traits), we shall naturally begin 
by correlating the tests or traits; if in a ‘ general factor ’ 
characteristic of the population of persons, we shall natur¬ 
ally begin by correlating persons (see above, pp. 175 f.): 
such factors are simply averages (or more accurately 
weighted sums) of the measurements for the traits and 
for the persons respectively. If our interest lies rather in 
the secondary factors, then, in theory at any rate, we have 
the option of either method of approach: in practice, pro¬ 
vided the method of assessment permits it, economy of 
labour will generally suggest that we correlate whichever 
variable is overdetermined—traits if the persons are the 
more numerous, persons if the traits are the more numerous 
(see pp. 177, 260). 

The relations between the two sets of factors can be 
exactly stated : if the averages for all tests and for all persons 
are the same, and if the method of analysis described above 

1 It is perhaps a little awkward to talk of a ‘ population’ of tests or traits, 
though Fisher, Stephenson, and others use the term 4 population9 in that 
way. The logician’s word c universe 9 covers both cases quite naturally, 
and further implies that the tests or traits sampled should belong by implica¬ 
tion to a definable class. Cf. [no], pp. 25, 332 et seq.y and p. 180 above. 

19 289 
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is adopted, then, when duly normalized, the factor loadings 
for persons obtained by covariating persons are identical with 
the factor measurements for persons obtained by covariating 
tests. Similarly, the factor loadings for tests obtained by 
covariating tests are, when duly normalized, identical with 
the factor-measurements for tests obtained by covariating 
persons ([ioi], p. 82 ; for proof and worked examples, 
see Appendix II, Tables I-III). If the conditions specified 
do not hold, the relations between the secondary factors 
become a little more indirect, and vary according to the 
nature of the changes : usually, however, the correlation 
between the two sets of results is over *9 ([114], p. 166, 
footnote 1). Accordingly, it still seems true t<> say that, in 
general, “ except for minor differences of weighting, the 
non-general factors obtained by correlating persons are 
the same as those obtained by correlating tests or traits55 

(CI37l P- 9°)* This conclusion is sometimes briefly 
referred to as the 4 reciprocity principle.’ 

Here again my arguments have been questioned by Dr. Rhodes 
and Dr. Stephenson, and once more from opposite standpoints. 
Rhodes doubts the entire validity of applying the correlation calculus 
to persons as variables ; but the results that he eventually reaches are 
almost identical with those obtained by my least-squares method of 
analysis from the corresponding correlations : hence, there can be 
little real difference between us (see his further Memorandum for 
the Examinations Inquiry Committee ([93], pp. 316-24)). Stephen¬ 
son at first also expressed doubts about the method, but for different 
reasons: it seemed to imply correlating measurements in entirely 
disparate units, and would in any case produce (so he considered) 
innumerable common factors—a result quite incompatible with the 
two-factor theory to which he adhered (cf. above, pp. 177-8). 
But, on reading the draft of my Memorandum dealing with Rhodes* 
objections, he accepted the proposed mode of standardization and 
the adaptation of Spearman’s theorems, and also provisionally 
agreed that the one method was “ merely the obverse” of the 
other—i.e. (as he puts it) the two procedures are merely u comple¬ 
mentary ways of analysing the same data ” ([92], p. 304; [96], 

P- *95)- 
As a test of these and other issues (more particularly the recipro¬ 

city principle for abilities and temperamental tendencies) a 
programme of researches was drawn up, and carried out in our 
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laboratory with the help of several of our research students. 
Stephenson’s interpretation of these results led him, as we shall see 
(chap, xix), to reject the 4 reciprocity principle,’ and to maintain 
that the 4 type-analysis ’ by correlating persons could no longer be re¬ 
garded as the 4 obverse ’ of the older psychometric procedure, i.e. 
of the factorization of correlations between traits (4 Postscript ’ to 
[96], p. 206). Indeed, so different in his opinion are the factors 
obtained by correlating persons and traits that he now considers 
44 no analysis of a set of measurements can be considered complete 
until it has been analysed both ways ” ([97], p. 361).1 

With his criticisms of the principle I shall deal more fully in 
a later chapter. Meanwhile, as I have already observed (p. 191), in 
spite of minor changes in tests, traits, and statistical procedure, the 
various 4 type-factors ’ obtained by Stephenson, whether cognitive, 
temperamental, or aesthetic, appear after all to be very similar to 
those already obtained with the alternative procedure. Let me add, 
I do not for one moment deny that it is possible to invent a factorial 
technique which will always lead to different sets of 4 factors ’ when 
applied to correlations between tests and between persons respec¬ 
tively. But I see no advantage in multiplying such entities un¬ 
necessarily. On the contrary, the difficulty about the methods of 
factorial analysis hitherto proposed is that they allow us too much 
liberty in selecting our final factors. And one great advantage of 
the reciprocity principle, as it seems to me, is that, if we adhere to it 
on grounds of economy, it may enable us to narrow down that 
selection and even render it unique. 

Since the foregoing paragraphs were written, Thomson’s 
admirable book on The Factorial Analysis of Human 
Ability has appeared. In it he discusses, at some length 
and with his usual combination of lucidity, impartiality, 
and critical insight, what he terms the c reciprocity of tests 
and persons’ ([132], chaps, xiv and xix). He does not, 
as Stephenson appears to do, deny that the factorization 
of the two sets of correlations can ever lead to the same 

1 Among the results of the researches carried out under his guidance he 
cites those of J. I. Cohen. The data and methods then employed 
were hardly adequate to test the issue; and the completed investigations 
show a clear correspondence between the two sets of factors (a correlation 
of about *9, according to his unpublished thesis. University of London 
Library). P. C. Hu has applied both procedures to Stephenson’s own 
data, obtained with picture cards of Japanese vases; and obtains a similar 
agreement. 
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figures ; but he is “ of opinion that his (Burt’s) is a very 
narrow case, and that the factors considered by Burt are 
not typical of those in actual use 55 (p. 213) ; and. he ends 
his account of the method by affirming that “ it would be 
wrong to conclude in general that loadings and factors are 
reciprocal in persons and tests,” since “ most of what we 
call association or resemblance between either tests or 
persons is due to something over and above the very special 
kind of residual association 55 shown in “ Burt’s doubly 
centred matrix 55 (pp. 218-9). With this latter argument 
as worded I fully agree : for “ most of the association or 
resemblance (i.e. most of the correlation or covariance) 
between either tests or persons 55 is due to the first or domi¬ 
nant factor (c the general factor9 for tests or for persons 
respectively). This by definition is the factor that accounts 
for the greatest amount of the total variance ; and such 
factors are by hypothesis excluded from my c reciprocity 
principle.5 But, although he does not say so, the context 
seems to imply a belief that even the non-general (the 
secondary or bipolar) factors are not, as a rule, c reciprocal5 
or equivalent. With that I cannot agree, unless by reci¬ 
procity we mean an exact reciprocity, regardless of the 
inexactitude which tests ‘ in actual use 5 always entail. 

His chief criticisms of my argument may be summarized as 
follows. First, discussing my fictitious example ([101], pp. 90-4), 
he points out that “ we could write down an infinity of possible raw 
matrices from which Burt’s doubly centred matrix might have 
come ” (p. 219). Thus, “ to the rows of the matrix we can add any 
quantities we like, without altering the correlations between the 
tests, but making enormous changes in the correlations between 
persons.” But, if that were done, we should be disturbing the 
relative difficulty of the tests: for in the rows the measurements 
are entered as deviations about the average for each test (or trait), 
and this implies that the tests are presumed to be of equal difficulty. 
This is a presumption common to nearly all current factorial work : 
(the only important exceptions are those cases in which the relative 
difficulty of the tests itself becomes an object of investigation, as, 
for example, in my investigation of the Binet-Simon scale, where the 
relative difficulty of the tests was studied by correlating persons). 
Again, he says, “ we can add any quantities we like to the columns 
of the matrix of marks.” But that would introduce differences in 
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“ cleverness * among the persons tested, and so contradict my initial 
assumption, namely, that the 44 population is homogeneous as 
regards the 4 general factor 5 55 : since, “ if we desired to study 
4 specific 5 factors (i.e. type factors) more especially,55 it was natural 
to take 44 the means for the several persons as approximately equal 
from the outset55 (loc. cit., p. 72). 

Secondly, he points out that perfect reciprocity can be demon- 
strated only if covariances, not correlations, are analysed. But, 
as he states elsewhere,44 if a suitable set of units could be discovered, 
the practice of analysing covariances instead of correlations would 
have much to commend it55 ([137], p. 76). The difficulties attend¬ 
ing the use of covariances were freely granted ; and I should never 
claim that in practice, despite our imperfect means of assessing 
intellectual abilities or temperamental traits, a mathematically 
perfect reciprocity can everywhere be demonstrated. When, 
however, the tests or traits are already in standard measure 
(as is the common custom), the covariances between them become 
identical with their correlations. The only trouble, therefore, 
arises over the correlations between persons. Here, I believe, 
unless special precautions are taken over the selection of the 
4 tests 5 (or what figure as such), correlating (as distinct from co- 
variating) persons may be hard to justify. But in any case the 
factors obtained from covariances will, with but little trans¬ 
formation, still serve to explain the correlations as well.1 

Finally, in dealing with my last example [114], he criticizes more 
especially the units of measurement assumed. In this inquiry each 
trait was based on an assessment for about 20 elementary reactions ,* 
and the assessments for each reaction were in turn distributed 
by instruction in accordance with a normal curve having the 
standard deviation as unit (so far, at least, as the knowledge of the 
observer would permit). In theory this should lead to a variance 
for each composite trait roughly proportional to its complexity 
(i.e. a trait compounded by adding 20 independent reactions would 
show the widest amount of individual variation; a trait com¬ 
pounded of fewer independent or fewer observed reactions would 
show a smaller variation). Thomson agrees that u there is some¬ 
thing to be said for the probability of real differences in variance.5* 
But, he adds, 44 it cannot be right to use a space whose metric is 
dependent upon accidental and irrelevant differences in the 
variable 55 (e.g. upon the lack of complete information in regard to 

1 Cf. [114], p. 179. Kelley appears to assume that the factors will be the 
same ([85], p. 1) : but, as I have endeavoured to show in my review of his 
book, in the general case, this appears to be mistaken ([102], p. 193). 
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certain traits such as sex). I willingly acknowledge how difficult 
it is to obtain a satisfactory set of units, above all for emotional 
or temperamental characteristics. Thomson himself goes on to 

suggest the possibility of 4 some system of natural units (p. 293) ; 

and it will be of interest to see how this would work out in actual 
practice. At the same time, notwithstanding the admitted short¬ 
comings in the rough methods of assessment that I myself adopted, 
I cannot believe that the 4 accidental and irrelevant differences 5 
in the actual variances have produced any great distortion in the 

essential nature of the factors. I am even tempted to suggest that a 
strict adherence to the principle of reciprocity might itself be made 

to indicate, or at least to confirm, what is the most convenient 

set of units. 
Since the publication of his book, Thomson has generously with¬ 

drawn one point of criticism (cf. [136], p. 76) ; and, quite recently, 
has restated his own conclusions. At the close of the Reading 
Symposium on Factor-analysis he said : “ Although I agree with a 
non-rigorous use of the reciprocity principle, I must emphasize that 
it only can be found rigorously in a very special sample of people 
who are all average in ability, and a very special sample of tests which 
are all of average difficulty. Prof. Burt will protest that it will hold 
approximately elsewhere j and 1 readily agree that it will do so if 

these conditions are not too flagrantly broken” ([136],_p. 107). 
That expresses all that I want. I fully admit that a rigorously 
exact equivalence or ‘reciprocity’ can only be found under the 
conditions specified; it must be remembered, however, that other 
writers had previously denied that any equivalence could be found 

under any conditions.1 
We shall return to this subject in Part III, where an illustra¬ 

tive example will be fully analysed and discussed. 

1 Superficially, no doubt, the reciprocity principle remains incompatible 

with Thomson’s sampling theory, at least in its original form. Whereas 

other theories reduce the number of factors to a minimum, that theory 

implicitly assumes the maximum. Classifying the factors as suggested 

above (p. 104), Thomson’s 4most probable factorial pattern’ includes 

every possible Hnd of group-factor (cf. [132] fig. 12, p. 44): it invokes 

factors entering into any combination of 1, 2, and n tests respectively. 

Thus the number of factors will be nCr+ MC2 + ... + nCn = 2n — 1 in all. 
Now, when we apply the same ‘analysis by overlap5 to the correlations 

between persons, we obtain an entirely different number, viz. 2^—1. 

Hence the factors, as thus defined, cannot be the same. However, as soon 

as we cease to identify each ‘factor5 with a fixed e ability,5 such incom¬ 

patibilities no longer matter. 



CHAPTER XII 

GENERAL-FACTOR METHODS AND GROUP-FACTOR 
METHODS 

(a) Differences in Procedure.—The earliest attempts at 
factor-analysis rarely ventured to establish more than a 
single general factor : such a factor, operating alone, would 
produce a correlation matrix of rank one—a ‘ hierarchy ’ as 
it was termed—for which various ^criteria were proposed. 
Almost inevitably, so long as individual tests were used and 
only a dozen or so persons could be tested, the probable 
errors remained too high for the residuals to be significant 
when the general factor had been partialled out: hence no 
clear evidence could be found for more factors than one. 
But, as soon as the introduction of group-testing made it 
possible to diminish the sampling errors, it became manifest 
that the observed correlations could no longer be fitted to a 
strict hierarchical pattern, unless the tests were deliberately 
selected for this purpose, and that the discrepancies im¬ 
plied other factors besides the single c general ’ and the n 
6 specific.’ 

The first attempt at explicitly fitting a theoretical matrix to a 
set of observed correlations was, I think, that shown in Tables V 
and VI of my paper of 1909 ([16], pp. 161-2). The residual correla¬ 
tions, examined for further factors, were obtained in the way that 
has since become fairly general, namely, by simply subtracting a 
reconstructed hierarchy from the original correlations. The tests 
had been expressly chosen “ to represent different types of mental 
process ”; and, as a result, “ a small discernible tendency for sub¬ 
ordinate groups of allied tests to correlate together ” was noted. 
With increasing reduction of the probable error there seemed no 
reason why the process of removing one factor to reveal another 
should not be repeated. Thus, as I have pointed out above, it 
became natural to view the empirical table, not as an unsatisfactory 
approximation to a single hierarchy, but as the sum of a succession 

295 
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of diminishing hierarchies, each, representing a factor common to 
certain of the tests ([35], Tables XVIII-XXIII; [102], p. 189). 

Now, according to the way the correlated variables were originally 

selected, these hierarchies, it was found, might either cover the 
whole table (as when the tests or persons correlated formed a 
random sample from a continuous distribution) or be confined to 

different parts (as when the tests or persons correlated formed a 
heterogeneous or a discontinuous set). Consequently, as we have 
already seen, the c two-factor theory,5 which merely singled out 
the one common factor contributing most to the total variance, 
developed on the one hand into a ‘ multiple-factor theory,5 which 
envisaged several general factors, each common to all the tests or 

persons correlated, and on the other hand into what was sometimes 
called a ‘ three-factor theory,51 which looked rather for limited 
groMp-f actors superposed upon a single general factor. 

I shall call those methods which proceed by analysing the 
correlation matrix taken always as a whole ‘ general-factor 
methods,5 and those which partition the correlation matrix 
into suitable sub-matrices, and then analyse these separately, 
c group-factor methods.5 (In previous publications they 
have sometimes been described as c method b 5 and 6 method 
a5 respectively.) With the former, all the factors after 
the first have negative as well as positive saturation co¬ 
efficients : with the latter, the factorial matrix has a large 
number of zero 2 saturations in each column, and for the rest 
contains only2 positive saturations (cf. [93], p. 306). 

Under the heading of general-factor methods may be placed those 
used by Spearman, Hotelling, Kelley, Thurstone (before rotating), 
and Stephenson (when analysing correlations between traits). 
Under the heading of group-factor methods may be placed Holzinger’s 
most recent form of the bi-factor method, Thomson’s alternative 
analyses of artificial correlation-tables obtained from dice or cards, 
Stephenson’s usual procedure when analysing correlations between 
persons, and my own early efforts when demonstrating group- 
factors in educational abilities and in emotional traits. 

1 Cf. p. 139, above. 

2 At each point we ought to add ‘within the limits indicated by the 

sampling error/ In actual practice a calculated saturation coefficient will 

never be exactly zero ; and many of the non-significant figures may prove 

to be negative, where theory demands nothing but positive values. In what 

follows, however, to avoid confusing the statement of the main tendencies, I 
shall omit these obvious reservations, 
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When the tests or persons to be correlated are drawn from 
mutually exclusive classes, the group-factor describing one of the 
classes should show no overlap with the others. Several of 
Holzinger’s earlier factor-patterns for tests and of Stephenson’s 
factor-patterns for persons are of this type. But, with empirical 
data, if the calculations are carried far enough, the group-factors 
will, in point of fact, nearly always display some overlap. In most 
cases the first factor tends to spread over the whole sample of tests, 
so that (although for one or two tests its saturations may be strictly 
non-significant), nevertheless it is more convenient to describe it as a 
general factor. With educational tests, and usually with cognitive 
tests and with emotional assessments, I found group-factors over¬ 
lapping like steps on a winding staircase, producing what I called 
4 cyclic overlap ’ ([30], [35]) : granting that the £ central nervous 
system is integrated by a series of broadly distinguishable layers or 
levels, the higher levels serving to co-ordinate the lower,’ such an 
overlap must be an almost inevitable result when a comprehensive 
sample of tests or traits has been selected. Thurstone’s c simple 
structure ’ assumes a free but irregular overlap of many group- 
factors, but no general factor whatever ([84], p. 151, [122], p. vii) ; 
actually, however, his tables are excellent examples of ‘ cyclic 
overlap 9 (if we rearrange his tests in the order : . 5, 7, 3, 4, 9, 2, 6, 
8, 1, his Table I, loc. cit.9 p. 151, is a perfect instance). Thomson, 
who from the outset has emphasized the explanatory power of 
overlapping group-factors [34], has recently proved that the bound¬ 
ary conditions, indicating whether, in any particular case, general 
factors are equally indispensable or not, may be precisely defined 

[100]. 
The advocates of each of the two main methods have sharply 

criticized each other. Spearman, in a famous phrase, originally 
opposed the 4 unifocal ’ or c monarchic 9 doctrine of a single general 
factor to the ‘ multifocal ’ or ‘ oligarchic ’ doctrine that admits 
nothing but group-factors identified with mental faculties or mental 
types. As we have already seen, he does not deny all possibility 
of group-factors, but insists that, in contrast with the 4 or 5 general 
factors that have been isolated, such limited factors are both 
exceedingly narrow and exceedingly rare : in keeping with the two- 
factor theorem he prefers to call them ‘ overlapping specific factors.’ 
Thurstone admits no 6 general factors ’ whatever, even when found 
by his own procedure (except possibly as a residual) : the factorial 
matrix must always be rotated before we can reach the primary 
abilities or traits. Holzinger, on the other hand, rejoins that “ the 
methods employed by Hotelling and Thurstone give rise to com- 
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ponents or principal factors which are rarely factors in the sense 
defined ” (by Spearman and himself)1: they are simply “ arti- 
factors ” ; “ it is very seldom that we can establish their meaning 53 

([83], No. 5, p. 1). 
But the results obtained by the two different methods appear 

incompatible only so long as we assume (with both parties to the 
controversy) that an abstract statistical factor, to have any in¬ 
telligible meaning, must be identifiable with some concrete 4 ability 3 
or £ trait.3 Suppose we are seeking a general expression for the 
physical differences between the sexes, and one investigator states 
his results by saying that the difference between their average 
heights is 6 inches, while another gives the men’s height as -f- 1*5 

S.D., and the women’s — 1*4 S.D. The findings are not proved 
meaningless because the second declares that 6 inches is the height 
of no human being ; while the former rejoins neither is — 1*4 S.D., 
because a negative height is impossible : both expressions are 
alternative but related formulations of one and the same fact. 
Nor is it difficult, I think, to demonstrate that a similar equivalence 

1 In the Spearman and Holzinger ’Trait Studies a factor is defined as follows: 

“ The vanishing of the tetrads within limits of probable error furnishes the 

necessary and sufficient conditions for identifying a simple factor 33 : ([83], 

p. 1) ; such a factor is to be conceived as a 44 unitary ability or trait.” Un¬ 

fortunately, in order that the tetrads shall vanish, it is necessary that the 

saturation coefficients for the group factors (or 4 secondary factors,3 as the 

writers prefer to call them) should be simple multiples of the saturation 

coefficients for the 4 principal3 or general factor (cf. [83], p. 2) : but patterns 

constructed to conform with this condition would seem to be quite as 

artificial as any to be found in Hotelling or Thurstone (Thurstone himself, 

however, apparently regards it as at least a 4 conceivable psychological 

situation3 [84], p. 141). The unique collection of material accumulated 

and analysed by the several collaborators in the Spearman-Holzinger 

reports has since led to successive and important modifications of 

the original theory ; and the recent account of the 4 bi-factor method 3 in its 

latest form, given by Holzinger in his remarkably clear and suggestive manual 

[106], brings it much closer to the methods of other workers. The scheme 

for the generalized factor-pattern now seems identical with that accepted 

in the report of the Examinations Inquiry Committee, and the terminology 

more nearly in line with that prevalent in this country. Thus, the classifica¬ 

tion and sub-classification of factors given in the new Students* Manual 

([106], p. 12) appear identical with the 4 four-factor theory3 previously given 

in my own Memorandum and elsewhere ([93], p. 259) ; and the factor- 

pattern in Holzinger3 s latest article ([107], p, 43) is identical with that in my 

own table ([93], p. 264, Table 135). Here, therefore, once again independent 

workers, starting from very different standpoints, seem gradually to have 

arrived at much the same general result. 
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holds good of measurements in terms of ‘ group-factors ’ and of 

‘ general factors ’ respectively. 

(b) Relations between the Saturation Coefficients.—Corre¬ 
lation tables that lend themselves most obviously to the 
‘ group-factor ’ mode of analysis usually arise when the 
tests that have been correlated (or the persons, if we begin 
by correlating persons) form a discontinuous selection : 
(e.g. tests representing different mental levels or functions 
[16], [82], examinations in different school subjects [35], 
persons of different types of imagery [116], etc.). In such 
cases the coefficients can be reassorted so that exception¬ 
ally high correlations that break the hierarchy cluster in 
blocks along the principal diagonal, while the remaining 
rectangles fit more appropriately into the general hier¬ 
archical order (cf. [30], Table I; [35], Tables XVIII, XX, 
XXII, XXIII). Thus arranged, the whole array of co¬ 
efficients can be partitioned into square and oblong sub¬ 
matrices, grouping together those tests or traits which 
belong to much the same categories and are therefore 
attributable to the same ‘ group-factor.’. 

To illustrate the resulting scheme at its simplest, let us 
suppose that both the variances for the different factors and 
the saturation coefficients for the different tests are every¬ 
where equal (say -5 throughout). With 4 group-factors 
each found in two tests, we should then obtain an 8 X 8 
correlation table such as the following (Table II), which 
may be partitioned as shown and regarded as a ‘ compound 
matrix ’ ([26], p. xii; [73], pp. 5-8). The rank of the 
matrix is evidently only 4; but the 4 conspicuous clusters, 
and the positive correlations outside the clusters, suggest 
an analysis into 5 factors. The non-mathematical student 
will most easily grasp the relations between the alternative 
modes of factorization if we now apply them to a simple 
arithmetical example, such as this. 

(a) To determine the factors by the group-factor 
method we may follow the procedure I have outlined else¬ 

where (‘ method a ’ [93], p. 306; [116], p. 339)- 

On applying this procedure to an empirical table, the first step, 
as we have seen, is to group the correlations so that the enlarged 
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TABLE II 

Intercorrelations between Fictitious Tests 

Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 •50 •50 •25 *25 *25 •25 •25 •25 

2 •50 •5° *25 *25 *25 •25 •25 •25 

3 •25 *25 •50 *50 *25 •25 *25 •25 

4 •25 -25 *50 •50 •25 •25 *25 •25 

5 *25 •25 •25 •25 *50 •50 *25 •25 

6 •25 •25 •25 *25 *50 *50 *25 •25 

7 •25 *25 •25 •25 •25 •25 .50 *50 

8 *25 •25 •25 *25 •25 •25 *50 *50 

coefficients form square blocks along the leading diagonal, as in 
Table 11. If the whole table has been arranged as nearly as possible 
in a hierarchical order, i.e. according to the totals of each column, 
the further readjustments can usually be made by simple inspection 
—mentally comparing the contours of each successive row: if 
there is any doubt or difficulty, these contours may be actually 
plotted and sorted according to their resemblances ; and finally, 
for the few doubtful cases, the inter-row or inter-columnar correla¬ 
tions can be explicitly computed : thus, in Table II, the correlation 
between rows I and 2 is obviously unity and between rows 2 and 3 
negative ([116], p. 346) .x 

Here, to simplify the arithmetic still further, let us pool the tests 
In each group (i.e. take the sum of the figures in each rectangle). 
This reduces the matrix to an order equivalent to its rank, i.e. 
4 X 4, and incidentally gives easy figures (2 and 1) for our schematic 
illustration. The totals in the leading diagonal, being each of them 
enlarged by its own group-factor, will now be omitted, just as we omit 
the magnified reliability coefficients from an ordinary hierarchical 
table; and the variances for the first factor (estimated by simple 
smoothing or some equivalent device) will be inserted in their place. 

1 Plotting the contours Is in some instances more reliable as well as more 

speedy, for the regression of one row on another may be non-linear. As I 

use it, the 6 inter-columnar criterion9 is calculated without adjusting for the 

means of the correlated rows: this implies that the correlation matrix is 
itself ‘ squared/ just as the measurement matrix was* squared ’ to obtain the 

correlations. The resulting c square5 is also required for the general-factor 
method as calculated by higher moments. 
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The saturation coefficients can then be calculated either by the 
summation method or by that of least squares : in this instance 
both methods lead to the same figures, given for the pooled tests in 
the first column of Table IIIa. 

If the reader will partial out the first factor in the usual way by 
subtracting the expected correlations from the observed, the 
residuals will be found to yield a symmetric c compartite matrix,51 
having positive figures in the squares along the leading diagonal and 
zero elsewhere. Each of the square sub-matrices (technically 
termed 4 parts 5) can now be treated as a separate hierarchy, and 
factorized. If the entire matrix has 4 hierarchical4 parts,5 its rank 
will be 4 ([26], p. 7) ; the completion of the analysis will therefore 
yield 4 4 group-factors 5 in addition to the first 4 general factor.5 

To save space, instead of tabulating all the values for the 
separate tests, I print tables of the pooled values only.2 
The complete factorial matrix as obtained by this method 
will be the 4X5 matrix formed by the five columns of 
Table IIIa (Fa). The whole has the appearance of a 
vertical column-matrix to which a diagonal matrix has been 
subjoined, each element representing a sub-matrix of one or 
more short columns. 

Matrices having the form shown in Table IIIa are by no means 
unusual in the resolution of compartite matrices and in the theory 
of canonical reductions generally (cf. [26], II, p. 12 f.). By the 
psychologist, however, both the compartite scheme and the pattern 
into which it is resolved wall be recognized as repeatedly occurring 
in analyses of correlation-tables where the investigator has first 
removed a general factor and then extracted a series of positive 
non-overlapping group-factors. Examples are to be found in my 
early analyses of emotional traits and educational abilities ([30], 

p. 69s; [33], p. 37; [35], Tables XX, XXIII), and later in Alexander’s 
analyses of correlations between intelligence tests of various types 
([82], Tables on p. 148 and XXVI-XXIX), and most recently of all 

1 A 4 compartite matrix,’ when rearranged in standard form, is a com¬ 
pound matrix all of whose sub-matrices vanish except those lying along the 
leading diagonal. These non-vanishing sub-matrices are called its 4 parts/ 
In general, they will not necessarily be square; but they must be square if the 
matrix is symmetrical ([26], II, p. 7). 

2 Incidentally this will serve to illustrate the treatment of4 specific factors 5 
by the general-factor method. To obtain the saturation coefficients for the 
separate 6 tests5 the figures in the factor matrices must, of course, here be 
halved throughout. For a more detailed example, see pp. 477 f* 
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In Holzinger’s c hollow staircase 5 patterns (e.g. [83], No. 6, Tables 
9-13). Davies and I found similar patterns when correlating 
heterogeneous groups of persons selected to represent well-marked 
mental types. As in Thurstone’s 6 simple structure pattern5 
([84], p. 151), the final factor-pattern contains no negative saturations 
and a maximum of zero saturations. But this older scheme departs 
from Thurstone’s requirements in two respects : first, the number 
of factors (here 5) exceeds the rank (here only 4); secondly, one of 
the factors—the first—has no zero saturations at all. We have 
thus what I have called the £ prop-ladder pattern 5 as distinct from 

the simple £ step-ladder pattern 5 of Thurstone.1 

(b) For comparison let us analyse afresh the same corre¬ 
lation table by the £ general-factor method" (‘ method b ?). 
We now retain the diagonal values from the start, with the 
natural result (as we shall see) that the effect of each ‘ group- 
factor 5 Is distributed over the first as well as over the later 
factors, and over a much larger number of tests. 

In the present instance we could take the pooled values and form 
a 4 characteristic equation 5 ([101], p. 78), thus reaching the required 
results not approximately but exactly and directly ; alternatively, 
if we apply either the summation method (which is here identical 
with a Thurstone analysis) or the method of least squares with 
successive approximation (which is here identical with a Hotelling 
analysis), we still arrive in the end at precisely the same figures 
(Table Ills, Fb). There are now 4 factors instead of 5 : the factor 
with the highest variance has positive loadings for every test; the 
remaining three are bipolar, i.e. they show negative as well as positive 

saturations. 
Now if our test-assessments were measures of temperamental 

traits, we should feel no hesitation over assigning an immediate 
psychological interpretation to the general factors thus obtained : 
factor i might be identified with £ general emotionality 9; factor ii 
with a bipolar tendency, making for c extraversion5 when positive 
and £ introversion9 when negative ; and so on (cf. [114], pp. 182-3). 
If, however, the tests were measuring cognitive traits, then most 
psychologists would apparently be unwilling to interpret the bipolar 
factors as they stand. Factor i could perhaps be identified with 
£ general intelligence 9: but what meaning, it has been asked, can 

1 Alexander’s analyses, though following Thurstone’s model, usually have 

a general factor prefixed, and so yield a e prop-ladder5 pattern. Thurstone’s 

group-factors usually show considerable overlapping, which does the work of 
the general factor. 
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possibly be assigned to ‘ a factor which improves certain test- 
performances when it is not merely absent, but actually negative ’ 
or to £ an ability whose possession is a detriment to performance ’ ? 
(Cf. [82], pp. 99, [84], pp. 161, 165-6, [122], p. 71). The procedure 
recommended,1 therefore, would doubtless be to c rotate the axes ’ 
until a simpler and more intelligible factor-pattern was secured. 
For this purpose the plan usually followed2 is to plot graphs for each 
pair of factors, fit fresh axes at right angles to one another by eye, 
and measure the angles between them and the original axes with a 
protractor. But so rough a device must obviously yield somewhat 
arbitrary and inexact results. 

The relation between the results of the group-factor 
method and those of the general-factor method can be 
expressed by a simple transformation matrix. Elsewhere I 
have described how such a matrix may be computed, and 
have shown how it yields a direct procedure—far more 
exact than the usual graphical devices—for rotating axes to 
abolish the negative saturations [116]. As calculated for the 
present figures, it isshowninTable IIId (T). It is evidently 
a 5 X 5 orthogonal matrix with one of its rows deleted : 
hence the transformation matrix for the inverse operation 
(which we should denote by T”1, were T non-singular) is 
simply the transpose of the previous, namely T (Table 
IIIc). 

In order to illustrate the derivation and structure of rotation 
matrices such as T, let us suppose that (with Thurstone and Alex¬ 
ander) we have started by analysing our correlation table according 
to the c general-factor method,’ and now desire to abolish the nega¬ 
tive saturations and to maximize the zero saturations in the factorial 
matrix so obtained, namely Fb. In theory the problem is familiar 
enough : it is evidently that of obtaining for Fh, by a series of 
elementary transformations, an ‘ equivalent matrix,’ fulfilling the 
specified requirements. The simplest procedure is to keep operating 
on the columns (or rows) of the given matrix (and on the results of 
our operations) by the ordinary methods used in the reduction of 
determinants, until we reach a pattern of the type desired. If the 

1 Employed or suggested by Thurstone, Thomson, Alexander, Guilford, 
Stephenson. 

2 u The graphical method of rotating in one plane at a time is still probably 
the best. . . . But the graphical method is not ideal ” (Thurstone, 193^ 
[122], pp. 72-3). 
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proper conditions are observed, the procedure will of itself ensure 
that the resultant transformation is orthogonal. The above table 
lends itself to a simple illustration showing how the peculiarities of 

the transformation matrix arise. 
(i) We begin with the bottom row of Fb, since this contains the 

largest number of negative saturations. These can all be reduced 
to zero by subtracting suitable submultiples of the first column 
(which contains positive figures throughout) from all the other 
columns in turn. This means post-multiplying Fb by a matrix of 

the type : 

I 
_ In I 

I V2 VA~ 
f&L Al Vis V*s a/js 

0 I 0 = 0 X 0 0 

O 0 I 0 0 I 0 

_. •. . . . I _ 0 0 0 I _ 

Since/42,/43 ... are negative, this produces a row of positive figures 

in the top line. 
(ii) But this first operation inevitably raises the zero saturations 

in the top right-hand triangle of the initial matrix to positive values. 
If we are to maximize the zeros, these must be abolished. We 
proceed as before ; and now the operation will be equivalent to 
multiplying by a matrix including a corresponding triangle of 

negative multipliers, viz. : 

i ooo 
I 

0 1 2^2 1/6 
I 

0 0 I 

0 0 O I 

V 3 

(iii) When all the negative saturations and all the eliminable 
positive saturations have been annulled in this way, we multiply by 

a diagonal matrix: 

2 • ■ 
—r- O O O 

Vs 
Q O 

O O O 
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(and in the present instance add a supplementary column) to keep 
the total variance of the rotated matrix the same as that of the 

unrotated matrix. 
Combining these successive post-multipliers into a single post¬ 

factor, we obtain the transformation matrix (T) shown in Table 
IIId. The reason for its peculiar structure will now be evident, if 
we recall the way in which the initial factor matrix Fb is obtained. 
The first column of positive figures was the result of averaging a 
positive correlation matrix ; the remaining bipolar columns repre¬ 
sent weighted deviations about that average. Since each later 
column is uncorrelated with the preceding, the negative section of 
the preceding column is always followed by a bipolar section in the 
later column1: this leads (with a suitable interchange of rows) to a 
triangular arrangement of the negative saturations. Moreover, 
since we extract the dominant factors first, the variance of each 
column is progressively reduced. To abolish the triangle of nega¬ 
tive saturations will require a triangular (or truncated triangular) 
transformation matrix ; and the product of the transformation will 

itself be triangular, and (since the interior of the triangle consists of 
zeros produced by the endeavour to maximize them) will exhibit a 

step-ladder pattern.2 

On applying the transformation T to our second factorial 
matrix (i.e. post-multiplying Table IIIb by Table IIId), 

we obtain the product matrix set out in Table IIIe. It 
will be seen at once that the product is identical with the 
first factorial matrix (Table IIIa), which was obtained 
directly by £ method a ’—the ‘ group-factor ’ or sub-matrix 
method. Thus (as I have elsewhere tried to show by 
applying the same procedure to the tables of Alexander 
and other writers) it is in fact unnecessary first to factorize 
the correlation matrix hy a general-factor method and then 

1 In actual work the third column may be doubly bipolar, the fourth 
quadruply bipolar, and so on. But I am here dealing with the main scheme 
in its simplest form. It will be sufficient to point out that, the additional 
bipolar sections always contain low figures, and so do not disturb the pre¬ 

dominating pattern. , 
2 A similar result may be obtained by operating either, directly on the 

correlation matrix, or, more laboriously but more directly still, on the initial 
matrix of measurements. The use of triangular matrices in the reduction of 
given matrices to orthogonal and canonical forms is well. Imown. t-f. 
Schmidt, Math. Anna!., LXIII (1907), pp. 442 ‘t seq.; Jacobi, J. f. Math., 
LIII (1857), pp. 265 et seq., and [73], pp. 64, 96, xoj etseq. 

20 
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progressively rotate the results in order to get group-factor 
saturations : we can reach the latter in a single step. 

TABLE III 

Relations between Factorial Matrices obtained by Group-and General- 

Factor Methods Respectively 

Table IIIc 

Hypothetical Trans¬ 

formation Matrix 
(r) 

Table IIId 

Calculated 

Transformation Matrix 

CD 

2 
— o 0 0 
Vs 

* 3 2 1 X 1 i 

2V5 2V3 
0 0 

V5 WS TTs 2Vs 2V5 

X I 2 0 3 1 I 1 

2V5 2V3 V6 
0 

~2VT 2V3 2V3 

I I 1 1 2 I 1 

V6 V2 
0 0 

y6 V6 “ V6 
I I 1 I 1 1 

V6_ V* 
0 0 0 

V2 ~ V2 

Tests 

a/C % 
I & 2 : 1 1 0 0 0 

V-> J 

2 2V3 
0 0 I I 0 0 0 

<2 Rr 1 T A T A A V$_l_ 2 
3 ^ 4 1 U 1 u 0 

2 2V3 V6 
0 I 0 1 0 0 

r Rr f, T r\ Vs 1 1 I 
y OC U I O 0 I 0 

to
 |

 ! 
<

 
0
0
1

 i 

V6 V2 
I 0 0 1 0 

T A A r% Y V5_1_ 1 I 
7 & S JL U u 

2 2V3 V6 
I 0 0 0 1 

Fac¬ 

tors 
i ii iii iv v i ii iii iv i ii iii iv V 

Table IIIa Table IIIb Table IIIe 

Group-factor General-factor Matrix Factor Matrix obtained 

Matrix (Fa) (h) by Rotation (FbT= F.) 
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Matrices approximating to.the curious triangular form illustrated 
by Tables IIIb and IIIc are by no means uncommon in factor- 

analysis. I have already ([93], p. 307) drawn attention to their 
frequent appearance, and have indicated how they are related, as 
regards algebraic origin, to the triangular matrices that appear in 
the canonical reductions described in nearly every textbook, and as 
regards logical significance to the triangular tabulations that result 
from repeated classification by dichotomy. The principle, I venture 
to think, might be more directly exploited for practical calculation 
as well as theoretical interpretation.1 

(c) Relations between the Factor-measurements.—Nor is it 
true that the factors originally reached by a general-factor 
method of analysis are necessarily devoid of meaning, or 
that, 4 no matter how the correlational matrix is factored, 
the axes must always be rotated before any psychological 
interpretation can be made ’ ([16], p. 74). If we grant a 
psychological meaning to the simplified factor-pattern 
obtained after transformation, then (as I think will now be 

1 Let me give an instance in which much the same principle may be applied 

to a situation not infrequently arising in actual practice. Suppose, for 

example, one of our tests is an almost perfect test of g = sx (say). By the 

repeated application of an obvious modification of the formula for partial 

correlation : 

rkj F rjs- rksi 

kSj' 

i — 1 ? 2, . . ., (j - 

we can eliminate first g and then (n — 1) other factors in turn thus obtaining 

saturation coefficients for n orthogonal factors : these saturation coefficients 

will remain unchanged, even if further tests are added to the battery. Where, 

as so often happens, our tests show a cumulative complexity, this form of 

analysis may well be employed, though (for reasons given in the paragraph 

cited) it seems unsuited for correlations between persons. The procedure is 

equivalent to a Lagrange transformation—the 4 rational reduction of a 

quadratic form ’ to a sum of squares by a succession of non-singular linear 

‘ transformations ’ (for proof and arithmetical illustration, see [15], p. 132 ; 

cf. [73], pp. 85-6). The cumulative transformation matrix is then triangular; 

and is admirably adapted to express partial or cyclic overlap. If, on the 

other hand, the specific factors do not overlap at all, so that there are no 

group-factors, the resulting zeros convert the triangular matrix into the 

hollow factorial matrix (a simplified ‘ prop ladder’) which, on removal of the 

perfect test, represents the Spearman two-factor theorem. Thus we may 

regard the solid triangular matrices as produced by a filling-in of the Spearman 

factorial matrix to allow for overlapping. 
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manifest) the transformation itself is of such a nature that 
the initial factor-pattern obtained before transformation 
must also bear a related interpretation. This can be 
confirmed by considering the relations between the two 

sets of factor-measurements. 

Let us suppose that we have reached, directly by the group- 
factor method or through an appropriate transformation, a simple 
and satisfactory factor-pattern. The five factors themselves we shall 
endeavour to identify from the tests or traits we have been correlat¬ 
ing ; let us call them (to keep the illustration concrete) (i) general 
intelligence, (ii) verbal, (iii) manual, (iv) arithmetical, and (v) 
artistic capacity, respectively. Let us further suppose that we have 
calculated the hypothetical measurements of our tested pop ulation 

for these five group-factors,1 and desire to deduce their measurements 
for the equivalent general factors. Which of the group-factors 
must we take, and in what proportions must we combine them, in 
order to obtain estimates in terms of a given general factor ? Call 
the first set of factor measurements Pa (i.e. ‘ population matrix for 
group-factors as obtained by method a ’) and the second Pb (i.e. 
4 population matrix for general factors as obtained by method h ’)• 
We require a transformation matrix T, such that TPa = Pb. 
Curiously enough, T as thus defined turns out to be identical with 
the rotation matrix T already obtained.2 * * In other words, T not 
only converts Fb into a c primary ’ structure Fa ; it also tells us how 
to weight and add or subtract the group-factor measurements in 

Pa so as to obtain the general-factor measurements in Pb. 

It thus becomes evident that the rotation matrix already 
obtained not only enables us to transform the one set of 
saturation coefficients into the other, it also describes the 
relation between the first set of factor-measurements and the 

1 The first of the five would ordinarily be called a £ general factor,5 or 

rather 4 the general factor 5; but, to save circumlocution, I may perhaps 

be permitted to use the phrase £ group-factors5 to mean factors obtained by 

the £ group-factor method of analysis.5 

2 1 have given a formal proof elsewhere ([116], pp. 339-75); but the 

following perhaps makes the relations somewhat clearer. Adopting the 

same notation as before and using the weighting equation xxxvii ([93], 
p. 299), we have: 

pa= F'a R-1 M = (Fb T)' R-i:M=\Tr F't R~l M = TPh. 

But TV =/. Hence Pd == TPa. 
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second : and this relation it demonstrates to be essentially a 
relation between a set of positive group-factors, on the one hand> 
and a corresponding set of bipolar factors, on the other, obtained 
by taking weighted differences between the former. 

Our concrete example will make this clearer. To find pi±s 
measurement in the new first factor, T instructs us to take a large 
positive amount of the old first factor (c general intelligence ’) and 
add small positive amounts of all the others. To find his measure¬ 
ments for the new second factor, we take none of the old first 
(‘ general intelligence ’) because the new factor is highly specific ; 
but 'we take a large positive amount of the old second factor (esti¬ 
mated from the verbal tests of reading and spelling) and smaller 
negative amounts of the other three factors (which were based on 
the non-verbal tests). In the case we are imagining, therefore, the 
new second factor will depend on the difference between the man’s 
measurement in the verbal tests, on the one hand, and his measure¬ 
ments in the non-verbal tests, on the other. Similarly with the 
other factors. The bipolar character of all of them is thus at once 
explained : their saturation coefficients will now range, not from 
o to + 1, but from + 1 (denoting, e.g., complete verbality) to — 1 
(denoting complete non-verbality), and, between these limits, will 
express the difference between the two contrasted tendencies. 

Although bipolar factors are generally supposed to be devoid of 
intelligible meaning when they are obtained by correlating cognitive 
tests > nevertheless, if we were to correlate precisely the same set of 
measurements by persons instead of by tests, we should accept such 
bipolar factors as quite natural: we continually class children into 
6 verbal ’ and ‘ non-verbal ’ types, * practical ’ and ‘ non-practical ’ 
types, * mathematical ’ and ‘ non-mathematical9 types, and so on, 

and such antithetical pairs logically imply a bipolar principle. Now 
I have endeavoured to show that, whether our analysis starts by 
correlating persons or by correlating traits, the same set of factors 
will be discernible in the same set of measurements. It follows that 
the bipolar factors must be equally intelligible when we start with 
the tests instead of with the persons tested. As I have argued 
elsewhere ([128], p. 69), if we grant that factors are essentially 
principles of classification, then bipolar factors denote the correspond¬ 
ing principles ofc dichotomous 9 classification, while the corresponding 
group-factors deducible from them denote the corresponding principles 
of c manifold9 or co-ordinate classification. And no one would contend 
that the dichotomous classification of, say, c Porphyry’s tree 9 was 
necessarily devoid of meaning, because half the subaltern gener a 
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were negative, and must first be converted into positive or null 

classes. 

The transformation matrix that I have described pro¬ 
vides the link between the results of factor-analyses by the 
general-factor method and the group-factor method 
respectively. The matrix is triangular. In practice it 
tends always to show the following features—each plainly 
exemplified by the ideal scheme of Table IIId : (i) diminish¬ 
ing positive figures in the top row ; (ii) diminishing positive 
figures in the diagonal; (iii) zeros below the leading 
diagonal; (iv) small but increasing negative figures above 
the leading diagonal (except for the top row) ; and— 
though this is less uniformly present—(v) figures in all 
rows except the first adding up to zero. Its general effect 
will be evident from a consideration of these character¬ 
istics. And if we study the process of post-multiplying Fa 
(Table IIIa) by the inverse, namely T' (Table IIIc), we 
shall at once understand how the several ‘ general factors ’ 
might have been derived from the ‘ group-factors,’ instead 
of vice versa. Each column of T in turn (excluding the 
first) takes one of the group-factors, and gives to this factor 
a high positive weight, and to those factors that succeed 
it low negative weights, the total of which will approxi¬ 
mately balance the positive. The result is that the satura¬ 
tion coefficients of these succeeding factors are subtracted 
from those of the preceding factor. It follows that, when 
applied to a population matrix obtained by the group- 
factor method, this inverse transformation must in effect 
substitute for the positive group-factors a series of bipolar 
difference-factors. Hence the real purpose of the subsequent 
rotation (upon which Thurstone insists) is to convert these 
difference-factors back into the positive factors from which 
they were implicitly derived. 

The factorial and transformation matrices on which my 
argument has here been based are admittedly schematic. 
But, once the types have been recognized in their simplicity, 
matrices showing the essential characteristics of Fa, Fb, 
and T will be easily discerned in published investigations; 
and, by the use of matrix notation, the arithmetical example 
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I have taken can be readily expressed in algebraic form and 
so generalized. 

Illustrative Application.—Perhaps the best way to make 
the argument clear and plausible to the general reader will 
be to apply it to a concrete case. Let us take the example 
used by Thurstone in Vectors of the Mind [84] to illustrate 
the need for rotation and the methods to be used.1 He 
chooses a correlation table obtained by Brigham for 
fifteen cognitive tests of a familiar type. Analysed by the 
centroid method the table yields three significant factors— 
one general factor and two bipolar (Table 2, p. 167). Thur¬ 
stone then argues that “ it is an error frequently made to 
attempt a psychological interpretation of the factors in 
[such a] table : . . . the orthogonal reference axes obtained 
by the centroid method must be rotated into a new set 
of reference axes before any psychological interpretation can 
be made.” 

Accordingly, after describing what in his view is needed 
for a c simple structure ’ such as could be interpreted in 
psychological terms, he shows how its requirements can be 
secured by a * graphical method of rotation.5 The figures 
thus obtained form a new factorial matrix (Table 4, p. 169). 
This also shows three factors. But now for each factor 
only one-third of the saturation coefficients (or thereabouts) 
are positive and significant. These are all above *22 ; the 
remainder, including the negative coefficients, are (with 
few exceptions) all below -12. With the factors in this 
final form we are at last in a position to “ consider tenta¬ 
tively the psychological nature 55 of the c primary abilities 5 
underlying the 15 tests : the three factors, it is concluded, 
represent respectively verbal ability, numerical ability, 
and a visuo-kinsesthetic ability, which is perhaps not primary 
but complex. 

If, however, my views are right, this tripartite classifi¬ 
cation could have been inferred quite as well—indeed, even 
better—from the original factorial matrix obtained by 

1 Pp. 108-19. Five factors were actually extracted : but the factor- 
loadings for the fourth factor “ are not large enough to justify serious con¬ 
sideration ” (p. 167) and “ the contribution of the fifth factor can be ignored99 
(P- 113)* 
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simple summation (Table 2, p. 167)* In- that matrix the 
first factor has positive saturations throughout,, all over *40. 
To determine the psychological nature of this and other 
factors, I should rely, not on 4 inspection of the tests/ 
but on introspection by the testees.1 A long experience 
with similar tests, In which introspective reports have been 
obtained both from children and from trained students, 
convinces me that processes of relational perception are 
regularly used for the successful solution of every one of the 
tests in question here. I am not, however, concerned to 
defend the existence of a general cognitive factor, but merely 
to note (i) that we have no right to take its non-existence for 
granted, and (ii) that its adoption would remove the anoma¬ 
lous saturation coefficients that still remain in Thurstone’s 
rotated factorial matrix, and would thus achieve a much 
more complete approach to c simple structure 5 for the 
three more specialized factors that he seeks to establish. 

The remaining factors in the unrotated matrix, are 
bipolar. The second has six positive saturation coefficients 
and nine negative. If the distribution of these coefficients 
is plotted on a graph, a remarkable discontinuity appears : 
there is a wide interval separating the positive coefficients 
from the negative, and almost as wide a gap separating the 

1 A grave defect of nearly all the studies by factor-analysis during recent 

years is the complete neglect of introspection. Thus, Thurstone’s general 

procedure ([122], p. v) is to select tests from certain tentative categories repre¬ 

senting certain postulated abilities: factorial analysis is then used to confirm 

the hypotheses on which this selection was based—the hypotheses, namely, 

that tests 8, 29, 37, etc., are solved by 44 finding a rule or principle,” tests 8, 

25,40, etc., by deduction, tests 6, 45, and 55, etc., by visualization and so on : 
but these are points to be determined primarily by introspection. For the 

same reason it seems to me unwise to assume (as Stephenson apparently does) 

that by simply tabulating tests according to their 4 material ’ (or 4 content ’) and 

their 4 form,’ without any corroborative introspection, we can reach a classi¬ 

fication of the processes they elicit. Anyone who has systematically discussed 

his tests with the children he has tested will realize that a problem which is 

regularly solved by children of nine by one method may be solved at the age 

of twelve by an entirely different procedure. I myself was once assured by 

a psychological investigator that I had a 4 good visuo-spatial imagery ’ because 

I excelled most other testees in tasks designed to test that ability : actually, I 

solved them all by rapidly converting them into verbal form—a trick which 

I long ago acquired to compensate for my weak visualization. 
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first three tests from the next three. On turning to their 
description, we find that the first six tests are all verbal, 
whereas the content of the remainder is essentially non¬ 
verbal. This factor therefore represents a dichotomous 
classification of the fifteen tests into two main categories— 

verbal and non-verbal. 
The third factor is, as usual, ‘ doubly bipolar 5 : that is 

to say, its saturation coefficients for the first six tests (which 
all had positive saturations with the second factor) are half 
negative and half positive, and so add up approximately to 
zero ; and again the saturation coefficients for the remaining 
nine tests (which all had negative saturations with the second 
factor) are four of them positive and five of them negative, 
and so once again add up approximately to. zero.1 .This 
third factor, therefore, really indicates two distinct dicho¬ 
tomous sub-classifications: (i) first of all, it divides the 
nine non-verbal tests into (<2) a sub-group of four, which 
turn out to be all numerical, and (b) a sub-group of five, 
which turn out to be all of the performance type, i.e. visuo- 
kinsesthetic ; (ii) and secondly it also divides the six verbal 
tests into two antithetical kinds, and so explains the second 
gap already noted. But the principle of division is no longer 
the same. A glance at the nature of the tests reveals the true 
reason. The first three tests, which are here given negative 
saturation coefficients, are all labelled £ Opposites tests ; 
the remaining three are verbal intelligence tests of a more 
miscellaneous character (Analogies, Definitions, etc.). It 
would be absurd to argue that the Opposites tests are all 
visuo-kinsesthetic and the remainder numerical. 

Now let us compare this mode of classification with that 
disclosed by the new factorial matrix reached after rotation. 
We see that the new classification embodied in the £ simple 
structure ’ agrees precisely in regard to two of the lines of 
subdivision ; but the last of them has disappeared, or at 

1 The totals are not exactly zero, but about -03. On turning back, 
however, to the mode of computation, we discover that the discrepancy is 
evidently due to the insertion in the leading diagonal of the highest correla¬ 
tion instead of the figure demanded by the general pattern (see below, 
Appendix I, p. 450). We shall find in a moment that this has apparently 

influenced the interpretation offered. 
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any rate become masked. In fact, except for one small 
point, the new factorial matrix is exactly similar to those 
obtained by some of ns with what was termed the ‘ group- 
factor method 5 : it shows a step-like set of saturations 
indicating three sharply distinguishable group-factors. 
There is, however, a strange overlapping between two of 
them, namely, between Thurstone?s numerical and verbal 
factors. His explanation is that the second set of verbal 
tests (what I have called the miscellaneous sub-group) 
show “ some of the precision and restrictiveness of numerical 
work 55 ; and he goes on to suggest that “ the number 
factor,” which he supposes to be common to these three 
verbal tests as well as to the four numerical tests, may after 
all not be concerned with number as such, but with “ some 
kind of facility for logical or other restrictive thinking of 
which numerical work is only a good example.” That, 
however, comes very near to expanding the numerical 
factor into a general factor of relational thinking. This 
third factor, indeed, has positive coefficients for nearly all 
the tests : so that the attempt to dispense with a relatively 
general factor is, after all, by no means complete or con¬ 
vincing. 

I venture to suggest that we have here an instance of the way in 
which the assumptions prevalent among most factorists tend to 
warp their psychological interpretations. These assumptions are, 
as we have already seen, that a single factor must represent a single 
ability and that it must therefore be interpreted in the light of its 
positive saturations only. Such a view was natural enough in the 
days when, owing to high probable errors, but one or two factors at 
most could be extracted : for the first factor nearly always showed 
nothing but positive saturations and could at once be explained as a 
general ability; and the second factor, which, as I should maintain, 
really denotes a contrast between two abilities, could be identified 
with whichever of the two had positive signs. This mode of 
interpretation, however, is now extended to the third and fourth 
factors that can often be distinguished with the more reliable data 
of the present day. But in these further factorial columns we are 
dealing with factors which draw a contrast, not between one pair of 
abilities (or, as I should prefer to say, one pair of test-groups) but 

between two or more pairs. If, following Thurstone’s principles, we 

eliminate, reduce, or otherwise ignore the negative saturations, then 
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we may be left with two sets of positive saturations which really 
belong to two different test-groups : the principle of one factor, one 
ability, however, leads the investigator illogically to merge these two 

groups into one. 
But there is a further fallacy. Since all summation-factors 

except the first express merely a contrast, the choice of signs is 
arbitrary. For example, in Thurstone’s table the last nine tests 
fall into two sharply distinguishable groups, namely, the four 
6 numerical tests 5 and the five ‘ performance tests.5 Thurstone’s 
third centroid factor, with its opposite signs, brings out the difference 
quite plainly. If, however, our positive signs are to indicate, not an 
abstract distinction but a concrete ability, how are we to proceed ? 
Are we to allot the positive sign to the first four tests on the ground 
that their coefficients are somewhat larger, and regard the factor 
as essentially a ‘ numerical5 factor ? Or are we to allot the 
positive sign to the last five tests on the ground that they form the 
majority, and so regard the factor as essentially a * visuo-kinsesthetic 5 

or ‘ performance 5 factor ? Thurstone himself, it would seem, seeks 
to combine both principles by giving the positive sign to that group 
of tests which yields the largest total saturation, whether due to 
number or to size. But the slight divergence in the two totals is, as 
we have noted, due simply to the rough estimate of the communali- 
ties, and the continual substitution of the largest coefficient in the 

column ; with an exact estimate the totals would be equal. 
Yet, arbitrary though it is, once the choice for the positive sign 

has been made, that seems to determine the subsequent interpreta¬ 

tion.1 If the saturations which are arbitrarily made negative are 
small, they are likely to be ignored. If they are large, the rotation 
will perhaps not entirely suppress them, but postpone them to a 
later factor. A glance at the results, however, shows that with the 
postponement they are very apt to lose their importance. Here, for 
instance, Thurstone has chosen to give negative signs to. the Oppo¬ 
sites tests and to the Performance tests. The result is that the 
obvious group-factor common to the Opposites tests is overlooked ; 
and some vaguer common factor has to be found for the three 
contrasted tests, in spite of the fact that they have little or nothing 

1 This may not be true of Thurstone’s example, since the selection of axes 

is based primarily on the geometrical diagram : however, the diagram is 

admittedly not decisive by itself ([84], p, 169). The circular argument 

criticized in the text is quite common in research theses, where the writers 

frequently draw conclusions from the 4 positive saturations,5 entirely for¬ 

getting that the allocation of the positive sign has been arbitrarily made by 

themselves. 
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in common, simply because they have been arbitrarily allotted a 
positive sign. It would have been equally logical to have reversed 
the assignment: with positive signs for the three Opposites tests 
and negative signs for the three miscellaneous tests, the principle of 
eliminating negatives would then have prevented us from postulat¬ 
ing any factor for the miscellaneous tests and from attempting to 
identify the factor common to these three with the factor common 
to the numerical tests. Instead we should have postulated a fourth 
factor specifically for the Opposites tests as such; and the overlap 
between factors II and III in Table 4 would have been avoided. 
This, I venture to submit, would be much more in keeping with the 

clustering revealed in Thurstone’s own diagram on p. 168. 
I maintain, therefore, that the somewhat arbitrary procedure by 

which rotations are carried out is apt to obscure lines of classification 
that were plain enough in the matrix of bipolar factors before 
rotation, and tends to import other lines of classification that are 
actually a product of the factorist’s tacit assumptions. That in this 
and other instances it may be often more convenient to express 
the factorial composition by factors that are exclusively positive I 
would not for one moment deny; but, when that form of inter¬ 
pretation is the more appropriate, the simplest procedure, I should 
have thought, would be something akin to what I have called the 
group-factor method. In the present instance, the 15 tests, from 
their very nature, were obviously likely to disclose a grouping into 
four sharply demarcated categories. Indeed, if we look back at the 
initial table of correlations, we shall see that these fourfold lines of 
demarcation were quite clearly discernible before any attempt at 
factorization was made. Even if they were not, they could easily 
have been elicited by one of the usual devices for determining how to 
partition the correlation table into the necessary submatrices before 
the group-factor method is applied—e.g. by calculating the correla¬ 
tions between the rows of correlations, or by comparing the plotted 
contours of those rows, or finally by a rough and rapid analysis 

with simple summation. 
Finally, let us glance at the transformation matrix (Table 3, 

p. 168). If this is rewritten so that the order of the rotated factors 
corresponds with the order of unrotated factors, the pattern I 
have described is readily perceived, although it is shown only in 
miniature (Table IV). The positive figures fall into two lines—a 
horizontal row, diminishing in size, and below it a diagonal ridge. 
To the right, there is a triangle of Increasing negative figures, en¬ 
closed between the row and the ridge; to the left, a triangle of 
zeros (here only a single figure, unless we add a fourth factor for 
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opposites). This systematic arrangement makes the relation 
between the two forms of classification obvious at a glance. 

TABLE IV 

Transformation Matrix 

After Rotation. 

Before Rotation. 
A. Verbal. B. Numerical. C. Performance. Total. 

I. General *44 •30 i *24 •98 

II. Verbal 
Non-verbal. 

1 

} 
•89 -*U 

- -42 .32 

III. Numerical 
Non-numerical } -•°9 *94 - *88 - -03 

So far, I have confined myself to group-factors that show 
no appreciable overlap. In practical work, however, 
wherever the probable errors are low, and a close fit to the 
original correlations is required, it is generally necessary 
to allow (i) overlapping, and even (ii) occasional negative 
saturations in the overlapping coefficients. 

(i) The use of the group-factor method need not prevent 
us from assuming that group-factors may overlap with each 
other. The overlapping factors will be dealt with, along 
the same lines as the general factor, namely, by beginning 
with correlations (or residuals) uninfluenced by other factors. 
There are, however, limits to the amount of overlap that 
can be dealt with in this way with a given number of tests. 

How much actual overlapping exists among the tests will, 
of course, depend primarily upon the way the tests have 
been selected. But even with sharply discontinuous groups 
it is hardly fair to demand that, when a factor is not an 
important element in a test, its saturation shall be pre¬ 
cisely zero—that is, zero within the margin allowed by the 
probable error, however small that probable error may be. 
Is it plausible, for example, to postulate that Thurstone’s 
verbal factor must have zero saturations for all except the 
conspicuously verbal tests ? Would it not be exceedingly 
difficult to devise a test which would exclude the smallest 
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trace of the verbal element, not only from the material or 
instructions, but even from the inner mental processes of 

the testees ? 
(ii) Similarly, it may be doubted whether we are justified 

in disallowing every negative correlation, however small the 
probable error may be. After all, why must we so rigidly 
assume that ‘ the primary factors only act positively unless 
they are absent5 ? ([84], p. 71). Why should we deny 
that a group-factor may sometimes operate as an inter¬ 
ference-factor ? Is it not possible that my life-long reliance 
on verbal methods may actually handicap me when I deal 
with tests of a visuo-kinassthetic type ? Conversely, is it 
not possible that an interest in problems of a performance 
type might actually militate against an interest in numerical 
problems ? In short, as I tried to show in my discussion of 
c negative correlations between special educational abilities5 
([35], p. 58), a psychology of intellectual abilities that is not 
too intellectualistic is bound to recognize that negative 
values among the residual correlations may be truly ‘ signi¬ 
ficant,’ in every sense of the word. 

Now, in permitting the group-factors to overlap, we shall 
almost inevitably be reintroducing some small degree of 
correlation between their saturations, and even between the 
factor-measurements. Our analysis thus degenerates into 
a £ fractionating ’ type, and our selective operators are no 
longer ‘ pure.’1 For practical purposes the oblique com¬ 
ponents thus obtained may perhaps be of more significance 
than the orthogonal; the former are relatively concrete, 
the latter highly abstract. From a theoretical standpoint, 
however, it might be argued that we ought rather to modify 
our general factor so as to keep the secondary factors un¬ 
correlated. And if we are to preserve the original specifica¬ 
tion of the factors so far as possible, then presumably we 
shall modify both, so that in the end everything will be as 
little changed as possible. In any case, the final outcome 
will be a more or less arbitrary rotation, chosen chiefly 
because it suits our psychological preconceptions. As an 
exploratory procedure, there can be no harm in such rota¬ 
tions : but the mere fact that they lead to an elegant and 

1 See above, p. 266. 
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‘ simple J structure can hardly be accepted as a guarantee 
of their concrete psychological significance. Rather, I 
should argue, if the initial data have led to problems that 
a straightforward factorial technique is incompetent to 
solve, that means that the experimental stage of the re¬ 
search was inappropriately planned. 

Finally, once we start calculating coefficients to allow for 
possible overlap, where are we to stop ? Unless our tests 
fall into abruptly separated groups, the group-factors will 
quickly spread out into general factors, each extending over 
every test : and in that case, even when dealing with 
residual correlations, the analysis will still have to be applied 
to the entire table at each step, and thus the procedure 
adopted will remain a c general-factor method ’ throughout. 
And so we come to an examination of what I have called 
c general-factor methods.’ 



CHAPTER XIII 

SIMPLE SUMMATION METHODS AND WEIGHTED 

SUMMATION METHODS 

(a) Differences in Procedure.—General-factor methods 
may all be reduced to two main groups, according as they 
rely on c first moments’ or c higher moments’ in their 
attempts to fit a theoretical hierarchy to the empirical 
table. For purposes of practical calculation, this means 
that the less elaborate methods are content to use a simple 
summation of the correlations, while the more ambitious 
use a weighted summation. Spearman’s well-known formula 
for saturation coefficients, Thurstone’s centroid formula, 
and my own earlier summation formula, all treat the 
saturation coefficients as proportional to the unweighted 
sum or average of the corresponding columns of the corre¬ 
lation table. On the other hand, Hotelling’s method of 
‘ principal components,’ Kelley’s ‘ trigonometrical method,’ 
and the ‘ method of least squares ’ in its various forms, are 
tantamount to requiring each row of the correlation table 
to be appropriately weighted before the columns are 
summed, the weights in every case being proportional to the 
saturation* coefficients themselves. 

Let us first consider what this last requirement implies (i) from a 
theoretical standpoint and (ii) from a practical standpoint. 

(i) If we express the essential requirement algebraically, we are at 
once led to the fundamental equation which we have already 
encountered, namely, R = LFV or RL = LF; and this, it will be 
remembered, is the equation for the 4 latent roots ’ (V) and the 
"latent vectors’ (X) of the correlation matrix R. Thus, if we put F' 
(the matrix of saturation coefficients) = V*L'9 and use its elements 
as weights, the required condition is immediately fulfilled : for, on 
multiplying the rows of correlations by the corresponding satura¬ 
tions, we have F'R= LVV = V. V*V = FF'. If, on 
the other hand, we conceive the problem geometrically, we may 

. . 320 .V 
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imagine our data plotted as points in a multi-dimensional frequency 
diagram : then the orthogonal matrix L will evidently specify the 
directions of the principal axes of the frequency ellipsoids—an 
interpretation which has suggested what Hotelling calls the 
‘ geometrical meaning ’ of his procedure and Kelley’s extension of 
the well-known trigonometrical solution of the two-variable correla¬ 
tion problem. Finally, I have myself shown1 that the same equa¬ 
tion is reached if we regard our analysis as an ordinary problem in 
multiple correlation, and solve it in the familiar way by the method 
of least squares : instead of seeking the best-fitting single line for a 
two-dimensional array of points (as we do in finding a suitable 
coefficient to express a simple correlation between two variables 
only), we now seek the best fitting r-dimensional sub-space for an 
^-dimensional array (r being the rank of the factorial matrix and n 
that of the original matrix of test-measurements). This second set 
of methods, therefore, consists essentially in the time-honoured 
Hauptachsentransformation that constantly crops up in the solution 
of so many mathematical and physical “ problems of best fit,” and 
now reappears in slightly varying guises. 

(ii) As regards practical computation, the requirement by its 
very nature at once suggests some form of progressive approxima¬ 
tion : thus, we might first try to guess the approximate saturations 
as nearly as we can ; and, taking the guessed figures as trial multi¬ 
pliers, calculate the saturations resulting from these • then, if the 
results do not tally with the initial weights, we could repeat the 
process until they do. The ‘iterative procedure’ proposed by 
Hotelling [79], the successive fi rotation of axes ’ proposed by 

Kelley [85], and the process of ‘ repeated substitution ’ employed 
by Rhodes [93], all follow some step-by-step procedure such as this. 
Now, my own contention is that if, instead of starting with any 
plausible guess (as, for example, Hotelling 2 appears to do), we start, 
as it were, from scratch, putting the weights all equal to unity, and 
then mechanically calculate and recalculate the approximate 

1 [93l PP- 247 f*; cf. above, p. 164. 
2 “ Round numbers may be chosen at the beginning, and the process will 

converge to the correct values anyhow” ([79], p. 431). I do not suggest 
that my mechanical procedure is quicker than Hotelling’s, when only two 

or three decimal places are required. It is, however, easier for the beginner, 

who has no experience to guide his guesses; and, as explained below, the 

mechanical procedure followed by the construction of a geometrical pro¬ 

gression seems speedier and more accurate if highly exact figures, running to 

many decimal places, are needed (Miss Dewar and I, for example, used it, 

when we desired to show that correlating persons and traits leads to arith¬ 
metically identical figures). 

21 
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multipliers by the same regular procedure, the successive improve¬ 
ments will form a systematically converging vector-series whose 
first term will consist of the values given by simple summation and 
whose limit can be directly determined ([93], p. 287, [102], p. 188). 

Once again the advocates of each of the two main 
methods are highly critical of the other’s procedure. 
Thurstone, for example, avers that the “ method of prin¬ 
cipal axes ” cannot give “ psychologically meaningful 
results,” and that, “ so far as the psychological problem 
is concerned, such a solution is not acceptable ” ([84], 
pp. 120,130). Kelley replies that Thurstone’s procedure has 
“ the weakness of an arithmetic average of semi-disparate 
things,” and maintains that “ the logical foundations of 
the principal axes method and the centre of gravity method 
are irreconcilably different ” ([85], p. 62). 

(b) Relations between the Saturation Coefficients.—But 
once we have observed that the figures obtained by the two 
methods simply represent different stages in the same 
sequence of approximations towards one and the same 
final values—the values, namely, obtained by the direct 
solution of the ‘ characteristic equation ’•—a reconciliation 
becomes quite easy ([95], pp. 288, 291). The approxima¬ 
tions themselves can be regarded as proceeding by a 
repeated self-multiplication of the correlation matrix—as a 
result of correlating and recorrelating, as it were, the 
columns of correlations already obtained. And this 
procedure, as I pointed out in an earlier article, will 
ultimately reduce any empirical correlation matrix to a 
matrix of rank one, i.e. to a perfect Spearman ‘ hierarchy.’ 
Thus, “ as we keep on correlating, the sums of the products 
approximate more and more closely to the final proportion¬ 
ate values of the saturation coefficients: Thurstone merely 
takes the first set of product-sums ; the values obtained by 
Kelley’s method (and Hotelling’s) are those reached by 
carrying the same principle several steps further” ([102], 
pp. 188-9). 

Since this interpretation has also been questioned, I propose to 
restate a little more fully, first in algebraic and then in arithmetical 

form, the argument on which it is based. In an earlier chapter it 
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was suggested that any matrix of correlations or covariances could 
be regarded as a sum of c hierarchies/ i.e. of matrices of rank one. 
In matrix notation this structure can be clearly expressed by what 
I have called the canonical expansion of any correlation matrix: viz.: 

R = v1El+v2Ez + ...+vnEn 

= Hx H2~\~ ... + Hn, 

where v denotes the factor variances numbered in descending order 
of magnitude, Ej ‘ reduced or unit hierarchies/ and Hj the series of 
one-rank matrices obtained by post-multiplying the vector, of satura¬ 
tion coefficients for the jth. factor by its transpose in the ordinary 
way. The ‘ unit hierarchies/ it will be remembered, possess two 
important properties characteristic of selective operators [115]: 
viz. (i) Ejm = Ej; (ii) E{ Ej = 0, (i =}=/). Now, unless n (the number 
of tests) is very small, the determinants required for the evaluation 
of the latent roots and vectors are much too large for explicit 
calculation. But from these two properties it follows that: 

K* = v1'*E1 + v*'Efi + ... +v*En 
= vim Ei (approx.) = V*"1 Hv 

provided m is taken large enough to make the ratio v^/v™ (and a 

fortiori the ratios ?V7W • negligible. Rm can be easily 
computed. We have then merely to add up its columns; and 
thus, by applying c simple summation ’ at a higher stage, we can at 
once obtain values closely proportional to the c saturation co¬ 
efficients ’ or tf factor loadings.’ The error incurred by taking Rm 

in place of R* depends primarily on and will therefore 
diminish almost in geometrical progression : the smaller the size of 
m9 the larger the amount of error. Evidently, therefore, the figures 
obtained for the factor loadings by giving m the smallest possible 
value, namely 1 (i.e. summing the columns of R just as they stand), 
form the first and simplest approximation to the figures that would 
be obtained by taking m 00 or by attempting a direct solution. 
The figures reached by Hotelling’s method and by Kelley’s are 
virtually equivalent to those obtained by summing Rm, where m is 
still not infinitely large ; hence we must regard these values too— 
as their advocates admit—as being equally approximations, though 
doubtless much closer than those derived from the initial R1. 

It follows, therefore, that by repeated self-multiplication 
we can in theory reduce any matrix of correlations or 
covariances to a matrix of rank one.1 In practice there 

1 The self-multiplication of a determinant or matrix (really a special case 

of the familiar root-squaring device) has long been in use by physicists and 
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would seem to be two alternative ways of approaching this 
result (both briefly indicated in my previous article ([ioi], 
p. 91). Their equivalence may be proved as follows. 

Let w0 denote the summation operator [1, 1, .1]. 
Then the simple unweighted sums of the columns of R 
may be denoted by w0R, a row-vector like w0 Itself. 
Similarly, the sums of the columns of R4 (say) may be 
written (i) w0(R X R X R X R) ; but this is clearly the 

same as (ii) ([zo0RI) R X R X R- 
The identity suggests two different working procedures; 

(i) we may begin by multiplying the matrix R by itself : 
repeat the process m times; and then end by adding the 
columns of the final product-matrix ; or (ii) we may begin 
by adding the columns of R, multiply the whole matrix 
by this row-vector, i.e. weight each row of correlations and 
add once again; then, if we repeat the multiplications m 
times, the final sums will obviously be the same as before. 
We may term (i) ‘ table-by-table multiplication5 and 
(ii) ‘ table-by-column multiplication.5 

Hotelling’s iterative method might be described as a telescoped 
form of (ii), and his matrix-squaring method as a curtailed form of 
(i). By taking guessed approximations at each step instead of 

exact multipliers, the final result is more rapidly reached than if the 
full figures are retained at every step; but at the same time the 
underlying nature of the process is obscured. When the computer 
carries out the calculations in full, he quickly perceives that the 
differences between the successive approximations are each the same 
fraction of its predecessor, or nearly so : hence there is no need to 

mathematicians for solving characteristic equations and the like. My late 
colleague, R. C. Howland, for example, has described it in his Note on a 
Type of Determinantal Equation [62] in connexion with the solution of 
certain dynamical problems in physics. I do not think, however, that it had 
been explicitly shown before that the ultimate result would invariably be a 
‘hierarchy’ : a proof without matrix notation was given in [102], p. 183. 

Since, by the product-moment formula, R = MM' (where M is the initial 
matrix of measurements), the columns of R (which in its most general form 
may consist of covariances, averaged or unaveraged, adjusted or unadjusted) 
may be described as comprising the 4 first moments,’ and the columns of 
Rm= MM'MM' . . . MM' as containing ‘ higher moments ’ (cf. [93], 
p. 287; [102], p. 178). Hence these terms have occasionally been used to 
distinguish the two methods. 
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continue the iterative process. He can easily extrapolate by sum¬ 
ming the geometrical progressions.1 

The relations between the various results will become 
obvious even to the non-mathematical if we glance at a 
concrete example. I choose the table of correlations 
factorized in two different ways by Kelley ([85], p. 58, 
Table IX) to demonstrate the c irreconcilability ’ which he 
believes to exist between Thurstone’s results and his own. 

In Table V the figures at the foot of the three columns show the 
results obtained by a first summation of the correlation matrix R 

taken just as it stands, i.e. they form the vector zv0R. Now, adopting 
the table-by-column method, we take these sums (zol9 say) as weights 
for multiplying the original correlations, row by row, and then make a 
second summation to obtain the vector w^R = wQR% (cf. second line 
of Table VI). To render the comparisons visible to the eye, the 
weights are reduced at each stage to fractions of unity: the first 
reduction is shown in the last line of Table V. 

TABLE V 

1st Multipliers. Correlations. Totals. 

I 1*00 •70 *26 1*96 
I •70 *75 *45 1*90 

1 ! •26 *45 *35 1*06 

4-92)1-96 1-90 1*06 4*92 

■398374 •386179 *2I5447 1-000000 

1 The summation of the geometrical progression to shorten the labour of 

successive approximation was briefly described at the March meeting of the 

British Psychological Society (1937) : full working instructions are given in 

Notes on Factor-Analysis (1936) obtainable from the laboratory, from which 

both the foregoing proof and the following example are quoted (cf. also 

Appendix I, below). In the Notes it was not made sufficiently clear that, in 

general, these elaborate methods of computation are only necessary when 

figures are required to several significant places (e.g. for comparing results 

by different methods, as here or in [114], or again for analysing a table of 

covariances as distinct from correlations). When the variances are unknown, 

and estimated communalities have to be inserted in their place, it would be 

absurd to employ so refined and laborious a procedure. In my own experi¬ 

ence, the resulting improvement is, as a rule, comparatively small ([93], 

p. 294, [128], p. 63). Davies, however, has recently found that, in several 

tables of correlations between persons, the simple summation method may 

leave residuals which the investigator judges to be significant, whereas, if the 

least-squares method is used, the residuals are at times considerably reduced, 

so that nothing but a general factor can be validly demonstrated (cf. [130]). 
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The weighting and summing is repeated again and again, until, 
after 9 or 10 repetitions, the final results yield no change, at any 
rate so far as the sixth digit in each number (Table VI) ; it will be 
noted that the differences between corresponding numbers^ m the 
successive lines become smaller and smaller, and that approximately 

•415804 — -398374 *419210 — ‘4i5^°4 ■I-*Z5Zfe — 5^ 

•4192x0—*415804 *419869—*4x9210 °*3395° v2 

and similarly for the second and third column. Moreover, the 
figures thus obtained by table-by-column multiplication will be 

found identical with those obtained by table-by-table multiplication 

([8], p. 185). 
In the present example, since the determinants of the correlation 

matrix are small, a check is procurable by undertaking a direct 
solution. The figures so obtained are inserted in the last line but 
one, and coincide with the values that would be reached by increas¬ 
ing the index of R indefinitely, as estimated by summing the three 

geometrical progressions. 

TABLE VI 

Stage of Approximation. 
Saturation Coefficients. 

(Proportionate Values for Successive 
Approximations). 

Factor 
Variance. 

Summing R (Thurstone) •398374 •386179 •215447 1742923 

„ R* *415804 •381779 •202397 I*754932 

„ R3 •4192IO •380921 *199870 1757263 

„ R4 *419869 •380751 •199380 i*7577i 3 

„ R5 ‘4*9997 •380717 *199285 1757800 

„ R3 •420022 •380711 *199267 1*757816 

„ R7 •420025 *380710 •199264 1757820 

„ Rs *420026 •380710 •199263 1757820 + 

» R9 *420027 •380710 *199263 1757821 — 

» F •42002715 •38070993 •19926295 175782072 

By successive rotations 
(Kelley) *420273 •380669 *199058 175783 

The first line of the table is identical with the figures cal¬ 
culated according to Thurstone's centroid method ; the last 
line but one gives figures we should reach by Kelley's method 
or Hotelling's, if their rotations or iterations were continued 
indefinitely. The results obtained by Kelley himself with 
his 4new method of analysis’ are appended in the last line 
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of all. It will be seen that the latter, too, form only an 
imperfect approximation ; they are certainly much closer 
than those which are got by Thurstone’s method (as cal¬ 
culated by Kelley), but tend towards over-compensation. 

Whether our data permit us to discover one significant factor only 
(r = 1, as in Spearman’s deduction of g) or whether we decide to 
seek for a larger number (r > 1), the method of analysis which I 
have here described will always yield the hypothetical correlation 
matrix of rank f which best jits the actual correlation matrix (total or 
residual) empirically given. Thus, the essential feature of the 
‘ simple summation’ method as compared with that of the 4 least 
squares 5 is that the former is content with a matrix of rank / that 
yields a slightly poorer fit—in fact, as we have seen, with the first 
set of values, instead of the last, emerging in one and the same 
sequence of successive approximations. Moreover, with the least- 
squares method the factors are fully independent in that, not the 
factor-measurements only, hut also the factor-loadings are uncorrelated 

(Thurstone’s factor-loadings nearly always show a low correlation). 
Hence, where further transformations are required, the algebra and 
arithmetic become much simpler. Finally, if we construct an arti¬ 
ficial correlation table from a given set of saturation coefficients 
obeying these conditions, and then factorize it, we shall with this 
method get back to the original saturation coefficients : this result 
is not obtainable with Thurstone’s procedure or Spearman’s, nor 

(to judge by his own example) with Kelley’s. 
Two defects are often attributed to the method of least squares. 

First, it is said that, unlike the factors reached by simple summation, 
those deduced by the method of least squares cannot be rotated : 
for, if they are rotated, they lose their essential quality of being 
4 principal components,’ i.e. of being principal axes of the frequency 
ellipsoids. But the latter property as an end in itself is useful only 
in special cases (e.g. empirical prediction). And, as must now 
be evident, since one set of factors is merely an approximation to 
the other, it must be just as legitimate to rotate the one as the other. 
What is more, with the least-squares factors, owing to the non¬ 
correlation of the factor-saturations, such rotations can be much 
more easily performed. Secondly, the followers of the two-factor 
theory have objected that with the least-squares method the factors 
must change whenever a new test is added to the battery. Actually 
this is also true with a two-factor analysis ; but when the original 
battery involves only one significant common factor, it is easier to 
select the additional test so that the change is negligible. The 
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difficulty, however, is by no means peculiar to methods of factor- 

analysis as such, but to all attempts to deduce an average from a 
small set of data. If I calculate an average and a mean deviation 
from only a dozen persons, and then add a 13th and recalculate, the 
recalculated figures are bound to differ, unless that 13th person is 
very carefully picked. Similarly, if I calculate a set of factors from 
only a dozen tests, those factors, being nothing but an average and a 
set of mean deviations derived from those tests, are almost bound to 

alter when a 13th test is added. 
In making these comparisons I have so far assumed that the 

same complete matrix is factorized in either case. What I have 
said above needs a little modification when applied to the 
best-known representatives of the two methods, since the different 
writers complete an incomplete correlation matrix in different 
ways. Hotelling’s method inserts self-correlations of i*oo in the 
leading diagonal: hence, with n tests, the correlation matrix 
cannot be perfectly fitted without using n factors—even if the 
intercorrelations by themselves are perfectly hierarchical. On the 
other hand, Thurstone’s method (in theory, though not it would 
seem in practice) is applied to a £ reduced correlation matrix ’ in 
which c communalities ’ are inserted; and these are so chosen as to 
reduce the rank of the matrix artificially to the lowest obtainable 
number. In such a case an exact fit can be obtained for the inter¬ 
correlations with less than n factors; for Thurstone does not count 
the specific factors, as they are not required to reconstruct the 
reduced correlation matrix. His gain, however, seems purely 
academic. It is true that with (say) a dozen tests the correlations 
could always be perfectly fitted with 7 factors only. But in how 
many tables are the probable errors so minute that we should look 
for as many as 7 factors ? Moreover, by merely printing the correla¬ 
tions to a different number of decimal places, we may in many cases 
alter its rank far more drastically than by any change in the arbitrary 
communalities. However, as I have so often insisted, what our factors 
have to interpret is not so much the correlation matrix, Ry as the 
original set of measurements, M; the device of correlating is only 
an incidental step, and not always the best. Now, Hotelling’s 
method, like the method of least squares, always yields a better fit 
to the original measurements, even if we retain only a small number 
of factors (e.g. significant factors only); with n factors the fit is 
perfect. With the Thurstone method, on the other hand, as with 

the summation method, we have to invoke the specific factors as 
well before we can obtain so good a fit to the original measurements 

([101], p. 80). And since both Thurstone and Spearman believe in 
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the concrete reality of specific factors, and even maximize their 
influence, the number of factors that their theories envisage is 
actually r -f n. Such a result surely contravenes Thurstone’s own 
postulate of parsimony. Hotelling’s method tacitly assumes that, 
by ‘ correcting ’ the correlations or by selecting and refining the 
tests, the specific factors as such can be virtually abolished : alter¬ 
natively, if every test is applied twice, to obtain its 4 reliability ’ 
coefficient, we may regard its specific factor as convertible into a 
group-factor common to the two applications, which, like every 
other group-factor, becomes bipolar when the general-factor method 

is employed ([93], p. 307). In either case, economy in the number 
of factors is then achieved, not by an arbitrary reduction of the 
apparent rank, but by rejecting those factors that are statistically 
insignificant and maximizing the influence of those that are 

retained. 

(c) Relations between the Factor-measurements—These, 
then, being the differences between the factor-loadings or 
saturation coefficients obtained by the two methods,. what 
is the difference between the factors themselves ? First of 
all, since with the method of least squares n factors are in 
theory obtained for n tests, the factor-measurements for 
each person can be calculated exactly : this is still true, 
even if we do not carry the analysis to its full completion.1 

1 Cf. [101], pp. 80, 92-3. In the illustrative example there given, it will be 
observed, in order to obtain the factor-measurements for all the persons in the 
first factor alone (para. 8) only the ‘ regression coefficients for that one factor 
are required (cf. para. 7), i.e. only the one latent root (the variance for the 
first factor) and the one latent vector (direction cosines for the first, factor) 
are required. Thus with this method of calculation the ‘ regression, co¬ 
efficient ’ is simply a weighting coefficient, and the process of estimation 
simply the direct calculation of a weighted average. Indeed, so long as we 
confine ourselves to statements about the particular group studied, the. term 
estimation is a misnomer, since no reference is so far made to the possibility 
of error. But if we know on a -prion grounds that one factor only is really 
operative, and that the remaining factors represent errors of measurement, 
etc., then we may certainly regard the factor-measurements deduced for that 
one factor as estimates of the true factor-measurements: in such a case, what 
we are doing is simply to find the hypothetical n X N matrix of rank r = 1 
which approximates most closely to the observed n X iV. measurement 
matrix of rank n, with the principle of least squares as the criterion ofTest 
fit. If, however, we calculate factor-measurements not for one but for all the 
n factors, then the term ‘ estimation ’ again becomes a misnomer, so far as the 
group studied is concerned, because then the fit is perfect. Of course, when we 
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On the other hand, with the centroid method there are 
more factors than tests; and hence the factor-measure¬ 
ments can only be estimated approximately : the calcu¬ 
lations for Thurstone’s factors necessarily involve the 
same kind of indeterminacy as has been shown to be involved 
in the estimation of Spearman’s g—and for precisely the 

same reason. 
There is, however, a still more important difference. In 

my Memorandum I briefly stated that the simple summa¬ 
tion method virtually treats the first or dominant factor 
(c the general factor ’) as the simple sum or average of the 
several test scores (just as it virtually treats the factor 
loadings as the sum or average of the correlations),1 while 
the least-squares method treats it as given by a weighted 
sum or average of the several test-scores, determining 
the weights on the lines of the ordinary multiple regression 
equation. In the same way, the secondary or subdominant 
factors are treated as unweighted and weighted averages of 
the deviations. 

These corollaries may perhaps best be demonstrated as follows. 
As before, let M be the matrix of measurements, so standardized 
that MM' = R, the matrix of correlations or standardized co- 
variances. Let F be the 4 factorial matrix ’ containing the saturation 
coefficients, and P the 4 population matrix 5 containing the factor- 
measurements. Then M = FP and P = F'R~~lM ([ioi], p. 8o). 
For simplicity consider only the first or 4 general ’ factor (g), i.e. the 
first column of F (/l) and the first row of P (p^). Then, by the 
centroid formula : 

go on to treat the group studied as a sample only, the factor-measurements 

deduced exactly for this group may be regarded as approximate estimates for 

the entire population. If the group has been tested twice, so that the 

4 reliabilityJ of each test is known, that can easily be taken into account in 

weighting the tests: we have only to multiply each test (weighted as above) 

by the square root of its reliability coefficient. 

1 [93% P* 287 an<I PP* 247-8, 300; cf. [102], p. 176. As noted in the 
latter paper, Kelley in [85] has since independently reached much the same 

conclusion: in particular he shows that, if a correlation matrix for two 

variables only be analysed by Thurstone’s method, the first factor proves to 

be merely an average of the initial variables: he has 44 not undertaken an 

algebraic analysis of Thurstone components for 3, 4, or a larger number of 

variables ” ; but in three specific cases his arithmetical solution manifestly 
leads to a similar result ([85], pp. 58-61). 
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E rik . ,* wnR 
/y* = VEE nn 

i.e. /x = 
Vw0 R Wn 

where w0 as usual denotes the simple summation operator. 

. , >-/ _1 t /T wnR R~x M w0 M 
Accordingly, p1=f1R XM • 

's/wqR Vw0 M. Mfw0f 

where the numerator is merely the unweighted sum of each person’s 
measurements and the denominator reduces these sums to unitary 

standard measure. 
The foregoing argument implies that the same correlation matrix, 

R = MM', is used throughout, whether we are calculating f or /. 
Now for the former purpose—4 the appraisal of abilities ’ (j>)— 
Thurstone takes an R having diagonal elements of unity ([84], 
p. 227) ; for the latter purpose—the calculation of factor-saturations 
(J)—he proposes to substitute a different R, containing in its diagonal 

the highest correlation in each column (pp. 89, 108). In that case 
the expression RR”1, in the final equation for p, cannot be taken as 
■precisely equivalent to the unit matrix, I; the change, however, only 
involves a slight difference in weighting.1 Thurstone himself 

1 In the unabridged version of my Memorandum I gave the proof in a 

more general and a somewhat more elaborate form, which shows that the 

result is not limited to unweighted summation nor to a correlation table 

with the self-correlations taken as unity. With the various criticisms 

of my conclusion I shall briefly deal in Part III. Here I limit the 

proof to the simplest possible case, not only because the underlying principle 

will then be clearer and, I hope, beyond all controversy, but also because this 

simpler proof alone is needed to justify my use of this procedure in calculating 

such factor-correlations in the past and in deducing certain results in the 

chapters that follow. The tables in Part III (pp. 391, 398-9) will serve to 

illustrate the present argument by a concrete instance ; Kelley’s first example 

(Joe. citp. 58, Table IX) will serve to illustrate the extension of the same 

conclusion to cases where communalities are inserted in the leading diagonal 

instead of unity. 
In general, however, if the correlation table is small, and if the hierarchical 

tendency is steeply graded (and therefore not overlaid by marked group- 

factors), the saturation coefficients obtained respectively <c with unity ” and 

“ with communalities in the diagonal cells ” differ in the way illustrated in 

Table IIIA and IIIB : cf. [93], p. 307. Thus we may convert the n X 1 

factorial matrix given in Thurstone’s Table 5 ([84], p. 101) into a c prop- 

ladder pattern’ by appending the coefficients for the specific factors as 

deduced from Spearman’s two-factor theorem; the resulting wX(«+l) 

factorial matrix will reproduce his Table 1 quite as well as the ft X # matrix 
shown in his Table 2. The factorial matrix reached by Godfrey Thomson 

(J. Ed. Psych., XXV, p. 367) on applying Hotelling’s original method to a 
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actually states : “ fortunately the diagonal entry may be given any 
value between zero and unity without affecting the results 

markedly ” (p. 108).1 
We may, therefore, fairly conclude that, in principle, 

the saturation coefficients given by the centroid equation are 
virtually the correlations of those tests with the unweighted 
average of their scores, and that, if there is any slight differ¬ 
ential weighting, it will depend solely on the somewhat 
arbitrary figures chosen for the communalities, and in any 
case will not “ affect the results markedly,” except when the 

tables are small. 
The factor-measurements obtained by the method of 

least squares, on the other hand, are weighted averages. 
But there will be no need to apply the principle of least 
squares afresh or to calculate the ratios of the resulting 
determinants: for we now have F'R-1 — V~lF'. Thus 
we have now merely to divide each column of saturation 
coefficients by the corresponding factor-variance, and we at 
once obtain the appropriate weights. 

pure hierarchy with unity in the diagonal cells is also of the same quasi- 

triangular type, with nearly all the peculiar features illustrated above in 

Table IIIB. In both examples it could be shown that the factorial matrix 

obtained with the one method could be rotated to give that obtained with 

the other by a quasi-triangular transformation matrix of the kind described 

on p. 305. As will be seen by considering its special features, when the correla¬ 

tion table is very large> this transformation matrix tends to become a unit matrix 

with a column of units prefixed. 

1 The student who does not follow the above proof by matrix algebra can 

satisfy himself of the equivalence either by studying the tables below 

(pp. 391 f.) or by following the inverse procedure. Let him first calculate the 

factor-measurements for g by summing the standardized measurements for all 

the tests, and correlate these sums with the measurements for any one test: 

the correlation of each test with g will then prove to be identical with its 

saturation coefficient for g (see [ioi], p. 75). If he likes, he can now generalize 

this algebraically by using the formula for the correlation of sums ([47], 
p. 197, eq. 147, putting a = 1). 

It may be noted that we have here a method of reconciling Thomson’s 

sampling theory with Spearman’s two-factor theory: for we have only to 

take the sum of the test-measurements to be expected in accordance with the 

sampling theory, and correlate these sums with the most probable measure¬ 

ment for any one test: we then find that these correlations have the same 

properties as Spearman’s saturation coefficients as deduced from a pure 

hierarchy. So that once again the sum of the test-measurements has the 
properties of g and vice versa. 



CHAPTER XIV 

TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE AND OF HIERARCHICAL 

TENDENCY 

Before accepting a set of mathematical factors we require 
to establish the statistical significance of the variances and 
saturation coefficients that specify them. This involves a 
number of somewhat neglected and difficult questions. 
To attempt a formal and technical inquiry into the whole 
problem would be out of place in a discussion intended for 
the general student. I shall content myself with comparing 
some of the more obvious and more familiar proposals, and 
shall endeavour to indicate in the broadest way how they 
are related to each other and to the methods adopted in 
general statistics.1 For the most part I shall assume that 
the factors under discussion are the factors immediately 
resulting from an analysis by weighted summation—i.e. 
are the factors specified by the latent roots and vectors of 
the correlation matrix: for with this method the factors 
and their saturations are independent of each other, and 
so lend themselves to the simplest form of demonstration. 
But, as we have already seen, many writers prefer to con¬ 
vert these factors forthwith into another set having differ¬ 
ent values and possessing, as they believe, a psychological 
meaning which the first set cannot claim. First of all, 
therefore, it may be well to consider what general changes 
such a conversion is likely to entail. 

i My review does not profess to be complete. Kelley’s interesting dis¬ 

cussion of the problem ([85], pp. 10-17) relates primarily to the steps in his 

own rotation-method of factorization, but could be brought into line with 

what follows. Similarly, Hotelling ([79], p. 437) gives a method for testing 

the 6 reality ’ of his components (which are obtained from corrected correla¬ 

tions) based on the reliability coefficients: but here I have confined myself 

throughout to correlations obtained from a single application of the tests. 

Thurstone also suggests 4 or 5 supplementary criteria ([122], pp. 65-6) in 

addition to the two I have discussed below. 

333 
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Effect of Rotation on Factor-variances.—According to 
Thurstone, when factors have been extracted by the sum¬ 
mation method, they must always be transformed, by a 
rotation of the reference axes, to factors which (i) have 
exclusively positive saturations and (ii) have as many zero 
saturations as possible. Now, if the method of weighted 
summation has been used (and the same is true of the 
method of simple summation so far as it approximates to 
that of weighted summation), the first factor extracted 
accounts for the largest amount of variance that could 
possibly be accounted for by a single factor alone ; the 
second factor accounts for the largest possible amount of 
the residual variance ; and so on. Again, on taking the 
factors in the opposite order, we find that the last factor 
accounts for the smallest possible amount of the variance, 
consistent with the fact that all the variance has to be 
accounted for by n factors at most; and so on for the other 
factors. Thus, the set of factor-variances obtained by this 
procedure has a wider range and a larger standard deviation 
than any other set that can be derived from the same table. 
Consequently, the substitution of any other set of factors 
by rotation is bound to reduce the inequalities of the factor- 
variances, and so to diminish their standard deviation. 
Moreover if, in accordance with the requirements of 
‘ simple structure,’ the rotation is so arranged that each of 
the new factors has a large number of zero saturations, and 
presumably about the same number (“ at least r zeros,” 
where r is the number of factors [84], p. 156), then the 
ultimate result must obviously be to flatten out the differ¬ 
ences. Indeed, a single glance at Thurstone’s tables, 
derived from the same data before and after rotation of the 
factors (e.g. [84], pp. 108, 169, [122], pp. 113-6), is enough 
to show that this levelling out is the most conspicuous 
change. Thus, the attempt to obtain a 4 simple structure ’ 
obscures one of the most characteristic points of the given 
correlation table, namely, the particular degree to which it 
is dominated by one or two outstanding factors. 

Almost all the correlation tables met with in psychology 
are distinguished by the fact that the standard deviation of 
their factor-variances is exceptionally high. This means 
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that they display simple and regular patterns. An extreme 
example is the covariance matrix whose pattern is hier¬ 
archical. Since in such a case the variance of the one 
c general5 factor is equal to the total variance and that of all 
the others equal to zero, the standard deviation is a maxi¬ 
mum. According to Spearman, a hierarchical pattern of 
this type is the special feature of every correlation table 
obtained with cognitive tests. 

Nevertheless, that is not what we should have anticipated. 
Many psychologists—Thorndike, for example—apparently 
expected the mind to be composed of a number of inde¬ 
pendent c fundamental abilities 5 or ‘ faculties/ whose 
influence was approximately equal.1 Indeed, this, it 
would seem, is the assumption which underlies the hypo¬ 
thesis of c simple structure.5 Rut on this assumption 
(provided the tests for each ability were equal in number 
and equally efficient) we should find, even with the method 
of weighted summation, that the factor-variances were all 
of much the same size. In that case both their range and 
their standard deviation would be approximately nil. 

Phe c Principal Petrad-difference 5 Criterion.—In practice 
what we usually discover is a set of factor-variances whose 
standard deviation lies between these two extremes, some¬ 
times inclining more towards the maximum value, more 
rarely tending in the direction of zero. In the early days 
of factor-psychology it was assumed by many writers that 
any departure from the hierarchical ideal was attributable 
to errors of sampling; and Spearman’s examination of all 
the available correlation tables [24] provoked a sharp con¬ 
troversy as to whether a single general factor was or was not 
sufficient to explain the entire amount of observed correla¬ 
tion, and in particular whether his criterion—the calcula¬ 
tion of the intercolumnar correlations—provided a safe 
and adequate test. Later, he himself suggested a second 
and still more elaborate criterion, namely, the calculation of 
all the ‘ tetrad differences5 and their sampling errors, 
with a view to showing that, within the margin of error, 
the ‘ tetrad differences 5 are all zero [52]. Our first task, 
therefore, will be to examine these two criteria, and to see 

1 Educational Psychology, 1903, p. 39. 
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how they are related to each other and to the more import¬ 
ant alternatives that have been proposed. Let us begin 

with the tetrad-difference criterion. 

If we regard the correlation table as a matrix or determinant 
arising from the solution of a set of linear equations,1 this criterion 

can be reduced to a very simple form. As has often been pointed 
out, it is—under a different title—the regular method for demon¬ 
strating that a determinant is of unit rank.* The great objection 
to its use is the time and labour involved : with a dozen tests the 
intercorrelations would yield 1,485 tetrad differences to calculate 
(not, however, all independent) ; with Thurstone s latest table 
[122] over a million. But when the determinant is symmetrical, 

it is in theory unnecessary to compute all the tetrad differences : it 
is sufficient * to show that the principal tetrad differences—i.e. the 

diagonal minors of order 2—are all zero. The sum of these diagonal 

minors, ZZUi Ui = (2V„)2 3 - ZZnf. If, therefore, the correlation 
T%j fjj 

matrix is of unit rank, the sum of the squares of all the correlations 
(inter- and self-) must be equal to the square of the sum of the 
self-correlations, i.e. squares of the saturations with the single 
factor : in other words, the standard deviation 4 of the correlations 

should be equal to ^ X the total hypothetical test-variance. This 

hypothetical total can be determined with sufficient accuracy by 
the methods described in the appendix ; and the probable error of 

the standard deviation can be estimated in the usual way. It is 
curious to note that this form of the tetrad-difference criterion de¬ 
pends on calculating precisely those tetrad differences which the 

ordinary form of the criterion omits. 
Since Em = Evt = Evf (where vt and vf denote the n test- 

1 Cf. Marks of Examiners, p. 247. 
2 The ‘ tetrad ’ is a two-rowed minor determinant renamed ; and the 

< tetrad difference ' its expansion. Hence the criterion may be regarded as a 

special application of the familiar property of determinants, namely, that 

‘ if the corresponding elements of two columns (or rows) are proportional, 

the determinant vanishes.' For the criterion as a theorem in matrix algebra, 

see Cullis [26], 1918, II, pp. 93, 139; and cf. Bocher [15], 1907, p. 34 f. 
3 Strictly we ought also to show that the diagonal minors of order 3 are also 

zero. But this is needed only to rule out certain patterns involving negative 

signs which are never likely to arise in psychological work. 
4 The c unadjusted 5 standard deviation, if we are dealing, not with a 

bipolar matrix of residuals, but with an observed table of positive correlations. 
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variances and the n factor-variances respectively) and ZZrf — 
Evf, the hierarchical requirement is equivalent to demonstrating 

■\fZvf2 = Evf, which is obviously satisfied if all the factor-vari¬ 
ances except the first, i.e. w2, v3, . . vn, = o. The expression 
itself suggests the possibility of a simple criterion in terms of the 
standard deviation of the factor-variances. 

cIhe True Hierarchical Issue.—But the whole issue, as it 
seems to me, should now be formulated rather differently. 
The parties to these controversies often write as though 
there were only two extreme alternatives: either to explain 
all the variation by the smallest conceivable number of factors 
(namely, one, in Spearman’s case) or to explain it by the 
greatest conceivable number (which they take to be n, the 
number of correlated tests). Rather, it would seem, the 
alternatives lie between (i) seeking a factorial matrix that 
will exhibit the variance as mainly concentrated in a few 
dominant factors of varying importance and (ii) accepting a 
factorial matrix that will exhibit the variance as distributed 
almost equally among a large and indefinite number. And 
so far as concerns the first or dominant factor—£ the general 
factor,’ as it is commonly called—our task is not to demon¬ 
strate that it will account for everything, but simply to 
discover how much it will account for. 

Save for exceptional cases in which the tests have been 
specially selected, there must always be more non-specific 
factors than one. Consequently, unless the sample tested 
is so small that the issue cannot really be decided, the 
answer to the tetrad-difference criterion must be the same in 
every case : namely, no empirical correlation table forms a 
perfect hierarchy. Thus, the crucial issue has been wrongly 
conceived. The question to ask is not, is this empirical table 
a hierarchy or is it not ? but, how strong is its tendency 
towards the hierarchical pattern ? And in theory the same 
inquiry should be made, not only about the initial matrix, 
but about each of the residual matrices (so long as they 
are significant) in turn. The most obvious mode of ap¬ 
proach therefore will be this: having extracted a complete 
series of factors in order of their maximal contribution to 
the total variance, to inquire: first, how many of these factors 

22 
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can claim statistical significance ? and, secondly, what is the 

relative importance of each one ? 
The Significance of the Factors—The first question is most 

simply answered by testing the significance of the individual 

correlations or residuals on which each factor is based. If a 

residual is three times the probable error, it is customary to 

assume that it is significant of an additional factor. . There 

are, however, a number of familiar pitfalls attending this 

criterion. 

First, the probable error should be that of the observed correlation : 
In many investigations the residual is treated as itself an observed 
correlation, and Its probable error taken direct from the usual 
table ; in others it is calculated as a probable error for the difference 
between two observed correlations.1 Secondly, the number of 
residuals should be taken into account: if there is only one residual 
of the size required in a table for 7 tests, or if there are half a dozen 

of that size in a table for 16 tests, we must not thereupon conclude 
that they are significant merely because each reaches the conven¬ 
tional level: for with chance distributions these are just about the 
numbers we should expect. On the other hand, if there is a large 
number of residuals somewhat less than three times the probable error, 

we must not thereupon conclude that there is no further factor : 
we cannot even conclude that a further factor is improbable : for, 
if we are dealing with a single coefficient and that coefficient is, 

say, only twice the probable error, the chances are still more than 
4 to I against so large a figure arising as a result of random sampling; 
and If half the figures in the table are of this order, their cumulative 
evidence will be strongly in favour of a common factor, even though 

none of them is up to the conventional level.2 

1 The residual is the difference between an observed and a given hypo¬ 

thetical correlation, and the hypothetical correlation is not to be treated as 

if it were another observed correlation subject to sampling errors. The 

proper procedure is that prescribed for testing “ the significance of the 

deviation of an observed coefficient from the expected value ” (e.g. Fisher, 

[50], pp. 189-90, ex. 31). 
2 In the early investigations with mental and scholastic tests, some of us, 

who found certain striking deviations from the expected hierarchical value 

occurring in table after table, claimed them as at least highly suggestive of 

group-factors. Our critics, on the other hand, observing that the residual 

or * specific ’ correlations were seldom equal to three times the probable error, 

cited the same figures as disproving the existence of such group-factors, even 

when the odds were in fact definitely against such figures having arisen as 
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It is best, therefore, wherever the issue is crucial, to indicate the 

probabilities for and against the chance hypothesis. The most 
obvious procedure is to take the ratio of each residual correlation to 
the standard error of the observed correlation from which it has been 
computed, and then to compare the actual distribution of these ratios 
(or its standard deviation) with the theoretical distribution that 
would be expected if their fluctuations were due to chance (the 
standard deviation of this distribution will, of course, be unity). 
The probability that divergences as great as this, or greater, would 
arise from random sampling can then be estimated in the usual 
way. Better still, we may calculate x2 =^(2 — z0)2 (iV—3), 
where z0 = the expected value of 2—e.g. tanh _1 fo/yg) if 
only a single general factor, g, has been extracted—and enter 
Fisher’s P-table ([50], p. 110) with [ (| n (n *— 1) — sn -f- J s (s — 1)} 
degrees of freedom, where n = number of tests and s = numbers 
of factors so far extracted (cf. p. 463).1 

errors of random sampling. For example, in my 1917 Report ([35], p. 59) and 

elsewhere I found evidence for a special4 verbal3 or c linguistic J factor. In 

The Abilities of Man (p. 237), however, Prof. Spearman examines the evidence 

for or against 4 the assumed special ability for verbal-abstract operations3 and 

cites the 4 decisive5 work of Davey [54]. If I understand his figures 

rightly, the tetrad difference is apparently only 1*4 times its probable error. 

Here, therefore, the evidence for a verbal factor certainly fails to reach the 

level required for statistical significance : at the same time the odds are still 

against rather than in favour of the appearance of an additional factor being 

the mere effect of chance. (And the later work of Kelley and Stephenson now 

seems unquestionably to confirm the hypothesis of a verbal factor.) 

Because 44 there is no significant tetrad difference ” we cannot infer that 

44 there is therefore no specific correlation or group-factor,” particularly 

when the odds are actually against the tetrad difference having arisen from 

chance. We can only infer that the specific correlation, though probably 

genuine, is not fully conclusive. To prove that a piece of evidence is not 

significantly positive is not to prove that it is significantly negative. Never¬ 

theless, this fallacious argument still constantly crops up. Hence it is worth 

reminding the student that there are, not two opposed alternatives, but three, 

with the lines but vaguely drawn between them': (i) the size of this figure 

is consistent with its having probably arisen by chance; (ii) the size of this 

figure is inconsistent with its having probably arisen by chance, but is con¬ 

sistent with its being due to a special factor; (iii) the size of this figure is 

consistent with either hypothesis, i.e. the sample is too small to enable us to 

reach a decision. 

1 The ^-transformation is scarcely needed with coefficients below '35. 

These methods were employed in a succession of investigations by research 

students working at the London Day Training College, and seemed to give 

satisfactory results. Strictly speaking, the residuals obtained from one and 

the same correlation table cannot be regarded as entirely independent. 
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Instead of comparing each residual with the corresponding error 

(as in the two preceding methods), the authors of many research 
theses are content to compare the absolute mean of the residuals 
(or their root-mean-square) with the mean deviation (or the 

standard error) to be expected by chance. Usually, the latter is 
computed from the probable or standard error either of the mean 
correlation1 or (less usually) of a zero correlation,2 with a sample of 
the size observed. But I agree with Guilford that, for exact 

purposes, “ this criterion is too crude.” 3 Not infrequently it leads 

to the extraction of too few factors. The standard deviation of the 
residuals may be only equal to, or even less than, the standard error 
of the mean correlation; yet several isolated residuals may be more 
than twice the standard error of the corresponding correlations. 

The Measurement of the Hierarchical Tendency.—The 
relative importance of the several factors (<z) in each of the 
tests is specified by the squares of saturation coefficients and 
(h) in the matrix as a whole is specified by the factor- 
variances, i.e. by the sums of those squares. In an earlier 
paper I have shown that, by repeated self-multiplication or 
£ squaring/ any matrix, if not already hierarchical, will be 
reduced sooner or later to a hierarchical form as nearly 
perfect as we desire ([102], p. 186). When this stage is 
ultimately reached, the figures in the leading diagonal will 
be proportional to the squares of the saturation coefficients 
for the first factor. The speed with which a hierarchical 
pattern is thus approached depends essentially on the 
amount of separation between the first latent root and the 

even when due to no common factor : for the errors of correlations are 

themselves correlated; and, if some of the errors are large, the consistency 

conditions that must necessarily obtain may of themselves produce some slight 

hierarchical tendency. To take this into account would require an elaborate 

correction of the ordinary formula; but in most cases the correction is of an 

order that does not seriously affect a broad determination along the simpler 

lines. See M. Davies, 4 The General Factor among Persons ’ (unpublished 

appendix to thesis): cf. also Pearson and Filon,4 On the Probable Errors of 

Frequency Constants and the Influence of Random Selection on Correlation/ 

Phil. Trans., CXCI, A, pp. 229-311; and Pearson 4 On Lines and Planes 

of Closest Fit/ Phil. Mag., II, p. 559 et seq. (which deals more particularly 

with the fitting of principal axes in the case of more than two variables). 

1 Cf. [84], p. 147. 

2 Cf. [107], p. 45. 
* Loc. cit., p. 495. 
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rest. Obviously if the first latent root—i.e. the factor- 
variance for the first factor—is equal to the total test- 
variance and all the other latent roots are zero, the amount 
of separation is a maximum. We may, therefore, assess the 
hierarchical tendency of any given matrix by comparing the 
figures in its leading diagonal with those in the leading 
diagonal of its square or higher power.1 

Let fix (= rig in Spearman’s notation) denote the satur¬ 
ation of the fth test with the first (or ‘ general ’) factor 
(g), and similarly for the other factors. Let vx — E/2tl 
denote the factor-variance for the first factor (i.e. the 
largest ‘ latent root ’ of the correlation matrix), and 
similarly for other factors. And let trR denote the ‘ trace ’ 
of the matrix R, that is, the sum of the elements in its 
leading diagonal (i.e. of the ‘ self-correlations,’ ‘ test- 
variances,’ or ‘ communalities,’ as they are variously called, 
when R is a correlation or covariance matrix.) Then, if 
R is hierarchical, trR = E/2ix ; and, on squaring and re¬ 
squaring this hierarchical matrix, we shall have 

trR (trKf ^2? 

ir(R*) 

(trR)* = ^4 (say)> - - * 

all equal to unity. If, however, R is not hierarchical, any 
one of these ‘ trace-ratios5 may still be used to measure its 
hierarchical tendency, which we can now define as the speed 
with which self-multiplication produces the hierarchical 
form. Each of the ratios, as I hope to show, can be given 
an easily intelligible interpretation; and each has its own 
special advantages in answering a special form of the funda¬ 
mental question. 

Adopting the terminology proposed in a previous paper the three 
ratios may be called the criterion of first, second, and fourth 
moments respectively.2 Now the use of second moments, as is 
there explained, is equivalent in principle to the well-known device 
of correlating the columns of correlations. And since this is a more 
familiar conception I shall endeavour to elucidate the special merits 
of each of these three criteria from that particular standpoint, 

1 A more rigorous but technical proof is given in [115], p. 162. 

2 [93h P* 2$7> footnote 1 ; [102], p. 178. 
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relying rather on suggestive analogies than on technical proofs to 
make the various possibilities intelligible to the non-mathematical 

^Tke Intercolumnar Correlation as a Hierarchical Criterion.— 

According to the definition of a hierarchy accepted here,1 a table is 

hierarchical if its rows (or columns) are all proportional to one 
another. With this definition, the completeness with which a given 

set of coefficients tends to the hierarchical form can be judged by 
the 6 unadjusted correlations ’ between its rows (or columns). If 
the coefficients in the matrix are distributed entirely at random,2 3 * * 
then we might expect the correlations between every pair of rows (or 

columns) to be approximately zero ; if, on the other hand, the 
matrix is perfectly hierarchical, all the rows will be in perfect 
correlation with each other, either positive or negative : that is, 

in matrix notation, 

D-lRRD~~h = 
o 
i 

o 

o 
or 

i 

± I 

± i 
I 

± * 

± I 

dt 1 db 1 

respectively, where £>“* is a diagonal matrix containing the recipro¬ 
cals of the saturation coefficients ug. To get rid of the alternative 

signs,8 when they appear, we must (as we shall see in a moment) 

1 Cf. above, p. 149. The original and more general notion of a hierarchy 

was based, as its name implies, on the broader principle of * constant order or 

rank.’ On this basis the intercolumnar correlation criterion, which could be 

derived from the order or rank of the tests in each column, seemed more 

appropriate than the previous criterion based on proportionality. The dis¬ 

tinction is important because, as Dr. Stephenson reminds me, a good many 

investigators (himself for one) would regard the application of the tetrad- 

difference criterion as only the most special and stringent form of test 

(cf. [97], p. 359). Spearman himself has not, I think, explicitly agreed with the 

identification of a hierarchy with a matrix of unit rank: but it would seem 

that he would agree that a perfect hierarchy might be defined as a matrix 

having unit rank, except for the diagonal elements, and containing positive 

intercorrelations only. 
2 This is not quite the same as saying that the scores on which those 

coefficients are based are distributed entirely at random. In that case, it 

should be remembered, the errors in the correlation coefficients tend them¬ 

selves to be correlated. 
3 In the usual statement of the intercolumnar criterion, a negative value 

is taken to imply the presence of more than one factor and the absence there¬ 

fore of a true hierarchical pattern. Thus, what I term a bipolar hierarchy 

Stephenson considers should always be analysed into two factors. Thurstone 
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either reverse the signs of half the columns in the table before 

correlating or (better still) square the correlations after correlating. 

By an ‘ unadjusted correlation5 I mean a product-moment 

coefficient based on the absolute deviations, instead of on the devia¬ 

tions about the means.1 Spearman’s form of the criterion uses 

ordinary or 4 adjusted ’ correlations.2 He himself has drawn 

attention to two defects attending its use.3 But in the simpler 

form in which I have proposed it the criterion would seem to escape 

both of these objections. In one guise or another, the inter- 

columnar correlation has been freely employed in the past ; and the 

principle involved has consequently become familiar to students 

who are unacquainted with the conception of matrix rank. Hence 

it will perhaps make the simplest starting-point for our discussion.4 

gives the correct statement : “ if the correlational matrix is of rank one then 

the correlation between any pair of columns is + i or — i.” ([84], p. 135 : 

the converse is not necessarily true unless the unadjusted correlation is used. 

1 [102], p. 179 f. Note that (as was there pointed out) “adjusting the 

absolute product-moment so as to obtain a product-moment about the 

mean ” (though nearly always carried out by those who have used the 

‘ intercolumnar correlation ’ as a criterion) “ spoils the test of proportion¬ 

ality,” if by a hierarchy we are to understand a matrix of rank one. Thus, 

Dr. Carey’s example of a perfect hierarchy (loc. cit. sup., p. 2), where the rows 

of correlations form an arithmetical progression, would not be a perfect 

hierarchy by my criterion, though it would be a perfect hierarchy if the 

ordinary adjusted correlation between columns was employed. 

To bring out the analogy with more familiar devices and also to avoid 

confusing the beginner by introducing more precise technical terms, I shall 

continue to call the standardized absolute product-moment a c correlation,’ 

just as I sometimes speak of the absolute root-mean-square as an4 (unadjusted) 

standard deviation.’ With a bipolar table, such as a table of residuals 

obtained with the simple summation method, the mean of each row or 

column is zero : hence the unadjusted and adjusted correlations and standard 

deviations are identical. As I have pointed out elsewhere, there are grounds 

for regarding all correlation tables obtained in psychology as essentially 

bipolar tables, the ordinary initial table of positive coefficients constituting 

simply the north-west quarter of a doubly symmetrical bipolar table. 

2 It was first systematically employed by Spearman and Hart in their joint 

paper on 4 General Ability, its Existence and Nature ’ [24]. 
3 Abilities of Man, p. ix. 

4 I am much indebted to T. L. Barlow for making a comparative study 

of the following formulae (and several others) at my suggestion. In place of 

my own somewhat elaborate algebraic deduction, based on the 4 canonical 

expansion of the correlation matrix,’ I have mainly followed his simplified 

method of exposition, as being more easily intelligible to the ordinary student. 

Space compels me to omit the concrete arithmetical examples, which 

illustrated and gave point to his analogies. 
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With, a covariance matrix, or with a correlation matrix whose 

self-correlations are known, we have merely to calculate and 
standardize the product-sums for the rows or columns taken in pairs. 
To reduce the \n (n — i) intercolumnar correlations to a single 

figure, their average has commonly been taken. Let us glance first, 
therefore, at the criterion which this direct calculation appears to 

supply. , . 
If in factorizing the original table of observed correlations..we 

follow the method of weighted summation, there is a very simple 
relation between the factor variances of the correlation matrix and 
its square or higher powers : we have, in fact (with the usual 
notation), Rm = LVmL\ With a perfect hierarchy this means that 
the (unadj usted) product-sum on which the intercolumnar correlation 

for any two tests is based is simply vx times the observed correlation 
between those tests. Thus, on summing all the product-sums to 

obtain an average, we have ZZpij = Zr$ (Zn&)2 = vxZZtij. 
But now, it may be asked, why correlate a second time ? Why not 
be content with 4 first moments 5 ? For, on dividing both sides by 
v we apparently obtain a very simple test which has indeed been 

actually employed,1 viz. ZZry = (Zrig)2: i.e. the sum of the 
correlations should be equal to the square of the sum of saturations 
for the one and only c general? factor. This requirement, it will be 
noted, is very similar to that which we reached on the basis of the 
tetrad-difference equation, except that the correlations on the one 

side of the equation, and the saturation coefficients on the other 

side, are not squared before they are summed. 
To this proposal, however, there are two obvious objections. 

First, with a bipolar hierarchy, such as that which might be found 
in a table of residuals obtained by the centroid method, both 
ZZfij and Zng = o ; hence, if we attempt to sum the residuals (as 
Thurstone does for his 4 first moments ’ criterion) we are bound to 
adopt some arbitrary convention for changing negative coefficients 
to positive. This difficulty, it will be observed, is obviated by the 
squaring just referred to. Secondly, with the centroid method of 
calculating rigi the equation is true of all tables ; this particular 
criterion therefore turns on the identity of rig as determined by the 
methods of simple summation and weighted summation respectively. 
But the simplicity of the reduction thus obtained with the method 

of weighted summation prompts a practical suggestion : if after all 
only the sum of the intercolumnar correlations is required, is there 
not a much speedier way of reaching, or at least of estimating, the 

final figure ? 

1 ByJ. E. Watson, in an unpublished thesis. 
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The table of \n(n — 1) intercolumnar correlations offers much 

the same problems as the initial table of \n(n — 1) observed 

correlations. The number of items now correlated (n) will almost 

invariably be much smaller than the number of persons correlated 

for the initial table (.N) : only in one or two researches does it exceed 

30.1 Hence, in testing significance, we should in strictness adopt 

the principles proposed by recent statistical writers for testing small 

samples. In at least two respects, however, a set of intercolumnar 

correlations will differ from ordinary correlations : the sampling 

distribution of the variables correlated, namely, correlation co¬ 

efficients, is not normal; and the degrees of freedom will be still 

further restricted. If we retain this line of approach, it would not 

be difficult to modify the usual proofs to take both these peculiarities 

into account. But, as I have indicated below, if we are aiming at 

great precision, a somewhat different mode of attack would seem 

desirable. However, with the rough data available in psychology, 

precise determinations are out of the question. Hence, in an 

elementary discussion we may ignore these further refinements. 

On the other hand, with a chance distribution of the coefficients 

we may reasonably assume that both the means and the standard 

deviations of all the columns would be alike. In particular, with a 

table of residual correlations (for which we chiefly need our criteria) 

the means, as obtained by the simple summation method (the 

‘ centroid method,’ as Thurstone terms it) are zero. It is true, as we 

have just seen, that the average intercolumnar correlation (even when 

the correlated coefficients are not distributed at random) will also 

be zero : for half the correlations will be numerically identical with 

the reversed half, but will have opposite signs. But the propor¬ 

tionality criterion will remain unaffected if, following the device 

familiarized by Thurstone and used by him in testing the significance 

of his residual tables, the variables for one half of the table are 

reversed in sign. 

When the means and standard deviations of each column 
are identical, there is, as we have already seen, a very simple 

1 Notably in the recent remarkable study by Thurstone to which reference 

will frequently be made in the sequel [122]. Here 57 tests applied to 240 

persons were correlated for the initial correlation table. With the method 

of correlation employed, however, the standard error is said to be about *09 

(p. 61). Thurstone does not apply his earlier suggestions to demonstrate 

whether the correlation matrix is of rank one (e.g. the intercolumnar or 

proportionality criteria [15], pp. 134—5), although, as we shall see, almost 

all the latent roots except the first are of doubtful significance. 
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way of approximating to the average intercorrelation, for 
it is then identical with the intraclass correlation,1 that is, 
as we may call it here, with the intracolumnar correlation 
This, it will be remembered, can be calculated very easily 
from the ratio of two variances. Moreover, for testing the 
significance of such a correlation (or of the variation on 
which such a correlation depends) it is customary to proceed 
by directly comparing two variances or two standard 
deviations. We are therefore naturally led to inquire 
whether, on the hypothesis of non-significance, we cannot 
adopt this abridged method of computation, and at the 
same time find some simple ratio analogous to the ratio of 
two variances, used in the analysis of variance (the 6 F- 
ratio ’), or to the ratio of two standard deviations, used in 
calculating the more familiar ‘ correlation ratio? tj, for the 
purposes of the test. 

Under the conditions just specified the relation between 
the average intercolumnar correlation and the corre¬ 
sponding ‘ correlation ratio5 is given by the equation 
formulated above, namely, 

nif — i 

where n is the number of variables correlated, and yf is 
ordinarily defined as the ratio of the variance of the means 
of arrays to the total variance (cr*2). The test of 

<j 2 
significance then turns on the ratio—F = —.m—- 

/r 2 . fx 2 

When the initial correlation matrix is hierarchical and the 
intercolumnar correlations are all perfect, t]2 and p both 
take their maximum value, namely, i. But when the 
initial correlations are distributed by chance, t]2 is not 

zero, but * ; if, however, we assume that the total variance 
n 

is n> then p is zero. Thus, p may be regarded as a correction 

1 Cl. above, p. 275 ; also Yule and Kendall [no], pp. 253-8, or Fisher 

[5°]> PP* 198—203 (the latter includes an examination of the sampling error 
of the intraclass correlation). 
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(or partial1 correction) of 7f so that it ranges from o to 1. 
The analogy with the analysis of variance is clear, but for 

obvious reasons far from perfect.2 Nevertheless, if, after 

finding the factor-variances, we base the calculation of vj2 
on one or other of the trace-ratios enumerated above, we 

shall find that several instructive results may be reached. 

The Economy Ratio.—First, however, let us glance at the most 

simple substitution of all. If with Thurstone we could assume that 

the complete correlation matrix has an exact, assignable rank r 
(where r^n), we could take the total variance to be analysed, 

namely c*2, as approximately equal to r<jm2, and write 7]2 = *. 

The above formula for p would then reduce to an easily intelligible 

expression, depending essentially on the ratio of the number of tests 

(n) to the number of common factors (r), or, in more technical 

language, on the ratio of the order of the correlation matrix to 

its rank. We should have p = n I) = ^ (say)> an 

expression which I have called the ‘ economy ratio.5 When r = n, 

E = o ; and the factorization leads to no economy in the number of 

variables. When r — 1, E — 1 ; the economy is perfect, and the 

matrix hierarchical. And between these limits E might be regarded 

as measuring the simplicity of the correlational pattern, and 

therefore of the group of processes tested. 

With an empirical correlation or covariance matrix, however, to 

1 Strictly rf 

2X1 

n— I 

n{N — I) 
<y> 

Thus, if the correlation in the 

4 infinite population ? is zero, rj2 tends to the value ^ ^_ - = - when 

the sample is large enough for us to write N for (N — 1) after the fashion 

of the older formulas. On the need for correcting vf see Kelley [47], p. 240 

and references. 
2 In particular, here and subsequently, the usual indications for the degrees 

of freedom will not hold. For more precise work, however, an entirely 

different line of attack would seem desirable: e.g. it would be better to 

deduce the expression for the total variance either from the distribution 

of the original scores or from independent data showing the amount of 

unreliability included in those scores. This, however, leads to complicated 

expressions and laborious calculations, such as the inexact data of the psycho¬ 

logist would hardly warrant. 
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assign an exact rank is hardly practicable. We know that the 
majority of the factors have no statistical significance ; but, until 
we have applied a criterion of significance, we cannot say how "many 
of them can be treated as non-existent. We must, therefore, fall 
back on a less summary method of determining the ratio involved. 

According to the nature of the precise characteristic we are pro¬ 
posing to test, we may take the ratio between the observed and the 

maximum values for the standard deviations (or variances) of 
(i) the initial correlations or their residuals, (ii) the saturation 
coefficients derived from these correlations or residuals, (iii) the 

factor-variances derived from these saturation coefficients, or 
(iv) yet higher ‘ moments J derived from the factor-variances by 
carrying the same process to a further stage. 

(i) *Ihe Ratio of Residuals.—Let us begin by examining the 

means and variances of the residual correlations, since this form of 

comparison has been adopted by Thurstone in his last, most interest- 
ing research. Consider the matrices of residual correlations, 
obtained after eliminating s,s + i factors from an empirical 

n X n correlation matrix. The relative importance of two successive 
factors may be expressed by comparing either the mean deviations 
or the standard deviations (or variances) of the two successive sets of 
residuals. If (as usual) the residual matrices are bipolar, we can 
take the ratio of the variances to be 

EEr$24-x  y2_}_a -f- vn2 
ESrsz vs2 + l-\- vs2jr i-\- ... -j- 

Let us first put s = o. We then have, for the first of these ratios, 

Ev2 

- . This ratio will certainly vary with the size of and 
v^+Ev2 v 

2 

will therefore give some indication of the hierarchical tendency of the 
initial matrix. But as a measure of that tendency it is not cast in 
so convenient a form as the ratios already proposed. 

Let us now- put r = number of significant factors. Since Thur¬ 
stone deals with a reduced correlation matrix of minimum rank, we 
may designate that minimum rank (» - i). Then the rank of the 
residual matrix will be (say) u=n~s-t. Hence (s + t) of its n 

latent roots (or factor-variances, as we call them, in dealing with a 
correlation table) will be zero. But if all the significant factors 
have already been extracted, then we should expect the u remaining 
non-zero^ Jactor-variances to be approximately equal. Then 

J72>/ = 2«* = uv\ After extracting one more factor, the 
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sums of the squares of the new residuals will be equal to (u — i) **. 

Hence the ratio of the two sums +1 — u 1 — n s -—1 • 
ZZrs2 u n — s — t ’ 

and the ratio of the standard deviations of the two successive sets 

t — i 

t 
of residuals will be 

/ n — s — 
-. Accordingly, when the ratio 

reaches this value, it might be supposed that the residual correlations 

whose squares have been summed for the denominator are deter¬ 

mined entirely by chance. 

Thurstone plots a curve for the standard deviations of the first 

13 sets of residuals obtained in his research ([17], p. 64) ; and the 

foregoing result fits the prolongation of his curve sufficiently well. 

He offers, however, no criterion based on these standard deviations ; 

but proposes instead an empirical rule based on a similar comparison 

of sums or means, i.e. upon the mean deviations. When s significant 

factors have been extracted, “ so that only chance variation remains 

in the residuals,” 1 then, he suggests, a /\ where 
V Zj jLiT5 71 

ZZrs and ZZrs + x denote the numerical sum of the values of the 

residuals, calculated regardless of sign. This rule, however, does 

not make allowance for the fact that we are dealing with 4 reduced ’ 

matrices. To indicate the approach to equality, the foregoing 

argument suggests we should rather take 

ZZrs +1_u — i n — s — t — I 

ZZrs u n — s — t 

Let us test this formula by applying it to Thurstone’s own data. 
His correlations are based on 57 tests. Consequently the minimum 
rank of the initial correlation matrix will be 47. After extracting 
13 factors, the rank of the residual matrix should be 34. Hence the 
foregoing formula suggests that the ratio of the sums of the two 
successive residuals will be approximately §£ = *971, provided the 
remaining factor-variances are equal. Actually, the observed ratio 
(based on factorization by simple, not weighted, summation) is given 
by Thurstone as *960, and is apparently still rising : the preceding 
figures are *921, *945, so that it would seem that equality has not 

yet been reached. 
For Thurstone’s two 8-variable tables with no common factors 

we should have 4 as the minimum rank ; the ratio would therefore 
be | = -750 : Thurstone’s calculations give *774 and -742 respec¬ 

tively, averaging *757* For three 20-variable tables with 1, 2, 
and 4 significant factors to be extracted, his own criterion gives the 

1 Loc. cit.y p. 66. 
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same figure for all three cases, namely, *950 2 = *903 ; mine gives 
•923, *917, and *900 respectively. It seems clear that a diminishing, 
not a constant, ratio is required ; the observed figures are *901, -874, 
•847. They are followed (where further figures are given) by 
higher figures in each case : no doubt, therefore, the selection of 

‘ random coefficients ’ was not perfectly random. 
There is at least one strong objection to Thurstone’s statement of 

the position. If we accept the usual borderline for statistical signifi¬ 

cance, there will, as a rule, be a wide interval of uncertainty after we 
have eliminated the s significant factors and before we reach figures 
in which “ only chance variation remains.” The transition from 
significantly diminishing factor-variances to factor-variances that 
are virtually equal will not be sudden and abrupt. Thus, with 
Thurstone’s data I find it difficult to believe that any factors after 
the 5th or 6th at the very outside are really significant as judged by 
the ordinary convention. From that point the factor-variances 
should become increasingly equal; and at the 47th all the common 
factors, significant or non-significant, should (on Thurstone’s 
principles) be exhausted, since 47 is the rank of the ‘ reduced 
matrix.’ Actually, however, the factor-variances are much higher 
than the probable errors would suggest, and there seems little doubt 
that, with Thurstone’s method of extracting factors, even after 
47 had been extracted, there would still be appreciable but not 
genuinely significant residuals.1 I doubt, therefore, whether a 
criterion along these lines is satisfactory and, even if it were, whether 
it would be applicable to the residuals in question. 

(ii) First Moments,—In any given table of correlations or in any 
set of residuals obtained from them, the presence or absence of a 
conspicuous hierarchical pattern depends, as we have seen, on wide 
differences between the factor-variances. This means, first, that 
the first factor-variance must be relatively large ; secondly, that the 
other factor-variances must be relatively small. But, with bipolar 
factors, if the first factor-variance is to be large, the differences 
between its factor-saturations must be wide. Accordingly, let us 
consider this point first of all. 

The saturations that describe a factor are obtained, as we have 
already noted, by a process of averaging. In a sense, therefore, 
they are weighted class means. Consequently, we may attempt to 

1 I note, in studying figures in research theses, that residuals given after a 

number of factors have been extracted are often artificially enlarged: the 
chief causes seem to be using simple summation, constantly inserting the 

highest correlation in the leading diagonal, and not infrequently rounding 

off the initial correlations too rapidly. 
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evaluate the significance of the differences between these saturations 
along the lines followed in analysing variance. If we start with a 
table of residuals or with correlations obtained with a homogeneous 
population, the first factor will be bipolar, the means of the satura¬ 
tions will be approximately zero, and the adjusted variances 
approximately equal to the unadjusted. If we start with a table 
of initial correlations that are all positive, we can calculate the 
adjusted variance of the first factor-saturations in the usual way, or 
assume that the initial table is really part of a symmetrical bipolar 
table. For brevity I shall here assume that bipolar conditions may 
be presupposed throughout. We can then take the variance of 
saturations as proportional to 2 = v1; and the total variance 

i 
as proportional to EE = vx + v2 + ... -f vn. This latter 

i * 

expression also indicates the maximum value that vx can take ; it 
is at the same time identical with the sum of the variances of all the 
tests—the total variance in fact which our factorization analyses. 
Let us therefore put 

9.=m _ Efii _ v, 

trR ZZ/if vx v% -f- ... + vn v1 -f- vr 

where vr denotes the residual variance. We thus reach a more 
concrete interpretation of the first of the three 4 trace-ratios ? 
suggested above. If we regard as an ordinary correlation ratio, 
we may test its significance by applying one of the simpler standard 
formulae.1 

We may note that, with this interpretation of 7)2, (a) for a perfectly 
hierarchical distribution of the correlations, vx = 2z>/, r\x2 — 1, and 
5 = 1 as before ; (b) for a perfectly random distribution of the 

correlations, vx = v2 — ... = vn, ytf = and £ = o as before. 
n 

With intermediate cases, however, we have no data for directly 
estimating the total variance, Zvf. If, as is here assumed, we are 
adopting a summation method with minimal rank, the figure for 
Zvf is merely a theoretical lower limit : the upper limit is n.2 

1 Yule and McKendall, loc. cit., pp. 409, 453-4. Fisher, loc. cit.y p. 245. 

But see the comments in the following paragraph, which show that this is 
only a rough and practical test. 

2 The alternatives are similar to those described by Thurstone, when he 

distinguishes between working with a 4 reduced correlation matrix ’ R0 
(in which the 4 communalities ’ are substituted for the 4 complete test- 

variance ’) instead of with the 4 complete correlation matrix 5 .flq (in which 

the 4 diagonal entries are unity ’) ([15], p. 66). Where it is necessary 

to distinguish between the alternative formulae, I shall affix the same sub- 
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Hence we can only make a broad estimate of the general region in 

which factors begin to be non-significant. 
Nevertheless, the ratio to which we have thus been led offers the 

simplest way of describing the relative importance of the. several 

factors. If we take the upper limit, we are virtually assuming that 
the test-variances are all equal to unity, so that their sum Svf — n. 

The contribution of the kth factor to the total variance may then at once 

be expressed by the fraction This method was systematic¬ 

ally adopted by Miss Davies in comparing the importance of the 
4 general factor 5 with that of other factors in a long list of researches 
on correlating persons 1; and is also incidentally employed by Hotel¬ 

ling in his illustrative example ([79], p. 434). 
If we take the lower limit, with Svf <ny then it will generally 

be better to use the c corrected ’ formula, 

Pi! 
nrf 

Of = oV) 

(” ~~ *) vl~~ Vr 

(n — 1) (vx -f vr) 

This gives a formula analogous to the intracolumnar correlation 
and a figure analogous to the average intercolumnar correlation. 

As before px, unlike rf, can take values between o (for a perfectly 
random distribution) and 1 (for a perfect hierarchical distribution). 
With certain plausible assumptions, we can develop tests along the 
usual lines for the significance of this expression, which, it will be 

observed, takes n into account as well as N into account. 
(iii) Second Moments.—But we also require to test the significance 

of the differences between the several factor-variances themselves. 
We may attempt this in two ways. First, we may take the differ¬ 
ence between each pair separately; and in particular we may 
proceed (as Thurstone does) by comparing results from successive 
residual tables. Then, for a rough approximation we may regard 
these two tables as depending almost entirely on two independent 
factors; and we may consider the significance of a single correlation 
which could be analysed into these two dominant factors. In such 
a case n = 2 ; and the formula just described reduces to 

— vs — Vs + ,1 

p ~~ »*.+■»» +1 

script, and write, for instance, and (To call the former 4 reduced 

etayJ as I have previously done, proves a little misleading, since the4 reduction * 

of the variance magnifies eta.) 
1 Brit. J. Psychol, XXIX, p. 413. 
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Here Vvs and ■\/vs + l ai& standard deviations about the principal 
axes of the concentric frequency ellipses, and are consequently 
proportional to the lengths of those axes. They thus measure the 
tendency of the ellipses to broaden into circles or to ‘ condense ’ into 
a single straight line.1 The above expression may accordingly be 
described, as the condensation ratio 5 for two factors, p can be 
treated as a correlation between two variables in a population- 
sample of N individuals ; and the usual tests of significance applied. 
This method of determining whether one factor-variance is signifi¬ 
cantly greater than another has, in fact, been proposed by Hotelling 
(C79]> P- 434)- It will serve to show when we have reached a pair of 
residual factors whose difference is so small that it cannot safely be 
attributed to anything but chance : it will not serve to show that 
we have obtained a difference so large that the larger of the two 
factors is definitely significant. 

Systematically and completely carried out, however, this principle 
would lead us to examine, not merely the (n — i) differences be¬ 
tween successive factor-variances taken in pairs, but the \n (n — i) 
differences between all possible pairs. But that is precisely the 
type of situation which the analysis of variance has been devised to 
meet; and once again we may approach it from the standpoint of 
an intra-class correlation. Except for the final division by the 
number of items added, the factor-variances represent the means 
of the squares of their saturation coefficients ; and, just as we have 
summarized all the differences between the factor-saturations by 
their standard deviation (or its square), so we can summarize all the 
differences between the factor-variances by their standard deviation 
(or its square). Following the same lines as before, we shall be led 
to a criterion based upon the unadjusted variance of the factor- 

variances themselves, viz. ~ ZV/. The observed value of this 

expression we can compare with its maximum value ; and we obtain 

another correlation ratio v)22 = ylr-4 = the second of the 

three trace-ratios described above. If we compare this formula 
with the equality reached for * principal tetrad-difference criterion ’ 
(P* 335)f we niay describe the result as converting the tetrad- 
difference criterion into a tetrad-raJzo criterion. 

If, as before, we put Svf = Uvt = n, we can give this ratio a 

different interpretation. We Lave ,-na* = Thus, 
1 Ja (Zv^ n* ’ 

1 Cf. Marks of Examiners, p. 255, Yule and Kendall, p. 232, or figure 
21 in Brown and Thomson^ Essentials of Mental Measurement, p. 122. 

23 
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if the total variance is identified with the number of standardized 
tests the tetrad-ratio criterion may be regarded as indicating the 
variance1 of all the factor-saturations. Once again, it may be 

noted, the formula gives rJ22 = I for a perfect hierarchy, and y)22 = - 

for a perfectly random distribution. 
If we require a formula that gives zero for a perfectly random 

distribution, we may adopt an equation of the same form as before, 

viz ^ _ nyf~~ *. According to the detailed calculations that 

Mr Barlow has been good enough to make, when a chance hypo¬ 

thesis is being tested, Vfc appears to afford a convenient approxima¬ 
tion to the average of the intercolumnar correlations, and so saves 
calculating those correlations in detail: the agreement is apparently 
not so close when Vf~2 and the intercolumnar correlation are large 

There is however, a more interesting interpretation to the 
formula. If we attempt to interpret it geometrically, we see that 

it is a multi-dimensional version of the formula given above Vp2 
is in fact, the ratio of the observed (adjusted) standard deviation of 
the factor-variances to the maximum (adjusted) standard deviation. 
It might therefore be described as a £ condensation ratio ’ for n 
factors I may add that, when we have already decided on the 
number of significant factors contained in the matrix (e.g. by the 
procedure described on p. 339), it wiU be better t0 substitute that 
number (n say) for n (the number of correlated tests), and then, in 
comparing various factor-analyses derived from the same table, it 
■will be sufficient to calculate the numerator of the above ratio only, 
i.e. to take simply the adjusted standard deviation of the significant 

factors, viz. o~ (v*)’ aS baSlS °f comParison- 

(iv) Fourth Moments—We saw at the outset that one obvious 
difficulty in using the intercolumnar criterion with residual tables 
arose out of the fact that about half the resulting correlations were 
generally negative, so that their algebraic total was approximately 
zero. Instead of simply ignoring or ‘ reflecting ’ these negative 
signs (as in calculating a mean deviation), it is from a theoretical 
standpoint more satisfactory to eliminate them by squaring (as in 
calculating a standard deviation) (cf. [8], p. 183). With this modi- 
fication the figures obtained should all be equal to X, without any 

alternative sign. , . 
Now, as the table of observed coefficients approaches either a 

1 The unadjusted variance, if the saturation coefficients are not bipolar. 
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perfectly hierarchical or a perfectly random arrangement, all the 
intercolumnar correlations should become numerically equal. By 
its mode of calculation each correlation is the ratio between a 
product-sum^ and the geometrical mean of two square-sums. But if 
all these ratios are numerically equal, their squares will be equal; 
and, in order to find their average, instead of calculating the sum of 
the squared ratios, we can first square the numerators and denomina¬ 
tors and then take the ratio of the sums. We thus obtain : 

(p2) = zz p if ■■ 
Evf 

Wf* 
where Vf and vt9 as before, denote the factor-variances and the test- 
variances.1 

This expression is obviously related to the last of our trace-ratios ; 
and, if the preliminary calculations required by the trace-ratio have' 
already been carried out, that formula may be used instead. With 
either version, however, the arithmetic is somewhat laborious ; and 
from the few applications that have been made I am inclined to 
endorse Mr. Barlow’s verdict: “ the fourth (moment) criterion is of 
theoretical interest, but on the whole too elaborate and delicate for 
ordinary practical use.” It would seem to be most useful when the 
first two latent roots of the initial correlation matrix are nearly 
equal. 

The hierarchical criteria that I have attempted to deduce are 
descriptive in the first instance of the correlation matrix itself. 
Calculated as trace-ratios, they are independent of any form of 
analysis. In expressing them in terms of the factor-variances, 
however, I have assumed that the factors in question would be those 
obtained by weighted summation (or some closely equivalent method), 
i.e. that their variances would be identical with the latent roots 
of the correlation matrix, or at any rate with a set of figures giving a 
close approximation to the dominant roots. Thus converted they 
become descriptive of the derived factorial matrix rather than of the 
initial correlation matrix. It is but a natural extension of the under¬ 
lying principle to assume that, when computed as ratios of the 
variances or standard deviations of the factor-variances, the same 
formulae will supply comparable criteria for the factorial pattern 

1 Students who have used the same summation device to calculate 

Spearman saturation coefficients will be aware that, with the appreciable 

deviations that occur in non-hierarchical tables, the result of the abridged 

method of averaging often departs widely from the average obtained in the 

regular fashion. That occurs here : but my object is, not to deduce the 

criterion from the intercolumnar correlation, but rather to show the relation 
between the two principles. 
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itself, no matter how those factors have been obtained. Conse¬ 
quently, they may be used to compare different factorial analyses of 

one and the same correlation matrix, and in particular to examine 

the effect of rotation or other linear transformations. 

Summary.—Let me briefly recapitulate this somewhat 

prolix discussion, and indicate what I take to be the mos 

practicable methods at present available For testing signi¬ 

ficance the simplest method is to calculate x from the 

squared residuals. This is much speedier than calculating 

ah possible tetrad differences. For estimating hierarchical 

tendency the best criteria would seem to be those based on 

first or second moments. If we are interested more 

particularly in the relative contributions of the single 
factors (e.g. in the importance of the first factor the 
general factor ’) then the simplest procedure is to take the 

(unadjusted) variance of its saturations, %2 = ~> except 

where the number of tests is much greater than the number 

of significant factors: in that case it will be wiser to 

examine the contribution to the total significant variance 

instead of the contribution to the total standardized variance, 

i.e. to take ,V = £ instead of ,,,* = A If we desire 

a single index for dl factors, then, if » remains unaltered 

in the tables to be compared (as in comparing factors from 

the same correlation table before and after rotation), the 

simplest procedure will be to take the adjusted standard 

deviation of the two sets of factor-variances; In com¬ 

paring results from different correlation tables, where n 
may be different, it will be better to take the tetrad-differ¬ 

ence ratio, t)22- As before (except where the number of 

tests is much greater than the number of significant 

factors) we may assume Zvf= n, and the formula is the 

equivalent to examining the (unadjusted) variance of ail 

the saturations. The t condensation-ratio ? (]>%) requires 

slightly more elaborate calculations ; but would seem to 

have both the best theoretical basis and the most intelligible 

meaning, and so to be most appropriate for formal com 

parisons on a systematic scale. 
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Illustrative Results.—The value of these various criteria will be 
more evident if I give one or two brief instances of their application. 

(a) First-moment Criteria.—First of all, it is instructive to note 
that, when such criteria are applied to data obtained in psychology 
either by correlating tests or by correlating persons, the results 
obtained from different tables evince (with a few explicable excep¬ 
tions) a somewhat remarkable uniformity. Let us begin with the 

simplest criterion of all, namely, ^ This is a useful and 
n 

common device for estimating the importance of any given factor. 
Its application at once leads to a suggestive result. Provided 
neither the battery of tests nor the sample of persons is the outcome 
of specialized selection, and provided n is not so large as to disturb 
the method of comparison, it appears that the relative contributions 
of the factors to the total variance diminish in a fairly regular 
fashion. The general proportions are indicated in the first column 
of Table VII.1 When n is exceptionally large and the tests are more 
heterogeneous than usual, the proportions incline towards the lower 
of the values shown ; and, when the probable error is high, the steady 
diminution of the variances begins, as we have already seen, to get 
arrested as they approach figures of the order of the probable error. 

This conclusion would seem to be of some theoretical importance. 
Writers with such opposite views as Spearman and Thomson have 
emphasized the apparent fact that nearly all the correlation tables 
obtained by psychologists show a marked hierarchical character : 
“ the tendency to zero-tetrad differences,’5 we are told, “ is very 
strong in mental measurements ” ; “ in a complete family of correla¬ 
tion coefficients the rank of the correlation matrix tends towards 
unity and a random sample from this family will show the same 

1 These proportions are based mainly on an early review of tables of 

correlations between tests or traits carried out at my suggestion by Miss 

Jefferson. A similar review for tables of correlations between persons has 

been more recently undertaken by Miss Davies; the proportions are much 

the same, viz. *48, *11, -05, -03, . . . ([130], p. 412). Similar proportions 

are obtained with physical measurements, when reasonably comparable. 

Taking these proportions and the above criteria, we can reach a rough 

notion of the size of the sample that would be required to establish 2, 3, or 

more significant factors by analysing a table of correlations between tests. 

To obtain evidence that is reasonably conclusive we should require (in round 

numbers)T-for x factor at least 20 persons, for 2 factors at least 60, for 3 

factors at least 250, and for 4 factors about 1,000 ; but for merely suggestive 

figures smaller numbers may serve. However, as the fuller criteria clearly 

imply, the significance of the factors will depend, not only upon the 

number of persons tested, but also upon the number of tests employed. 
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TABLE VII 

Contributions of Factors to Total Variance 

Theoretical Values. Thurstone’s Data. 

Factors. 
vi vi 

n 
1^1 = _ * 

n 
cP1ai 

Before After Before After 
Rotation. Rotation. Rotation. Rotation. . 

I •30 to *50 •339 •072 •487 •IO4 

II •08 to *15 *082 •o6l •Il8 •087 

III *03 to *06 •050 •07I •07I •103 

IV •01 to -03 •03s •084 •050 *121 

V <•01 *033 •048 •047 •069 

V! \ •027 •05° •040 •O72 

VII •02 5 *046 *035 •066 

VIII •021 •072 •030 •IO4 

ix y <•005 •020 •049 •029 •069 

X •021 •046 •031 •066 

XI •024 •049 *034 •O7O 

XII ) •OI9 •048 •028 •069 

Total •42 to 75 * + •696 •696 I-000 1*000 

tendency.” 1 I have ventured to suggest that a truer description of 

the facts is not that the correlation tables tend to have a rank of 
one, i.e. only a single latent root, but that their latent roots, though 
numerous, are widely separated and exhibit much the same 
diminishing proportions—one being nearly always three or four 
times as large as any other and usually accounting, not, indeed, for 
all the variance, but for at least half the total significant variance. 

Given certain specifiable conditions, these proportions, and their 
mode of diminution, could, I think, be predicted on theoretical 
grounds.2 Hence it may be of interest to compare these general 
values with those actually obtained in the latest and most extensive 
research in which factor-analysis has been employed—Thurstone’s 
work on Primary Mental Abilities [17]. From the saturation co- 

1 [56], p. 139 f*[87]) P* 91 ; D32], PP- 5> 3*6* The tendency is not 
feculiar to fsyehological data, as these writers imply (y. pp, 357 and 486). 

2 Since analysis by multiple factors is a process of averaging deviations 

about preceding averages, the range of the correlations is reduced to rather 

more than half at each step : the treatment of the first factor as exclusively 

positive, instead of bipolar, produces the effect of missing a step. 
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efficients that he has tabulated, the factor-variances can be readily 
calculated for his 12 factors. The proportionate values are shown 
in the last four columns of Table VII. Since n is much higher than 
usual, the values will be exceptionally low if we treat n as the 
denominator (column 3). For the present comparison, therefore, 
it will be better to take as the divisor what Thurstone calls £C the 
significant common factor variance,55 i.e. the total factor variance 
for the first 12 factors (Ehf in his notation), namely, 39*6,:1 in short, 
to use qT]^ instead of 1y]x2. It will be seen that, except for certain 
explicable peculiarities in the tail, the form of the curve is very 
similar to that already indicated by the theoretical values in the 

first column. 
One or two points call for a passing comment, (i) The increase in 

the factor-variances at the 10th and nth factors is evidently due to 
Thurstone’s change of procedure : “ at the 10th factor a refinement 
was introduced . . . that increases the amount of the total variance 

that is accounted for by each new factor.55 The anomalous swelling 
towards the end of the tail is thus at once explained, (ii) With 
tests applied to 240 persons we should expect coefficients represent¬ 
ing a true correlation of zero to be distributed about zero with a 
standard error of ^ -o6 and a probable error of ^ *04 : these figures 
seem to agree with the standard deviations given by Thurstone for 
his residuals. Accordingly, it is only natural to find the factor- 
variances diminishing far more slowly when they reach this level. 
That explains the further peculiarities towards the end of the table, 
(iii) Since, however the tetrachoric correlation was used, Thurstone 
tells us that their standard error should be placed at a higher 
figure than usual, namely, about *09 (p. 61). Now the standard 
deviation of the first set of residuals gives a figure of only -127 and 
of the second set *098. After all, therefore, it may be doubted 
whether more than one or two factors at most can be considered as 
definitely established, and whether the evidence for more than two 
or three others is even suggestive. On external grounds I certainly 
suspect that at least half a dozen factors are probably operative : 
but the intrinsic evidence by itself can hardly be cited as disproving 
Spearman’s doctrine of a single 4 general factor.’ 

(b) Second-moment Criteria.—But, as I have already argued, the 

real issue is not to prove or disprove the existence of such a single 

1 Thurstone, of course, does not profess to analyse the total amount of 

variance (i.e. since his tests are presumed to be in standard measure), but 

only that part of it that is attributable to common factors : this amount in 

turn is made as small as possible by keeping the number of common factors as 

small as possible. 
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‘ general factor,’ but to show how completely the correlations as 
they stand can be explained by the high variances, not of one factor 
but of a very few. Let us therefore turn to a measurement of the 
general hierarchical tendency, and from 4 first-moment5 criteria to 
‘ second.’ As before we may begin by considering the theoretical 
figures suggested by the general trend of the earlier correlation 
tables previously published. Taking the higher of the theoretical 
proportions in Table VII, we may say that the unadjusted standard 
deviation of the factor-variances tends in most tables to rise towards 
a figure of (With an indefinitely large number of variables, 
therefore, the adjusted standard deviation will also tend towards 
that figure, so long as the correlations remain preponderantly 
positive : with a limited number of tests, the adjusted standard 
deviation will be much lower.) If the total variance remained the 
same, the corresponding standard deviation for a perfect hierarchy 
would be *75Vn* Hence for the ordinary type of table the tetrad- 

difference ratio 0y]22 will be in the neighbourhood of *50 ; 

for a perfect hierarchy the figure would, as we have seen, soar to 
i*oo. We may thus say that, as a general rule, a ratio appreciably 
above *50 may be considered as indicating an unusually close 
approach to the hierarchical pattern ; and a ratio appreciably 
below -25 an unusually close approach to equal or equalized factor- 
variances. 

Let us compare this with actual results.1 I shall again choose 
the two tables analysed by Thurstone, chiefly because his con¬ 
clusions seem at first sight most strongly opposed to Spearman’s 
views on hierarchical tendencies. At the same time his figures 
will enable us to see how far the theoretical criteria are applicable 
to data which fall short of the requisite conditions in two or three 
common respects : first, an approximate method of analysis- 
simple summation instead of weighted—has been employed, so that 
the factor-saturations are not strictly independent, and the factor- 
variances are not exactly equal to the latent roots ; secondly, not all 
the factors have been extracted ; thirdly, the high probable errors 
have apparently increased the variances of the less dominant 
factors. 

Let us begin with Thurstone’s illustrative analysis of Brigham’s 
table for 15 intelligence-tests ([15], pp. 108 et seq) : this is typical 
of the more usual table, and Thurstone has also appended an 
analysis by weighted summation. With the latter method (p. 133) 

1 Once again I am indebted to calculations made by Mr. Eysenck (for 

Thurstone’s work) and Mr. Barlow (for that of earlier investigators). 
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the factor-variances are approximately -34w, *09«, -03n, and *02n. 

The unadjusted standard deviation is *34\/w ; the total communal- 
ity is 6-965, i.e. i-8oyVz; and the tetrad-difference ratio v]22 is -554. 
With the method of simple summation (pp. 117, 131) the factor- 
variances for the first three factors are slightly diminished and that 
for the last slightly increased ; this reduces 7}2a to -552. The 
difference is negligible. And thus, whichever way it is analysed, the 
correlation table shows a hierarchical tendency quite as marked as 
any that would be found in the majority of earlier tables, including 
those of the Spearman school. 

When we turn to the figures obtained from Primary Mental 
Abilities ([17], pp. 113-4), we obtain much the same figure for the 
unadjusted standard deviation, namely, *36\/n; but Thurstone’s 
figure for the total communality is now 39-62 = 5*25^/^. Owing 
to the increase in the community the figure for the tetrad-difference 
ratio is much lower, namely, r\f = -27. The reduction is due to 
the extraction of an exceptionally large number of factors (12 in 
all) of which the majority make (as will be seen from Table VII 
above) only small and probably non-significant contributions— 
though even these seem to have been exaggerated by the method 
of calculation (particularly, I imagine, by the high probable error 
introduced by the tetrachoric procedure). These more doubtful 
factors tend rather to obscure the effect of the few dominant and 

significant factors. 
E ffect of Rotation.—The comparisons are simpler when we turn to 

study different factorial matrices obtained from the same correlation 
table, and therefore based on the same number of tests and, as a 
rule, on the same number of factors. For this problem we decided, 
it will be remembered, to work with the adjusted standard devia¬ 
tions or variances, and calculate a ‘ condensation-ratio.5 

With Brigham’s correlation table, the number of factors actually 
extracted is very small. We shall therefore assume that the 
variances of the unextracted factors are approximately zero. For 
the adjusted standard deviation of the factor-variances we then 
obtain a figure of 1-26 with both simple and weighted summation ; 
the maximum would be 1*74. The condensation-ratio (ratio of the 
observed and maximum values of the adjusted variances) is thus 
p2 = -52 (the figure could, of course, be calculated directly from 
the value for t}2 by the formula given on p. 353). Now, when Thur- 
stone rotates the axes to obtain a ‘ simple structure,’ the new factor- 
variances are—verbal factor 2-06, numerical factor 0-91, and visuo- 
kinaesthetic 0-72 (p. 169) ; the standard deviation of these and the 
remaining factor-variances must therefore be well below 0*57. 
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Thus the rotation reduces the condensation ratio to p2 = -io or less. 
This means that, instead of concentrating or condensing nearly all 

the variance into one dominant factor, the demand for simple 

structure ’ has spread the variances more equally among the three 

‘ group-factors.’ . 
When the number of tests and factors is large, the simplest 

procedure will be to base the standard deviation on the significant 
factors only. In RtiwuiTy j4biliti&s Thurstone extracts 12 

factors for his 57 tests. If we assumed that there were (57 —12) = 
45 more factors, all with a variance of zero, we should be misrepre¬ 
senting his procedure, since the centroid method claims to be 
based in theory on a matrix of minimum rank and in practice on the 
smallest number of significant factors. For the 12 factors actually 
extracted we find that the standard deviations of the variances are 
4.93 before rotation and 074 after rotation. Once again, therefore, 
the rotation produces a most remarkable flattening. Such effects, 
as we saw at the outset, were to be anticipated on general grounds ; 
and in this instance the result was obvious at a glance once a 
parallel table of factor-variances had been compiled. But by using 
a quantitative criterion, we are now able to compare the amount 

of such changes in different cases. 
One or two of the c rotated factors,’ it will be seen, stand out as 

more important than the rest, notably those which Thurstone terms 

V (‘ Verbal relations ’), R (‘ Reasoning ’—a miscellaneous group that 
Thurstone finds it difficult to classify), and S (‘ Visuo-spatial,’ 
apparently corresponding to the ‘ perceptual g ’ of Spearman and 
Stephenson). Now the cognitive processes thus specified are 
precisely those which are held to characterize the most efficient 
tests of general intelligence. Once again, therefore, it is evident 
that the results are not so inconsistent with the theory of general 
intelligence as Thurstone suggests. Spearman himself would 
emphasize the common characteristics shared by all these tests— 
namely, the eduction of relations and correlates : Thurstone, on the 
other hand, stresses the specific or material characteristics peculiar 
to each one. That these latter are relatively inessential to the 
definition of the factor seems obvious when we discover that among 
the tests which have high saturations for the ‘ visuo-spatial ’ factor 
are ‘ Syllogisms,’ * Verbal Classification,’ and ‘ Sound Grouping ’ 
(classification of words according to similarities of sound)—-tests 
which are neither visual nor spatial but must depend largely on the 

eduction of logical relations. 
Such figures do not necessarily invalidate the results given in the 

factorial matrix obtained by rotation. On the contrary, as we have 
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already seen, those results are very much what we should expect 
with discontinuous groups of tests. But in that case it would 
appear more natural to seek such a structure from the outset, and 
employ the simple group-factor method.1 

In conclusion, let me deprecate the idea that a c simple structure 3 
of the kind illustrated by Table I on p. 151 of Thurstone’s book is 
necessarily to be sought in any and every analysis, and that its 

1 In this case it seems unnecessary to proceed with the more elaborate 

calculations and compare the condensation-ratios. It may, however, be of 

interest to append Mr. Eysenck’s further computations. Taking Thurstone’s 

figure for the total test-variance, namely, 39*62, he at once obtains for the 

“ maximum variance, unadjusted and unaveraged,” i.e. (Z^)2, a figure of 

1569*74. The actual variance, ZV/2, is before rotation, 421*80, after rotation 

138*00. Hence the tetrad-difference ratios, 0^22, are *27 and *09 respectively 

and p2, *22 and *03 respectively. Here we notice that the retention of a 

larger number of factors with low variances in the unrotated matrix already 

produces a somewhat unusual degree of spreading. He also shows that the 

group-factor method yields, by a very quick and easy procedure, a 4 simple 

structure ’ very similar to Thurstone’s own, supplemented by a general factor 

of the Spearman type which accounts for the peculiarities described in the 

following paragraph in the text. (I am much indebted to Mr. Eysenck for 

allowing me to incorporate some of his calculations and comments in the 

above discussion; a fuller account of his work will be found in his doctorate 

thesis). 
I may add that, if one c general ’ factor is retained, and the other common 

factors are replaced by group factors, the flattening will, of course, be less 

marked, but still, as a ride, quite conspicuous: thus, with my own data for 

scholastic tests, the four significant factors extracted by weighted summation 

have a standard deviation of 1*71 ; when they have been rotated to one 

general and three group-factors, their standard deviation is reduced to 1*19. 

The effect of rotation, it will be seen, is roughly to halve the variance ([128] 

P* 55)* 
More recently still, another of my former students, Dr. J. G. Taylor, has 

subjected one of Webb’s correlation tables for character qualities to a rota¬ 

tion somewhat resembling that advocated by Thurstone : on calculating the 

factor-variances from his saturation coefficients, I find that their standard 

deviation is 1*79 before rotation, and o*68 after rotation. Here the variance 

is reduced to one-seventh ; and once again the transformation to a 4 simple 

structure ’ tends to level out the differences between the factors {Brit. J. 
Psychol., XXX, pp. 158, 161). If, however, we retain a general emotional 

factor, as Webb himself and I should be inclined to do, then, with the group- 

factor method, a factor-pattern is quickly obtained which fits the initial 

correlations more closely, and is not only consistent with the conclusions 

already drawn by Webb and Maxwell Garnett from these data, but also 

exhibits the more specialized character-qualities on which Dr. Taylor lays 

chief stress. 
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validity is sufficiently guaranteed by the elegance of the mathe¬ 
matical demonstration. That, indeed, is not my own interpretation 
of Thurstone’s statements: but other readers seem to have inferred 
some such intention. May I, therefore, repeat that, in my view, the 
kind of structure to be required in a factorial matrix is not something 
that can be laid down a priori once for all, but something that is 
necessarily determined by the selection of tests in each particular 
case ? In every psychological field it would be quite easy to 
choose a set of tests which almost certainly would, and another set 
which almost certainly would not, conform with a pattern like that 

illustrated in the table cited. 
Thus, Brigham’s 15 tests—6 definitely verbal, 4 definitely 

numerical, and 5 definitely visuo-kinsesthetic—naturally lead (as we 

have seen) to group-factors that do not overlap—a ‘ simple structure ’ 
of the step-ladder type. But we might easily include tests that 
overlapped in cyclic fashion, or in several varying directions at once. 
The other set of tests that we have examined here, the battery used 
in Primary Mental Abilities, shows this more irregular constitution. 
How far these further complications will assist or hinder factorial 
deductions I need not here discuss. My own opinion is that, in 
planning experiments beforehand, we should select our tests, so far 

as possible, in such a way that absence of overlap will be frequent 
enough to provide the necessary data for distinguishing between the 
factors shared by wider groups and factors common to narrower 
groups only. This follows from the principles on which the group- 

factor method is based. 
Even the size of the factor-variances is very much at the mercy of 

selection. When dealing with discontinuous groups of tests, for 
instance, those in Brigham’s study, we could, by reducing (say) the 
number of verbal tests from 6 to 4 or 3, and by increasing the number 
of numerical tests from 4 to 6 or 7, greatly alter the relative propor¬ 
tions of the factor-variances. To insist a priori that every factor 
must have at least one zero, i.e. that there shaE never be any factor 
common to aB the tests, is not only an unfair predetermination of an 
empirical issue, but also a demand which (when we remember that 
factors in the actual performances must include not only abilities 
but also the conditions of testing and correlated errors of measure¬ 
ment or observation) is highly unlikely to be fulfilled. 



CHAPTER XV 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusions we have reached may be summarized 

as follows: 
1. The various procedures put forward by different 

writers for analysing a matrix of test-scores or mental 

measurements may be classified according to a simple 

scheme, and appear to be related to one another by simple 

algebraic relations. 
2. Of the two chief lines of approach the analysis of 

variance has much the same objects as the factor-analysis of 

correlations, and may advantageously be used to solve 

many of the problems hitherto attacked almost exclusively 

by the latter. The factor-measurements for the general 

factor, obtained in analysing correlations between tests, 

are essentially means of ‘ classes ’ or ‘ arrays,’ whose variance 

is tested for significance in the analysis of variance. If the 

test-measurements are in standard measure and simple 

summation is used, the average saturation of the general 

factor is virtually equivalent to the ratio of the observed 

standard deviation of the class means to the maximum total 

standard deviation. 
3. For factor-analysis in the narrower sense the chief 

procedures hitherto proposed may be classified as deriva¬ 

tives of three main principles : (i) the group-factor method; 

(ii) the simple summation method; and (iii) the weighted 
summation method or method of least squares—both the 

latter producing general factors only. Each has its 

appropriate uses; and the results, so far from being in¬ 

compatible (as their authors have alleged), prove to be either 

linear transformations of, or approximations to, one and the 

same set of values. _ * 
4. Each method may be applied to tables of covari¬ 

ances as well as to tables of correlations, and to correla- 

365 
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tions (or covariances) between persons as well as between 

With the method of weighted summation (least- 

squares method), when the averages. for persons and for 

tests have been equalized (a process which is virtually equiva¬ 

lent to eliminating the corresponding general factor), the 

factor-loadings obtained by covariatmg persons are identical 

with the factor-measurements for persons obtained by co- 

variating tests multiplied by the standard deviation of t e 

corresponding factor. , f 
(b) The factor-loadings obtained from a table of co- 

variances, when divided by the standard deviations of the 

tests, yield saturation coefficients that will satisfy the 

corresponding table of correlations. 
(c) The variance of mental traits when directly measur- 

able appears to vary closely with their complexity ; and, 

when not directly measurable, may be treated as equal to 

the complete communality, i.e. to the sum of the squares 

of the saturations for all factors. 
c The group-factors resulting from the group-factor 

method tend to have positive or zero saturations only : the 

factors resulting from the general-factor methods (other than 

the first factor) have both positive and negative saturations, 

and are thus bipolar. 
(a) The relations between the two sets of. saturation 

coefficients can be expressed by a triangular rotation matrix, 

containing positive and negative multipliers appropriately 

placed. Such a transformation matrix provides the best 

means of converting one set of factor-saturations into the 

other. 
{b) The relations between the two sets of factor-measure¬ 

ments are expressed by the same triangular matrix. This 

shows that the general-factor measurements may be regarded 

as derived from the group-factor measurements by taking 

weighted differences between the latter. Thus the bipolar 

factors extracted by the general-factor method are essentially 

c difference-factors/ and as such may be intelligibly inter¬ 

preted as they stand. . '. 
(c) The group-factor method (with overlapping factors if 

necessary) yields a speedier and more precise method of 
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obtaining c simple structure 5 than the double process of 
first analysing the correlation matrix by a general-factor 
method (e.g. the centroid method) and then rotating the 
axes graphically. 

6. The general-factor methods, whether proceeding by 
simple summation (as in Thurstone’s centroid method) or 
by weighted summation (as in Hotelling’s method of princi¬ 
pal components), are in effect merely alternative ways of 
approaching one and the same set of values. 

(a) The saturation coefficients and the factor-variances 
obtained with either method prove to be approximate 
determinations, more or less exact, of the ideal values for 
the latent vectors and the latent roots that would be reached 
by solving the characteristic equation directly. The two 
sets of figures arise automatically in the course of a con¬ 
verging sequence of successive approximations, those of the 
simple summation method appearing as the first approxima¬ 
tion of all, and those of the least-squares method appearing 
towards the end of the convergence. 

{b) The factor-measurements obtained by the two methods 
evince a similar relation. For the first or c general 5 factor 
the estimates implied by the simple summation method are 
virtually the mere unweighted averages of the original 
standardized test-measurements; those for the next factor 
represent the averaged deviations about the first; and so on. 
The estimates provided by the weighted-summation 
method are based on the best weighted averages of the 
original test-measurements, the principle of least squares 
having been applied at the initial stage, in deducing the 
saturation coefficients, instead of at the final stage in de¬ 
ducing the regression coefficients. Thus, for any specified 
number of factors, less than the rank of the initial matrix, 
the 4 least-squares method ? yields the best theoretical fit 
both to the original correlations and to the original measure¬ 
ments. 

7. Various methods have been put forward for deter¬ 
mining the number of significant factors that can be ex¬ 
tracted in any given case, i.e. for determining the signifi¬ 
cance of the factors successively extracted from a given 
sample of tests and persons. None of the methods in 
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common use is entirely satisfactory. The method here 
proposed turns on the fact that y2, as a ‘ measure of dis¬ 
crepancy,’ may be used to test the distribution, not only of 
frequencies, but of the sums of squares of any sets of 
variates presumed to be normally distributed with unit 
standard deviation. Accordingly, the residuals (calculated 
after making Fisher’s z-transformation when necessary) 
are squared, summed, and the sum expressed as a ratio of 
their expected variance, I J(N — 3). The probability that 
this total is the mere effect of sampling errors is then 
ascertained in the usual way.1 

8. A related problem is to prove or disprove the hier¬ 
archical character of a given correlation matrix. For this 
purpose, instead of calculating intercolumnar correlations 
or tetrad differences in detail, it seems simpler and more 
satisfactory to compute a single index to measure its hier¬ 
archical tendency. One or other of the c trace-ratios ’ 
may be used for this purpose. These are virtually equiva¬ 
lent to calculating the variances of the factor-saturations 
and of the factor-variances respectively. The former 
indicate the contributions of each factor to the total 
variance ; the latter, or a simple function of the latter (the 
condensation-ratio) may be used to indicate the amount of 
flattening produced by rotating axes. Estimates of the 
significance of the factors may also be based on these trace- 
ratios.2 

1 The use of is warranted only when the estimates of the parameters 

employed are 4 efficient’ ([no], p. 428), i.e. based on the cmethod of 

maximum likelihood’ or an approximation thereto ([50], p. 15). The 

method of least squares generally yields such estimates ([50], p. 23). 

The centroid or simple summation methods do not. 

2 I should like to express my indebtedness to Dr. Trubridge for his 

kindness in reading the manuscript of this paper and pointing out several 
obscurities. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

A REPLY TO CRITICISMS OF THE METHOD 

Problem.—The inquiry that follows has grown out of an 
attempt to analyse part of the large collection of psychological 
data accumulated during my work for the London County 
Council. It is included here because it provides in concrete 
form a practical illustration of some of the more contro¬ 
versial problems dealt with in the preceding pages and of 
the way I have proposed to meet them. The question with 
which it is primarily concerned is the distribution of 
temperamental traits. Are temperamental characteristics, 
like intellectual characteristics—general intelligence, for 
example—distributed in accordance with the normal 
curve ? Or does their distribution indicate a number of 
independent groups or temperamental types ? 

In order to assess each individual’s approximation to the 
type to which he apparently belongs, I have used a simplified 
method of factor-analysis, involving the correlation of 
persons. With the aid of the figures so procured, an ideal or 
hypothetical graph, as it were, is empirically constructed 
for the temperamental type, similar to the ‘ psychographs ’ 
I have published for intellectual types; analogous graphs 
are obtained for the temperamental characteristics of each 
individual: and, since each graph represents a set of 
numerical measurements for the same series of traits, the 
approximation of the individual’s contour to the theoretical 
contour can then be measured by a coefficient of correla¬ 
tion.1 The method will thus serve to illustrate by a 

1 The use of such psychographs as a “ means of recording or classifying 
individuals as members of a given type ” was described in an early L.C.C. 
Refort ([35], p. 64, and Figs. IX, 1—4), and has been found exceedingly useful 
in work on educational and vocational guidance. The employment of 
“ ‘ standard personalities ’—typical individuals, that is, who are made to 
serve as common and constant points of reference ” {The Young Delinquent, 
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definite example the particular view of factors and of factor- 
analysis, which I have endeavoured to advance in the pre¬ 
ceding pages: namely, that factors are essentially principles 
of classification, and that factor-analysis is merely a device 
for assigning an individual member, whether trait or 
personality, to its appropriate class on the basis of an 
average (or weighted sum) of a relevant set of assessments. 

The procedure is simple enough in actual practice : but 
the theoretical assumptions on which it rests have recently 
become the subject of much criticism. Hence the first 
two chapters will be concerned more with the discussion 
of methods than with the demonstration of results. My 
critics have rightly pointed out that, in my justification of 
the general principles employed, ‘ several statistical diffi¬ 
culties are involved which [my earlier exposition] passed 
over rather lightly in order to present the main idea as 
clearly and briefly as possible ’ ([132], p. 286). Students 
working in the same specialized field have also raised a 
number of incidental questions which could hardly have 
been discussed at length in a journal for the general reader. 
These questions and these difficulties are themselves by no 
means devoid of theoretical interest; and I have therefore 
thought it necessary to preface the summary of concrete 
results by a more detailed defence of the statistical pro¬ 
cedure. 

My plan will be to take in turn the chief objections urged 
against the proposals, and to indicate the ways in which 
they can be met. This will entail a criticism of my critics. 
But I should like to say at the outset that my object is not 
to engage in controversy, but simply to use this dialectical 
procedure as the clearest means of extracting the elements 
of truth that are no doubt common to both the antithetical 
approaches. 

p. 418)—has proved particularly helpful in regularizing assessments for com¬ 

plex temperamental characteristics, where more objective norms, such as are 

provided on the cognitive side by standardized tests, are no longer available. 

The relation between what I called ‘ temperamental profiles ’ and the con¬ 

stants extracted by factorizing correlations between persons is briefly 

indicated in [101], p.' 65. The full method of calculation is explained in my 
paper on The Analysts of Temperament [114]. 
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As is inevitable in a statistical survey, I have laid myself under a 
deep obligation to the many persons who have co-operated. I am 
indebted first of all to the London County Council for permission to 
make use of material gathered while I was still in their service. To 
the numerous teachers, social workers, and research students, who 
have assisted me in collecting or in analysing the data, I owe a 
heavy debt of thanks. For help with the arithmetical calculations 
I am especially grateful to Mr. A. F. Roberts and Miss L. J. Carter, 
to my secretary Miss G. Bruce, and to Dr. A. J. Marshall, Research 
Assistant in the psychological laboratory. 

Most of all, perhaps, I am indebted to my former colleague, 
Dr. W. Stephenson, whose questions and criticisms are representa¬ 
tive of those put forward by many other readers, and at the same 
time possess the additional advantage of being based on an unusually 
wide experience in similar fields of research. A frank expression of 
disagreement is always more fruitful than the mere expression of 
assent ; and Dr. Stephenson has been good enough, not only to 
spend many hours in discussing these problems, but also to set down 
his views on paper in the form of detailed letters and memoranda 
which could be studied and discussed at length. In another 
publication [138] we have endeavoured jointly to summarize the 
several points on which we agree and disagree. Here it will be my 
purpose to deal chiefly with outstanding points of disagreement 
there disclosed (loc. cit., pp. 274-80), and, so far as I am able, to 
defend more fully the position I there briefly outlined. 

This, too, is an appropriate place to express my thanks to 
Professor Godfrey Thomson for his sympathetic criticisms of my 
method in his invaluable book on The Factorial Analysis of Human 
Ability. He has since been generous enough to suggest that the 
differences between us may possibly be due, not so much to an 
actual disagreement over fundamental principles, but rather to the 
gaps that were almost inevitable in a brief preliminary description. 
In the following pages the more glaring of these gaps have, I hope, 
been filled in. Actually, the text of this paper was completed and 
typed before his book appeared; and consequently a few of his 
points may still remain unanswered. However, in the first of the 
three papers in this volume (which was written last of all) I have 
taken the opportunity to discuss what seem the more important 
and more general of his criticisms (e.g. those relating to negative 
saturations or loadings, the assumption of objective differences in 
the variances, and the use of unstandardized scores). Hence there 
is less need to take up these more theoretical questions here. 

On the concrete issue—the distribution of temperamental types— 
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I think it will be found that the evidence is reasonably conclusive. 
But on the wider methodological issues far more research is needed ; 
and here my purpose will be mainly to answer specific criticisms and 
inquiries, not to attempt any final or systematic survey. Lastly, 
may I emphasize that a statistical study by itself can but touch the 
very fringe of a complex psychological problem which in the near 

future will doubtless be attacked by more direct methods of 

approach ? 

Procedure.—In a recent paper on the ‘ Analysis of Tem¬ 
perament ’ [114] I ventured to offer further evidence for 
my earlier classification of temperamental types on the 
basis of what are commonly termed ‘ group-factors,’1 and 
attempted incidentally to show how the factorial methods 
adopted in the study of intellectual disabilities might be 
used for the analysis of abnormalities of character. The 
emotional characteristics of 124 children, referred to me 
on the ground of delinquency or nervous disorder and made 
the subject of detailed observation and report, were sub¬ 
mitted to a statistical analysis to determine how far their 
behaviour could be expressed in terms of a few common 
underlying tendencies. Following the procedure applied 
in an earlier research,2 the assessments for the several traits 
were first correlated and the covariances and correlations 
then factorized by the methods regularly employed in 
dealing with intellectual characteristics. Apart from the 
well-established factor of ‘ general emotionality,’ which had 
been deliberately excluded (so far as possible) by working 
with a specially selected group of cases, three further factors 
were detected; but of these by far the most conspicuous 
was a bipolar factor making for aggressive or extra verted 
behaviour when positive and for inhibited or introverted 
behaviour when negative. 

There is, however, as I pointed out, a second way in which 
an analysis might be attempted. The classification of 
persons by temperamental or mental type implies that cer¬ 
tain individuals can be assigned to one group, and other 

1 Ihe Toung Delinquent, 1925, pp. 514-5, and Table XVIII. 

2 Brit. Assoc. Ann. Report, 19x5, pp. 694-6, ‘ General and Specific Factors 
Underlying the Primary Emotions.’ 
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individuals to another group, on the basis of their resem¬ 
blances and differences in a number of specifiable traits. 
Unfortunately, among human beings (as contrasted, for 
example, with the fruit-flies and the primroses which have 
been so successfully employed for the study of genetic 
types) the relevant resemblances and differences are far 
from perfect or complete. Nevertheless their amount 
may readily be measured by correlating the measurements 
obtained from one person with those obtained from others. 

As we have seen in the earlier pages of this book, the 
device of correlating persons raises many obscure statistical 
issues ; and the difficulties are not so easily disposed of as 
in the case of correlations between traits. But there can 
be little doubt about the practical utility of the procedure. 
In clinical work, a psychologist has primarily to analyse the 
composition of the concrete individual, not the composition 
of abstract abilities or traits; he has to take into account 
qualitative characteristics for which there are no standard¬ 
ized tests, quite as much as quantitative characteristics, like 
intelligence or educational attainments, which can be readily 
measured ; almost inevitably, therefore, he comes to think 
in terms of the perceptible resemblances between his 
individual cases rather than in terms of supposed affinities 
between hypothetical functions or propensities. In an 
academic research on educational abilities, the investigator 
can ask a teacher to rank or grade the pupils in a single class 
in order of merit for the six or seven main subjects of the 
school curriculum ; and he can then proceed to correlate 
school subjects. But in clinical work on backwardness, 
delinquency, vocational guidance, and the like, each fresh 
case is reported on by a fresh teacher; and, as we have 
already noted, it is much safer to compare judgements by 
the same teacher on the different qualities of the same child 
than to compare judgements by different teachers on the 
same qualities of different children. Consequently, when 
the practical psychologist comes to review his material, he 
is naturally tempted to begin by arranging his data, not 
according to the tests, the school subjects, or the traits 
assessed, but according to the several individuals. 

Yet, although he has thus altered the customary mode of 
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approach, he is not hoping to discover another set of factors, 
but merely to arrive at the same result by a more service¬ 
able route. And, in proposing the alternative procedure, I 
expressly made what seemed to me the natural assumption 
that the factors reached by classifying the persons according 
to their traits would be virtually the same as those reached 
by classifying the traits according to the differences shown 
by the persons. But such an assumption should be sus¬ 
ceptible of formal proof or at least of verification when 
challenged. Accordingly, my previous article went on to 
factorize the covariances and correlations between the 
several persons; and I sought to prove, by a concrete 
arithmetical illustration,1 that the main resemblances and 
differences between them could be explained by precisely 
the same £ bipolar factors ’ as were discovered when the 
more familiar procedure of correlating traits had been 

adopted. 
To exhibit the exact equivalence between these two 

modes of approach, somewhat stringent conditions had to 
be imposed : first, that the group of persons to be compared 
should be as homogeneous as possible in regard to all relevant 
qualities except those producing the temperamental types; 
and, secondly, that the mathematical analysis employed 
should be one which would give the best possible fit to the 
empirical measurements actually obtained. The first con¬ 
dition was secured by making up a batch in which the 
average or total measurement of every person was identical; 
the second, by applying the method of least squares—a 
device well recognized in almost every branch of science. 

Those who have been good enough to comment on my 
arguments have rightly urged that it is scarcely practicable 
for these two conditions to be rigidly observed in ordinary 
inquiries. Nor are they altogether convinced that what 
holds good within a group of nervous or delinquent children 
will be equally true of adults or of the child population as 
a whole. In what follows, therefore, my first object will 
be to demonstrate that the same results, are obtained even 
under rougher conditions of clinical investigation and 
with the simplest methods of statistical analysis. I shall 

1 A general algebraic demonstration had already been offered in [ioi]. 
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then endeavour to show that, even within the normal 
population, similar types may be readily detected, although 
in a random or unselected group the more thorough¬ 
going specimens will be relatively few. 

This will lead to the all-important problem of the 
distribution of temperamental types. I myself have 
hitherto maintained1 that temperamental qualities, like 
intellectual qualities, are distributed in broad conformity 
with the normal curve, that is to say, the mixed or inter¬ 
mediate types are the commonest, and well-marked 
examples of the opposite extremes are about equal in num¬ 
ber and equally rare. From this it would follow that 
(phenotypically as distinct from genotypically2) there can 
be no such things as mutually exclusive temperamental 
types, but only tendencies towards this extreme or that. 
Resemblance to the idealized type thus proves to be 
essentially a matter of degree; and it becomes necessary 
to devise some practicable means of measuring the degree. 
Both the methods I proposed, however, and the inferences 
deduced have been called in question. Hence fuller 
evidence is much to be desired. Accordingly, from the 
numerous case-records collected during many years’ work 
for the London County Council, I have endeavoured to 
extract numerical data which, I hope, may yield a more 
convincing answer to these various questions. 

Criticisms.—The double method described in my previous article 
was first employed for studying such problems as that of tempera- 

1 E.g. ‘ Mental Differences between Individuals’ {Brit. Ass. Report, 

Presidential Address to Section J, 1923, pp. 215-39 et seq.). The opposite 

view is taken in [138], pp. 273, 279, esp. § 17. 
2 I repeat this reservation more explicitly, because at least one friendly 

critic has accused me of self-contradiction, since, in discussing the inheritance 

of temperamental qualities, I suggested that the distinction between the 

aggressive or sthenic type, on the one hand, and the repressed or asthenic, 
on the other (and between the physical characteristics which sometimes 

accompany them), might at bottom be partly due to a pair of alternative 

genetic factors. In reply I should argue that this speculation about discrete 

causes is no more in conflict with the hypothesis that observable traits are 

distributed continuously and normally than is the suggestion that human 

stature is partly controlled by unit-factors obeying Mendelian laws, although 

its distribution is approximately normal. 
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mental and aesthetic types in co-operation with several research- 

workers at the Institute of Industrial Psychology and at the London 
Day Training College: our conclusions were that thefirst or general 
factor for persons (i.e. roughly speaking, the factor that is responsible 
for the differences between those persons5 averages) could not be 
reached by correlating tests; but that each factor except the first (i.e. 

the ‘ group-factors5 ori type-factors ’) remained much the same for all 
practical purposes, whether it was obtained by correlating persons 

or by correlating tests (cf. above, p. 175)- resuming the work 
at University College, I found my colleague, Dr. Stephenson, strongly 
inclined to doubt—and, I think, quite rightly—whether these 

inferences had been adequately proved. As a result of his own 
experiments with the procedure, he was later led to suggest several 

interesting modifications both in the metnods to be used and in the 
inferences to be drawn.1 His views in this connexion are deserving 
of special attention, not only because they are based on formal 
statistical analysis, but because he is one of the few. statistical 
psychologists with a wide experience of mental testing among 
patients in mental hospitals. With his conclusions I shall deal later 
on. Here I propose first to consider his criticisms in regard to 
method ; then, accepting his suggestions as completely as I can, to 
show how his own procedure leads in the end to virtually the same 

results as mine. 
His examination of my article is, I understand, appearing in a 

forthcoming number of the same Journal; but he has been generous 
enough to send me in advance a copy of his comments.2 Similar 
questions have been put by other writers—psychologists, psychia¬ 

trists, and statisticians ; and, if I deal more fully with the diffi¬ 
culties advanced by Stephenson, it is mainly because, thanks to the 
frequent opportunities for discussion, it has been possible to narrow 
the points of difference or misunderstanding down to fairly definite 

issues. Most of them, though not perhaps all, arise from the 
incompleteness with which, for the sake of brevity, I was forced to 
describe the statistical procedure employed and the arguments on 

which that procedure was based. 
The chief objections may be summarized under four heads. 
(i) Stephenson’s strongest criticisms are directed against my. use 

of covariances instead of correlations. u Professor Burt,” he writes, 

1 The modifications have been briefly described above, pp. 182—8. 
2 A brief statement of his main criticisms is to be found in the postscript 

added to his article in Psychometrika (III, pp, 206-9), which deals with the 
more general proof given in [101] ; a summary of the more specific points is 
contained in his section of our joint article [138] : cf. also [136]. 
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“ has put forward the claims of covariance analysis. He works 
with unstandardized scores and covariances. Unfortunately, in 
psychology, there are no generally accepted units (other than the 
standard deviation). In our intelligence tests, for example, we can 
obviously make the raw scores and variances what we like : both 
are purely arbitrary matters, dependent upon the mere whim of the 
psychologist. Clearly any principle involving such arbitrary founda¬ 
tions can scarcely merit a moment s serious consideration. This 
is a criticism which I have already endeavoured to meet (cf. above, 
pp. 282-6). As regards traits, I readily agree that in psychology 
the variances may be, and perhaps very commonly are, “ purely 
arbitrary matters ” ; and I should equally maintain that, from the 
statistician’s point of view, this is ‘ unfortunate.’ But I do not 
admit that it is entirely unavoidable. Stephenson cites the analogy 

of intellectual tests. But here it is by no means difficult to show 
that the amount of variance must differ appreciably from one 
intellectual process to another, since it evidently depends on the 
complexity of the process and also (it would seem) on the degree to 

which it has become automatic (cf. pp. 283 f.). 
When we are working with temperamental assessments, the 

matter is more obscure. Yet even here I should have thought that 
no one (except for convenience of calculation) could really suppose 
that the variance for every trait or every person was precisely the 

same. In describing the particular data with which my article was 
concerned, I gave special reasons why it seemed unnecessary, and 
indeed undesirable, to treat the variances and the standard devia¬ 
tions as equal for all the traits. The exceptionally wide range of the 
marks for ‘ fear ’ and ‘ anger,’ for instance, was due, not to the 
accidents of the psychologist’s tests, but to the fact that exception¬ 
ally wide differences of observed behaviour had been actually 
recorded in the different persons studied. We had, in fact, picked 
out a number of fearless delinquents and over-anxious neurotics ; 
and it would seem very difficult to assume that the range of be¬ 
haviour and the variance of the measurements were the same for 
‘ fear ’ and ‘ anger ’ as they were for (say) ‘ curiosity, bince, 
however, it was also of interest to consider what might happen m a 
£ selected standard population ’ (i.e. a group in which the individual 
variation might conceivably be regarded as approximately equal for 
every trait, so that the standard deviations could be set at unity 

throughout), I went on to show that the factors denved by my 
method would fit the correlations quite as well as the covariances. 

When we turn from traits to persons, it is. often difficult to 

discover what precise meaning is to be attached either to£ standard- 
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ization ’ or to c correlation 5 : both now seem far more at the 
mercy of “ the psychologist’s whims.” Stephenson postulates that 
the distribution of trait-measurements within one and the same 

person must fit the normal curve and that its standard deviation 
should be the same for different persons ([138], p. 279 and refs.). 

This would be obviously incorrect for intellectual traits, such as are 
ordinarily measured by mental or scholastic tests : one child’s 
measurements may be nearly the same for all the traits tested, and 

another may be extremely gifted in one trait and extremely lacking 

in another (cf. [35], Figs. IX, 1 and 4). As regards temperamental 
traits, the list compiled by Stephenson himself can scarcely be 
supposed to fit a strictly normal distribution or to show equal 
variability from one person to another. However, for a preliminary 
classification of persons into groups or types, it is sufficient to judge 
by broad resemblances ; and for measuring such resemblances in a 
rough-and-ready way, a coefficient of correlation may legitimately 

be used without too severe an insistence upon these particular 
postulates. After all, the use of a product-moment coefficient does 
not necessarily imply that the correlated variables are normally 

distributed. 
(2) But I have no wish whatever to exclude a preliminary 

standardization in every case. Indeed, my Memorandum ([93], 
pp. 261 et seq) dealt in some detail with the type of case in which 
standardization seemed to me to be essential. Where considerable 
manipulation of the matrices was required, I suggested a slightly 
modified procedure involving two requirements : (a) Ex = o, and 
(b) Ex2 = 1 (where x denotes the raw marks). I termed this 
* unitary standard measure ’ to distinguish it from the more usual 
reduction to terms of the standard deviation, i.e. putting (c) Ex*/N 
= 1. Stephenson explicitly adopts this modification ([96], eq. (1) 
to [4]); but he appears to think that the application of'(£), which 
converts covariances into correlations, will thereupon abolish all 
relations between the two sets of factors obtained by correlating 
traits and persons respectively. Actually, as we have seen in the 
preceding paper, the matrix equation, expressing those relations in 
their simplest form, is merely modified by the addition of a diagonal 
pre-factor. 

In my view the chief obstacle that the generalization of my 
argument has to meet is due, not to (£), i.e. to the conversion of 
covariances into correlations, but to (a), i.e. to the conversion of 

raw scores into deviations about the mean, and of unadjusted 
product-moments into covariances. The great difficulty in 
psychology is not that the unit, but that the origin or zero point, 
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remains so dependent on an arbitrary choice. This difference of 
zero point, or (as it may be called) of average level, operates as a 
general factor, and has to be eliminated, either statistically by what 
is virtually partial correlation (crude or precise), or experimentally 
by selecting a sample in which the averages are approximately the 
same for every individual. In my article I chose the latter. My 
chief reason was that, by avoiding differences in the irrelevant 
‘ general factor 9 from the outset, and working with a relatively 
homogeneous population, the graded differences of type would stand 

out more conspicuously. 
Stephenson does not apparently criticize this choice : for he 

himself has proposed it as being “ the simpler case to examine.” 1 
In his subsequent calculations, too, he commonly treats the general 
factor for persons, introduced by differences between the averages 
for the traits, as non-existent or at any rate as negligible. Each 
mental type, he believes, is so sharply differentiated from the rest 
that, with his modified technique, he can proceed at once to extract 
the relevant type-factors, without needing to eliminate a general 

1 [97], p. 348. Here, in his own account of Q-technique, he proposed first 

to reduce the scores to deviations about the means of the columns and then to 

reduce the new deviations to deviations about the means of the rows. He 

then assumed, for purposes of a simplified exposition, that with such a mode 

of calculation it was “ possible, although unlikely,” that a set of scores 

could be obtained which “ will satisfy both conditions (3) and (4) “ (viz. 
£xijz= o and Sx{j = o), i.e. that the marks for each person and for each 

test should simultaneously add up to zero. This was, in fact, the mode of 
< standardization 9 I had described in suggesting an analysis by covariances, 

though it differs from the mode of standardization ultimately preferred by 

Stephenson (.Psychometrika, loc. cit. sup.). 
The supposed difficulty to which Stephenson here alludes has been 

raised by more than one research student (e.g. by Miss Knowles in her 
< Studies of Temperamental Traits by Q-Technique’), Obviously it is 

“ possible” to write down an arbitrary set of figures which will satisfy both 

conditions (3) and (4); but, they ask, is not such a result unlikely, except 

for a “ few very special sets of figures ” ? Suppose we take an actual set ot 
measurements and ‘ standardize ’ the figures by columns, so as to satisfy 

equation (3) ; we then proceed to restandardize the figures by rows; to do 

this, we subtract a different figure from each figure down the column; surely, 
it is argued, except for rare and unlikely cases, this must upset the original 

standardization which made that column add up to zero. Stephenson him¬ 

self makes a somewhat similar point. The reply, of course, is that the 

column of averages subtracted themselves necessarily add up to zero : con¬ 

sequently, although the individual figures in each column are changed, the 

total of the column remains unchanged. The result, therefore, is not 

u unlikely ” ; it is an inevitable result of the mode of calculation described. 
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factor first of all. Moreover, a doubly-centred table of residuals 

(i.e. a bipolar correlation table with the centroid of the whole 
system at the origin), very similar to my own, is regularly obtained 
by those who use a summation formula to calculate and remove the 

first (or 4 general ’) factor ; and, if we suppose that the elimination 
implicitly removes the first factor from the original measurements at 
the same time, we may regard the doubly-centred matrix of residual 
correlations as expressing correlations between the rows of a doubly- 
centred matrix of residual measurements. My preliminary selection 
of cases, therefore, merely carried out at the experimental stage 

what the factorist carries out at the statistical stage. 
Nevertheless, several critics and correspondents1 have questioned 

i This point is made, for example, by Dr. P. R. Jameson, who advances 

another argument which I have not dealt with in the text. He writes : 

“ Why adopt in work on temperament a method of selection and marking 

which would never be adopted with intellectual tests ? The method of 

marking ’ to which he objects is that which involves grading traits for persons 

instead of persons for separate traits; but in point of fact this has been used 

with * intellectual tests ’: tests like those in the Binet scale, for example, 

have been ranked in order of difficulty for groups of children (or for in¬ 

dividuals) to show that a particular individual or group—boys, for example, 

as distinct from girls—are of (say) a verbal rather than a non-verbal type, etc. 

As for the 4 method of selection,’ the answer is that, were we trying to estab¬ 

lish the existence of types in some intellectual or cognitive sphere—for 

example, the distinction between a verbal and a non-verbal type—we should 

surely (so far as possible) avoid choosing for our experiments a population 

that was highly heterogeneous in regard to general intelligence : such special 

types would be far more easily detected when we look for them in groups 

which are otherwise fairly uniform and whose intelligence is upon much the 

same general level throughout, than if we had a highly mixed sample con¬ 

taining both feebleminded children and scholarship winners (cf. [35]? P* ^3)* 
In all branches of science it is a popular methodological maxim that, when an 

effect varies as a function of several causes, our inquiries should be so designed 

as to keep all but one of the causes approximately constant: to verify Boyle’s 

law, we keep the temperature constant; to verify Charles’ law, we keep the 

pressure constant. No doubt, this ideal of varying one condition at a time 

is commoner in the simplified expositions of the elementary textbook than 

in the practice of advanced research. But in a first preliminary account, 

which was all my article aimed at, a simplified exposition seemed the first 

essential. 
To the statistical critic may I point out that the principle of first deducting 

averages of columns and of rows is identical with that adopted in the 4 analysis 

of variance ’ when calculating 4 discrepance ’ ? The object of my own cal¬ 

culations might therefore be described as carrying the analysis of variance and 

covariance to a further stage by seeking possible factors in the table of dis¬ 

crepance itself. 
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my procedure, or at any rate my wish to generalize its results. 
Hence in what follows I propose to fulfil my promise, and shall 
attempt an analysis of an unselected, non-homogeneous sample. 
To make a detailed examination of the simplest case seemed 
desirable first of all, because more than one writer had emphatically 
denied that, even in that case, any functional relation could be 
found, much less a relation so simple as mathematical identity. 

(3) Stephenson further objects to the use of a ‘ multiple-factor ’ 

method of analysis based on the method of least squares. To me 
this appeared essential in analysing correlations between persons, at 
any rate in theoretical work, since no other formulae would permit 
the algebraic proof of the identity of P- and T-factors. Stephen¬ 
son, however, maintains that this procedure “leads to artificial 
factors rather than genuine factors,” which he holds can only be 
reached “by a Spearman technique.” Accordingly, as we^have 
seen, he prefers to substitute a £ two-factor ’ procedure.. The ‘ two- 
factor technique,’ however, was designed solely for hierarchies in 
which there are no indications of any other factor besides one 
‘ general ’ factor and n specifics. But in correlating persons the 
type-factors nearly always appear as non-specific group-factors, or 

as bipolar ‘ general ’ factors over and above the first: in fact, as 
Stephenson’s own more recent work appears to show, and contrary 
to what is supposed to obtain in correlating tests, multiple factors 
are the rule and not the exception. For rough practical purposes I 
see no objection to substituting a summation formula for the least- 
squares formula as a method of multiple factor-analysis; only I 
regard it as no more than a quick and simple procedure for reaching 
first approximations to the true figures. And, as a matter of fact, 
in most of the earlier preliminary studies on correlating persons, 
both by my research students and by myself,, the summation 
formula was employed. However, the method of simple summation, 
as applied by Stephenson, leaves larger residuals than are obtained 
with the method of least squares ; and, as Davies has shown, some 
of the residuals which Stephenson treats as significant, and on which 
some of his type-factors are based, become almost negligible when 

recalculated by the method of least squares [130]. 
(4) Finally, instead of applying what I have termed the ‘ general- 

factor method ’ (‘ method b ’ of my Memorandum) and analysing 
the correlation table as a whole, Stephenson prefers, as a rule, to 
use what I have called the ‘ group-factor method ’ (‘ method a ). 
The former, he considers, must inevitably lead—like the correlation 

of traits—to mere ‘ bipolar types ’ which “ at most can be regarded 
only as extreme cases—opposite tail-ends of a single normal an 
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continuously graded distribution of persons ” 1—and < this he 
regards as tantamount to denying the existence of types ; the latter 
method, on the other hand, assumes the presence of separate and 
discontinuous types, which is apparently the only type recognized 

by Q-technique (cf. [138], p. 277, § 11). 
The way in which types (or the tendencies underlying them) are 

distributed is a question which in my view can only be settled by 
an actual survey; such a survey I propose to report in a later 
chapter. It would seem, however, that, if we are to regard the 
secondary factors as group-factors, that of itself really invalidates 

the two-factor formula on which Stephenson claims to base 
his modified technique. But if the strict algebraic formulae 
deducible for the group-factor procedure are adopted instead (and, 
I gather, Stephenson is quite ready to accept them : see below, 
pp. 392 and 415), then it can be formally shown that the results 
of the group-factor method have a very simple relation to those of 
the general-factor method: as we have already seen, a bipolar 
factor can be regarded as expressing the difference between two 
positive group-factors ; and what appears as a bipolar ‘ general ’ 
factor with one sample of tests (or persons) may appear as a pair of 

limited ‘ group ’-factors with another.2 * * 

To meet these various points of criticism, I shall here 
remove the limiting conditions imposed in the previous 
research. First, instead of starting with a rigidly selected 
group, all on the same level for general emotionality, I 
shall take a more ordinary sample, which will consequently 

1 Character and Personality, IV, p. 295. In ‘ The Foundations of Psycho- 

metry J [96], p. 209, however, he speaks of the factors in * Q-technique 5 as 

being ‘ each a common factor ’; and in his more recent paper on Q-technique 

(p. 9, footnote 1) he says that, by the use of reference values “ we are able to 

make an analysis substantially similar to those described by Holzinger as 

bifactor and as methods a and b by Burt,5’ from which it appears that he 

would be prepared (as I should) to use either according to circumstances. 

2 See p. 309 above, and p. 390 below (footnote l), also [116], p. 360. In 

an earlier discussion of the “ two contrasted types distinguishable amongst 

the emotionally unstable 55 I myself treated and described the corresponding 

statistical components as “ group-factors.” Certainly, when we are dealing 

with a small and discontinuous sample of variables, composed chiefly of 

extreme cases, the group-factor method seems more appropriate from a 

mathematical standpoint. But can we from a psychological standpoint claim 

that such types are really discrete f It is no doubt tempting to postulate 

two positive factors, characteristic of each of the two groups, and to identify 

these two factors with a pair of specific causes—two different genes, two 
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be more heterogeneous in regard to the irrelevant and 
obscuring factors. Secondly, I shall base the factor- 
analyses exclusively on correlations instead of on covariances. 
Thirdly, instead of applying the somewhat novel and elabor¬ 
ate calculations of the ‘least-squares’ method, I shall be 
content with the shorter and more familiar technique_ 
the ‘ summation ’ or ‘ centroid ’ method—used by Spear¬ 
man, Thurstone, and Stephenson himself. Whether the 
group-factor method is also to be substituted will depend 
upon whether or not the correlations themselves (or their 
residuals) indicate the presence of such limited group- 
factors. 

Even with all these modifications it will still be found that 
the same conclusions emerge as before. The removal of 
the more stringent conditions must naturally yield results 
that are somewhat less exact: with approximate methods 
nothing but an approximate confirmation can be expected. 
But the divergences will seldom be much larger than the 
errors due to sampling. 

Yet once we have admitted these simplifications into 
the theoretical proofs, it would surely be foolish to return to 
more elaborate computations for the rough requirements of 
practical work. If, for example, the closer fit given by the 
method of least squares is discarded in analysing the co- 
variances, why need we introduce that method when 
calculating ‘ true regression estimates ’ ? We shall thus be 

different glands, or two different psychoanalytic mechanisms, according to 
our interests and theories. If I had to hazard a double parallel myself, I 
should perhaps suggest looking for an adrenergic (sympathetic) and a 
cholinergic (parasympathetic) temperament respectively. But it might 
prove equally plausible to regard the ‘ inhibited type ’ alone as due to a 
positive factor (or rather set of factors) and to assume that the intensity of this 
factor varied continuously in degree, so that the ‘ uninhibited type ’ would be 
simply a highly emotional personality developing almost naturally in the 
absence of such inhibiting factors (see below, p. 434). However, all such 
fancies are far too speculative to offer a means of deciding between two 
modes of factorization. They may perhaps indicate feasible lines of re¬ 
search ; as explanatory efforts they are bound to lead to over-simplification. 
I myself prefer to look upon the phenotypes as complex resultants of a dis¬ 
turbance in the relative balance or equilibrium between these numerous 
underlying causes; and accordingly, in the absence of fuller knowledge, 
I regard a bipolar factor as the safer mathematical conception. 

25 
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led to inquire whether the arduous arithmetic imposed by the 
full P- and Q-techniques cannot be legitimately abridged. 
Suppose, for instance, that, having determined what the 
types are, we propose to examine their frequency-distribu¬ 
tions : we shall require to e measure for their approximation 
to the type ’ not £ fifty to a hundred persons as variables,’ 
([92], p. 18), but several hundreds ; and to work out the 
intercorrelations between all these persons, and then 
factorize the figures, would require the assistance of a full¬ 
time computer and scarcely seem justifiable for the crude 
observational measurements at our command. The ideal 
procedure, I must still insist, would be to correlate and 
factorize, not the persons (who may run into thousands) 
but the traits (which can be reduced to about a dozen). 
That, however, is precisely the procedure to which my 
critics now take exception as committing us at the outset 
to a denial of discrete types. Accordingly, one of the minor 
objects of this paper will be to show how the essential 
figures can be reached (at any rate within the limits of 
approximation accepted by those who adopt the summation 
method) by a far quicker and more direct approach. 



CHAPTER XVII 

ANALYSIS OF AN ILLUSTRATIVE GROUP 

To test the effect of these various simplifications let us 
take, to begin with, a small but representative group : in 
the end it will be seen that the argument that I shall put 
forward may be generalized to any number of persons. 
With the students entering a particular training college 
year after year, and attending the classes in psychology, it 
was my practice to apply intelligence tests • and obtain 
temperamental assessments, according to a prearranged 
plan. Here I shall select the little batch for whom the tem¬ 
peramental assessments show the highest reliability. It 
consists of twelve women only. Since my object is to illus¬ 
trate methods rather than to demonstrate results, it is desirable 
that the group shall be small, so that the tables can be 
easily grasped by the ordinary reader : but at the same time 
it must contain a sufficiently varied set of personalities. It 
so happens (for reasons that are fairly obvious)1 that both 
these requirements are met by this choice. 

1 To obtain satisfactory reliability coefficients for all the traits assessed it is 
necessary that every individual in the group should be thoroughly well 
known to at least two judges and that the judges should be the same for all : 
for this reason the group is necessarily small. Moreover, judges are far more 
likely to agree over a group that includes a number of well-marked and widely 
different personalities than over a more homogeneous collection. Although 
the group is small and varied, it is fairly typical and well-balanced. Evi¬ 
dently, if we are going to make an analysis into bipolar factors and are not 
taking the whole universe of traits and persons, then both the traits and the 
persons selected must be, so far as possible, symmetrically balanced towards 
the two poles. There seems nothing exceptional or unreasonable in this 
requirement: it merely ensures that the design of our experiment shall be 
appropriate to the statistical procedure that we propose to employ—a 
requirement on which statisticians themselves are the first to insist. I may 
add that assessments for much larger groups have been correlated and 
factorized by several of our students in the course of their researches or 
statistical exercises: I hope that the most recent of these inquiries will 
shortly be printed with detailed figures. Unfortunately, it is not often 

387 
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The initial assessments were based, not upon impression¬ 
istic estimates of character-qualities, but upon observation 
of actual behaviour, recorded in conformity with an 
abridged questionnaire ; these were grouped together and 
combined into quantitative measurements for each of 
eleven primary emotional traits according to the scale of 
rating which I have commonly used for such work. The 
resulting measurements are given in Table I.. For every 
trait the mean is zero and the standard deviation unity : 1 
practicable to publish huge tables of correlations even when they have been 

assiduously calculated. 
1 The scale and general method of assessment have been described more 

fully elsewhere (see The Toung Delinquent, p. 417, The Measurement of 

Mental Capacities, pp. 29 f., and [53], pp. 61 f.). Ideally the mean and if 

possible the standard deviation of such assessments should be those of the 

total population. In practice, particularly if the group is large, and selected 

as a random sample of the total population, it may, as a rule, be assumed that, 

with an exact set of ratings, the mean and standard deviation of the group 

will approximately coincide with those of the total population, and that, so 

far as they do not, the empirical figures should be adjusted. If we do not 

make such adjustments, we may be introducing an irrelevant and probably 

spurious correlation of the type discussed below (cf. pp. 4211*)* Here, since we 

are required to work with correlations rather than covariances, the figures 

have been reduced to terms of the mean and standard deviation of the little 

group of twelve. Obviously, to make such adjustments on the basis of figures 

obtained from a small group only may seem somewhat precarious.. Actually, 

however, the recalculation involves no very great change; and in any case 

our purpose here is a simple arithmetical demonstration only ; we are using 

a population of 12 instead of one of 120 or 1200, merely because so huge a 

table could scarcely be printed in full or studied with ease. The reader, 

therefore, is asked to bear in mind throughout that the arithmetic is designed 

to apply to a far larger group. 
It may perhaps seem out-of-date to adhere to a classification of emotional 

impulses, put forward by McDougall 30 years ago and much criticized since. 

I do not for one moment dispute that a better could nowadays be devised. 

Indeed, in the latest of the schedules cited in the foregoing paragraph, the 

reader will find that several further traits or rather headings have been added 

(£ appetite,’4 possessiveness or acquisitiveness,’ 4 talkativeness,’ etc.) which do 

not appear in the present list: the peculiarities of behaviour placed under 

those headings were not altogether ignored, but were for the most part 

distributed under other headings. An acceptable classification, however, 

should itself be based on a correlational study of the component behaviour- 

tendencies ; and I have made many attempts to improve my own analysis 

by such means. Meanwhile, the reason for preserving the original scheme Has 

been simply to keep the data gathered throughout the whole period compar¬ 

able, until a complete revision can be attempted. 
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this is virtually the effect of the scale of rating, which, 
in accordance with the generally accepted principle, 
arranges that the figures shall be in standard measure. It 
will be seen at once that the means for the different persons 
are no longer identical: they range from — I '6j to 
+ 1-07. The first condition laid down above is thus 
fulfilled. We shall see later on how far such differences in 
average or general emotionality obscure the smaller differ¬ 
ences of type which form our immediate interest here. 

A. Correlations between Persons 

Since we have agreed that the allotment of certain 
persons to one and the same type is to be decided by the 
resemblances which those particular persons show to each 
other, the first step will naturally be to estimate the amount 
of that resemblance by means of correlation. Accordingly, 
we begin by correlating the several persons. The coeffi¬ 
cients are shown in Table II. The bipolar arrangement1 
which was noted in the mixed group of delinquents and 
neurotics reappears in this normal sample, though not 
perhaps quite so flagrantly. We see that the first six 
{A to F) all tend to resemble one another—A and B have 
positive correlations with every member of this sub-group : 
similarly the last six (G to L) resemble one another, though 
with them rather more of the correlations are low or nega¬ 
tive : but in the main this second six (G to L) tend to show 
negative correlations with the first six {A to F). The nega¬ 
tive correlations are as large as the positive. Hence we 
must look, not for two group-factors, but for one bipolar 
factor. 

We have next to inquire how these resemblances and 

1 Although Stephenson dislikes my introduction of a bipolar factor, he 

himself admits the existence in his own correlation tables of a bipolar pattern 

(cf. e.g. [92], p. 302 ; [97], p. 349). Another critic suggests that in my 

previous group the bipolar division into antithetical sub-classes was due 

solely to the fact that I had actually started by combining two distinct sub¬ 

classes into one, namely, the extraverted delinquents and the introverted 

neurotics. He overlooks the fact that I had already obtained similar bipolar 

patterns with large and entirely random selections of the population— 

150 children and 170 adults (see [30], p. 695, Table II). 
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dissimilarities may be expressed in terms of one or more 
factors instead of a dozen or more traits. Our second step, 
therefore, will be to carry out a factor-analysis of the 
correlation table, so as to determine the saturation coeffi¬ 
cients for the several persons, and the size of the subsequent 
residuals. 

The method, we have decided, is to be that of simple summation. 
In applying it, we at once encounter two slight difficulties. First, 
what figures are we to insert in the leading diagonal in the place of 
the self-correlations or so-called ‘ reliability coefficients ’ ? Differ¬ 
ent investigators, as we have seen, follow different plans, at any rate 
for calculating the mere saturation coefficients. Stephenson, for 
his modified Q-technique, before correlating persons, assumes that 
“ the variates are first standardized . . . so that for each person 

the following holds : Zx2a = ... — Sx2n = I,” i.e. he adopts what 
I called £ unitary standard measure 5 ([96], p. 197, eq. [2]). This 
would permit us to regard the ensuing correlation table, if we like, 
as a table of variances and covariances with the variances for persons 
always put equal to unity. If only for its extreme simplicity, let us 

provisionally adopt this proposal here. Were we dealing with 
small tables, like those obtained by correlating traits, such 
differences in procedure might certainly introduce perceptible 
differences into the results : but, when we correlate persons, we 
shall generally be dealing with tables so large that any change 
confined to the leading diagonal would be almost entirely swamped 
in summation with the rest of the column : so that the problem is 
of minor importance.1 

The second difficulty is caused by the numerous negative 
coefficients. In correlating traits these seldom appear in the table 
of observed correlations. Hence those who have simply carried 
over Spearman’s methods and formulae from correlating traits to 
correlating persons have found themselves in some perplexity. 
Once again, the usual course has been to omit them. Thus, in 
keeping with ‘ method a5 (i.e. the c group-factor method’),2 
they usually work first with one positive sub-matrix and obtain a 
first factor, and then with the other positive sub-matrix to obtain a 
second, which (as they rightly point out) is roughly “ the obverse of 

the first,” sometimes entirely ignoring the negative correlations, 

1 On the problem here raised, see pp. 332, 395, and 474. 

2 [93], p. 306. As implied above, it is strictly applicable only when the 

figures in the neglected sub-matrix of residuals are virtually zero, i.e. insignifi¬ 

cant as compared with the size of the probable error. 
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although the line of division is said to depend upon them 1 2 * * * * : in 
practice, however, the line of division between the four quadrants is 
rarely clear. But if we imagine the signs of the initial measure¬ 
ments of the last six persons (G to L) to be reversed, thus reversing 
the signs of their correlations with the remaining persons, we can 
apply the summation formula to the whole matrix at a single step. 
To restore the signs we must afterwards prefix a negative to the 
saturation coefficients of G to L. The whole series will thus be 
accounted for in terms of a single bipolar factor. (See below, 

pp. 458,485.) 

With these two points provisionally settled, it only 
remains to add up the figures in each column of correlations, 
and divide each total by the square root of the grand total 
for the whole table. The totals, the grand total, and the 
resulting saturation coefficients are shown at the foot of 
Table II. On squaring the saturation coefficients we find 
that the factor so indicated accounts for about 35 per cent, 
of the entire variance. The next factor would account 
for barely 17 per cent., and the third for only 9 per cent. 
But with a group so small it is hardly profitable to consider 
these further factors. 

B. Resulting Factors and Types 

The factor-saturations for each person, thus deduced 
from the correlations of his measurements with those of all 
the rest, may be taken as measuring the degree to which 
that person approximates towards the type for which the 
factor is responsible. As I have argued in previous articles,8 
these saturation coefficients are simply coefficients of correla¬ 
tions indirectly calculated : when obtained by an adequate 

1 E.g. [92], p. 22 ; cl ibid., p. 302, Table I (in this table R and S have only 
one or two negative correlations instead of twelve; and hence I should have 
put them into the matrix for Type I, not Type II. Actually, hardly any of 
the negative correlations are significant: so that a single general factor, with 
positive saturations throughout, would fit the figures almost as well). 

2 E.g. [xoi], p. 89. My proof related only to saturation coefficients ob¬ 
tained by the method of least squares. But, as a matter of fact, this view of 
the saturation coefficient seems also to be accepted by nearly all who have 
preferred the simple-summation formula for correlations between persons; 
it was adopted, for example, by Beebe Center and later by Stephenson. 
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statistical method, they specify the person’s correlation 
with the ideal or hypothetical person—the ‘ key person¬ 
ality ’—who represents the pure type. 

In passing, it may be of interest to inquire what the main factor 

thus indicated can represent. In the schedule of temperamental 
qualities, used in this and other researches, gradings are incidentally 
requested, not only for £ general instability,’ but also for the 
‘ tendency towards inhibition or repression.’1 On comparing the 
saturation coefficients just calculated with direct assessments for 
the latter quality, I obtain a correlation of — *83. Provisionally, 

therefore, we might identify this factor with ‘ extraversion5 
defined loosely as the opposite of inhibition or introversion. How¬ 

ever, these impressionistic assessments are not themselves very 
reliable : it is unanimously agreed that K and L are of an inhibited 
or introverted type and that A and B are uninhibited extraverts, 
but over the remaining persons there is an appreciable disagreement. 
We must therefore postpone this question until we can interpret 
the factor in the light of the traits from which it has been deduced. 

In any actual investigation it would, of course, be highly 
desirable to base the saturation coefficients on a much larger 
group ; and the reader will now easily see how laborious the 
method would be were it essential to calculate all the 
possible intercorrelations before we could arrive at an 
approximate assessment for the temperamental type of any 
particular person in the group. As the advocates of the 
‘ Q-technique ’ point out, “in applications to estimations 
for introversion-extraversion and the like . . . perhaps 
thousands of such correlations will have to be dealt with in 
any major study” ([97], p. 35). This seems to put the 
‘ Q-technique ’ entirely out of the question for the humbler 
purpose of practical measurement at psychological clinics 
or in mental hospitals, or for surveys on’any large scale to 
investigate the frequency-distribution of types. 

Saturation Coefficients without Factor-analysis.—May I 
therefore at this point introduce a simplified procedure 
which will enable us to reach virtually the same results as 
those of the ‘ method of summation ’ ? In proving the 
formula on which this latter method is based, I pointed out 

1 Measurement of Mental Capacities, loc. cit. sup., p. 29. 
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a curious algebraic corollary,1 from which it follows that 
(under certain not unreasonable conditions) identical 

1 Marks of Examiners, p. 287. Or, as I put it in another paper, “ g is 

simply the average of the tests 55 ([102], p. 176. Cf. also pp. 330 f. above). 

This is my justification for determining 4 true marks ’ by simply averaging 

ranks for the separate tests (e.g. in tests of aesthetic appreciation, etc.) 

and the order of4 general preference 9 by simply averaging ranks for individual 

preferences (e.g. in determining preferences for school subjects: cf. Burt, 

ap. Board of Education's Report on the Primary School, 1931, pp. 277-8; 

Pritchard, Brit. J. Educ. Psych., V, 1935, pp. 15 et seq.) : the minor factors 

included in such individual ranks or standard measurements are more or less 

cancelled by the process of averaging. Stephenson raised strong objections 

to this principle in his paper on 44 A New Application of Correlation to 

Averages ” (Brit. J. Educ. Psych., VI, pp. 43~57)> urging that the opposite 
types produced by the minor factors are not cancelled, but ignored. Here, 

as elsewhere (so he insists), 44 a factor. . . should be clearly distinguished 

from a mere average ” ([98], p. 357). It is, however, easy to show that the 

results obtained by formally eliminating the type-factors are virtually (if not 

precisely) the same as those that are obtained by the simpler and commoner 

procedure, and that these latter are usually as exact as the data will warrant 

(cf. Davies’ reply to Stephenson [30]). 
As was indicated in both the passages just cited, the 4 corollary 9 mentioned 

in the text would seem to apply equally to Thurstone’s 4 centroid method,’ 
since his cardinal equation is the same as my own (loc. cit., eq. xxv) : but when 
it comes to determining the factor-measurements, Thurstone himself, like 
Spearman, employs the method of least squares. The differential weights, 
however, derived by the method of least squares, although no doubt in theory 
supplying results of superior accuracy and validity, make little practical 
difference to the final averages or sums. 

I may add that in the fuller version of my 1935 Memorandum I showed that 
a more general form of the corollary could be reached if the variances of the 
measurements to be summed are made equal, not to each other and to unity, 
but to the communalities of the tests or traits, and if the diagonal elements are 
made equal to the communalities instead of to unity. From a practical 
standpoint, however, the calculation of type-factor measurements on this 
basis would be more laborious and not less, and the gain in accuracy is all but 

negligible. 
To the mathematical reader an apology is perhaps owing for the long 

attempt to prove in words a proposition which may seem obvious to him as 
soon as it is expressed in algebraic form. My excuse is, first, that several 
statistical investigators (including those who have used the summation for¬ 
mula most frequently) have questioned the proposition ; and secondly, that a 
verbal argument and an arithmetical example will make the result plausible to 
numerous readers who either cannot follow the algebra or cannot accept the 
algebraic premisses in the precise form which is necessary for the simple 
mathematical proof. 
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figures may be attained without calculating the inter¬ 
correlations between the several persons or applying any 
factor-analysis at all. 

The detailed proof (omitted in my Memorandum in its 
published form) has been given in the preceding paper. 
The following principle results. With the summation 
method and with unity in the diagonal cells, the factor- 
measurements are given by the unweighted sums of the 
measurements that have been correlated. Hence, for any 
given person, “ the sum of his correlations is proportional 
to his correlation with the sums ” ; consequently, to obtain 
his saturation coefficient for the first (or ‘ general ’) factor, 
we have merely to correlate his marks with the sums or 
averages of all the persons’ marks ([115], p. 164 : it is, of 
course, assumed that all marks or measurements are in 
standard measure).1 

The same principle may be extended to other factors. 
Thus, to obtain a person’s saturation coefficient for the 
second (or ‘ type ’) factor we have merely to subtract the 
averages from the original marks of the several persons, 
standardize the residuals, and then correlate that person’s 
residuals with the sums or averages of all the residuals, 
first reversing the signs of half the persons .to make summa¬ 
tion possible. In abstract terms the procedure may sound 
a little complicated ; but the arithmetic, it will be seen, is 

1 This is the principle underlying the rough-and-ready method that I have 

termed ‘factor-analysis by simple averaging.' Suppose, for example, 

represents fs performance in the zth test, measured, let us say, in terms of 

speed. Then the persons’ factor-measurements for the general factor com¬ 

mon to all the tests (i.e. each person’s general or average speed) may be taken 

as Entijn, Em^/n, . . . etc.; similarly, the factor-measurements for the 
i i 

general factor common to all the fersons (i.e. the general or average difficulty of 

each test) may be taken as Em^/N^ Em2j/Ny etc. Saturation coefficients for 
j j 

tests (or persons) can be calculated by correlating the observed measurements 

for each row (or column) with the averages for all the rows (or columns). 

For the observed table of measurements, a matrix of rank one can be fitted 

from the marginal totals by taking the estimated ma as = ■ 

and similarly for the other estimated rrCs. A table of residuals can be 

obtained by subtraction; and (after reversing the signs where necessary) 
may be analysed for secondary ‘ bipolar ’ factors in the same way. 
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exceedingly simple. Accordingly, partly to make the 
principle plain and partly because the identity of the results 
has been questioned, it will be worth while to exhibit it 
in a specific instance. Incidentally, the process will supply 
us with a far clearer notion of what the so-called saturation 
coefficient for persons really means. 

What is implied in the procedure I am proposing may perhaps 
best be understood as follows. Let us recollect that, when we 

were following the old method of correlating traits with a view to 
discovering specific factors and types, the great difficulty that 
always confronted us from the outset was to eliminate the differ¬ 
ences in average or general emotionality. The recognized statistical 

device was to apply partial correlation ; this was equivalent to 
estimating each person’s general emotionality by a weighted average 
of his measurements for the separate emotional traits, and deducting 
this estimate. Now, in statistical work it is a familiar^ experience 
that a weighted average seldom differs greatly or even significantly 
from an ordinary or unweighted average ; and when we turn to 
correlate persons, we regularly begin by deducting the unweighted 
average for each person from his several measurements before we 

convert them to terms of the standard deviation. 
Let us therefore make this step explicit. Ignoring any suggest¬ 

ions for weighting, let us accept the plain average of each person as 
a fair assessment of his general emotionality, and eliminate all 
individual variation in that respect by the simple process of sub¬ 
traction. Table III gives the result of this elimination, the 

remainders or residuals being reduced to standard measure. At 
this point the computer might go on to cross-multiply all the 
columns, each with each, and so obtain correlations between persons 
as before. This, however, is not required. Instead he is asked to 
regard these standardized residuals as forming approximate 
measurements for each person in the second or more specific 
factor which remains after his general emotionality has been 

deducted and is responsible for the classification into temperamental 
types.1 Accordingly, to obtain an indication of each ideal type 

1 Actually, it may be said, the measurements must include not only errors, 

but also measurements of any further factor, for we have only eliminated 

the first: to eliminate the third and later factors we should have to apply the 

method of least squares, which alone yields uncorrelated saturations. Here, 

however, we are content to suppose (as is assumed by the summation method 
of factor-analysis applied by Spearman, Thurstone, Stephenson, and others) 

that the influence of the further factors will virtually cancel out when the 

figures are averaged. 
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itself, all that is necessary is to average a sufficiently large series of 
such residuals for an appropriate selection of persons. To measure 
the ideal extravert, we could average the figures for the half who 
appear to verge in that direction (here A to F) ; to measure the 
ideal introvert, we could average figures for the other half, who 
appear to verge in the opposite direction (here G to L). This, in 
effect, is the procedure followed by those who prefer to deal with 
the two groups separately. If, however, we assume that intro- 
version is the exact antithesis of extraversion, we may reach a 
much better measurement for both by taking all the figures for the 
group, first reflecting or reversing the signs for those belonging to 

the second sub-group. The column of averages or sums thus 
calculated will represent the theoretical measurements for the ideal 
extravert type. The simple totals are appended in the last column 
but one of Table III, and are reduced to ordinary standard measure 
in the last column of all. To obtain analogous measurements for 
the ideal introvert we have merely to reverse the signs. 

At this point the theorist may be tempted to urge that we are 
basing our figures for the type largely on persons who do not really 
represent it. If the types were sharply separated, he will say, the 
procedure might pass : but if a large number in the group are more 
or less intermediate between the two, ought we not to omit them 
altogether or at least give them a very low weight ? Before we 
reply to this objection, however, let us accept the results provision¬ 

ally, and see how closely (or how remotely) the different persons 

actually correlate with them. 

Taking each person in turn, then, we correlate his 
residual marks with the sums or averages of all the residual 
marks, calculated as shown in Table III. The correlation 
thus obtained should express the degree to which each 
person approximates to the extraverted type. How far 
do the figures obtained by this simple method agree with 
those obtained by the previous and far more lengthy 
procedure ? The correlations are given at the foot of 
Table III. It will be seen that each correlation is not merely 
an approximation to, it is identical with, the saturation co¬ 
efficient for the same person as reached by the more elaborate 
method of intercorrelating all the persons and applying a 
factor-analysis by the summation method.2 

2 To exhibit the exact arithmetical identity I have carried the calculations 
to far more decimal places than the data would otherwise warrant. The 
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I have demonstrated this result for a small group of twelve 
persons only. The method can obviously be generalized 
to a sample of any size ; and, as I have already insisted, a 
safe measurement of the ideal type could, only be attained 
when the figures were derived from a fairly large sample. 
But, whatever the size of the group, the mathematical 
reader will perceive that it is, in fact, an algebraic necessity 
that the final figures obtained by the two alternative 
methods shall be exactly the same. If I am right, it follows 
that the lengthy computations proposed by Q-technique 
—the preliminary calculation of many hundreds of corre¬ 
lations between persons, the elaborate factor-analysis of a 
table of coefficients, and the final calculation of saturations 
or regression coefficients—are really unnecessary for the 
measurement of resemblances to types : the same figures, 
or virtually the same, can be obtained by the simple 
procedure outlined above. 

Determination of Types.—We may now inquire what is 
the apparent psychological nature of the types and factors 
to which these modified methods have led us. Are they 
essentially the same as were found in the set of more 
abnormal cases referred for clinical examination and 
treatment ? Are they the same as we should discover in 
a larger sample of the general population selected wholly 
at random ? If not, are the fresh factors and the new types 
due to the altered mode of selection or to changes in 
statistical procedure ? 

The obvious way to determine the nature of the two anti¬ 
thetical types would be to study the marks or weightings allotted 

slight discrepancies in the fifth decimal place are, of course, due to the 
rounding off of the previous figures. The student who desires to verify the 
identity has merely to multiply the figures in any one column with those in 
the last column (totals reduced to standard measure) and divide the sum of 
the products by eleven. 

In passing, I should like to stress the practical importance of the principle 
that has been twice invoked in the foregoing argument. It maintains that, 
unless the weightings are widely different, and unless the weights themselves 
and the measurements to be weighted are highly exact, we may obtain very 
reasonable approximations to the hypothetical measurements for any general 
factor by taking simply the unweighted averages' of the appropriate empirical 
measurements just as they stand (cf. [93], p. 310, para 7). 
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by each factor to the eleven emotional traits. However, this pro¬ 
posal raises several questions about which different investigators 
are not altogether agreed. 

To discover the nature of the 4 positive type ’ (as we may call it 
for the moment) the simplest method of all would be to compare 
the figures for each trait, as shown by the final column of sums in 
Table III; to discover the nature of the £ negative type ’ we should 
take the same figures with the signs reversed. But, since the 
calculation of these figures rests on an argument which may not 
be generally accepted, it will be better first to inquire what other 
means of determination may be available. 

For those who treat the problem of comparing and correlating 
persons as merely another case for the application of Spearman’s 
technique (first4 inverting ’ or, as I should prefer to say, transposing 

the initial matrix of measurements) the most logical procedure 
would be to employ Spearman’s regression equation or £ weighting 
formula ’—a method which, as it happens, is based on the principle 

of least squares: only, instead of constructing a regression 
equation to get factor-measurements for the persons, we shall 
now, of course, construct one to get factor-measurements for 
the traits.1 The calculations would be long; but they were 
apparently2 carried out by Beebe Center ; and his methods appear 
in the main to have been followed by Stephenson in his recent 
article. At all events Stephenson himself states that the figures he 
deduces to describe his two temperamental types should be regarded 
as £true regression estimates’ ([92], p. 304). Elsewhere, however, 
he explains that££ the person with the highest saturation is the most 
useful for predicting (by correlation) the [measurements of the] 
type to which all persons of one factor are approximating ” ; and to 
save labour it would seem that he generally employs simple inspec¬ 
tion in order to pick out the most typical person or persons in his 
batch.3 If so, to single out one or two persons from a small batch 
of twenty or thirty would appear a somewhat precarious method of 

setting up a standard. 

1 D>6]> eq* 31, p- xx. An illustration of the calculations as adapted to 
obtain factor-measurements for traits from correlations between persons was 

given in my previous paper ([114], p. 175). 

2 [8°J p* 207. (Actually Center’s final values are expressed in terms of 
simple ranks.) 

3 [97]> P* 3S1* t^ie onV case ln which figures are actually given for 
c predicting ’ or describing the type ([92], p. 303) the figures are simple 
integers from o to 10, and obey his prescribed frequency distribution: so 
that they are presumably merely the assessments of the one most typical 
person in his batch of 21. 

26 
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But, however applied in actual practice, the underlying principle, 
it will be noted, is to estimate resemblances between individuals 

and the ‘ type ’ first of all, and deduce the ‘ type ’ afterwards. 
With the method described in the previous paragraphs the order of 
procedure is reversed : we first determine the ‘ type,’ and deduce 
the degree of resemblance to it afterwards. Moreover, with this 
method we use measurements from all the persons to determine the 

coefficients for the type, and give to each person an equal weight. 

At first sight this seems far better than using one person, or even one 
small group of persons picked out by simple inspection. Yet the 
method itself demonstrates in the end how widely the various per¬ 
sons differ in their resemblance to the hypothetical types. Does 
it not therefore follow that the principle of equal weighting was 
after all very inadequate ? Would it not be better to weight the 
several persons differently according to their saturation coefficients 

as now obtained ? We may readily agree. But, if we go on to 
revise the whole of our computations on this basis, we shall find that 
the correlations with the type as thus recalculated will not be the 
same as those with which we started out. We must therefore begin 
again with these revised saturation coefficients. Thus we shall be 
continually led to fresh coefficients and fresh weights : in short, to 
a spiral process of successive approximation. If we keep on we 
shall ultimately discover that, having started with saturations 
determined by simple summation, we are gradually approximating 

towards the saturations determined by least squares. That being 
so, would it not be much quicker to seek from the very outset a 
direct determination of the type by correlating traits instead of 
persons ? For, with the method of least squares, the saturation 
coefficients for persons are really the correlations of those persons’ 
measurements with the saturation coefficients for traits ([i 14], 
p. 178); and to reach the latter we must begin by correlating traits. 

C. Correlations between Traits 

But this brings us back to our central problem. Can we 
still assume that the factors obtained by correlating traits 
will be identifiable with those already obtained by corre¬ 
lating persons, even under the more general conditions that 
we have here laid down ? For the ordinary reader, the 
most convincing way to answer this question will be to 
examine calculations for a small table of figures such as that 
given above, and then note how the principles involved 
are perfectly general. 
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Let us therefore proceed to compute the correlations 
between the various traits as measured in Table I, and then 
factorize this second correlation table. The correlations 
and reliability coefficients, calculated in the ordinary way, 
are shown in Table IV. Practically every correlation is 
positive ; and it is at once obvious that the figures are 
tending towards as good a hierarchical order as we could 
expect with a group so small and traits so multifarious. 
Such an order implies, not only the presence, but the 
predominance, of a general factor common to all the 
traits: this first factor is, of course, virtually eliminated 
when we correlate persons. On eliminating its effects 
from Table IV, at least one other factor—possibly two— 
are discernible. The saturation coefficients have been 
calculated for all three,1 and are given, rearranged for 
purposes of comparison, in the first three columns of 
Table V. 

Here we are interested neither in the first factor (‘ the 
general factor,’ as it is commonly termed), nor yet in the 
third factor whose nature and even existence here seem 
highly dubious. Our immediate interest lies in the second. 
This, if any, will be the factor that corresponds with that 
discussed above while correlating persons. The trait- 
weights for the two, as obtained by correlating traits and 
persons (with the ‘ abridged method ’ for the latter), must 
accordingly be compared. The figures are given in the 
second and fourth columns of Table V, headed t. ii and 
p. ii. The figures in the latter column are simply the 

1 The calculation was carried out in accordance with Dr. Stephenson’s 
own description of his method. The procedure is based on Spearman’s 
well-known summation formula. It differs from my own in implying a 
slightly different figure for the self-correlation of each test. If this implied 
figure is inserted, then a check with table-by-column multiplication shows 
that the saturations obtained do not differ greatly from those that would 
be obtained by the least-squares method with these self-correlations. The 
choice of figures for the self-correlations is largely arbitrary ; and I myself 
should prefer to insert values that would give (i) zero correlations between 
the saturation coefficients for different factors and (ii) a total of zero for the 
bipolar saturation coefficients of the same factor. This would incidentally 
yield saturations for t, ii that were much closer to the figures given under 

P* & 
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TABLE V 

Saturation Coefficients and Factor-measurements for Traits 

Correlating Traits. 

Correlating Persons. 

Abridged 
Method. Average. 

t. i t. ii t. iii p, ii p. i p. ii p. ii: 

Sociability •671 •508 ‘°93 •587 •69 1 *55 1 *15 2 
Sex . •878 •213 •I77 •489 •58 5 •19 5 •II 4 
Assertiveness •827 •483 •104 •378 •64 2 *5i 2 •13 3 
Joy . ■951 •233 •225 •297 *53 6 •10 6 *34 1 
Anger •824 •24I —•109 *280 *59 4 *44 3 —33 JO 
Curiosity . •780 - -*268 •198 ‘OOI *23 11 •25 4 *02 7 
Fear •898 - -I59 —317 — •089 •62 3 —39 TO -*l6 9 
Sorrow •259 - -•IO4 —798 -*337 *44 9 —23 8 - —38 jj 
Tenderness •564 - -•667 •353 —447 •5i 7 —12 7 •09 6 
Disgust . •830 - -490 —-•104 —489 •30. 10 —25 9 ~ -•08 8 
Submissiveness . •412 - -685 •237 —525 *48 8 —52. 11 •IO 5 

totals given at the end of Table III reduced to terms of 
the same standard deviation as those entered under t. ii. 

It is true the two sets of figures are no longer absolutely 
identical. But absolute identity was hardly to be expected 
after we had decided to substitute a rough summation 
method for both calculations. Nevertheless, with the 
exception of one rather indeterminate trait—curiosity1 

1 In most of the other groups that I have investigated, c curiosity5 has 

appeared as definitely characteristic of the c objective,’ ‘ aggressive,5 or c ex- 

traverted 5 type. With this particular batch—students at the end of their 

adolescent period, it will be remembered—the conduct which gains a high 

mark for 4 curiosity5 consists of inquiring interests of an abstract and 

theoretical nature rather than of curiosity about other persons or about 

concrete things and practical situations; such curiosity is, intelligibly 

enough, associated rather with tendencies towards introversion. 

My friend, Mrs. Milner, in her very remarkable book, has criticized my 

classification on the ground that* disgust has usually an aggressive component, 

while sex is aggressive only in the male : in the female it is submissive 5 (The 

Human Problem in Schools, 1938, p. 106). My primary aim, however, was not to 

classify emotions, but to classify persons. I can only say that, so far as my 

data go, both males and females who are rated by observers high for sexual 

behaviour tend, on the whole, to be slightly more aggressive in their general 

conduct (though the correlation is quite low, especially in females). On the 

other hand, * disgust,5 I agree, as defined in the dictionary is often synony¬ 

mous with indignation, and to that extent would be characteristic rather of 
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—the signs remain the same, and the magnitude of 
the figures is but slightly altered. The same seems to 
hold good of the third factor. We may, therefore, fairly 
conclude that, even when the group contains persons 
differing appreciably in their average or total amount of 
general emotionality, the remaining factors obtained by 
correlating traits can be regarded as identical for all 
practical purposes with the factors obtained by correlating 
persons. The minor differences are evidently the result 
of the differential weighting that has been implicitly 
introduced. This effect is diminished rather than increased 
when we apply the same method to larger samples. Hence 
we may, I think, legitimately assume that our conclusion 
can be generalized. 

D. Resulting Factors and Types 

It is interesting to note that In their concrete nature the several 
factors obtained from the small group of adults tally with those 
obtained from the larger groups of children [114]. 

The first factor here accounts for 56 per cent, of the total variance. 
Its saturation coefficients are positive throughout. The factor- 
measurements for the twelve persons differ but little from the 
averages given at the foot of Table I; and both correlate highly 
with direct judgments for 4 emotional instability.’1 We may, 
therefore, unhesitatingly identify this factor with 4 general 
emotionality.’ 

The second factor accounts for 18 per cent, of the variance. Its 

the aggressive type. But that was not the sense in which I used the word : 
following Shand and McDougall, I should class that type of behaviour under 
£ anger.5 Disgust, as McDougall defines it, is more often inhibitive and 
repressive than assertive or aggressive. 

1 In discussing the results of factor-measurement as applied to patients in 
mental hospitals, Dr. Murdo Mackenzie has asked that 44 the alphabet 
of factors should be extended to include the factor of instability55 ([91], 
p. 113). His request is already met by this factor of 4 general emotional¬ 
ity.5 We may perhaps loosely regard it as a central fund of emotional energy 
comparable to what certain psycho-analytic schools would called the libido. 
Elsewhere I have pointed out that the child in whom general emotionality is 
high becomes (unless his intelligence is correspondingly increased) essentially 
the 4 unstable child 5; and I have no doubt the same is true of adults. A 
more detailed account of the hypothesis of general emotionality will be 
found in Character and Personality, VII, pp. 238-254. 
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saturation coefficients are partly positive, partly negative. It is 
thus a bipolar factor. The saturations are positive for sociability, 
assertiveness,, anger, joy, and sex ; negative for submissiveness, 
tenderness, disgust, fear, sorrow, and curiosity. Both the twofold 
allocation and the relative size of the figures agree pretty closely 

with what was obtained by the simpler method here described (last 
column of Table III). We may infer that positive values of the 
factor indicate the aggressive, unrepressed, or extraverted type, and 
negative values, the inhibited, repressed, or introverted type. 
Incidentally, for purposes of practical diagnosis it is instructive to 
note that, of the more special characteristics assessed in the original 
schedule, talkativeness still shows a higher correlation with the 
second factor than any other.1 

To the figures for the third factor little importance can be 
attached. In this group it contributes barely 10 per cent, to the 

total variance. The saturation coefficients are positive for tender¬ 
ness, submissiveness, joy, sex, curiosity, assertiveness, and socia¬ 
bility ; negative for sorrow, fear, anger, and disgust. The first 

list includes all the emotions that are attended with pleasure ; the 
latter comprises the only four that are definitely unpleasant, the 
coefficient for sorrow being the largest of all. Put in this way the 
results are consistent with the suggestion that the third factor 
makes for cheerful or optimistic moods when positive, and 
melancholy or pessimistic moods when negative : if we prefer a 

1 With the homogeneous group it was *78 ; with the present group, 
slightly lower, *71. Statistically the difference is hardly significant, but it is 
in keeping with the complex nature of this symptom, as I have implied else¬ 
where. The importance of an assessment for talkativeness lies in the fact 
that the qualities most reliably assessed at an interview are those which the 
interview itself elicits (cf. [53], p. 64); but it may indicate one or more of at 
least three underlying tendencies. Speech and voice are no doubt influenced 
quite as much in their quality by specific emotions as facial expression is; 
but they are also affected in their quantity (or fluency) by (1) general 

emotionality, (2) special inhibitive tendencies, and (3) the verbal factor, 
usually regarded as a specific intellectual capacity, but as such probably of 
relatively small importance. Thus, the tongue-tied, taciturn child may be 
either unemotional, or inhibited, or (less likely) of poor ability in the use of 
words; the loquacious, garrulous child is usually both emotional and 
uninhibited (i.e. of the so-called extraverted or cyclothymic type). Now 
in the homogeneous group, differences in general emotionality were elimin¬ 
ated by the mode of selection; consequently, talkativeness, when present, 
appeared as a well-marked symptom of extraversion: hence the higher 
correlation. (Cf. The Backward Child, pp. 401, 547. The bearing of this 
on the use of performance instead of verbal tests with such children has been- 
repeatedly emphasized, but is still too often overlooked.) 
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more technical name, we may call it a factor for euphoria. Actually 

however, the only coefficient of any considerable size is that for 

£ sorrow5; and I believe the true inference to be drawn is that two 
persons labouring under recent grief happened to find a place in 
this group at the time the estimates were made. 

Since the group here described was small and deliberately chosen 

for illustrative purposes, no great weight could be attached to these 

points of agreement if they stood alone. Miss Knowles and others, 
however, have correlated and factorized assessments for much larger 

groups of our students, and have apparently reached very similar 
conclusions. Their larger tables will be found in their theses. 

It will be as well to repeat that the factors thus demonstrated are, 
in the first instance, statistical components only: they are not 

psychological, physiological, or biological causes as such. It is 
perhaps possible that (as the more enthusiastic advocates of the 

method have claimed) the £ types discovered by factor-analysis ’ 
may be £ at bottom constitutional types, part of the individual’s 
glandular inheritance ’; but if so, factor-analysis alone could not 
demonstrate it. It has even been suggested that £ the extraverted 
temperament ’ may be £ due possibly to one gene and the intro¬ 

verted to its absence ’: I agree that the underlying conditions may, 
in part, be inherited as a c Mendelian factor,’ and have, indeed, given 
reasons for the belief ;1 but the characteristics of individuals as we 
observe them can be related to £ Mendelian factors 5 only in a very 
indirect and complex way : our statisticalc factors 5 are factors of a 
very different kind. Whether or not the groupings suggested by 
our crude data are at bottom partly the outcome of simple biological 
or biochemical causes, the statistical factors that express those 
groupings are, as we have seen, descriptive and predictive factors 

rather than causal factors : they seek merely to offer a quantitative 
picture of an individual personality, and to forecast his probable 
behaviour under various emotional stimuli. A different set of 
factors could easily be extracted which would describe the data 
almost as well: but for purposes of prediction they would be less 
simple, less convenient, less economical, and less accurate. What 
James wrote nearly forty years ago still remains true: ££ If we seek 

to place the emotions thus enumerated into groups, according to 
their affinities, all sorts of groupings would be possible—equally 
real and true. The reader may class the emotions as he will—-as 
sad or joyous, sthenic or asthenic, natural or acquired, egoistic or 

non-egoistic, organismally or environmentally initiated, and what 
more besides. The only question would be—does this grouping or 

1 Eugenics Review, IV (1912), ii, pp. 189 etseq. Cf. pp. 8, 377, above 
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that suit our purpose best ? ” 1 In the absence of a full insight into 
causes, the best classification for purposes of diagnosis and prog¬ 
nosis—though not perhaps of treatment—is a classification with a 
minimum number of divisions and a maximum number of deducible 
corollaries, each predictable with maximum probability. This, I 
maintain, is given by the statistical procedure here pursued ; and 
the same procedure will alone enable us to give definite answers to 
still more pressing problems—how closely, for example, does the 
behaviour of this or that person remain true to the predicted type, 
in different situations, and in different moods, and at different 

stages of his life ? 

1 Principles of Psychology, Vol. II (1901), p. 485. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

A REPLY TO CRITICISMS OF THE RESULTS 

To what extent do the conclusions so far reached agree 
with those advanced by other investigators ? Of non- 
statistical writers, Binet, Jung, McDougall, Kretschmer— 
not to mention numerous less-known names—have 
attempted detailed descriptions of the emotional character¬ 
istics of the two main types; and it would not be difficult 
to show that, so far as can be judged, these concrete verbal 
pictures correspond pretty closely with the abstract 
quantitative scheme that has been formulated above.1 

1 Jung himself does not directly define introversion or extra version in 
terms of specific emotions. According to his original definition, 44 introver¬ 
sion is a turning inward of the libido [general emotional energy] whereby 
a negative relation of subject to object is expressed : interest does not move 
towards the object, but recedes towards the subject ” {Psychological Types, 

1924, p. 567). The implied distinction, as Jung has noted, is virtually the 
same as that previously drawn by Binet in contrasting his 4 objective ? with his 
fi subjective5 types; and Binet certainly emphasized the emotional differ¬ 
ences between his types. In my earliest researches on temperamental char¬ 
acteristics, before Jung had coined the more specific designations, I adopted 
Binet1’s vaguer adjectives to indicate the two opposite emotional dispositions, 
although I conceived the essential differences in terms of McDougall’s 
£ primary emotions ’ {Eugenics Review, 1912, IV, p. 189). Strictly, the words 
4 objective ’ and 4 extraverted9 would seem best adapted to express the final 
attitude habitually adopted by the patient as a result both of inborn dis¬ 
position and of post-natal experience rather than any quality of innate 
temperament alone. Of the two contributory influences inborn disposition 
is perhaps the more important: but it would be out of place here to discuss 
the wide but somewhat inconclusive evidence for such a view. 

Of other writers I may merely note that the majority—e.g. Groos, 
Kretschmer, McDougall, James—like Jung himself, even when they do not 
define their types in terms of the primitive emotions, nevertheless largely 
describe them in those terms. Indeed, McDougall explicitly attributes the 
temperamental differences between the extravert and the introvert to 
4 differences in respect of the relative strength of the instinctive tendencies,’ 
which in his opinion are identifiable with the fundamental emotions. Thus 
44 E (the typical extravert) is extremely sociable : I (the typical introvert) 

410 
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But a fuller and more precise correspondence can be estab¬ 
lished, if we turn to the results of those investigators who 
have used a statistical procedure. Here the work of Spear¬ 
man and his school, together with Spearman’s critical 
resume of earlier researches, and the conclusions of Stephen¬ 
son and others who have adopted Spearman’s methods, 
afford the best basis for comparison. 

I have endeavoured to meet Stephenson’s criticisms 
of my methods. May I now briefly answer his criticisms 
of my results ? As before, I believe that a little examination 
will show that the difference between us is far less than he 
imagines. The earlier conclusions of Stephenson and those 
who collaborated with him were based chiefly on tests 
applied to adults ; but, as they point out, the factors 
discovered very closely resembled those that had been 
obtained in my own work with normal and abnormal 
children. The final summary of their results is given in 
the issue of Character and. Personality, which also contains 
Stephenson’s first experiments on correlating persons. For 
testing personality, however, and for studying clinical and 
temperamental types, they relied at this stage exclusively 
on R-technique—i.e. on correlating tests or traits. Since 
they were themselves the observers and the testers of every 
person in their group, this procedure was always open to 
them. I, on the other hand, had usually to collect the data 
for my clinical cases from different observers ; and so had 
often been forced to start by correlating persons. Neverthe¬ 
less, wherever it was practicable, I should still consider that 
‘ R-technique ’ was the safer procedure, though Dr. 
Stephenson now seems to repudiate it. 

shrinks from self-display ; E’s laughter is frequent and free ; I is timid and 
shy ... I is curious about scientific and metaphysical problems, gloomy, 
sensitive and even sardonic: his emotional expressions are repressed and 
restrained,” etc. (Outline of Abnormal Psychology, pp. 436 et seq., abridged). 
Holt epitomizes what is common to the two types of response by summarizing 
the one as ‘ aggressive or adient ’ and the other as ‘ avoidant ’ (Animal Drive 

and the Learning Process, 1931); and Katz regards ‘ these two fundamental 
reactions as the clue to extraversion-introversion ’ (in his chapter on 
‘ Personality,’ af. Boring, Langfeld & Weld, Psychology, p. 510). P°r a 
general review of the whole subject, see Guilford and Brady, Psychol. Bull'., 

XXVII, 1930, pp. 96-107. 
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Their main conclusion, apart from minor modifications 
is essentially the same as that put forward by Spearman in 
his well-known chapter on 4 Types ’ ([56], pp. 41-54), 
namely, that nearly all the familiar antitheses observed by 
writers on temperament—extra vert and introvert, objective 
and subjective, manic and schizophrenic, explosive and 
obstructed—are variants of the same theme, a factor (or 
possibly a set of factors) to be discovered by correlating 
tests, and identifiable with 4 perseveration ’ or 4 inertia,’ 
as the 44 most fundamental of all the concepts involved.” 
They suggest, however, several minor modifications. 
First, whereas Spearman had tentatively identified the 
essential type-factor with Muller’s 4 perseverative ten¬ 
dency’ and the 4 secondary function ’ of Groos, Stephenson 
holds it to be more definitely 4 volitional,’ akin to Webb’s 
w (4 persistence ’) and the 4 determining tendency ’ of 
Ach. It is this volitional stability, in his view, that the 
alleged tests of perseveration (4p-tests ’) really measure, 
not the factor of 4 inertia.’ Secondly, in their later work 
they conclude (rightly in my view) that at least two 
factors have to be taken into account in diagnosing the 
temperamental characteristics of any individual patient, 
namely, f (or w) and f.1 The possession of ‘high w’ 
and 4low to* leads to two distinguishable types, analo¬ 
gous to my 4 stable ’ and 4 unstable ’ types respectively.2 
The ‘fluency-factor’ (f) they identify with my second 
bipolar factor (*), namely, the tendency to sthenic (aggres¬ 
sive or assertive) emotions and asthenic (repressive or 
inhibitive) emotions respectively.3 The possession of4 high 
e 1 "FI16 detailed evidence for these conclusions is set out in a series of 
‘Studies in Experimental Psychiatry ’ by the same authors published in the 
/. Menial Science of the same year. 

r^es.e ^ attrikuted to differences in a factor of ‘ general emotionality ’ 
(e). . This factor, as I have elsewhere pointed out, would seem to represent 
the innate basis of Webb’s w ([129], p. 254). 

. 8 T^e Xerm_‘fluency’ is due to Hargreaves [58], who suggested that 
it might indicate inhibition or the reverse.’ It would seem, however, 

to be an old factor re-named. Thus, Garnett identifies it with a factor 

that he had previously demonstrated and named c. (‘ cleverness ’ [37] * 

cf. Knowledge and Character, p. 137 {.). I regarded it as nearly identical 

with quickness,’ which, as measured by ordinary tests, I held to be a 

mixe or joint factor ’ a resultant implying both high emotionality and 
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/ ’ or ‘ low / ’ thus leads to a cross-classification into ‘ explo¬ 
sive 5 and ‘ obstructed ’ types respectively. These corre¬ 
spond with my ‘ unrepressed ’ (or ‘ uninhibited ’) and 
£ repressed ’ (or £ inhibited ’) types. They may be broadly 
identified, it is said, when due allowance has been made for 
differences in p and g, with the so-called ‘ extravert ’ 
(£ manic-depressive ’ or £ cyclothymic ’) and £ introvert ’ 
(£ melancholic ’ or £ schizophrenic ’) types of other psycho¬ 
logists. Hence, as Stephenson and his collaborators them¬ 
selves pointed out at the time, their results and mine seem 
so far to be in close agreement.1 

Now, as we have already seen, Stephenson’s recent 
account of Q-technique, and even his further article in the 
same number of the same journal, are very difficult to 
reconcile with these earlier conclusions. When the latter 
were written, he was still of opinion that to correlate persons 

lack of inhibition or repression. It is interesting to note that Hargreaves 
discovered the evidence for his /-factor in tests of imagination : this is quite 
in keeping with the close relation, found in our work on correlating persons, 
between differences in the factors of emotionality and inhibition and differ¬ 
ences in types of artistic appreciation and production ([129], p. 294 f.). 

1 The minor differences seem attributable to the fact that p, /, and w are 
really c mixed5 or £ non-fractionalfactors.5 As indicated above, the results 
of such tests seem to depend upon a mixture or balance of at least twoc purer 5 
factors. To get back to these latter we must adopt a weighted combination 
(here a weighted subtraction) of the two. Thus the lines of classifica¬ 
tion given in these papers are drawn at slightly different points from my own. 
w, being in my view largely an acquired characteristic, must depend in part 
upon the second factor as well as upon the first. Hence Miss Studman 
rightly regards £ high w 5 as largely characterized by £ inhibition.5 Similarly 
she attributes £ exaggerated impulsion 5 to £ high/,5 whereas I should partly 
attribute it to £ high e 5 (general emotionality). 

Another of my former students, R. B. Cattell, in a slightly earlier research 
(thesis on £ Temperament Tests and Perseveration 5: cf. Brit. J. Psych., 

XXIII, 1933, iii, pp. 308 et seq.), reached somewhat similar conclusions. He 
discusses my own terms (£ Repressed 5 and £ Unrepressed,5 c Sthenic 5 and 
£ Asthenic 5), and considers—I think with justice—that they may be taken to 
imply more than we are at present entitled to infer; and consequently pro¬ 
poses to speak of * Surgent5 and £ Desurgent5 types instead. His further 
^-factor—£ optimistic and objective5—seems to correspond with the third 
factor found in my own research : he, too, is inclined to accept the view that 
this may be responsible for, or descriptive of, the minor contrast between the 
manic and the depressive sub-types within the more mixed manic-depressive or 
c surgent5 group. 
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instead of tests was not a legitimate procedure, and was likely 
to be i both futile and misleading ’ (p. 178). Accordingly, 
to test the differences between us, it was suggested that, 
with the aid of our joint research students, the problems 
chiefly affected should be worked over afresh by both 
procedures.1 Their investigations, we hope, will shortly 
be published.2 Meanwhile, Stephenson himself has given 
a preliminary account of the highly interesting results 
obtained by his modified technique in several short and 
illustrative inquiries. So far, however, as I have already 
indicated, I fail to see any serious discrepancy between 
either our figures or our deductions. 

Here we may confine ourselves chiefly to those studies that bear 

1 At first it was suggested that the data already obtained with the 
various tests of f and / should themselves be correlated by persons. 
Stephenson, however, held that such a procedure would be invalidated by 
differences in the unit of measurement: £ since each of our tests has a different 
unit, they cannot be correlated by columns and the factors would be meaning¬ 
less.’ This did not appear to me to be fatal, since, if they were first expressed 
in standard measure for tests, the original measurements could still be 
correlated for persons. 

A more serious objection, as it seemed to me, was that the data supplied by 
the tests, being confined to f and /, did not cover a sufficiently wide field of 
human behaviour : in correlating tests, our persons must be a fair sample of 
the population of persons; and similarly, in correlating persons, our traits 
must be a fair sample of the population of traits. Accordingly, for a valid 
use of the new method it appeared essential to take, not a number of tests for 
just a pair of important qualities, but a more comprehensive list of traits 
(such as McDougall’s catalogue of the primary emotions) professing to repre¬ 
sent the entire emotional life. In his later studies Stephenson has, I think, 
tacitly accepted this point of view, since the list that he has used, though 
drawn from Kretschmer’s psychobiogram instead of McDougall’s catalogue, 
includes (with a slight change of nomenclature) practically every trait in my 
own list except sex. He himself, however, lays stress on a somewhat different 
reason, namely, not so much to make the list a better sample of the total 
universe of individual actions, but rather to reduce the probable error by 
increasing the number of items over which the correlation is carried. Accord- 
ingly, since number is his main aim, he does not object to repeating estimates 
of the same trait in slightly different forms—a procedure I should be tempted 
to criticize on the ground of the irregular distribution that the sample of 
traits would then exhibit. 

2 Some of their earlier results are described by Stephenson [97]. Fuller 
accounts will be found in their M.A. and Ph.D. theses (University of 
London Library). 
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more particularly on the 4 inhibited ’ and 4 uninhibited 5 types of 
temperament, since it is mainly to my earlier statements about these 
types that Stephenson takes exception. His first study ([97], 
pp. 357-9) is most closely comparable with my own, since he adopts 
much the same list of traits, applies my rating scale for tempera¬ 

mental qualities, and follows the summation procedure outlined in 
my memorandum : a general factor is first eliminated; negative 
signs are reflected ; a bipolar factor is then extracted (instead of 

two positive factors) ; and the factors are given a psychological 
interpretation as they stand : for we both agree that in such cases 

the 4 rotation of axes,’ insisted on by Thurstone, is here unneces¬ 
sary. The data were self-ratings from 18 students in one of our 
seminar-classes : as the observer was different in each case_ 

namely, each student himself—persons only can be correlated. 
After removing the general factor (which merely indicates the 
tendency of the self-observers to 44 estimate themselves highly for 
desirable qualities ”) the second factor to emerge has negative as 

well as positive saturations and only one zero. It is described as 
44 representing the cyclothymic-schizothymic types.” Here, there¬ 

fore, Stephenson’s chief type-factor is almost exactly identical with 
the bipolar second factor found in my own researches. 

As we have seen, however, Stephenson would in general prefer, 

not to eliminate the general factor, but to use the group-factor 
method throughout instead, so as to obtain two positive factors 
instead of one bipolar factor. Where the data are derived from 

sharply discontinuous groups, as in his second investigation, I 
should, of course, agree that this was the correct procedure : but 
even here the final outcome appears to be the same. In his second 
investigation ([98], pp. 363 f.) he takes a composite sample con¬ 
taining 6 normal, 5 manic-depressive, and 5 schizophrenic persons, 

the latter being patients already tested at Horton Mental Hospital 
in the previous research on and /. The same observer now 
estimated all the persons; consequently correlations can be 
legitimately calculated for traits as well as for persons, and I hope 
will ultimately be published for comparison. On analysing the 
correlations between persons, two factors are found—one for the 
4 manic-depressive type ’ (pathological extraversion) and the other 
for the 4 schizophrene type ’ (pathological introversion), the second 
being virtually the inverse of the first. But these are precisely the 
4 clinical types ’ whose characteristics corresponded with the 
results of testing for f and /. Thus, the 4 new factors ’ obtained 
by correlating persons point to exactly the same classification as the 
old factors obtainable by correlating tests or traits. 
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The identifications which I have proposed could be proved or 

disproved more conclusively if we had fuller information about the 
nature of the factors discovered. As a rule, each is just given a 
single descriptive name. In none of the experiments so far 
mentioned is any quantitative specification of the factors 
attempted, e.g. by computing factor-measurements for the several 

traits (which are, of course, equally trait-descriptions for the 
several factors). After all, to make up a group containing (a) 

manic-depressives and (b) schizophrenes, and then to discover by 

factor-analysis that the group comprises two antithetical types, 

namely, the manic-depressives and the schizophrenes, yields of 
itself no great addition to our theoretical knowledge—though no 
doubt it may be of great practical interest as confirming the diag¬ 

nosis of the patients, provided of course the doctors making the 
diagnosis did not also make the assessments. The problem for the 
psychologist is to ascertain what are the traits that more particularly 
characterize the schizophrene and the manic-depressive respectively. 

Are we, for example, right in equating them with the ‘ schizothymic- 
cyclothymic types 5 of his preceding research ? Or again what 
degree of relative predominance do the several Kretschmer traits 

exhibit in each ? May we sum them up by saying that they show 
the inhibitive or the aggressive emotions developed to excess ? 

In a more recent research,1 Stephenson carries his analysis 
one stage further : he applies the regression-equation, deduces 
factor-measurements for the traits, and so provides material 
for an answer to these questions. If what he terms my ‘ reciprocity 
principle 5 is correct, these factor-measurements should correspond, 
not only with my own factor-measurements for traits obtained by 
correlating persons, but also with the saturations for traits 
obtained by correlating the traits themselves. If, on the other 
hand (as he declares), the principle “ involves such arbitrary 
foundations that it scarcely merits a moment’s consideration,” 
then there should be no resemblance whatever. He bases his 

figures on correlations between 21 normal persons, calculated from 
self-estimates for a modified list of 22 traits. He obtains a bipolar 
table of correlations, and deduces two antithetical types and two 
contrasted factors. Once again, the second factor is virtually the 
same as the first with the signs reversed : indeed, if we eliminate 
what I regard as the irrelevant ‘ general factor,5 the correlation 

between the two sets of saturation coefficients rises to practically 
— 1*00. 

On turning to his list of factor-measurements we find that 

1 Character and Personality, IV, iv, pp. 303—4. 
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his first factor and type are characterized by “ consistent flow 
of energy,” and are “ pushing, tenacious, headstrong,” “ fluent 
in speech,” and almost entirely free from “ inhibition ” or 
“ obstruction ” ; the second factor and type have “ inhibition ” 

and “ obstruction ” as their most well-marked traits, and are 
“ shut in and restricted.” Surely the factors thus specified are 
almost exactly the same as those underlying my own earlier 
distinction between the uninhibited (aggressive or sthenic) type and 
the inhibited (obstructed or asthenic) type respectively. What is 
more, they surely have a striking resemblance to the factors 
previously discovered and described by Miss Studman and himself 
by correlating tests, and identified by Miss Studman with my own. 
However much, therefore, we may differ about procedure and 
details, we seem after all to be in almost complete agreement about 
the two main types that so constantly recur, and about their 
essential characteristics.1 

1 Unfortunately, owing largely to practical difficulties beyond the investi¬ 
gators’ control, in none of the experiments so far carried out has it been 
possible to observe all the conditions that I suggested as necessary for a fair 
comparison. These were “ (i) that the group of persons used in correlating 
persons should be the same as those used in correlating traits; (ii) that the 
set of traits should be the same ; (iii) that both persons and traits should be 
selected from their respective universes on an assignable basis, so as to form 
(e.g.) an approximately normal, homogeneous, or rectilinear sample of the 
* population 9; (iv) that the same observer should make, or at any rate 
standardize, the assessments for every person in the group.” In the experi¬ 
ment with hospital patients the observer was the same, but the trait- 
assessments could not be normally or evenly distributed, because the group 
was composed exclusively of extreme cases; in the two experiments with 
students, the trait-assessments might no doubt have been fitted to the 
normal scale employed in other inquiries, but unfortunately the observers 
were different: here, therefore, Stephenson has followed the same procedure 
as Dewar and assumed that the 4 traits9 are normally distributed within the 

same 'person : (this hardly seems legitimate with a list largely made up of 
antithetical pairs; Dewar deliberately selected her ‘ traits ’—i.e. test-pictures 
—so ^ that they might reasonably be regarded as constituting a normal 
distribution). These shortcomings are, of course, almost inevitable in 
preliminary studies: as my attempts can testify, it is always very difficult 
to find any one observer who can assess every student in a large group with 
the same accuracy and detail as the medical officer in a mental hospital can 
assess all his patients. 

In the last of the illustrative experiments described by Stephenson— 
‘ experiment No. 4: complementary R and Q analysis9 (carried out by 
one of his students)—the difficulty was overcome by using test- 
measurements for both types of analysis. The original intention was to 

27 
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Since the above paragraphs were written, Stephenson has 

published a further article 1 of great interest, in which he discusses 
somewhat more fully the factorial analysis of temperamental types 

by means of correlations between persons. The main contention 
of my original paper [30]—that the chief temperamental types, as 
described in non-statistical literature, can be verified statistically 

and interpreted in terms of factors revealed by correlational 
analysis—he accepts in principle : but he insists (1) that the 
correlations must be correlations between persons, not between 

traits, and (2) that, if types are to be established, these correlations 
must be analysed by Q-technique, and by Q-technique alone. To 

show how his method differs from that described in my last article, 
he takes a set of temperamental assessments for 34 persons and 
analyses the data in two alternative ways—first, by the two factor- 
theorems of Q-technique and secondly by a multiple-factor tech¬ 
nique, which he takes to be equivalent to my own.2 The argument 

that a type is a “ pattern of tendencies ” and, as such, is capable of 
unidimensional measurement, he emphatically rejects. Moreover, 
he claims that the temperamental types he discovers are ‘ limited 

correlate the rows and the columns of one and the same complete matrix: 
but the labour of calculating correlations for 100 persons seemed prohibitive ; 
so only a selection was actually used for ‘ Q-technique.’ Even so, the 
correlation tables were presumably too large to print, and, indeed, no 
figures at all are cited; but the investigator’s own conclusions evidently 
imply (as Stephenson’s quotations indicate) that in this experiment the 
two sets of factors were virtually, if not precisely, the same ([97], p. 360). 
In his thesis cited above—A Statistical Study of Physical and Mental Types 

(University of London Library)—the problem is discussed more fully, 
with an illustrative calculation from physical measurements: it is found that 
“ the same results are obtained either by analysing correlations between 
persons or by analysing correlations between traits.” For the first bipolar 
factor “ a correlation of *90 was obtained between the factor-measurements 
derived by factorizing traits and the factor-loadings or saturations derived 
by factorizing persons ” (loc. cit., pp. 213, 221). 

1 4 A Methodological Consideration of Jung’s Typology,’ J. Mental 

Science, LXXXV, 1938, pp. 185-205. A more adequate answer to his 
criticisms will, I hope, shortly be published in the same journal. 

2 Actually the procedure does not conform to mine ; but that is doubtless 
because, in my published articles, the abridged description of my method 
was not altogether clear. His own procedure is to begin by selecting 
4 or 5 persons representing each of his main types. Naturally, therefore, 
his correlations reveal factors corresponding to these types, and his frequency- 
distributions show discontinuous groups. If, however, we are allowed to 
select our representatives in advance, surely we could demonstrate any types 

: we .liked'] .... .. ■ ■ .. . 
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types,’ i.e. they are not (as I had maintained) end-sections of a 

continuous, symmetrical, and nearly normal distribution, but 
sharply demarcated categories or groups. Frequency distributions 
however, he does not give, and it would seem that his conclusion is 
based rather on surmise than on any actual survey of a repre- 
sentative population. J * 

Space wiH not allow me to reply to these further criticisms here. 
Most of his points, I fancy, have been covered by the fuller exposi 
tion given in the earlier pages of this booh. It will, therefore be 
sufficient to point out that, once again, our minor divergences' on 
points of technique seem quite outweighed by the similarity of our 
results. Except for slight differences in nomenclature, his concrete 
conclusions really corroborate my own. Thus, he explicitly 
recognizes—(1) a “ factor of general emotionality,” “ something akin 
to emotional instability, uncontrolled and innate ” ; (ii) a more 
specialized factor accounting for extraversion, “related to inadequate 
w.” which he apparently identifies with ‘ inhibition ’; (iii) several 
minor factors, two of which seem to turn on the same contrast as my 
distinction between the‘intuitive’and ‘analytic’ types, while a third 
seems analogous to my ‘ sensory ’ factor. He himself treats these 
various types as positive and co-ordinate groupings, all on the same 
level of classification; whereas my procedure exhibits them as 
bipolar antitheses, providing a succession of cross-classifications, 
and so yielding one subdivision within another, each classification 
following in order according to the amount contributed to the total 
variance by the corresponding factor. But these are formal rather 
than material differences. They do not affect the essential out¬ 
come : namely, that nearly all the factors discovered by factorizing 
correlations between persons with Q-technique turn out after all to be 

much the same as the factors originally demonstrated by factorizing 
correlations between traits and subsequently confirmed—at any rate to a 
large extent—by factorizing correlations between persons by so-called 
P-technique. 

Spearman’s View of Types.—Seeing that the controversy 
began with a discussion of “ Spearman factors in 
psychiatry,” let us glance in conclusion at Professor 
Spearman’s own views, as expressed in his monumental 
work [1x3], which has appeared since the foregoing was 
written. Spearman clearly holds that the analysis of 
correlations between traits (as distinct from correlations 
between persons) would be sufficient to reveal the existence 
of mental types, if they existed. In his earlier work 
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he found little or no clear evidence for £ group-factors,’ 
such as would confirm the existence of such types, 
either on the intellectual or on the temperamental (‘ orec- 
tic ’) side ; accordingly, he suggested that all the differences 
between the so-called extraverted and introverted types 
may be explained by differences in some single factor like p 
(in the sense of £ perseveration ’), and argued that, when 
once such a basis has been established by correlating 
behaviour-tendencies, “ all of what has been said about 
such types may possibly be nothing but its natural conse¬ 
quences.” 1 This view he still maintains with an increasing 
array of evidence ; and, in his final discussion of the prob¬ 
lem, he concludes that nothing is left of temperamental 
or £ orectic ’ types except the £ orectic factors ’ obtained by 
such correlations.2 

The General Factor in Correlations between Persons.—- 
These more theoretical disputes, however, about the 
identity of the factors got by correlating persons and 
correlating traits respectively we may now leave on one side, 
and keep mainly to the results of correlating persons. 
Here, whatever be our view upon the broader issue, we can 
at any rate agree upon the narrower and more practical 
point; namely, that, whether we calculate a saturation 
coefficient for each person by an elaborate factor-analysis 
(as in Tables I and V) or whether we simply correlate his 
empirical marks or measurements with a key set representing 
the hypothetical types (as in Table III), the figures obtained 
will be virtually the same, or at any rate sufficiently close 
to be treated for all practical purposes as equivalent. 
This being so, may we not now rely, for the needs of every¬ 
day assessment, on the simpler method of direct correla¬ 
tion with the £ key personality i.e. with the theoretical 
‘ standard person ’ ? 

Before consenting to do so, there is one passing question that the 
practical worker is very prone to put. If correlating persons 
affords such a simple way of measuring their approximation to this 

1 Cf. Abilities of Man, chap, iv, esp. pp. 52 et seq., and pp. 82, 305. 
* Psychology Down the Ages, Vol. II, chap, xlii, § 7, ‘ Fate of Orectic 

Types5: cf chap xxxviii, ‘ The New Typology.’ 
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type or to that, “ how is it,” as Stephenson himself inquires “ that 
it has been neglected for so long ? ” ([98], p. 366). The answer is, 
m the first place, that it has not been neglected so completely as is 
commonly supposed. Davies, Moore, and myself used it for 
assessing imagery-types as long ago as 1912 ; for determining types 

of character, temperament, aesthetic appreciation, and the like it 
has often been employed in practical work ;1 and in a recent survey 
of the literature, over forty investigations are cited in which the 
method of correlating persons had been used [130]. Nevertheless 

it must be admitted, the few theoretical investigators who have 
relied upon it seem, as a rule, to have done so with reluctance and 
apologies. For this the chief reasons have already been stated 

But there is one consideration that is especially pertinent here! 
When we correlate persons, we are apt to introduce an over¬ 

shadowing general factor, eliminated in correlating traits, which 
may be quite irrelevant to our main issue. In certain inquiries, as 
we have seen, this general factor may of itself provide the centre of 
interest; but in researches on type-psychology, such as the present, 
it is an unnecessary and obscuring factor, and, what is worse, even a 
fallacious factor—a kind of halo effect. 

This has not always been recognized. But the effect can easily 
be seen if a large number of judges are invited, to grade or mark the 
same person or persons for a list of traits such as that used in my 

tables here. Some years ago, in The Measurement of Human 

Capacities21 suggested, as an ‘ exercise in practical diagnosis,’ that 
readers should grade four delinquents (whose portraits were repro- 

1 It was included, for example, in the summary of test-methods prepared 
for the Board of Education in 1924 (FUft, af. Report on Psychological Tests of 
E due able Capacity, pp. 58-9). In its graphic form the principle has been 
very freely used for constructing, either mentally or explicitly, a characteristic 

profile to represent the ideal type or < standard personality/ and noting 
how closely each individual’s £ profile ’ approximates to it. 

Oliver and Boyd, 1927* Year by year I have tried the same experiment 
with my classes, sometimes at the beginning, sometimes at the end of the 
course. In addition, each student is asked to rank himself and at least one 
other person well known to him and to the group. In using portraits, my 
object has been not so much to prove or disprove the value of physiognomy 
as a guide to character, as to bring out the uses and limitations of impression¬ 
istic judgments, when systematized by a scheme such as the one we have 
been using here. When the persons assessed are the assessors themselves, 
the general factor for persons is still further coloured by the relative desirability 
of each trait, which, of course, is much the same for all: no one, for example, 
cares to call himself < flighty * or ‘ fanatical >; hence in Stephenson’s lists 
these qualities sink towards the lower end of the scale for both his antithetical 
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duced) in accordance with a printed schedule of intellectual and 

temperamental characteristics. Over 200 correspondents have 
sent me their gradings. For one and the same child their assess¬ 
ments correlate with each other to an average amount of -67. But 
does that mean that they agree to anything like that extent with the 
true order for that child ? Omit the photograph ; ask the same 

judges to rank the qualities specified in order of strength for any 

person they like to take. Though each chooses a different person, 
there will still be a positive correlation between the orders, ranging 

from about *20 to *45 ! This implies a general order towards which 
every human being is tacitly assumed to tend, or at any rate every¬ 
one belonging to the same age, sex, race, and social class. We all 

approximate more or less towards this general pattern. In all of 
us anger tends to be a stronger passion than curiosity, and fear than 
submissiveness or disgust; just as in all of us, including the extreme 

c pyknic,’ height remains greater than breadth, and breadth greater 
than thickness: even the fat boy in Pickwick was a not quite so big 
round as he was tall.” 

Those individuals who correlate most closely with this general 
order will be popularly regarded as the most human. Actually, of 

course, such an order is more likely to reflect opinion than fact, the 
unformulated psychology of the judges rather than the actual 
disposition of the group that is judged. Indeed, in some cases it 
may be largely an artefact, depending, for example, on such acci¬ 

dental conditions as the extent to which each trait is accessible to 
observation. Thus, cautious observers will tend to rank sex low 
in all persons, because they f know little or nothing of that side ’ 
of the persons to be judged ; on the other hand, the Freudian will 
usually rank sex high in conformity with the doctrine he accepts. 
In Table VI, under the heading c pi.,’ I give the average saturation 
coefficients for the first or general factor for persons, derived from 
all the rankings I have obtained. It will probably be agreed that it 
represents the popular notion of the relative strength of the motives 
named as ingredients of our common human nature.1 

types: ([92], p. 302 ; cf. Guilford, Psychometric Methods, pp. 276-7). 
Similarly, in my own list unobjectionable or pleasing traits (e.g. curiosity, 
tenderness) and pleasant emotions generally (e.g. joy, self-assertiveness) are, on 
the average, ranked much higher in self-ratings than unpleasant emotions 
(e.g. sorrow, disgust) or traits that provoke criticism (e.g. anger, sex). 

1 When the popular notion is obtained by getting people to rank the 
emotions in order of strength without reference to individual persons, sex is 
placed much higher. In rankings given for males by young males (e.g. 
students) it rises to the top. In the printed table I have not thought it 
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These various results show clearly the dangers of ‘ direct judg¬ 

ment (cf. [ii4]j PP- j63-4), and the risks of accepting a simple 
ranking of traits as revealing the special characteristics of the 
particular person judged. When our concern is primarily with 
temperamental types, we can, and I think always should, eliminate 
this general factor either by partial correlation or, more simply by 

requiring our judges to mark each trait, not for its comparative 
strength in the individual viewed in isolation, but rather for its 
variation above or below the average or normal in the entire group 
or population from which he has been picked. That, however, is a 
task which can be performed with accuracy only by a trained and 
experienced judge who has already had wide opportunities for 
observing the kind of persons to be assessed. Nevertheless, under 
specifiable conditions the ‘ general factor ’ introduced by simple 

ranking remains constant enough for us to allow for it, at least in 
some crude measure : (a simple method will be described in the next 
chapter, p. 426). 

necessary to tabulate the average coefficients for the two sexes separately. 
For women, tenderness, submissiveness, fear, curiosity and disgust have a 
higher average rank than for men, while sex and anger (pugnacity) have a 
lower : this again tallies with the common notion. 



CHAPTER XIX 

FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

A. Measurement of Types 

The foregoing considerations show that, if we propose 
to use correlation or factor-analysis for a scientific deter¬ 
mination of temperamental tendencies, there are several 
preliminary problems to be decided at the outset. Whether 
we carry out a factor-analysis in full, or are content to 
calculate the required correlation more simply and directly, 
we are, in effect, correlating (i) measurements for the type, 
which we take as a permanent standard of comparison, with 
(ii) measurements for the particular person observed which 
have been obtained ad hoc. Suppose, then, we are con¬ 
templating a survey of temperamental tendencies among 
the general population : two practical questions must be 
answered first of all: (i) What special set of measurements 
are we to take for the key personality or type ? (ii) How 
are we to secure individual measurements so that they shall 
be fairly comparable with those for the type ? 

(i) For the permanent standard, figures obtained from 
a single batch, even if far larger and more representative 
than the group here used to illustrate the modified pro¬ 
cedure, could hardly be accepted without much wider 
confirmation. The methods, however, first described in 
my paper of 1915, have been applied to a number of mis¬ 
cellaneous groups; and to the data originally summarized 
a good deal of further material has since been added. 
From each of the larger groups so studied I have calculated 
a set of factor-measurements for traits, mainly by the 
abridged procedure here described,1 and have then averaged 

1 With, the earliest groups the figures were obtained by correlating traits, 
appiying the summation method, and determining the factor-measurements 
for persons by the usual method of regression. The results have since been 
checked both by the least-squares method and by correlating representative 
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the figures thus obtained. These averages are shown in 
Table V (columns headed ‘ p. ii ’ and ‘ p. iii ’). Here we 
shall be concerned with the second factor only; and for 
this the figures in the column headed ‘ p. ii ’ will be taken 
as our standard of comparison. A large positive correlation 
with these figures will indicate a sthenic or extraverted 
temperament ; a large negative, an asthenic or introverted. 

A glance at the differences between the final weights for different 
traits shows that they approximate, if anything, more closely to a 
rectilinear series than to a normal distribution (cf. Fig. 1, line e—e). 
Hence, a plain ranking (such as that shown to the right of the 
decimal coefficients in the table) might seem sufficient. Could we 
trust a similar ranking for the particular person to be assessed, we 
should have only to find and sum the rank differences. The 
corrected correlation, if desired, could then be read off at once from 

a graph. 

(ii) In obtaining comparable measurements for indi¬ 
viduals, the chief difficulty, as we have just seen, is to 
eliminate the influence of the * general factor for persons.’ 
The simplest device is to treat the averages for the several 
traits from the very outset as equal. This means, as we 
have seen, that, wherever possible, we should obtain our 
initial assessments as deviations about the average mani¬ 
festation of the particular trait assessed in the general 
population as a whole. Merely to rank the different traits 
themselves according to an order of relative strength, 
significance, or representativeness within each isolated 
person—though often the only available method in actual 
practice—is apt to be misleading, unless a correction is at 

persons. Throughout, the factor-measurements for persons (obtained by 
correlating traits) and the saturation coefficients for persons (obtained by 
correlating persons) agree sufficiently well with each other, and with the 
direct type-correlations obtained by the shorter method, to justify the sub- 
stitution of the latter for the bulk of the data. For aid in the earlier calcula¬ 
tions, I am indebted to my former assistant, Miss V. Pelling, in the more 
recent to Miss G. Bruce and to students who have from time to time worked 
on small batches of material. In preparing the present chapter, I have been 
more especially indebted to Dr. A. J. Marshall, Research Assistant in the 
Department, for assistance with the final calculations here reported and 
for his kindness in reading through these pages. 
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once made either by partialling out the general factor for 
persons or by some equivalent device. 

If a simple ranking is used both for the standard and for the 

individual examinee, the following device provides a crude but 
fairly appropriate way of eliminating the influence of the general 

factor. Such empirical rankings, when averaged, usually show a 
correlation of between *2 and *4 with the general factor for persons ; 

and this in turn corresponds with a total rank-difference of about 
30 out of a possible 60. Hence, for rapid assessments in the clinic, 
I suggest determining the coefficient for extraversion by the formula 

r — j __ _, instead of by the usual formula for correlation by 

rank-differences. This roughly allows for the general factor for 

persons ; and, when gradings from inexperienced judges are alone 
available, the result as a rule seems to come fairly near to the co¬ 

efficient that would be obtained with a more accurate grading, 

standardized in terms of the general population, and assigned by an 
experienced judge on the basis of actually observed behaviour. 

For psychological surveys and for theoretical research a composite 
quantitative assessment is indispensable ; but for practical purposes 
a simple synoptic chart or diagram, showing the original measure¬ 

ments plotted in a fixed order on a conventional scale, is a speedier 
and more informative device. Such graphs have been freely used 
both by teachers and by school psychologists for reviewing and 

card-indexing the educational attainments of individual pupils.1 
Similar diagrams, too, sometimes called 4 mental profiles,’ have been 

employed in vocational guidance, occupational analysis, and, indeed, 
most branches of individual psychology. And the same device 
would be of equal utility in clinical work. 

The essential principles are illustrated in Fig. 1. The scale on 
the right is for the saturations describing the types ; the scale on 

1 The general method is illustrated more fully by the 4 psychograms ’ 

printed in the L.C.C. Report on the Distribution and Relations of Educational 

Abilities (figs. 9, i, ii, iii, and iv: these show graphs for the commoner 

educational 4 types 5—the 4 verbal5 and 4 non-verbal 5 types, the 4 non- 

arithmetical 5 type, etc.). There, as here, the traits are arranged in order 

according to the secondary factors rather than the general. The unit is the 

4 mental year,5 which for educational abilities is almost exactly equal to the 

standard deviation during the middle of the school period ; here the standard 
deviation has been employed. 

I may add that the plotting of contour-graphs from correlations is a simple 
and neglected technique that may often take the place of the slower and more 
laborious computations that figure in factor-analysis. For example? besides 
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Fig. 1.—Temperamental Psychograms 

e—e extravert type 
i—i introvert type 
o—o optimistic type 
B—B * profile ’ of person * B' 
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the left is for the assessments reduced to standard measure. The 
thin continuous line (e—e) shows the 4 profile 5 for the ideal 4 extra- 
vert 5 or 4 uninhibited type/ based on the figures given for p. ii, 
in Table V; the same contour turned upside down—the thin 
broken line (i—i)—gives the 4 profile 5 for the ideal 4 introvert.5 

These two estimates are plotted as column graphs, partly to show 
their step-like nature and partly to distinguish them from the 

others ; they represent the basis of comparison when we are con¬ 
sidering how far a child diverges towards the extraverted or the 
introverted type. The zigzag dotted line (o—o), shaped like a W, 
is based on the figures for p, iii, and represents the 4 profile 5 for the 

ideal 4 euphoric5 or 4 optimistic type.5 The thick continuous 
zigzag line (B—B) gives the 4 profile 5 of a single specimen individual 

(B in Table III), to illustrate the general method of construction and 
comparison. This represents the only line that need be drawn on 
the record-card itself (I use the backs of plain square-ruled record- 

cards : educational, vocational, or temperamental psychograms can 
be plotted on them as each case requires). It will be seen that the 
saturation coefficients allotted to student B for factors ii and iii 
really express the degree to which the contour of his graph (B—B) 
resembles the type-contours e—e and o—o respectively. But 
without any explicit calculation the practical worker quickly comes 
to recognize at a glance the three or four main points to be deduced 
from the individual curves. Thus, with temperamental assessments 

such as those for B in figure i, (i) the general height of the line as 
a whole above the middle zero line represents the degree of the 

child’s general emotional instability (unless already standardized at 
zero); (ii) the steepness and steadiness of the descent from left to 
right represents his approximation towards the extraverted type 
(correlation, *8i ; an ascending line would represent an approxima¬ 

tion to introversion); (iii) the approach towards the W-shaped 
contour of the dotted line indicates his tendency towards general 
cheerfulness (correlation, -31 ; an inverted W would indicate the 
opposite); (iv) an outstanding peak represents an excess in one 
particular group of emotional or instinctive impulses (in this case 
sex), and an outstanding dip a defect. More specialized contours 

plotting the column of total coefficients as above, it is highly instructive to plot 
the individual columns. Hierarchical order in the table then demands that 
all the contours shall resemble each other and the total contour : if not, the 
grouping of the resemblances may be used to locate group-factors. Thus, 
instead of calculating in (n— 1) intercolumnar correlations we need only 
plot n columnar graphs and make the comparisons by eye (cf. [116], p. 346, 
footnote 7, and p. 300 above). 
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soon become familiar—e.g. those characteristic of the over-sexed 

child or the anxiety-neurotic. 

B. Distribution of Types 

We come now to our final problem—to examine the 
frequency-distribution of the temperamental tendencies as 
thus assessed within the population as a whole and within 
the chief samples of it that are conveniently accessible to 
character-assessment. 

Writers who have announced type-distinctions like those between 

the extravert and the introvert, or the cyclothyme and the schizo- 

phrene, have commonly spoken as if such types must be mutually 
exclusive, or at any rate as if the amount of overlapping were all 
but negligible, so that nearly every person in the population could 
be allocated to one type or the other. Earlier psychologists indeed 
held such mutual exclusion to be an essential requisite of a sound 

logical classification. So far from believing that the commonest 
type is the mixed or intermediate type/ they quote with approval 

Kant’s dictum : “ Also gibt es keine zusammengetzten Tempera- 
mente.” 1 In his recent discussions of the problem Dr. Stephenson 
supports this traditional view; and his main criticism against 

“ writers from Professor Burt, on the one hand, to Clarke Hull, on 
the other ” is that, on their assumptions, “ types at most can only 
be regarded as extreme cases, tail ends of normal and continuously 
graded distributions.” Any such deduction^ he emphatically 
rejects.2 According to his own theory, “ factors in Q-technique will 
usually not be universal: as Stern puts it, not everyone is a pick¬ 
pocket ; but we can determine how many are of one factor or type. 

Some persons would be of one type ; some of another; some o 
neither ... A person who has a zero saturation coefficient and 

correlates with the type factor by o-oo will have none of that type 

in his make up” ([98], pp. 357-8)- And in the last group (of 21 
students) that he factorizes—though not m the first there is a 
remarkable bunching of saturations for each of his two types first 

over the high values at the upper end of the scale and secondly 
over values in the neighbourhood of zero.8 Such a bimodal distribu¬ 
tion, I readily agree, is the very reverse of the frequency-diagram 

given in the paper of mine from which, he quotes. 
* This notion of clear-cut types has been accepted by several 
psychiatrists; but it runs quite contrary to the current teaching 

1 Anthropologic in Praktischer Hinsicht, II, § 87* c 
8 Character and. Personality, IV, iv, pp. 29S, *96- PP-298"9>3 • 
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of the academic psychologist. In the intellectual field the notion 

of discrete types has long ago been abandoned. By medical 
writers, it is true, one still occasionally finds the mentally defective 
described as “ forming a special type apart to be sharply distin¬ 

guished from the dull, who are merely unintelligent normals.” 

But careful surveys by means of mental tests have shown—I 
think conclusively—that “ the one group merges continuously into 

the other; there is no gap. . . . Apart from rare pathological 
cases, the mentally defective form simply the extreme tail of a 

continuous normal distribution.” 1 
In the temperamental field similar surveys are urgently needed. 

The only extensive inquiry that I know is the oft-quoted investiga¬ 

tion carried out over 3° years ago in Holland under Heymans 
and Wiersma.2 Four hundred and fifty Dutch physicians were 
induced to make exhaustive reports on 2,523 individuals in accord¬ 

ance with a systematic questionnaire. The analysis of their data 
led to an eightfold classification of temperaments, based on three 

principles of division. Of these the most important was the 
contrast between high and low 4 secondary function ?—a persevera- 
tive tendency which was found to be high in persons of a melancholic 

type and low in persons of a manic type. The distribution was 
apparently bimodal: of the individuals studied less than 8 per cent, 
remained unassignable to one type or the other—not because they 
belonged to an intermediate category, but simply because in these 

few cases the available evidence left the true assignment doubtful. 
Suggestive as this research has proved, it would now, I imagine, 

carry little conviction as a study in the frequency-distribution of 
types. Its methods have been strongly criticized by Spearman ; 
and its results can hardly be accepted as throwing genuine light upon 

our present inquiry. 

The investigation of special cases and special problems, 
referred to me during my work as Psychologist for the Lon¬ 
don County Council, has incidentally yielded a vast accu¬ 
mulation of material that lends itself to analysis along the 
lines described in the foregoing pages. During thirty 

1 For the evidence, see my L.C.C. Reports on The Distribution and 
Relations of Educational Abilities, 1917, pp. 34 et seqand on Mental and 
Scholastic Tests, 1921, p. 163. Perhaps the most thorough criticism of the 
traditional view of types is that of Thorndike Educational Psychology, III 
(1923), chap, xvi: (temperamental types are not referred to as such, but they 
are tacitly covered by Thorndike’s general conclusions), 

2 Zeitschr. f. Angewandte Psychologic, “ Beitrage zur Spezieller Psycho- 
logie,” I, 1908, pp. 313-83, et seq. 
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years’ work in schools and other institutions I have collected 
quantitative assessments for many hundreds of persons, 
both normal and abnormal. At child-guidance clinics and 
mental hospitals other psychologists or physicians have 
doubtless done the same. My own assessments cannot 
pretend to be scientifically exact: but, in the hope of 
encouraging similar reviews, I venture to summarize them 
here for what they are worth. 

The main groups with which I have been concerned are 
enumerated in Table VI. The children consist chiefly 
of boys and girls selected to form the large control groups 
used in my investigations of delinquency and backward 
children in the L.C.C. schools during 1913-31. With 
these are included a smaller group studied intensively for a 
research on vocational guidance, carried out under the 
Medical Research Council and the National Institute of 
Industrial Psychology : this partly accounts for the larger 
number in the group aged 10-14. Those under 14 are 
nearly all drawn from elementary schools. Those over 14 
were either attending schools of the central or secondary 
type, or else had left school; since my own work was 
primarily school work, school pupils still form the majority 
even at these older ages; consequently this batch is 
probably of a more intellectual stamp than the general 
population. The adults were nearly all young men and 
women between the ages of 21 and 26. For them the data 
were collected mainly at two periods: in 1910-13 I was 
able to obtain assessments for a number of students at the 
University of Liverpool (the results obtained with this 
group were fully described in my British Association paper); 
from 1932 onwards I have been able to make further studies 
among students at the London Day Training College (now 
the Institute of Education) and later at University College. 
For non-academic adults I have collected data from two 
small clubs of working men and women formed at Settle¬ 
ments at Liverpool and London respectively, in which I 
happened to be residing.1 

1 I have very gratefully to acknowledge the assistance of colleagues at the 
settlements, of students at the colleges, and of teachers and others at the 
schools who assisted me. 
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TABLE VII 

Analysis of Variance 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean Square Standard 
Variation. Squares. Freedom. (Variance). Deviation. 

Between groups 9-9699 9 I-1078 I-0525 
Within groups 232-5744 1086 0*2142 0-4628 

Total .... 242*5443 I095 0-2215 0-4706 

z=\oge 1-0525 — loge 0-4628 = 0-8216 

With groups of the size indicated the 1 per cent, point of significance is 
given by z — 0-4437. 

Table VI gives the percentages within the main groups. 
In order to determine whether the variations in the means 
of the several groups are significant, a simple analysis of 
the variance has been carried out in Table VII. It will be 
seen that the variations are too large to be attributable 
merely to the fluctuations of random sampling.1 So far as 
the general trend of the figures can be followed (Table VI), 
there would appear to be a fairly definite tendency for the 
amount of introversion to increase from the junior years 
to the middle of the school period, and again (at any rate 
among the boys) during adolescence. Before adolescence 
extraversion is apparently more prevalent among boys than 
among girls; but during adolescence and among adults 
introversion seems more frequent among the males— 
though here the groups may not be truly representative. 
At adolescence the variations are widest; and extreme 
types commoner than at any other period. Introversion, 
as might indeed be anticipated, seems more prevalent 
among the students than among the working men and 
women;2 and, both among the students and among the 
working men and women, it seems slightly more frequent 
in the southern groups than in the northern, though here 

1 When the group-means are compared two at a time, a difference may be 
regarded as statistically significant if it exceeds *13, or thereabouts. 

2 The workers are probably not a random sample of their class. Being 
taken from members of clubs, they probably include the more clubbable, 
i.e, the more extraverted, representatives. 

zS 
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the differences1 are too slight to make it worth while to 

regroup the data according to locality. 
In every group the distribution is unbroken : there is 

no hint of any sharp demarcation between the two types. The 
commonest cases are the intermediate cases; and the more 
salient instances of extraversion or of introversion arise 
simply as tail-ends of one continuous distribution. So far, 
therefore, the results definitely confirm the view put for¬ 
ward in my article as against those of its more recent critics. 

Can we go on to claim that the general distribution is not only 

continuous, but approximately normal ? Since the component 

groups are small and the differences comparatively slight, we may 
concentrate attention mainly on the totals (see Fig. 2). first, it is 
evident that the distribution of the frequencies is by no means 
perfectly symmetrical. For the whole group the average assess¬ 

ment (i.e. the average of the persons’ correlations with the theoretical 

standard for the pure extraverted type) is + 0*048 ; the mode is at 
about + 0*3 ; zero, of course, would mark the ideal intermediate or 
well-balanced person. Thus, as the figures at the foot of the table 

plainly show, extraverts are more numerous than introverts. In 
part this may be due to the inclusion of particular age-groups or 

social groups among which extraversion is admittedly the more 
prominent characteristic (e.g. very young children who have not 
yet acquired full self-control, adolescent girls who have temporarily 
lost it, boys and girls from poorer homes where discipline or the lack 
of it conduces to impulsive rather than restrained behaviour). In 

part the skewness may indicate that the healthy, normal human 
being is naturally more inclined towards extraversion than the 
reverse.2 But in part it may well imply that our standard of the 

1 Possibly 4 racial3 ([22], [129]). But the most marked of these differences 
were noticed in samples containing Jews and non-Jews. According to the 
assessments, the Jewish members would seem to form a decidedly abnormal 
group : they have therefore been excluded throughout. 

2 The use of the negative sign to mark the introvert does not mean that 
I regard introversion as a purely negative characteristic—due simply to the 
lack of a 4 sthenic3 or 4 aggressive 3 factor. Indeed, as noted above, it is 
usually the 4 inhibitive 3 or 4 asthenic3 factor that seems to indicate the 
addition of some more positive influence. The 4 sthenic 5 type seems often 
a person whose high but natural emotionality develops freely and normally 
in the absence of repressing or inhibiting tendencies. On the other hand, 
the extreme introvert shows, far more frequently than the extreme 
extravert, the physical and mental signs of definite pathological disturb¬ 
ance. This is largely borne out by the comparative frequency with which 
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ideal or well-balanced personality, derived as it is from judges of a 
somewhat academic outlook (teachers and students), is too heavily 
weighted towards introversion, and is in need of further correction 
by a statistical adjustment such as that suggested above. 

Secondly—and this is a more serious discrepancy—the frequencies 
at the extreme ends of the scale are unduly large : indeed, in the 

component groups the numbers having saturation coefficients of 
•90 or over will seem astonishingly high to those who are familiar 
with the distributions of correlations obtained in the ordinary way. 
The standard deviation of the whole is 0*47 and of the component 

groups between 0-4 and 0-5, i.e. between a fifth and a quarter of the 
range ; whereas, with a normal distribution of 1,000, we should expect 
it to be in the neighbourhood of a seventh, i.e. about 0*3. The 
histogram shows an unequal bulging on either side of its peak, which 
is itself pushed towards the right. There are no signs of a double 
peak. Yet it is scarcely surprising if, in earlier studies where small 

groups of only 15 or 20 have been used, so that the measurements 
are more thinly scattered, the investigators, noting how heavily 

the ends were weighted, have been led to infer that the true distribu¬ 
tion is bimodal, and have consequently concluded that mental 
types, instead of being drawn from the opposite tail-ends of a single 

unimodal distribution, form in fact two discontinuous distributions, 
each with a peak or mode of its own. Nevertheless, it will not, I 
think, be difficult to show that both the anomalies I have mentioned 
arise merely from the methods by which the figures have been 
reached—partly from the method of estimation,1 but mainly from 
the index of measurement employed. 

*stigmata,’ glandular and nervous disorders, and even relevant disease may 
be observed among adult introverts (see below, p. 439 and p. 385 above). 

1 The researches cited in support of a bimodal view were based on estima¬ 
tions supplied by students already familiar with the current descriptions of 
the types in question. Now, in all such judgments, as is well recognized, 
there is an unconscious bias, influencing nearly every judge, towards making 
the descriptions of each individual logically consistent. Such a bias will 
inevitably magnify the individual agreement with the ideal picture of the 
types, and so increase the high correlations at either end of the scale. The 
point is mentioned here because I believe my own data are by no means free 
from this suspicion. A number of the case-studies were carried out by 
research-students who were co-operating in the investigations on backward 
and delinquent children ; from their previous psychological training these 
students were well acquainted with the supposed characteristics of the 
extraverted and the introverted types, and having decided that this child or 
that belonged to a particular type may have tended to fit their assessments 
accordingly. 
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The peculiarities of the index of measurement will be perceived 

more clearly if we compare the actual frequencies with the normal 
From the ordinary table of the probability integral, we can deter¬ 

mine precisely what frequencies would be required in theory by a 

normal distribution having the same mean and the same standard 
deviation as the present group. These theoretical percentages are 
printed in Table VI immediately beneath the percentages actually 

obtained. Since they have been calculated by taking the correla¬ 

tions just as they stand, I have labelled them 4 /-method,’ Evi¬ 
dently the fit is far from good. In particular the theoretical 

distribution, reconstructed in this way, inevitably yields frequencies 

beyond the values of + 1*00 and — i*oo. But a coefficient of 

correlation, of course, cannot go beyond either of these limits. 
Hence, if our index of measurement is to be expressed in the form of a 

correlation, true normality is precluded from the outset; and we 

discover at once an obvious reason for the bunching at the tails. 
We may, however, remove this limitation by a simple device. 

We may adopt for our conventional measure, not the correlation 

coefficient itself, but the number having this coefficient for its 

hyperbolic tangent. The range of the numbers so derived is un¬ 

limited in both directions ; and, as is well known, their sampling 

distribution conforms almost exactly with the normal curve 

(cf. [no], p, 451 and refs.). 
Let us then apply this conversion. We take for our adjusted 

measure 1 

z = tanh*”1 r = J log* 1.= r — -f- — -ffi- ^... 
l—r 3 S'/ 

where r is the correlation (or saturation coefficient) and z the 
substituted measurement. In terms of z, the mean for the entire 
group is now *06 and the standard deviation *62. The size of the 
standard deviation is alone sufficient to dispose of any notion that 

the original assessments may have been assigned practically at 
random: for, in that case, with correlations based on n= 11 

1 I give various equivalent expressions, since different students may prefer 
to adopt different methods of making the transformation. Full tables of the 
hyperbolic tangent will be found in Smithsonian Mathematical Tables; 
Hyperbolic Functions, pp. 86 et seq.; or the calculation may be made from any 
sixpenny set of mathematical tables that includes 6 natural, hyperbolic, or 
Napierian logarithms5 or the ‘ exponential function,’ Table VB in Fisher’s 
Statistical Methods for Research Workers (p. 197) may also be used, if available : 
for such work as the present, however, this involves interpolation ; hence we 
find it more convenient to employ a specially compiled table giving z values 
for r instead of vice versa. 
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assessments, we should have expected the standard deviation of z 

to be in the neighbourhood of ~== = ~ = 0-35, whereas 

actually it is nearly twice that figure. 

Accordingly, assuming a normal distribution, having the mean and 
the standard deviation specified above, we can now calculate what 

percentages of the whole group should fall between the successive 
values of r given in the table. These percentages are inserted in the 
last line but one. It is, however, almost equally interesting to 

inquire what frequencies we should expect with a normal distribu¬ 
tion varying symmetrically about zero (the perfect temperament) 
taken as the mean. Accordingly, we may smooth away the 

asymmetry of the observed distribution by averaging the percent- 
ages on either side of zero and recalculate the standard deviation 
(it remains practically the same) and once more deduce the 

theoretical percentages fitting a normal curve. These further 
figures are appended in the last line of Table VI. 

The effect of the hyperbolic transformation is vividly shown by 
plotting the frequencies above an T'-scale and a z-scale respectively. 
With the r-scale, taking, that is, the correlations as they stand 
(Fig. 2), the distribution appears anything but normal: yet when 

expanded to a z-scale they show a reasonably close resemblance to 
a normal distribution (Fig. 3). When the theoretical percentages for 
a strictly normal distribution (Fig. 3, dotted line) are converted 
back to an r-scale (Fig. 2, dotted line) all resemblance to a normal 

curve is lost: and it is scarcely surprising if such flattened distribu¬ 
tions have been supposed to put the hypothesis of normality entirely 
out of court. 

The degree to which the various theoretical percentages fit the 
observed may be tested more precisely by the usual yj method 
(i.e. dividing the squares of the discrepancies by the theoretical 
values and summing the ratios). The last of the hypotheses men¬ 
tioned above—that the true distribution is symmetrical about the 
intermediate type (measured by zero)—yields, as was to be ex¬ 
pected, the poorest fit of all: (y2 = 58-09 ; P—the probability 
that the divergences from the hypothetical distribution are due 
solely to errors of sampling—therefore lies, as Pearson’s Tables1 
show, between 1 in 10,000 and 1 in 100,000). The figures based on 
the correlations as they stand are not much better (y2 = 54-47; 

P is therefore less than I in 1,000). The figures given by the 

1 Tables for Statisticians and Biometricians, Table XII (‘ Tables for Testing 
Goodness of Fit.’ Enter the table with n' = one more than the number of 
degrees of freedom: cf. [no], p. 418). 
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asymmetrical 2-distribution fit much more closely = 31*24; 
P = *051, i.e. just over 1 in 20). 

It may be of interest to speculate what influences can reasonably 
account for the divergences that remain discernible. As the 
analysis of variance indicates, some of the additional spreading in 
the total figures is caused by the pooling of heterogeneous groups. 
But other causes are unquestionably at work. 

In the component curves, as we have already noted, the most 
conspicuous deviations from normality consist in a heaping of 
frequencies near either tail end and to a less extent near the centre. 
Instances of the more extreme types, and instances of the well- 

balanced type, are more numerous than a perfect normal distribu¬ 
tion would allow ; and the excess appears most marked among the 

older persons. An examination of the individual case-histories 
suggests at least two explanations. First of all, every large and 

random group must inevitably contain several persons who present 
mild but definite pathological symptoms : one of the adult intro¬ 

verts, for example, was subsequently diagnosed as a case of dementia 
prsecox ; three of the extraverts were subsequently treated for 
hysteria ; several others were noted as cases of suspected glandular 
disturbance (e.g. there were three instances of definite hyper¬ 
thyroidism among the adult and adolescent extraverts and as many 
as 18 cases suggestive of mild hypothyroidism or mild hyperpituitar¬ 
ism among the adult introverts; 4 high blood pressure ’ was 
reported in 6 cases, including 2 hyperthyroid).1 Among the 
children, pathological cases were rarer : but at least 5 showed symp¬ 
toms of mild chorea (4 girls aged 8-10, 1 boy aged n). Secondly, 
among those exhibiting no discernible pathological symptoms, the 
more extreme temperaments seem often to have undergone a self- 
magnifying process, which has had a cumulative effect as the person 
has grown older. As a result of habit and of the repeated reactions 
of social intercourse, the introvert tends to become more strongly 
and more generally introverted, and the extravert, instead of being 
progressively suppressed, often develops an aggressive attitude that 
grows more and more defiant and more and more obstinately fixed. 
Possibly a similar tendency towards an all-round self-consistency 
operates in the moderate types : those who from the outset possess 

1 With a small group of 35 male students we found a correlation of -54 
between systolic blood pressure and extraversion, *23 between extraversion 
and weight, and -41 between systolic blood pressure and weight: (the latter 
figures are of interest as suggesting that correlation of the so-called cyclothyme 
temperament with pyknic physique may possibly be indirect, and due chiefly 
to the hypertension associated with excessive weight). 
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but little bias in either direction doubtless find it easier to conform 
to the stereotyped and conventional pattern of behaviour, and so, 

in later years, present personalities which, to the outward observer, 

appear unusually correct and well-balanced.1 

We may, therefore, conclude that the distribution under¬ 
lying the alleged antithetical ‘ types ’ is a _ continuous, 
unimodal, bipolar distribution, closely approximating to a 
normal distribution. But we must add that in any par¬ 
ticular group the perfect symmetry of the normal curve is 
likely to be appreciably disturbed, partly by the inevitable 
inclusion of mild pathological cases and probably by other 

i A footnote should perhaps be added dealing with one or two criticisms 
that have appeared since the above was written. Dr. Jameson asks whether 
the conclusions drawn in my previous paper [114] are not inconsistent with 
my own earlier acceptance of Mendelian principles as applicable to mental 
as well as to physical inheritance ([22], [23]): 44 do not these very laws lead 
us to expect sharply segregated types, 4 objective ’ and £ subjective/ to use 
Burt’s own designations, 4 extravert ’ and 4 introvert,’ 4 cyclothyme ’ and 
4 schizophrene ’ to use the more recent, and (in my view) more precise and 
informative terms ? ” Similarly, Dr. Stephenson in his latest paper on 
Jung's Typology argues, as we have seen (pp. 418-19 above), that the 
temperamental types distinguished by Kretschmer and Jung are to be 
regarded as 4 definitely limited species,’ not 4 extreme ends of a normal 
frequency distribution’: 44 mental types,” he insists,44 are as distinct as the 
genera and species of animals in the present epoch of fauna—as cats from 
dogs, and buttercups from daisies.” In reply to Dr. Jameson’s argument 
it may be said that, where a character appears relatively simple in its 
causal origin (e.g. to take the instances he quotes from my earlier paper, 
sex-characteristics or red-green colour-blindness), there we may expect 
sharply separated types: even in colour-blindness, however, experimental 
tests do not reveal distinctions by any means as clear cut as is popularly 
supposed. But where a character appears relatively complex in its causal 
origin (e.g. stature or temperament) there Mendelian principles them¬ 
selves lead us to expect 4 tendencies rather than clear-cut types ’ (cf. above, 
p. 246). In another paper I hope to show how the physical types popularly 
associated with distinctive temperamental qualities can themselves be meas¬ 
ured by factorial means, and then proved to follow a continuous and approxi¬ 
mately normal distribution. The 4 types ’ that Stephenson cites from the 
plant and animal world are mutually sterile ; hence there would seem to be 
no possibility of such types merging. But man and his4 types ’ are peculiar 
in two ways. First, man seems to have gone further than any other animal 
in producing markedly different varieties, which are nevertheless mutually 
fertile; moreover, in an intelligent and adaptable species like man a larger 
proportion of the more eccentric variations are able to survive and breed. 
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intrinsic influences as well. Thus, our final conclusions 
in regard to the distribution of temperamental tendencies 
are incomplete accord with those previously reached for 
the distribution of intellectual capacities ([35], p. 34 ; 
[41], p. 162).. Just as age, social environment, and special 
pathological influences disturb the symmetry and nor¬ 
mality of the curves for intelligence, so they seem also to 
disturb the expected curves for the distribution of tem¬ 
peramental types. The deviations that result, however, 
are comparatively slight. For most practical purposes1 
(e.g. the construction of rating scales) it seems reasonable 
to assume that, except where special causes grossly intervene, 

Secondly, owing to his strong migratory propensities, the different varieties 
thus arising have been continuously crossed and recrossed, so that any 
existing group (at any rate in civilized countries) exhibits a wider individual 
variability than any wild creature found in the same habitat. On Mendelian 
principles we should therefore expect to find, not the sharply segregated 
types and the bimodal distribution that Stephenson seems to anticipate in 
mixed communities of human beings as well as in mixed communities of cats 
and dogs, nor yet the more or less uniform blend that he seems to attribute 
to me, but countless recombinations, ranging from rare examples of one 
primitive type at one extreme to rare examples of the opposite type at the 
other, with most individuals varying continuously about a common mode and 
merely tending towards one extreme or the other. 

However, I fully agree that it is high time that problems of mental inherit¬ 
ance and sex-differences should be taken up afresh by more up-to-date pro¬ 
cedures. The psychological factorist will find it instructive to compare with 
his own procedure the statistical methods independently worked out by the 
geneticist for the detection and estimation of segregation, linkage, and 
heterogeneity in biological work : a convenient summary with references is 
available inc The Measurement of Linkage in Heredity,’ by K. Mather [126]. 
An up-to-date resume of the literature on ‘ Methods of Assessing Tempera¬ 
ment and Personality9 is to be found in Dr. C. J. C. Earl’s excellent chapter 
in Study of Society (ed. F. C. Bartlett et al.). The concluding sentences 
of his section on £ Typology 5 (p. 234 ad fin.) seem to me to express, very 
clearly and succinctly, the right provisional conclusion. 

1 As I have argued elsewhere, the best general distribution for obtaining 
a close theoretical fit to the frequencies of mental traits is that given by the 
hypergeometric series. The series given by the symmetric binomial (from 
Which the normal curve is derived) is merely a special case of this more general 
series. The latter distribution will include cases in which the contributory 
causes are not independent and in which the chances are not equal; and thus 
will enable us to introduce any requisite degree of asymmetry into the 
theoretical frequencies: (see The Backward Child, pp. 664 et seq.). 
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the distribution, of innate temperamental tendencies may¬ 
be treated as normal. Provisionally, and until more exten¬ 
sive surveys have been carried out, we might perhaps 
accept the converted z-distribution (last line of Table VI) 
as indicating the theoretical distribution of temperamental 
variations. If, however, the variations are measured by a 
coefficient of correlation (or its equivalent) then we must 
be prepared to accept distortions of the kind described above. 

C. Summary 

1. Reasons have been advanced for believing (a) that the 
temperamental factors deducible from assessments for 
groups of normal adults and children are essentially the same 
as those previously deduced from assessments for neurotic 
and delinquent children referred for clinical examination, 
and (b) that, whether persons or traits are correlated, the 
main type-factors (i.e. all significant factors except the 
first) remain virtually the same throughout. 

2. Explicit calculation further shows that this equiva¬ 
lence of ‘ person-factors ’ and 4 trait-factors5 still holds 
good, even (a) when the correlations are derived from a 
relatively unselected group of normal persons, differing 
in general or average emotionality, instead of from a 
selected group, relatively homogeneous as regards this 
general factor ; (b) when correlations are used instead of 
covariances; and (c) when the simple summation method 
is employed instead of the more laborious method of least 
squares. Criticisms of this so-called ‘ reciprocity prin¬ 
ciple ’ are shown to be inconsistent with the critic’s own 
experimental results. 

3. Explicit calculation verifies (what had previously been 
proved algebraically) that with the summation method the 
correlation of a person’s measurements with the average 
measurements for the type is virtually identical with his 
saturation coefficient. It follows that, for practical pur¬ 
poses, in order to estimate the degree to which the several 
persons approximate to a given type, it is no longer necessary 
to calculate all the intercorrelations and then to perform 
a systematic factor-analysis: it is sufficient to correlate the 
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examinee’s measurements with a standard series based on 
simple averaging and specifying the type. 

4. Simple practical methods are suggested for recording 
either by a numerical coefficient or by a psychographic 
chart or ‘ profile ’ the essential temperamental character¬ 
istics and ‘ type ’ of individual persons. 

5. By means of the methods described a large number 
of persons of both sexes and of different ages have been 
assessed for the bipolar factor which appears to underlie 
the difference between the so-called introverted and extra- 
verted types. For each group examined the distribution 
proves to be not bimodal but continuous, the mixed or 
relatively well-balanced type being commonest of all. 
For the entire group the distribution is slightly asym¬ 
metrical, showing a small excess of extraverted cases. 
Within the component groups the amount of extraversion 
differs according to age, sex, and social or intellectual 
status, being greater among younger children and less 
in older or more intellectual males. In view of the age, 
history, and physical peculiarities of many of the introverts, 
it is suggested that introversion rather than extraversion is 
usually the positive characteristic, and may not infrequently 
be a late pathological development rather than a direct 
manifestation of inborn temperament. In any case, the 
‘factors ’ undoubtedly represent highly mixed and complex 
groups of causes. 

6. For statistical purposes it is • proposed to measure 
approximation to type, not by the saturation coefficient as 
it stands, but by its inverse hyperbolic tangent. With this 
transformation the frequency curve approximates closely 
to the normal. Thus the more typical introverts and 
extraverts appear in the main to be merely extreme cases 
taken from the opposite tail-ends of a normal or nearly 
normal distribution. 
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APPENDIX I 

WORKING METHODS FOR COMPUTERS 

The simple methods of computation which were originally developed 

for my work on mental and scholastic tests have since proved 
serviceable for many other problems ; and it has more than once 

been suggested that a set of working instructions might be published 
in brief accessible form. The theory on which the methods rest 
has been formally set out elsewhere (e.g. [93]); but the experi¬ 

mental investigator is frequently unable to follow theoretical 

demonstrations in matrix algebra, and yet is desirous of attempting 
a practical analysis of his data. The following notes are abridged 

from longer roneo’d instructions, prepared some years ago for 
research students working at the London Day Training College, and 
revised from time to time in the light of their experience : these 

more detailed notes can be obtained on application to the Psycholo¬ 
gical Laboratory, University College, should fuller explanations be 
required. 

The general procedure was first adopted1 in order to meet the 
peculiarities of correlation tables that do not manifestly fit the 
simpler two-factor theory? of Spearman. As indicated in the 

original paper, the work consists essentially of three main steps, 
(i) With each of the tests, u the sum or average of its coefficients 
is taken as measuring its general tendency to correlate, and there¬ 
fore as provisionally determining its position in the hierarchy.” 

The theoretical values,” it was added, u can be obtained by 
various mathematical formulae ” ; here I shall confine myself to 
two or three of the simplest, (ii) An “ ideal hierarchy ” 2 is then 
fitted to the observed coefficients by applying the Ci product 

equation ” (rab = tafbg^ where rag and rbg denote the correlations of 
any two tests a and b with the common factor g). (iii) Finally, the 

theoretical correlations are subtracted from the observed correla¬ 
tions in order to study the “ deviations ” (or “ residuals,” as they 

1 * Experimental Tests of General Intelligence,’ BriU J. PsycholIll, iqoo, pp. 
94-177, esp. pp. 160-4, and Tables V and VI. ^ 

* It would have been technically more correct to say a ‘ matrix of rank one is 
fitted.’ But the term 1 hierarchy ’ is more familiar to the English student of psychol¬ 
ogy. It should be remembered, however, that the ‘ ideal hierarchy ’ as I have de¬ 
fined it (p. 149 above) is not the only type that has been described. 
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would now be called) for indications of further “subordinate 
factors.” All through, however, the common underlying assump¬ 
tion is that any empirical table of correlations or covariances can 

be treated as the sum of a rapidly diminishing progression of 
hierarchies, each attributable to an independent factor.^ At par¬ 

ticular points and for particular methods certain supplementary 
assumptions have to be made, for which the chief justification is 

practical convenience. Where these diverge from the practice of 

other writers, or where they have been questioned or criticized, I 

shall take occasion to interpolate a note m their defence. 
To determine the saturation coefficients ra<p the easiest formula 

for general use is that first given and illustrated in my 1917 Report 
on the Distribution and Relations of Educational Abilities* I have 

l LCCfReport No. 1868 (P. S. King & Son, 2s. 6f), Tables XVIII-XXIV. It 
was more fully described in my 1915 paper on ‘ 9ex\^.\311 ^:huratoSe:, 
imr the Primary Emotions’ (briefly reported m [30]). Xhurstone, vKiohM since 

SI* tM? {i> ^ 
the mode of estimating the missing diagonal values ; (6) inc*^5eat*IleUj^cussing 
rfddnals * (c) in insisting: on a subsequent rotation of the factorial axes, m discussing 
mylntrodi^ 
he fBurtl would have filled m the blank diagonal cells i939» P* now 
the massing value is filled in at the outset does not greatly matter, provided the figure 
is checked and corrected by the results thus provisionally obtained. With a nearly 
hierarchical?able, the em/y cells would have beg Med.by applying ^Twtth 
alitv formula given m my earlier article (cf. below, p. 450, footnote i). wirn 
more irregular tables a direct calculation is no longer feasible ; but, as I have else¬ 
where indicated, “ the difficulty can be easily overcome by successive approximation . 
in the spaces for the self-correlations, trial values can be inserted by smoothing 
the several columns ; these are then checked by computing f** « mr. Ms 
been found by equation xxv ” (i.e. by the summation formula, [9^]» P; 5 * 
‘ Methods of Factor Analysis with and without Successive Approximation, [102], 
p. 178). Where a multiplicity of factors is assumed, the check of course requires us 
to calculate rm = 2 where g now denotes all the general and group-factors entering 
into test k: in eithe? case the figure required is really the .square of the 
correlation of each test with its essential common factors^ i.e. with the infinity of 
tests involving those same factors (p. 286). By ‘smoothing I meant the rough 
process that teachers and examiners so often adopt, and sometimes call ^yt^tname, 
when, for example, they wish to estimate an average or total for a boy who has 
been absent for one of a series of examination papers and so give him a rough 
allowance—an allowance which could no doubt be calculated more exactly, were 
such exactitude warranted (e.g. by a proportion based on the totals for all caj^ul^^te 
except that bov and all papers except the paper missed, asm fitting a contingency 
table, p. 147); fortunately, as I pointed out, the figure suggested by the general trend 
of the correlation pattern is, as a rule, sufficiently near the mark to render much 
recalculation needless, unless a high degree of accuracy is required or the number 01 
correlations to be summed or averaged is very small. For these latter cases 1 
suggested a simple ‘ product formula ’ for estimating rkg directly from the iftter- 
cdrrelations alone, viz,: 

ng = ± 
(nw }”-~a 
)n(«l) 

(i 4s f) 

2(n -1)(» ”2) 

As is demonstrated in my fuller notes, in theory, (i) the process of successive 
approximation, if carried out mechanically and completely, with a matrix of rational 
coefficients, progressively reduces the reinserted diagonal elements (i.e. the values 
for the variances or communalities) to a set whose sum is the smallest possible that is 
compatible with the assumed positive-definite character of the completed correlation 
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termed it the ‘summation formula,’ to distinguish it from others 
that were tried at the same time, more particularly from the 

product formula,’ which was based on the geometric instead of on 
the arithmetic mean. As in ordinary forms of averaging, so here, 
we may take either weighted or unweighted sums. The method 

of unweighted summation can be regarded as a simplification of 
and a first approximation to, that of weighted summation 

I. SINGLE-FACTOR ANALYSIS 

A. Simple-summation Method 

Frai 
Formula : Saturation coefficient r„„ =— 

Vf?*' 
. T^e kasic principle can best be understood if we begin with the 

simplest case of all, namely, that in which only one factor is 

involved, and in which, therefore, the correlations are assumed to 
form a perfect hierarchy (except perhaps for minor observational 
errors). . Let us suppose that the observed correlations are those 
printed in the body of Table I below. The figures are fictitious, 
and have been artificially derived by multiplying each of the satura¬ 
tion coefficients (shown along the top and left-hand margins) by 

every other, in accordance with the product-equation. These 
saturation coefficients are presumed to be unknown; and our 
object is to rediscover them. 

The working procedure is as follows : 

I. Find the total intercorrelation of each test by adding each 
column of observed correlations : (-72 + *63 -f . . . -f- *45 = 2*34, 

matrix (i.e. with a real factorial matrix); and (ii) such a set of diagonal elements 
yields (in general) a completed matrix of lowest possible rank. When weighted 
summation is used, the same completed matrix with the same rank and the same 
diagonal elements is ultimately reached. Hence, for the latter procedure, the diagonal 
values can first be calculated by simple summation so as to save labour. 

u Pr^^c;e, how® ver> I do not attach importance to the precise minimal rank as 
such. 1 find it difficult to conceive that an empirical correlation matrix, any more 
than an empirical covariance matrix, can have a definitely assignable minimal rank. 
Moreover, I should argue that the relative sizes of the variances ought not to be 
arbitrarily limited by intrinsic mathematical considerations. Indeed, it would seem 
defensible on theoretical grounds to assume slightly larger variances than the apparent 
minimum. These minor points make but little difference to the general procedure or 
to the results actually obtained 1 but they save the computer from laboriously 
struggling after an unwarranted precision in his final figures. 

I may add that the more elaborate variants of the primary formula were originally 
devised for certain specialized problems arising out of my investigations for the 
London County Council, and were given (with other derivatives) in various Retorts, 
usually without full proof. Here only those that are of frequent utility are included. 
The general line of proof has been indicated in the text. I am indebted to the Council 
for permission to incorporate material from their Reports. 
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2 Rearrange the whole table in the order indicated by these 
totals, beginning with the largest (2.34) and ending with the smallest 
(1*30). Since the correlation of each test with itself is assumed to 
be unknown, the leading diagonal is left empty. 

3. Regin by making a provisional estimate of these unknown self- 
correlations. The simplest device is to consider by direct inspection 
what figures will best fit the general pattern. Thus, when the 
table has been arranged to form a descending hierarchy, we first 
insert in the space at the top of the first column a figure (-80, say) 
gQj^g'yykat larger * than the largest intercorrelation in that column 
(72); and then in the space at the bottom of the last column a 
figure (*25, say) somewhat smaller than the smallest intercorrelation 
in that column (-30)2; and finally fill in the intervening spaces 
down the central diagonal with figures descending by regular or 
irregular intervals corresponding with the regularity or irregularity 
of the successive intervals between the totals.3 If these first trial 
estimates are likely to require correction, it will be better to write 
them, not in the body of the table, but below the totals, as has been 
done in Table I. Round figures (-80, -65, -50, . . ., -25) will be 
sufficient for the first trial. 

4. Add each estimated figure to the total of the corresponding 
column (2-34 + -So = 3-14, etc.). 

5. Add these augmented or completed totals, to obtain their 

grand total (3-14 + 2-81 i*75 = I2‘25)- ... 
6. Find the square root of this grand total (‘s/i2-2$ = 3-50). 
7. Divide the augmented totals of each column by this square 

root (3-14 -4- 3-50 == -897, etc.). The quotients will yield a first 
approximation to the saturation coefficients required. 

8. As a check on the arithmetic, add the estimated saturation 
coefficients. Their sum (3-50) should be equal to the square root 
already obtained in step 6. 

9. As a check on the estimation, square the estimated saturation 
coefficients (-897“ = -805, 8032 = -645, etc.). Their squares should 

1 The beginner, who does not trust his powers of smoothing the general pattern 
at sight, generally asks : how much larger ? If a mechanical rule is desired, he can 
take the proportions between the two adjacent coefficients (or between the two 
column totals for the same tests) as a guide : e.g. 

•72 
A|or^ 
*56 2*l6 ■ 

*7 2 

*72 
, which gives % * *8i. 

* Thurstone, after considering half a dozen different procedures, recommends 
always filling in the gap with the highest correlation in the corresponding column 
([84], pp. 89, 233). In the present case this would lead to a very erroneous result, 
In the first column the self-correlations should evidently be larger than the largest 
intercorrelation ; in the last column (assuming there are no group-factors) it should 
evidently be, not as large as the largest, but smaller than the smallest. 

* Here again, if the beginner requires a mechanical rule, it is the equality or 
inequality between the differences of the intervals that should be the guide. 
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be nearly identical with the trial figures originally proposed for 
insertion in the diagonal (-80, -65, etc.). 7 F P 

. I0‘ If *he aSreement is not sufficiently close, repeat the calcula- 

estimates. Take thl sqra«s of the sa.Sol, 

eelf Tke’ W,?*1’ them wherever necessary— 
e.g. If like -805 they are larger than the first estimate (-8o), make 
them large, still (say-8.); if, like -645, they are smaller, mak them 

smaller soil (say -64). Add the adjusted squares to the origS 
column totals (0-34 + -8. = 3.,;, etc.) , aid proceed a, bXm 

If a more exact estimate is required, the process of successive 

approximation must be continued, until figures of the required 
accuracy are obtained ; but, after a little experience, one or two 
repetitions can be made to suffice.1 

ii.Calculate the hierarchy of theoretical correlations resulting 
from this factor by multiplying each of the saturation coefficients 
with the rest, as shown in the original construction of Table I 

•70=°^, etc )X ;8° = 72’ ‘9° X 70 * ,63’ etc- 2nd row: *° X 

. I2‘ Subtract these theoretical values from the observed correla¬ 
tions, and test the significance of the deviations by the standard 

f10" ^ obse/ved coefficient or by as suggested above 
\P* 339/* Here, of course, the differences are zero. 

B. Weighted Summation 

Formula : Saturation coefficient rt 
F Tai 

ag ■ 
T{g Tji -7- 2a Tig 

i i 

If the observed table is not an exact hierarchy, the method of 
weighted summation will produce a better fit; in fact, for a complete 
table (i.e with known figures for the diagonal) it gives the best 
possible fit as judged by the method of least squares. With an 

ordinary set of correlations, where a unique determination of values 
for the diagonal is rather doubtful, the gain may seem scarcely worth 

the additional labour : but with a table of variances and covariances, 
weighted summation is much to be preferred. The ideal weights’ 
are the saturation coefficients. When these are unknown, we must 
take the figures already obtained by unweighted summation as pro- 

, jjtf figures exact to more than three decimal places are required, the more elaborate 
formulae which dispense with the mtercorrelations may prove to be quicker, e.g. the 

product formula, calculated by logs, or Spearman’s well-known ‘summation for* 
mula, which, however, takes more time (see Maths of Examiners, pp. 285-6. eos. 
xxvx and xxvn, and comments). If only two or three digits are wanted, the method’ 
in the text is the quickest; and, with tables deviating widely from the hierarchical 
order, it yields results that are more exact. 
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visional estimates : they „e shown nnder the heading o£ ' m»M- 

saturation coefficient, (-8., -6t, etc.), in the leadrng diagonal o£ the 

TMuhtb'«ch row of correlations by the corresponding satura¬ 

tion coefficient (e.g. 1st row: -90 X -8. = '7*9, 1X> X 7* = 

I. SINGLE-FACTOR ANALYSIS 

A. Simple-summation Method 

TABLE I 

Observed Intercorrelations and Calculation of Saturation 

Coefficients 

Sat. *90 •80 *70 •60 *50 Totals. 

Coeffs. .. 

.90 

*80 

7° 
*60 

*72 

•63 

*54 

•72 

■56 
•48 

•63 
*56 

•42 

•54 
•48 
•42 

■45 
•40 

■35 
.30 

2*34 
2*16 

1*96 

174 

*50 •45 *40 •35 .3O 1*50 

Totals 2*34 2*16 I*96 i*74 i*5° 9*70 

Self-correlations: j 

xst estimate J *80 •65 *5° •35 •25 z‘55 

1st completed \ 

totals J 3-H 2-81 2*46 2-09 i-7S 12*25 = 3*5o2 . 

Sat. Coeffs.* 1 
1st estimate J -897 •803 7°3 •597 •500 3*50 (checks) 

Squares 
Self-correlations: \ 

•805 •64s 

•64 

•494 •356 

•36 

•250 

•25 2*55 2nd estimate J *8l •49 
and completed \ 

totals • J 3#I5 2*8o 2-45 2-IO 175 12*25 = 3702 

Sat. Coeffs.t V 
Final estimate J •90 *80 •70 ' -6o •50 3*50 (checks) 

Squares 
(for checking) •81 •64 •49 *36 •25 2’SS (checks) 

Divisor = V 12*25 — 3*5°* t Divisor ==5 V 12*25 » 3'5°* 
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B. Weighted Summation Method [ rag = 

\ £ £ figTji . Zrig 

TABLE II 

Weighted Intercorrelations and Calculation of Saturation 

Coefficients 

Multipliers. Products. Total. 

•90 •729 •648 •567 *486 •405 
•80 •576 *512 •448 •3% •320 
*70 •+41 •392 ■343 *294 •245 
*60 •324 *288 •252 •216 •180 
•50 *225 *200 •175 •150 •125 

Totals 3*50 2-295 6
 

-f
- 0 1785 1*530 D275 8-925 4- 3-50 = 2-55 

Sat. Coeffs.* •90 •80 *70 •60 *50 3*50 

Squares *8l -64 •49 .36 •25 2*55 (checks) 

# Divisor = 
Total of Products 

Total of Multipliers 3*500 

8*925 
— = 2‘55- 

etc, ; 2nd row : *80 X 72 = *576, etc.); the products are shown 
in the body of Table II. 

3. Add each column of products to obtain its total (2*295, 2*040, 
etc,). 

4. Add the totals of the columns to obtain their grand total 
(8-925). 

5. Add the trial multipliers or weights (saturation coefficients) 
to obtain their total (3*50). 

6. Divide the grand total of weighted correlations (8*925) by the 
total of the weights (3*50), obtaining the quotient 2*55. This 
should give the total of the variance contributed by the first factor. 

7. Divide each weighted total by this quotient (2*295 ~ 2*55 = 
*90, etc.). The quotients so obtained give revised estimates for the 
saturation coefficients as obtained by weighted summation. They 
should be approximately equal to the trial multipliers with, which we 
started (*90, *80, etc.). If not, the revised saturation coefficients 
must be taken as trial weights, and the whole process repeated. 

8. Square the final revised saturation coefficients. The sum of the 
squares (2*55) should give the total variance contributed by the 
first factor and therefore be equal to the quotient obtained above in 
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step 6. If it is not, each saturation coefficient must be divided by VSum of squares of revised saturation coefficients 

Total factor-variance as obtained in step 6. 

With a perfect hierarchy, as, for example, in the present case, the 
methods of weighted and unweighted summation give identical 

results. If the trial values taken for the saturation coefficients 
(and therefore for the self-correlations which are assumed to be the 
squares of the saturation coefficients) had been inaccurate, we 
should have taken the calculated values as giving better weights 
and better communalities, and started all over again.. The reiterated 

calculations would ultimately lead to the figures given above. It 
will be noticed that these final figures imply values for the self¬ 
correlations which reduce the correlation table to a perfect hierarchy, 

that is, to a matrix of rank one, or, in other words, °f the lowest 
possible rank which the observed inter correlations permit. Thus, with 

the foregoing procedure of successive approximation, the methods 

of unweighted and weighted summation both yield an analysis 

entailing the smallest possible number of factors. 

C. Bipolar Hierarchies 

In earlier researches, where tests of intellectual abilities or educa¬ 

tional attainments were applied to random samples of the popula¬ 
tion, the correlations were usually positive throughout ; but when 
such tests are applied to more homogeneous samples (e.g. school 
classes instead of complete age-groups), negative correlations are 

often found, systematically distributed within the table. The 
negative values are still more conspicuous when we correlate assess¬ 
ments for emotional or temperamental traits instead of tests of 

cognition. The elimination of a general factor has much the same 
effect as selecting a homogeneous group ; and, when the summation 
method has been used, the residual correlations yield a special kind 

of pattern which may be called 4 bipolar.’ 
In later work on factor-analysis, therefore, modified methods 

proved essential in order to deal with negative correlations as well as 

positive ([30], [3 3]). In principle either simple summation or weighted 
summation may still be employed. The requisite modifications 
may best be illustrated by taking once again an artificial example. 

Table III shows a perfect bipolar hierarchy, constructed from the 

saturation coefficients set out along the top and left-hand margins. 

The pattern shows certain new peculiarities. In the upper half1 
(or ‘ chief,’ if I may borrow a convenient term from heraldry) the 

1 ‘ Half * as judged by the totals, not by the number of rows or columns. The 
1 dexter * half will be on the left of the spectator or reader. 
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coefficients in each row decrease in the same proportions, just as 
they do in an ordinary hierarchy that is positive throughout; but 
now they do not merely decrease to low positive values; they con¬ 
tinue to decrease algebraic ally 7 and so become negative, with larger 

and larger numerical values. Since the whole table is symmetrical, 
the trend of the lower half (or ‘ base ’) will reverse that of the upper 

half, the dexter base containing the same negatives as the 
‘ sinister chief,’ so that in the lower rows the coefficients increase 
algebraically as we move to the right or downwards.1 

As before, the saturation coefficients are supposed to be unknown; 
and our object is to rediscover them. The simplest procedure is 
as follows : 

I. Add up the totals for the positive figures and for the negative 
figures respectively in each column (+ 1*52, — 1*52, etc.). With 

tables of residuals as usually obtained, these absolute sub-totals will 
be nearly, if not quite, identical, and the algebraic grand totals there¬ 
fore approximately zero. Hence, in its original form, simple 
summation can no longer be employed. 

A solution to the difficulty can be found by remembering two 
points : (i) A * hierarchy ’ (i.e. as the term is here used, a matrix 

of rank one) may be produced by the multiplication of a row of 
positive and negative saturations as well as by a row of positive 
saturations only, (ii) The use of simple summation is merely a 

. 1 As already remarked, patterns of this type do not conform with the usual defini¬ 
tion of the Spearman hierarchy: namely, “ that every coefficient is greater than any 
coefficient to the right of it in the same row, or below it in the same column ” ([12], 
P* 275, [39], p. 165). When the intercolumnar criterion is applied, the correlations 
of columns on the left with columns on the right are negative. For this reason 
Stephenson and others have claimed that my bipolar patterns require two group- 
factors instead of a single general factor to explain them-—a perfectly permissible 
hypothesis ([96], p. 349)* On the other hand, the bipolar pattern does obey the 
proportionality criterion, and therefore the usual test for a matrix of rank one— 
Spearman's ‘ tetrad-difference criterion ’—provided we are allowed to take the 
‘ tetrads * as including negative figures. Spearman himself, however, considers 
negative saturations meaningless. 

It will also be noted that, if we ignore the pattern of signs, the numerical values ran 
be analysed as if they formed an ordinary hierarchy of the exclusively positive type. 
Then, on prefixing appropriate signs to the saturation coefficients so obtained, we 
reach the same results as below. Where we are dealing with a single factor alone, this 
procedure is justifiable, for we may legitimately reverse the order of measurement of 
the testees for those tests whichwould otherwise have negative saturations. When 
we are dealing with a table of residuals, and still more with a superimposed succession 
of such tables, this device seems to me to involve several difficulties, both theoretical 
and practical. Nevertheless, even factorists who ultimately admit negative satura¬ 
tions into their factorial matrices recommend the student to convert negative correla¬ 
tions into positive so far as possible, and thus keep all the saturation coefficients 
positive until the final stage (cf. Thurstone, loc. cit., p. 112 ; Guilford, Zoc. cit., p. 486). 
In practice this leads to considerable perplexity when the beginner has to analyse a 
succession of residual tables and insert the signs as after-thoughts. If we recognize 
that the method of simple summation (or centroid method, as Thurstone would call 
it) is merely a simplified substitute for that of weighted summation, the mode in which 
the signs require to be altered becomes obvious: for the reversals now appear as an 
essential part of the weighting process, not a series of arbitrary dodges to assist the 
computer, 
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simplified substitute for weighted summation. In the latter case, 

the weights are the saturation coefficients, and with a^ bipolar 

hierarchy a number of them will consequently be negative: on 
multiplication, therefore, the minus sign of a negative weight will 
evidently reverse the signs of the residuals throughout the row, 

thus converting their minus signs to plus, and vice versa. With 
simple summation, we tacitly assume that the numerical value of 
each weight is unity throughout; but we must retain the negative 

signs of these weights wherever such signs arise. The only problem, 
therefore, is to determine in advance which rows will have negative 
weights. Once again the best guide is the pattern of the correlation 

2. Accordingly, begin by rearranging the residuals, so that the 

whole table approximates as closely as possible to a bipolar 

hierarchy. This means that as many negative signs as possible must 

be collected into a single oblong block, which may be conveniently 
kept in the north-east quarter1 of the table : owing to symmetry, 
the same block will automatically appear (duly transposed) in the 
south-west quarter.1 By maximizing the number of negative signs 

(or rather, what is more important, the total amount of negative 
correlation in each column) within the north-east and the south-west 
blocks, we simultaneously maximize the number of positive signs 

(or rather the total amount of positive correlation) within the 

north-west and the south-east blocks. . . 
Table III shows the resulting pattern. With an empirical table 

of figures, slight irregularities may be found which render the 
rearrangement a little more complicated. In such cases the follow¬ 

ing hints may be found useful: . . 
(a) Start by moving the tests with the largest number of positive 

correlations towards the beginning (i.e. left) of the table, and the 
tests with the largest number of negative correlations towards the 

end (i.e. right). . 
(b) Pick out the biggest negative correlation (— 72) ; the tests 

thus negatively correlated should, as a rule, appear at the top and at 

the bottom of the hierarchy respectively. 
(c) Next pick out the two tests having the largest positive 

correlation with either of these (-48 and -63); they will usually have 

large negative correlations with the other of these (—- -S4» — ‘S^)> 
and with each other (— -42), and therefore appear next to the top 

and next to the bottom test in the hierarchy respectively. 
(d) Continue in this way, working from the three extreme corners 

of the table towards the centre. 

1 ‘ Quarter ’ as judged by the totals : cf, footnote i,p. 454 above. 
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U) The numerical totals of the columns will help to decide the final 

order: tests having the largest totals and sub-totals should be placed 
towards the beginning or towards the end of the table, and generally 

the absolute totals should first descend and then rise again: 

(2 x 1-52, 2 X 1-14, • • 2 X o-io, 2 X o-57, 2 X171. 
3. Now insert estimates for the self-correlations. in the leading 

diagonal: (-64, -36, etc.). Usually the figures at either end of the 
diagonal (-64, -8i) should be larger than the largest correlation in 
the column, and those near the centre (-oi, -09) nearly as small as, 
if not smaller than, the smallest correlations. Being squares, or 
the sums of squares, all the self-correlations will be positive. . These 

trial estimates will usually have to be checked and revised as 

explained in the previous example. 
4. Prefix appropriate weights, + I or — i, to each of the rows 

in turn, + i in front of the upper rows (containing the north-east 

block of negative correlations), — I in front of the lower rows 
(containing the same block in the south-west corner).2 If there is 

occasionally some doubt as to the appropriate sign (e.g. in the 

middle rows), the criterion is simple : the sign of the weight for the 
xth row should be the same as the sign of its weighted sum (i.e. of 

the weighted sum for the xth column). 
Multiply each row by the sign thus prefixed , i.e. reverse all 

the signs in those rows which have negative weights. The effect 
is shown in Table III by bracketing the original signs (nearest the 

figure) and prefixing the new sign : (— *24 becomes + *24 ; + *09, 

although a self-correlation, becomes — *09 etc.). 
6. Using the new signs, add each column3 to find its algebraic 

total: (+ 3-04, + 2*28, . . - 3*42)* The sign of the *otal for 
each column should agree with the sign employed to weight the 

corresponding row : if not, the sign of the weight must be changed, 

and the multiplication and addition (steps 5 and 6) repeated. The 

method thus provides its own check. 
7. Find the numerical or absolute total of these column-totals : 

i.e. treat them all as positive, and add them up : (3-04 + 2*28 + 

• • . + 3*42 = 14-44)* 
8. Find the square root of this grand total: (y 14*44 f3 3*8o). 
9. Divide the totals of the columns, with their original signs, 

positive or negative as the case may be, by this square root: 

1 With tables of residuals there will already be a figure in each diagonal cell, possibly 
a negative figure: after using them for the check described in step 1, they should, 
particularly if merely based on previous estimates, be discarded for better estimates. 

* It is algebraically indifferent whether we assign the negative values to the lower 
or to the upper rows, so long as the signs are opposite: hence it may sometimes be more 
appropriate to determine the choice by the psychological nature of the bipolar factor. 

* Here (but not always) it will be sufficient merely to add the positive and negative 
sub-totals. 
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(+ 3;°4 -4- 3-Bo = + -8o ; . . .; - 3*42 -4- 3‘Bo = - *90). The 
quotients should be the saturation coefficients required. 

With this and other bipolar tables it is instructive to continue 
with the full method of weighted summation, using the saturation 
coefficients as weights,^ and repeating the process by successive 

approximation as described above (section B, pp. 451-3). In this 
case, as in the preceding example, it will be found that the saturation 
coefficients remain unchanged. 

II. MULTIPLE-FACTOR ANALYSIS 

Where a given table of correlations appears to be produced by 
more than one factor, we have to split the matrix of observed 
coefficients into the sum of two or more simple c hierarchies 9 
(matrices of rank one). Each of these component hierarchies may 
cover either (1) the entire series of tests (in which case the factor is 
described as a ‘ general factor ’), or (2) a limited group of tests only 
(in which case it is called a f group-factor ’). 

(1) GENERAL-FACTOR METHODS 

The former procedure consists essentially in applying (i) the 
ordinary single-factor analysis to the correlations actually observed 
in order to determine the first factor, and then (ii) the modified 

bipolar analysis to the successive tables of residual correlations in 
order to determine the remaining factors. 

The hypothesis of summed hierarchies now implies that the 
variance for each test (its self-correlation/ as it is sometimes 
inaccurately termed) should be the sum of the squares of its factor- 

saturations, just as the intercorrelation between any two tests is the 
sum of the products of their factor-saturations. 

With a table of covariances the calculations are perfectly straightforward. 

If n is the number of tests and r the number of factors, we have (in general) 

Jn (n + 1) independent values in the covariance matrix, and nr— \r (r — 1) 

independent parameters to calculate in the factorial matrix.1 Hence, if the 

variances are known, there will be r — n factors, of which, of course, only the 

1 As will be seen from the procedure described below, there are n degrees of freedom 
for the first factor; only (n — x) for the second (since the totals must be zero); 
only (n — 2) for the third ; and only {n — p + 1) for the £th factor, since in general 
the totals must be zero, not only as they stand (i.e. when weighted by the signs of the 
first factor which are all positive), but also when weighted by the signs of any of the 
{p x) preceding factors. This latter point can easily be proved algebraically (see 
Notes), and may be verified from the tables of saturations given below: it will also 
be found to hold good approximately for the tables analysed by Thurstone’s centroid 
method (e.g, the five columns of saturations in his table 25, Vectors of the Mind, 
p. 117 ; the slight discrepancies are due to the substitution of fresh values for the 
diagonal residuals in the case of the later factors). 
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first few will usually be statistically significant. With a table of inter¬ 

correlations, where the variances or ‘ self-correlations; are unknown we have 

only \n(n— i) independent values in the correlation matrix. We have, 

therefore either (i) to make some convenient but arbitrary assumption about 

the nature of these variances, e.g. that they are all equal and standardized at 

unity • in that case we should obtain n factors—most of which could have no 

real'statistical significance and would be due solely to the additions made to 

the true variances to bring them all up to unity. _ Or, alternatively, we can 

(ii) follow the procedure described above, and insert an estimated self- 

correlation ’ to fit the requirements of each successive hierarchy solely. But 

now, if there are more than one factor, the total variance (i.e. the self- 

correlation used in calculating the first factor) should be at least equal to the 

sum of the self-correlations for all the factors, and generally the variances 

required for calculating for the />th factor should each be the sum of con¬ 

tributions of the (r-f + i) factors that remain to be calculated. Ihis 
involves readjustments in the estimated self-correlations, reduces the number 

of ascertainable factors, and leads to a lengthy process of successive 

approximation. It yields, in the end, not n factory but the minimum 

number required to account for the intercorrelations as given, or, in technical 

language, a factorial matrix of minimum rank. Actually, however, the figures 

given for the intercorrelations are themselves approximate abridgments for 

irrational fractions. Hence, with large correlation tables, theie is little 

point in seeking a factorial matrix having exactly the minimum lank dc- 

ducible from the figures given; and it is even arguable that some small 

allowance should be included for variance due to the‘ specific factor ’ or rather 

to that part of the test that does not overlap with any other test in the table. 

In these circumstances the working procedure I have suggested assumes 

that the variances for the different processes tested will differ in the main 

according to their complexity, and that (in default of other evidence) this 

can be estimated from the maximum covariance for which each could be 

responsible (see p. 286). The inserted figures will therefore be (i) not less than 

the total variances that would be obtained if the successive approximations 

were carried through to the end, but (ii) never so large as to make the total 

variances exactly or even approximately equal.1 

By way of illustration let us now take actual figures ; I choose a 
set of correlations printed and analysed in my 1917 Report * For 

simplicity I shall here confine the analysis to six tests only, namely, 
Composition, Reading, Spelling, Handwork, Writing, and Drawing, 

and seek figures correct to two decimal places. A more detailed 
analysis by the summation method, and a full discussion of the 
inferences to be drawn, may be found in the Report itself. 

1 The insertion of the reliability coefficients usually makes the proportionate 
variances approximately equal, and tends unduly to diminish the variances of the 
more complex tests, since the simplest tests usually have the highest reliability. 

* Lac. cit.y Table XVIII, p. 52. X am indebted to Miss G. Bruce for checking the 
calculations : a few of the figures originally printed have required correction, par¬ 
ticularly those for Writing, where tyro tests have here been amalgamated into one. 
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Table IV reproduces the intercorrelations actually observed. 
With only 6 tests, the correlation table should be completely ex¬ 
plicable in terms of 

r == -|{ (2 n -f- 1) — a/8w + 1} = 3 factors.1 

A. Simple Summation Method 

I shall repeat the working instructions in full, partly for con¬ 

venience of reference and partly because of certain special difficulties 
that an actual problem inevitably entails. 

(i) First Factor 

Formula : Saturation coefficient; 

J 
V * 3 

as before. 

1. Find the total intercorrelation of each test (2*19, 1-48, etc.), 
by adding each column of observed coefficients. 

2. With the aid of these totals rearrange the table so as to exhibit 
the general trend or pattern as clearly as possible. The guiding 
principles are, first, to bring correlations of the same size as near 
together as possible, and secondly to keep the changes of size along 
the rows or columns moving in the same direction and in parallel 
directions, as smoothly and as continuously as possible. Here, if 
the student begins by attempting to arrange the figures given above 
in plain hierarchical order, he will at once discover that this 
simpler pattern is disturbed by the low correlations between the 
verbal group of tests and the manual group. Consequently, 
although all the correlations are positive, we have to recognize at 
least two high points of correlation instead of one, namely, at the 
bottom right-hand corner as well as at the top left. This in turn 
indicates that the totals should be arranged so as first to descend 
and then to rise again. 

We take the totals for (1) Composition, Reading, and Spelling, 
in descending order, and those for (2) Handwork, Writing, and 
Drawing, in ascending order. The rearrangement brings out an 
effect that I have described as £ cyclic overlap ’:2 the correlations 
near the leading diagonal tend to be higher than simple hierarchical 
arrangement would require, and they also tend to rise, not only 

1 This formula follows from the considerations set out on the preceding page: for 
proof, see p. 109. 

* hoc. at., p, 59. If the student finds some difficulty in making a satisfactory 
rearrangement, he may be content with a first approximation to begin with. Later 
we shall see from the completed totals (last line but one) that it would have been 
better to place Drawing at the end instead of Writing; and this is confirmed by the 
totals of the residuals (Table IV). 
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II. MULTIPLE-FACTOR ANALYSIS 

A. Simple Summation 

TABLE IV 

Observed Intercorrelations and Calculation of Saturations for 

First Factor 

Tests. Comp. Read. Spell. Hand. Draw. Writ. Totals. 

Comp. 

Read. 

Spell. 

Hand. 

Draw. 

Writ. 

•58 
•49 
•30 

•38 

•44 

•58 

•46 

•10 

•13 
•21 

*49 
•46 

•09 
•12 

•25 

•30 
*10 

•09 

.50 

•28 

•38 

•13 
•12 

•50 

.36 

*44 
•21 

*25 

•28 

*36 

2*19 

1*48 

1*41 

1*27 

1*49 

1*54 

Totals 2*19 1*48 1-41 1-27 1*49 1-54 9-38 

Estimated 
Communalities . *70 •60 •40 •40 *60 *40 3*10 

Completed totals 2*89 2*08 1*81 1-67 2*09 1-94 12*48 

Sat. Coeffs.* •818 •589 •512 •473 •592 •549 3-533 
— — 

* Divisor = V*2’4^ = 3*533* 

towards the top left- and bottom right-hand comers, but also to¬ 

wards the top right and the bottom left. 
3. Estimate in round figures the diagonal self-correlations by 

smoothing off the pattern as before. Owing to the double grouping 
and the cyclic overlapping just described, the more complex pattern 
produced by superposed factors usually suggests a diagonal ridge, 

high towards the corners, especially towards the top left, and sinking 

in the centre towards the diagonal trough that crosses it. Accord¬ 
ingly, for the space in the 1st column take the highest correlation 

in that column (-58) and increase it appreciably (say to 70) ; for the 
space in the 2nd column, increase the highest figure (*S.8) only 

slightly (say to *60); for the spaces in the 3rd and 4^? take the 
highest adjacent figure, and diminish it; for the spaces in the 5th 
and 6th, take the highest of the adjacent figures, and increase them*1 

1 Note once again that inserting the highest correlations at every point would 
ooviously be wrong. It would tend to underestimate the variance for a test like 
Composition and would overestimate very considerably the variance of tests like 
Spelling or Handwork. For Handwork and Drawing, the same high figure, *50, 
would be taken as the variance for both ; but it is evident that the contribution of 
Handwork to the variance and covariance of the whole table must be much smaller 
than that of Drawing, 
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4. Add each estimated figure to the total of the corresponding 
column : (2-19 + 70 = 2-89, etc.). 

5. Add these completed totals : (2-89 + 2-08 + ... = 12-48). 

6. Find the square root of this grand total: (\/12-48 = 3-533). 

7. Divide the augmented total of each column by this square 
root: (2-89 -h 3-533 = -818, etc.). 

The quotients (last line of Table IV) should yield approximate 
values for the saturation coefficients for the first factor. It is no 
longer possible to check them straight away by comparing their 

squares with the estimated self-correlations, since the latter are 
intended to include the contributions, not of the first factor only, 
but of all the factors; but the differences should seldom be large. 

(ii) Second Factor 

Formula : Residual correlation, r'ab = rah — rag rbg 

Zr'ai 

Saturation coefficient, /„ = —tA-: . 
JZZr't 

V j i 

8. Multiply each of the saturation coefficients by each of the 
others, as before, thus obtaining a perfect hierarchy of theoretical 
correlations, attributable to the first factor, as shown in Table V: 
(•818 X *818 = -669, *818 X *589 = *482, etc.). 

9. Enter the observed figures above them, and subtract the 
theoretical figure from the observed, as shown : (70 — -669 = 

•031, etc.). The remainders will form a table of residuals, with both 
positive and negative signs. With the general-factor method, we 
have now to factorize this entire table of residuals as a single matrix.1 
If we add the residuals as they stand, we shall find that the total of 
each column, like the total of the deviations about an average (or 
rather an average gradient), comes exactly to zero. We must 

therefore adopt the procedure described above for factorizing a 
bipolar table : (cf. Table III, there is no need to print a fresh table 
to illustrate the working). 

t I0* We begin as usual by rearranging the residual intercorrela¬ 
tions so as to bring out the general pattern. We may assume that 
this is approximately hierarchical, and quartered into positive and 

1 With an actual table the residuals should first be tested for statistical significance. 
Here N * 120 ; and 4 out of the 15 residuals are significant. (see p. 339) = 37*5; 
hence P < o*oooi ([no], p. 540). The s.d. of the ratios (residual — s.e. of corre¬ 
lation) is 1*60—well over the theoretical value of i*oo (this test gives a slightly 
higher value for P). As we have seen (p. 368) with simple summation, the use of x* is 
not strictly valid; but here the least-squares procedure leads to virtually the same 
results (p. 474). 
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TABLE V 

Hierarchy for First Factor and Calculation of Residuals 

Tests. Comp. Read. Spell. Hand. Draw. Writ. Total. 

Sat. Coeff. *8l8 -589 *512 •473 •592 •549 — 

Obs. Corr. 70 •58 *49 .30 *38 *44 — 

•818 . *669 *482 "4I9 ■387 •484 •449 

Residuals . •03I *098 *071 — *087 --104 — *009 *000 

_ *60 •46 *10 •13 *21 — 

—* •347 •301 *278 •349 *3^3 

Residuals . •098 •253 •i59 —178 — *2I9 —113 *000 

Obs. Corr. _ — *40 *09 *12 •25 — 

•512 . — — ■263 *243 •303 *281 

Residuals . *071 •159 •137 —153 —183 •"**—0 31 *000 

Obs. Corr. _ —. — *40 *50 *28 — 

•473 — 
— — *223 *280 •259 

_ 

Residuals . — •087 —178 —153 *177 *220 *021 *000 

Obs. Corr. _ — — •60 ■36 — 

•592. — — — “*“ •349 •325 
_ 

Residuals . -IO4 -219 — *l83 *220 •251 •035 *100 

Obs. Corr. — — — — — •4° — 

•549- • 
— — — *■*■““ ■303 

Residuals . — *009 —113 —031 *021 •035 •097 *000 

Total residuals . 

Upper half . *200 *510 •367 —418 —506 —153 *000 

Lower half . — *200 -510 —367 •418 •506 ■153 *000 

Abs. Sum . *400 1*020 734 •836 1*012 •306 ■ — 
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negative rectangles arranged symmetrically about the leading 
diagonal, as described on pp. 456-8, step 2d Follow the suggestions 
therefore for marshalling the coefficients in this order If the table 
of observed correlations was successfully rearranged at the verv 
outset (step 2 p. 461), the amount of further rearrangement will 
probably not be very great. The essential result will be two (pos¬ 
sibly more) square blocks of positive coefficients astride the main 

diagonal, and rectangular blocks of negative correlations in the 
JN.-E. and o.-W. quarters (as shown by the residuals in Table V). 

11. For the arithmetical check described in step 9, we retained the 
calculated residuals in the leading diagonal. But these were the 
result of the first rough estimates in step 3 : they may even be 

negative. Discard them; and substitute estimates for the self¬ 
correlations or residual 4 variances,’ positive throughout, to fit the 
general pattern. ’ 

12. Assign to each row its appropriate weight, + 1 or — 1. For 

this purpose first decide on the block of (mainly) negative residuals, 
attributable to the multiplication of negative and positive satura¬ 

tions. Owing to the symmetry of the table, this negative block will 
appear twice. Its longer horizontal rows (in the lower quarter) 
will usually receive a weight of — 1; its shorter horizontal rows (in 
the upper quarter) a weight of 1 (cf. p. 457). 

13. Multiply each row by the weighting-sign thus prefixed, i.e. 
where the weight is negative, reverse the signs throughout the whole 
row from left to right of the table. 

14. Using the new signs, add each column to find its algebraic 
total. See that the sign of each total confirms the sign already 
employed to weight the corresponding row. 

15. Find the numerical or absolute grand total of these column- 
totals : i.e. treat them as all positive, and add them up. 

16. Find the square root of this grand total. 

17. Divide the total of each column (with its original sign, 
positive or negative as the case may be) by the square root. The 

quotients should yield the saturation coefficients for the second 
factor. As a check on the working, note that their total should be 
approximately zero : (exactly zero, as in Table XI below, had we not 
modified the diagonal residuals). 

(iii) Remaining Factors 

18. To obtain saturation coefficients for the third and other 
factors, if necessary, we continue exactly as before, calculating the 

1 If there are more than one residual factor, these * grand quarters * will be4 counter- 
quartered '; hence only an approximate hierarchy will be attainable at this stage, 

3° 
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second-factor hierarchy, subtracting it from the residuals left by the 

first factor (with their original signs), testing the significance of the 

new residuals, rearranging them in bipolar order so as to obtain an 
approximate hierarchy of positive and negative quarters, estimating 

figures for the diagonal, adding the columns, and dividing by the 
square root of the grand total—as just described. In theory this 
procedure should be continued with one set of residuals after 

another, until the final residuals are virtually zero for the number of 
decimal places to which we are working: in practice, it is un¬ 

necessary to calculate detailed figures for non-significant residuals, 

i.e. as a rule, for more than three or four factors. 
19. As a final check, square all the saturation coefficients and 

find the sums for each test, if necessary adding in a small estimated 
fraction for any test that still shows an appreciable residual which has 

not been explicitly factorized. The sum of the squares for each test 
should be approximately identical with its variance (* communality ’ 

or ‘ self-correlation ’) as estimated at the very outset. 
With the present set of correlations the results obtained by the 

foregoing procedure are shown in Table VII, a, i. Ihey fit the 
intercorrelations reasonably well to two decimal places. Strictly, 

however, they must be regarded as first approximations only. To 
obtain more accurate figures, we should take the sum of the squares 

of the saturations for each test (7x0, -614, . . ., -389) and insert 
it (or a figure still further increased or reduced) in place of the 

‘ estimated self-correlation ’ (70, -6o, . . ., -40) originally used for 

obtaining the ‘ completed totals ’ in Table IV; with these new 

estimates we should then have to repeat the whole process. 
After two or three such repetitions I reach the following figures 

for the variances or self-correlations : 

7216, -6351, -3794, -3994, -6266, -3924 

The saturations ultimately obtained are given below in Table 
VII, a, ii. The residuals remaining after extracting these three 
factors are all less than -ooi.1 It is clear that, if we worked to 
further decimal places, we could approximate as closely as we wished 
to the given intercorrelations with three factors only. In practice, of 

course, accuracy to four decimal places is seldom required: here, 

1 This, of course, could be predicted at the outset (p. 461). With 6 tests we have 
15 intercorrelations. If the 6 self-correlations or variances are themselves to be 
determined from these 15 inter correlations, then there are only 15 degrees of freedom 
for determining the saturations. To determine the 6 saturations for the first factor, 
6 degrees of freedom will be required: to determine the 6 saturations for the second 
factor, only 5 (having determined 5 saturations the 6th follows automatically, because 
the total is by hypothesis zero); to determine the 6 saturations for the third factor, 
only 4 will be required. But 6 + 5 + 4 «« 15. Hence no more factors can be 
determined unless the variances include some arbitrary quantities. 
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as can be seen from Table VII a i and ;; ; 

B. Weighted Summation 

If v!-fiU, the !e?din? dia80nal with the figures for the ‘ com- 
munalities derived by the method of simple Summation, we cTn 
go on (if we wish) to improve the factorial matrix by the method of 
weighted summation. HTtere the diagonal values ate independently 
detemmed and already known (as in a table of covariances), the 
method of weighted summation should always be used But 

where (as in most large correlation tables) the diagonal values can 
themselves consist only of estimates subject to appreciable correc¬ 
tion, the further improvement thus secured should be regarded 
rather as a check than as a final or indispensable aim If 

however, additional calculations are to be based on the results’ 
or the y test of significance is to be applied, then the improve- 

ment is not only desirable but essential. The figures eventually 
reached by weighted summation are equivalent to what in matrix 
algebra would be termed the ‘latent roots’ and the ‘latent 
vectors ’ of the matrix; and possess all the useful properties 
or such quantities.2 

lo illustrate the calculations required by weighted summation 
let us take the same correlation table. 

In its application to a perfect hierarchy, as we have already seen 

(P- 453)? the principles involved are obvious enough. But when 
the table departs from the hierarchical arrangement, they are 
hardly self-evident. Their theoretical basis has been indicated in 
the text above (p. 320). The argument is briefly as follows. 
(a) Any matrix, whatever its rank (i.e. however much it may depart 

from a perfect hierarchy) can nevertheless be reduced to as perfect a 

hierarchy as may be desired by repeated self-multiplication (‘ table- 

^rtLTih?-res^ltSL^taiine<i taking the * communalities ’ to be equal to the largest 
arf farJess ^curate. For example, for the first factor we 

Com posi110n a saturation of *784 and for Handwriting one of *501: on 
comparing these with the true values (as obtained by prolonged approximation 

°l squlrfs-' Table VII>B) ^ will be seen that they diverge far 

^ommunaliPes^from^th^pattemf^ Wth thC tet r0Ugh attempt t0 estimate the 
t quantum mechanics these quantities are usually known as the Eigmwerten (or 
characteristic values, which correspond to our ‘ factor-variances ’) and the 

Eigenvehtoren (or characteristic vectors,’ which correspond to our normalized * factor 
saturations ): ct Burt, [xox], p. 77 f., [1x5]. It may be noted that, if instead of the 

communalities we insert umty throughout the leading diagonal, the results ob¬ 
tained bv weighted summation should be identical with those reached by Hotelling’s 
method of principal components ’ and by Kelley’s1 rotation method,’ though 

Kelley would prefer to insert reliabilities’ 1 (cf. [102] for illustrative comparisons). 
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by-table 5 multiplication) (Burt, [102]) : the saturation coefficients 
for the first factor (or their relative proportions) can then be deter¬ 

mined by simply adding the columns as before, (b) But instead of 
summing columns after the multiplications, we may sum them at the 

start; we shall then have to multiply by a single row (or column) 
only, instead of by the whole table (‘ table-by-column ’ multiplica¬ 

tion). (c) After the first 2 or 3 multiplications each further multi¬ 

plication of the matrix by itself yields sums that are equivalent 
to the figures that would be obtained by multiplying the product 

sums by the first factor-variance (i.e. by the largest). At each stage, 

therefore, we must divide the results by an estimate for that 

variance. And once again we may either divide the weights by the 
variance before multiplying or divide the products by the variance 

after multiplying. 
These considerations lead to several alternative working proce¬ 

dures, each of which has itS own special merits as regards speed or 
exactitude. ‘ Table-by-table ’ multiplication, for example, will 

entirely avoid the need for successive approximation. It is, 

however, too arduous a method for general use; and will not, 

therefore, be included here.1 
(i) 5Xable-by-Column Multiplication : Full Procedure (with Geo¬ 

metrical Progressions).—For highly accurate work the sums of the 

columns should be taken as the first weights just as they stand. The 
repeated table-by-column multiplication then yields figures whose 

diminishing differences are approximately in geometrical pro¬ 
gression. The successive differences can be summed to infinity, 

and an exceedingly close approximation obtained, running to 6 or 8 

decimal places, with comparatively little labour. 
Except for purely theoretical investigations, so high a degree of 

accuracy is hardly ever required : the procedure itself has already 

been sufficiently illustrated in chapter xiii, Table VI, p. 326. 
(ii) Abridged Method {with Ratios of Variance as Weights).—• 

Where a more rapid procedure and less extended figures are required, 
many of the intermediate multiplications can be skipped, the 
computer guessing the trend of the progressions without full or 

formal calculation. The multiplications are repeated until two 
consecutive sets of product-sums agree in their proportions with 

sufficient closeness. 

To compare any set of product-sums with the preceding set, the 
new set must be divided, as we have seen, by the variance. Alter¬ 

natively we can estimate the variance by dividing the total of the 
product-sums by the total of the saturation coefficients which we 

1 A more detailed account, with examples, is given in my paper on 'Methods of 
Factor-analysis with and without Successive Approximation1 [102]. 
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have used as weights, or (with less accuracy) by dividing any single 

product-sum by the corresponding single saturation coefficient If 
we carryoutthe latter division before multiplying, the weight when 

divided by the corresponding saturation coefficient becomes equal 
to unity, since the saturation coefficient is the weight.1 

Let.us begin by following this procedure, since it renders the 
essential comparison more obvious to the eye. 

(a) 1st approximation (Table VI, a) 

. 1. We begin, as in simple summation, by inserting the estimated 
values for the self-correlations (7216, -6351, etc.),2 and adding up 

the several columns as they stand, i.e. giving, for the first approxi¬ 
mation, an equal weight—namely, unity—to each row. 

2 Instead of converting the totals straight away into'saturation 
coefficients, each total is simply divided by the largest in the set: 
(2-91 — 2-91 = i*oo ; 2-12 -f- 2-91 = -73 ; etc.) : though we can 

no longer make all the weights equal to unity, we can at least make 

the largest equal to unity, thus simplifying both comparisons and 
calculations. Ihcse ratios are now to be used as provisional weights 
for the next approximation. We cannot presume that they are 
correct to more than the first decimal place. Hence to save labour 

we merely take ro, -7, *6, etc. We then proceed as in Table VI, b. 

(b) 2nd Approximation (Table VI, b) 

3. (a) Multiply each row of correlations by the corresponding 
new weight: (-7216 X I-o = -722, etc.; -58 X 7 = -406; etc.) 
{b) Add each column of products : (-722 -f- -406 -f- . . . -f .308 = 

2-176; etc.). The largest of the totals (2-176) will form a first 

1 The theory underlying these numerical methods is succinctly set out in Frazer 
Duncan, and Collar, Elementary Matrices, 1938, pp. 133-ul^ 

S0lvikthe ‘ characteStic3e3quatton^’5 Matrices appe^ 
1 1 ^ developments of Bernouilli s method of solving polynomial equations feouiva- 
{n'nr^TrC,; Prcm“ltIPIlcati°n of the related matrix by an arbitrary row-vector) : 

t - y- «ave .been employed more particularly to deal with problems arising 
,jeas^. squares. To psychologists the best-known use of the 
iterative procedure for determining ‘ principal components ’: 

however, my own application differs somewhat from Hotelling’s 
nxee* ®?rller (terative method of Thurstone (whose method of * principal 
w8 • K Li n,? as a P°Jat deParture for (Hotelling’s) paper” [79] 
t 9ther, procedures for obtaining latent roots and vectors will 

De found in mathematical books and papers on the subject (for refs. cf. [81]). Usually 
S^eviS?d to deal Wlth sniall matrices to a high degree of accuracy; 

and, being m addition of more general application, prove too elaborate for the needs 
^rnmar0m?Utml P^^ologist. The advanced mathematician will find a technical 

ingenious devtofchisYwnT17 7 Altken [m]’ “ wWch he has Produced many 

oirIJFi16 a^optod ar^ the sums of the squares of the saturations ascertained by 
simple summation with successive approximation (Table VII, a, ii): since they yield 
a matrix of minimal rank, and since the method of weighted summation will yield a 
matrix of the minimal rank, the same variances hold good for both methods (p. 449) 

£ 
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approximation to the factor-variance: all the totals are to be 

expressed as ratios of this value. Accordingly 
4. Divide each total once again by the largest in the set: 

(2-176 4- 2-176 = x-ooo ; 1-595 4- 2-176 = -735 ; etc.). Instead 

of using these figures for weights as they stand, we guess ahead and 

B. Weighted Summation 

TABLE VI 

Calculation of Saturation Coefficients for First Factor by 

Successive Approximation 

(Ratios of Variance as Weights) 

(a) 1st Approximation 

Multipliers. Observed Correlations. 

1*0 •72l6 •58 '49 *30 *38 *44 
1*0 •58 •6351 *46 *10 ‘VI *21 

1*0 *49 •4.6 '3794 *09 *12 *25 
1*0 .30 *10 *09 '3994 *50 *28 

1*0 .38 *13 ■12 *5° *6266 *36 

1*0 *44 *21 •25 -28 *36 *3924 

Divide by 2*91)2*91 2*12 1-79 1*67 2*12 j:?i. 

Ratios . 1*00 73 *62 '57 ..73.. *66 
Say . 1*0 7 *6 *6 7 7 

(b) 2nd Approximation 

Multipliers, Products. 

1*0 •722 *580 •490 .300 •380 *440 

7 *406 •445 *322 *070 *091 •147 
•6 •294 *276 *228 •054 *072 *150 

*6 *180 *060 •054 *240 *3°0 •168 

7 •266 •091 *084 *350 *439 *252 

7 ■308 •147 •175 *196 *252 •275 

Divide by 2*176)2*176 1-599 1*353 1*210 1-534 1-432 
Ratios . . 1*000 735 T22 •556 •705 ;gp • 
Adjusted . 1*00 •75 *63 •54 ■68 •65 
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M V'd Affroximation 

Multipliers. Products. 

1*00 

75 
■63 

•5+ 
•68 

•65 

•7216 -5800 
•4350 -4763 
•3087 -2898 
•1620 -0540 
•2584 -0884 
•2860 -1365 

•4900 *3000 
•3450 -0750 
•2390 -0567 
•0486 -2157 
•0816 -3400 
•1625 -1820 

•3800 -4400 
•0975 -1575 
•0756 -1575 
•2700 -1512 
•4261 -2448 
•2340 -2551 

Total of 
Squares. 

47i 

Divide by 2-1717)2-1717 1-6250 1.3667 1-1694 1-4832 1-4061 

i-ooooj7483__-6293 -5385 -6830 -6473 

m’S/v ' "0”° '55w '39ii0 
V 2-1717 

Sat, Cocffs. 
Squares . 

•5651 -4229 -3556 -3043 -3859 -3659 
•8328 -6232 -5240 -4484 -5687 -5392 
•6935 *3884 -2746 -2011 -3234 -2907 

3-1317=1.76972 

2-1717=1-4737* 

(£) Verification (Saturation Coefficients as Weights). 

Multipliers, Products. Total. 

•833 *6011 •4831 *4082 •2499 •3165 •3665 
*623 •3613 ■3957 *2866 *0623 *0810 *1308 
*524 •2567 *2410 *1988 •0472 *0629 •1310 
•448 'I344 *0448 *0403 •1789 *2240 •I254 
•569 *2t62 •O74O •0683 •2845 •3565 *2048 
•539 •2371 *1132 •1347 •1509 •1940 •2115 

Totals 3*536 1*8068 1-3518 1-1369 ■9737 1-2349 1*1700 7-6741 

Sat. CoefFs,* •8323 •6228 

00 
to 
c* 
to

 •4486 •5690 "5391 

Squares •6930 *3879 •2743 *2012 *3237 *2906 2*1707 

* Divisor 21703. 

roughly estimate the changes they in turn will produce. Thus, with 
the second column, the first computation gave -73, the second 
735 ; the increase will give a large weight to a large figure; hence 
we guess that the third or fourth computation will give -75. In 
the third column this increased weighting will probably raise -621 
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to nearer *63 in the second column. In the fourth column, the first 
computation gave *58, the second reduced it to *556, and we guess 
that the third or fourth will reduce it still further to (say) *54. And 

so for the remaining columns. 

(c) 3rd Approximation (Table VI, c) 

5. (a) Multiply each row of the original correlations once again by 
these readjusted weights : (7216 X 1-00 = 7216, etc., as before ; 

•58 X 75 = ’4350; etc., etc.), (b) Add each column of products 
as before. The largest of the totals (2*1717) yields a slightly closer 

approximation to the factor-variance ; and once again all the totals 

are to be expressed as ratios of this value. Accordingly— 
6. Divide each of the new totals as before by the largest In the 

set: (2*1717 -y 2*1717 = 1*000 ; 1*6250 + 2*1717 *7483 ; etc.). 

The new ratios agree with the preceding to two decimal places ; and, 

to shorten the illustration, we may suppose that they are sufficiently 

exact for our purpose. 
We now convert the ratios into saturation coefficients. The 

requisite calculation is obvious when we remember that the 
sums of the squares of the saturations should yield the variance, 
which we have already ascertained. The beginner may conveniently 

make the calculation in two steps. 
7. First normalize the ratios, so that their squares add up to 

unity: i.e. (a) square each ratio: (i-oooo2 = 1*0000 ; • 7483s 

'5599 5 etc*) 5 ($) the squares: (1*0000+ '5599 + * * * + 
•4193 = 3*1317). (e) find the square root of this total (^3*1317 
1*7697); (d) divide each unsquared total by this square root: 

(1*0000 + 1*7697 = *5651 ; *5599 + 1*7697 s= *4229 ; etc.) ; (*) 

check the results by squaring and adding the squares, to ensure that 
their total is unity : (-5651s + -4229s + . . . + *3659^ = 1*0000). 

8. (a) Find the square root of the variance : (y+1717 = 1*4737). 
(b) Multiply each of the quotients obtained In 7 (d) by this square 
root: (-5651 x 1*4737 = *8328 ; etc.). The practised calculator 

will condense the last two sets of computations Into a single step, 

and simply multiply by V 2-1717 

1*1317 
= -v/^9348 = -83276. 

. The products finally obtained (-8328, -6232, etc.) are the satura¬ 
tion coefficients for the first factor. The result should be checked 

by finding the sum of the squares of the saturations (-8328“ ■ | - . . . 

+ *5392® = 2-1717). The value for the c factor-variance ’ as thus 
determined should be identical with the value already obtained by 
summing the first column. 
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(iii) direct Vcrification (Saturation Coefficients as Weights)_As 
with the perfect hierarchy (cf. Table II above) so with any table 

the exact or the approximate values for the saturation coefficients 
may themselves be used as weights. With the appropriate divisor 
the method of weighted summation should then lead back to the 
saturations originally employed. This more direct method is 

especially suitable for the final verification (and minor corrections) 
of the figures obtained by one of the methods of successive approxi¬ 

mation , it may also be used, without such preliminaries, when the 
table is nearly hierarchical or when only a rough and rapid approxi¬ 

mation is required. In the latter case it affords a useful check on 
figures obtained by simple summation. 

Here let us take the figures just reached in Table VI, c, as our 
weights. We proceed as for Table II above, and follow the forking 

instructions explained on pp. 451-4. For the present set of 
correlations the working is shown in Table VI, d. The product sums 

it will be remembered, have simply to be divided by the variance’ 
which in turn is estimated by dividing the total of the product-sums 
(7-6741) by the total of the weights (3-536). The saturation 
coefficients thus obtained are, it will be seen, virtually the same as 

those just used for weighting.1 The simple divisor here employed 
does not eliminate from the product-sums any constant factor which 

may have increased or decreased all the weights in equal proportion. 
Usually, therefore, the variance as thus estimated must be finally 

checked by adding the squares of the saturations. In the present 
example an almost complete agreement has already been secured by 
the final calculations inTable VI, c. Should the two values not agree 

precisely, we should have to divide by the square root of their ratio 
as before (cf. p. 454). 

Further Factors.—To obtain saturation coefficients for the second 
and subsequent factors (if required) we follow the general procedure 
already explained. A theoretical hierarchy is constructed by 

multiplying the first factor-saturations by each other; the residuals 
are then analysed by one of the methods of weighted summation just 
described. 

The complete set of saturation coefficients obtained by weighted 
summation is shown in the last three columns of Table VII. It 

will be seen that the sums of the squares of the saturation coefficients 
for each test are precisely the same as those obtained by the simple 

summation method, being in each case those required to complete 

1 I have carried the calculations to one more decimal place in order to facilitate 
the demonstration of certain equalities in Table VII. This has yielded a slight 
modification in the figures for the third and last tests: and incidentally the modifi¬ 
cation secures a perfect agreement in the two estimates for the variance. 
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the table of Intercorrelations in such a way as to yield a matrix of 
minimal rank. Evidently, therefore, when the diagonal values 
have been first filled in by the full method of simple summation 
(after complete reiterations), there is no need for a complete reitera¬ 

tion of the process of weighted summation. 
The totals of the bipolar factors are now no longer zero if added as 

they stand. But if the figures for one factor are first weighted by 

the corresponding saturations for any other, then the weighted 

totals should be zero : (two product-sums, with the figures in the 

first column as multipliers, are given at the foot of the Table). This 

means that the novel characteristic of the saturations, as corrected 

by weighted summation, is that they are now entirely uncorrelated. 
Here the individual figures do not differ greatly from those ob¬ 

tained by simple summation. As a rule, in addition to (i) their 
lack of correlation, the figures obtained by weighted summation 
show two further related characteristics : (ii) they make the first 

and earlier factors responsible for rather more of the total variance 
(e.g. here 2*1703 instead of 2*1654) and leave less to be explained 
by the last factors (e.g. here 0*1458 instead of 0*1494) ; and (iii) 
within each of the earlier factors they tend to space out the 
differences between the several tests more plainly, usually increasing 
the highest saturation and diminishing the lowest. With either 
method, however, the correlation matrix is completely and precisely 
accounted for by the same minimal number of factors; here three 
factors only are sufficient in both cases. 

The results enable us to see by concrete illustration the obvious objections 
to setting the total variance (or self-correlation) for each test equal to I *00, 
particularly when the correlation matrix is small, (i) The proposal assumes 
that the total variance of a highly complex mental process (like composition) 
is no larger than the total variance of simpler processes (like spelling or speed 
of writing); whereas we should naturally expect that the variance of com¬ 
position (which is not only highly complex, but actually includes the processes 
of spelling and quick writing) would be decidedly larger : my own method 
of calculation treats them as equal to *72, *38, and *39 respectively, (ii) The 
proposal further assumes that the specific variances peculiar to the several 
tests stand in almost perfect negative correlation with their communalities or 
common variances, and therefore with their general tendency to correlate 
(e.g. here it implies that the specific variance of a simple test like writing 
would be *61 and that of a complex test like composition only *28); whereas 
we should naturally expect either no correlation at all, or, if anything, a small 
positive rather than a large negative correlation, (iii) It gives all these 
specific variances the largest possible value that is compatible with the 
observed intercorrelations as given in the table; i.e. it assigns a maximum 
amount of importance to the very factors for which there is a minimum amount 
of evidence, (iv) According to the principles on which the foregoing analysis 
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TABLE VII 

Saturation Coefficients 

Comp. 
Read. 
Spell. 
Hand. 
Draw. 
Writ. 

Totals 

A. By Simple Summation. 

i. First Approximation. ii. Minimum Rank. 

xst and 3rd ist 2nd 
Factor. Factor. Factor, Factor. Factor. Factor. 

*8l8 *197 *042 *822 *199 *°73 
•589 •490 —163 •597 -503 - -159 
*512 *355 *071 ■506 -342 *086 

•473 — *405 —140 .472-401 - ~*I29 
•592 — *488 —*139 •597 —498 - -*I44 

•549 —139 -262 ■546 —144 •272 

(Unweighted) 
*010 -—067 *001 - ”*001 

... 

B. By Weighted Summation. 

Final Approximation. 

ist 2nd 3rd 
Factor. Factor. Factor. 

'8325 -1394 ‘0567 
•6225 -4577 —1953 

•5238 -3185 -0610 

4486 —4336 —1006 

•5690 --5387 —1126 

■539° —US 3 -2795 

(Weighted) 
— *0002 *0008 

is based (principles that are also those adopted by Spearman and Thurstone) 
the proposal would force us to assume that with each specific factor the 
weighting for every test except its own is exactly zero, and therefore exactly 
equal This would be intelligible if we could assume that each of the pro¬ 
cesses tested—writing, for example—called into play a large and important 
specific 4 ability ’ or 4 brain-centre/ peculiar to itself and sharply localized. 
Actually, what is specific to each set of test-measurements, taken in isolation, 
with only a single application of each test, is not some unique ability or highly 
specialized neural process, but certain minor accidental conditions accom¬ 
panying its administration or involved in its construction. Yet even these 
conditions can hardly be considered as remaining strictly constant for all the 
other tests. If they do not influence them positively, they are likely (in some 
small measure) to influence them negatively and in varying degrees. Thus, 
to be consistent, all general-factor methods of analysis (including Thurstone’s 
centroid method) should treat the specific factor, not as a large primary 
ability in a 4 simple structure 9 with a positive saturation for one test and zero 
saturations for the remainder, but as a small bipolar factor. With Hotelling’s 
method of principal components (which also assumes the variances to be unity) 
there is at least one such bipolar factor which is strictly specific (in the sense 
of having a positive saturation for one test only); but this is mainly an 
artefact, since its large negative saturations are required merely to neutralize 
the enlarged positive saturations which appear in the preceding factors owing 
to the enlargement of their variances. 

For special purposes yet other working methods may be tried. For 
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example, we might have started with the method of weighted summation, 
without any preliminary determination of the self-correlations by simple 
summation. We could then have begun by seeking the best-fitting factorial 
matrix of rank one; then of rank two ; and so on : i.e. the first fit would 
contain in each diagonal cell the square of one saturation only ; the second 
fit would contain the sum of the squares of two ; and so on. This would 
again lead to a factorial matrix of minimum rank, with every column un¬ 
correlated with every other. Such an approach might be of theoretical 
interest, but is hardly a practical procedure, since, as a rule, it leads to pre¬ 
cisely the same figures by what in the end is not a shorter but a more cumber¬ 
some procedure. 

Again, if we assume that the results of correlating persons and correlating 
tests should be equivalent (as they should under certain conditions, e.g. 
when the selection of both persons and tests is ‘ random ?), we should expect 
each bipolar column of saturation coefficients to add up to zero both when un¬ 
weighted and when weighted by one of the other columns. A process of 
successive approximation with weighted and unweighted summation used 
alternatively will usually yield a close approach to this result. But whatever 
self-correlations we assume, and whatever rank we accept, there is an 
obvious gain in having a factorial matrix whose columns are uncorrelated : 
any further linear transformations into which the correlation matrix enters— 
e.g. rotating axes, calculating regressions, comparing results with those of 
correlating persons—are greatly simplified* 

If, however, the self-correlations or variances are known from the outset, 
then, as we have seen, successive approximation may be entirely avoided by 
c table-by-table 5 multiplication—a procedure that is sometimes convenient 
with a very small table of covariances (for illustrations, see [102], p, 185). 
Or again a triangular matrix of positive saturations may be obtained by the 
earlier procedure due to Lagrange (described, e.g., in Bocher’s Higher Algebra, 

1907, p. 131), which will be found to fit certain correlation problems quite 
well. 

Partial Correlations.—It should be noted that the residual correlations 
obtained as above by simple subtraction do not give the correlations that 
would be found in a sample population selected so as to be homogeneous for 
the factors subtracted. For example, we may desire to know what degree 
of correlation would exist between Reading, say, and Spelling (or Arithmetic) 
in a class or form where the children had been so selected as to be upon 
practically the same level of general ability. For this purpose the full 
formula for partial correlation must be employed. This is equivalent to 
dividing the residual correlation by the mean residual variance of the two 
correlated tests1—a process which greatly enlarges the figures. However, in 

x 306, and t.C.C. Report [35], p. 57. In my earliest article [16] this 
further adjustment was not applied, because the problem was to determine the re~ 
latwe importance of the first or general factor and the remainder. And in most forms 
of multiple-factor analysis it is, as a rule, omitted. That, however, should not obscure 
the fact that multiple-factor analysis (and, indeed, single-factor analysis according to 
Spearman s approach) is essentially a development of partial correlation : cf. Am. /. 
Psychol XV, 1904, p. 256 (where Yule’s formula for partial correlation is cited), and 
Yule s determmantal solution for the partial variances ([no], pp. 267 et seq ) 
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studying these secondary factors, it is often more effective to use actual 
homogeneous samples, which, would at once yield large correlations of this 
order, than to produce the effects of homogeneity by mere computation, thus 
continuing the analysis on hypothetical figures derived at one or two removes 
from a random sample. 

(2) GROUP-FACTOR METHOD 

Hie group-factor method is the more appropriate when the 
correlated variables (tests or persons) have been so selected as to 

form discontinuous groups. For the sake of simplicity I shall again 
use an artificial table to illustrate the procedure. Let us suppose 

that the observed correlations are as shown in the body of Table 
VIII. The procedure is as follows. 

(i) First Factor 

Formula : Saturation coefficient, rag = 

£raj 

where Sraj denotes the sum of the at)x column in the rectangular 

sub-matrix and JJRbc denotes the sum of all the correlations 

in the sub-matrix RBC* 

1. As before, it is helpful to begin by finding the total intercorrela¬ 

tion of each test by adding each column of observed coefficients 
(not shown in Table VIII). 

2. With the aid of these totals, rearrange the table so as to exhibit 
the general trend or pattern. Start, as usual, with getting the 
figures as nearly as possible into a hierarchical order, by first arrang¬ 
ing them according to the descending size of the totals. Group- 
factors, if present, will interrupt the steady descent of the coefficients 

in the rows and columns, and produce sudden rises in the correla¬ 

tions they affect. Bring these enlarged figures as close to the leading 
diagonal as possible,1 The final result should be a series of square 

blocks of high correlations placed astride the leading diagonal (and 
perhaps overlapping) with rectangular blocks of comparatively low 
correlations elsewhere. 

* If the table is too large or too irregular for the rearrangement to be made by 
simple inspection, we may either correlate the rows or estimate their contour by 
roughly graphing the figures, and then bring rows with high row-correlations, or 
with the same general contour, as near to one another as possible (cf. p. 300). 
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II. MULTIPLE-FACTOR ANALYSIS 

(2) Group-factor 

Method 

TABLE VIII 

Observed Intercorrelations and Calculation of Saturations 

for First Factor 

Correlations. Totals. Correlations. 
‘ 
Totals. Correlations. | Totals. 

75 •65 •54 •45 •36 1*35 •27 *18 *09 •54 
■75 •62 •48 *40 .32 1*20 *24 *16 *08 •48 

•65 •62 *42 *35 *28 1*05 *21 *14 -07 •42 

Sub-totals . i-44 1*20 *96 3-60 •72 -48 •24 144 

•54 •48 *42 144 . . •42 *30 *18 *12 *06 *3.6 
•45 *40 *35 1*20 *42 *28 *15 *10 ■05 •30 
.36 .32 *28 .96 *30 *28 *12 *08 -04 •24 

Sub-totals . i-35 1*20 1*05 3-60 •45 -3° •90 

*27 •24 *21 •72 *l8 *15 ‘12 *45 . . *I8 *27 

•18 *l6 ■H *48 *12 *10 *08 *3° *18 .. *10 

•09 •08 •07 -24 *06 *05 *04 *15 *27 *10 

Sub-totals . •54 •48 •42 x-44 *36 *30 •24 •90 ! 

Totals 1*89 1*68 1*47 1*80 1*50 1*20 1*17 *78 *39 

Divisor *21 . .30 
:--- 

■39 

Sat. Coeffs. •90 •80 •70 *60 •50 •4° *30 *20 *10 
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3. Mark off the square blocks, as shown in the j 1 
the lines of separation so as to partition the entire table itrecf 
angular sub-matnees Unless there is considerable overlapping the 
lines of separation will be clearly shown by the sudden riseor fall of 
correlations, e.g. m rows 4 to 6 of the correlation matrix the correla 
tions rise from the 3rd column to the 4th (instead of decreasing 
and fall from the 6th to the 7th much more sharply than in rows it 
3\ S™1. arl7’m r°ws 7 to 9 they rise from the 6th column to the 
7th We may label these sub-matrices according to the usual 
notation for a partitioned matrix as follows : 

R 
R 31 

“^22 

^32 ^33 

I he square blocks lying along the leading diagonal (R R P \ 
contain ^relations affected hy gtonp-facL £ S 2%,S 
factor. Hence these blocks must be omitted from all the calculations 
for the first factor As shown at the head of this section, a slight 
but obvious complication in the primary summation formula is 
entailed by these omissions. 

4. Add each short column in each of the oblong blocks in order to 
obtain its sub-total (1*35, 1*20, etc.). 

5. Add the sub-totals to obtain the total for each block • 

■ (£** = 3'6o, r&a = 1-44, ZR32 = .50). 

6. Find the (curtailed) totals for each column (i.e. the totals 
obtained with the figures in the square diagonal blocks still omitted) 
by adding the totals of the two half-columns (1*35 -f- -54 = 1-89, 

7. Calculate the divisor for the curtailed totals in each double 
block from the square roots of the three block-totals, appropriately 
arranged. Thus, for the total for the first column (1-89), which is 

one of the three columns making up the double block 

the divisor will be 

Vg+Vg}. 
Note that the figures inside the bracket are the totals of the two 
blocks to which the curtailed column belongs, and the figure out¬ 
side the bracket is the total for the third remaining block. We thus 
obtain the following three divisors : 
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V -9° { A/7-44 + ^3-60} 

V'-w{ a/'| + a/3-60} 

V3-6o| + \/4+j 

= -21, 

= '3°> 

= "39? 

8. Divide the curtailed totals of the columns by the appropriate 
divisor (1-89 -4- -21 = -90, etc.). 

The result will be the saturation coefficients for the first factor. 

(ii) Second Factor 

Formula : Residual correlation, r'ab = fab — rag %* 
>V . jO/ at 

Saturation coefficient, r'as = , • 
Jhhry, 
v j * 

1. Multiply each of the saturation coefficients by each of the 
others, thus obtaining a perfect hierarchy of theoretical correlations 
attributable to the first or general factor (*90 X *80 =2 *72, 
•90 x 70 = *63, etc.). The multiplication proceeds as before, and 
its results are given in the lower of the paired rows in Table IX. 

2. Enter the observed figures above them, and subtract the 
theoretical figures from the observed, as shown in Table IX 
(•75 — 72 = *03, -65 — *63 = *02, etc.). When (as here) group- 
factors are discontinuous and do not overlap, the residuals thus 
obtained will be approximately zero in each cell of the rectangular 
blocks governed by the general factor alone ; but in the square 
blocks along the leading diagonal, where the effects of a group- 
factor are superimposed on those of the general factor, there will be 
positive residuals due to the operation of the former. 

3. Take each square block of residuals in turn, treat it as a separ¬ 
ate hierarchy, insert estimated values for the diagonal coefficients, 
and analyse the whole by the method described in Section I A. 
In Table X the central block of residuals from Table IX Is 
factorized as an example. 

The four sets of saturation coefficients obtained by this twofold 
procedure are set out in Table XL It will be seen that they account 
perfectly for the 4 observed ’ correlations. To render the illustration 
more definite these correlations were artificially constructed at the 
outset from these very figures. And it will be noted that the group- 
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TABLE X 

One Sub-matrix of Residuals and Calculation of Saturation 

Coefficients for 2nd Group-factor 

Residuals. Totals. 

[•09] ■ *12 •06 •27 

*12 [•16] *08 •36 
*06 *08 [•°4l *18 

Total .... *27 •36 *18 *81 == *90* 

Sat. Coeff. . *30 *40 *20 •90 

Squares . . •09 *l6 •04 

factor method thus leads back to the original saturations from which 

the table was constructed. 
Unless we are to regard Thurstone’s requirements as excluding 

a priori anything like a general factor, we may say that the factor- 

pattern obtained fits his description of a * simple structure 5 : all 

the coefficients are positive, and each test and each factor (except 
the general) has a maximum number of zero saturations. 

Note.—The above formula is not valid when the correlation matrix is 
partitioned into more than 9 sub-matrices, Le. when there are more than 
three different rectangular blocks influenced by the first or general factor only. 
In that case, instead of omitting the square diagonal blocks, $n, $22, etc., 
we have first to estimate their expected totals. This is done by treating the 
remaining totals 27$ 21, 27$ 31, • . . 27$ 23, etc., as forming a hierarchy with 
the entries in the leading diagonal unknown. Applying the simple-summa¬ 
tion formula in its original form, we can deduce appropriate values for 
27$n, 27$22, . . . etc., and thence the grand total for the entire hierarchy, 

2727Rpq say. The formula for the saturation coefficients is then as follows: 
Pq 

27 raj S 27 Rpq, 

Tag 27 27 Rpq —* 27($lft + R%a + . , + RfJ) 
P % 

where / as before extends over all the tests correlated except those affected 
by the same group-factor as a, $la, . . . $/a denote the / sub-matrices in 
which the #th test falls (including the square diagonal blocks), and f and q 
extend over all the / sub-matrices without exception. 
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. Thus, with the above table, we first estimate and check the values for 

ER1V UR22, . . -, SERpq, as follows : 

TABLE XII 

1576] 

3-6o 

1-44 

3*6° 
[2-25] 

■90 

i-44 
•90 

[-36] 

io*So 
6-75 

2*70 

Total . 10*80 6-75 2*70 20-25 = 4'52 

Quotient 2*40 1*50 *60 

Square . 5-76 2*25 •36 

The saturation coefficient for (say) the first test is then : 

I-89V20-25 

Tls ~ 20-25 — (5-76"+ 3-60 -f-1-4+) 

== -90 as before. 

(3) GENERAL-FACTOR METHOD 

Suppose now that the discontinuities in the tables of observed 
correlations had not seemed quite so obvious, and that _ we had 
decided to apply the more usual ‘ general-factor method ’ instead : 
what results should we have obtained f 

' I shall leave the reader to carry out, as an exercise for himself, 
the detailed calculations according to the instructions given above.1 
He will find satisfactory results are reached if he fills the diagonal 
with the values for the ‘ communalities ’ supplied by the group-factor 
analysis. Table XI, a and b, give the final figures, viz. the satura¬ 
tions obtained by simple and by weighted summation respectively. 

As before, the peculiarity of the simple-summation method is 
that the totals of the bipolar saturations add up to exactly zero, 
and of the weighted summation method that the bipolar columns are 
uncorrelated both with each other and with the column for the 

1 The only novel feature arises in the treatment of the residuals obtained after the 
first or general factor has been eliminated, In this case it is impossible, by means of 
negative weighting, to convert all the negative residuals into positive. As before, 
the choice of tests to be negatively weighted is determined by the general pattern, 
and checked by the signs of the resulting saturation coefficients. Here the computer 
who followed the usual rules alone (reversing tests with most negatives or largest 
absolute totals) might be tempted to give the 5th test an opposite sign to the others 
in the first group of 6, and perhaps the 8th an opposite sign to the others in the last 
group of 3. But this would evidently spoil the pattern. It may be that such results 
as this partly explain why those who follow Thurstone’s modification of the summa¬ 
tion method have supposed that its results must be meaningless until rotated. 
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general factor so that the weighted totals add up to zero > With the 
former method the figures fit the observed two-place corrSt" 
with discrepancies of less than -oi; with the latter Set " u T 
that is even closer still. Thus the factor natt f • -l ^le ^ a 

factor methods tends to b 2« 
the ; simple structure ■ *1'“ 

substitute a factor with 6 negative figure! 

figures appearing in both), so that this latter is helping to do the 
work of a second group-factor; and the negative figLs of L 

^ ^ ^ need £ 

It is evident that the two main forms of analysis lead to virtually 
the same conclusions. The results may be summed up as follows • (U 
All the nine tests arc influenced by a general factor whose importance 
decreases from one test to another in a definite order, the order bebv 
the same with all three methods. (2) The nine tests can be divided 

andiffeirrr?°?S f ^T’ Cach gt0Up bdng influenced positively by 
\ ifferent factor from the rest, the division being the same with all 
three methods : thus, with each method we see (i) that the last three 
tests are influenced positively by a large special factor which does 
not enter positively into the first six; and (ii) the middle three tests 
ar* influenced by a smaller special factor which does not enter 

^ 6 m threC and d0CS not enter at aU ato the last 
ftr eb J m°re0Ver’ since we may averse the signs 
for the last bipolar factor, we may add (iii) the first three tests am in 
effect influenced positively by a still smaller special factor, which 
does not influence the middle three in the same way and does not 
enter at all into the last three (or hardly at all). Finally, (3) within 
each group of three the influence of its special factor diminishes from 
one test “another m an order which is the same with all three 
methods. The chief difference between the results of the group-factor 
method and those of the two general-factor methods is that the 
former assumes that a non-positive influence is identical with a 
complete absence of influence, the latter assumes that it may be a 
negative influence and may vary in amount. 

Now, if we prefer the former method of expression, but start with 
a summation method of analysis, we can obviously translate our 
bipolar general factors into group-factors by ‘rotation of axes.’ 
Thus, if we started (as Thurstone would do) by the simple summa¬ 
tion method, we could ‘ rotate ’ the factors shown in Table XIa, 

1 With ‘ weighting ’ defined as on p. 456, this holds of both methods. 
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and from them we could obtain the figures shown in Table XIc, 
approximately: if we followed his ‘ graphic procedure,1 exactly 
if we used a more adequate method and retained enough factors and 
decimals. If we started with weighted summation, the rotation 
could still be carried out, though Thurstone’s criticism of such 
methods seems to imply that it could not: indeed, the necessary 
calculations would be much easier, owing to the zero correlations 
between the rows.2 Put in either case it is evident that we save a 
vast amount of labour, and probably reach more precise figures, if, 
when we want a 1 * * * simple structure,’ we seek it by the direct * group- 
factor method ’ according to the procedure described above. 

Of the three main methods described in this Appendix I recom¬ 
mend simple summation for general purposes, weighted summation 

for exact research, and the group-factor method for special cases of 

discontinuous distribution. The student, however, who is new to 
factorial work should practise all three. Let him begin with a 
small fictitious table of unit figures only (cf. next Appendix); and 
then try his hand with physical measurements before proceeding to 
mental. Let him take, say, half a dozen body measurements for half 
a dozen persons (e.g. sitting height, length of leg, and of arm, girth 
of chest, waist, and hips for a homogeneous and for a dichotomous 
group, i.e. mixed males and females, or pyknics and leptosomics), 
and factorize covariances and correlations for both traits and persons 
by every procedure available, including ‘ simple averaging ’ (p. 396). 
Physical measurements present much the same problems as mental; 
and the interpretations are easier to visualize.8 The theoretical 
advantages of weighted summation will quickly become obvious. 
Like Thurstone’s method, it yields a factor-pattern of minimal 
rank; like Hotelling’s, it yields the best possible fit. It would 
thus seem to combine the merits of both. 

1 Thurstone in his rotations would presumably begin by seeking the factors con- 
taming zero saturations (which with him are usually overlapping group-factors) and 
leave the general factor (i.e. the factor with no negative or zero saturations) to emerge, 
if at all, only when the group-factors do not account for the correlation. 

* The method has already been described above (p, 304); and therefore need not 
be repeated here. 

* The idea that there is a 1 contrast ’ between results from physical and mental 
measurements (the latter alone yielding hierarchies) and that neither * bodily dimen¬ 
sions ’ nor * assessments of physical maturity * show signs of general factors (Spearman 
[56], p. 142, Thomson [132], p. 279) is not borne out by my own data. Both with 
adults and with children the factor-variances follow the same rough progression as is 
obtained with psychological tests (Table VII, p, 358). For Spearman's own chief 
example ([56], p. 141) vijn ~ *49, *12, *09 : (the two group-factors—-covering the 
3 head measurements and the 2 skull-breadth measurements—were only to be ex¬ 
pected). Of course, if we mix linear with non-linear measurements (e.g. weight) 
and anatomical with physiological ([56], p. 144), the hierarchical tendency is bound 
to be obscured. 
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ANALYSIS 01* A MAIRIX INTO ITS LATENT ROOTq 

AND LATENT VECTORS T 

l ine ultimate result of analysing a correlation table by the method 

of least squares or weighted summation ’ is to reduce the initial 
matrix of measurements to terms of the latent roots and latent 

vectors ot the correlation matrix. It can thus be expressed as the 

product of three component matrices—a diagonal matrix, pre- 

multiplied and post-multiplied bv two semi-orthogonal matricesor 
m matrix notation, as M - Lvh, where L is thf ‘ modal matrix ’ 

of latent vet tors, V the diagonal matrix of1 latent roots ’ or factor 

variances, and I the semi-orthogonal ‘ population ’ matrix of factor- 

measurements. Where it is necessary to distinguish matrices 

a”d P'n°”S * »»b»cript 

As I have stated in the text, this mode of analysis seems to me the 

moat logical and the most useful; and, since the nomenclature of 

matrix algebra may be unfamiliar, the following tables are appended 
to illustrate the simplicity of the procedure. Incidentally they 
wi 1 serve to demonstrate that, provided the initial matrix is suit¬ 
ably standardized,. the resulting ‘ factors ’ are the same, whether 
we begin by covariating persons or tests. 

In order that the.reader can follow the working mentally, I have 

taken a small fictitious table of integers, and have calculated 
covariances, instead of reducing the figures to standard measure 
and so calculating correlations* If desired, the correlations and the 
factor-saturations1 could at once be obtained by dividing the 

covariances and the factor-loadings by the square roots of the 
variances of the initial measurements: e.g. in Table II, by 
Vz0> and -v/20. ’ 

The initial matrix, M, is set out at the head of Table I, and is 
supposed to give the marks of 4 persons (pv p2, p3, p4) in three 

1 These will not represent the same set of factors as would have been obtained 
by analysing the correlations directly. If we required factor-saturations directly 
deduced from the correlations rather than covariances, we should have to start bv 
normali2dng the initial measurements at the outset. That would involve working 
Sllow memallyaCti°nS rurming into several Hurts, and would be too complicated to 
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tests (tv /2, £3). It is standardized so that the averages for all 

persons and all tests are zero. 
The preliminary analysis proceeds according to the method 

described in the foregoing Appendix (pp, 459 f.). Thus, in e correlat¬ 
ing tests ’ we first calculate the covariance matrix, MM* = Rh 

shown at the top of Table II(yz), and then obtain the factor-loadings 
for the first and second factors, FtF\ = Rt* The sum of the 

TABLE I 

To obtain the factor-measurements (Pt) bp means of the variances (F) 
and factor-loadings (Ft): Pt = WM = V~x FftM. 

M 

h fa fa Pa 

F't 

h A h 

—6 2 0 4 U 
3 1 — * —3 h 
3 - 3 X h 

h 
ft 

Wh —1/14 —VH 
0 V<5 — V6 

—18^14 WH 0 12V14 \ 
0 4V6 —2 ^6 2-v/6 J "‘ 

fi 

fa 

r-1 

IT"* 
I' 

0 — 
12 

3 1 2 

vh VH VH 1 

2 1 1 | '' 

V 6 \/6 1/6 

fi ft Pi Pa . Pa Pt 

Note*-—To find the product of two matrices, proceed as in multipiping two 
determinants, Le, multipip the elements of the rows of the pre-factor by the 
corresponding elements of the columns of the post-factor, and add. Thus, 
taking the first row of F* and the first column of ikf, 

(2V14) x (- 6) + (- yi4) x (3) +.(-V14) X,(3) - -1SV14 

The dash affixed to a symbol, e.g. F', denotes that the original matrix, P, 
has been £ transposed/ i e. rewritten with the original rows as columns. 
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3orCS 0/qthCTal?rr1rf<:!ing'lthen gives the factor-variance for that 
factor. (See Table 11(a), where the factor-loadings and variances 
for the first factor are calculated explicitly.) Here, as the reader 

can easily test for himself, simple summation happens to yield the 

The factor-measurements for each person, Pt, can be computed 

by simply adding his test-measurements, after first weighting them 
by the factor-loading for the test concerned (F'tM) ■ the totals 

are then usually normalized, i.e. reduced to unitary standard 
measure, by dividing by the respective factor-variances (F) (the 
detailed working is shown in Table I). It will be observed that the 

calculation is very much simpler than the laborious procedure 
required m calculating regression coefficients to obtain estimated 

factor-measurements in the ordinary way (described by Thurstone 
L°4j> PP- 226 f-» and Thomson [132], pp. 93 f.). 

.the latent vectors, Lt, are obtained by simply normalizing the 

columns of^ the factor-loadings, Ft: i.e. dividing each column by 
the root of its squares, 7 

When ‘correlating tests/ therefore, we first obtain the 
covariance matrix Rt; on factorizing this by the «least-squares ’ 
method we obtain the factorial matrix, Ft; and from Ft we obtain 
(i) the normalized factor-loadings for tests, Lh (ii) the factor- 

variances, Vt) and (iii) the factor-measurements for persons, Pt. 
Table II(h) shows how the initial set of measurements can be 

reconstructed by multiplying these three component matrices. 

Similarly, when ‘ correlating persons? we first obtain the 

covariance matrix, Rp; on factorizing this we obtain the factorial 

matrix, Fp ; and from Fp we obtain (i) the normalized factor-load¬ 
ings for persons, L& (ii) the factor-variances, Fp, and (iii) the factor- 
measurements for tests, Pp. 

Table III(&) shows how the initial set of measurements 

can be reconstructed by multiplying these three component 
matrices. 

# ^ ke observed (i) that the factor-variances are the same in 
either case (Fp^Ft)9 and (ii) that the factor-measurements for 
persons obtained by *co variating tests ’ are identical with the normal¬ 

ized factor-loadings for persons obtained by ‘covariating persons/ 
and (iii) that the factor-measurements for tests obtained by ‘ co- 

variating persons ? are identical with the normalized factor-loadings 
for tests obtained by ‘ covariating tests ’: in short, with a measure¬ 

ment matrix thus standardized and thus factorized, the results 
are the same whether we correlate (or rather covariate) persons 
or tests. 
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TABLE II 

Results of Factorizing Covariances between Tests : M ■- 
(a) Covariance Matrix MM' = = FiF't, 

Ft 

tt t% f9 Total* 

A 56 — 28 -28 1X2 

h — 28 20 8 

h — 28 8 20 

Total* 112 56 56 224 : (4VI4)* 

Total -f- V224 WH (-)v'H (_),v/i+ 0 

Square 5<> •4 «4 i st factor-variance 

* As usual, before calculating the total, the tests that art* to receive a negative 
factor-loading (here tests 2 and 3) have their signs reversed. 

(b) Reconstruction. 

X 

h u 

2 

V6 

1 1 
V2 

V6 v2 

X 

x 

fi /a 

V84 J x 
0 Viz 

# px p% n pi 

1 1 2 
VH Vh 0 VH 

2 I X 

V6 %/6 V§ 

ft X p 

4 
A A_ 

X 

r**”**™* 
■ft Pi 

h 2V14 0 _ : _? 1 2 

h 
—Vh V6 VH vh 

0 
V H 

h -v'i4 - V6 0 2 

V6 “ 
1 

V6 
1 

“V6 

fi 

ft 
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Pi Pi Ps Pi 

Analysts by Selective Operators: p.494. (a) Canonical Expansion 
of Covariance Matrix (see p. 164).—The method of multiple-factor 
analysis described in the text is based on the assumption that any 
symmetric covariance (or correlation) matrix can be expressed as 

the sum of a number of perfect hierarchies, each of which consists 

of a ‘ unit hierarchy’ (Ej) multiplied by the corresponding factor- 
variance (vj). Such a series I call the * canonical expansion ’ of the 
covariance (or correlation) matrix. A unit hierarchy is formed by 

post-multiplying a latent vector (one column of Z,) by its transpose 
(the same figures written as a row), according to the usual method 
of constructing a theoretical hierarchy. Thus, in Table IV<j E is 

formed from the first column of I< (shown in Table IIZ), E2 from the 

second column, and Z'3 from the otiose column required to turn the 
semi-orthogonal Lt matrix into a completely orthogonal square 

matrix. From the weighted sum of these unit hierarchies we can 
reconstruct the original covariance matrix, Rt, as shown in the 
table. Each of the unit hierarchies represents the effect of a single 

pure and independent factor; and the corresponding weighted 
hierarchy represents the amount of correlation or covariance 
attributable to that factor. 

(b) Factorial Expansion of Measurement Matrix (see pp. 261-5)._ 

We can determine the contribution of such a factor to the empirical 

matrix of test-measurements by simply pre-multiplying that 
matrix by the appropriate unit hierarchy (see Table IVb). With 

the multipliers calculated in this way, the result is to yield, with 
Ex, the best approximation to M that is obtainable with a single 
factor only, namely, Mx = EXM; with Ep the best approximation 
to the residuals, (M — Mx), that is obtainable with a single factor 

only ; and so on (the closeness of the approximation being judged 
by the principle of least squares). Thus, if we assume that there 

can be only one true factor determining the initial test-measure¬ 
ments, and that the remainder consists of errors of measurement, 

then Mx gives the best estimate of the hypothetical values. And the 
same result will be reached whether we start by correlating rows or 
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columns, persons or tests : I leave the reader to calculate unit 

hierarchies from Table II&, and so verify this statement. 
The sum of all such contributions should obviously yield the 

original measurement matrix (as shown at the foot of I able I Vi). 

If Pi were already known, we could obtain the same detailed and 

total result by first multiplying the rows of factor-measurements by 
the appropriate factor-loadings, and then adding the products, 

according to the familiar equation M = Ft Pt (cf. Table lib above). 
But since Pt is not given and M is, it seems more logical to exhibit 

the direct analysis of M than its resynthesis from P/. 
Such a series of unit hierarchies is analogous to what is termed 

in quantum theory a ‘ spectral set of selective operators ’: each 

‘ selects ’ the contribution of its factor, and so ‘ analyses a mixed 
aggregate into its pure constituents.’ Thus, the mental performance 

measured by a given test is in effect conceived as the sum of a 
number of contributory reactions, mixed and heterogeneous : the 

selective operators sort these reactions into a few mutually exclusive 

classes, such as would popularly be attributed to distinct elementary 

TABLE III 

Results of Factorizing Covariances between Persons : M Lp /’I Pt, 

(a) Covariance matrix M' M = Rp —- FpF'p. 

RP 
Total* 

108 

36 
0 

7z 

t.1 " . ■ 
fi ft ft ft 

h 
f» 
n 
ft, 

54—18 0 .-36 
— 18 14 —4 8 

0 —4 2 2 
—36 8 2 26 

Total* 108 36 0 72 216 =aa (6\/6)# 

Total— V 216 (—)3a/6 a/6 0 2^/6 !■ 0 

Squares "'.■."54 ' & 0 24 84 ~~ 1st factor-variance 

* As usual, before calculating the total, the persons that are to receive a negative 
factor-loading (here person i) have their signs reversed. 
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(b) Reconstruction, 

(0 n U\ n,) X 11 

i t u ft ft h h 

ft 
3 0 y'^4 0 X 4, ~L iT 

\ 14 
V 0 y6 y6 

1 2 
y'12 ft V •'«+ \ 6 0 1 I 

t 

c 

<1
 1 

4
i 

ft 0 

2 1 
n _ v 4 

^ P X pP 

fx ft h h h 
ft 3v/6 0 2 1 n 

Pt V6 1%/: z 
X V6 

1 

%
\ 1 

ft 

P* 0 V* 0 X I 

V2 V2 ft 

t* 2 \/(> ••• 

M* 

h h h 

Pi 
t* 
n 
pi 

* 3 3 
2 I -3 

O — I I 

4 -3 -i 

‘ abilities.’ (Note the somewhat questionable assumption, clearly- 
brought out by the table, that for the same test each testee employs 
precisely the same abilities in precisely the same proportions.) 

The unit hierarchies have a number of peculiar properties, which 
render this mode of analysis particularly convenient for mathe¬ 
matical manipulation and which the reader can easily verify in the 
present instance : they are * idempotent,’ i.e. E” — Ej; they are 
mutually orthogonal, i.e. £{ Ej *= o; their sum is equal to the unit 
matrix, i.e. . . . 4- £„ = 1; and the ‘ trace ’ of each (sum 
of diagonal elements) me 1, (Cf. [115], ‘ The Unit Hierarchy and 
Its Properties.’) 
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TABLE IV 

Factorial Expansion of Covariance and Measurement Matrices. 

(a) Analysis of Covariance Matrix into Weighted Sum of Unit 

Hierarchies: Rt — Hl -f- H* -h • • ■ 4“ ~ "4" “I" • • • 4~ vn^n- 

=^1 X 
Jl 

vz X f 1. +*'* X £s 

56 —28 -28 

'■3- 
00 11 

(— 4 
o' - -f“I2 0 0 0 +° i ff i 

-28 20 8 1 
IT ¥ 0 i—|- I « 4 

—28 8 20 i 
1 
¥ 0 • j. | £ 

(b) Analysis of Measurement Matrix into the Sum of the Contributions of 
its Factors: M = EXM 4- EJM. 4" ■ ■ - 4~ EnM. 

h 
h 
h 

h 
^2 

% 

h 
b 
h 

h 
h 
h 

Initial matrix. 

Contribution of ist 
factor. 

Contribution of 2nd 
factor. 

Contribution of 3rd 
factor 

Reconstruction of initial 
- matrix,. 
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365, 451-4, 467-76 

Symmetry criterion, 41, 156, 281 

Temperament, 83,192, 371, 387-443 
Tetrad difference criterion, 54, 149, 

335-7. 353. 357 
Theorem of added hierarchies, 164, 

2<55> 323. 326, 491 
four-factor, 103, 166 
multiple-factor, 163, 184 
single-factor, 146 
three-factor, 138 

^two-factor, 141-3, 180, 184, 383 
1 heory of groups, see Groups, theory 

of 
Three-factor theory, 26, 139, 296 
Trace, 341 
Trace-ratios, 341, 350-5, 368 
Transitivity, postulate of, 119 
Trigonometrical method, 255, 320 
Trigonometry, spherical, 81", 88 
Two-factor theory, 4, 24, 101, 184 
Type factor, see Factors 

SUBJECTS S09 

Types, 36, 63, 138, 207, 224, 400 - 
distribution of, 429-36, 443 /" 
imagery, 170, 421 
measurement of, 424-8 
physical, 112-13, 174, 24s 
racial, 113, 246 
social, 247 

temperamental, 83, 189, 371, 393- 
402, 424-43 

Typology, 188, 418 

Unit hierarchy, 64,153,164, 264,323 
Units of measurement, see Measure¬ 

ment 
Universe, 179, 289 

Variable, 46,92,99,115,179-82,241 
Variance, 19, 93, I53> 23S; 26?> 

2^3“"6, 392 ; see also Analysis 
of variance 

Vectors, 78? 84, 147 ? see also Latent 
vectors 

Vocational guidance, 55, 63, 229 
psychology, 60, 171 
selection, 60-5 

Weber-Fechner law, 134 
Weighted summation, see Summation 














